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CHAPTER I

ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSIOlT

1. The International La", Commission, established in pursuance of General Assembly

resolution 174 (H) of 21 November 1947, in accordance "rith its Statute annexed

thereto, as subsequently amended, held its thirty-third session at its permanent

seat at the United Nations Office at Geneva from 4 May to 24 July 1981.

2. The ,,,ork of the Commission during this session is described in the present

report. Chapter 11 of the report, on succession of States in respect of matters

other than treaties, contains a description of the Commission's work on that

topic, together with 39 draft articles constituting the whole draft on succession

of States in respect of State propert,y, archives and debts and commentaries

thereto, as finally approved by the Commission. Chapter III on the question of

treaties concluded be~.,een States and international organizations or between ~'l'o

or more international organizations contains a description of the Commission's ,.,ork

on the topic: together ,dth 26 draft articles and commentaries thereto, as finally

approved by the Commission at the thirt,y-third session. Chapter IV on State

responsibility, chapter V on international liabilit,y for injurious consequence

arising out of acts not prohibited by international law, cluipter VI on

jurisdictional immunities of States and their propert,y and chapter VH on the

status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not accompanied by

diplomatic courier, contain a description of the work of the Commission at its

present session on each of those respective topics. Finally, chapter VIII deals

with the second part of the topic of relations between States and international

organizations and the programme and methods of work of the Commission as well as

a number of administrative and other questions.

A. Membership

3. During the present session, the membership of the Commission ,,,as composed

as follows:

Mr. George H. AIiDRICH (United States of America)

I'ir. Julio BARBOZA (Argentina)

Mr. Mohammed BEDJAOUI (Algeria)

Mr. B. BOUTROS GHALI (Egypt)

Mr. Juan Jose CALm y CALIE (Perq)

Mr. Jorge CASTAllEnA (Mexico)

.... , " ......
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I

(Ghana) .

(Venezuela),

Mr."Emmanuel Kodjoe DADZlE, ,
Mr. Leonardo DIAZ-GONZAIEZ

Mr. Jens EVENSEN (Norway)

Mr. Laurel B. FRANOIS (Jamaica)

Mr. S.P. JAOOlA (India)

l.fr. Frank X.J.O. NJENGA (Kenya)

Mr. Ohristopher "'alter, PmTO (Sri Lanka)

Mr. R.Q. QUENTnJ.....BAX'.l'ER (New Zealand)

Mr~ Paul RElJ11IER (France)

Mr. \'1illem RIPHAGEN (Netherlands)

Mr. Milan !AHOVIC (Yugoslavia)

l.fr. Sompong SUOHARITKUL (Thailand)

Mr. Abdul Hakim TABIBI (Afghanistan)

l-h-. Doudou THIAM (Senegal)

Mr. Senjin TSURUOKA. (Japan)J/

Mr. Nikolai A. USHAKQV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)

Sir Francis VALIAT (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland)

Mr. Stephan VEROSTA (Austria)

Mr. Alexander YANIroV (Bulgaria)

4. On 6 May 1981, the Oommission elected Mr. George H. Aldrich (United States

of America) to fill the casual vacancY' caused bY' the resignation of

Mr•. Stephen M. Schwebel upon his election to the International Oourt of Justice.

5. At the 1688th meeting of the Oommission, held on 10 JulY' 1981, the Chairman

stated that he had received a letter addressed to him from Mr. Senjin Tsuruoka in

which he tendered his resignation from membership in the Oommi~sion. The Chairman

announced that at a private meeting the Oommission had taken note of the letter of

Mr. Tsuruoka and that a letter had been sent to Mr. Tsuruoka informing him

accordingly. In addition, the Chairman announced that, as had been requested bY'

Mr. Tsuruoka, a letter had been addressed to the Secretary-General transmitting

a'coPY' of the letter of resignation.

y See para. 5 below.
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B. Officers

6. At its 1643rd' and 1688th meetings, on 4 Ma\Y' and 10 July 1981, the Commission

elected the following officers:

Chairman: Mr. Doudcu Thiam

First Vice-Chairman: Mr. Robert Q. Quentin~axter

Second Vice-Chairman: Mr. Milan ~ahovi6'

Chairman of the Drafting Commi.ttee : Mr. Senjin Tsuruoka
~, Mr. Leonard Diaz-Gonzalez

Rannorteur : Mr. Laurel B. Francis

7. At the present session of.' the Commission, its Enlarged Bureau "Tas composed of

the officers of the session, former Chairmen of the Commission and the Special

Rapporteurs • The Chairman of the Enlarged Bureau was the Chairman of the

Commission at the present session. On the recommendation of the Enlarged Bureau,

the Commission, at its 1650th meeting, on 19~ 1981, set up for the present

session a Planning Group to consider matters relating to the organization,

programme and methods of work of the Commission and to report thereon to the

Enlarged Bureau. The Enlarged Bureau appointed Mr. Robert Q. Quentin~axter

Chairman of the Planning Group, which was composed as follows: Mr. Julio Barboza,

Mr. Mohammed Bedjaoui, Mr. Laurel B. Francis, Mr. Frank X.J.C. Njenga,

Mr. Chris topher ",. Pinto, Mr. l'1illem Riphagen, Mr. Milan Mahovi6',

Mr. Abdul Hakim Tabibi, Mr. Nikolai A. Ushakov and Sir Francis Vallate

C. Drafting Committee

8. At its 1647th meeting, on 8~ 1981, the Commission appointed a Drafting

Committee composed of the following members: Mr. George H. Aldrich,

Mr. Mohammed Bedjaoui, Mr. Juan Jose Calle y Calle, Mr. Emmanuel Kodjoe Dadzie,

Mr. Leonardo Diaz-Gonzalez, Mr. ·S.P. Jagota, Mr. Frank X.J.C. Njenga,

Mr. Paul Reuter, Mr. Abdul Hakim Tabibi, Mr. Nikolai Ushakov, Sir Francis Vallat

Mr. Alexander Yankov • Mr. Senjin Tsuruoka was elected by the Commission at its

1647th meeting as Chairman of the Drafting Committee. Upon his resisnation from

the Commission, the Commiss.~on, at its 1688th meeting, elected

Mr. Leonardo Diaz-Gonzalez Chairman of the Drafting Committee. Mr. Laurel B. Francis

also tooit part in the Committee's work in his capacity as Rapporteur of the

Commission. Members of the Commission not ·members of the Committee were invited

to attend and a number of, them participated in the meetings.
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D. Secretariat

9. Hr. Erik Suy, Under-Secretary-General, the Legal Counsel, represented the

Secretary-General at the session. Mr. Valentin ./l. Romanov, Director of the

Codification Division of the Office of Legal Affairs, acted as Secl'etary to the

Commission and, in the absence of the Legal Counsel, represented the

Secretary-General. Mr. Eduardo Valencia-Ospina, Senior Legal Officer, acted as

Deputy Secretary to the Commission. Mr • ./lndronico O. Adede, Senior Legal Officer,

Mr. Larry D. Johnson and Mr. Shinya Murase, Legal Officers, served as

Assistant Secretaries to the Commission.

E. Agenda

10. At its 1643rd me~ting, on 4 May 1981, the Commission adopted an agenda for

its thirty-third session,. consisting of the following items:

1. Filling of casual vacancies in the Commission (article 11 of the Statute)

2. Succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties

3. Question of treaties concluded between States and international

organizations or between two or more international organizations

4. State responsibility

5. International liability for injurious consequences arising out of

acts not prohibited by international law

6. The law of the non-naVigational uses of international watercourses

1. Jurisdictional immunities of States and their property

8. Status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not accompanied

by diplomatic courier

9. Relations between States and international organizations (second part

of the topi~)

10. Programme and methods of work .

11. Co-operation with other bodies

12. Date and place of the thirty-fourth session

13. Other business.

11. The Commission held substantive discussions on all the items on its agenda

with the exception of items 6, "The law' of the non-navig~tionaluses of international

watercourses", and 9, IIRelations between States and international organizations

(second part of the topic)". In the course of the session, the Commission held

55 public meetings (1643rd to 1697th) and two private meetings' (on 6 May and

1 July 1981). In addition, the Drafting Committee held 19 meetings, the

Enlarged Bureau of the Commission five meetings and the Planning Group two meetings.
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12. Owing to the time required to complete the second reading of the draft

articles on succession of States in respect of State property, archives and

debts, and to commence the second reading of the draft articles on treaties

concluded between States and international organizations or. betl'1een international

organizations, the Drafting Committee was unable to consider all the draft articles

which had been referred to it during the present session relating to the latter

topic as well as to other.topics on its agenda. It should be understood, however,

that the Drafting Committee remains seized of such articles and will consid&r them

in the course of the thirty-fourth session of the Commission, unless the Commission

at that session decides othendse. The articles in question are the following:

article 2,subparagraph 1 (h) and articles 27 to 41 of the' draft articles on

treaties concluded between States ,and international organizations or between

international organizations; articles 1 to 5 relating to part 2 of the draft

articles on State responsibility; articles 7 to 11 of the draft articles on

jurisdictional iIII!II,Unities of States and their property; and· articles 1 to 6 of

the draft articles on the status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag

not accompanied by diplomatic courier.
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CHAPmR II

SUCCESSION OF STATES IN RESPECT OF I.fATTERS OTIm THAN TREATmS

A. Introcluction

1. IIis·torfcal review' of the w'o:l'k of the Commission

13. At its first session, held in 1949, the International Law' Commission listed

the topic "Succession of States and Governments" amoIly the 14 selected for

codification but did not give priority to its study.1:I At its fourteenth session,

held in 1962, the Commission decided to include that topic on its programme of

work, in view' of the fact that by paragraph 3 (a) of General Assembly

resolution 1686 (XVI) of 18 December 1961 entitled "Future work in the field of

codification and progressive development of international lal~" ~ the General Assembly

had recommended that the Commission should include "on its priority list the

topic of Succession of States and Governments".21

14. During its fourteenth session, at the 637th meeting, held on 7 M~y 1962, the

Commission set up a Sub-Committee on the Succession of States and Governments,

which it requested to submit suggestions on the scope of the subject, the method

of approach for a study and the means of providing the necessary documentation. The

Sub-Committee consisted of the follol'ling 10 members: Mr. Lachs (Chai:rman),

Mr. l3a.rto'lf, lofr. Briggs, Mr. Castren, l·fr. EI-Erian, Mr. Eli:as, Mr. Liu, l-fr. Rosenne,

Mr. Tabibi and Mr. Tunkin.JI The Sub-Committee held two meetings, on 16 May and

21 June 1962.::J

15. In the light of the Sub-Committee's suggestions, the Commission took some

procedural decisions at its 668th and 669th meetings, held on 26 and 27 June 1962.

It decided, inter alia, that the Sub-Committee should meet at Geneva in January 1963

to continue its work, the Secretariat should undertalte specific studies,.2I and the

agenda for the Commission's fifteenth session should include the item "Report of

the Sub-Committee on Succession of States and Governments".1./

11 Yearbook of the International Lalf Commission 1949, p. 281, document A/925,
para. 16.

jJ Yearbook. eo 1962, vol. II, p. 190, document A/5209, para. 60.

JI ~., p. 189, para. 54.

21 ~., pp. 189-190 and 191, paras. 55 and 70-71. .

.21 Ibi.d., pp. 191-192, para. 72.

11 ~., p. 192, para. 74.
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16. The Secretar,y--Gen~raJ. sent a circular note to the Governments of Member States,

in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Commission's Statute, inviting

them to submit the text of any treaties, law's, decrees , regulations, diploma.tic

correspondence etc., concerning the procedure of succession relating to the States

which had achieved independence after the Second \'1orld vTar.§}

17. By its resolution 1765 (XVII) of 20 November 1962, the General Assembly

recommended that the Commission should

"continue its w'ork on the succession 0+ States and Governments, taking into
account the view's expressed at the seventeenth session of the
General Assembly and the report of the Sub-Committee on the Succession of
States and Governments, with appropriate reference to the view~ of States
''1hioh have achieved independence since the Second "Torld War. lI

18. The Sub-Committee on the Succession of States and Governments met at Geneva

from 17 to 25 Januar,y- 1963 and again on 6 June 1963, at the beginning of the

International Law' Commission's fifteenth session. On concluding its w'ork, the

Sub-Committee approved a report by its Chairman, which "Jas annexed to the report

of the International Law' Commission on the ''I'ork of its fifteenth session.2I The

Sub-Committee's report contains its conclusions on the scope of the topic of

Succession of States and Governments and its recommendations on the approach the

Commission should adopt in its studjy. In the Yearbook of the InternatioIJal Law'

Commission. 1963, the Sub-Committee's report is accompanied by two appendices,

reproducing respectively the summar,y- records of the meetings held by the

Sub-Committee tn Januar,y- 1963 and on 6 June of the same year, and the memoranda and

worlting papers submitted to the Sub-Committee by Mr. Elias, Mr. Tabibi,

Hr. Rosenne, Hr. Castren, l'1'r. :Barto~ and l-rr. Lachs (Chairman of the Sub-Conunittee):!.QI

19. The report of the Sub-Committee on the Succession of States and Governments

was discussed by the Commission ~uring its fifteenth session (1963), at the

702nd meeting, after being introduced by the Chairman of the Sub-Conunittee, who

explained the Sub-Committee' s conclusions and recommendations." The Commission

unanimously approved the Sub-Committee's report and gave its general approval to

the reconunendations contained therein. The Sub-Committee proposed that the

Commission should remind Go~ernments of the Secretar,y--General's circular note s11l

§} ~., p. 192, para. 73.

21 Yearbook ... 1963~ vol. II, p. 260, document A/5509, annex II.

1Q/ See, Yearbook ••• 1963, vol. II, pp. 262 and 282, document A/5509,
annex II~ appendices I and II.

111 See para. 16 above.
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and the Commission gave instructions to the Secretariat "l1ith a view' to obtaining

further inf'omation on the practice of States. At the same time, the Commission

appointed Mr. Lachs as Special Rapporteur on the topic of the succession of States

and Governments.1:1/

20. The Commission endorsed the Sub-Commit'Lee's vieu that the objectives should be

"a survey and evaluation of the present state of the la"l'l' and practice in the' matter

of State succession and the preparation of draft articles on the topic in the light

of new' developments in international law". Several members emphasized that in

Vie\f of the modern phenomenon of decolonization, "special attention should be

given to the problems of concern to the ne\'/' States". The Commission considered

that "the priority given to the study of the question of State succession "l1aS

fully justifiedll and stated that the succession of Governments would, for the time

being, be considered "only to the extent necessary to supplement the study on

State succession". Likewise, the ComHission considered it "essential to establish

some degree of co-ordination bet\'I'een the Special Rapporteurs on, respectively,

the law' of treaties, State responsibility, and the succession of States". The

Sub-Committee's opinion that succession in the matter of treaties should be

"considered in connexion "1ith the succession of States rather than in the conteJct

of the la\'T of treaties ll was also endorsed by the Commission. The broad outline,

the order of priority of the headings and the detailed division of the topic

recommended by the Sub-Committee were agreed to by the Commission, it being

understood that the purpose was to lay dO'l'ln "guiding principles to be follow'ed by

the Special Rapporteur" a.nd that the Commission's approval "I'laS "without prejucie to

the position of each member idth regard to t11e substance of the questions included

in the programme". The heading into "I~hich the topic vIas divided, i1'ere as follovl'S:

(a) succession in respect of treaties; (b) succession in respect of rights and

duties resulting from sources other than treaties; (?) succession in respect of

membership of international organizations.

21. In its resolution 1902 (XVIII) of 18 November 1963, the General Assembly,

noting that the work of codification of the topic of succession of States and

Governments was proceeding satisfactorily, recommended that the International La't'J'

Commission should continue its work on the topic,

ll! See Yearbook ••• 1963, voL II, pp. 224-225, dooument A/5509, paras. 56-61.
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1964, vol. II, p. 226, 'document A/5809~ paras. 36-37.

1966, vol. II, p. 278, document A/6309/Rev.l, part II,

.121 Yearbook •••

li/ Yearbook
para. 74.

15.1 Yearbook ••• 1961, vol. II, p. 368, document A/6709/Rev.l/Corr.l,
paras. 38-41.

1i/ See para. 20 above.

"taking into account- the view's expressed at the eighteenth session of the
General Assembly, the report of the Sub-Committee on the Succession of States
a1J.~~overnments and the comments ",hich may be submitted by Governments, with
appropriate reference to the views of States which have achieved independence
since the Second World "Tar."

22. At its sixteenth session, in 1963, the Commission adopted its programme of work

for 1965 and 1966 and decided to devote its sessions during those ~~o years to the

work of codification then in progress on the law' of treaties and on special missions.

Succession of States and Governments w'ould be .dealt l~ith as soon as the stucw of

those ~~'o other topics and of relations be~'leen States and intergovermental

organizations had been comPleted.12I Consequently, the Commission did not consider

the topic of succession of States at its sixteenth (1964), seventeenth (1965/1966)

and eighteenth (1966) sessions. In 1966, the Commission decided to place the. topic

of the succession of States and Governments on the provisional agenda for its

nineteenth session (1967).~
23. In its resolutions 2045 (XX) of 8 December 1965 and 2167 (:00:) of

5 December 1966, the General Assembly noted with approval the Commission's programme

of w'ork referrecl to in the reports on its sixteenth, seventeenth and

eighteenth sessions. In resolution 2045 (XX) the Assembly rec~mmended that the

Commission should continue, "when possible", its l'l'orll: on succession of States and

Governments, "taking into account the view's and considerations referred to in

General Assembly resolution 1902 (XVIII)". Resolution 2167 (XXI) in turn

recommended that the Commission should continue that work, "taking into account

the view's and considerations referred to in Gelleral Assembly resolutions 1765 (XVII)

and 1902 (XVIII)".

24. At its nineteenth session, in 1967, the Commission made new' arrangements for

the work on succession of States and Governments.12I In doing so it took account

of the broad out:{.ine of the subject laiq. down in the report submitted by its

Sub-Committee in 1963,1i/ and of the fact that l1r. Lachs, the Special Rapporteur

on the topic had ceased +.~ :~ c ~3rober of the Commission. Acting on a suggestion

previously made by Mr. Lachs a~d in order to arlvance its stucw more rapidly, the

".". ..
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1:11 Yearbook. eo 1968, vol. II, pp. 223-224, document A/7209/Rev.l,
paras. 100-101 and 103-104. . See also paras 26-27 ' belou.

Commission decided to divide the topic of sucoession of States and Governments

among more the.n one Special Rapporteur. On the basis of the division of the topic

into three hel1.dings originally propose~ in the report of the Sub-Committee, ,~hich.. , .
wa.s agreed to by the Commission, it decided to appoint Special Rapporteurs for

two of these. Sir Humphrey \'laldoclt. formerly Special Rapporteur on the la,r of

t1.'eaties, was appointed Special Rapporteur for "succession in respect of treaties"

and Mr. Mohammed :Bedjaoui, Special Rapporteur for "succession in respect of rights

and duties resulting from sources other than treaties". The Commission decided to

leave aside, for the time being, the third heading in the division made by the

, Sub-Committee, namely, "succession in respect of membership of internatioml

organizations", which it considered to be related both to succession in respect

of treaties and to relations between States and intergovernmental organizations.

Confiequently, the CODDl1ission did not appoint a Special Rapporteur for this heading.

25. With regard to "sucQeesion in reDpect of treaties", the Commission observed

t~'1at it had alrea~ decided in 1963 to give priority to this aspect of the topic,

and that the convocation by General Assembly resolution 2166 (XXI) of

5 December 1966 on a conference on the law of treaties in 1968 and 1969 ha.d made 'its

condification more urgent. The CODDl1ission therefore decided to advance its work

on that aspect of the topic as rapidly as possible as fr~ its ~~entieth session

in 1968. The CoDDDission considered that the second aspect of the topic, namely,

"succession in respect of rights and duties resulting from sources other than

treaties", was a diverse and complex matter which w'ould require some preparatory

stu~. At its twentieth session, in 1968, the Commission deemed it desirable to

complete the stu~ of succession in respect of treaties if possible during the

remainder of the· Commission's' tem of office in its composition at that time.W
26. The Commission's decisions referred to in paragraphs 24 and 25 above received

general support in the Sixth Committee at the General Assembly's twenty-second and

twenty-third sessions. The Assembly, in its resolution 2272 (XXII) of

1 December 1967, noted with approval the International Law Commission's programme

of work for 1968, and, repeating the tems of its resolution 2167 (m), recommended

that the Commission should continue its work on succession of States and

Governments, "taking into account the vie,rs and considerations referred to in

General Assembly resolutions 1765 (XVII) and 1902 (1.'VIII)". At the Genere.l Assembly's

..,... -- .... ' ......
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t,~enty-third session, it .was noted 'dth satisfaction that the International La,'!'

Commission, following the recommendation of the General Assembly, had begun to

consider in depth the topic of succession of States and Gove~ents, and that some

progress had already been achieved at the Commission's twentieth session. Once

again, the General Assembly, in its resolution 2400 (XXIII) of 11 December 1968,

noted with approval the programme of "lork planned by the International La,r

Commission and recommended that the Commission continue its ,mrk on succession of

States and Governments, "taking into account the vie""s and considerations referred

to in General Assembly resolutions 1765 (1.'VII) and 1902 (XVIII) ". Subsequently,

the same recommendation was made by tte Assembly in its resolution 2501 (XXIV) of

12 November 1969.

27. In 1974, on the basis of the provisional draft articles ''lhich it had adopted

earlier and in the light of the observations received thereon from Governments of

Member States, the Commission adopted a final set of 39 articles on succession of

States in respect of treaties.1&! The General Assembly, by its resolution 3496 (:xxx)
of 15 December 1975, decided to convene a conference of plenipotentiaries in 1977

to consider those draft articles and "to embody the results 0t: its w'ork in an

international convention and such other instruments as it may deem appropriate".

Pursuant to General Assembly resolution 31/18 of 24 November 1976, the

United Nations Conference on Succession.of States in Respect of Treaties met in

Vienna from 4 April to 6 May 1977. The Conference approved a report recommending

that the General Assembly decide to reconvene the Conference in the first half of

1978, for a final session of four weeks.W Upon its consideration of that report,

the General Assembly, by its resolution 32/47 of 8 December 1977, approved the

convening of the resumed session of the Conference at Vienna for a period of

three weeks, or if necessary four, . starting 31 July 1978. At the resumed session,

held at Vienna from 31 July to 23 August 1978, the Conference concluded the

1&! Yearbook ••• 1 ,vol. II (Part One), pp. 174 et seg.,
document A 9610 Rev.l, chap. II, Sect. D.

121 Official Records of the United Nations Conference on Succession of States
in Respect of Treaties, vol. Ill, Documents of the Conference (United Nations
Publication, Sales No. E. 79.V.10), p. 140, document A/CONF.80/15, para. 26.
See also Official Records of the General Assembl Thir -second Session,
Supplement No. 32 A 32 32 , p. 57.
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consideration of the draft articles and adopted, on 23 August 1978, the text of

the Vienna Convention on Succession of States in Respect of Treaties.1£/

28. Following his appointment as SpeciaJ. Rapporteur, l-fr. Bedjaoui st'tbmitted to

the Commission, at its twentieth session, in 1968, a first report on succession

of States in respect of rights and duties resulting from sources other than

treaties.A1 In that report he considered, inter alia, the scope of the subject

that had been entrusted to him and,. accordingly, the appropriate title for the

subject, as w'ell as the various aspects into 'rhich it could be divided. Follm~ing

the discussion ,of that report, the Commission, in the same year, teok several

decisions, one of which concerned the scope and title of the topic and another the

priority to be given to one particular aspect of succession of States.

29. Endorsing the recommendations contained in the first report by the

Special Rapporteur, the Commission considered that the criterion for demarcation

between the topic entrusted to him and that concerning succession in respect of

treaties should be lithe subject-matter of succession", i.e. the content of

succession and not its modalities. It decided, in accordance ,dth the

Special Rapporteur's suggestion, to c1elete from the title of the topic all

reference to sources, in order to avoid any ambiguity regarding its delimitation.

The Commission accordingly changed the title of the topic and replaced the original

titIe, "Succession in respect of rights and duties resulting from sources other

than treaties", by the title "Succession in respect of matters other than

treaties".1JJ

30. That decision was confirmed by the General. Assembly in paragraph 4 (b) of

its resolution 2634 (XXV) of 12 November 1970,. which recommended that the Commission

should continue its work with a view' to making "progress in the c,onsideration of

succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties". The absence of

an:l reference to "succession of Governments" ~n that recommendation by the
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1£/ For the t~xt of the Convention (hereinafter referred to as "1978 Vienna
Convention"), see Official Records of the United Nations Conference on Succession
of States in Respect of Treaties, vol. Ill, Documents of the Conference (op. cit),
pp. 185 et seg. The Convention ,~as open for signature by all States until
31 August 1979 at United Nations Headquarters in Ne''!' York. It is subject to
ratification and remains open for accession by-any State.

gy Yea-rbook • eo 1968, vol. II, p. 94, document A/CN.4/204.

- 1JJ ~., p. 216, document A/7209/Rev.l, para. 46. See also para. 25 above
and paras. 65-66 below.
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General Assembly reflected the decision taken by the Commission at its

twentieth session to give priorit,r to State succession and to consider succession

of Governments for the time being "only to the extent necessar,r to supplement the

study on State succession".~
31. As mentioned above ~1!rI the first report by the Special Rapporteur reviewed

various aspects of the topic of succession of States in respect of matters other

than treaties. The report of the Commission on the worlc of its ~~entieth session

notes that, during the debate~

"some members of the Commission referred to certain particular aspects of
the topic (public propert,r; public debts; le(~ regime of the predecessor
State; territorial problems; status of the inhabitants; acquired rights)
and made a few' preliminary comments on them. lI

It adds that, in view' of the breadth and complexit,r of the topic,

"the members of the Commission "lere in favour of giving priorit,r to one or
two aspects for immediate study, on the understanding that this did not in
any ",ay imply that all the other questions coming under the same heading
w'ould not be considered later." 1:i/

The report also notes that the predominant view of members of the Commission ''las

that the economic aspects of succession should be considered first. It states:

"At the outset, it "las suggested that the problems of public propert,r
and public debts should be considered first. :But, since that aspect
appeared too limited, it was proposed that it should be combined with the
question of natural resources so as to cover problems of succession in
respect of the different economic resources (interests and rights) ~
including the associated questions of concession rights and government
contracts (acquired rights). The Commission accordingly decided to
entitle that aspect of the topic 'Succession of States in economic and
financial matters' and instructed the Special Rapporteur to prepare a
report on it for the next [~~ent,r-first] session. 11 • 1§/

32. The second report by the Spec~al Rapporteur,11I submitted at the

twent,r-first session of the Commission (1969), was entitled ''Economic and financial

acquired rights and State succession". The report of the Commission on the ''I'ork

of that session notes that, during the discussion on the subject, most of the

~ Yearbook ••• 1963, vol. II, p. 224, document A/5509, para. 57.

1!rI Para. 28.

J!2/ Yearbook. eo 1968, vol. II, pp. 220-221, document A/7209/Rev.l,
paras. 73 and 78.

1§/ ,.lli2;., p. 221, para. 79.

111 Yearbook. eo 1969, vol. II,- p. 69, document A/CN.4/216/Rev.l.
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members were of the opinion that the topic of acquired rights ,~as extremely

controversial and that its study at a premature stage could only delay the

Commission's work on the topic as a "I11ole, and therefore considered that "an

empirical method should be adopted for the codification of succession in economic

and financial matters, preferably commencing '\'Iith a study of public property and

public debtsll .1§} The report notes that the Commission "requested the Special

Rapporteur to prepare another report containing draft articles on succession of

States in respect of economic and financial matters". It further records that

"the Commission took note of the Special Rapporteur's intention to devote his next

report to public property and public debtsll •W
33. ~e~een 1910 and 1912, at the Commission's twenty-second to

twenty-fourth sessions, the Special Rapporteur submitted three reports to the

Commission: his third repor~ in 1910, his fourth21/ in 1911 and his fi£tl~

in 1912. Each of those reports dealt with succession of States to public

property and contained draft articles on the subject. ~eing occupied ,~ith other

tasks, the Commission was unable to consider apy of those reports during its

~enty-second (1970), twenty-third (1971) or ~~enty-fourth (1972) sessions.

However, it included a summary of the third and fourth reportlj:1 in its report on

the work' of i ts ~enty-third sessioJ2/ and an outline of the fifth report in its

report on the w'ork of its twenty-fourth session•.2.Y
34. At the twenty-fifth (1910), ~enty-sixth (1971) and tw'enty-seventh (1972)

sessions' of the General Assembly, during the Sixth Committee's consideration

of the report of the Commission, several representatives expressed the wish that

progress should be m~de in the study on succession of States in respect of matters

~ ~., p. 228, document A/76l0/Rev.l, para. 61.

:?lI ~., pp. 2~-229, para. 62.

29J Yearbook ••• 1970, vol. II, p. 13l~ document A/CN.4/226.

21J Yearbook 1971, vol. II (Part One), p. 151', document A/CN.4/247 andAc1.d.l.

21f Yearbook 1972, vol. II, p. 61, c1.ocument A/CN.4/259.

22/ Yearbook 1971, vol. II (Part One),. pp. 341 et seq.,

document A/8410JRev.l, paras. 11-98.

iY Yearbook ••• 1972, vol. II, p. 323, c1.ocument A/S710/Rev.l, para. 71.
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.other than treaties.~ On 12 November 1970, the General Assembly adopted

resolution 2634 (XXV), in paragraph 4 (b) of which it recommended that the

Commission should continue its 'mrk on successio~ of Statefi ~ith a vie'f to making

progress in the consideration of the subject. On 3 December 1971, in paragraph 4 (a)

of part I of its resolution 2780 (XXVI), the General Assembly again r~commended that

the Commission should make progress in the consideration of the topic. Lastly,

on 28 November 1972, in paragraph 3 (c) of part I of its resolution 2926 (XXVII), the

General Assembly recommended that the Commission should "continue its "Iorlt on

succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties, taking into account

the view's and considerations referred to in the relevant resolutions of the

General Assembly".

35. In 1973, at the ~~enty-fifth session of the Commission, the Special Rapporteur

submitted a sixth report,i21 dealing, like his three previous reports, ,~ith
succession of States to public property. The sixth report revised and supplemented'

the draft articles submitted earlier in the light, inter alia, of the provisional

draft on succession of States in respect of 'treaties adopt~d by the Commis~ion in

1972.211 It contained a series of draft articles relating to public property in

general. The articles divided public property into the follo,"ling three categories:

property of the State; property of territorial authorities other than States or of

public enterprises or public bodies; and property of the territory affected by the

State succession.

36. The Special Rapporteur's sixtl:1 report ,"Ias considered by the Commission at its

t'ofenty-fifth session, in 1973. In view' of the complexity of the subject, the

Commission decided, after full discussion and on the proposal of the Special

Rapporteur, to limit its study for tl~e time being to only one of the three categories

j2/ See Official Records of the General Assembly. ~~enty-fifth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 84, document Aj8147 , para. 72; ~., ~'Ienty-sixth Session,
Annexes, agenda item 88, document A/8537, para. 135; ibid., ~fenty-seventh Session,
Annexes, agenda item 85, document A!8892, para. 194. -

22J Yearb,p0k O!' 1973, vol, II, pp. 3 etseg., document A/CN.4/267.

211 Yearbook 'O! 1972, vol. II, pp. 230 et seg., document A/8710/Rev.l,
chap. II, sect. C.
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of public property dealt with by the Special Rapporteur, namely, property of the

State.~ In the same year, it adopted on first reading the first ei~ht draft

articles .2:lJ
31. The General Assembly, in paragraph 3 (d) of its resolution 3011 (XXVIII) of

30 November 1913, recommended that the Commission should "proceed .~ith the

preparation of draft articles on ouccession of States in respect of matters other

than treaties, taking into account the vie'fs and considerations referred to in the

relevant resolutions of the General Assembly".

38. In 1914, at 'the twenty-sixth session of the Commission, the Special Rapporteur

submitted a seventh report, dealing exclusively with succession of States to State

property •.JQ/ The report contained 22 draft articles, together .dth commentaries,

forming a sequel to the eight draft articles adopted in 1973. The Commission was

unable to consider that report at its twenty-sixth session since, pursuant to

paragraph 3 (a) and (b) of General Assembly resolution 3071 (XXVIII), it had to

devote most of the session to the second reading of the draft articles on succession

of States in respect of treaties and to the preparation of a first set of draft

articles on State responsibility.~ .

39. In the same year the General Assembly, in section I, paragraph 4 (b), of its

resolution 3315 (XXIX) of 14 December 1914, recommended that the Commission "proceed

with the preparation, on a priority basis, of draft articles on succession of States

in respect of matters other than treaties". Subsequently, the General Assembly made

the same' recommendation in paragraph 4 (c) of resolution 3495 (XXX) of

15 December 1975, paragraph 4 (c) (i) of resolution 31/97 of 15 December 1976 and

paragraph 4 (c) (i) of resolution 32/151 of 19 December 1977. In the last

mentioned resolution, the General Assembly added that the Commission should so

proceed "in an endeavour to complete the first .reading of the set of articles

concerning State property and State debts".

40. At its twenty-seventh session, in 1975, the Commission considered draft

articles 9 to 15 and X, Y and Z contained in the Special Rapporteur's seventh report

~ Yearbook eo. 1973, vol. II, p.202, document A/9010/Rev.l, para. 87.

~ For the text of articles 1 to 8 and the commentaries thereto adopted by the
Commission at i~s twenty-fifth session, see Yearbook ••• 1973, vol. II, pp. 202
etseg., document A/9010/Rev.l, chap. III, sect. :B.

jQJ Yearbook eo. 1974, vol. II (Part One), p. 91, document A/CN.4/282.

§!/ ~., p. 304, document A/9610/Rev.l, para. 160 •
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and referred them to the Drafting Committee, with the exception of article 10,

relating to rights in respect of the authority to grant concessions;~ on lfhich it

reserved its position. Having examined the provisions ref'erred to it 6'lith the

exception, for lack of time, of articles 12 to 15), the Drafting Committee submitted

texts to the Commission for articles 9 and 11 and, on the basis of articles X, Y

and Z, texts for article X and for subparagraph (e) of article 3. The Commission

adopted on first reading all the te:l(ts submitted by the Committee, subject to a
43/ .

fel'!' amendments •.:ut

41. At the tl'1enty-eighth session of the Commission, in 1976,the Special Rapporteur

submitted ~eighth report,~ dealing with succession of States in respect of

State property and containing six additional draft article'S (articles 12 to 17)

with commentaries. The Commission, at that session, considered the eighth report

and adopted on first reading texts for subparagraph (f) of article 3 and f'or

articles12 t.o 16•..4.21

.!J1I Draft article 10 read as follolJs:

"Article 10. Rights in respect of the authority to grant concessions

"l~ For the purpose of the present article, the term 'concession'
means the act w'hereby the State confers, in the territory within its national
jurisdiction, on a private enterprise, a person in private law or another
State, the management of a public service or the exploitation of a natural
resource.

"2. Irrespective of the type of succession of States, the successor
State shall replace the predecessor State in its rights of ownership of all
public property covered by a concession in the territory affected by the
change of sovereignty.

"3. The existence of devolution agreements regulating the treatment
to be accorded to concessions shall not affect the right of eminent domain
of the State over public property and natural resources in its territory."

§2/ For the texts of subpara. (e) of article 3 and of articles 9, 11 alid X
and the commentaries thereto as adopted by the Commission at .its
twenty-seventh session, see Yearboolc ••• 1975, vol. II, pp. 110 et seq., .
document A/IOOIO/Rev.l, chap. Ill, sect. B, 2. Articles 9 and ll,as adopted at the
twenty-seventh session, were deleted during the review' at the thirty-first session
for purposes of completing the first reading of the draft (see para. 53 below).

M! Yearbook ••• 1976, vol. II (Part One), p. 55, document A/CJN.4/292.

~ For. the texts of subpara. (f) of article 3 and of articles 12 to 16
and the commentaries thereto as adopted by the Commission at its
twenty-eighth session, see Yearbook ••• 1976, vol. II (Part Twu), pp. 127 et seg.,
document A/31/10, chap. IV, sect. B, 2. .
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42. Also at its ~~en~-eighth session, ~rl1en the Commission considered the

eighth report of the Special Rapporteur, some members expressed the hope that .he

would supplement his draft articles concerning State property, w'hich were drafted

in abstract terms, by some articles specifically relating to State archives.

The Commission, reflecting that hope, statecl in its 1976 report that lithe

Special Rapporteur may ••• submit a repo:l.'t containing a special stu~ on archives,

in order that the Commission may complete its work on the succession of States in

the matter of State property.,r.42!

43. At the twenty':'ninth session of the Commission, in 1977, the Special Rapporteur

submitted a ninth report,~ dealing with sucoession of States to State debts and

oontaining 20 draft articles, ,,/i th commentaries. At the same session the

Commission considered those draft artioles l except one (article W), together with

two new· draft articles submitted by the Special Rapporteur during the session, and

adopted on first reading the texts for articles 17 to 22.lI2J

44. At the thirtieth session of the Commission, in 1978, the Special Rapporteur

submitted a tenth report,~ in which he continued his examination of succession

of States to State debts and proposed two additional articles relating,

respectively, to the passing of State debts in the case of sep~ration of part or

parts of' the territor,y of a State (article 24) and the devolution of State debts

in the case of dissolution of a State (article 25).

45. The Commission considered articles 24 and 25, as w'ell as article vI contained

in the Sp'ecial Rapporteur's ninth report, and adopted texts for articles 2~

A§/ Yearbook. eo 1976, vol. 11 (Part Tl-I'o), p. 126, document A!31/10,

para. 103. It should be noted that various questions relating to succession of

States to archives had been dealt with by the Special RapporteUr in some of his

earlier reports, notably the third report (Yearbook ••• 1970, vol. 11, p. 132~

document A7CN.4!226), the fourth report (Yearbook ••• 1971, vol. II (Part One),

p. 157, document A/CN.4/247 and Add.l), the sixth report (Yearboolt ••• 1973,

vol. lI, p. 3, document A/CN.4/267), and the seventh report (Yearbook eo. 1974,

vol. 11 (Part One), p. 91, document A/CN.4/282).

j'Jj Yearbook ••• 1977, vol. II (Part One), p. 45, 'document A/CJN.4/301 and Add.l.

~ For the texts of articles 17 to 22 and the commentaries thereto as

adopted by the Commission at its twenty-ninth session, see Yearbook eo. 1977,

vol. 11 (Part Two), pp. 59 et seg., document A/32/10, chap. lII, sect. :B.2•

.A2/ Yearbook • eo 1978, vol. II (Part On~, p. 229, document A/CN. 4/313.

~ Subsequent to the adoption of article 23, one member of the Commission

submitted a memorandum on the subject of para. 2 of that article (ibid.,

document A/CN.4/L.282 and Corr.l).
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(on the basis of article vi), 24 and 25. These three articles completed section 2

(Provisions relating to each type of succession of States) of part II of the draft

(Succession to State debts).~
46. In its report the Commission again referred to the question of State archives,

stating that it "may consider, at its thirty-first session, ••• provisions

concerning archives, on w'hich the Special Rapporteur is expected to submit a

report" .51J
47. Also at the thirtieth session, the Commission received a volume of the

United Nations Legislative Series entitled 11a.terials on succession of States in

respect of matters other than treaties,W containing a selection of materials

relating to the practice of States and international organizations regarding

succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties. The publication,

which was compiled by the Codifi9ation Division of the United Nations Office of

Legal Affairs at the request of the CommiSSion,24I contains materials provided by

Governments of Member States and by international organizations, as well as

materials collected through research w'ork conducted by the Division.

48. The General Assembly, in Part I, paragraph 4 (b) of resolution 33/139, of

19 December 1978, recommended that the Commission "continue its wc:rk on succession

of States in respect of matters other than treaties with the aim of completing, at

its thirt,y-first session, the first reading of the draft articles on succession of

States in respect of State propert,y and State debts".

49. At the thirt,y-first session, the Special Rapporteur submitted an

eleventh report on succession to State archives, containi~ the texts of

six additional articles (articles A, B, C, D, E and F).2iI

211 For the text of articles 23 to 25 and the commentaries thereto as
adopted ,by the Commission at its thirtieth session, see Yearbook ••• 1978, vol. II
(Part '!'w'o), pp. 113 et seg., document A/33/10, chap. IV sect. B.2•

.21J Yearbook ... 1978, v~l. II (Part ~ro), p. 110, document A/33/10,
para. 122.

221 United Nations publication, Sales No. E/F.17.V.9.

~/ See Yearbook ••• 1913, vol. II, p. 202, document A/9010/ Rev.l,
para. 90.

j!jJ To appear in Yearbook ... 1912, vol. II (Part One), document A/CN.4/322 and'
Corr.l and Add.l and ?.
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50. The Commission considered articles A and C and adopted texts for articles A

and:B (the desi~tion of article C having been changed to article :B) and decided

to append them to the draft, together with the corresponding commentaries, it being

understood that in so doing the, Commission intended that the question of their

ultimate place in the draft should be decided in the light of commentn by

Governments.

51. Also at the thirty-first session the Commission, in the light of the

General Assemb::'y recommendation referred to abova,jfj decided that the Drafting

Committee should "review the first 25 articles of the draft. Those articles had

been adopted on the understanding that the final contents of their proVisions would

depend to a considerable extent on the results achieved by the Commission in its

further work on the topic. On the basis of that understanding, the Commission,

at its twenty-fifth and twenty-seventh to thirtieth sessions, decided that

llduring the first reading of the draft it 'rould reconsider the text of the articles

adopted ••• with a view' to making any amendments ,~'hich might be found necessaryll.:tiJ

52. The Drafting Committee reviewed t1:le 25 articles provisionally adopted by the

Commission at its twenty-fifth and twenty-seventh to thirtieth sessions and

submitted to the Commission texts for articles 1 to 23, recommending the deletion

of articles 9 and 11 provisionally adopted at the twenty-seventh session.j§j The

Commission adopted on first reading the texts recommended by the Drafting Committee

for articles 1 to 23 and thereby endorsed the Committee's recommendations on

certain pending matters relating to texts or parts thereof w'hich had previc"Y.sly

appeared ir1 square brackets in former articles X, 14, 18 and 20, as explained belowin

the commentaries to the corresponding articles: . 12, 15, 31 and 34, respectively •.22/
53. On the recommendation of the Draftirlg Committee, the Commission decided that

the former article 9, entitled "Generg,l princi~le of the passipg of State propert-J" ,

had become unnecessary in view' of the fact that in the part of the draft entitled

"State property" the question of the passin~_ of State property had been dealt 'dth

in detail, as regards both movable and immovable property, for each of the types

j§J See para. 48 above.

:iLl Yearbook eo. 1973, vol. II, p. 202, document A/9010!Rev.l, para. 91. See
also Yearbook • eo 1978, vol. II (Part Tl~'o), p. 110, document A/33/10, para. 123.

::tl! See para. 53 bel0'"•
j2j For the recommendations made by the Drafting Committee in this connection,

see Aj'cN.4/L.299/Rev.l.
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of succession of States. Article 9, a.s provisionally adopted, had become

insufficient and could have led to serious problems of interpretation in the light

of the detailed categorized J~reatment of the passing of State property followed by

the Commission after its provisional adoption of that article. The Commission

therefore concluded that no useful purpose '~'ould be served by attempting to

re-draft the former article 9 in order. to cover all the specific situations

contemplated in the draft, and that it ''faS appropriate to delete it. Having taken

that decision, the Commission endorsed the Drafting Committee's recommendation not

to retain formel. article 11, entitled uPassing of debts owed to the State ll , '\'rhich

had been placed in square bracltets in view of the reservations expressed by

several members of the Commission concerning the text and in -order to draw' attention

to the questions they raised. As the Commission itself had indicated in

paragraph (3) of its commentar.r to article 11, its main concern in including the

article in the draft had been to ma.ke debts to a predecessor State an exception

to the physical situation rule set· forth in article 9•.§2j

54. As recommended in General Assembly resolution 33/139, the Commission completed

at its thirty-first session the first reading of the draft articles on succession

of States in respect of State property and State debts. In accordance ,~ith

articles 16 and 21 of its Statute, the Commission decided to transmit the

provisional draft articles, through the Secretaxy-General, to Governments of

Member States for their observations.

55. The General Assembly, in paragraph 4 (a) of resolution 34/141 of

17 December 1979, recommended that the Commission "continue its work. on succession

of States in respect of matters other than treaties with the aim of completing,

at its thirty-second session, the study of the question of State archives, and,

at its thirty-third session, the second reading of the entire draft articles on

succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties, taking into account

the written comments of' Governments and vie,-rse:x;pressed on the topic in debates

in the General Assembly".

56. At the thirty-second session of the Commission, in 1980, the Special Rapporteur .

submitted a twelfth reporJ1J on succession to State archives"containing the

',.. ..· .. ·'~·I'

.§£/ Yearbook ••• 1975, vol. II, p. 112, document A/IOOIO/Rev.l, chap. Ill,

sect. B, 2.

§Jj To appear in Yearbook ... 1980, vol. II (Part One), document A/CN.4/333.
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§Y To appear in Yearbook eo. 1979, vol. II (Part One), document A/CN.4/322 and
Corr.l and Add.l and 2.

§jj See Annex I to the present report.
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texts of four additional articles (articles Bl, D$ E and F) covering succession

to State archives in cases of State succession other than decolonization, the latter

case having been alrea~ dealt "Jith in article B. The report introduced a fe,r

changes and additions to the eleventh report that the Special Rapporteur had

submitted to the Commission at its thirt,r-first session.~ ~us latter report,

dealing with succession to State archives, remained the basic document for the

Co~~ission's consideration of the question, in so far as the Commission had not

completed its study at that session.

57. The Commissi.on considered the question of State archives, on the basis of

the Special Rapporteur's eleventh and ~felfth reports and adopted texts for

articles C, D, E and F. \'/ith the adoption of those four additional articles

the Commission completed, at its thirt,r-first session, the first reading of the

series of draft articles on succession to State archives.

58. In accordance 'With articles 16 and 2l of its Statute, the Commission

decided to transmit also draft articles C, D, E and F, through the Secretary-General,

to Governments of Member States for their observations.

59. The General Assembly, in paragraph 4 (a) of resolution 35/163 of

15 December 1980, recommended that, "taking into account the '\'1Titten commento

of Governments and vie,'1's expressed in debates in the General Assembly", the

Commission should, at its thirt,r-third session "complete, as recommended by the

General Assembly in resolution 34/141, the second reading of the draft articles on

success~on of States in respect of matters other than treaties adopted at its

thirt,r-first and thirt,r-second sessions".

60. At its present session the Commission re-examined the draft articles in the
. 6'2/

light of the comments of Governments (A/CN.4/338 and Add.1-4).~ It had before

it the thirteenth report submitted by the Special Rapporteur .(A/CN.4/345 and

Add.1-3) '\'Jhich summarized the '\'JTitten comments of Gove:rnments and also those made

orally by delegations in the General Assembly, and contained proposals on the

revision of the articles, as well as proposals for new' articles G, H, I, J andK

on State archives and 11 bis on State debts.

61. The Commission considered the thirteenth report 01' the Special Rapporteur at

its 1658th to 1662nd, 1671st, 1672nd, 1675th and 1688th to 1690th meetings and

~,. .. ~......-"
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.
referred all the articles contained therein to the Drafting Committee. At its

l692nd and 1694th meetings, the Commission considered the reports of the

Drafting COmInittee containinG proposals on the articles referred to it, as well

as proposals for ne,.,. articles (3~, 3~, 3 9uater) in Part I and article L

in Part !II. At its l694th meeting, the Commission adopted the final text in

English, French and Spanish of its draft articles on succession of States in

respect of State property, archives and debts, as a ,~hole. In accordance ldth

its Statute it submits them herewith to the General Assembly, together with a

recommendation.~
2. General features of the draft articles

(a) Fo:rm of the draft

62. As recommended by the General Assembly, the Commission cast its study of the

succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties in the form of a

group of draft articles. The draft articles have been prepared in a fo:rm to render

them capable of serving as a basis for the conclusion of a convention should this

be the decision taken by the Assembly. The Commission was in a:ny event of the view'

that the preparation of draft articles was the most appropriate and effective

method of studying and identifying or developing the rules of international law'

relating to succession of States in respect of State property, archives and debts.

63. Reiterating what was said in the introduction to the Commission's final draft

on succession of States in respect of treaties,~ the.?ommission considers that

there are substantial grounds to affirm the value of a codifying convention as an

instrument for consolidating legal opinion regarding the generally accepted rules

of international law concerning succession of States in respect of State property,

archives and debts. As the Commi~sion stated in 1974, a new State, though not

formally bound by the convention, w'ould find in its provisions the norms by which

to be guided in dealing with questions arising from the succession of States.

Al though much the same might be said of a declaratory code or a model, experience

has shown that a convention is likely to be regarded as more authoritative in

character, and accordingly, 'lio be more effective as a guide. Moreover, such a

convention has important effects in achieving general agreement as to the content

of the law' which it codifies and thereby establishing it as the accepted

~ See para. 86 below.

.E::JI Yearbook ••• 1974, vol. IJ: (Part One), p. 162, document A/9610/Rev.l,
paras. 62-64.
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customary law on tIle matter. The extent to w'hich this might in fact prove to be

the case would depend, of course, on the intrinsic merit of the draft articles,

as reflecting custernary international law' or as providing sensible and acceptable

solutions in areas of doubt, and on the support consequently given by States to the

convention. If the majority of States became parties to the convention within a

reasonable period of time, the establishment of a conveiution w'ould have proved

worthwhile. On the assumption tha~ a convention on succession of States in respect

of State property, arohives and debts w'ould receive wide support, the contribution

to the development of customary international law' does appear to be a good reason

for adopting this fom. Besides, a convention has already been adopted on the

first aspect of the topic of succession of States, namely the 1918 Vienna

Convention on Succession of States in Respect of Treaties. This being so, it

seems right to regard the articles on succession of States in respect of State

property, archives and debts as a complement to that Convention. Accordingly,

if these articles receive general support in the General Assembly, it vl'ould be

appropriate to give these articles the same status as the 1918 Vienna Convention,

i.e., to establish them in the form of a convention. If satisfactory provision

was made, as is done in article 4 for the participation of a successor State in the.
convention with effect from the date of the succession, the qonvention would have

the merit of making possible the regulation by treaty of the effects for the

successor State of the succession of States in respect of the property, archives

and debts of the predecessor State.

64. In submitting the final text of the draft articles on the succession of States

in respect of State property, archives and debts, the Commission reaffirms the viel-/'

which it accepted at the outset of its work on the topic and whicp it expressed

when submitting its provisional draft'to the consideration of Governments. A

corre~pondin€; recommendation is made below'•.2§!
(b) Scope of the draft

65. As noted above,§Jj the expression "matters other than treaties" did not appear

in the titles of the three topics into which the question of succession of States

and governments was divided in 1961, namely (a) succefision in respect of treaties;

(b) succession in respect of rights and duties resulting from sources other than

.§y See para. 86 below'.

§Jj See paras. 24 and 29 above.
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treaties; (c) succession i~ respect of membership of international organizations.

In 1968, in a r~port submitted at the ~~entieth session of the Commission,

Mr. :Bedjaoui, the Special Rapporteur for the second topic, pointed out that if the

title of that topic (succession in respect of rights and duties resulting from

sources other than treaties) were compared with the title of the first topic

(succession in respect of treaties), it 'muld be found that the word "treaty"

was considered, in the t,~'o titles, from tw'o different points of view'. In the first

case the treaty was regarded as a subject-matter of the law of succession, and

in the second as a source of succession. The Special Rapporteur pointed out that,

in addition to its lack of homogeneity, such division of the question had the

drawback of excluding from the second topic all matters that were the subject of

treaty provisions. He noted that in maDlf cases State succession was accompanied

by the conclusion of a treaty regulating inter alia certain aspects of the

succession~ which were thereby excluded from the second topic as entitled in

1961. Since those aspects did not come under the first topic either, the Commission

w'ould have been obliged~ had that title been retained, to leave aside a substantial

part of the subject-matter in its study on State succession.~
66. Consequently, the Special Rapporteur proposed taking the subject-matter of

succession as the criterion for the second topic and entitling it "Succession in

respect of matters other than treaties".§i/ That proposal was adopted by the

Commission~ which stated in its report on the work of its twentieth session:

"All the members of the Commission who participated in the debate
agreed that the criterion for demarcation between this topic and that
concerning succession in respect of treaties was 'the subject-matter of
succession' ~ i.e. the content of succession and not its modalities.
In orc'ler to avoid all ambiguity, it was decided, in accordance vd th the
Special Ra~porteur's suggestion~ to delete from the title of the topic
all reference to 'sources', since aDlf such reference might imply that it
was intended to divide up the topic by distinguishing between conventional
and non-conventional succefJsion." J.W

61. In the context of the first reading of the draft articles the Commission found

it appropriate to retain the title of the draft, vlhich, like article 1 of the

f&I Yearbook ... 1968, vol. lI, pp. 96-91, document A/CN.4/204, paras. 18-21.

§}} For reference to the General Assembly's insertion of the w'ords "of States"
after the w'ord "succession" in the title of the topic, see para. 30 above.

W Yearbook ... 1968, vol. lI~ pp. 216-211, document A/1209/Rev.l, pa.ra. 46.
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first reading draft~ referred to "cuccession of States in respect of matters

other than treaties~.11I The Commission uas, houever, conscious that in the

light of the decision to restrict the contents of the draft to succession of
" " .

States in respect of State propert,y, archives and debts and of the recommendations

of the General Assembly in resolutions 33/139, 34/141 and 35/163 regarding the

completion of the first and second readings of that draft, the title of the

draft did not accurately reflect t~e scope of the present articles. The Commission

had deferred its decision on the matter in order to take account of the observations

that Governments might uish to m~(e on the cubject.

68. At its present session the Commission, on the proposal of the Special Rapporteur

made in the light of the oral and uritten observations of Governments, concluded

that a specific formula uas more appropriate in that regard. Consequently, it

decided to entitle the final draft: "Draft" articles on succession of States in

respect of State property, archives and debts ll •

(c) Structure of the draft

69. The 25 articles constituting the draft provisionally adopted up to the

thirtieth session of the Commission u'ere divided into tu'o parts, preceded by

articles 1 to 3: part I, entitled "Succession of States to State propert,yll, uhich

comprised articles 4 to 16, and part II, entitled "Succession of States to

State debts", uhich comprised articles 17 to 25. At its thirt,y-first session,

the Commission decided, in order to maintain the correspondence betw'een the

structural division of the draft and that of the 1978 Vienna Convention on

Succession of States in Respect of Tre'atieJ1l and of the 1969 Vienna Convention

on the Lau' of Treaties,12I to restructure the provisional draft'in three pa~ts '

so as to cover the ,'first three articles in a first part entitled ~IIntroductionll.

The former parts I and II w'ere re-numoered accordingly. The introduction

contained the provisions that applied to the draft as a whole, and each of the

following parts contained those that applied exclusiveiy to one or the other

111 For an indication of a change in the Frenchyersion of the title, see
below', sect. D. para. (3) of the commentary to article l.

111 For reference, seefoot.note 20 above.

~ For the text of the Vienna Conventio~ on the Lau' of Treaties, see
Official Records of the United'Nations Conference on the Law' of Treaties. Documents
of theOonference (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.70.V.5), p. 289.
The Convention is hereinafter referred to in this chapter as 111969 Vienrta
Conventionll •
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categor,y of specific matters covered~ As regards the titles of the last ~~O parts,

the Commission, in the circumstances outlined above,J.J! and conscious of their

different treatment in the various language versions as ~ell as of the need to

make them properly relate to the articles covered by each part, decided to have

them read simply "State propertyll and "State debtsll respectively. fa th regard

to the present part I, and again, in order to maintain structural conformity

~ith the corresponding parts of the 1969 and 1978 Vienna Conventions, the

Commission decided to reverse the order of artioles 2 and 3 as previously adopted

so as to make the article on "Use of termsll follo"" article 1, on the scope

of the articles.

70. At the present session the Commission decided that the articles on State

archives adopted on first reading at its thirty-first and thirty-second sessions,

~hich had been annexed to the p'rovisional draft, together with the additional

articles containing general provisions on that matter adopted at the present

session, should constitute a separate part, to be placed immediately after the

part devoted to State property. As a result, the final draft consists of

four parts. Part I, 'Which contains articles and provisions of ~hich are generally

applicable to the draft as a ,~hole, is now entitled llGeneral Provisions".

Parts II, III ar..d. TV (former part Ill) are entitled, respectively, llState property",

"State archives" and "State:: debts" •.w
71. As described above,1§! the Commission, in the course of eight sessions,

adopted 39 articles: six in part I of the draft, eleven in part II, t~'elve in

part III and ten in part IV'. Parts Il, III and IV are each divided into t'W·o

sections, entitled respectively llIntroductionll (section 1) and llProvisions

concerning specific categories of succession of States" (section 2). In part II,

section 1 is foxmed of six articles (articles 7 to 12) and section 2 of five

articles (articles 13 to 17). In part Ill, section 1 is formed of seven

articles (articles 18 to 24) and section 2 of five (articles 25 to 29). In

part IV, five articles (articles 30 to 34) form section 1, 'While five (articles 35

to 39) form section 2. To the" extent possible, having in mind the characteristics

1!f:I Paras. 35 and 36.

1:21 As to the correspondence bet'feen the draft articles as finally approved

by the Commission at the present session and the draft articles provisionally

adopted at previous sessions, see Annex III to the present report.

JjJ See paras. 36, 4O,4J" 43,-45, 50, 57 and 61.
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proper to each categor,y of specific matters dealt with in each part, the articles

forming sections 1 and 2 of parts III and IV parallel those in the corresponding

sections of part II. Thus, section 1 of each part has an article determining the

"scope of the articles in the present part" (articles 7, 18 and 30); articles 8, 19

and 31 respectively define the temo "State property", "State archives" and "State

debt" • Other articles in section 1 of each of the three parts parallel each

other: articles 9, 20 and 32 dealincr \dth the effects of the passing; and

articles 10, 21 and 33 concerning the date of the passing. Further articles in

section 1 of parts II and III correspond to each other: articles 11 and 22 on

passing uithout compensation and articles 12 and 23 relating to the absence of

effect of a succession of State on the proper~J and archives of a third State,

respectively. Similarly, section 2 of each part has an article on "Transfer of

part of the territor,y of a State" (articles 13, 25 and 35), an article on the

"newly independent State" (articles 14, 26 and 36), an article on "Uniting of

States" (articles 15, 27 and 37), an article on "Separation of part or parts of the

territory of a State" (articles 16, 28 and 38) and an article on "Dissolution of

a State" (articles 17, 29 and 39). The text of each set of parallel articles

has been drafted in such a manner as to maintain as close a.correspondence between

the language of the provisions concerned ao the subject matter of each allows.

(d) Choice of specific categories of succession

72. For the topic of succession of States in respect of treaties, the Commission,

in its 1972 provisional draf;J1/ adopted four specific categories of succession

of States: (a) transfer of part of a territory; (b) newly independent States;

(c) uniting of Stat~s and dissolution of unions; and (d) secession or sep~ration

of one or more parts of one or more States. Nevertheless, at its -tw'enty-sixth session

in 1974, in the course of its second reading of the draft ar~icles on succession

of States in respect of treaties the Commission made certain changes which had

the effect of redefining the first specific category of succession more fully and

clearly and of combining the last two into one. First of all, "transfer of part

of a territor,y" was referred to as "succession in respect of part of territory".

The Commission incorporated into this category of succession the case in which

"aI\Y' territor,y, not being part of the territor,y of a State for the international

relations of which the State is responsible, becomes part of the territory of

111 Yearbook eo. 1972, vol. II, pp. 230 et. seq., document A/8710jRev.l,
chap. II, sect. C.
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another State".W The Commission meant by this formula to cover the case of a

non-self-governing territory which achieves its decolonization by integration with

a State other than the colonial State. Any such case is assimilated, for the

purposes of succession of States in respect of treaties, to the first category of

succession~ namely, "suocession in respect of part of territory". In addition,

the Commission combined the last two categories of succession of States under one

heading: "Uniting and separation of States".

73. For the purposes of the draft on succession of States in respect of treaties,

the Commission summarized its choice of types of succession as follow~:

liThe topic of succession of States in respect of treaties has traditionally

been expounded in terms of the effect upon the treaties of the predecessor

S·tate of various categories of events, notably: annexation of territory of

the predecessor State by another State; voluntary cession of territory to

another State; birth of one or more new States as a result of the separation

of parts of the territory of a State; formation of a union of States; entry

into the protection of another State and termination of such protection;

enlargement or loss of territory. In addition to stu~ing the traditional

categories of succession of States, the Commission took into account the

treatment of dependent territories in the Charter of the United Nations. It

concluded that for the purpose of codifying the modern la.w· of succession of

States in respect of treaties it would be sufficient to arrange the cases of

succession of States under thre~broad categories: (a) succession in respect

of part of territory; (b) newly independent States; (c) uniting and

separation of States. lI • J:l!
74. In its w'ork of codification and progressive development of the law' relating to

succession of States in respect of treaties and to succession of States in respect

of matters other than treaties, the Commission constantly bore in mind the

desirability of maintaining _some degree of parallelism between the ~IO sets of

draft articles and in particular, as far as possible, the use of common definitions

and common basic principles, without thereby ignoring or dismissing the

characteristic features that distinguish the t,~·o topics from one another. The

Commission considered that, so far as was possible without distorting or

unnecessarily hindering its w'ork., the parallelism betw'een the tw'o sets of draft

articles should be regarded as a desirable objective. Nevertheless, as regards

the present draft, the required flexibility should be allow'ed in order to adopt

such texts as best suited the purposes of the codification, in an autonomous draft,

W Yearbook eo. 1974, vol. II (Part one), p. 200, document A/9610/Rev.l,

chap. II ,sect. D, article 14.

121 ~., p. 172, para. 71.
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of the l~es of international la~' governing specifically succession of States in

respect of matters other than treaties and, more particularly, in respect of State

property, archives and debts.

75. In the light of the foregoing, the Commission, ~hile reaffir.ming its position

Ghat for the purpose of codifying the modern la~' of succession of States in respect

treaties it was sufficient to arrange the cases of succession of States, as it

did in the 1974 draft, under the three broad catecrories referred to above,§Sd

nevertheless found that in viel~' of the characteristics and requirements peculiar to ~

the subject of ,succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties,

particularly as regards State property, archives and debts, some further precision

in the choice of categories of succession was necessar,y for the purpose of the

present draft. Consequently, as regards succession in respect of part of territo;y,

the Commission decided that i t l~as appropriate to distinguish and deal separately

in the present draft with three cases: (1) the case lfhere part of the territory of

a State is transferred by that State to anothe~ State, which is the subject of

articles 13, 25 and 35; (2) the case where a dependent territor,y becomes part of the

territor,y of a State other than the State which was responsible for its

international relations, that is, the case of a non-self-goyerning territory which

achie~es its decolonization by integration with a State other than the colonial

State, which for.ms the subject of paragraphs 3 of article 14 and 6 of article 26

(NeWly independent State); (3) the case where a part of the territory of a State

separates from that State and unites If.ith another State, which is the subject of

paragraphs 2 of articles 16 and 38 and 5 of' article 28 (Separation of part or pa.rts

of the territory of a State). Also, as regards the uniting and separation of States,

the Commission, while follOlf.ing the ~ttern of dealing in separate articles with

those two categories of succession, nevertheless found it appropriate to

distinguish between the "separation of part or parts o~ the territor,y of a State",

l~'hich is the subject of articles 16, 28 and 38 and the "dissolution of a State";

which for.ms the subject of articles 17, 29 and 39.
(e) The principle of equity

76. The principle of equity is one of the underlying -principles in the rules

regarding the passing of State property, archives and debts from the predecessor

State to the successor State. As regards the P~rt on State property, that

§S2/ See para. 73 above.
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principle is implicit, in particular, in the rules concerning the pasoing of

movab:e State property when that property is connected with the activity of the

predecessor State in respect of the territo:ry to which the succesoion of States

relates. In that context the principle of equity, although important, does not
• • 04 • • .....:'__ ,'~ - - -" -.-.

occupy the pre-eminent position, since the '1hole rule 'W'Oulcl then be reduced to a

rule of equity. At the limit, that rule "rould make any attempt to codification

unnec.:essa:ry, and all that 'W'ould be required w'ould be one article stating that the

rule of equitable apportionment of property must be appliecl in all caoes of

succession to movable State property. Eq1..uty c9.nnot be assigned the main role,

because there is also a material criterion concerning the connection of the

property with the activity of the predecessor State in the territo:ry. In fact, the

principle of equity is more a balancing element, a corrective factor designed to

preserve the "reasonableness" of the linkage between the movable State property

and the terri to:ry. Equity makes it possible to interpret the concept of

"property ••• connected 'With the activity of the predecessor State in respect of the

territo:ry •••" in the most jl,ldicious fashion and to give it an acceptable meaning.

77 • The principle of equi~J, hm·rever, is called upon to play 8: greater role in

connection with the rules established for certain specific categories of succession

involving the passing from the predeoessor State to the successor State or States of

movable State property other than that connected ,~ith the activity of the former in

respect of the territory to which the succession of States relates. It does so as

well, regarding the rules provided for similar categories of succession in respect

of the passing of State archives and State debts. vfuen in the case of a newly

independent State, the dependent territory has contributed to the creation of

movable State property, it shall pass to the successor State in proportion to the

contribution of the dependent territory (article 14, para.,l (f)). Also in the

case of a newly independent State, the passing or the appropriate reproduction of

parts of the State archivE!s of the predecessor State of interest to the territory

to which the succession of States relates are to be determined by agreement betvJeen

the predecessor and the newly independent States in such a manner that each of

those States can benefit as equitably as possible from those parts of State

archives (article 26, para. 2).

78. In the case of separation of part or paris of the territo~J of a State movable

State. property as well as the State debt of the predecessor State shall pass to the

successor State or States in an equitable proportion (articles 16, para. 1 (0) and

38, para. 1). Similarly, in the case of dissolution ·of a State, movable State

- 31 ..
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"2. The international jud~e ••• -can ba,se his decision on eqU'i.ty, without
being bound by the applicable la,,!', only if all the parties clearly and
expressly authorize him to do so.". §Jj . .

Under article 38, paragraph 2, of its Statute, the International Court of

Justice may in fact decide a case ex aequo et bono only if the parties agree

thereto.

property of the predecessor State, other than that connected ~ith its activity

in respect of the territories to 'l11ich the succession of States relatel;! (article 17,
para. 1 (d)), as "Iell as its Sta.te debt (article 39) 0110.11 pass to the successor

States in equitable proportions.

79. Also in the case of dissolution of a State, the principle of equity is at the

basis of'the/rule regardin~ the passing of inunovable State property of the
/

predecessor State situated outside its territor,y to the successor States: that

proper~ shall pass in equitable proportions (article 17, para. 1 (b)). Like~ise,

toe' State archives of the predecessor State other than those ~hich should be in the

territory of a successor State for normal administration of its territory or ''111ich

relate directly to that h-,rrito:t"J! shall pass to the successor State in an

equitable manner (article 29, para. 2).

80. As regards the oases of aeparation of part or parts of the territor,y of ,'1

State and dissolution of a State, the rules regarding the passing both of immovable

and movable State property are ~ithout prejudice to any question of equitable

compensation that may arise as a result of a succession of States (artinle 16,
para. 3 and article 17, para. 2).
81. Finally, in the case of the transfer of part of the te:r:ritor,y of a State, the

State debt of the predecessor State shall, in the absence of an agreement pass to the

successor State in an equitable proportion (article 35, para. 2).
82. What is meant by the principle of equity, according to Charles de Vioscher,

is "an independent and autonomouo source of la"I".W According to a resolution

of the Institute of International La'f,

"I. • •• Equity is normally inherent in a sound application of the law' .... ,

83. The Cour
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~ Annuaire de l'Institut de droit international, 1934 (Brussels), vol. 38,
p. 239.

§1j ~., 1937 (Brussels), vol. 40, p. 271.
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83. The Court has, of course, hacl occasion to tleal with this problem. In 'the

North Sea Continental Shelf cases, it sought to establi. a distinction between

equity and equitable principles. The Federal Republic of Germany ad submitted

to the Court, in connection with the delimitation of the continontal shelf, that

the "equidistance method" should be rejected, since it "v1'OuILl not lead to an

equitable apportionment". The Federal Republic askecl the Court to refer to the

notion of equity by accepting the "principle that each coastal State is entitled

to a just and equitable share".W Of course,' the Federal Republic made a

distinction betvl'een deciding a case ex aequo et bono, which cotlld be done onl~r

'dth the express agreement of the parties, and invoking equit:y as a general

principle of law'. In its Judgment, the Court decided that in the cases before it,

international la,~' refe~ored back to equitable principles, which the parties should

apply in their subsequent negotiationA.

84. The Court stated:

" ••• it is not a question of applying equity simply as a matter of
abstract justice, but of applying a rule of la,r ,~hich itself requires
the application of equitable principles, in accordance with the ideas which
have always underlain the development of the legal regime of the continental
shelf in this field.". W

In the view' of the Court, " equitable principles!l are "actual rules of law'" f01,mded

on livery general precepts of justice and good faith".§2/ These "equitable

principles ll are distinct from "equity" vie,~'ed "as a matter of abstract justice".

The decisions of a court of justice:

"must by definition be just, and therefore in that sence equitable.
Nevertheless, when mention is made of a court dispensing justice or declaring
the la,'/', what is meant is that the decision finds its objective
justification in considerations lying not outside but within the rules,
and in this field it is precisely a r".ue of la,r that calls for the
application of equitable principles.".~

........ _ ,..... ... .... '( ...__ . .. _si .
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85. Havine in mind the Court's elaboration of the concept of equity, as

desoribed in the precedinc paragraph, the Commission ~ishes to emphasize that

equi~J, in addition to being a st1~pplementary element throughout the draft, is also

used therein as part of the material content of specific provisions and not as

the equivalent of the notion of equity as used in an e~c aequo et bono proceeding,

to which a tribunal can have recourse o~y upon express agreement bet~een the

parties concerned.

B. Recommendation of the Commission

86. At the 1696th meeting, on 22 July 1981, the Commission decided, in

confo:rmity with article 23 of its Statute, to recommend that the General Assembly

should convene an international conference of plenipotentiaries to study the

draft articles on Succession of States in respect of State property, archives

and debts and to conclude a convention on the subject.W
C. Resolution adopted by the Commission

81. The COl.'QIIIission, at its l696th meeting, on 22 July 1981, adopted by

acclamation the following resolution:

~e International La~' Commission,
"

Having adopted the draft articles on succession of States in

respect ot State proper:tY, archives and debts,

Desires to express to the Special Rapporteur, }.fr. Mohammed Bedjaoui,

its de~p appreciation of the .outstanding contribution he has made to the

treatment of the topic by his scholarly research and vast experience,

thus enabling the Commission to bring to a successful conclusion its

WOl'k on the dratt articles on succession of States in respect of

State property, arohives and debts.

§l/ .Certain members reserved their position on this recommendation.
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D. Draft articles on succession of states in respect of state
property, archives and debts

P.AHI! I

GENERllL PROVISIONS

Coonenta.:g

Part I, following the. oodol of the 1969 Vierma Conventio~ and the

1978 Vienna.' convention,§:2/ ~ontains certain ~neral provisions which relate to the'

present draft articles as a whole. Its title reproduces that of Part I of the

1978 Vienna. Convention. .tUso, in order to oaintain structural confomi.ty with the

corresponding parts of those Conventions, the order of the' first three articles

(articles 1 to,~) follows that of the articles dealing with the sane subject-natter

in those Conventions.

Article 1

Scope of the present articles

!l!he present articles apply to the effects of a succession of States in
respect of State property, archives and debts.

CODDentar;y

(1) !l!his article corresponds to article 1 of the 1978 Vierma Convention. Its

purpose is to liDit the scope of the present draft articles in two iDportant

respects.

(2) First. article 1 takes account of the decision by the General .8.sseobly that the

topic under consideration should be entitled: "Succession of States in respect of

oatters other than treatiesll.~ In incorporating the word.s "of States" in

article 1, the CoDDission intended. to exclud.e froo the field. of application of the

present draft articles t~e succession of Govcrnoents and. the succession of subjects

of international law other than States, an exclusion which also results froo

article 2, paragraph 1 (a). The CoDDission also intended. to liDit the field. of

application of the draft articles to certain oatters "other than treaties".

(3) In view of General .8.sseDbly resolution 3~/139, recoDDenaing that the Coi:mission

should. aiD. at cODpleting at its thirty-first session the first reaaing of lithe

draft articles on succession of States in respect of State property and State d.ebts",

'§!j See foot-note 73 above.

§:2/ .S,ee foot-note 20 above•.

~ See para. 30 above.
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"
"

the CoI:lIlission consiclered at that session the question of reviewing the words

"natters other than treaties'! which appeared both in the title of the draft articles

and in the text of article 1, to reflect that further liDitation in scope. However,

it decided to do so at its seconcl reading of the draft, so as to take into account

observa.tions of Governnents. The CoDDission nevertheless decided, a.t the

thirty-first session, to change the article ll~ll before llnatieres" to ll~ll in

the French versi0n of the title of the topic, and consequently of the title of the

draft articles, as well a.s the text of article 1, in order to aJ.ign it with the

other language versions. As explained above,Jll at its present session the

CoI:lIlission, on the basis of governnentaJ. observations, decided to entitle the finaJ.

draft: "Draft articles on succession of states in respect of state property,

archives and debts". The present text of article 1 is a relection of that

decision. AlthOUgh the word llState" appears only once for reasons of style,' it

nust be .understood that it is intended to ,qualify aJ.l three oatters described.

(4) The second linitation is that of the field' of application of the'draft articles

to the effects of succession of states in respect of state property, archives and.

debts. .article 2, para.graph 1 (a), specifies that "succession of states neans the

replaceoent of onc state by another in the responsibility for the international

reLations of territoryll. In using the tero lleffects" in article 1, the CoDDission

wished to indicate that the" provisions included in the draft concern not the

replaceoent itself but 'its legal effects, i.e., the rights and obligations d.eriving

froo it.

Article 2

Use of terns ,

~. For the purposes of the present articles:

(a) llsuccession of States" oeans the replaceoent of one State by another
in the responsibility for the internationaJ. relations of territory;

(b) "predecessor State" oeans the state which has been replaced by
another State on the occurrence of a succession of States;

(c) llsuocessor State" oeans the State which has replaced another State
on the occurrence of a succession of States;

(d) "date of thc succession of States" oeans the datc'upon which the
successor State replaced the predecessor State in the responsibility for the
international relations of the territory to which the succession of States
relates;

2lJ See paras. 67 and 68 above.
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(c) "newly independent state" neans a successor state the territory of
which, iIJtlediately before the date of the succession of states, was a
dependent territory for the international relations of which the predecessor
state was responsible;

(f) "third state" neans DIJY state other than the predecessor state or
the successor state.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 regarding the use of tems i~ the
present articles are without prejudice to' the use of those tems or to the
neanings which nay be given to then in the internal law of any State.

CoIJtlentary

(1) This article, as its title and the introductory words of paragraph 1 indicate,

is intended to state the neaning with which tems are used 'in the draft articles.

(2) Paragraph 1 Ca) of article 2 reproduces the definition of the tem "succession

of States" contained in article 2, paragraph 1 (b), of the 1918 Vienna Conv,ention.

(3) The report of the CoIJtlission on its twenty-sixth session specified in the

coIJtlentary to article 2 of the draft articles on succession of States in respect

of treaties, on the basis of which article 2 of the 1918 Vienna Convention was

adopted, that the definition of succession of States given in that article referred

exclusively to the fact of the replacencnt of one State by another "in the

responsibility for the international relations of territory", leaving aside any

connotation of inheritance of rights or obligations on the occurrence of that event.

It we1).t on to say that the rights and obligations deriving fron a ,succession of

states were those specifically provided for in those draft articles. It further

noted that the CoIJtlission had considered that the expression "in the responsibility

for the international relations of territory" was preferable to other expressions

such as "in the sovereignty in respect of territory" or "in the treaty-naldng

coopetence in respect of territory", because it was a forr:rula COIJtlonly used in state

practice and nore appropriate to cover in a neutral nanner any specific case,

independently of the particular status of the territory in question (national

te~itory, trusteeship, oandate, protectorate, dependent territory, etc.). The

report specified ,that the word "responsibility;' should be read in conjunction with

the words "for the international relations of territory" and was not inte:hcled to

convey any! notion of "State responsibility", a topic being studied separately by the

CoIJtlission.~

~ Yea.:rbook ... 191r,vol. II (Part O::!e), pp. 115-116, docUIJent A/96l0/Rev.l,
chap. II, sect. D, paras (3 and (4) of the coIJtlentary to article 2.
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(4) The Ooooission decided to include in the present dro.f't articles the definition

of "succession of states" containecl in the 1978 Vienna Oonventio~'l, considering it

desirable tha.t, where the Oonvention and the clroi't articles refer to one and the

sane phenooenon, they should, o.s far as l)Ossible, give identicoJ. definitions of it.

Furthemoro, article 1 suppleoents the d~£inition of "succession of sta.tes" by

specitying that the droi't articles apply, not to the replaceoent of ono Sta.te by

another in the respo:psibility for the international relations of territory, but to

the etrects of that replaceoent.

(5) Subparam:aphs Cb). (c) and (d) of Im,rWaph 1 reproduce the tems of

parasraph 1, subparagraphs (c), (d) and (e) of article 2 of the 1978

Vienna. Oonvention. The oeanin/! that they attribute to the tems "predecessor

State", usuccessor sta.te" and "dnte of the succession of Stntes" derives, in each

case, troo the oewn/! g:Lven to the tem "succession of states" in paragraph 1 (a),

and would not seeo to coll for a:ny cODIJent.

(6) Paraaraph 1 Co) reproduces the text of article 2, parasraph 1 (f), of tho

1978 Vienna. Oonvention, which was based on article 2, parasraph 1 (f), of the

dro.!'t artiQles adopted by the OoDDission in 1974. The part of the cODlJentary to

that article relating to the definition is eqnaJ.ly applicable in the present case.

As the Ooccission stnted:

" ••• the definition /!iven in parasraph 1 (f) includes a:ny case of eoergence to
independence of a:ny fomer dependent territories, whatever its particular t:Y1le
~ be [colonies, trusteeships, oandates, protectorates, etc.]. Although
~ed in the singular for the sake of sioplicity, it is olso to be read. as
covering the case ••• of the fomation of a newly independent state froo two
or Dore territories. On the other h~d, the definition excludes cases
concerning the CIlergence of a new State as a result of a separation of part
of an existing State, or of a uniting of two pr Dore existing states. It is
to differentiate clearly these cases froo the case of the eoergence to
independence of a fomer dependent territory that the expression 'newly
independent State' has' been chosen instead of the shorter expression
'new state'." W

(7) The expression "third Stnte" does not appear in article 2 of the

1978 Vienna Oonvention. This ",as because the expression "third StateU was not

available for use in that Oonvention, since it had already been oade a technical

tom in t~o 1969 Vienna. Oonvention to denote "a State not a party to the treaty".

As regards. the draft artides on succession of States in respect of State property,

w ~., para. (8) of the cOIlIJentary.

I
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archives £mel debts, however, the CoIJIJission took the view that the expression

"third state" was the smplest and clearest way of designating a:n:y state ot4er than

the predecessor state or the successor state.~
(8) Lastly, pararwaph 2 corresponds to paraGraph 2 of article 2 of the

1969 Vienna Convention as well as of the 1918 Vienna Convention, and is designed

to safeguard in na.tt:ers of teminology' the position of states in reaa,rd to their

internal. law and usages.

Article 3
Cases of succession of states covered by the present articles

The present articles apply only to the effects of. a succession of states
occurring in confomity with international. law and, in particular, with the
principles of international. law enbodied in the Charter of the United Nations.

CODDenta.r;y

(1) This provision reproduces DUtatis IlUtandis the tems of article 6 of the

1918 Vienna Convention, which is based on article 6 of the dra.£t articles on the

topic prepared by the CoIJIJission.

(2) As it stated in the report on its twenty-fourth session, the CoIJIJission, in

preparing draft articles for the codification of general. international law, nomaJ.ly

assunes that these articles are to apply to facts occurring or situations

established in confomity with international law. Accordingly, it does not as a

rule state that their application is so linited. Thus, when the CoIJIJission, at its
. ,

twenty-fourth session, was preparing its draft a.rlicles on succession of states in

respect of treaties, several. nenbers considered that it was unnecessary to specify

in the draft that its provisions would apply only to the effects of a succession of

states occurring in confomity with ·international. law.W .
(3) other nenbers, however, pointed out that when natters not in confomity with

international. law cal.led for specific treatnent the CoDDission had expressly so

noted. They cited as ex:anples the provisions of the draft on the law of treaties

concerning treaties procured by coercion, treaties which confiict with noms of

jus cogens, and various situations which night iDply a breach 01' an inte~tionaJ.

obligation. Accordingly, those nenbers were ~f the opinion that, particularly in

regard to transfers of territory, it should be expressly stipulated that Only

21V See Yearbook ... 1975, vol. II, p. 114, dOCUIlent A/IOOlO/Rev.l,
chap. Ill, ~ect. B, 2, article 3 (e), comentary. . ....

sect.~ pei~~b(l~ ~tt t~jlbfVt~;~~:m~~tg;t~O~~~ie~~llo/Rev.l,cha:p. II,
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tra.nsfers occurrinG' in confomity with internatiorwl law woulcl 1'0.11 within the

ooncept of "succession of Statosll for the purpose of the draft a.rticles beinG

prepaTOd. Tho CotlDission adol)tocl that view. However, the CoorJission' s roport

notes tha.t I

"Since to speoify the olotlent of confornity with internationo.1 law with

reference to ono cateGOry of suocession of States tuaht G'ivo riso to

oisundorstondinas as to the position reanrdinl! that eletlent in other cateGOries

of suocession of States, the Coru:.ussion cleoidod to include at.1onast the (jOnero.1

articles a 11rovision sa.f'oeua.rdinij the question of the lawfulness of the

succession of States dealt with in the present articles. 1I.ccorc'tinely,

article 6 provides tha.t the 11resent artioles relate only to the effects of 0.

succession of Sta.tes occurrina in confornity with interna.tionnl la.w." ~

(4) At the twenty-fifth session the Co:r:u:dssion decidocl to inclucle in the then

introduction to the drnft articles on succession of States in respect of natters

other than trea.ties a ,provision identicaJ. with that of article 601' the draft

articles on succession of States in respect of treaties. It took the view that

thero was now an iDportant arcunent to be added to those which had betm put forward

at the twenty-fourth session in favour of article 6: the absence fron the present

dra1't artiCles of the provision contnined in article 6 of the draft a.rticles on

succession of States in respect of treaties niaht G'ive rise to doubts as to the

applicability to the present draft of the acnero.1 presunption that the texts

prepnrcd by the CoIlDission relate to facts occurrina or situations establishecl in

confo1'Di.ty with international la.w.W
Article 4

Tooporal application 61' the present articles

1. Without prejudice to the application of D:nY of the rules set forth in

the prosent articles to which the effects of a succession of States would be

subject under international law independently of these articles, the articles

apply only in respect of a succession of States which has occurred after the

entry into force of the articles except as nay be otherwise acsreed.

2. 11. successor State nay, at the tiDe of cxpr~ssine its consent to be

bound by the present articleS or at aX1y tiDe thereafter, twke a declaration

that it will apply the provisions of the articles in respect of its own

suocession of states which has occurred before the entry into force of the

articles in rela.tion to any other contracting £tate or Stat-e Party to the

~ Ibid., para. (2) of the cOtlDontary.

SI Yearbook ••• 1973. vol. II, pp. 203-204, docunent A/90l0/Rev.l.1 chap. IU,

sect. B, article 2, para. (4J of the cotlDentary.
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articles which mikes a declaration accepting the declCl.ration of the successor
state. Upon the entry into force of the articles as between the states naking
the declarations or upon the Illlking of the declaration of acceptance, whichever
occurs later, the provisions of the articles shall apply to the effects of the
succession of states as fron the date of that sllccession of states.

3. .A successor state nay at the tine of signing or of expressing it E.'

consent to be bound by the present articles oake a declaration that it will·
apply the provisions of the articles provisionally in respect of its own
succession of states which has occurred before the entry into force of the
articles in relation to any other signatory or contracting State which oakes
a declaration accepting the declaration of the successor State; upon the
oaking of the declaration of acceptance, those provisipns shaJ.l apply
provisionaJ.ly to the effects of the succession of States as between those two
States as fron the date of that succession of States.

4. Any declaration oade in accordance with paragraph 2 or 3 shall be
contained in a written notification coDI:IUnicated to the depositary, who shall
inforn the Parties and the states entitled to becooe Parties to the present
articles of the cOI.1!1unication to hiIl of that notification and of its ,terns.

COI.1!1entar;y ,

(1) The CoI.1!1ission, having recoI.1!1ended to the General. .Assen.blii§J that the present

draft articles be studied by a conference of plenipotentiaries with a view to the

conclusion of a convention on the subject, recognized that participation by

successor States in the future convention would involveprobleos relating to the

!lethod of giving, and the retroactive effect of, consent to be bound by the

convention expressed by the successor State. In fact,under the general law of

treaties, a convention is not binding upon a State unless and until it is a party'to

the convention. Moreover, under a general. rule, now codified in article 213 of the

1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, the provisions of a treaty, in th~

absence of a contrary intention lido not bind a party in relationt6 a:ny- act or fact

which took place ••• before the date of the entry into force of the treaty with
, ,

respect to that party". Since a succession of States in oost cases 1:>rings into

being a new State, ~ convention on the law of succession in respect of State

property, archives and debts would ex hypothesi not be binding on the successor

State unless and until it took steps to becooa a party to that convention; and even
. . . . .-.-' .-.: i '.:,'-

then the convention would not 'Pe binding upon it in respect of. a;n;r- act orfac'ti whic~

took place before the date "an which it becatlea party. Nor would'otheX:'staiiesbebouricl
," . ,-.- .. - .. :. ,",

by the convention in relation to the new State until the latter hBd becooe a party.

Y See para. 86 and foot-note-87 above.
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~ For a reference to the doC'UOents of the Conference, see foot-note 20 above.
ThesutlDarY records of the plenary neetings and of the neetings of the CoIltlittee of
the lQ101e held during the first (1971) and resuned (1918) sessions of the Conference
appear in Official Redords of the United Nations Conference on SUccession of States
in Respoct"""Of"'freaties, vols. I and 11, respectively (United Nations Publications,
Sales Nos. E.78.V.8 and E.79.V.9). .

1001 Yearbook... 1974, vol. 11 (Part One), p. 151, doC'UOcnt A/9610/Rev.l.

101t Ibid., p. 182.

(2) At ita present session the CoIltlission, conscious that in the absence of a
" '

prov:Lsion in these draft articles concerr.ing their tenporal application, article 28

of the 1969 Vienna Convention would apply, concluded that it was necessary to include

the present article in order to avoid the problens referred to in the prececling

paragraph. As in the case of article 3,. this article reproduces, I1U.tatis I1U.tandis,

the corresponding prov:Lsion (article 7) of the 1978 Vienna Convention, which is

intended to solve in ~ho context of the law of succession of states in'respect of

treaties as codified in that convention problens sinilar to those which arise in the

case of the present draft, as explained above.

(3) Article 7 of the 1978 Vienna Convention was adopted by the United Nations

Conference on SUccession of states in Respect of Treaties after long and careful

consideration at both the first and reSUIled sessions of the Conference, with the

help of an Infomal Consultations Group set up to consider, inter alia, its subject

catter.~ Paragraph 1 of article 7 reproduces without change the text of the only

paragraph constituting draft article 7 of the finaJ. draft on succession of States

in respect of treaties adopted by the CoDDission in 1914.1001 Par~aphs 2 to 4 of

article 1 of the 1978 Vienna Convention were elaborated by the Conterence as a

nechanisn intended to enable successor states to apply the provisions of the

Convention, or to apply then provisionally, in respect of their own succession

which had oc~d before the entry into force of the Ccnvention. Article 4 ains

at achieving sinilar results in the case of a future convention enbodying rules

applicable to a succession of states in respect of State property, archives and

debts.

(4) In its coI1tlentary to draft article 1 of'the finaJ. draft on succession of States

in respect of treaties adopted in 1914, the CoIltlission stated, inter alia, the
following.1011 ' .

"Article 1 is tlodelled on article 4 of the [1969] Vienna. Convention but
is drafted having regard. to the provisions on the non-retroactivity of treaties

,.~:_. J!'

J

1
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in article 20 of that Convention. The article has two parts. The first,
correspondine to the first part of article 4 of the Vienna Convention, is 0.

saving clause which nakes clear that the non-retroactivity of the present
articles will be without prejudice to the application of a:ny of the rules set
forth in the articles to which the effects of a succession of states woulel be
subject uneler international law inelepenelently of the articles. The seconel part
linits the application of the present articles to cases of succession of states
which occur after the entry into force of the articles except as nay be
otherwise agreeel. The seconel part speaks only of 'a succession of states l '

because it is possible that the effects of a succession of states which
occurreel before the entry into force of the articles night cuntinue after
their entry into force anel this possibility night cause confusion in the
application of the article. The expression 'entry into force' refers to the
general entry into force of the articles rather than the entry into force for
the indivielual state, because a successor state coulel not becone a party to
a convention enboelyine the articles until after the elate of succession of
states. Accordingly, a provision which provieleel for non-retroactivity with
respect to 'any act or fact ••• which took place before the elate of the entry
into force of the treaty with respect to that party, '* as in arhcie 28 of
the 1969 Vienna Convention, woulel, if reael literally, prevent the application
of the articles to a;ny successor state on the basis of its participation in
the oonvention. The worels 'except as nay be otherwise aereeel' are inclueleel
to proviele a neasure of flexibility anel reflect the sense of the introeluctory
worels to article 28 of the 1969 Vienna Convention."

The foregoing passaee, which is applicable to paragraph 1 of article 4 of the

present clraft is to be reael, for the purposes of this clraft, keeping in ninel the

provisions containeel in paragraphs 2 to 4 of the article.

Article 5

Succession in respect of other natters

Nothing in the present articles shall be consielered as prejudg.i.ng in any
respect a;ny question relating to the effects of a succession of states in
respect of natters other than those provieled for in the present articles.

Connentary

In view of the fact that the present clraft articles do not deal with

succession of states in respect .. of aJ.l natters other than treaties but are, rather,

linited in scope to state property, archives and elebts, the CoDDission, in second

reading, eleened it appropriate to inclucle this safegu.a.rd clause rela~g to the

effects of' a succession of states in respect of: natters other than the three to

which the clraft applies. The wording of article 5 is noeleUeel on that of

article 14 of the 1978 VienM Convention.
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Article 6

Rights and obligations of natuxal or ju:ridical persons

Nothing in the present articles shall be considered as prejudging in
any respect any question relating to the rights and. obligations of natuxal
or juxidical persons.

Comentary

As explained in. the cotlIlentary to article 31 below the CotlIlission, at its

present session, decided not to include in the definition of state debt a

reference to any financial obligation chargeable to a state other than those

owed to another state, an international ore;am.zation or any other subject of

international law. Other provisions, such as article 12, night be nisunderstood

as ioplying SODe prejudice to the rie,hts of na.tural or juridical persons. In

these circUDstances the CotlIlission found it especially appropriate to insert in

the draft the safeguard. clause contained. in article 6. It is intended to

avoid any iDplication that the effects of a succession of states in 'respect of

state property, archives and debts, for which the present articles provide, could

in any respect prejudice any question relating to the rights and. obligations of

individuals, whether natural or juridical persons. The article is cast in

general foro and has, therefore, been included in the present Part I, containing

the "General provisions" applicable to the draft as a whole.
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PART II

STATE PROPERTY

Section 1. Introduction

Article 7

Scope of the articles in the present Part

The articles in the present Part apply to the effects of a succession
of States in respect of State property.

Commentary

The purpose of this provision is simply to make it clear that the articles in
"

Part II deal with only one of the three "matters other than treaties" .nentionec:. in

article 1, namely, State property.

Article 8

State property

For the purposes of the articles in the present Part, '''State property"
means property, rights and interests Which, at the date of the succession of
States, were, according to the internal law of the predecessor State, owned
by that State.

Commentary

(1) The purpose of article 8 is not to settle what is to become of the State

property of the predecessor State, but merely to establish a criterion for

determining such property.

(2) There are in practice quite a number of examples of treaty provisions which

determine, in connection with a succession of States, the State property of the

predecessor State, sometimes in detail. They include article 10 of the Treaty of

Utrecht of 11 April 1713;102/ article 11 of the Treaty of 30 April 1803 between

France and the United States of America for the sale of Louisiana;lli/ article 2 of

the Treaty of 9 January 1895 by:, which King Leejpold ceded the Congo to the Belgian

state;1041 article II of the Treaty of Peace of Shimonoseki of 17 April 1895 between

102/ F. Israel, ed., Ma ·or Peace Treaties of Modern Histo ,1648-1967
(New York, Chelsea House and l-icGraw Hill, 1967 , vol. I, pp. 207-208.

lli/ G.F. de Martens, ed., Recueil des principaux traites, (GOttingen,
Dieterich, 1831), vol. VII, p. 709.

~ de Martens, ed., Nouveau recueil general de traites (GOttingen,
Dieterich, 1896), 2nd series, vol. XXI, p. 693.
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China and Japan,122I and article I of the Convention of Retrocession of

8 November 1895 bet"Teen the same States;106! article VIII of the Treaty of Peace

of 10 December 1898 between Spain and the United States of AmeriCa,~ and the

annexes to the Treaty of 16 August 1960 concerning the establishment of the

Republic of Cyprus. lOO!

(3) An exact specification of the property to be transferred by the predecessor

State to the successor State in two particular cases of succession of States is

also to be found in. two resolutions adopted by the General Assembly in pursuance of

the provisions of the Treaty of Peace with Italy of 10 February 1941.W The first

of these, resolution )88 (V), was adopted on 15 December 1950, with the title

''Economic and financial provisions relating to Libya ll • The second,

resolution 530 (VI), was adopted on 29 January 1952, with the title "Economic and

financial provisions relating to Eritrea ll
•

(4) No generally applicable criteria, however, can be deduced from the treaty

provisions mentioned above, the content of which varied according to the

circumstances of the case, or from the two General Assembly resolutions, which

were adopted in pursuance of a treaty and related exclusively t~ special situations.

Moreover, ~s the Franco-Italian Conciliation Commission stated in an award of

26 September 1964, "customary international law has not established any autonomous

criterion for determining what constitutes State property" .ill/
(5) Up to .the moment when the succession of States iiakes place, it is the internal

law of the predecessor State which governs that State's property and determines its

status as State property. The successor State receives it as it is into its own

juridical order. As a sovereign State, it is free, within the limits -of general

international law, to change its status, but any decision it takes in that

connection is necessarily subsequent to the succession of States and derives from

its competence as a State and not from its capacity as the successor State. Such

a decision is outside the scope of State succession.

1221 British and Foreign State Papers, vol. 86 (London, H.M. Stationery Office,
1900), p. 800.

106! ~., p. 1195.

1f!1.I de Martens, Nouveau recueil ••• (Leipzig; Dieterich, i905), 2nd series,
vol. XXXII, p. 16•.

1001 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 382, p. 8.

192.1 ~., vol. 49, p. 3.
1101 Award in ''Dispute regarding property belonging to the Order of St. Maurice

and St. Lazarus", Annuaire francais de droit international, 1965 (Paris), vol. XI,
p. 323.
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(6) The Commission notes, however, that there are several cases in diplomatic

practice where the successor State has not taken the internal law of the predeoessor

state into consideration in characterizing State property. Some decisions by

international courts have done the same in relation to the property in dispute.

(7) For example, in its Judgment of 15 December 1933 in the Peter Pazm4ny

University case, the Permanent Court of International Justice took the view that

it had "no need to rely upon"lll/ the interpretation of the law of the predecessor

state in order to decide whether the property in dispute was public property. It

is true that the matter was governed by various provisions of the Treaty of

Trianon,112/ which limited the Court's freedom of judgement. In another case, in

which Italy was the predecessor State, the United Nations Tribunal in Libya ruled

on 27 June 1955 that in deciding whether an institution was public or ,rivate, the

Tribunal was not bound by Italian law and judicial decisions.ill/ Here again, the

matter was governed by special provisions - in this case those of resolution 388 (V),

already mentioned,.1]j/ which limited the Courtis freeclom 'of judgement.

(8) The Commission nevertheless considers that the most appropriate way of defining

"State property" for the purposes of part II of the present draft articles is to

refer the matter to the internal law of the predecessor State.

(9) The opening words of article 8 emphasize that the rile it states applies only

to the provisions of part II of the present draft and that, as usual in such cases,

the Commission did not in any way intend to put forward a general definition.

(10) The Commission wishes to stress that the expression "property, rights and

interests" in article 8 refers only to rights and interests of a legal nature.

This expression is to be found in many treaty provisions, such as article 297 of the

Treaty of Versai11es,lliI article 249 of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 11,2/

111/ p.e.I.J., Series A, B, No. 61, p. 236.

112/ British and Foreign State Papers, 1920, vol. 113 (London, H.M. Stationery
Office, 1923), p. 486.

ll2I United Nations, Reports of International Arbitral AWards, vol. XII
(United Nations publication, Sales No. 63.V.3), p. 390.

.ill! See para. (3) of this commentary, above.

ill! British and Foreign State Papers, 1:919, vol. 112 (London, H.M. Stationery
Office, 1922), p. 146.

116/ ~., p. 434.
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article 111 of the Treaty of Neuilly-sur-Seine,~article 232 of the Treaty of

Trianon1181 and article 19 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy.ill!

(11) In article 8, the expression "internal law of the predecessor State" refers to

rules of the legal order of the predecessor state which are applicable to state

property. For states whose legislation is not unified, these rules include, in

particular, those which determine the specifi.c law of the predecessor State 

national, federal, metropolitan or territorial - that applies to each peace of its

State property.

Article 9

Effects of the passing of State proper]y

A succession of States entails the extinction of the rights of the
predecessor State and the arising of the rights of the successor State to
such of the State property as passes to the successor State in accordance
with the provisions of the articles in the present Part.

commentary

(1) Article 9 makes it clear that a sU9cession of States has a dual juridical

effect on the respective rights of the predecessor ~tate and the successor State

as regards State property passing from the former to the latter. It entails, on

the one hand, the extinction of the rights of the predecessor 'State to the property

in question and, on the other hand and simultaneously, the arising of the rights of

the successor state to that property. The purpose of article 9 is not to determine

what State property passes to the successor State. Such determination will be done

"in accordanee with the provisions of the articles in the present Part", and more

specifically, of articles 12 to 11.

(2) Article 9 gives expression in a single provision to a consistent practice,

and reflects the endeavour to translate, by a v~riety of formulae, the rule that .a

succession of States entails the extinction of the rights of the predecessor State

and the arising of those of the successor State to State property passing to the

successor State. The terminology used for this purpose has varied according to

time and place. One of the first notions found in peace treaties is that of the

renunciation by the predecessor State of all rights over the ceded territories,

ill./~., p. 839.
1181 ~., 1920, vol. 113 (1923), p. 839.
lli/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 49, P. 163.
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including those relating to State property. This notion already appears in the

Treaty of the Pyrenees of 1659,1201 and found expression again in 1923 in the

Treaty of Lausanne121/ and in 1951 in the Treaty of Peace with Japan.122/ The

Treaty of Versailles expresses a similar idea concerning state property in a clause

which stipulates that "Powers to which German territory is ceded shall acquire all

property and possessions situated therein belonging to the German Empire or to the

German States".123/ A similar clause is found in the treaties of

Saint-Germain-en-Laye,124/ Neuilly-sur-SeinJ12l and Trianon.126/ The notion of

cession is also frequently used in several treaties.~ Despite the variety of

formulae, the large majority of treaties relating to transfers of territory contain

a consistent rule, namely, that of the extinction and simultaneous arising of rights

to State property.

(3) For article 9, the Commission adopted the notion of the "passing" of State

property, rather than of the "transfer" of such property, because it considered

that the notion of transfer Was inconsistent with the juridical nature of the

effects of a succession of States on the rights of the two States in question to

State property. On the one hand, a transfer often presupposes ~n act of will on

the part of the transferor. As indicated by the word "entails" in the text of

article 9, however, the extinction of the rights of the predecessor State and the

arising of the rights of the successor State take place as of right. On the other

hand, a transfer implies a certain continuity, whereas a simultaneous extinction

and arising imply a break in continuity. The Commission nevertheless wishes to

make two comments on this latter point.

120/ Article XLI (English text in Israel, ed., OPe cit., vol. I, p. 51)

121/ See in particular artic1e~ 15, 16 and 17 (League of Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. XXVIII, p. 23). .

122/ Article 2 (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 136, pp. 48 and 50)

ill! Article 256. (British and Foreign State Papers, 1919, vol. 112, p. 125).

124/ Article 208 (ill2:., pp. 412-414).

1,g2,I Article 142 (ibid., pp. 821-822).

126/ Article 191 (ibid., 1921, vol. 113, pp. 564-565).

1l1/ See, for example, article 1 of the Convention of 4 August 1916 between
the United States of America and Denmark concerning the cession of the Danish
West Indies (in Su lement to the American Journal of International Law (New York,
Oxford University Press , vol. II 1917, p. 54; and article V of the Treaty of
2 February 1951 concerning the cession to ~ndia of the free town ofChandernagore
(United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 203, p. 158».
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(4) In the first place, the successor State may create a certain element of

continuity by maintaining provisionally in force the rules of the law of the

predecessor State relating to the regime of state property. Such rules are

certainly no longer applied on behalf of the predecessor State, but rather on

behalf of the successor State, which has received them into its own law by a

decision taken in its capacity as a sovereign State. Although, however, at the

moment of succession, it is another juridical order that is in question, the

material content of the rules remains the same. Consequently, in the case

envisaged, the effect of the succession of States is essentially to change the

entitlement to the rights to '~he State property.

(5) In the second place, the legal passing of the State property of the predecessor

state to the successor State is often, in practice, followed by a material transfer

of such property between the said states, accompanied by the drawin€-up of

inventories, certificates of delivery and other documents.

Article 10

Date of the passing of State property

unless otherwise agreed or decided, the date of the passing of State
property is that of the succession of States. .

Commentary

(1) Article 10 contains a residuary provision specifying that the date of the

passing of State property is that of the succession of States. It should be read

together with article 2, paragraph 1 (d), which states that "'date of the succession

of States' means the date upon which the successor State replaced th~ predecessor

State in the responsibility for the international relations of the territory to

which the succession of States relates".

(2) The residuary character of the provision in article '10 is brought out by the

subsidiary clause with which the article begins: "Unless otherwise agreed or

decided". It follows from that clause that the date of the passing of State

property may be fixed either by agreement or by a decisi~n.

(3) In fact, it sometimes occurs in practice that the States concerned agree to

choose a date for the passing of State property other than that of the succession

Qf States. It is that situation which is referred. to by the term "agreed" in the
J

above-mentioned opening clause. Some members of the Commission suggested that the

words ''between the predecessor State and the Successor State" should be added.

Others, however, opposed that suggestion on the grounds that for State property
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Article 11

Passing of state property without compensation

the date of the passing of certain State property from the

to the successor State.128/ The Commission therefore added the

Subject to the provisions of the articles in the present Part and unless
otherwise agreed or decided, the passing of State property from the predecess'!)]."
State to the successor State shall take place without compensation.

question what was

predecessor State

words nor decided" after the word "agreed" at the beginning of article 10.

However, the Commission did not intend to specify from whom a decision might come.

situated in the territory of a third State the date of passing might be laid down

by a tripartite agreement concluded between the predecessor State, the successor

State and the third state.

(4) There have also been cases where an international court has ruled on the

Commentary

(1) Article 11 comprises a main provision and two subsidiary clauses. The main

provision lays down the rule that the passing of State property. from the pre&ecessor

State to the successor State in accordance with the provisions of the articles in

the present part shall take place without compensation. It constitutes a necessary

complement to article 9 but like that article -and for the same reason~ - it is

not intended to determine what State ~roperty passes to the successor State.

(2) With some exceptions,122I practice confirms the rule set forth in the main
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128/ See, for example, Judgment No •. 7 handed down on 25 May 1926 by the
Permanent Court of International Justice in the Case concerning certain German
interests in Polish Upper Silesia (P.C.I.J. Series A, No. 7), and its Advisory
Opinion of 10 September 1923 on Certain questions relating to settlers of German
origin in the territory ceded by Germany to Poland (ibid., Series B, No. 6,
pp. 6-43).

J::1:)j See para. (1) of the commentary to article 9, above.

1221 These exceptions are to be found, inter alia, in four of the peace
treaties concluded after the First World War (see article 256 of the Treaty of
Versailles British and Forei State Pa ers, 1919, vol. 112, p. 125); article 208
of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye .!ill. p. 413); article 142 of the Treaty of
Neuilly-sur-Seine (ibid. pp. 821-822); and article 191 of the Treaty of Trianon
(ibid. 1920, vol. 113,p. 494). Under the terms of these treaties, the value of the
State property ceded by the predecessor States to the successor States was deducted
from the amount of the reparations due by the former to the latter. It should,
however, be noted that in the case of some State property, the treaties in question
provided fort,ransfer without any quid Jro quo. Thus, article 56 of the Treaty of
Versailles (ibid. 1919, vol. 112, p. 43 specified that "France shall enter into
possession of all property and estate within the territories referred to in
Article 51, which belong to the German Empire or German States (i.e. in Alsace
Lorraine), wi thout any payment or credit on this account to any of the States ceding
the territories".
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prov1s1on of article 11. In many treaties concerning the transfer of territories,

acceptance of this rule is implied by the fact that no obligation is imposed on the

successor state to pay compensation for the cession by the predecessor State of

public property, including State property. Other treaties state the 11l1e expressly,

stipulating that such cession shall be without compensation. These treaties contain

phrases such as "without compensation",lW "in full Right",12.Y' "without payment"

("sans paiementIlli/or "gratu!tement'~) •

(3) The first subsidiary clause of article 11, "Subject to the provisions of the

articles in the present Part", is intended to reserve the effects of other

provisions in part 11. One notable example of such provisions is that of article 12

regarding the absence of effect of a succession of States on the property of a third

State.

(4) The second subsidiary clause of article 11 reads: "unless otherwise agreed or

decided". Its purpose is to prOVide expressly for the possibility of derogating

from the rule in this article. It is id.entical with the clause in article 10 on

which the Commission has already commented.122I

Article 12

Absence of effect of a succession of States on the property
of a third state

A succession of States shall not as such affect property, rights and
int~rests which, at the date of the succession of states, are situated in
the territory of the predecessor State and which, at that date, are owned
by a third State according to the internal law of the predecessor State.

ill! Article Ill, para. 4 of the .A:greement between the United ·states of
America and Japan concerning the Amam! Islands, signed at Tokyo on 24 December 1953
(United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 222, p. 195).

12.Y' Article 10 of the Treaty of Utrecht of 11 April 1713 conoerning the
cession of the Bay and straits of Hudson by France to Great Britain (Israel,
Ope cit., p. 207).

ill! Annex X, para. 1 and Annex XIV, para. 1 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy
(United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 49, pp. 209 and 225); and United Nations
General Assembly resolutions 388 (V), of 15 December 1950', entitled "Economic and
financial provisions relating to Libya" (article l,para. 1) and 530(VI) of
29 January, 1972 entitled "Economic and financial provisions relating to Eritrea"
(article 1, para. 1). . '

~ Article 60 of the Treaty of Lausanne (League of Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. XXVIII, p. 53).

1221 See paras. (2) - (4) of the commentary to article 10, above.
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Section 2. Provisions concerning specific categories

of succession of States

- 53 -
1121 See para. (11) of the commentary to article 8, above.

Commentary

(1) In section 1 of the present· part, the draft articles dealt with various

questions relating to succession of States in respect of State property applicable

generally to all categories of succession. Articles 13 to 17 comprise section 2,

and deal with the question of the passing of State property from the predecessor

State to the SUccessor State separately for ea,ch category of succession. This

method was deemed to be the most appropriate for section 2 of part II of the draft,

Commentary

. (1) The rule formulated in article 12 stems from the fact that a succession of

states, that is, the replacement of one state by another in the responsibility for

the international relations of territory, can have no legal effect with respect to

the property of a third State. At the outset the Commission wishes to point out

that the article has been placed in part II of the draft, which is concerned

exclusively with succession with respect to State property. Consequently, no

argument a contrario can be drawn from the absence from article 12 of any reference

to private property, rights and interests.

(2) As emphasized by the words "as such" appearing after the words "a succession

of states shall not", article 12 deals solely with succession of states. It in no

way prejudices any measures that the successor state, as a sovereign State, might

adopt subsequently to the succession of States with respect to the property of a

third State, in conformity with the rules of other branches of international law.

(3) The words "property, rights and interests" have been borrowed from article 8,

where they form part·of the definition of the term "State propertyll. In article 12

they are followed by the qualifying clause "which, at the date of the succession of

States, are situated in the territory of the predecessor Statell.The Commission

regarded it as obvious that a succession of States could have no effect on the

property, rights and interests of a third State situated outside the territory

affected by the succession, and that the scope of the present article should

therefore be limited to such territory.

(4) The words lIaccording to the internal law of the predecessor state" are also

borrowed from article 8. The Commission wishes to refer to observations previously

expressed in this connection.122I

(5) Certain members of the Commission considered this article unnecessary.

t
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as i'l; ''laS for section 2 in parts III and IV as well, in view of the obvious

differences existing between various categories of succession, owing to the

political environment in each of the cases where there is a change of sovereignty

over or a change in the responsibility for the international relations of the

territory to which the succession of. States relates. In addition, it is justified

in the case of part 11 by the various constraints which the movable nature of

certain kinds of property places on the 'quest for solutions. Before going into

the LJLQ.vidual draft articles, the Commission wishes to make the following general

observations concernIng certain salient aspects of the provisions in the present

section.

Choice between general rules and rules relating to property regarded in concreto

(2) On the basis of the reports submitted by the Special Rapporteur, the Commission

considered which of three possible methods might be followed for determining the

kind of rules that should be formulated for each category of succession. The first

method co~sisted in adopting, for each category of succession, special provisions

for each of those kinds of State property affected by a succession of States which

are most essential and most widespread, so much so that they can be said to derive

from the very existence of the State and represent the common denominators, so to

speak, of all States, such as currency, treasury and State funds. The second

method involved drafting, for each type of succession, more general provisions,

not relating in concreto to each of these kinds of State property. A third possible

method consisted in combining the first two and formulating, for each type of

succession, one or two articles of a general character, adding perhaps one or two

articles, where appropriate, relating to specific kin~s of State property.

(3) The Commission decided to adopt the method to which the Special Rapporteur had

reverted in his eighth report,llil namely, that of ,formulating, for each type of

succession, general provisions applicable to all kinds of state property. The

Commission decided not to follow the first method, Which was the basis of the

Special Rapporteur's seventh report and which it had discussed at the

twenty-seventh se8sion (1975), not so much because a choice based on property

regarded in concreto might be considered as being artificial, arbitrary or

inappropriate as because of the extremely technical character of the provisions it

would have been obliged to draft for such complex matters as currency, treasury

and state funds.

mJ Yearbook. eo 1976, vol. II (Part One), pp. 55 et seg ••
document A/CN.4/292.
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Distinction between immovable and movable property

(4) In formulating, for each category of succession, general provisions applicable

to all kinds of State property, the Commission found it necessary to introduce a

distinction between immovable and movable State property, since these two categories

of property cannot be given identical treatment and, in the case of succession to

State property, must be considered separately, irrespective of the legal systems of

the predecessor State and the successor State. The distinction, known to the main

legal systems of the world, corresponds primarily to a physical criterion for

differentiation, arising out of the very nature of things. Some property is

physically linked to territory so that it cannot be moved; this is immovable

proI:erty. Then there are other kinds of property which are Q.apable of being moved,

so that they can be taken out of the territory; these constitute movable property.

However, it seems desirable to make it clear that in adopting this terminology the

Commission is not leaning towards the universal application of the laws of a

particular system, especially those that derive purely from Roman law, because, as

is the case with the distinction between public domain and private domain, a notion

of internal law should not be referred to when it does not exist·in all the main

legal systems. The distinction made -t:hus differs from the rigid legal categories

found, for example, in French law. It is simply that the terms "movable" and

"immovable" seem most appropriate for designating, for the purposes of succession

to State property', property which can be moved or which is immobilized.

(5) Referring both categories of State property to "territory" is simply a

reflection of the historical fact that State sovereignty developed over land.

Whoever possessed land possessed economic and political power, and this is bound

to have a far-reaching effect on pre~ent-day law. Modern State sovereignty is

based primarily on a tangible element: territory. It can, therefore, be concluded

that everything linked to territory, in any way, is a base without which a State

cannot exist , whatever its political or legal system.

Criteria of linkage of the property to the territory

(6) Succession of States in respect of State property is governed, irrespective of

the specific category of succession, by one key criterion applied throughout

section 2 of part II of the draft: the linkage.of such property to the territory.

Applying this criterion, the basic principle may be stated that, in general, State

property passes from the predecessor State to the successor State. It is through

the application of a material criterion, namely, the relation which exists between

the territory and the property by reason of the nature of the property or where it

is situated, that the existence of the principle of the passing of State property
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can be deduced. Horcove r , behind this principle lies the further principle of the

actual viability of the territory to which the sucoession of States relates.

(7) As l'egards f.mnovab.Le State property, the principle of the linkage of such

property to the I;e:cri tory finds concrete application by reference to the

geographical situation of the State property concerned. Consequently, for the

types of succession dealt with in section 2 of the present part, as appropriate,

the rule regarding the passing of immovable state property from the predeoessor to

the suooessor state is couohed in the following terms, used in paragraphs 2 (a)

of artiole 13 and 1 (a) of artioles 14 and 16:

immovable State property of the predecessor state situated in the
terri tory to whioh the succession of States relates shall pass to the
suooessor State.

or in the somewhat different form used in paragraph 1 (a) of article 17:

immovable State property of the predecessor State shall pass to the
suooessor State in the territory of whioh it is situated.

As adopted by the Commission, the rule relating to the passing of immovable state

property does not apply to such property when it is situated outside the territory

to whioh the suooession of States relates, exoept in the cases of the newly

independent State and of dissolution of a State, as is explained in the commentary

to articles 14 and 17.
Special aspeots due to the mobility of the property

(8) As regards movable State property, the specific aspects which are due to the
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movable nature or mobility of State property add a special difficulty to the problem iUccessor S'

of the succession of States in this sphere. Above all, the fact that the property :ntime.

is movable, and can therefore be moved at any time, makes it easy to change the ~) On the

control over the property. In the Commission's view, the mere fact that movable :he terri to:

state property is situated in the teI'Titory to whioh the succession of States

relates should not automatically entitle the SUCCessor State to claim such property,

nor should the mere fact that the property is situated outside the territory

automatically entitle the predecessor State to retain it. For the predecessor

State to retain or the successor state to receive such property, other conditions

must be fulfilled. Those conditions aTe not unrelated to the general conditions

concerning viability, both of the territory to which the succession of States

relates and of the predecessor state. They are closely linked to the general

principle of e luity, which should never be lost from view and Which, in such cases,

enjoins a.pportionment of the property between the successor State or States and the

predecessor ~3tate, 01' among the successor States if there is more than one and the
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predecessor state ceases to exist. The predecessor State must not unduly exploit

the mobility of the State property in question, to the point of seriously

dis)rganizing the territory to which the succession of States relates and of

jeopardizing the viability of the successor State. Attention should therefore be

dratm to the Umits imposed by good faith, beyond which the predecessor State cannot

go without failing in an essential international duty.

(9) Any movable State property of the predecessor State which is quite by chance in

the territory to which the succession of States relates at the time when the

succession of States occurs should not ipso facto, or purely automatically, pass to

the successor State. If solely the place where the property is situated were taken

into account, that would in some cases constitute a breach of equity. Moreover,

the fact that State property may be where it is purely by cha.nge is not the only

reason for caution in formulating the rule. There may even be cases where the

predecessor State situates movable property, not by chance, but deliberately, in

the territory to whic~ a succession of States will relate, without that property

having any link with the territory, or at least without its having such a link to

that territory~. In such a case, it would again be inequitable to leave the

property to the successor State~. For example, it might be that the country's

gold reserves or the metallic COVer for the currency in circulation throughout the

territory of the predecessor State had been left in the territory to which the

succession of States relates. It would be unthinkable, merely because the entire

gold reserves of the predecessor State were in that territory, to allow the

successor State to claim them if the predecessor State was unable to evacuate them

in time.

(10) On the other hand, while the presence of movable State property in the part of

the territory which remains under the sovereignty of the predecessor State after the

succession of States normally justifies the presumption that it should remain the

property of the predecessor State, such a presumption, however natural it may be, is

not necessarily irrefutable. The mere fact that property is situated outside the

territory to which the succession of states relates cannot in itself constitute an

absolute ground for retention of such property by the predecessor State. If the

property is linked solely, or even concurrently, to the territory to which the

succession of States relates, equity and the viability of the territory require

that the successor State should be granted a right on that property.

(11) In the light of the f"Oregoing considerations, the Commission came to the

conclusion that as far as movable state property is concerned, the principle of the

linkage of such property to the territory should not find concrete application by
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reference to the geographical situation of the State property in quention. Ha.vi.l1g

in mind that, as explained above,Wthe legal rule applicable to the pa.ssing of

movable State property should be based on the principle of via-bili t.y of the

territory and take into account the principle of equity, the Commission considered

the question of haw to give expression to the criterion of linkage between the

territory and the movable state property concerned. Various expressions were

suggested, including property having a "direct and necessary linkll between the

property and the territory, "property appertaining to sovereignty over the

tenitory" and "property necessary for the exercise of sovereignty over the

territory". Having discarded all these as not sufficiently clear, the Commission

adopted the formula "property ••• connected with the activity of the predecessor

state in respect of the territory to which the succession of states relates".

Consequently, for the categories of succession dealt with in section 2. of part II

of the draft, as appropriate, the rule regarding the passing of movable State

property from the predecessor to the successor State is: couched in the following

terms, ,.hich are used in articles 15 (para. 2.(b)), 14 (para. l(d)) ,- 16 (para. l(b))

and 17 (para. l(c)):

movable State property of the predecessor State connect-ed with the activity
of the predecessor state in respect of the territory [territories] to whi.ch
the succession of States relates shall pass to the Successor State.

Article 17

Transfer of part of the territgry of a State

1. ~fuen part of the territory of a State is transferred by that State
to another State, the passing of State property of the pradeces:s.or State to
the successor State is to be settled. by agreelIleI!t hatween them..

(1)
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2. In the absence of such an agreement~ res

(a) immovable State property of the predecessor'State situated in the
territory to which the succession uf States re-Iates shall pass to the
SUccessor State;

(b) movable State property of the predecessor State connected wi.th the
activi tYQiJ·· the predecessor State inre.spect' of the. t-errita:r:y to wh:lch the
succession of States relates shall pass to the successor Stata•.

138I Paragraph (8) of this commentary._
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(1) As waa indicated above,lliIthe Commission, when establishing its 1974 final

draft on succession of States in respect of treaties, concluded that for the purpose

of the codification of the modern law relating to -that topic it was sufficient to

arrange the cases of succession of States under three broad categories:

(a) succession in respect of part of territory; (b) newly independent States;

and (c) uniting and separation of States. In the 1974 draft, succession in respect

of part of territory was dealt with in article 14, the introductory sentence of

which reads as fo11owsI

"When part of the territory of a State, or When any territory, not
being part of the territory of a State, for the international relations of
which that State is responsible, becomes part of the territory of another
State;"

As was also indicated above,l4Q/in adopting the foregoing text for the category of

succession characterized as "succession in respect of part of territory", the

Commission added the case of non-self-governing territory that achieves its

decolonization by integration with a State other than the colonial State to the

case of part of the territory of a pre-existing State which becomes part of the

territory of another State. The Commission considered that, for the purposes of

succession in respect of treaties, the two cases could be dealt with together in

the same provision, since one single principle, that of "moving treaty-frontiers",

was applicable to both of them.

(2) The quite unique nature of "succession in respect of part of territory" as

compared with other categories of succession gives rise to difficulties in the

context of the topic of succession o:f States in respect o:f matters other than

treaties. A :frontier adjustment, whi,ch as such raises a problem of "succession in

respect of part o:f territory", JDa¥ in some cases af:fect only a few unpopulated or

scarcely populated acres of a territory, but in the case o:f some States may cover

millions o:f square miles and be populated by millions o:f inhabitants. It is very

unlikely that :frontier adjustments af:fecting only a few unpopulated acres of land,

such as that which enabled Switzerland to extend the Geneva-Cointrin airport into

what was formerly French territory, will give rise to problems of State property

such as currency and treasury and State funds. ,It should also be borne in mind that

minor :frontier adjustments are the subject o:f agreements between the States

lliI See paras. 72-73 above.

l4Q/ See para. 72 above.
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concerned, whereby they settle all questions arising between the predecessor sta.te
transferring territory and the successor State to which it is transferred, without
the need to consult a population that mayor may not exist. But while it is true
that "succession in respect of part of texri.tory" covers the case of a minor

•frontier adjustment which, mureover, is effected through an agreement providing a
general settlement of all the problems involVed, without the need to consult the
population, it is nevertheless a fact that this category of succession eJ.sn
includes cases affecting territories and tracts of land that may be densely
populated. In these cases, problems concerning the passing of State :grollerty such
as currency and treasury and State funds certainly do arise, and in fact they a.re
particularly a.cute.

(3) It is this situation - namely, the fact that the area affected by the
territorial change may be either very densely populated or very s:garsely :gopula.ted 
that accounts for the ambiguities, the uniqueness, and hence the diffi.culty, of the
specific case of "succession in respect of part of territoryrl in the context of
succession of' states in respect of state property, archives and debts.. In short,
the magnitude of' the problems of the passing of' State property varies not just with
the size of the territory transferred, b1rt m.ainly according to whether or not" it" is:
necessary to consult" the popula.tion of the texri.tory con....rned.. Thes:e problems
arise in each and every case, but more perceptibly and. more cons:pi.cuausly when the
area of the transfer.red tEL.rritory is large and. dense:ly popul.ated. This:
incontrovertible reality is simply Cl; re-fiection of' the phenomenon of suhstitution
of sovereignty over tile terri.tory in q,uestj.on,. which inevi.tab:I.y manifeats itself
through an extension to the territory of the SUccessor state's: own: legal. order,.
and hence through a change, for eDmp.le, in the monetaJ:jr tokens in circuIa.ti.on.,
Currency, i.n particular, is a very- important" item..of Stat"e :groperty, being the
express.ion of a regalian right of the state and. the, manifeStation of its
sove:reignty.

(4) It sh<Duld: oe added that cases of "succession in :re8J!ect of part- of te:rri.tm::;yt'
dQ not al~ .:!.EVlll'l1e agreements the exist'ence of which w~d expIain: gt.ting a
:residual QhSJrae·te.:r: tQ the :ru.les to oe fornmlat"e.d to €S9-vern: succession of Stat:e:st in
N$p~ot Q.:f sta~ l'~erty-.. Moreover, it is in thos.e: cases where: a dens.ely- :Bc:rp:ula~<t
'Ptu't @f tb.~ t~:lTi.~Q£ a state passes to another state - in other worda" precisely
thE:\ C{\$~S in vh:lch the: ~ro.blems of S:tatec properly such. as. cu;cre.ncy and ~ury' and.
~i.~h :t:\uld$ ~t$~ ~:tI: a large.r scale - that ag;reemems. for the; settlement- o£ sl;J;c:n,
1l1"alilE:\«tSl~ b~ l.a~~~ This 1.s_ not a the~re;l;:ica1. hypo-thesis... Apart'.front w;;g Q~
tht: EmTlt)~ttoo Q;f- t~:ri:':t:'.ttQry- "bY' farc.e:,- b.o.th· o£ which are, v.rohi.b.i:ted. OY' CQ1l~Q~--Y-
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international law, the case can be envisaged of detachment of part of a State's

territory and its attachment to another State following a referendum on se1f

determination, or of secession by part of a State's population and attachment of

the territory in which it lives to another State. In such situations, it is not

always possible to count on the existence of an agreement between the predecessor

State and the successor State, especially in view of the politically charged

circumstances which may surround such territorial changes.

(5) It was in the light of the foregoing considerations that the Commission decided

that, for the purposes of codifying the rules of international law relating to

succession of States in respect of State property, in particular, it was appropriate

to distinguish and deal separately in the present part with three cases covered by

one single provision in article 14 of the 1974 draft on succession in respect of

treaties: (1) the case where part of the territory of a State is transferred by

that State to another State, which is the subject of the present article; (2) the

case where a part of the territory separates from that State and unites with another

State, which is the SUbject of paragraph 2 of article 16 (Separation of part or

parts of the territory of a State); and (3) the case where a dependent territory

becomes part of the territory of a State other than the State which was responsible

for its international relations, which forms the subjeot of paragraph 3 o:f

artio1e 14 (NeWly independent State) •

(6) Article 13 is therefore limited to cases of transfer of part of the territory

of a State to another State. The word "transfer", in the title of the article, and

the words "is transferred", in paragraph 1, are intended to emphasize the precise

soope of the provisions of article 13. The cases of transfer of territory envisaged

are those where the faot of the replacement of the predeoessor State by the successor

State in the responsibility for the international relations of the part of the

territory concerned does not presuppose the consultation of the population of that

part of the territory, in view of its minor political, economic, strategio, etc.,

importance, or the fact that it is scarcely inhabited, if at all. Furthermore, the

cases envisaged are always those which, according to article 3 of the draft, oocur

in conformity with international law and, in particular, the principles of

international law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations. In most of these

cases, problems concerning the passing of suoh State property as currency, treasury

and State funds, etc., do not actually arise or have no great relevance, and it is

by the agreement of the predecessor and the successor States that the passing of

State property, whether immovable or mOVable, from one State to the other, is

normally settled. This primacy of the -agreement in the situation covered by
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article 13 is reflected in paragraph 1 at the article, according to which, '~fuen

part of the territory of a State is transferred by that State to another State,

the pasaing of' State property of the predecessor s.tate to the successor State is

to be settled by agreement between them". It should be understo6d that, according

to paragraph 1, such passing of State property should in principle be settled by

agTeement and that the agreement should govern the dilsposition of the property, no

.~- to negotiate or agree being thereby implied.

(7) In the absence of an agreement between the predecessor and successor States,

the provisions of paragraph 2 of article 13 apply. Subparagraph (a) of paragraph 2

concerns the passing of immovable State property, whereas subparagraph (b) of the

same paragraph deals with the passing of movable State property. As explained
1d1J '

above, subparagraph (a) of paragraph 2 states the rule regarding the passing of

immovable State property from the predecessor State to the successor State by

reference to the geographical situation of the State property concerned, in

confonni.ty with the 'basic principle of the passing of State proJ;lerty from the

J;lredecessor state to the successor State. It J;lrovides, therefore, that "immovable

State J;lTOIJerty of the predecessor State situated in the territory to which the

succession of states.. relates shall pass to the successor State". It may be

convenient to repeat here that this rule does not extend. to ~vab1e State proJ;lerty

situated outside the terri.tory to which the succession of Stcst-es re-ht-es - J;lroJ;lerty

which is and remains that of the predecessor state.

(a) SUbparagraph (bY of paragraph 2 states the rule regarding the passing of

movable State pTOIJerty from. the J;lredecessor State: to the successor State by

reference to the material cri:t'erion of the- connection between the J;lroperty concerned

and the actinty of' the predecessor State- in reBJ;le-cii of the territ'oxjr to which the

succession of States relates, as expJ.ainE!d. above•.lliI' Ey that criterion, there is

no distinction to be- made as to the actual Iocat:ion of the movable Siiaiie J;lroperty

in question and t consequeniiIy, there- is no need to re-fer- e-xpressly- to the passing

of :p.ro~rti1 lion the date of' the successi.on of States", the iiime element being,

moreover, already implied in the defini.tion of Staiie property coniiained in arti.cle 8

of the draft.. Subparagraph (b) of J;laragraph 2 the-re-fore pra:vi..des that "movable

State l"~ell'''ty of the predecessor State connected. with the aeti.dty of the

pl'edQQess,,":I' state in respect of t1'1& terri.to:ry to which the- succession of States

J'f;lates sMll. pa-ss.- to the successor stateIt•

J.aI lJlJ~1J..Qt.Q~ QOJlll).entary' to sect:ion 2, para. (T).

li~1 !Wet.. ,.:i;:t'}: ]!cu-ticular :para. (11).
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(9) The situation covered by the provisions of article 13 is to be distinguished

from that of a part of the territory of a State which separates from that State and

unites with another State, contemplated in paragraph 2 of article 16, as is indicated

above.~/ In the case of such separation, as opposed to the case of transfer of a

part of territory, the fact of the replacement of the predecessor State by the

successor State in the responsibility for the international relations of the part

of the territory concerned presupposes the expression of a conforming will on the

part of the population of the separating part of the te1'Titory, in consequence o~.

its extent and large number of inhabitants or of its importance from a politi~al,

eeoflomi'C; strategi.c, etc., point of view. It is in these cases of"separa:t'ion" of~··

part of the territory of a State that problems concerning the passing of such State

property as aurrency, treasury and State funds, etc., arise or have a greater

significance, and the resolution of these problems is not always achieved by

agreement between the predecessor and the successor States, such agreement being

unlikely when the territorial change in question is surrounded by politically

charged circumstances, as is often the case. An agreement between the predecessor

and successor States is certainly to be enVisaged, but not with'the primacy that

is accorded i t ..in article 13, since what is paramount in the case to which

paragraph 2 of article 16 relates is the will of the population expressed;in the

exercise of the right to· self-determination. ConsequentlY'-'the fo:rmulatJ.on· of

paragraph 1 of a:;:t.icle 16, which applies to the case of separation of part of the

territory of a State when that part unites with another State, departs from that of

paragraph 1 of article 13 and contains the following clause: "and unless the

predecessor State and the successor State otherwise agree".

(10) A further difference between the rules applicable in the cases covere,d by,_.."

article 13, on the one hand, and by paragraph 2 of article 16, on the other,

resulting likewise from the factual differences between them as described in the

preceding paragraph, is reflected in the provision whereby in the absence of the

agreement envisaged in both art;icles, it is only in the latter case that a third

category of state property passes to the successor State. Thus, according to

article 16, when part of the territory of a State separates from that State and

unites with another State (para. 2), unless the predecesso~'State and the successor

S~8:.~e oth.e~~e agree (para. 1), movable State property of the predecesso;:,~t~te_..

other than that connected with activity of the predec~ssor State in respect of the

territory to which the succession of States relates shall pass to the successor

ill! Para. (,) of this commentary.
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----
State in an equitable proportion (para. 1 (c) in conjunction with para. 1 (b».

No such provision is required in the cases covered by article 13.
"-

(11) The rules relating to the passing of State property in cases where part of the

territory of a State is transferred to another State (article 13) and where part of

the territory of a State separates from that State and unites with another State

(article 16, para. 2) are founded in State practice, judicial decisions and legal

theory, which admit generally the devolution of the State property of the

predecessor State. Some examples may illustrate the point, even if they may seem

broader in scope than the rules adopted.

(12) The devolution of such State property is clearly established practice. There

are, moreover, many international instruments which simply record the express

relinquishment by the predecessor State, without any quid pro QUO, of all State

property without distinction situated in the territory to which the succession of

States relates. It may be concluded that relinquishment of the more limited

category of immovable State property situated in that territory should a fortiori

be accepted. The immovable State property which thus passes to the successor State

is property which the predecessor State formerly used, as appropriate, in the

portion o~ territo!Cj concerned, for the manifestation and exercise of its

sovereignty, or for the performance of the general duties implicit in the exercise

of that sovereignty, such as the defence of that portion of territory, security,

promotion .of public health and education, national development, and so on. Such

property can easily be listedt it includes, for example, barracks, airports,

prisons, fixed military installations, State hospitals, State universities, local

government office buildings, premises occupied by the main central ~vernment

services, buildings of the State financial, economic or social institutions, and
..

postal and telecommunications facilities where the predecessor State was itself

responsible for the functions which they normally serve.

(13) Two types of case will be omitted from the examples to follow, as being not

sufficiently illustrative because the fact that they reflect the application of a

general principle of devolution of State property is due ~oother causes of a

peculiar and specific kind. The first type comprises all cessions of territories

against payment. The purchase of provinces, territories and the like was an
- .

accepted practice in centuries past but has been tending towards complete extinction

since the First World War, and particularly since the increasingly firm recognition

of the right of peoples to self-determination. It follows from this right that the

practice of transferring the territory of a people against payment must be

condemned. Clearly, these old cases of tr~sfer are no longer demonstrative. On

,
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purchasing a territory, a State purchased everything in it, or everything it wanted,

or ev\:.-u 'ling the other party wanted to sell there, and the transfer of State

property does not here constitute proof of the existence of the rule, but simply

of the capacity to pay.1M/

(14) The second type consists of forced cessions of territory, which are prohibited

by international law, so that succession to property in such caseS cannot be

regulated by international law.~ In this connection, reference is made to the

provisions of article 3 of the draft.

(15) A third set of cases, which are perhaps only too demonstrative, consists of

those involving "voluntary cessions without payment". In these very special and

marginal cases, the passing of immovable State property is neither controversial

ill! See, for example, the Convention of Gastein of 14 August 1865, whereby
Austria sold Lauenburg to Prussia for the sum of 2.5 million Danish rix-dollars
British and Forei State pa; ers 1865-1886, vol. 56 (London, Ridgeway, 1870),

p. 1026, p. 6; the Treaty of Washington of 30 March 1867, whereby Russia sold
its North American possessions to the United States of America for $1.2 million
(W.N. Malloy, ed., Treaties. Conventions, International Acts. Protocols and
A eements between the United States of America and other Powers, 1776-1909
Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1910 , vol. 11, p. 1521); the

Convention whereby France ceded Louisiana to the United States of America for
$15 million (English and French texts in de Martens, ed., Recueil des principaux
traites, vol. VII (op. cit.), p. 706).

~ In former times, such forced cessions were frequent and widespread. Of
the many examples which history affords, one may be cited here as documentary
evidence of the way in which the notion of succession to property that was linked
to sovereignty could be interpreted in those days. Article XLI of the Treaty of
the Pyrenees, which gave France Arras, Bethume, Lens, Bapaume, etc., specified
that those places:

" ••• shall remain ••• unto the said Lord the most Christian King, and
to his Successors and Assigns ~.. with the same rights of Sovereignty,
Propriety, Regality, Patronage, Ward1anship, Jurisdiction, Nomination,
Prerogatives and Preeminences upon the Bishopricks, Cathedral Churches,
and other Abbys, Priorys, Dignitys, Parsonages, or any other Benefices
whatsoever, being W'i_tr..in tine limits of the said Countries ••• formerly
belonging to the said Lord the Catholick King ••• And for that effect,
the said Lord the Catholick King ••• doth renounce [these rights] •••
together with all the Men, Vassals, SUbjects, Boroughs, Villages, Hamlets,
Forests ••• the said Lord the Catholick King ••• doth consent to be •••
united and incorporated to the Crown of FrarJCe; all Laws, Customs,
Statutes and Constitutions made to the Contrary ••• notwithstanding."

(Israel, Ope cit., vol. I, pp. 69-70) .
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nor ambiguous, because it takes place not so much under the general principle of

succession ofS~ates as by an expressly stated wish.146/
.~\{.,",\-;:~' -~:' f .,

(16) Territorial changes such as those covered by article 13 and article 16,

paragraph 2, have oocurred relatively often following a war. In such cases, peace

treaties contain provisions relating to territories ceded by the defeated Power.

For that reason, the provisions of peace treaties and other like instruments

governing the problems raised by transfers of territory must be treated with a

great deal of caution, if not with express reservations. Subject to that provico,

it may be noted that the major peace treaties whioh ended the First World War opted

for the devolution to the succeSsor States of all public property situated in the

ceded German, Austro-Hungarian or Bulgarian territories.147/

(17) As to the Second vforld War, a Treaty of 29 June 1945 between Czechoslovakia

and the USSR stipulated the cession to the latter of the Sub-Carpathian Ukraine

including Lmm.

with

it.

(18) Courts a:

of the devolu

and therefore

courts. Acco:

property to tJ

courts 11 • 150/

(19) Decision:

Peter P azmany

wi thin the boundaries specified in the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye. An annexed in general te:

protocol provided for "transfer without payment of the right of ownership over

state property in the Sub-Carpathian Ukraine". The Treaty of Peace conoluded on

12 March 1940 between Finland and the USS~/provided for reciprooal territorial

cessions and included an annex re~uiring that all constructions and installations

of military or economic importance situated in the territories ceded by either

country should be handed over intact to the successor. The protocol makes special

mention of bridges, dams, aerodromes, barracks, warehouses, railway junotions,

manufacturing enterprises, telegraphic installations and electric stations. The

Treaty of Peace of 10 February 1947 between the Allied and Associated Powers and

Italy also contained provisions applying the principle of the passing of property,

146/ Cf., for example, the cession by Great Britain to the United States in
1850 of part of the Horse-Shoe Reef in Lake Erie; the decision in July 1821, by an
assembly of representatives of the Uruguayan people held at Montevideo, concerning
the incorporation of the Cisplatina Province; the voluntary incorporation in
Franoe of the free town of Mulhouse in 1798; the voluntary incorporation of the
Duchy of Couxland in Russia in 1795; the Treaty of Rio of 30 October 1909, between
Brazil and Uruguay, for the cession without compensation of various lagoons, islands
and islets; the voluntary cession of Lombardy by France to Piedmont, without
payment, under the Treaty of Zurich of 10 November 1859, etc.

147/ See articles 256 of the Treaty of Versailles, 208 of the Treaty of
Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 191 of the Treaty of Trianon, and 142 of the Treaty of
Neuilly-sur-Seine (for references, see foot-note 130 above).

148/ Su lement to the American Journal of International Law (Concord, N.R.),
vol. 34 (1940 , pp. 127-131.
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inoluding in~uvable property, from the predeoessor State to the sucoessor State.

In partiouhtr, pEl,1'agraph 1 of annex XIV to the Treaty (Eoonomic and Financial

Prov.i.siono Ualating to Ceded ~erritories) provided that "the suocessor State shall

reoeiVG, wHhou,t payman1i, Italian state and para-statal property within terri tory

oeded to i·t •••".1A'l/
(18) Courts and other jurisdictions also seem to endorse unreservedly the principle

of the devolution of public property in general, and a fortim of State property,

and therefore of immovable property. This is true, in the nrst place, of natior

oourts. Aocording to Rousseau, "the general principle of the passing of public

property to the new or annexing state is now accepted without question by national

courts".~
(19) Decisions of international jurisdictions confirm this rule. In the

Peter Pazmany University case, the Permanent Court of International Justice stated

in general terms (which is why the statement can be cited in this context) the

principle of the devolution of public property to the successor State. According

to the Court, this is a "principle of the generally accepted law of State

succession".~ The Franco-Italian Conciliation Commission established under the

Treaty of Peace with Italy of 10 February 1941 confirmed the principle of the

devolution to the suocessor State, in full ownership, of immovable State property.

This can be readily deduced from one of its decisions. The Commission found that:

'lli/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 49, p. 225.

~ C. Rousseau, Cours de droit international ublic - Les transformations
tenitoriales des Etats et leurs conse uences juridi ues Paris, Les Cours de droit,
19 4-1965 , p. 139.

Reference is generally made to the judgement of the l3erlin Court of Appeal
(Kammergericht) of 16 ~~ 1940 (case of the suocession of States to Memel - return
of the territory of Memel to the German Reich following the German-Lithuanian Treaty
of 22 March 1939: see Annual Di st and Re orts of Public International Law Cases,
1919-1942. Supplementary Volume London, 1941 , oase No. 44, pp. 14-16 , which
refers to the "comparative law" (a mistake for what the context shows to be "the
ordinary law") of the passing Qf publio property to the successor. Reference is
also made to the judgement of the Palestine Supreme Court of 31 March 1941 (case of
Amine Namika Sultan v. Attorney-General: see Annual Digest ... 1941 (London, 1951),
case No. 14, pp. 36-40), which recognizes the validity of the transfer of Ottoman
public property to the (l3ritish) Government of Palestine, by interpretation of
article 60 of the Treaty of Lausanne of 1923.

121/ See A eal from a Jud ent of the Hun Czechoslovak Mixed ArMtral
Tribunal The Peter Pazm Universit Jud ent 1 P.C.I.J. Se:ges A ,
No. 61, p. 231.
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"The main argument of the Italian Gov.rnment conflicts with tha very

clear wording of paragraph 1: it ia the successor State that shall reoeiva,

without payment, not only the State property but also the para-statal

property, inoluding biens oommunaux within the territories oeded."~

(20) As far as movable State property is conoerned, the Commission has already

eXPlaine~the reasons why the principle of the linkage of such property to the

territory should not find conorete application by referenoe to the geographical

situation of the property in question, in view of the special aspects due to the

mobility of that property. The Commission decided to give expression to the

criterion of linkage between the territory and the movable property concerned by

the formula: "property ••• oonnected with the aotivity of the predeoessor state in

respect of the territory to which the suocession of states relates". That ooncept

may be regarded as closely related to that sanotioned by international judioial

decisions, which concerns the transfer of property belonging to looal authorities

necessary for the viability of the looal territorial authority ooncerned. For

example, in the dispute ooncerning the apportionment of the property of local

authorities whose territory had been diVided by a new delimitation of the frontier

between Franoe and Italy, the Franoo-Italian Conciliation Commission set up under

the Peac~ Treaty with Italy of 10 February 1947, noted that:

" ••• the Treaty of Peace did not refleot any distinotions ••• between

the public domain and the private domain that might exist in the legislation

of Italy or the State to which the territory is ceded. However, the nature

of the property and the economic use to whioh it is put have a certain

effect on the apportionment.

"The apportionment must, first of all,be juSt and equitable. However,

the Treaty of Peace does not confine itself to this reference to justice and

equity, but provides a more specific criterion for a whole category of

municipal property and for what is generally the most important category.

12Y' Franco-Italian Conciliation Commission, "Dispute concerning the

allportionment of the property of local authorities whose territory was divided by

the :frontier established under article 2 of the Treaty of Peace: decisions Nos. 145

and 163, rendered on 20 January and 9 October 1953 respectively" (United Nations,

ReDorts of International Arbitral Awards, vol. XIII (United Nations publication,

Bales No. 64, V.3), p. 514).

Annex XIV, para. 1, provided that: "The successor State shall reoeive, without

payment, Italian State and para-statal property within territo,ry ceded to it ••• "

(United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 49, p. 225).

1221 See paras. (8)-(11) of the introductory commentary to section 2, above.
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"The question may be left open whether the ••• [Treaty] pJ-:ovides for
two types of agreement ••• , one kind apportioning the property of the
pUblio authorities oonoerned, the other ensuring 'the maintenanoe of the
mW1ioipal servioes essential to the inhabitants* ••• '. But even if that
were so, the oriterion of the maintenance of the municipal services
neoessary to the inhabitants should a fortiori play a decisive role* when
these services - as will usually be the case -,are provided by property
belonging to the municipality which must be apportioned. The apportionment
should be carried out according to a principle of utility,* since in this
case that principle must have seemed to the drafters of the Treaty the most
compatible with justice and equity."~ -,,_

(21) As regards, more specifically, movable state property, the cases of currency

(including gold and foreign exchange reserves) and State funds will be discussed in

turn below~ by way of example, these cases being sufficiently illustrative for the

present purpose.

Currency

(22) A definition of currency for the purposes of international law should take

account of the following three fundamental elements: (a) currency is an attribute

of sovereignty, (b) it circulates in a given territory and (c) it represents

purchasing power. It has been observed that this legal definition

"necessarily relies on the concept of statehood or, more generally,
that of de jure or de facto sovereign authority. It follows from this
proposition that media of exohange in circulation are,legally speaking,
not ourrenoy, unless their issue has been established or authorized by the
State and, a contrario, that currency cannot lose its status otherwise than
through formal demonetization." 1221

For the purposes of the present topic, this means that the predecessor state loses

and the successor State exercises its own monetary authority in the territory to

which the succession of States rela~es. That should mean that, at the same time,

the State patrimony associated with the expression of monetary sovereignty or

activity in that territory (gold and foreign exchange reserves, and real property

and assets of the institution of issue situated in the territory) must pass from

the predecessor State to the successor State•

(23) The normal relationship b~tween currency and territory is expressed in the

idea that currency can circulate only in the territory of the issuing authority.

The concept of the State's "territoriality of 9urrency" or "monetary space" implies,

first, the complete surrender by the predecessor State of monetary powers in the

~ United Nations; Report of International Arbitral Awards, vol. XIII,
(op. cit.), p. 519.

1221 D. Carreau, Souverainete et cooperation monetaire international (Paris,
Cujas, 1970), p. 27.
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territory oonsidered and, seoondly, its replacement by the successor State in the

same prerogatives in that territory. But both the surrender and the assumption of

powers !DUst be organized on the basis of a faotual situation, namely, the

impossibility of leaving a territory without any ourrency in circulation on the

date on whiah the State sucoession oocurs. The currenoy inevitably left in

ciroulation in the territory by the pre~ecessor State and retained temporarily by

the sucoessor State justifies the latter in claiming the gold and foreign exohange

whioh oonstitute the security or backing for that currenoy. Similarly, the real

property and assets of any branohes of the central institution of issue in the

territory to which the State succession relates pass to the successor State under

this prinoiple of the State t s "currenoy territoriality" or "monetary spaoe". It is

because the circulation of currency implies seourity or backing - the pUblic debt,

in the last analysis - that currenoy in circulation cannot be dissociated from its

base or no1'2D&l support, which is formed by all the gold or foreign exchange reserves

and all assets of the institution of issue. This absolute inseparability, after all,

mereq describes the globa.l and "mechanistio" fashion in whioh the monetary

phenomenon itself operates.

(24) In the world monetary system as it exists today, currenoy has value only

th1"Oueh the existence of its gold backing, and it would be futile to try, in the

succession of States, to dissooiate a currency from its backing. For that reason

it is essential that the successor State, exeroising its jurisdiction in a territory

in which there is inevitably paper money in circulation, should receive in gold and

foreign exchanse the equivalent of the backing for such issue. This, however, does

not al~ happen in practice. The principle of allocation or assi~nt of

monetary tokens to the territory to whioh the succession of States relates is

essential here. If CU1'.Tency, gold and foreign ejCchange reserves, and monetary

tokens of all kinds belonging to the predecessor State are temporarily or

£ortuitousq present in the territory to which the succession of States relates,

without the predecessor State's having intended to allocate them to that territory,

obviously they have no link or relationship with the territory and cannot pass to

the successor State. The gold owned by the Bank of France that was 'held in

Strasbourg during the hanco-Geman War of 1870 could not pass to Germany after
- .

Alsace-Lorraine was annexed to that country unless it were established that tha.t

gold had been "allocated" to the transferred territory•
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(25) When Transjordan became Jordan, it succeeded to a share of the surplus o:f the

Palestine Currency Board estimated at £1 million, but had to pay an equivalent

amount to the United Kingdom for other reasons.]j§j

(26) With the demise of the old Tsarist empire a.fter the First World War, some of

its territories passed to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and poland•.illI Under the

peace treaties concluded, the new Soviet regime became fully responsible for the

debt represented by the paper money issued by the Russian State Bank in these four

countries.~ The provisions of some of these instruments indicated that Russia

released the States concerned from the relevant portion of the debt, as if this was

a derogation by treaty from a principle of automatic succession to that debt. Other

provisions eVen gave the reason for such a derogation, nameiy, the destruction

suffered by those countries during the war."lliI At the same time, and in these

same treaties, part of the bullion reserves of the Russian State Bank was

transferred to each of these States. The ground given in the case of Poland is of

some interest: the 30 million gold roubles paid by Russia under this head

l"orresponded to the "active participation" of the Polish territory in the economic

life of the former Russian Empire.

State funds

(27) State pUblic funds in the territory to which the succession of States relates

should be understood to mean cash, stocks and shares which, although they form part

of the over-all assets of the State, have a link with that territory by virtue of

the State's sovereignty OVer or activity in that region. If they are oonnected

with the activity of the predecessor State in respect of the territory to whioh the

succession of States relates, State funds, Whether liquid or invested, pass to the

l2Y See the Agreement of 1 May 1951 between the United Kingdom and Jordan
for the settlement of financial matters outstanding as a result of the termination
of the mandate for Palestine (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 117, p. 19)'.

ill! No reference is made here to the cases of Finland, which already enjoyed
monetary autonoIDy" under the former Russian regime, or of Turkey.

~ See the following treaties: with Estonia, of 2 February 1920,
artiole 12; with Latvia, of 11 August 1920, artiole 16; with Lithuar..ia, of
12 July 1920, artiole 12; and with Poland, of 18 Maroh 1921, article 19
(League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. XI, p." 51, vol. II, p. 212; vol. III,
p. 122; and vol. VI, p. 123).' " '

lli! See B. Nolde, "La monnaie en droit international pUblio", Reoueil des
enure de llAe~demie de droit international de La Haye,1929-II, (Paris, Haohette,
1930), vol. 21, p. 295. '
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successor StatE'. The PT'iT1Ciple of connection with the activi ty is deoisi Ve in

this case, since it is obvious that funds of the predeoessor State whioh are in

transit through the territory in question, or are temporarily or fortuitously

present in that territory, do not pass to the suooessor State.

(28) state pUblic funds may be liquid or invested; they ino1ude stooks and shares

of all kinds. Thus, the aoquisition of "all property and possessions" of the

German states in the territories oeded to Poland ino1uded also, acoording to the

Supreme Court of Poland, the transfer to the suocessor of a share in the capital

of an association.160/

(29) As part of the "transfer without payment of the right of ownership over Sta.te

property", the USSR reoeived publi 0 funds situated in the Sub-Carpathian Ukraine,

which, within the boundaries specified in the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye of

10 September 1919, was oeded by Czechoslovakia in aocordance with the Treaty of

29 June 1945.

Article 14

Newly independent State

1. . When the successor State is a newly independent State:

(a) immovable State property of the predecessor State situated in

the territory to which the succession of states relates shall pass to the

successor State;

(b) immovable property, haVing belonged to the territory to which

the succession of States relates, situated outside it and having beoome

State property of the predecessor State during the period of dependence,

shall pass to the successor State;

(c) immovable State property of the predecessor State other than

that mentioned in subparagraph (b) and situated outside the territory to

which the succession of States relates, to the creation of which the

dependent territory has contributed, shall pass to the successor State in

proportion to the contribution of the dependent territory;

(d) movable State property of the predecessor State connected with

the activity of the predeoessor State in respect of. the territory to which

the succession of States relates shall pass to the successor State;

(e) movable property, having belonged to the tenitory to which the

succession of States relates and having become State property of the

predecessor State during the period of dependence, shall pass to the

successor State;

160/ Digest by the Secretariat of the decision of the Supreme Court of Poland

in the Polish State Treasury v. Deutsche Mitte1standskasse case (1929)

(Yearbook ... 1963, vol. 11, p. 133, document A/CN.4/157, para. 337).
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(f) movable state property of the predecessor State other than the
property mentioned in subparagraphs (d) and (e), to the creation of which
the dependent territory has contributed, shall pass to the successor State
in proportion to the contribution of the dependent territory.

2. \'-'hen a ne\vly independent State is formed from two or more dependent
territories, the passing of the State property of the predecessor State
or States to the newly independent State shall be determined in accordance
\.,ri th the provisions of paragraph 1.

,. When a dependent territory becomes part of the territory of a State,
other than the State which was responsible for its international relations,
the passing of the State property of the predecessor state to the successor
State shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1.

4. Agreements concluded between the predecessor State and the newly
independent State to determine succession to State property otherwise than
by the application of paragraphs 1 to 3 shall not infringe the principle of
the permanent sovereignty of every people over its wealth and natural
resources.

Commentary

(1) Article 14 concerns succession to state property in the case of a newly

independent state. The term "newly independent State" as used in the present draft

is defined in article 2, paragraph 1 (e), and reference should therefore be made to

the relevant paragraph of the commentary to article 2.161/

(2) In contrast to other categories of State succession where, Until the occurrence

of the succession, the predecessor State possesses the territory to wr~cc the

succession of States relates and exercises its full sovereignty there, the category

covered by this article involves a dependent or non-self-governing territory Whi.:l

has a special juridical status under the Charter of the United Nations. As the

Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and

Co-operation aJIlong States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations162/

States, such a territory has

"a status separate and distinct from the territory of the State administering
it; and such separate and distinct status under the Charter shall exist until
the people of the colony or Non-Self-Governing Territory have exercised their
right of self-determination in accordance with the Charter, and particularly
its purposes and principles."

Moreover, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 1514 (xv) of

14 December 1960, every people, even if' it is not politically independent aj; ~

certain stage of its histo;ry, possesses the attributes of' national sovereignt~

1.61/ Para. (6) of the commentary-to article 2_, above.

162/ General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV) of' 24 OctOber 1970, annex.
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inherent in its existence as a people. There is also no doubt, as is explained

below,l£JI that every people enjoys the right of permanent sovereignty Over its

wealth and natural resources.

(}) Although the question might be raised as to the usefulness of the Commission's

making special provisions relating to newly independent States, in view of the fact

that the process of decolonization is practically finished, the Commission is

convinced of the need to include such provisions in the present draft. A dra£t of

articles on a topic which, like succession of States in matters other than treaties,
.. .

necessarily presupposes the exercise of a right which is at the forefront of

United Nations doctrine and partakes of the character of ,ius cogens - namely, the

rigbt of sel£-d.etermillation of peoples - cannot ignore the most important and

Widespread form of the realization of that right in the recent history of

international relations: that is, the process of decolonization which has taken

pla0"8 sinoe the Seoond World War. In faot, the Commission cannot but be fully

conscious of the precise mandate it has received from the General Assembly, in

regard. to its work of codification and progressive development of the rules of

international la.w relating to succession of States, to examine the problems of

succession of States with appropriate reference to the views of'States which have

achieved independence since the Second World War.~ Although the process of

deoolonization has already been largely effected, it has not yet been completed,

~. as is confirmed in the 1980 report of the Special Committee of TwentY-five,'lli!

which points out that many dependent or non-self-governing tenitories still remain

t~ be decolonized•. Moreover, the usefulness of the present draft articles is not

limi.ted to dependent or non-self-governing territories yet to be decolonized. In

many instances, the effects of decolonization, including, in particular, problems

of" succession to State property, remain for years after political independence is .

achieved. The necessity of including provisions on newly' independent Sta.tes was

fully recogrU.zed by the Commission in the course of its work on succession of

States in respect of treat~es and found reflection in the final draft on that topic

subaitted in 1974 for consideration by the General Asseml?ly, a.s well as in the

l~'; Paras. (26)~(32) of the present commeIlta:ry.

(6'Jf.. .Ge.ner.al AsseJQbly resolutions 1165 (XVIi) of 20 November 1962 and

1902 Xl/III) of 18 Novemoer 1963.

1621 Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the

!:lIlpl.-ntation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial

Countti~$ and Peoples Official Records of the General Assembl Thirt -fifth Session,

8,!g;,f~ntN~•.J~~ (A!}5 23 ev.l. .... ' ..
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1978 Vienna Convention adopted on the basis of that final draft. In the present

case, there is no reason to depart from the categorization established in the draft

articles on succession of States in respect of treaties: on the contrary the

reasons for maintaining the category of succession involving "newly independent

State" are equally if not more compelling in the case of succession of States in

respMt of State property, archives and debts. Besides, in view of the close link

and the parallelism between the two sets of draft articles, there would be an

inexplicable gap in the present draft if no provision were made for newly

independent States.

(4) Article 14 covers the various situations that may result from the process of

decolonization: the commonest case, where a newly independent State emerges from

a dependent territory; the case where such a State is formed from two or more

dependent territories (paragraph 2); and the case where a dependent territory

becomes part of the territory of an existing State other than the State which was

administering it (paragraph 3). In all these cases the rules relating to the

passing of State property should be the same since the basis for the succession in

each case is the same: decolonization. It is for this reason that,as has been

indicated,166/ the Commission considered it appropriate to deal with the last case

in the present article, whereas in the 1914 draft on succession of States in

respect of treaties, that case was covered by the prov~s:Lons of article 14

(Succession in respect of part of territo:ry~ since it is a question of the

applicability of the same principle - that of the "moving treaty-frontiers" rule

to all the situations covered.

(5) The rules relating to the passing of State property in the case of newly

:i.ndependentStates vary somewhat from those relating to other categories of

succession, in order to take full account of the special circumstances surrounding

the emergence of such States. The principle of viabilityof theterritory becomes

imperative in the case of States achieving independence from situations of colonial

domination, and the principle of equity requires that preferential treatment be

g:Ll1:an to such States in the legal regulation of succession to State property. Two

main differenoes are, therefore, to be indicated. First, immovable property

situated in the dependent territory concerned ~d movable property connected with

the activity of the predecessor State in respect of the dependent territory

concerneo. shOUld, as a general rule, pass to the successor state upon the birth

~6/ See para. 15 above.

167/ That article corresponds to article 15 of the 1918 Vienna Convention.
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of a. newly independent State, whether it is formed from One or two e>r several

dependent territories, or upon the dependent terrHory's deooloniza'tie>n through

integra.tion or a.ssociation with another existing State, ref'eretloe ·te> at, agreement

being mmecessary, by contrast with the case of the articles rela'ting te> other

categories of succession. The reason Why article 14 does not, With reference to

newly independent States, use the expressions "in the absence of' an a.greement" or

"unless the predecessor state and the suocessor State otherwise agree", which are

employed in other articles of section 2, is not so much because a dependant

territory which is not yet a State c0111d not, strictly speaking, be considered as

possessing the capacity to conclude international agreements, but, p'titlcipally' in

re~ognition of the very special circumstances which accompany the birth of newly

independent states as a consequence of decolonization and which lead, when

negotiations are undertaken for the purpose of achieving independence, to results

that are, in many instances, distinctly unfavourable to the party acceding to

independence, 'because of its unequal and unbalanced legal, political and economic

rela.tionship with the fa:rmer metropolitan country.

(6) The second difference resides in the introduction of the concept of the

contribution of the dependent territory to the creation of certain immova.ble and

movable State property of the prede'cessor State so that such property shall pass to

the SUcceSsor State in proportion to the contribution made by the dependent

territory. This provision represents a concrete application of the concept of

equity forming part of the material content of a rule of positive international

la.w which is designed to preserVe, inter alia, the patrimony and the historical

and cultural heritage of the people inhabi.ting the dependent territory concerned.

In cases of newly independent States, entire nations are affected by the succession

ell States which have contributed to the creatio:p of the predecessor State's

properly. It is only equitable that such property should. pass to the successor

State in proportion to the contribution of the dependent territory to its creation.

(7) Fgragraph 1 (a) regulates the problem of immovable State property of the

predecessor State situated in the territory which has become independent. In

a.ccordallce with the principle of the passing of State property based on the

criterionof linkage of the property to the territory, this subparagraph provides,

as in the articles concerning other categories of succession, that iIllD10vable

propert-.f so sit~ted shall pass to the successor State. This solution is generally

.accepted in legal literat-ure and in state practice, although in neither caSe is

express reference always made to "immovable" proPerty of the predecessor state

"situated in the teJ;Titory" ; IQ,ther, the reference is frequently to properi-y in
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general, irrespective of its nature or its geographical situation. Thus, if

general transfer is the rule, the passing to the successor State of the more limited

oategol'Y of property provided for in this subparagraph must a fortiori be permitted.

(8) Reference may be made in this connection to article 19, first paragraph, of

the necla~ation of principles conuerning economic and financial co-operation of

19 Ma~ch 1962 (Evian agreement between France and Algeria), which provided that:

"Public real estate of the [French] State in Algeria will be
transferred. to the Algerian state ••• " Ifl3l

!n fact, all French military real estate and much of the civil real estate

(exclUding certain property retained by agreement and other propert.y which i..s still

in dispute) has, over the years, gradually passed to the Algerian State.

(9) A great many bilateral instruments or unilateral enaotments of the

administering or constituent Power simply reoord the express relinquishment by the

predecessor Sta'te, without any quid pro quo, of all State property or, even more

broadly, all public property without distinction, situated in the territory to

which the succession of States relates. For example, the Const~tution of the

Federa'tion of Malaya (1957) provided that all property and assets in the Federation

or one of the colonies whioh were vested in Her Majesty should on the date of

proclama'tion of independence vest in the Federation or one of its States. The term

used, being general and without restrictions or specifications, authorizes the

'transfer of all the property, of whatever kind, of the predecessor State.l22/

Reference may also be made to the Final Declaration of the International Conference

a'tTangier, of 29 October 1956, although it is not strictly applicable sinoe the

International Administration of Tangier cannot be regarded as a State. Article 2

o£ 'the :Protocol annexed to the Declaration stated that the Morocoan State, "which

recovers possession of the public and private domain entrusted to the International

Administr.a.tion H' receives the latter's property ...11.
1701 Among other examples

'that may be given is the "Draft agreement on Transitional Measures"of

2 November 1949 between Indonesia and the Netherlands, adopted at the end of the

168/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 507,p. 65.

lli!Materialson Succession of' State.s (United Nations pUblication,
SaleaNo. E!F.• 68.•V.5),pp. 85-86. See also the ConstitutiO!l of the Independent
State of Western SamQa (1962), whichdeolared "All property which immediately before
Independence Day is vested: in Her Majesty ••• or in the Crown ••• shall, on
Independence Day, vest in Western Samoa" (Ibid., p. 117).

170/ United Nations., Treaty Series, vol. 263, p. 171.
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Hague Round-Table Conference (August-November 1949),l11I whioh provided for the

devolution of all property, and not only immovable property, in the Netherlands

public and private domain in Indonesia. A subsequent military agreement transferred

to Indonesia, iu addition to some warships and military maintenanoe equipment of the

Netherlands fleet in Indonesia, which constituted movable property, all fixed

installations and equipment used by the colonial troops.11JJ Similarly, when the

Colony of Cyprus attained independence, all property of the Government of the

island (including immovable property) be~ame the property of the Republic of

Cyprus.lliJ Libya received "the movable and immovable property looated in Libya

owned by the Italian State, either in its own name or in the-name of the Italian

administration".J:lA/ In particular, the following property was transferred

immediately: "the public property of the State (demanio pUblioo) and the

inalienable property of the State (patrimonio indisponibile) in Libya", as well as

"the property in Libya of the Fascist Party and its organizations" •.1Z.2I Likewise,

Burma was to succeed to all property in the public and private domain of the

colonial Government,lZ§! including fixed military assets of the United Kingdom in

Burma.l1l/ -

(lO) The Commission is not unaware of agreements concluded between the predecessor

State and the newly independent successor State under which the latter has

relinquished in favour of the former its right of ownership to the part of the

State property which had passed to it on the occurrence of the succession of
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mI ~., vol. 69, p. 266.

mJ ~., p. 288.

lliJ Trea;ies concerning the estabUshment of the RepUblic of Cyprus, signed

at Nicosia on 16 August 1960, with annexes, schedules, maps, etc. United Nations

Treaty Series, vol. 382, annex E. pp. 130-138, article 1 and passim.

]JJ/ United Nations General Assembly resolution 388 (V), of 15 December 1950,

entitled ''Economic and financial provisions relating to Libya", article 1.

lliI ~. The inalienable property of the State is defined in

articles 822-828 of the Italian Civil Code and includes, in particular, mines,

q.uarries, forests, barracks (i.e. immovable property), arms, munitions, etc.

(i.e. movable property).

]J.§/ Government of Burma Act, 1935.

l1l/ United Kingdom, Treaty between the Government of the Un!ted Kingdom and

the Provisional Government, of Burma. Rega:rdi.ng the Recoption of Burmese Independence

'indllelated Matters. Annex: Defence Agreement signed on 29 August 1947 in Rangoon.

Cmd~ 7360 (London, H.M. Stationery Offi.ce, 1948).



states.11§! The independence agreements were followed by various protocols

concerning property under which the independent State did not succeed to the whole

of the property belonging to the predecessor State. This was usually done in order

to provide for common needs in an atmosphere of close co-operation between the

former metropolitan State and the newly independent State. The forms those

agreements took were, however, varied. In some cases, the pre-independence

status guo, with no transfer of property, was provisionally maintained.ill! In

others, devolution of the (public and private) domain of the former metropolitan

State was affirmed as a principle, but was. actually implemented only in the case

of property which would not be needed for the operation of its various military

or civilian services .1801 Sometimes the agreement with the territory that had

become independent clearly transferred all the public and private domain to the

successor, which incorporated them in its patrimony, but under the same agreement

'm/ See G. Fouilloux: "La succession aux biens publics fran9ais dans les
Etats nouveaux d'Afrique", in Annuaire francais de droit international, 1965 (Paris),
vol. XI (1966), pp. 885-915. Cf. also G. Fouilloux "La succession des Etats de
.1'Afrique du Nord aux biens publics fran9ais", in Annuaire de l'Afrigue du Nord,
1966, pp. 51-79.

lli/ Agreement between the Government of the French Republic and the
Government of the Republic of Chad concerning the transitional arrangements to be
applied until the entry into force of the agreements of co-operation between the
French Republic and the Republic of Chad, signed in Paris on 12 July 1960
(Materials on Succession of States (op. cit.), pp. 153-154), article 4. A protocol
to a property agreement was signed later, on 25 October 1961. It met the concern
of the two States to prOVide for "common needs" and enabled the successor State to
waive the devolution of certain property (see Decree No. 63-271 of 15 March 1963
publishing the Protocol to the property agreement between France and the Republic
of Chad on 25 October 1961 (with the text of the Protocol annexed», in: France,
Journal officiel de la Re ubli ue fran aise Lob et decrets, (Paris), 95th year,
No. 69 21 March 1963 , pp. 2721-2722. .

1801 See Decree No. 63-270 of l5 March 1963 publishing the Convention
conceIning the property settlement between France and Senegal, signed on
18 September 1962 (with the text of the Convention annexed), ~., p. 2720.
Article 1 establishes the principle of the transfer of '.'ownership of State
appurtenances registered ••• in.. the name o.f the French Republic" to Senegal.
However, article 2 specifies: "Nevertheless, State appurtenances shall remain
under the ownership of the French Republic and be registered inits name -if they'
are certified to be needed for the operation of its services ••• and are included
in the list" given in an annex. This provision concerns, not the use of State
property for the needs of the F:rench services, but the ownership of such property.
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expressly retroceded parts of them either in ownership or in usufruct .181/. In

some cases the newly independent state agreed to a division of property between

itself and the former metropolitan State, but the criterion for this division is

not apparent except in the broader context of the requirements of technical
182/ '.

assistance and of the presence of the former metropolitan state. Lastly,

there have been cases where a treaty di~carded the distinctions betw~en public

and private domains of the territory or of the metropolitan State, and provided

for a division whicl} would satisfy "respective needs", as defined by the two States

in various co-operation agreements:

"The Contracting Parties agree to replace the property settlement

based on the nature of the appurtenances by a global settlement based on

equity and satisfying their respective needs." lli/

(11) However, it should be pointed out that these instruments have usually been of

a temporary character. The more balanced development of the political relations

between the predecessor State and the newly independent successor State has in many

cases enabled the successor State, sooner or later, to regain the immovable State

property situated in its territor,y which had been the subject of agreements with

the former metropolitan State.

181/ A typical example is the public property Agreement between France and

Mauritania of 10 May 196; (Decree No. 63-1077 of 26 October 1963), in: France,

Journalofficiel de la.Republigue francaise, Lois et decrets (Paris), 95th year,

No. 256 (31 October 1963), pp. 9101-9708. Article 1 permanently transfers the

public domai~ and the private domain. Article 2 grants ownership of certain public

property needed for the French services. Article.; retrocedes to France the

ownership of military premises used for residential purposes. Article 4 states

that France may freely dispose of "installations needed for the performance of the

defence mssion entrusted to the French military forces" under a defence agreement.

182/ Cf. Decree No. 63-268 of 15 March 1963 publishing the Protocol to the

property agreement between France and the Gabonese Republic of 6 June 1961, in:

France, Journal officiel de la Re'Dubliaue francaise. Lois et decrets (Paris)

95th year, No. 69 (21 March 1963), pp. 2718-2719.

lli/ Article 31 of the Franco-Malagasy agreement of 27 June 1960 concerning

economic· and .financial co-operation, approved by a Mala~sy.Act of 5 July 1960 and

by a French Act of 18 July 1960 (France, Journal officiel de la Re'Dubliaue

francdse, Lois et' decrets'(Paris), 92nd year, No. 161 (20 July 1960), p. 6615)

t translation by .the Secretariat]. A]'Tanco-Malagasy Protocol on property was signed

later, on 18 October 196L(DecreeNo. 6;,,",269 of 15 March 196; pUblishing this

Protocol, in: France, Journal officiel de la Re'Dubliaue francaise. Lois et decrets

(Paris), 95th year, 1fo. 69 (21 March 1963), pp. 2119-2120). This confirms the

situation created by another economic co-operation agreement of 27 June 1960 and

acknowledges - but in this context - Madagascar's ownership of the remaining State

appurtenances, although France retains the ownership of military premises and

constructions.
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(12) Paragraph 1 (b) and (e) of article 14 deals with a problem unique to newly

independent States. It concerns the cases of immovable and movable property whioh,

prior to the period of dependence, belonged to the territory to which the succession

of States relates. During the period of its dependence, some or all of such

property may well have passed to the predecessor State administering the territory.

This might be immovable property such as embassies and administrative buildings 01"

movable property of cultural or historical significance. The subparagraphs set

forth a rule of restitution of such property to ·the former owner. The text of

subparagraph (b) refers to "immovable property" and that of subparagraph (e) to

"movable property", and both state that such property shall pass to the SUccessor

State. In the provisional draft, immovable property had bee!1 excluded from

paragraph 1 in the present case since it was thought that the provision now embodied

in paragraph 1 (a) covered "all immovable State property of the predecessor State

situated in the territory" including immovable property which had belonged to the

territory before it became independent. In second reading, however, the Commission,

in order to avoid problems of interpretation, deemed it appropriate to make specific

provision in paragraph 1 for this case as regards immovable property as well.

(13) The situation covered by paragraph 1, subparagraphs (b) and (e) needs to be

prOVided for expressly, even though it might be considered to be a particular aspeot

of the larger question relating to the ''biens propres" of the dependent territory.

The prOVisions of article 14 are not intended to apply to property belonging to

the non-self-governing territory, as that property is not affected by the succession

of States. Generally speaking, colonies enjoyed a special regime under what was

termed a legislative and conventional speciality. They possessed a certain

international personality so that they could own property inside and outside their

territor,Y. Consequently, there is no reason why succession should cause colonies

to lose their own property. In the absence of express regulations for the

situations covered by paragraphs 1 (b) and (e), the question might be rais~d

whether, in the case of a State having become a dependent territory, property

whioh, having belonged to that State, passed to the administering Power, was still

to be regarded as property of the dependent territory or not.

(14) It should be noted that, unlike the other subparagraphs of paragraph 1,

BUbparagraphs (b) and (e) do not mention "Stat~ property" but merely "property" at

the beginning of the sentence. This is intended to widen the sOOpe of the provision

in order to include the property which, prior to the period of dependenoe, belonged

to the territory of the successor'newly independent State, whether that territory,

during the pre-dependence period, was 'an independent· State or an ·ailtOnomous entity

of other form, such as a tribal group or a local government.
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(15) Paragraph 1 (c) of article 14 relates to the apportionment between the

predeoessor State and the successor State of immovable State property of the

predeoessor State, other than that mentioned in subparagraph (b) and situated

outside the territory to whioh the succession of States relates, to the creation

of whioh the dependent territory has contributed. Like in the oase of

9ubparagraph (b), this provision has been included in paragraph 1 during the

seoond reading, in order to make it as complete as possible so as to avoid problems

of interpretation that might arise from a lacuna on the point. Subparagraph (c)

oorresponds to the prOvision of subparagraph (f) which relates to the apportionment

between the predeoessor State and the successor State of movable State property of

the predeoessor State other than the property falling under sUbparagraphs (d) and

(e), to the oreation of whioh the dependent territory contributed. Like

sUbparagraph (e), subparagraph (f) deals with suoh movable property regardless of

whether it is situated in the territory of the predeoessor State, of the successor

State or of a third State. In this oonneotion, the question may be asked, for

example, whether successor States oan olaim any part of the subscriptions made by

the administering States to the shares of the capital stook of international or

regional financial institutions suoh as the World Bank. Althoug~ there seems to

be no preoedent regarding the apportionment of such assets between the predecessor

State and the sucoessor State, the question may well arise in view of the fact that

participation in various intergovernmental bodies of a technioal nature is open to

dependent territories as suoh. Such property may well be· considered property which

belonged as of right to the dependent territory in the proportion determined by the

territory's contribution. The Commission believes that the rule set forth in

subparagraph (f), as well as the similar :rule provided for in subparagraph (e) will

make it possible to solve more easily and equitably many of the problems arising in

this respect.

(16) Paragraph 1 (d) conoerns the movable State property "connected with the actiVity

of the predecessor State in respect of the territory to which· the succession of

States rEUates", and states the common rule adopted with respeot to the transfer of

part of the territory of a State, the separation of part or parts of the territory

of a state, and the dissolution of a State. Reference may be made in this

connection to paragraphs (8) to (11) of the introductory commentary to section 2,

1Ihich are relevant to this subparagraph. It should be noted that movable State

prQperV which maybe located in the dependent territory only temporarily or

:fortuitously,like the gold of the Banque de France which was evacuated to

West Africa during the Second World War, is to be excluded from the application of
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the rule, since it is not actually connected with the activity of the state "in

respect of the territory to which the succession of States relates".

(11) State practice relating to the rule enunciated in paragraph 1 can be discussed

with reference to two main categories of mova.ble State property, namely, currency

and State funds.

(18) The practice of States relating to currency is not uniform, although it is a

firm principle that the privilege of issue belongs to the successor State, since it

is So regalian right and an attribute of public authority. In this sense, as far as

the privilege of issue is concerned, there is no question of succession of States

involved; the predecessor State loses its privilege of issue in the dependent

territory and the newly independent State exercises its own privilege, which it

derives from its own sovereignty, upon achieving independence. Nor does the

question of monetary tokens issued in the dependent territory by its own institution

of issue relate directly to succession of States.

(19) Among the examples that may be given is that of the various Latin .American

colonies which became independent at the beginning of the nineteenth century, from

which the Spanish currency was generally not withdrawn. The various republics

confine(I. themselves to substituting the seal, arms or inscription of the new State

for the image and name of His Most Catholic Majesty on the coins in circulation, or

to giVing some other name to the Spanish peso, without changing its value or the

structure of the currency.

(20) In the case of India, that country succeeded to the sterling assets of the

Reserve Bank of India, estimated at £1,160 million.~ However, these assets could

not be utilized freely, but only progressively. A sum of £65 million was credited

to a free account and the remainder ~ i.e., the greater part of the assets - was

placed in a blonked account. Certain sums had to be transferred to the

United Kingdom by India as working balances and were credited to an account opened

by the Bank of England in the name of Pakistan. The conditions goveming the

operation of that account were specified in 1948 and 1949 in various agreements

concluded by the United Kingdom"with India and Pakistan.1§..2/

~ United Kingdom, Financial A eement .between the Government of the
United Kin om and the Government of India, Cmd. 1195 London, H.M. Stationery
Office, 14 August 1941 •

1§..2/ , For details, se.e I. Paenson, Les Conse uences financieres de la -
succession des, Etats (1932-1953) (Paris, Domat-MOnchrestien, 1954 , passim and in
particular pp. 65-66 and 80. . .
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(21) The French Government withdrew its monetary tokens f'rom the French

Establishments in India, but agreed to pay~oensation. Article 23 of' the
186

Franco-Indian Agreement of' 21 October 195 stated:

"The Government of' France shall reimburse to the Government of' India

within a period of' one year f'rom the date of' the de f'acto transf'er the

equivalent value at par in £ sterling or in Indian rupees of' the currency

withdrawn f'rom circulation f'rom the 'Establishments after the de f'acto

transf'er."

(22) State practice not being unif'orm, it is not possible to establish a rule

applicable to all situations regarding succession in respect of' currency. It is

necessary to examine the concrete situation obtaining on the date of' the succession

of' States. If' the currency is issued by an institution of' issue belonging to the

territory itself', independence will not change the situation. However; if' the

CU1Tency issued f'or the territory by and under the responsibility of' a

"metropolitan" institution of' issue is to be kept in circula.tion, it must be backed

by SOld and reserves, f'or reasons already ~xplained in the commentary to article 13.

(23) With regard to State f'unds, some examples may be given. On termination of' the

French Mandate, Syria and Lebanon succeeded jointly to the "common interests"

assets, including "common interests" treasury f'unds and the profits derived by the

two States f'rom various Ooncessions. The two countrie s succeeded to the assets of'

the :Banque de Syrie et du Liban, although most of' these assets were blocked and

were releas~d only progressively over a period extending to 1958.ID.I In the case

of' the advances which the United Kingdom had made i11 the past towards :Buzma's

budgetaxy deficits, the .. United Kingdom waived repayment of' £15 million and allowed

:Burma a period of' 20 years to repay the remainder, f'ree of' interest, s'tarting on

1 April 1952. The f'ormer colonial Power also wai~ed repayment of'. the costs it had

incurred f'or the civil administration of' :Burma after 1945 during the period of'

reconstruction.188/ .

186/ India, Foreign Policy of' India: Texts of' Documents, 1947-64 (New Delhi,

Lok Sabha (Secretariat), 1966), p.H212. . ". ,

ID.! For Syria, see the Convention on Windins-up Operations, the Convention

on Settlement of' Debt-claims and the Payments Agreement, all three dated

7 February 1949 (France, Journal officiel de la Re'PUbliaue f'rancaise. Lois et decrets

(Paris), 82nd year., No. 60 {10 March 1950), pp. 2697-27(0); f'or Lebanon, see the··

Franco-Lebanese monetary and financial agreement of' 24 January 1948 (ibid.• ,

81st year, No. 64 (14 and 15 March 1949) , pp. 2651-2654; also in United Nations,

Treaty Series, vol. 173, p. 99).

. 100/ The United Kingdom also reimbursed :Burma for the cost of' supplies to the

British A.rJrt:i incurred by that territory during the 1942 campaign, and f'or certai.._

costs relating to demobilization. .
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(24) Paragraph 2 concerns the cases of newly independent States formed from two or

more dependent territories. It states that the general rules set out in paragraph 1

of article 14 apply to such cases. As examples of such newly independent States,

mention may be made of Nigeria, which was created out of four former territories,

namely, the colony of Lagos, the two protectorates of Northern and Southern Nigeria

and the northern region of the :British Trust Territory of the Cameroons; Ghana,

which was formed from the former colony of the Gold Coast, Ashanti, the Northern

Territories Protectorate and the Trust Territory of Togoland; and the Federation

of Malaya, which emerged in 1957 out of two colonies, Malacca and Penang, and nine

Protectorates. The Commission finds no reason to depart from the fomula contained

in article 30, paragraph 1, of the 1978 Vienna Convention, which deals with the case

of newly independent States formed from two or more territories in the same way as

the case of newly independent States which emerge from one dependent territory, for

the purpose of applying the general rules concerning succession in respect of

treaties.

(25) Paragraph '3 involves a dependent territory which becomes part of the territory

of an existing State other than the administering State of the dependent territory.

As explained above ,l§!l} the Commission considered it more appropriate to deal with

this case together with that of newly independent States, unlike the 1978 Vienna

Convention, which included this case under "succession in respect of part of

territory" together with the case of simple transfer of part of a territory.

Association or integration with an independent State is a mode of implementing the

right of self-determination of peoples, exactly like the establishment of a

sovereign and independent State, as is clearly stated in the Declaration on

Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation

among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. It is therefore

more logical to include this paragraph in an article. dealing with newly independent

States. In view of the basic similarity of the questions involved in succession in

respect of Sta.te property when:l;he successor State is a newly independent State and

when it is a State with which a dependent territory has been integrated or

associated, the present paragraph calls for the application to both cases of the

same general rul~s provided for in paragraph 1 -of the article. I
(26) Paragraph 4 is a provision which corJfirms that the principle Of

l
the permanent

sovereignty of every,peop~e over its wealth and natural resqurces takes precedence

OVer agreements concluded between the predecessor State and the newly independent

~ See para. 75 above.
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State to determine succession to State property otherwise than by the application of

the principles stated in article 14. The principle of the permanent sovereignty of

every people OVer its wealth and natural resources has been forcefully affirmed in

a number of General Assembly resolutions and in other United Nations instruments.~
(27) The formulation of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States under the

auspices of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development looms large among

recent developments within the United Nations system concerning permanent

sovereignty over natural resources. This Charter, which was adopted by the

General Assembly in' its resolution 3281 (XXIX) of 12 December 1974, should,

according to the resolution, "constitute an effective instrument towards the

establishment of a new system of international economic relations based on equity,

sovereign equality and interdependence of the interests of developed and developing

countries". The 15 fundamental principles which, according to this Charter

(chapter I), should govern economic as well as political relations among States,

include:

"Remedying of injustices which have been brought about by. force and
which deprive a nation of the natural means necessarY for its normal
development".*

State property is certainly one of those necessary "natural means". Article 2 of

this Charter (para. 1) states that:

'!Every State has and shall freely exercise full permanent sovereignty,
including possession, use and disposal, over all its wealth, natural
resources and economic activities."

1:!1S2J See, for example, General Assembly resolutions 626 ,(VII) of
21 December 1952; . 1803 (XVII) of 14 December 1962; 2158 (XXI) of 25 November 1966;
2386 (XXIII) of 19 November 1968; 2692 (XXV) of 11 December 1970. See also
Economic and Social Council resolutions 1737 (LIV) of 4 May 1973, and 1956 (LIX) of
25 July 1975. See, further, article 1, para. 2, of the International' Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXI) of
16 December 1966, annex).
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(28) The General Assembly, meeting in special session for the first time in the

history of the United Nations to discuss economic problems following the "energy

crisis", gave due prominence to the "full permanent sovereignty of every state

over its natural resources and all economic activities" in its Declaration on the

Establishment of a New International Economic Order (resolution 3201 (S-VI), of

1 May 1974). In section VIII of its Programme of Action on the Establishment of

a New International Economic Order (resolution 3202 (S-VI) of' 1 May 1974), the

Assembly stated that:

"All efforts should be made:

"(a) To defeat attempts to prevent the free and effective exercise of
the rights of every State to full and permanent sovereignty over its
natural resources." .

(29) Just as individuals are equal before the law in a national society, so all

States are said to be equal in the international sphere. But in spite of this

theoretical equality, flagrant inequalities remain among States so long as

sovereignty - a system of reference - is not accompanied by economic independenee.

When the elementary bases of national economic independence do pot exist, it is

idle to speak of the principle of sovereign. equality of States. If it is really

desired to free the principle of the sovereign equality of States from its large

element of illusion, the fonnulation of the principle should be adapted to modern

~onditions in such a way as to restore to the State the elementary bases of its

national economic independence. To this end, the principle of economic

independence, invested with a new and vital legal function and elevated accordingly

to the status of a principle of contemporary international law, must be reflected,

in particular, in the right of peoples to dispose of their natural resources and in

the prohibition of all forms of unwarranted intervention in the economic affairs of

States, together with the outlawing of the use of force and of any form of coercion

in economic and commercial relations. General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) of

14 December 1960, which did not neglect the right of peoples to dispose of their

natural resources, and, more pa.rticularly, resolution 1803 (XVII) and other

subsequent resolutions which affirmed the principle of the permanent sovereignty

of States OVer their natural resour~es,l2!ldemonstrate the efforts of the

General Assembly to make a legal reality of the fundamental matter of the principle

of economic independence, and to remedy the disturbing fact that the gap between

developed and developing-States is constantly widening.

.ill! See foot-note 190 abQve.· .
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(30) It is by reference to these principles that an appraisal should be tlade of

the validity of the so-called "co-operation" or "devolution" agreenents and of all

bilateral instrwnents ",hich, under the pretext of establishing "special" or

"preferential" ties be~1ccn the new States and the former colonial Po,.,ers, impose

on the former excessive conditi.ons ",hich are ruinous to their economes. The

validity of treaty relations of this kind should be measured by the degree to

which they respect the principles of political self-deteroinati~nand econooic

independenc~. SOt!}e members of the Commission expressed the vim., that any

agrcenents "lmch violate these principles should be void ab initio, ,·,ithout even

any 110ed to wait until the new State is in a position formally to denounce their

unfair character. Their invalidity should derive intrinsically from contemporary

international Im~ and not simply from their subsequ.ent denunciation.

(31) Devolution agreenents must therefore be judged accol:'iing to their content.

Such agreements do not, or only rarely, observe the rules of succession of States.

In fact, they i'mpose new conditions for the independence o:&. States. For example,

the neuly independent State can remain independent only if it agrees not to claim

certain property, or to assume certain debts, extend certain la,"s or respect

certain t1'Caties of the administering PO'·ler. Therein lies the basic difference

from the other categories of succession, where the independence of the ,.,ill of the

contracting parties must be 1~cognized. In the case of devolution agreements,

freedom to. conclude an agreement results in conditions being in;posed on the very

independence of the State itself. Through their restrictive content such

agreements institute a "probation" system, the conditional independence, of the

newly independent State. It is for this rea,son that the question of their

validity must be raised with T.espect to their content.

(32) In the light of the foregoing considerations, the Commission, while being

aware that the principle of permanent sovereignty over "'ealth and natural

resources applies in the case of every people and not only of peoples of newly

independent States, nevertheless thought it particularly relevant and necessary

to stress that principl;:o in the context of succession of States relating to

ne,.,ly independent States.

A:i.-ticle 15

Uniting of State_I!

'I. When two or more Stat6s unite and so form a successor Sta.te, the
State property of the predecessor States shall pass to the successor State.
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2. 'vithout prejudice to the provision of paragraph 1, the allocation
of the State property of the predecessor States as belongin- to the
successor State or to its component parts shall be governed uy the internal
law of the successor State.

Commentary

(1) In the present draft, the Commission uses the term "uniting of States" in

the same sense as it did in the 1974 draft articles on the succession of States in

respect of treaties, namely, the "uniting in one State of -n1O or more States,

,.,hich had' separate international personalities at the date of the succession".W

Article 15 covers the case '\-There one State .merges ,'11th another State, even if the

international personality of the latter continues after theY have ur.d.teQ. It

should tnus be distinguished from the case of the emergence of a ne,.,ly independent

State out of two or more dependent territories, or from the case of a dependent

territory which becomes integrated or associated ,.,ith a pre-existing State, which

have been dealt with in article 14.

(2) As the Commission wrote in 1974, the succession of States enVisaged in the

present article does not take account of the particular form of' the internal

constitutional organization adopted by the successor State:

"The Uniting may lead to a ,.,holly unitary State, to a federation or to
any other form of constitutional arrangement. In other words, the degree
of separate identity retained by the original States after their uniting,
within the constitution of the successor State, is irrelevant for the
operation of thoprovisions •••

"Being concerned only with the uniting of tl.,o or more States in one
~, associations of States having the character of intergovernmental
organizations such as, for example, the United Nations, the specialized
agencies, OAS, the Council of Europe, CMl1l~".., etc., fall completely outside
the scope ••• ; as db some hybrid unions which may appear to have some
analogy ~'11th a uniting of States but which do not result in a ne,., State
and do not therefore constitute a succession of States." 'ill! -

(:3) The formulation in article 15 of the international legal rule governing

succession to State property in- cases of the uniting of States,is limited to

setting forth a general rule for the passing of State property from the

1!EJ Yearbook ••• 1 7 , vol. II (Part One), p. 253, document A!9610/Rev.l,
chap. 11, sect. D, para. 1) of the commentary to articles 30 and 31. See the
1978 Vienna Convention, article 31.

J,jj} Ibid., paras. (2) and (3) of the commentary.
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predecessor States to tl~ succ~ssor State, while mclcina a provision of renvoi to

the internal la" of the S1.lCCOSSor State as far as the internal allocation of the

property "lhich passes is concerned. Thus, paragraph I states that "lhen t,'1O or

oore States unite antl so fori"! a successor State, the state property of the

predecessor States shall pass to the successor State, and para,<:'raph 2 provides

tha.t the allocation of tl~ prop0rtyso passed as belonging to the suocessor State

itself or to its con~onent parts, shall be governed by the internal law of the

successor State. Paragraph 2 is, hm'/ever, qualified by the "lOrdS I1Without

prejudice to the provision of paragraph 111, in order to stress the provision of

paragraph I as the basic international legal rule of the article.

(4) I1Internal Im/ l1 as referred to in paragraph 2 includes, in particular, the

constitution of the' State and any other kind of internal legal rules, '-lritten or

un,vritten, including those which effect the incorporation into internal law of

international agreements.121I
~\rticle 16

Separation of part or parts of the territory of a State

1. '-!hen part or parts of the territory of a State separate from that
State and form a State, and unless the predecessor State and the successor
State othe~.ise agree:

que
sue

of
cor.

the

its

act
sue

:mall
equ

of
res

(a) immovable State property of the predecessor State situated in the
territory to which the succession of States relates shall ~ass .to the
successor" ·State; _. . ---

(b) movable State property of the predecessor State connected with the
activity of the predecessor State in respect of the territory: to ",hich the
succession of States relates shal~ pass to the successor State;

(c) movable State property of the predecessor State other than that
mentioned in subparagraph (b), shall pass to the successor State in an
equitable proportion.

2. Paragraph 1 applies when part of the territory of a State separates
from that State and unites ",ith another State.

~. .12.11 Examples of such internal la'. are: the Constitution o.f -the
United States of ,America [1181J (article IV, section 3), in: 1••P. Blaustein and
G.Ho".Flanz, eds., Constitutions of the Countries of the "'orld: Unites States of
America (Dobbs Ferry, U.Y., Oceana, 1915); the S"liss Constitutions of 1848
(article 33) and of 1814 (article 22), in: C. Hilty, Les Constitutions federales
de la Suisse (Neuchatel, Attinger, 1891), pp. 451 and 443; the l1alaysia Act of
1963 (section 15), in: United 1'Tations, Materials on Succession of States (op. cit.),
pp. 92-93.
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3. The provJ.sJ.ons of paragraphs 1 and. 2 are without prejudice to any
question of equitable compensation as between the predecessor State and the
successor State that may arise as a result of a succession of States.

Article 17

Dissolution of a State

1. \'1hen a predecessor State dissolves and. ceases to exist and the parts
of its territory form two or more States, -and unless the successor States
concerned otherwise ~~e;

(a) immovable State property of the predecessor State sha.ll pass to
the successor State in the territory of which it is situated;

(b) immovable State property of the predecessor State situated outside
its territory shall pass to the successor States in equitable proportions;

(c) movable State property of the predecessor State connected "lith the
activity of the predecessor State in respect of the territories to '-lhich the
succession of States relates shall pass to the successor State concerned;

(d) movable State property of the predecessor State other than that
mentioned in subparagraph (c), shall pass to the successor States in
equitable proportions.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 are without prejudice to any question
of equitable co.mpensation among the successor States that may arise as a
result of a succession of States.

Co.mmentarY to articles 16 and 17

(1) Articles 16 and 17 both deal with cases where part or parts of the territory

of a State separate from that State and form one or more individual States.

However, article 16 concerns the case of secession of States where the predecessor

State continues its existence, while article 11 relates to the case of dissolution

of States where the predecessor ceases to exist after the separation of parts of

its territory.

(2) It may be recalled that, in its 1972 provisional draft articles on succession

of States in respect of treaties, the Commission made a clear distinction be~ieen

the separation of part of a State, or secession, and the dissolution of a

State.122I However, that approach having been disputed by a number of States in

"W Yearbook .••• 1972, vol. II, pp. 292 and 295, documentA/87l0/Rev.l,
chap. II, sect. C, articles 27 and 28.
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their comments on the draf~ and also by certain representatives in the Sixth

Committee at the t,~enty-eiG'hth session of the General Assembly, the Commission

subsequently, in its 1974 draft articles, somewhat modified the treatment of those

t\'10 cases. Uhile maintaining the theoretical distinction bet\reen the dissolution

of a State and the sePc~ation of parts of a State, it dealt with both cases

together in one article from the standpoint of the successor States (article 33),

and at the same tin~ made provision for the case of separation of parts of a State

from the standpoint of the predecessor State ,ulich continues to exist

(article 34),1211

(3) With regard to the question of succession in respect of State property, the

Commission believes that the distinction between secession and dissolution should

be maintained in view of the special characteristics of succession in that sphere.

It considers that if the distinction was deemed to be valid for succession in

respect of treaties, it is the more so for the purposes of succession in respect of

State property. If the predecessor State survives, it cannot be deprived of all

its State property; and if it disappears, its State property cannot be left

uninherited.

(4) Paragraph 1 (a) of articles 16 and 17 lays down a common rule relating to the

passil'l{! of immovable State property, according to "lhich unless it is otherldse

agreed by tl~ predecessor State and the successor State, or when the predecessor

State ceases to exist, by the successor States concerned, immovable State property

of the predecessor State shall pass to the successor State in the territory of

w'hich it is situated. TIns last wording, ..thich is the one used in article 17, has

been modified in article 16 to read: "immovable State property of the predecessor

State situated in the territory to ''1hich the succession of States relates shall

pass to the successor State", "thich is the formula used in paragraph 1 (a) of

article 14. ll.S has been explained, the basic rule, ,~ith slight variations, has

been giVen for all the categories of succession of States provided for in

section 2 of po.rt H of the dra£t.W

1!i§/ Yearbook ••• 1974, vol. II (Part One), pp. 68-69, document A/CN.4/278
and ,Add.J:-6, paras. 390-391.

w.J Ibid•., 1']2. 260-266,documentA/9610/nev.l, chap. H, sect. D,
a.:t'ticles· 33 and 34. Sce 1978 Vienna Conventj,on, articles 34 and 35.

Jl2§./ See para. (7) of the introductory commentary to sect. 2, above.
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(5) Some examples of relevant State practice can be cited in the present context.

"lith regard to the separation of a part or parts of a State under article 16, it

should first be noted that before the establishment of the United Nations most

examples of secession were to be found among cases of the "secession of colonies",

because colonies were considered, through various legal and political fictions, as

forming "an integral part of the metropolitan country". These cases are

therefore not relevant to the situation being considered here, that of the

separation of parts of a State, since according to contemporary international law

what we are concerned with is newly independent States resulting from

de colonization under the Charter of the United Nations. Since the establishment

of the United Nations, there have been at least three cases.of secession which

were not cases of decolonization: the separation of Paldstan from India, the

withdrawal of Singapore from Malaysia, and the secession of Bangladesh. In the

case of Pakistan, according to one author, an Expert Committee was appointed on

18 June 1947 to consider the problem of apportionment of the property of British

India, and the presumption guiding its deliberations was that "India would remain

,a constant international person, and Pakistan would constitute a successor

State".'w Thus, Pakistan was regarded as a successor State by a pure fiction.

On 1 December 1947, an agreement was concluded between India and Pakis'tan under

which each of the Dominions would become the owner of the immovable property

situated in its territory.200/

(6) An old example of State practice is to be found in the Treaty of

19 April 1839 concerning the Netherlands and Belgium, article 1Jl of which provided

as follows:

"Public br private utiliti~s, such as canals, roads or others of a
similar nature constructed, in whole or in part, at the expense of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands, shall belong, with the benefits and charges
attaching thereto, to the country in which they are situated." 201/

The same rule was applied in the case of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

in 1963, after which "freehold property of the Federation situated in a Territory

would vest in the Crown in right of the Territory".202!

.!22ID.P. O'Connell, State Succession in MImic! al Law and International Law
(Cambridge, University Press, 19 7 , vol. I: Internal Relations, p.220.

200/ .llia"
201/ British and Foreign State Papers, 18"~-1839, vol. XXVII (London,

Harrison, 1856), pp. 997-998.

202/ O'Connell, Ope cit., p. 230.·
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(7) As far as doctrine is concerned, this aspect of state succession, namely,

succession through secession of dissolution, has not been given much attention in

legal literature. The writings of A. Sanohez de Bustamante Sirven may, however,

be cited. On the question of secession, he stated tha.t:

"In the sphere of principles, there is no difficulty about the general

principle of the passing of pUblic property, except where the devolution of

a particular item is agreed on for special reasons." 1J1jJ

He also ref'ers to the draft code of international law by E. Pessoa, article 10 of

\'1hich provided that "If a State is formed through the emancipation of' a province

or region, pro:P0rty in the public ani private domain situated in the detached

territory passes to it".SS2iI The same author writes on the cases of dissolution

of' States as follows:

"In cases where a State is divided into two or more States and. none of'

the ne"r States retains or perpetuates the parsonality of' the State which has

ceased to exist, the doctrines with which we are already familiar [the

principle that property passes to the successor StateJ must be applied to

public and private proparty which is within the boundaries of each of' the

new States." :wJ
(8) As for immovable State proparty of the predecessor Sta:te situated outside its

territory, no specific provision is made in article 16, in con:formity with the

general principle of the passing of State property applied in most of' the articles

of section 2 of part II of the draft, which requires the geographical location of'

that State pro:P0rty in the territory to which the succession of States relates.

The common rule stated in paragraph 1 (a) is, however, tempared in the case of both

articles by the provisions of paragraph 3 of article 16 and paragraph 2 of

article 17, which reserve any questi~n of' equitable compensation that may arise as

a result of a succession of States. However, in the case of dissolution of' the

predecessor State, immovable State property should naturally pass to the successor

States. That passing, under article 17, paragraph 1 (b) is to be lIlade in

"equitable proportions".

(9) The foregoing rule conforms to the opJ.IU.ons of' publicists, who generally tal<:e

the view that the predecessor state, having completely ceased to exist, no longer

has the legal capacity to own property and ,that its immovable proparty abroad

1J1jJ A. Sanchez de Bustamante f Sirven, Droit international public" Fre.nch

trans.P".. Goule (Paris, Sirej'-, 1936), ,vol. lIt, p. 310.

2041 Ibid., pp. 281-282.

wJ ~., p. 335.
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should therefore pass to the successor State or States. It is the successor state

'~1ich has the better title to such property, having, after all, formed part of the

State that has ceased to exist. The question is not that on the extinction of the

predecessor State the successor receives the State property of the predecessor

because othe!'\dse the property would become abandoned and ownerless." Abandonment

of the property, if that is the case, 'is not the caUse for the occurrence of a right

of succession; at the most, it is the occasion for it. In any event, in practice,

such property is normally apportioned under special agreements between the successor

States. Thus, in the. Agreement of ~3 March 1906 concerning the settlement of

economic questions arising in connection with the dissolution of the union between

Sweden and Norway, the following provisions are found .in arti;cle 7:

liThe right of occupation of the consular premises in London, which was
acquired on behalf of the 'Joint Fund for Consulates' in 1877 to have effect
until 1945, and which is at present enjoyed by the Swedish Consul-General in
London, shall be sold by the Swedish Consulate-General... The proceeds of
the sale shall be apportioned equally between Sweden and Norway". 206/

(10) In connection with a more recent case, it has been reported that, upon the

dissolution of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland in 1963, 'agreements were

concluded for the devolution of property situated outside the territory of the union

unde'r which' Southern Rhodesia was give;n ;Rhodesia House in London and Zambia 't~

Rhodesian High Commissioner's house.Wl '
(11) Article 16, paragraph i (b) and article 17, paragraph 1 (c) set forth the basic

rule relating to movable State property, which is applied consistently throughout

section 2 of part II of the draft. It stipulates that movable State property of

the predecessor State connected with the activity of that State in respect of the

territory (territories) to which the succession relates shall pass to the

successor State. 200/

(12) When Paldstan was' separated fro.m India under an agreement signed on "'"

1 December 1947, a great deal of equipment, especially arms, was attributed to India,

which undertoolt to"pay Pakistan a certain sum to contribute tow~~·~tlie constrUct1on.":

of munitions factories.gQ2/ Up~n the dissolution of the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, the assets of the joint institution of issue, and gold and foreign

206/ Baron Descamps and L. Renau1t, Recueil intemationa1 des traites du .
siec1e, 1906 (Paris,Rousseau), pp. 861-862.

~ 0'Conne11, Ope cit. p. 231 •

200/ See para. (11) of the introductory commentary to sect. 2, above.

gQ2/ 0'Conne11, Ope cit., pp. 220-221.
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t;,lxchailgc- :r:CBorVC'G, 'lOre apportioned in proportion to the volume of currency

drculating or hold in each territory of the predecessor state ",hich became a

successor State. 210/

(13) ,,~rticle 16, Jlaragraph 1 (c) and article 17. paragraph 1 (d) enunciate a common

rule according to which movable State property of the predecessor State, other than

tha:li connected with the activity of that State in respect of the te~ritory

(terr~t()rJ,g_~) to which the succession of States relates, shall pass to the

successor State or States in equitable proportions. The 1'eference to equity, a

key element in the material content of the provisions regarding the distribution of

property which thus has the character of a rule of positive international law, has

already been explained. 211/

(14) The agreement concerning the settlement of economic questions arising in

cOlU'loctioll 'vith the dissolution of the union between S\Veden and No1'\vay contains the

fo110\Ving provisions: .

IIJ'\.rticle 6. (a) Sweden shall repurchase from NoI'\vay its ••• half-share

in movable property at legations abroad which was purchased on joint account.*

..ill expert appraisal of such property shall be made and submitted for approval

to the Swedish and Norwegian Ministries of Foreign Affairs.

"(b) Novable property at consulates which "'as purchased on joint account

shall be apportioned between S\"eden and J)Torway, without prior appraisal, as

f0110'-1s:

"There shall be attributed to Sweden the movable property of the

consulates-general in •••

"There shall be attributed to Norway the movable property of the

consulates-general in ••• " 212/

(15) The practice follo\"ed by Poland wam it \Vas reconstituted as a State upon

recovering territories from Austria-Hungary, Germany and Russia '''as, as is known,

to claim ownership, both within its boundaries and abroao., of property which had

belonged to the territories it regained or to the acquisition of which those

territories had contributed. Poland claimed its share of such property in

proportion to the contribution of the territories whic!]. it recovered. However,

this rule apparently has not a1w~s been followed in diplomatic practice. Upon the

fall of the Hapsburg dynasty, Czechoslovakia sought the restitution of a number of

2101 Ibid., p. 196.

2111 See paras. 76-85 above.

212/ Descamps and Rellau1t, Ope cit., pp. 860-861.
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vessels and tugs for navigation on the Danube.

the qourse of the proceedings, Czechoslovakia submitted a claim to o~mership of a

part of the property of certain shipping companies which had belonged to the

Hungarian monarchy and to the Austrian Empinl or received a subsidy from them, on the

gTOund that these interests had been bought with money obtained from all the :}ountries

foming parts of the former Austrian Empire and of the fomer Hungarian Monarchy,

and that those countries had contributed thereto in proportion to the taxes paiQ by

them, and were therefore to the same proportionate extent the owners of the

property.~ The position of Austria and Hungary was that, in the first place,

the property was not public property, which alone could pass to the successor

States, and, in the second place, even admitting that it dia have such status

because of the varying degree of financial participation by the public authorities,

"the Treaties themselves do not give Czecho-Slovalcia the right to State property

except to such property situated in czecho-Slovakia".lli/ The arbitrator did not

settle the question, on the ground that the treaty clauses did not give him

jurisdiction to take cognizance of it. There is no contradiction between this

decision and the principle of the passing of public property situated abroad. It

is obviously within the discretion of States to conclude treaties making exceptions

to a principle •

(16) Article 16. paragraph 2 states that the rules enunciated in paragraph 1 of the

same article apply when part of the territory of a State separates from that State

and unites with another State. Reference to this prOVision has already been made

in the commentary to article 13, 216/ where the case ,concerned is distinguished from

that covered by the provisions of article 13, namely, the transfer of part of the

territory of a State. In the 1974 draft on succession in respect of treaties, the

situations covered by paragraph 2 of article 16 and by article 13 were dealt with in

a single P1'OViSiOn,W since the question there was the applicability to both cases

mJ Case of the cession of vessels and tugs for navigation on the Danube,
Allied Powers (Greece, Romania, Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdom, Czechoslovakia) v.
Germany, Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria (Decision: Paris; 2 August 1921, Arbitra.tor;
WaIter D. Rines (USA». See United Nations, Reports of International Arbi.tral
Awams, vol. 1 (United Nations publication, Sales No. 1948, V.2), pp. 97-212.

?:")&/ .lli!., p. 120.

lli/ Ibid., pp. 120-121. The reference was to article 203 of the Treaty of
Saint-Germain-en...Laye British and Forei State pa; rs 1 1 , vol. 112 (op. cit.),
pp. 412-414), and article 191 of tht:! Treaty of T~ianon ibid., 1922, vol. 113
(op. cit.), pp. 564-565).

216/ See paras. (5), (9) and (10) of the commentary to article 13, above.

ID.!l.rticle 14, which corresponds to article 15 of the 1978 Vienna Convention.
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of the same principle of treat:r la"" that of moving treaty-frontiers. In the

context of succession of States in respect of State property, archives and debts,

however, there are differences between the two situations "rhich call for regulation

by means of separate legal proVisions. These diffe1~nces are connected principally

with whether or not it is necessary to consult the population of the territory to

which the succession of States relates, depending on the size of the territory and

of its popUlation and, in consequence, its political, economic and strategic

importance, and also with the fact of the usually politically charged circumstances

that surroum the succession of States in the Case to which paragraph 2 of article 16

relates. As was explained above, 218/ the differences 'ofhich ensue in the legal

sphere are of two Idnds: first, in the case covered by article 16, paragraph 2,

where part of the territory of a State separates from that State and unites with

another State, the agreement be~ofeen the predecessor State and the successor State is

not given the pre-eminent role it has under article 13, which is concerned with the

transfer of part of the territory of a State to another State. Secondly, by contrast

"rith article 13, article 16 provides for the passing to the successor State of a

third category of movable State property, namely, .movable State property of the

predecessor State other than that connected with the activity of; that State in

respect of' the territory to which the succession of States relates.

(17) Lastly, article 16. paragraph 3 and article 11. paragraph 2 lay down the common

rule that the general rules contained in these articles are without prejudice to any

question of eqUitable compensation that mq arise al:l a result of a succession of

States. There is a further example, in section 2, of a rule of positive

international law incorporating the concept of equity, to which reference has already

been made.~ It is intemed to ensure a fair compensation for any successor State,

as well as any predecessor State which would be deprived of its legitimate share a~

- .'
a result of the exclusive attribution of certain property ~ither to the predecessor

State or to the successor State or States. For example, there mq be cases where

all or nearly all thei1l1lll0vable property belonging to the predecessor State is

situated in that part of its te:r.ritrJry which later separates to form a new State,

although such propertY' was acquired by the predecessor sta.te 'iith common f'uncls. If,

umer paragraph 1 (a) of articles 16 and. 17, such property 'iere to pass to the

successor State in the territory of which it is situated, the predecessor might be

left with little or no resources permitting it to survive as a viable entity. In

such a case, the rule contained in article 16, paragraph 3, and article 17,

Pa.ra@"1'aph 2, should be applied in order to avoid this inequitable result.

218/ See paras. (9) and (10) of the commentary to article 13, above.

ll!iI See paras. 76 to 85 above.



PART IH
STATE ARCHIVES

General commentary

(1) The Commission considers that, even if State archives may be treated as a

type of State prope1.·ty, they constitute a very special case in the context of

succession of States. The principle of the transfer of State property taken

in abstracto applies to all property, whether movable or i.mmovable, and is readily

applicable to concrete situations involving the transfer of such property as

administrative premises or buildings of the State, barracks, arsenals, dams,

military installations, all kinds of research centres, factories, manufacturing

facilities, raihlay equipment, including both rolling stock and fixed installations,

airfields, including their movable and immovable equipment and installations,

claims outstanding, funds, currency, etc. By virtue of their nature, all these

forms of State property are susceptible of appropriation and, hence, of assignment

to the successor State, as appropriate, in accordance with the rules on succession

of States. Such is not necessarily the case with archives, which, by virtue of

their physical nature, their contents, and the function which they perform, may

seem to be of interest at one and the same time, both to the predecessor State and

to the successor State. A Sta-te building situated in the territory to whi:ch the

succession of States relates can only pass to the successor state or, where there

is more than one successor State, to the successor States in equitable proportions.

Similarly, monetary reserves, such as gold, for example, can be transferred

physicallY to the successor State, or apportioned between the predecessor State

and the successor State, or among several successors, if one or the other solution

is agreed upon by the parties. There, is nothing in the physical nature of State

property of this kind that would stand in the way of any solution that is agreed

upon by the States concerned.

(2) Archives, by contrast, may prove to be indispensable both to the successor

State and to the predecessor Sta~e, and owing to their nature they cannot be

divided or split up. However, State archives are objects which have the

peculiarity of being reproducible, which is not true of the other immovable and

movable property involved in the succession of States. Of all State property,

archives alone are capable of being duplicated, which means that both the right of

the successor State to recover the archives and the interest of the predecessor

State in' their use can be satisfied.
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(3) This point should be stressed even more in the conte.lIlporary setting where the

teclnlological revolution has made it possible to reproduce documents of almost any

kind ''i'1ith extreme speed and convenience.

(4) Archives, jealously preserved, are the essential instrument for the

administration of a community. They both record the management of State affairs

and enable it to be carried on, 'olhile at the same time embodying the "ins and outs"

of human history; consequently, they are of value to both the researcher and the

administrator. Secret or public, they constitute a heritage and a publi<.~ property

,.11ich the State generally makes sure is inalienable and imprescriptible. According

to a group of e:lLperts convened by UNESCO in March 1976,

"Archives are an essential part of the heritage of any national community.

Not only do they provide evidence of a country's historical, cultural and

economic development and provide the foundation of the national identity, but

they also constitute essential title deeds supporting the citizen's claim

to his rights." 220/

(5) The destructive effects of wars have seriously impaired the integrity of

archival collections. In some cases, the importance of documents is such that the

victor hastens to transfer these valuable sources of information to its o'W11

territory. Armed conflict may result not only in the occupation of a territory,

but also in the spoliation of its records. All, or almost all, annexation treaties

in Europe since the Middle Ages have required the conquered to restore the archives

belonging to or concerning the ceded territory. Without being under any delusion

as to the draconian practice of the victors who carried off archives and recltlessly

disrupted established collections, legal doctrine considered clauses calling for

the handing over of archives to the annexing State as implicit in the few treaties

from which they had been amitted •221/ These practices have been follo'oled in all

periods and in all countries. The fact is that archives handed over to the

successor state - forcibly, if necessary - served primarily as evidence and as

"title deeds" to the annexed territory; they were used as instruments for the

administration of the territory, and are so used even more today.

220/ UNESCO, "Final report of consultation group to prepare a report on the

possibility of transferring documents from archives constituted within the

territory of other countries" (CC - 76/WS/9), p.2. The meeting was held in

co-operation with the International Council on Archives.

2211 L. Jacob, La clause de livraison des archives1>ubliQues dans les traites

d I annexion (Paris, Giard et Briere, 1915) l thesisJ, passim, and in particular

pp.40 and 49.
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(6) Reflecting the importance of archives in domestic affairs as well as in

international relations, disputes have never ceased to occur regarding State

archives and numerous agreements have been concluded for their settlement. 222/

(7) From an analysis of State practice, as reflected in such agreements, a number

of conclusions can be drawn, as one writer has done, 223/ which can be summarized

as follows:

(a) Archival clauses are very common in treaties on the cession of

territories concluded between European Powers and are almost always absent in

cases of decolonization.

(b) The removal of archives is a universal and timeless phenomenon. In

almost all cases, they are returned sooner or later to their. rightful owners,

except, it seems, in cases of decolonization. But time has not yet run its full

course or ~oduced its effect in this field.

(c) Archives of an administrative or technical nature concerning the

territory affected by the succession of States pass to the successor State in all

categories of State succession and, generally, without much difficulty.

(d) Archives of an historical nature pass to the successor State, depending

to some extent on the circumstances; archivists cannot al,'1a.ys explain their

transfer to the successor State nor, in the converse case, can jurists explain

why' they are kept by the predecessor State.

(a) With regard to the first conclusion, practically all treaties on the transfer

of territory concluded in Europe since the Middle Ages contain special, and often

very precise, clauses concerning the treatment of the archives of the territories

to which the succession of States relates.~ The categories of State succession

222/ For a non-exhaustive table of treaties and conventions containing
provisions relating to the passing of archives in cases of succession of States
since 1600, see A/CN.4/322 and Corr.l and Add.l and 2, sect.D (to appear in
Yearbook ... 1979, vol.II (Part One».

W See C. ICecskemeti, "Les contentieux archivistiques: etude pr~liminaire
sur les principes et les criteres a retenir lors des negociations", UNESCO
document PGI - 77/,vlS/l, reproduced in: Dix-Septieme Conference intemationale de
la Table ronde des archives~ "Constitution et rlilconstitution des patrimoines
archivistiques nationaux", 1977, document 2. This study eventually constituted
the substance of the UNESCO document entitled "Report of the Director-General on
the study of problems involved in the transfer of documents f.l.'vm archives in the
territory of certain countries to the country of their origin" (document 20 0/102,
of 24 August 197a).

W Jacob, op.cit.
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dealt with in suoh treaties arc, by and large, according to the categorization of

suocession established by the Commission, the transfer of part of the territor;y of

one state to another state, and the separation of one or more parts of the

tertitory of a state.

(9) In modem cases of decolonization, on the oth~ hand, very few treaty

p:r:ov~ions exist rega:rding the "reatment of archives, despite the large number of

newly independent states. The absence of archival clauses fram agreements r~lating

to the independence Qf colonial territories seems the more surprising as theM

agreements, of 'Which there are many, govern succession not only to immovable but

also -tlo movable property, i.e. property of the same type as the arC'..hi.ves

themselves.22.5/

gg:jj There are very many treaties relating to the transfer of judicia.l

archives in cases of decolonization. However, such cases involve the transfer of

judicial records of litigation still cmder adjudication in courts of appea.l or

cassation situated in the territory of the former adminjstering Power and involving

nati.onals of the new1y'independent State. The predecessor State cannot continue to

adjudicate cases henceforward falling cmder iihe jud:lcial sovereignty of the

successor state. 1<Tany- agreements on this subject could be ci:t-ed. See, for

example,. a.s regards F.t!ance and the newly independent tm'ritories: Agreement

conceming the transitional provisions in respecii of ju.-ertice between France and

the Central Mrican Republic of 12 July 1960 {.J0'..:trnal.. ofi±ci.el de la Republigue

rrancaise. Lois et daClteu (Paris),. 30 .JUly-1960, 92nd yea.r:, Na.176, p.7043, and

Materials on Succession of States in resnect oJ. !-7'atters oms-r iiban Txeaties

(United Nations publication,. Sales li[o.E/F.:n.v:9l, p.I50h AgJ=eement between France

and Chad of the same da.te'Jourl1aL afii.c:lal cie la R' • -"m'e francaise (op.cit.),

p.7044, and ~ra:te-ria1s ..... (op..cLt..,),. I!.I.57) 7 Agreement 1:ietween France and the

Congo of the same date- (JournaL Qffi.cial .< •.•. (ap.,ci.-t.,), p.704,,. and Materials ...

(o:e,ait.), p.163h ~e-ement between FJ:anc.e and Gabon: OL 15 .Iury- 1.960 {.Journal

effioiel.'H (QR"ctt..], 11'..-7048" and Materials .... , (op•.ei-t.), p.18Z); Agreement

between hanoe and Madagascar of 2' April 1.960- (.Journal. offiaie:l u. (oP.C:l,.),

2 July 1960, 92nd yeaT:-" No..15}" F..59Oa,. and &"t.eria.1.a ...,. {op•.c:i.t.J~ p ..290 ;

~a~e:nt b~ween~ -=md th-e Federation of Mali OL 4: A:prll1960 (Journal

ftU;tp.i~l_'jU (oce·cit .)', p.5%9'" and~ ....., <yt..), :rr.,315); exchange of

la'~1ll'll'!1:i between h~ce and 'UPBer VoIta of: 2:4 Apr.U r reJ.ating tQ the transfer

of l'!a~pWJ3 Pe:I,'~ tQ' cas~ pending in the aonae±I. d"E:ta:f; and the- Court of

tJal3l3at:ian (Journal officiel ••,.. (Oy..ci.t.J,. 5-6 Februa:l=y" l.962:" 94th year, No.30,

1',J..3J..5. ~d-'lfater:ials ...... (on..cit.. '" 11'.439); exchange' of Letters between FJ::ance

a..¥ld :Q,:$PmeyoJl'~4A1>:d1 1%1 (Journal official. ...... (oV•.tit.),. p..1285, and

&teDials ("i1Cit..,);, pJ,28)'.;: exchan~ of'l,et:t:ers between France an.d Mauritania

'Q£-W ;r1i!ne~6:r- '0Ui'aal officiel ...... (Qp ...c:li:;~k)"-p ..l335,. and'_ &~eria.1s Le". (op.,cit.),

!/:M·3,) $ a'ltp:t\~~e-ol'le,ii1;e:e6 between France- and. N~~ of' 2,4 Ap:eU 1961· {Jow:nal

official... (Qp.cit .. )~ F..1306,. and ~~te:e-ials> ....,. {gp..cit•.),. p •.372:); ~:l.Cc:h@~ of

1f;~i;pa·iieWee.l1F:v~ce~d the I'Vo~'CQaat of 24· April 1.,961 (Journal o1'i'iciel .•••

(op.ci1i,), p!1269, ~d Mate:eials .u (o;p.cibtL), p.231); and oth~:e~. .., . ;
~'~-.;......---.~,..: ._._.~.. ,,~---,.... --- ,~,
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(10) There may be many reasons :tor this. For example, decolonization cannot be

total and instantaneous ab initio; rather, at least to begin with, it is purely

nominal and only graduaJ.ly acquires more substance and reality, so that the

question of archives seldom receives priority treatment during the early, almost

inevitably superfioial, stage of decolonization. Newly independent States are

plunged straight away into day-to-day problems, and have to cope with economic or

ot~~= priorities which absorb all their attention and prevent them from perceiving

immediately tho importance of archives for their own development. MoreO\'er, the

under-development inherited in all fields by newly independent States is also

reflected precisely in an apparent lack of interest in the exercise ~f ~ right

to the recovery of archives. Lastly, the power relationship. existing between the

for.mer administering Power and the newly independent State most often enables the

former to evade the question of the passing of archives and to impose unilateral

solutions in this matter.

(11) In view of the above-mentioned historical backgrotmd, the Co11lll1ission wishes

to amphasize the importance of close co-operation among States for settling

archival disputes, taking into account especially the relevant recommendations of

international organizations such as UNESCO, which reflect the contemporary demands

of States concerning their right to archives and their cultural heritage. 226/ The

predecessor and successor States should be under a duty to negotiate in good faith

and with unimpeachable deter.mination to reach a satisfactory settlement of such

disputes. As the Director-General of UNll5CO has said:

"Because the patrimonial character Of archives as State property
derives from the basic sovereignty of the State itself, problems involved
in the ownership and transfer of State archives are fundamentally legal in
character. Such problems should. therefore be resolved primarily through
bilateral er multilateral negotiations and agreements between the States
involved." W

226/ Further on this point, see paras.(27) etseg. of the commentary to
article 26,below.

W 'UNESCO, document 20 C/I02 (loc.cit.), para.19.
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Section 1. Introduction

Article 18

Scope of the articles in. the present Part

The articles in the present Part apply to the effects of a succession
of States in respect of State archives.

Commentary

The present article corresponds to article 7 of Part lIon State property and -

reproduces its wording, with the necessary replacement of the word "property" by

the word "archives". Its purpose is to make clear that Part III of the draft deals

specifically with State archives, as defined in the follOl'ling article. As it has

already been indicated,22S/ although State archives may be regardod as State

property, they constitute a very special case in the context of succession of

States. State archives have their own intrinsic characteristics which, in turn,

impart a specific nature to the disputes they give rise to and call for special

rules. In order to give better assistance in resolving such disputes between

States, appropriate rules have been drafted in the present part which are more

closely adapted to the specific case envisaged.

Article 19

State archives

. For the purposes of the present articles, "State archives" means all
documents of whatever kind Which, at the date of the succession of States,
belonged to the predecessor State according to its internal law and had been
kept by it as ~chives.

Commentary

(1) Article 19 defines the tem "State archive€l" as used in the present articles.

It means "all documents of whatever Idnd" which fulfil two conditions. First, the

documents must have "belonged to the predecessor State according to its internal

law", and second, they must have "been kept by [the predecessor State] as archives".

The first condition thus follows the formula of renvoi to internal law adopted for

article 8, defining the tem "State property". The second condition, however, is

not qualified by the words "according to its internal law". By detaching this

second element from the internal law of a State, -the Commission attempted to avoid

228/ See para. (1) of the general commentary to this part, above.
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an undesirable situation where certain predecessor States could exclude the bulk

of public papers of recent origin - the 1I1iving archives" - from the application

of the present articles simply because they are not designated under their domestic

law as lIarchives ll • It should be pointed out that in a number of countries such

IIliving archives ll are not classified as ilarchivesll until a certain time, for

example 20 or 30 years, has el~psed.

(2) Although in archival science lIarchives ll are generally taken to mean II(!!:.) the

documentary material amassed by institutions or natural or legal persons in the

course of their activities and deliberately preserved; (B.) the institution which

looks after this documentary material; (£.) the premises which house itll ,229/ the

present articles deal with lIall documents of whatever kind", corresponding to only

(a) of those three categories. The other categories, namely the custodial

institutions and the premises, are considered as i.mmovable property and thus fall

into part 11 of the present draft.

(3) The word IIdocuments ll (of whatever kind) should be understood in its widest

sense. An archival document is anything which contains lIauthentic data which may

serve scientific, official and practical purposes", according to the reply of

Yugoslavia to the questionnaire drawn up by the International Round Table·

Conference on ArChives.£J2I Such documents may be in written fo:t'Jll or unwritten,

or may be in a variety of material, such as paper, parchment, fabric, stone,

wood, glass, film, etc.

(4) Of course, the preservation of written sources remains the very basis for the

constitution of State archives, but the criterion of the physical appearance of the

object, and even that of its origin, play a part in the definition of archival

documents. Engravings, drawings and plans which include no IIwritingll may be

archival items • Numismatic pieces are sometimes an integral part of archives.

Quite apart from historic paper money, or samples or dies or specimens of bank

notes or stamps, there are even coins in national archives or national libraries.

This is the case in Romania, Italy, Portugal, England (where the Public Records

Office owns a collection of stamps and counterfeit coins) and France (where the

:Bibliotheque nationale, in Pari.s, houses a large numismatic collection from the

Cabinet des medailles). Iconographic documents, which are normally kept in

W France, Direction des archives de France, Actes de la Septieme
Conference internationale de la Table ronde des archives Le conce t d'archives
et les frontieres de l'archivistigue Paris, Imprimerie nationale, 1963 , p.9.

230/ ~., p.lO.
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museums, are sometimes kept in national archival institutions, most frequently

because they belong to archives. Iconographic documents which have to do with

important persons or politioal events are filed and cared for as part of the

national archives. This is the case in England, where the Public Records O1'fice

has a large number of iconographic documents as well as a large series of technical

drawings :from the Patent Office; in Italy, where the Archivio central delloStato

keeps photographs of all political, scientific and ecclesiastical notables; and in

Argentina, where the Archivo gr~fico f'ulfils the same function. Photographic

prints are part of the archives themselves in certain countries. Thus, in Poland,

the national archives reoeive prints from State photographic agencies. Some

sound documents and cinematographic films are considered to be "archives" under

the law of :many countries (for example, France, Sweden, Czechoslovakia) and are

the:efore allocated under certain conditions either to the state archival

administration, or to libraries or museums, or to other inatitutions. In cases

where they are allocated to the State archival administration, sound documents

.must be considered an integral part of the archives and must be treated in the

same way as the latter in the case of succession of States. In the United States,

commercial films are subject to copyright and are registered. with the Library of

Congress, whereas cinematographic productions by the army and certain American

public institutions are placed in the State archives. In Finland, a committee

chaired by the director of the national archives is responsible for the

establi.ent and preservation of cinematographic archives.m! .

(5) The term "documents of whatever kind" is intended to cover documents of

whatever subject-matter - diplomatic, political, administrative, military, ciVil,

ecclesiastioal, historioal, geographica.l, legislative, judicial, f-inancial, fiscal,

cadastral, ete.; of wbatever nature - handwritten or printed documents, drawings,
. -

photographs, their originals or copies, etc.; of whatl¥11er material - paper,

parohment, stone, wood, ivory, film, wax, etc.; and of whatever ownership,

whether forming part of a collection or not.

(6) The term "documents of whatever kind", however, excludes ob,iets d'art, as such

and not as archival pieoes, which .~ also have cultural and historical value. The

passing of such objects is covered either by the provisions relating to State

property or dealt with as the question of thei:r: return or restitution, rather than

as a problem of State succession.

lli/ lli2,., pp.30-31, for other examples •
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(7) Various wordings hav'6 been used in diplomatic instruments to ref'er to archives

falling under the present article. Examples are "archives, registers, plans,

title deeds and documents of every kind";~ "archives, documents and registers

concerning the civil, military and judicial administration of' the ceded

territories";~ "all title deeds, plans, cadastral and other registers and

papers",gjj1/ "any governmental arc-hives, records, papers or documents which

relate to the cession or the rights and property of' the inhabitants of the islands

ceded,,;2J:iI "all documents exclusively ref'erring to the sovereignty relinquished

or ceded ••• , the official archives and records, executive as well as

jUdiCial",.ill/ "documents, deeds and archives ••• , registers of' births,

marriages and deaths, land registers, cadastral papers •••,~,mJ and so f'orth.

2l2I This expression appears in several clauses of' the Treaty of Versailles
of 28 June 1919: part III, sect.I, art.38, concerning Gexmany and Belgium;
sect.V, art.52, concerning GernJE<'V and France in respect of Alsace-Lorraine;
sect.VIII, art.158, concerning C~.cmany and Japan in respect of' Shantung (British
and Foreign State Papers (London, H.11. Stationery Office, 1922), vol.ll2,
pp.29-30, 42 and 81); as well as in the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye of'
la September 1919: art.93, concerning Austria (~., p.361); and in the Treaty
of Trianon of 4 June 1920: art. 77, concerning Hung~ (~., vol.1l3, p.518).

mJ Article 3 of the Treaty of Peace between the German :Empire and France
signed at Frankfurt on la May 1871 (de Martens, ed. t Nouveau recueil general de
traites(Gottingen, Dietrich, 1874), vol.XIX, p.689J.

~ Article 8 of the Additional Agreement of the Treaty of Peace signed at
FrankfUrt on 11 December 1871 (~., 1875), vol.XX, p.854.

2J:iI Article 1, para.3, of the Conventiotlbetween the United States of America.
and Denmark providing for the cession of the Danish West Indies, signed at New York
on 4 August 1916 (Su lement to the American Journal of International Law
(New York, Oxford University Press, 1917 , vol.II 1917, p.55 •

~ Article VIII of the Treaty of Peace ,between Spain and the United States
of America" signed at Paris on la December 1898 (text in Malloy, op.cit., p.1693).

lli/ Article 8 of the frontier treaty between the Netherlands and the
Federal Republic of Ger.many signed at The Hague on 8 April 1960 (United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol.508, p.154). .
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(e) A most detailed definition of llarchives" is to be found in article 2 of the

Agreement of 23 December 1950 between Italy and Yugoslavia, 23el concluded pursuant

to the Treaty of Peace of 10 February 1947. It encompasses documents relating to

all the public services, to the various parts of the population, and to categories

of propcrty,situations or private juridical relations. Article 2 reads as follows:

"The expression '3Xchives and documents of an administrative character'

shall be construed as cov~ing the documents of the central administration

and those of the local public administrative authorities.

"The following [in rarticular shall be covered] ••• :

"Documents ••• such as cadastral registers, maps and plans; blueprints,

drawings, drafts, statistical and other similar documents of technical

administration, concerning, inter alia, the public works, railways, mines,

public waterways, seaports and naval dockyards;

"Documents of interest either to the population as a "mole or to part

or the population, such as those dealing ''l'ith births, marriages and deaths,

statistics, registers or other documentary evidence of diplomas or

certificates tcsti£,ring to ability to practise certain professions;

"Documents concerning certain categories of property, situations or

private juridical relations, such as authenticated deeds, judicial files,

including court deposits in money or other securities ••• »

"The expression 'historical archives and documents' shall be construed

as covering not only the material from archives of historical interest

properly speaking but also documents, acts, plans and drafts concerning

monuments of historica.l and cultural interest."

(9) It should be noted that no absolute distinction exists between "archives" and

"libraries". While archives are generally thought of as documents forming part of

an organic whole and libraries as composed of works l1hich are considered to be

isolated or individual units, it is nevertheless true that archivai documents are

frequently received in libraries and conversely library i toms. are sometimes taken

into the archives. The inclusion of library documents 'in archtves is not confined

to rare or out-of-print books which may be said to be "isolated unita", or to

,manuscripts, which, by their nature, are "isolated units". Conversely,

23el Agreement signed at Rome on 23 December 1950 between the Italian Republic

and the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia" with respect· to the apportionment

of archives and documents of a.."1 administrative character or of historical interest

relating to the territories ceded under the terms of the Treaty of Peace (~.,

vol.171, p.291).
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libraries acquire or receive as gifts or legacies the archives of important persons

or statesmen. There are therefore certain areas in which archives and libraries

overlap, and these are extended by the system of the statutory deposit of copies

of printed works (including the Press) in certain countries, a.."1d by the fact that

the archival administration sometimes acts as the author or publisher of official

publications ..

(10) Similarly, "archives" and "museums" cannQt be placed in completely separate

categories ~ some archives are housed in museums and various museum pieces are

found in archives. According to Y. Perotin:

" ••• in EnglaTld, it is considered nomal that ar9hival documents
connected with museographical collections should follow the latter and
conversely that certain objects (such as chests) should be treated in
the same way as papers; ••• local museums own archival documents that
have been bought or received as gifts, or come from learned societies •••
In the Netherlands, historical atlases are cited as an example of
documents legitimately kept in museums, while dies of seals are kept
in the archives. In the~ of Westphalia, reference is made to chests
and other objects which by their nature belong to the archives ••• • •• in
the USSR, collections of manuscript documents prOVisionally kept in the
na"tional museums are supervised by the Archives Administrati"on; the
major autonomous 'archive museums', established by special decision
(Gorky, Mendeleev, etc.) are not exempt.

" ••• in Portugal, the Viseu regional museum keeps some of the
parchments from the cathedral chapter of the See, and the remainder are
in the district archives or in Lisbon in the Torre do Tombo ••• In
Turkey, ••• the archives of the palace of the former sultans are kept
in the Topkapi-Sarayi museum with part of the records of the religious
courts, whereas the provincial counterparts of those records are, in
exactly nineteen cases, kept in museums." lli/

" Article 20

Effects of the passing of State archives

A succession of States entails the extinction of the rights of the
predecessor State and the arising of the rights of the successor State
to such of the State arc~ves as pass to the successor State in accordance
with the provisions of the articles in the present Part.

Article 21

Date of the passing of State archives

Unless otherwise agreed or decided, the date of the passing of
State archives is that of the succession of States.

W France, Le concept d'archives ... (op.cit.), pp.45-46.
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A succession of States shall not as such affect State archives which,

at the date of the succession of States, are situated in the territory of

the predecessor State and which, at that date, are owned by a third State

according to the internal law of the predecessor State.

Absence of effect of a succession of States
on the archives of a third State

Article 23

Passing of State archives without compensation

Subject to the provisions of the articles in the present Part and

unless otherwise agreed or decided, the passing of State archiv'es from

the predecessor State to the successor State shall take place without

compensation.

Co.nunenta.r;y to articles 20, 21, 22 and 23

(1) Having decided to devote a separate part to State archives, the Commission

found it appropriate to include in section 1 a few introductory articles by~ of

general provisions, in keeping with the example follo''1ed in the parts relating to

State property and State debts, in order to accentuate the specificity of the

subject of State archives in relation to that of State property. With a view to

avoiding the creation of too great a difference between the two sets of general

rules the provisions concerning archives in section 1 of part III 1'.ave been drafted

in identical terms to those used in the corresponding articles of section 1 o£

part II on State property, except that the word "property" has been replaced by

the word "archives", In this manner, a perfect correspondence has been achieved

between the two set"s of articles, as follows. articles 18 and 7 (as already

explained in the cOIlDllentary to articl~ 18); articles 20 and 9; articles 21 and 10;
""

articles 22 and 11; and articles 23 and 12, .

(2) Article 20 calls for no special comments. As regards article 21 it may, at

first sight, appear ill-advised to provide that State archives shall pass on the

date of the succession of States, It may even be thought unreasonable, unrealistic

and illusive, inasmuch as archives generally need sorting l.n order to determine

what shall pass to the successor State, and that sometimes requires a good deal of

time. In reality, however, archives are usua.J,lywell identified as such and quite

meticulously classified and indexed. They can be transferred immediately. Indeed,

State practice has shown that this is possible. The "immediate" transfer of the

State archives due to the successor State has been specified in numerous trea~ies.

Article 93 (concerning Austria) of the Treaty of Saint-Gemain-en-Io.ye, of

Article 22
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10 September 1919,~ article 77 (concerning Hungary) of the Treaty of Trianon,

of 4 J'lUle 1920,?di/ and articles 38 and 52 (concerning :Belgium and France) of the

Treaty of Versailles, of 28 J'lUle 1919,~ provided that the archives in question

should be transferred "without dela.y". Provision was also made for the "immediate"

transfer of archives in article 1, paragraph (2) (a), of General Assembly

resolution 388 (V) of 15 December 1950, concerning the position of Libya as a

successor State.

(3) It is, furthermore, necessary to make the date for the passing of State

archives the date of the succession of States, even if dela;ys are granted

in practice for copying, microfilming, sorting' or inventory. purposes. It is

ess-ential to know that the date of the succession is the date on which the

successor State becomes the owner of the archives that pass to it, even if

practical considerations dela;y the actual transfer of those archives. It must be

made clear that, should a further succession of States affectiJlg the predecessor

State occur in the meanwhile, the State archives that were to pass to the

successor State in connection with the first succession of States are not affected

by the second suoh event, even if there has not be~n enough time to effect their

physical transfer.

(4) Lastly, it should be pointed out that the rule concerning the passing of the

archives on the date of the succession of States is tempered in article 21 by the

_ ,possibility open to States at all times to agree on some other solution and by the

allowance made for whatever may be "decided" - for example, by an interna,tional

court, contrary to the basic, ~e. As a matter of fact,. qui.te a number of treaties

have set aside the rule of the immediate passing of State archives to the successor

State. Sometimes the agreement has 'been for a period of 3 months (as in article 158

of the Treaty of Versaille~) and sometimes 18 months (as in article 37 of the

Treaty of Peace with Italy, of 10 February 1947,W which required Italy to return

within that period the archives and cultural or artistic objects "belonging to

Ethiopia or its nationals"). It has also been stipulated that the question of the

~ G.F. de Martens; Nouveau receuil .general de traites (Third series),
vol.XI, p.715.

gJJj :British and Foreign State Papers', London, v'6~~1I3.

~ ~., vol.112, p.l.

wJ ~.

?:MI United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.49, p.142.
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handing over of archives should be settled by agreement "so far as is possible,

within a period of six months following the entry into force of [the] Treaty"

(article 8 of the Treaty of 8 April 1960 between the Netherlands and the

Federal Republic of Germany concerning various frontier areas).:?:!i:J One of the

most precise provisions concerning time-limits is article 11 of the Treaty of

Peace with Hungary, of 10 February 1947:246/ it sets out a veritable calendar

for action within a period of 18 months. In SOlIle instances, the setting of a

time-limit has been left to a joint commission entrusted with identifying and

locating the archives which should pass to the successor State and with arranging

their transfer.

(5) Article 22 refers only to "compensation", or reparation in cash or in kind

(provision of property or of a collection of archives in exchange for the property

or archives that pass to the successor State), but the notion must be understood

broadly, in the sense that it not only precludes all compensation but also

exonerates the successor State from the payment of taxes or dues of whatever

nature. In this case, the passing of the State property or archives is truly

considered as occurring "by right", entirely free and without compensation.

Article, 22 is justified by the fact that it reflects clearly.established State

practice. Furthermore, the principle of non-compensation is' implicitly conf'inned

in the later arti'cles of this part, which provide that the cost of ma.king copies

of arc~ves shall be borne by the requesting State.

(6) The Commission, having decided to retain article 12 in the draft, found it

only appropriate to include article 2, as its counterpart, in the part on State

archives. As ~egards article 23, two eventualities are conceivable. The first is

that in which the archives of a third State are housed for SOlIle reason within a

predecessor State. For example, the third st8:te might be at ~ with another

State and have deposited valuable archives for safekeeping within the territory of

the State where a succession of States occurs. Again, it might s-".:nply have

entrusted part of its archives for some time, e.g. for restoration or for a

cultural exhibition, to a State where a succession of States supervenes. The

second E.ventuality is that in which a successor State 'to which certain State

archives should pass fails, for extraneous reasons, to have them handed over
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immediately or within the agreed time-limit. If a second succession of States

affecting the same predecessor Sta·te occurs in the interim, the successor State

from the fi:r:st succession .-TUl be considered as a third State in relation to that

second succession. Those of its archives situated within the territory of the

predecessor State '-Thich it has not by then recovered ,must remain unaffected by

the second succession.

Article 24.

Preservation of the unity of State archives

Nothing in the present Part shall be considered as prejudging in any
respect any question that might arise by reason of the preservation of the
unity of State archives. '.

Commentary

The Commission, in second reading, decided to include in a separate article

the provision originally contained in paragraph 6 of article 29 as adopted on first

reading, relating to the preservation of the unity of State archives. The reference

to the preservation of the unity of State aI'chives reflects the principle of

indiVisibility of archives which underlies the questions of succession to documents

of whatever kind ''1hich constitute such State archives, irrespective of the specific

category of succession of States involved. Article 24, therefore, provides for a

safeguard in the application of the substantive rules stated in the articles

constituting section 2 of the present part.

Section 2. Provisions concer.ning specific categories of succession of States

Article 25

Transfer of part' of the territory of a State

1. When part of the territory of a State is transferred by that
State to another State, the passing of State archives of the predecessor
State to the successor State is to be settled by agreement between them.

2. In the absence of such an agreement:

,:'

Ca) the part of State archives of the predecessor State, which for
normal administration of the territory to which the succession of States
relates should be at the disposal of the State to which the territory
concer.ned is transferred, shall pass to the successor State;

(b) the part of state archives of the predecessor State, other than
the part mentioned in subparagraph Ca), that relates exclusively or
principally to the territory to vlhich the succession of States relates,
shall pass to the successor State.
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3. The predecessor State shall provide the successor State with the

best available evidence from its State archives which bears upon title to

the territory of the transferred territory or its boundaries, or which is

necessar,y to clarity the mea.n.ing' of documents of State archives which pass

to the successor State pursuan"li to other provisions of the present a~ticle.

4. The predecessor State shall make available to the successor State,

at the request and at the expense of that State, appropriate reproductions of

its State archives connected wi~ the interests of the transferred territory.

5. The successor State shall make available to the predecessor State,

at the reques;t and at the expense of that State, appropriate reproductions

of State archives which have passed to the successor State in accordance

with paragraph 1 or 2.

Commentary

(1) The present article concerns the passing of State archives in the case of

transfer of part of the territory of a State to another. The practice of States

in this case of succession to State archives is somewhat suspect, inasmuch as it

has relied on peace treaties that were generally concerned with providing political

solutions that reflected relationships _of strength between victors and vanquished

rather than equitable solutions. It had long been the traditional custom that the

victors .took archives of the territories conquered by them an{1 sometimes even

removed the archives of the predecessor State.

(2) Without losing sight of the above stated fact, the existing State practice

ma;r, nev.ertheless, be used in support of the proposals for more equitable solutions

that are embodied in the text of this article. That practice is referred to in the

present commentary' under the following six general headings: (a) transfer to the

successor State of all archives relating to the transferred territory;

(b) archives removed from or constituted outside the territory of the transferred

territory; (c) the "archives-territorylt link;. (d) special obligations of the

successor State; (e) time-limits for handing over the archives and (f) State

libraries.

Transfer to the successor State of all archives relating to the transferred

territory

(3) Under this heading, it is possible to show the treatment of the sources of

archives, archives as evidence, archives as instruments of administration, and

archives as historical fund or cultural heritage.

(4) The practice on sources of archives, about which there seems to be no doubt,

originated a long time ago in the territorial changes carried out as early as the

Middle Ages. It is illustrated by examples taken from the history of France and

. - 114 -
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Poland.W In France, ICing Philippe-Auguste founded his "Repository of Charters"

in 1194, which constituted a collection of the documents relating to his kingdom.

When in 1271 King Philippe III inherited the lands of his uncle, Alphonse de Poitiers

(almost the entire south of France), he immediately transferred the archives

relating to these lands to the Repository: title deeds to land, chartularies,

letter registers, surveys and administrative accounts. This practice continued

over the centuries as the Crown acquired addit~onal lands. The same happened in

Poland from the fourteenth century onwards during the progressive unification of

the kingdom through the absorption of the ducal provinces: the dukes' archives

passed to the King along with the duchies. Thus, the transfer principle was being

applied a very long time ago, even although, as will be seen, the reasons relied

upon varied.

(5) Under the old treaties, arcllives were transferred to the successor State

primarily as evidence and as ti tles of ownership. Under the feudal system,

archives represented a legal title to a right. This is why the victorious side

in a war made a point of removing the archives relating to their acquisitions,

taking them from the vanquished enemy by force if necessary: their right to the

lands was guaranteed only by the possession of the "terriers". .An example of this

is provided by the Swiss Confederates who, in 1415, manu mili~ removed the

archives of the former Habsburg possessions from Baden Castle.ill!

(6) As from the sixteenth century, it came to be realized that, while archives

constituted an effective legal title, they also represented a means of

administering the country. It then became the accepted view that, in a transfer

of territory, it was essential to leave to the successor as viable a territory as

possible in order to avoid any disruption of management and facilitate proper

administration. Two possible cases may arise: first is the case of a single

successor state. Under this case, all administrative instruments are transferred

from the predecessor State to the successor State, the said instruments being

understood in the broadest se~~: fiscal documents of all kinds, cadastral and

domanial registers, administrative documents, registers of births, marriages and

wJ See France, Direction des archives de France, Actes de la
Sixieme Conference internationale de la Table ronde des archives, Les archives
dans la vie internationale (Paris, Imprimerie nationale, 1963), pp.12 etseg.

?&§/ As 'these archives concerned not only the Confederates I territories but
also a large part of South-\'1est Germany, the Habsburgs of Austria were able to
recover the archives not concerned with Confederate territory in 1474.
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deaths, land registers, judicial and prison archives, etc. Hence it became

customary to leave in the territor,y' all the written, pictorial and photog.raphic

material necessary for the continued smooth functioning of the administration.

For example, in the ca.se of the cession of the provinces of Jamtland, Harjodalen,

Gotland and Osol the Treaty of Br8msebro of 13 August 1645 between Sweden and

Den:lDark provided that all judicial deeds, registers and ca.dastres (article 29),

as well as all information concerning the fiscal situation of the ceded provinces

must be delivered to the Queen of Sweden. Similar provisions were subsequently

accepted by the two 'Po"lers in their peace treaties of Roskilde (26 February 1658,

article 10) and Copenhagen (27 May 1660, article 14).~ Article 69 of the

Treaty of MUnster of 30 January 1648 between the Netherlands and Spain provided

that llall registerf;, .maps, letters, archives and papers, as well as judicial

records, concerning any of the United Provinces, associated regions, towns •••

which exist in courts, chancelleries, councils and chambers ••• shall be

delivered •••1l.!!iSJ/ Under the Treaty of Utrecht of 11 April 1713, Louis XIV ceded

Luxembourg, Namur and Charleroi to the (Dutch) States General llwith all papers,

letters, documents and archives relating to the said Low Countriesll •W In fact,

almost all treaties concerning the transfer of part of a territory contain a clause

relating to the transfer of archives, and for this reason it is impossible to list

them all. Some treaties are even accompanied by a separate convention dealing

solely with this matter. Thus, the Convention between Hungary and Romania signed

at :Buc~est on 16 April 1924,W which was a sequel to the peace 'treaties marking

the end of the First \'lorld War, dealt with the exchange of judicial records, land

registers and registers of births, marriages and deaths, and specified how the

exchange was to be carried out.

(7) The second case is one in which there is mpre than one successor State. The

examples given below concern old and isolated cases and cannot be taken to indicate

the existence of a custom, but it is useful to mention them because the approach

adopted would today be rendered very straightforward through the use of modern

wJ See France, Les archives dans la vie internationale (op_cit.), p.16.

~ Ibid.

gj}j Ibid., p.17.

252/ G.F. de Martens, ed., Nouveau recueil general de traites (Third series),

Leipzig, Theodor "leicher Publishing House, vol.XXIV, p.788.
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reproduction techniques. Article 18 of the Barrier Treaty of 15 November 1715

concluded between the Empire, England and Holland provides that the archives of

the dismembered territory,namely Gelderland, would not be divided up among the

successor states but that an inventory would be drawn up, one copy of which would

be given to each state, and the archives would remain intact and at their disposal

for consultation.W Similarly, article VII of the Treaty concluded between

Prussia and Saxony on 18 May 1815 refers to "deeds and papers which ••• are of

common interest to both parties"'~ The solution adopted was that Saxony would

keep the originals and provide Prussia with certified copies. Thus, regardless of

the number of successors, the entire body of archives remains intact in pursuance of

the principle 'of the conservation of archives for the sake of facilitating

administrative continuity. However, this same principle and this same concern were

to give rise to ma.ily disputes in modern times as a result of a distinction made

between administrative archives and historical archives. According to some

writers, administrative archives must be transferred to the sUCcessor State in

their entirety, while so-called historical archives in conformity with the

principle of the integrity of the archival collection, must remain part of the..
heritage of the predecessor State unless established in the territory being

transferred through the normal :functioning of its own institutions. This argument,

although not without merit, is not altogether supported by practice: history has

seen many cases of transfers of archives, historical documents included. For

example,article 18 of the Treaty of Vienna of 30 October 1866 by which Austria

ceded Venezia to Italy provides for the transfer to Italy of all title deeds,

administrative and judicial documents and "political and historical documents of

the~former Republic of Venice", While, each of the two parties undertakes to allow

the others to copy "historical and political documents which may concern the

territories remaining in the possession of the other Power and which, in the

interests, of science, carmot be separated from the archives to which they

belong".~ Other examples of this are not difficult to find. Article 29,

paragraph 1 of the Peace Treaty 'between Finland and Russia signod at Dorpat on

See France, Les archives dans la vie internationale (op.cit.), p.17.

'neral de traites, Gottingen,

dans la vie internationale (op. cit. )" p. 27 .'
\
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14 OC'hobor 192cJj§J provides that "the contracting parties undertalce to return as

soon as possible archives and documonts which belong to public administrations and

institutions, which are situated in their respective territories and which concern

solely or largely the other contracting party or its history".

Archives removed from or constituted outside the transferred territory

(8) There would seem to be ample justification for accepting, as adequately

reflecting the practice of States, the rule whereby the successor State is given

all the archives, historical or other, relating to the transferred territory, even

if these archives' have been removed £l;'om or are situated outside this territory.

The Treaties of Paris and Vienna of 1814 and 1815 provided for the return to their

place of origin of the State archives that had been gathered together in Paris

during the NapolGlonic period.W Undar the Treaty of Tilsit of 1 July 1801,

Prussia, having returned that part of Polish territory which it had conquered, was

obliged to return to the new Grand Duchy of Warsaw not only the current local and

regional archives relating to tho restored territory but also the relevant Stata

documents ("Berlin ArchiVes").~ In the same wa:y, Poland recovered the central

archives of the former Polish State, transferred to Russia at the end of the

eighteenth century, as well as those of the fOJ'Eor autonomous .Kingdom of Poland

for the period 1815-1863 and the following period up to 1816. It also obtained

the documents of the Office of tha Secretary of State for the Kingdom of Poland

that acted as the central Russian administration at St. Petersburg from 1815 to

1863, those of the Tsar's Chancellery for Polish Affairs, and lastly the archival

collection of the Office of the Russian Ministry of the Interior responsible for

agrarian reform in Poland.W Reference can also be made to the case of the

Schleswig archives. Under the Treaty of; Vienna of 30 October 1864, "Denmark had to

cede the three duchies of Schleswig, Holstein and Lauenberg.·Article 20 of the _

said Treaty provided as follows: "Title deeds, adminis~ative documents and>

documents relating to civil justice that concern the ceded territorias and are part

of the archives of the Kingdom of Denmark" will be transferred, along with "all

gj§J G.F. de Martens, cd., Nouveau recueil general de traites (Third series),
vol.XII, p.41.

W Sec France, Les archives dans la vie internationale (op.cit.), pp.19, 20.

£j]/ !!?li., p.20.

lliI ~., PP.35 and 36.
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parts of the archives of Copenhagen that belonaed to the ceded duchies and ,.,ere

taken from their archives".260/ For a more detailed examination of this practice

of States (although, in general, it ,.,ould be wrong to attach too much importance

to peace treaties, where solutions are based on a given "power relationship"), a

distinction can be made between t"10 cases, namely that of archives removed or taken

nom the territory in question and that of archives constituted outside that

territory but relating directly to it.

(9) Current practice seems to aclmo,.,ledge that .archives which have been removed

by the predecessor State, either immediately before the transfer of sovereignty or

even at a much earlier period, should be returned to the successor State. There is

a striking similarity in the wording of the instruments which terminated the wars

of 1870 and 1914. Article 3 of the Treaty of Peace betl-leen France and Germany

signed at Frankfurt on 10 l·fay 1871 provided as follows: "If any of these items

[archives, documents, registers, etc.] have been removed, they will be restored by

the French Government on the demand of the German Government".261/ This statement

of the principle that archives which have been removed must be returned was later

incorporated, in the same wording, in article 52 of the Treaty of Versailles, the

only difference being that in that treaty it was Ge:rmany that was c'ompelled to obey

the law of which it had heartily approved when it was the victor. 262/ Similar

considerations prevailed in the relations between Italy and Yugoslavia. Italy was

to restore to the latter administrative archives relating to the territories ceded

to Yugoslavia unaer the treaties signed in Rapallo on 12 November 1920 and in Rame

on 27 January 1924 which had been removed by Italy between 4 November 1918 and

21mch 1924 as the result of the Italian occupation, and also deeds, documents,

registers and the like relating to those territories which had been removed by the

Italian Armistice Uission operating in Vienna a£tor the First vTorld \'1ar.WJ The

260/ ~., p.26.

261/Artic1e 3 of the Peace Treaty between the German Empire and Franco,
signed at Frankfurt on 10 l!Jay 1871. G.F. de l!Jartens, od., Nouveau receuil general
de traites, vol.XIX, p.689.

262/ Section V, ~rticle 52 of the Treaty.of Versailles concerning
Alsace-Lorraine, illi,. (Third series), vol.XI, pp.380 and 381.

g§j/ Article 12 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy of 10 February 1947
(United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.49,p.134). For the Rapal10 Treaty, sce
League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol.XVIII, p.·387; for the Rome Treaty, sce
~., vol.XXIV, p.31.
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agreoment be~~oen Italy and Yugoslavia of 23 December 1950 is even more specific:

article 1 provides for the delivery to Yugoslavia of all archives "which are in the

possession, or ~rl1ich will come into the possession of the Ite~ian state, of local

authorities, of public institutions and publicly-owned companies and associations"

and adds that "should the material referred to not be in Italy, the Italian

Government shall endeavour to recover and deliver it to the Yugoslav Government".?:§Y

HO~Tever, some French writers of an e~lier era seemed for a time to accept a

contrary rule. Referring to partial annexation, which in those days "TaS the most

common type of State succession, owing to the frequent changes in the political map

of Europe, F. Despagnet "lrote: "The dismembe~ed State retains ••• archives relating

to the ceded territory which are preserved in a repository situated outside that

territory" •265/ P. Fauchille did not go so far as to support this contrary rule,

but implied that distinction could be dra"m.: if the archives arc outside the

territory affected by: the change of sovereignty, exactly which of them must the

di03membered State give up? As Fauchille put it: "Should it hand over only those

documents that will provide the annexing Power with a means of administering the

region, or should it also hand over documents of a purely histori~al nature?,,266/

The fact is that these writers hesitated to support the generally accepted rule,

and even went so far as to formulate a contrary rule, because :they accorded

excessive weight to a court decision "'hich ",as not only an isolated instance but

bore the stamp of the political circumstances of the ti.me. This was a judgement

rendered by the Court of Nancy on 16 l.fay 1896, after Ger.tlk'UlY had annexed

Alsace-Lorraine, ruling that "the French State, which prior to 1871 had an

imprescriptible and inalienable right of ownership over all these archives, was in

no way divested of th~t right by the change of nati.onality impcsed op. a part of its

territory".?:§l/ It should be noted that' the main purpose in this case was not to

~ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.171, p.293.

g§;j/ F. Despagnet, Cours de droit international public, fourth edition,
Paris, 1910, p.128, para.99.

266/ P. Fauchille, Traite de droit international ublic, 8th ed. of Uanual
de droit international public, ed. H. Bonfils Paris, Rousseau, 1922), vol.I
(part I), p.360, para.2l9.

'i:§Jj JudGement of the Court of Nancy of 16 May 1896, "Duf'resne versus the
State l

., Dalloz, Jurisprudence generale: Racueil perodigue et critique dQ
jurisprudence. de legislation et de doctrine, 1896, Paris, Bureau de la
Jurisprudence p:eneral.e, part 2, p.412.
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deny Germany "'Thich was not a party to the proceedings) a right to the archives

relating to the territories under its control at that time, but to deprive an

ir~~' . dual· of public archives "Thich were improperly in his possession. 268/ Hence

the scope of this isolated decision, which appeared to leave to France the right

to claim from individuals archives ""hich should or which might fall to Germany,

seems to be somewhat limited.

(10) This isolated school of thought is being mentioned because it seemed to

prevail at least for some time and in some cases, in French diplomatic practice.

If credence'is to be given to onc interpretation of the texts at least, this

practice seems to indicate that only administrative archives should be returned to

the territo~y affected by the change of sovereignty, while historical documents

relating to that territory lthich are situated outside or are" removed from it remain

the property of the predecessor State. For example, the Treaty of Zurich of

10 Novcmber"1859 between France and Austria provided that archives containing

titIes to property and documents concerning administration and civil justice

relating to the territory ceded by Austria to the Empuror of the French "lvhich may

be in the archives of the Austrian Empire", including those at Viema, should be

handed over to the commissioners of the ne"" Government of LombardY.~ If there

is justification for interpreting in a very strict and narrOlt lvay the expressions

used, which apparently refer only to items relating to current administration, it

may be concluded that the historical part of the imperial archives at Viema

relating to the ceded territories was not affected.~ Article 2 of the Treaty

of the same date between France and SardiniaW refers to the aforementioned

I prOVisions of the Treaty of Zurich, while article 15 of the Treaty concluded

26S/The decision concerned 16 'cartons of archives which a private individual
had deposited with the archivist of Meurthe-et-~fuselle. They related both to the
ceded territories and to territories which remained French, and this provided a
gTound for the Court's decision.

g§:z/ Article I; oi "the Franco-Austrian Peace Treaty signed at Zurich on
10 November 1859. France, Archives diplomatigues, vol.l, 1861, p.lO~ and
M. de Clercq, Recueil des traites de la France, Paris, A. Durand and Pedone-Lauriel,
vol.VII, p.641.

W For tIllS Viewpoint, sce G. lfay, "La saisie des archives du departament
de la l~eurthe pendant la guerre de 1810-1811", Revue eWnerale de droit
international public, vol.XVIII, 1911, p.35, and G. May, Le Traite de Francfort,
Paris, Berger-Levrault et Cie., 1909, p. 269, note 2.

mI Article 2 of the Treaty betlveen France and Sardinia concerning the
cession of Lombardy, signed at Zurich on 10 November 1859 (France, Archives
diplomatigues (op.cit.), po16~ and N. de Clcrcq, op.cit., p.652).
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mI Article 15 of the Treaty between Austria, France and 'Sardinia, signed

at Zurich o.n 10 NO.vemb7r 1859 (France t Archives diplomatigues (op.cit.), p.29;

...~d M•.9.9 C1..o.r.9.!l.,.. Ope cl.t., ':pp. 66l-662) • . . - .. . .. " .

mJ M. do Clercq, op.cit., vol.VIII, p.83; G.F. dcHartens, cd.,

Nouveau recueil general de traites, vol.XVII, part II, p.25.

between Austrie., France and Sardinia also on the same date reproduces them "lord for

word.W Similarly, a Convention betl1een France and Sardinia, signed on

23 August 1860 pursuant to the Treaty of Turin of 24 Uarch 1860 confirming the

cession of Savoy and the County of Nice to France by Sardinia, includes an

article 10 which is cast in the same mould as the articles cited above when it

states: "Any archives containing titles to property and any administrative,

religious and civil justice documents relating to Savoy and the administrative

district of Nice which may be in the possession of the Sardinian Government shall

.. be handed over to -the French Government".m!

..... -- ,.(11) It is''onlY'~''ith same hQsitation that·it may be conclud(;d ·that these texts "

cqnt~adict the existence of a rule per.mitting the successor State to claim all

archives, including historical archives, relating to the territory affected by the

change of sovereignty 'V'hich are situated outsidC' that territory. 1'lould it, after

all, be very rash to interpret the 'V'ords "titles to propertyll in the formula

"titles to property, administrative, religious and judicial documents", ,V'hich is

used in all these treaties, as alluding to historical documents (and not only

administrative documents) that prove the o,mership of the territory? The fact is

that in those days, in the Eu:rope of old, the territory itself. was the property of

the sovereign, so that all titles tracing the history of the region concerned and
..

. _.. p:r:QvidiP..g-ev.i.d·ence. regarding its ownership, were claimed by the successor. If; ·..:this

. .view is correct, the texts mentioned above, no matter how isolated, do not
_....-..~,-.
.contradict the' rule concerning the general transfer of archives, including

historical archives, situated outside the territory concerned. If the titles to

property meant only t;itIcs to public property, they would be covered by the 'V'ords

"administrative and judicial documents".. Such an interpretation 'V'ould seem to be

supported by the fact that these treaties usually include a clause which appears to
.. . ."

create an exception to the transfer of all historical do?uments, in that private

. doeuments relating to the reigning house, such as marriage contracts, wills, family



;0

ly

mementos, and so forth, arc excluded from the transfer.W 1fuat really clinches

the argument, however, is the fact that these few cases which occurred in French

practice were t1eprived of all significance l-Then France, some 90 years later,

claimed and actually obtained the remainder of the Sardinian archives, both

historical and administrative, relating to the cession of Savoy and the

administrative district of Nice, which were preserved in the Turin repository.

The agreements of 1860 relating to that cession were supplemented by the provisions

of the Treaty of Peace ",ith Italy of 10 February 1947, article 7 of l-Thich provided

that the Italian Government should hand over to the French Government "all archives

historical and administrative, prior to 1860, which concern the territory ceded"

to France under the Treaty of 24 !-farch 1860, and the Convention of

23 August 186o. W Consequently, there seems to be ample justification for

, accepting as a rule which adequately reflects State practice the fact that the

successor State should receive all the archives, historical or other, relating

exclusively or principally to the territory to which the succession of States

relates, even if those archives have been removed or arc situated outside that

territory.

(12) There are also examples of the treatment of items and documents that relate

to the territory involved in the succession of States but that have been

established and have always been kept outside this territory. Uany treaties

include this category among the archives that must pass to the successor State.

As mentioned above,?::12/ under the Treaty of Peace with Italy of 10 February 1947,

France was able to obtain archives relating to Savoy and Nice established by the

city of Turin. Under the peace treaty of 1947 lnth Hungary, Yugoslavia obtained

all eighteenth century archives conc9rning Illyria that had been kept by

Hungary.W Under the Craiova agreement of 7 September 1940 betl-Teen Bulgaria and

W Article 10 of the Convention of 23 August 1860 betl'1e9Il France and
Sardinia (ibid.) provided that France was to return to the Sardinian Government
"titles an'd"'""dOcuments relating to the royal family", which implies that France had
already talccn possession of them together with the other historical archives • This
clause relating to private papers, which is based on the dictates of courtesy, is
also included, for example, in the Treaty of 2~ August 1736 betl'1een France and
Austria concerning the cession of Lorraine, article 16 of which left to the Duke of
Lorraine family papers such as "marriage contracts, "Tills and other papers".

'ID! United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.49, p.132.

g]§/, Sce para.(ll) above.

W Sce article 11 of the Peace- Treaty "Tith Hungary. United Nations,
Treaty Series, vo1.41,p.178.
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Romania concerning the cession by Romania. to 13ulgaria of' the Southern Dobruja,

13ulgaria obtained, in addition to the archives in the ceded territory, certif'ied

copies of' the documents being kept in Bucharest and relating to the reB'ion ne'\'11y

o.cquired by 13ulgaria.

(1;) ''Jha.t happens if' the archives relating to the territory af'f'ected by the change

in sovereignty are sit1.1ated neither within the frontiers of' this territory nor in

the predecessor State? Article 1 of' the acrreement between Italy and Yugoslavia

signed at Rome on 2; December 1950 prOVides that, "should the material ref'erred to

not be in Italy, the Italian Government shall endeavour to recover and deliver it

to the Yugoslav Gov~rnment.W In other words, to use tems dear to French civil

law experts, what is involved here is not so much an "obligation of' result" as an

"obligation of' means".W

'l11J/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.111, p.292.

W There arc other cases in his~ory of' the transf'er to the successor State

of' archives constituted outside the territory involved in the suc~ession of' States.

These examples do not f'all into any of' the categories provided f'or in the system

l.lSed here f'or the succession of' States, since they concern ch~es in colonial

overlords. These outdated examples are mentioned here solely,f'or information ,

purposes.. (In old ,\forks, they '\fere regarded as transf'ers of' part of' a territory

from one State to another or from onc colonial empire to another.)

The protocol concerning the return by Sweden to France of' the Island of'

St. :Barthelemy in the "Test Indies states that "papers and documents of' all kinds

concerning the acts [of' the Swedish Crown] that may be in the hands of' the S'\"ledish

administration ••• will be delivered to the French Government" (article ;,

parau~aph 2, of' the protocol of' Paris of' ;1 october 1811 to the treaty between

France and Sweden signed at Paris on 10 August 1811). G.F. de lw.rtens, cd.,

Nouveau recuil general de traites (Seco~d series),vol.IV, p.368. ~

In section VII! of' the Treaty of' Versailles concerning Shantung, article 158

obliges Germany to return to Japan the archives' and documents relating to the .'

Kiaochow territory, "wherever they might bell. ~. (Third series), vol.XI, p.44;.

Article 1 of' the convention between the United States of' America and Denmark

of 4 August 1916 concerning the cession of' the DanishvTest Indies awards to the

United States any archives in Denmark concerning these islands (Supplement to the

.A1n.erican Journal of' International Law (Ne'\'1 York, Oxf'ord University Press), vol.I!

(1917), p.5;; Revue generale de droit international publi'c,vol.XXIV, 1911,

p.454), just as article VIII of' thePeaceTroaty between Spain and the United States

of America of' 10 December 1898 had already given the United States, the same right

'\nth regard. to archives in the Ibcrian:eonirisula.:relating' to Puba, Puerto Rico,

the Philippines and the island of' Guam (l-raJ.loy, op.cit., p.169;).
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(14) The nl.1e concerning the trnnsfer to the successor State of archives rela.ting

to a part of another State' s territory is tal::en to be so obvious that there is no

risk of its being jeopardized by the lack of references to it in agreements. This

is the view of one writer, ''1ho states: "Since the delivery of public archives

relating to the ceded territories is a necessary consequence of annexation, it is

hardly surprising that in :many treaties of annexation there is no cla.use conceI.'Ilin8'

this obligation. It is implied, for it follows from the renunciation by the coding

State of all its rights and titles in the ceded territOry".2001 The terminolosy

used has aged, and annexation itself is obsolete. However, the idea on "1hich the

rule is based is still valid, the object being, according to thesamo author,28ll

to "provide [the successor State] with whatever is necessary or useful for the. .
administra.tion of the territory".

The "archives-territog" linl::'

(15) As has been mentioned above, State practice shOl'1s that the linlc between

archives and the territory to which the succession of States relates is taken very

broadly into account. But the nature of this link should be made quite clear.

Expert archivists generally uphold two principles, that of "territorial origin" and

that of "territorial or functional connection", each of which is subject to various

and even different interpretations, leaving roam for uncertainties. l1hat seems to

be obvious is that the successor State cannot claim any archives whatsoever; it

can claim only those that relate exclusively or principally to the territory. In

order to determine "'hich are those archives it should be taken into account that

there are archives ''1hich were acquired before the succession of States either by or

on behalf of the territory, against payment or free of cost, and with funds of the

territory or otherwise. 2821 Fram this standpoint, such archives must follow the

destiny of the territory on the succession of States. Furthermore, the organic

linlc bet't'1een the territory and the archives relating to it .must be taken into •

2801 Jacob, op.cit., p.17;·

2811 I:!?!9..
2821 Article 11 of the Treaty of Peace "1ith Hungary of 10 February 1947

(United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.41, p.168) rightly states, in paragra.ph 2,
that the successor States, Yugoslavia and CzechoslovaJ.::ia,sha.ll have no right to
archives or objects "acquired by purchase, gift or legacy" or to "original works
of Hungarians".
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account. 28"1/ Ho,,,ever, a difficulty arises '''hen the' strength of this link has to

be appraised by cateaory of' archives. \'lriters agree that, where the documents in

question "relate to'the predecessor State as a whole, and only incidentally" to the

ceded territory, they "remain the property of' the predecessor State. But it is

generally agreed that copies of' them mtlSt be f'urnished to the annexing State at

its request".~ The "archives-territory" linlc was specif'ically taken into

account in the af'orementioned Rome Agreement of' 23 December 1950 between Yugoslavia

and Italy concerning archives.~ .

(16) Attention is ~rawn at this point to the decision of' the Franco-Italian

Conciliation Commission, in '''hioh the Commission held that archives and historical

documents, even if' they belong to a municipality whose territory is divided by the

new frontier dra,-m in the Treaty of' Peace with Italy, must be assigned in their

entirety to France, the successor State, ,,,henever they relate to the ceded

territory. 286/ As \'10.5 mentioned in an earlier context af'ter the Franco-German "Tar

of'1870, the archives of' Alsace-Lorraine were handed over to the German successor

State. However, the problem of' the archives of' the Strasbourg educational district

and of' its schools was amicably settled .by means of' a special convention. In this
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£:fijj By the Treaty of' Peace of' 10 February 1947 (art.ll, para.l, ~.)

BUngar,y handed over to the successor States, C7.echoslovakia and Yugoslavia, objects

"constituting [their] cultural heritage [and] which originated in those

territories •••".

204/ C. Rousseau, Droit int~tional public, vol.IlI (Paris, Sirey, 1977),

p.384. Sec also O'Connell, 2l?.cit., pp.232 and 233.

~ Article 6 :of' the Agreement provides t~t archives which are indivisible

or of' common interest to both parties "~hall be assigned to that Party ''1hich, in

the Commission's .judgement, is more interested in the possession of' the documents

in question, according to the extent. of' the ter;-itory or the nl;lIIlber of' persons, .,

institutions or companies to which these documents relate. In this case, the other

Party shall receive a copy of' such documents, ",hich shall be handed over to it by

the Party holding the original". United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.171, p.297.

286/ Decision lTo.163 rendered on 9 October 19~3 (United Nations, Reports of'

International Arbitral A",ards, vol.XIII, pp.503-549). This decision includes the

f'ollmd.ng passage: "Communal property which shall be sp apportioned pursuant to

paragraph 18 [of' annex XIV to the Treaty of' Peace with Italy] should be deemed not .-,.

to include, a.ll relevant archives and documents ef' an administrative character or

historical value; such archives and documents, even if' they belong to a

municipality whose territory is divided by a :frentier established under the terms

of' the Treaty, ;pass te \'That is temed the successor State if' they concern the

territory ceded or relate to property transf'erred (annex XIV, para.1 );; if these

conditions are not fulfilled, they are not liable either to transf'erunder paragraph 1

or to c.pportionmunt tUlder paragraph 18, but remain the property of' the Italien

municipality. \-/hat is decisive, in the case of' property in a special category of'

this kind, is the notional link with other property or \'Tith a territory" (pp.516-517).
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case, hO''1ever, the criterron of the "archives-territory" link ''1as applied only in

the case of documents considered to be "of secondary interest to the Geman

Government" .g§Jj
S»ecial obligations of the successor State

(11) The practice of States shows that many treaties impose upon the successor

State an essential obligation which constitutes the normal counterpart of thg _..

predecessor State's duty to transfer archives to the successor State. Territorial

,. cnangesarc 'oft'en-accompanied by popU1~tion movements (new fron:tib~:-ihcs-~'1hich,-.:......::..--_.., .

divide the inhabitants on the basis of a right of option, for instance). Obviously,

this population cannot be governed "1ithout at least administrative archives •

Consequently, in cases where archives pass to the successor. State by agreement, it

cannot refuse to deliver to the predecessor State, upon the latter's request, any

copies it ma;}r need. Any expense involved must, of course, be defrayed by the.... .

requesting State. It is 1.mderstood that the handing over of these papers must not

jeopardize the security or sovereicnty of the successor State. For example, if

the predecessor State claims the purely teclLnical file of a military base it has

constructed in the territory or the judicial record of one of its nationo.ls who

has left the ceded territory, the successor State can'refuse to hand over'copies

of either. Such cases involve elements of discretion and, expediency of which the
. '. .

successor State, like any other State, may not be deprived. The successor State

is- sometimes obliged, by treaty, to preserve carefully certain archives l-lhich may-'-.. . .
be of interest to the predecessor State in the future. The aforementioned

Convention of "4 August 1916 bet''1een the United States and Denmark provid~gJo:r. ..

the cession of the Danish '\'lest Indies stipulates in the third paragraph of

article 1 that "archives and records shall be carefully preserved and authenticated

copies thereof, as may be required shall be at all times given to the ••• Danish

Government, ••• or to such properly authorized persons as may apply for them".288/

Time-limits for handing over the archives

(18) These time-limits vary from onc agreement to another. The finest examples of

the speed with ''1hich the operation can be carried out is undoubtedly to be foUnd"

G.F. de Iffiartens, cd.,

Oxford
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in the Treaty of 26 JtUle 1816 betlTeen the ~Tetherlands Dnd Prussia, arti~le XLI of

which prov,ides that "archi.ves, maps and records ••• shall be handed ove:g to the new'

authorities at the same time as the territories themselves".2891

§.tate libraries

(19) In earlier discussion on this topic, 2901 it "Tas explained h0\'1 diffi.cult it has

been to find information about the trDnsfer of libraries. Three peace ,treaties

signed after the First 110rld \'Tar never~heloss expressly mentioned that libraries

must be restored at the same time as archives. The instruments in question are the

Treaty of Riga bet''1Oen Russia Dnd Latvia of 11 August 1920, article XI,29ll the

Treaty of :Hoscow b;t'-Teen Russia and Lithuania of 12 July 1920, artiCle.9,2921 and

the Treaty of Riga be~-TCen Poland, Russia and the Ukraine of 18 l:Iarch 1921,

article 11, paragraph 1. 2931 In those treaties the foll0\'1ing formula i,6 used:

"The Russian Government shall restore to ••• at its own expense and hand over •••

the libraries, archives, museums, '-Torks of art (teaching material, documents and

other property of educational and scientific establishments), government property

(religious, conlUl'lll'lal and that of corporative institutions), in so far as these

objects were removed from the territory of ••• during the '\-Torld war 1914-1917 and

are or will in fact be in the possession of the Government of public authorities

of Russia".

(20) The conclusions and solutions to which a review of State prc>.cticc gives rise

"'ould not appear to provide very promising material on which to base a proposal for

an accept~ble draft article on the problem of succession to state archives in the

event of the transfer of part of a State's territory to another State. There are

many reasons lTh¥ the solutions adopted in treaties. cannot be talccn as an absolute

and literal model for :dealing \'Tith this problem in a draft article:

(i) First, it is clear that peace treaties are almost inevitably an occasion

for the victor to impose on the vanquished solutions which are most

advantageous for the former. Germany, the victor in the Franco-German

289/ G.F. de Hartcns, ed., Nouveau recueil general. de traites, vol.III

(1808-1818), p.41.

~ Yearbook ... 1970, vol.II, p.16l, document A/CN.4/226, paras.(47) et seg.

of the commentary to article 7.

W G.F. de Martens, ed., Nouveau recueil general de traites (Third series),

vol.XI, p.895.

~ ~., p.883.

"~y Ibid., vol.XIII, p.l52.
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war of 1870, dictated its o,~ law as regards the transfer of archives

relating to Alsace-Lorraine right until 1919 when France, in turn, was

able to dictate its own law for the return of those same archives, as

well as others, relating to the same territory. History records a great

:many instances of such reversals, involving first the break-up and later

the reconstitution of archives, or, at best, global and massive transfers

onc day in one direction and the next day in the other.

(ii) The solutions offered by practice are· not very subtle nor always

equitable. In practice, decisions concerning the transfer to the

successor State or archives of every kind - 'Whether as documentary

evi~ence, instruments of administration, historical material or cultural

heritage - are made without sufficient allowance for certain pertinent

factors. It is true, that in many cases of the transfer of archives,

including central archives and archives of an historical character

relating to the ceded territory, the predecessor State was given an

opportunity to take copies of these archives.

(iii) As regards this type of succession, the general provisions of the article

already adopted should be borne in mind, lest the solutions chosen

conflict,.withou,t good reason, with those general provisions.

(21) In this connection, reference is made to the corresponding provision in

part II on State property (article 13), paragraph 1 of 'Which places the emphasis

on the agreement between the predecessor State a:nd the successor State, and

paragraph 2 (b) of which states that, in the absence of such an agreement, "movable

state property of the predecessor State connected with the activity of the

predecessor State in respect of the territory to which the succession of States

relates shall pass to the successor State".

(22) It should not be for~otten that, in the view of the Commission, the type of

succession referred to here concerns the transfer of a small portion of territory.

The problem of State archives where part of a territory is transferred may be

stated in the foll,owing terms: ..State archives of every kind which have a direct

and necessary link with the management and administration of. the part of the

territory transferred, must unquestionabl;y.pass to the successor State. The basic

principle is that the part of territory concerned must be transferred so as to

leave to the successor State a!:l viable a territory as possible in order to avoid

any disruption ofmanagem()nt and facilitate proper administration. In this

connectio~, it· may happen that in consequence of: the transfer of a part of onc

State's territory to another State some - or many - of the inhabitants, preferring
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to retain their nationality, leave that territory and settle in the other part of

the territ9X'Y which remains under the sovereignty of the predecessor State. Parts

of the State archives that pass, such as taxation records or records of births,

marriages and deaths, concern these transplanted inhabitants. It will then be for

the predecessor State to ask the successor State for all facilities, such as

microfilming, in order to obtain the archives necessary for administrative

operations relating to its evacuated nationals. But in no case, inasmuch as it is

a minority of the inhabitants which emigrates, may the successor State be deprived

of the archives necessary for administrative operations relating to the majority of

the population which stays in the transferred territory. The foregoing remarks

concern the case of State archives which, whether or not situated in the part of

territory transferred, have a direct and necessary link with its administration.

This means, by and large, State archives of an administrative character. There

remains, the case of State archives of an historical or cultural character. If

these historical archives relate exclusively or principally to the part of

territory transferred, there is a stro:;1g presumption that they arc distinctive and

individualized and constitute a homogoneous and autonomous collection of archives

directly cotu'lected with and :forming an integral part of the his~oric and cultural

heritage 6f the part of territory transferred. In logic and equity this property

should pass to the successor State. It follows from the comments in the preceding

paragraphs that where the archives arc not State archives at all, but are local

administrative, historical or cultural archives, owned in its own right by the

part of territory transferred, they are not affected by these draft articles, for

these articles arc congerned with State archives. Local archives which arc proper

to the territoX'Y transferred remain the p.roperty of that territory, and the

predecessor State has no right to remove them on the eve of its withdrawal from

the territory or to claim them later from the successor S1iate.

(23) Thvse various points may be summed up as follows: Where a part of a State's

territory is transferred by that State to another State:

(i) State archives of overy kind haVing a direct and necessary link with the

administration of the transferred territory pass to the successor State.

(ii) State archives which relate exclusively or principally to the part of

territory transferred pass to the succe~sor State.

(iii) Whatever their nature or contents, local archives proper to the part of

territory transferred are not affected by the succession of States.

(iv) 13ecause of the administrative needs of the successor State, which is

responsible for administering the part of territory transferred, and of
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the predecessor ~tate, which has a duty to protect its interests as well

as those of its nationals who have left the part of territory transferred)

and secondly, because of the problems of the indivisibility of certain

archives that constitute an administra·tive, historical or cultural

heritage, the only desirable solution that can be visualized is that

the parties should settle an intricate and complex issue by agTeement.

Accordingly, in the settlement of these problems, priority should be

given, over all the solutions put forward, to agreement bet,,,een the

predecessor State and the successor State. This agreement should be

based on principles of equity and t~ee account of all the special

cir.cumstances, particularly of the fact that the part of territory

transferred has contributed, financially or otherl"ise, to the formation

and preservation of archive collections. The principles of equity

relied upon should melee it possible to t~ec account of various factors,

including the requirements of viability of the transferred territory and

apportionment according to the shares contributed by the predecessor

State and by the territory separated from that State.

(24) The Commission, in the light of the foregoing considerations, prepared the

present text for article 25 which concerns the case of succession of States

corresponding to that covered by article 13, namely, transfer of part of the

territory of a State. The cases of transfor of territory envisaeed have been

explained in the commentary to article 13 (para.graph (6». Paragraph 1 of

article 25 repeats, for the case of State archives, the rule contained in

paragraph 1 of article 13 which establishes the primacy of agreement.

(25) In the absence of an agreement between the predecessor and successor States,

the prOVisions of paragraph 2 of article 25 apply. Subparagraph (a) of paragraph 2

deals ",ith what is sometimes called "administrative" archives providing that they

shall pass to the successor State. To avoid using such an expression, '''hich is not

lagally precise, the Commission referred to that category of archives as "the part

of State archives of the predecessor State, which for normal administration of the

territory to which the succession of States relates should be at the disposal of

the State to which the territory concerned is transferred", terminology ,!"hich is

largely followed in the corresponding prOVision of article 26 (paragraph 1 (b».

The Commission preferred to use tho phrase "should be at the disposal of tho State

to which tho torritory in question is transferred" instead of that found in

paragraph.l (b) of article 26 "should be in, that territory" as being more

appropriate to take account of the specific characteristics of the case of
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. 1

succession of States covered by article 25. Subparagraph (b) of paragraph 2

embodies the rule according to which the part of the State archives of the

predecessor State other than the part referred to in subparagraph (a) shall pass

to the successor State if it relates exclusively or principally to the territory

to '-Thich the succession of States relates. The "Tords "exclusively or principally"

"Tere like'-Tise regarded as being the most appropriate to delimit the rule, bearing

in mind the basic characteristic of the case of succession of States dealt with in

the article, namely, the transfer of small areas of territory.

(26) ParaRTaph "3 prOVides, for the case of a ;mccession of States arising from the

transfer of part of the territory of a State, the rule embodied in paragraph 3 of

article 26. The relevant paragraphs of the commentary to that provision

(paragraphs (20) to (24» are also applicable to paragraph 3 of the present

article.

(27) Param:-aphs 4 and 5 establish the duty for the State to '-Thich State archives

pass or with which they remain to melee available to the other State, at the request

and at the expense of that other State, appropriate reproductions of its State

archives. Paragraph 4 deals with the situation where the requesting State is the

successor State, in which case the documents of State archives to be reproduced

are those connected with the interests of the transferred te~itory, a qualification

which is also .made in :f;9.ragraph 2 of article 26. Paragraph 5 covers the situation

where the requesting State is the predecessor State. In such a case, the documents

of State'archives to be reproduced are those which have passed to the successor

State in accordance with the provisions of para~aph 1 or 2 of article 25. ;

Article 26

Ne,"rly independent State

1. \'Jhen the successor State is a. newly independent- state:

(a) archives, haVing belonged to the territory to "Thich the succession

of States relates and having become State archives of the predecossor State

during the period of dependence, shall pass to the newly independent State;;

(b) the part of State archives of the predecessor State, which for

normal administration of the territory to which the succession of States

relates should be i.n that territory, shall pass to the nm\l'ly independent

State.

2. .The passing or the appropriate reproduction of parts of the State

archives of the predecessor State other than those mentioned in paragraph 1,

of interest to the territory to which the succcssion of States relates, shall

be determined by agreement bet"Tcen the predeccssor State and the newly

independent State in such a manner that each of those States con benefit as

widely and equitably as possible from those parts of the State archives.
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3. The predeo,?ssor State shall provide the nellly independent Stat:
with the best available evidenoe from its State arohives ''1hioh bears upon
title to the territory of the new'ly independent State or its boundaries, or
''1hich is neoessary to clarify the meaning of documents of State archives ''1hioh
pass to the ne't'rly independent State pursuant to other provisions of the
present article.

4. The predeoessor State shall co-operate 'dth the suooessor State
in efforts to reoover any archives which, having belonged to the territory
to whioh the suooession of States relates, "rere dispersed during-the period
of dependerwo.

5. Paragraphs 1 to 4 apply when a newly independent State is formed
f:l~om two or more dependent territories.

6. Paragraphs 1 to 4 apply when a dependent territory becomes part of
the territory of a State other than the State whioh was responsible for its
international relations.

7. Agreements ooncluded between the predeoessor State and the new~

independent State in regard to State arohives of the predecessor State shall
not infringe the right of the peoples of those States to development, to
infor.mation abeut their his tory and to their oultural heritage.

Commentary

(1) The present artiole prinoipally enVisages, like articles 14 and 36, the case

whe~e a newly independent State appears on the international scene as.a result of

deoolonization. In such a case, the problem of succession in respeot of arohives

is particularly acute.

(2) The Commission has clarified the notion of a "newly independent State" several

times within the frame''1ork of the categorization used in the present draft.

Reference should be made in partioular to the definition in article 2,
. . 2nA1

paragraph 1 (e) and the commentary to that paragraph,.=:.z;t!as well as to

articles 14 and 36.~ .

(3) The present artiole is closely modelled on article 14, thbugh certain nm-r

elements have been added in view of the uniqueness of State archives as. a oategory

of matters which pass at a sucoession of States.

(4) Paragraphl (a) deals wit~ "archives" - not necessarily "State archives" 

which had belonged to the territory to whioh the succession of States relates

before it became dependent and which became State arohives of the predece~sor

~ SeG para.(6) of the cOlllJi1entary to artiole 2, above.

f2iL' Sac paras.(1)-(3) of the commentary to article 14 abovo and
paras.(1)-(2) of the commentary to ~_ticle 36, belo,·r.
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State d'lU'ing its dependency. Since no reason can be f'ound f'or deviating from the

rule enunciated in article 14, paragraph 1 (c), concerning movable property

satisfying the same conditions, parngraph 1 (a) of' the present article uses the

same wording, except the word "archives", as that adopted f'or the f'ormer provision.

(5) By the use of' the ,.,ord llarchives" rather than "State archivesll at the

beginning of' paramph 1 (a), it is intended to cover archives ,.,hich belonged to

the territory in question, whatever the political status it had enjoyed or under

whatever ownership the archives had been kept in the pre-colonial period - whether

by tho central Govornmont, local S'Overnments or tribes, religious missions, private

enterprises or individuals.

(6) Such historical archives of' the pre-colonial period, are not the archives of'

the predecessor State, but the archives of' the territory itself', "lhich has

constituted them in iihe course of' its history or has acquired them with its own

funds or in same other manner. They must consequently revert to the newly

indopendent State, quite apart from any question of' succession of' States, if' they

are still within its territory at the time of' its accession to independence, or

can be claimed by it if' they have been removed .from the territory by the colonial

Power.

(7) Examples of' the passing of' historical archives may be f'ound in some treaties.

Italy was obliged to return the archives it had removed from Ethiopia during its

annexation when, after the Second World 1-Tar, its colonization was terminated.

Artiole 37- of' the Treaty of' Peace with Italy of' 10 February 1947 provides that:

I,
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" ••• 'Italy shall restore all ••• archives and objects of' historical value
belonging to Ethiopia or its nationals and removed from Ethiopia to Italy
since October 3, 1935.n~ .. .

~ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.49, p.142. On the basis of' that
article (and article 75) of' the Treaty of' Peace, Ethiopia and Italy concluded an
Agreement concerning the settlement of' economic and f'inancial matters issuing from
the Treaty of' Peace and econoinic collaboration, si@led at Addis -Ababa on
5 March 1956, whi.9h had three annexes, A, B and C, listing the archives and objects
of' historical value that had been or were to be returned to Ethiopia by Italy
(ibid., vol.267, pp. 204-216) •

W The"IC:i.nh Luoc" were governors or pref'ectsof' the Emperor of' Indo-China
bef'ore the French occupation of' the Indo-Chinese peninsula.

;._~,._-'_-__....;; ~~ .-..---~----_.--.--~~---~---'f'--' ~....., __ .. __

In the case of' Viet Nam, a Franco-Vietnamese agreement in the matter of' archives, _

signed on 15 June 1950, provided in its article 1 that the archives constituted by

the Imperial Government and its IC:i.nh LuoJ:Y1/ and preserv~d at the Central Archives

bef'ore the French occupation were to revert to the Government of' Viet Nam.
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(s) In the case of Algeria, the archives relati.ng' to its pre-colonial history had

been carei\1.11y catalogued, added to and preserved in Algiers by the French

administering authority until immediately before independence, "'hen they were taken

to France (Nantes, Paris, and, more particularly, a special archives depot at

Aix-en-Provence). These archives consisted of ",hat is commonly Imown as the

"Arabic collection", the "Turkish collection" and the "Spanish collection". As a

result of negotiations be~'1een the tl'10 Governments, some registers of the pay of

Janissaries, forming part of the documents in .thellTurldsh collection", and

microfilms of part of the "Spanish collection" wer(> returned in 1966. By a

Franco-Algerian exchange of letters of 23 December 1966, the Algerian Government

obtained the. restitution of "450 original registers in the Turkish and Arabic

languages relating to the administration of Algeria before"lS30", i.e. before the

French colonial occupation. Under the ter.ms of this exchange of letters, the

National Library of Algiers was to receive before July 1961, free of charge,

microfilms of documents in Spanish, which had been moved from Algeria to

Aix-cm-Provence immediately before independence and which constituted the "Spanish

collection" of Algoria relating to the Spanish occupation of Algerian coastal

regions. The same exchange of letters provided that questions concerning archives

not settled by that instrument would for.m. the subject of subsequent consultations.

Thus Algeria raised the problem of its historical archives again in 1974. In

April 1975, on the occasion of the visit to Algeria of the President of the

French Republic, 153 boxes of Algerian historical archives forming part of the

"Arabic collection" were returned by the French Government.~
(9) The historical documents of the Netherlands relating to Indonesia were the

subject of negotiations between the for.m.er administering Power and the newly

independent State l'l'ithin the framel'1ork of co-operation in the field of cultural

and historical property. The relevant agreement concluded betweel1 the two

countries in 1976 prOVides, inter alia:

"That it is desirable to make cultural objects such as ethnographical
and archival material aVl:!<ilable for exhibitions and study in the other
country in order to fill the gaps in the already existing collections of
cultural objects in both countries, 't'rith a view to promoting mutual
understanding and appreciation of each other's cultural herita~e and history:

"That in general principle, archives ought to be kept by the
administration that originated them." W

29S/ Sce A/CN.4/322 and Add.l and 2, paras.16S, 169 and 111 (to appear in
Yearbook ••• 1972, vol.II (Part One)~.

W A/32/203, PP.5-6.
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(10) The rule enunciated in paragraph 1 (a) ''1as stressed in the proceedings of an

international round table conference on archives, which state that:

"It appears undeniable that the metropolitan country should return to
States that achieve independence, in the first place, the archive~ which
antedate the colonial regime, ,-,hich arc 'dthout question the property of
the territory ••• It is regrettable that the conditions in l1hich the passing
of power from one authority to another occurred did not all'laYs malce it
possible to ensure the regularity of this handing over of archives, which may
be considered indispensable." 3col

(11) Parag.r:aph 1 (b) deals with ''1hat is sometimes called "administrativell archives

and provides that, they shall also pass to the newly independent State. The

Commission, avoiding the use of that expression, which is not sufficiently precise

to be used as a legal term, decided to refer to such category of archives as "the

part of State archives of the predecessor State which, for nor.mal administration

of the territory to ''1hich the succession of States relates, should be in that

territory".

(12) In the case of the decolonization of Libya, General Assembly

resolution 388 A (V) of 15 December 195?, entitled "Economic and financial

provisions relating to Libya", expressed the ,·rish of the United Nations that the

newly independent State should possess at least the administrative archives most

indispensable to current administration. Accordingly, article' I, paragraph 2 (a),

of the resolution provided for the immediate transfer to Libya. of "the relevant

archives ~d documents of an administrative character or technical value concerning

Libya or relating to property the transfer of which is provided for by the present

resolution" .2fJJI .
(13) The international conference of archivists mentioned above stated in this

connection:
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W France, Les archives dans la vie internationale (op.cit.), PP.43-44.
W In the case of Eritrea, however, the General Assembly of the

United Nations adopted certain provisions of which some are not ,m.olly in accord
with those that the Organization had one year earlier adQpted with regard to Libya.
Article 11, paragraph 2, of resolution 530 (VI) of 29 January 1952, entitled
"Economic and financial provisions relating to Eritrea", permi.tted Italy to hand
over at its convenience to the provisional administering POl-Ter either the originals
or copies of documents and archives. .- .
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"It seems undeni-able that [the former administering Powers] have •••
the duty to hand over all documents which facilitate the continuity of the
administrative work and the preservation of the interests of the local
population ••• Consequently, titles of ownership of th~ State and of
semi-public institutions, documents concerning public buildings, railways,
roads and bridges, etc., land survey documents, census reoords, records of
births, :marriages and deaths, etc., will normally be handed over with
the territorY itself. This assumes the regular transfer of local
administrative archives to the new authorities. It is sometimes regrettable
that the conditions under which the transfer of powers from one authority
to the other ocourred have not alWays been such as to ensure the regularity
of this_.transfer of archives, which may be regarded as indispensable."~

(14) Para~aph 2 of article 26 concerns those parts of State archives Which, though

not falling under paragraph 1 are "of interest" to the territory to which the

succession or States relates. The paragraph provides that-the passing of suoh

archives, or their appropriate reproduction, shall be determined by agreement

between the predecessor State and the newly independent State. Such agreement,

however, is subject to the condition that each of the parties must "benefit as

Widely and equitably as possible" from the archives in question.

(15) One of the categories of State archives covered by paragraph 2 are those

acoumulatedby the administrating Power during the colonial perio~, relating to the

imperium or dominium of that Power and to its colonial polioy generally in the

territory conoerned. The former metropolitan country is usually careful to remove

all such archives before the independence of theterritory, and many considerations

of policy and expediency :prevent it from transferring them to the newly independent

State •.

(16) The same international conference of archivists stated:

"There are apparently legal grounds for distinguishing in the matter
of archives between sovereignty collections and administrative collections:
the former, concerning essentially the relations between the metropolitan
country and its representatives in the territory, whose competence extended .
to diplomatic, military and high policy matters, fall within the jurisdiction'
of the metropolitan country, whose history they directly concern." El

An author expresses the same opinion:

~ France, Les archives dans la vie intemationale (op. cit.), pp. 43-44.
If[jj Ibid., p. 44.

t'"

J
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"Emancipation raises a new problem. !Dhe right of new States to possess
the archives essential to the defence of their rights, to the fulfilment
of their obligations, to the continuity of the administration of the
populations, relllains unquestionable. But there are other ca.tegories of
archives kept in a territory: of no i1ll1llediate practical interest to the
successor State, whichooncern priJDarily the colonial Power. On closer
consideration, such archives are of the same kind as those which, under
most circumstances in European history, unquestionably remain the

. property of the. ceding...States. u~ . . .

(17) Nevertheless, it is ·.::....5.E':::.:'.C."tJ.1 . that some of the archives connected with the

imperium or dominium of the former administering Power are "o,! inte:t'8st" also' (and

sometimes even pr;imarily) to the newly independent State. They are, for instance,

the archives relating to the conclusion of treaties applicable to the territory

concerned, or to the diplomatic relations between the administering Power and third

States with respect to the territory concerned. While it would be unrealistic for

the newly independent State to expect the immediate and complete transfer of archives

connected with the imperium or dominium of the predecessor State, it 'lIould be quite

inequitable for the former State to be deprived of access to at least those of such

archives in which it shares interest.

(18) No simple rule of passi.ng or non-passing, therefore, would be satisfactory in

the case of such State archives. The C01ll1llission considers that the best solution. .

would be for the States.. ..concemed to·settle the matter by an'agreement based on the

principle of mutual benefit and equity. In negotiating such an agreement due

account should be taken of the need to preserve the unity of archives and of. the

modem technology which had made rapid reproduction of documents possible through

microfilming or photocopying. It should also be borne in mind that almost all

countries have laws under which all public political documents, including the most

secret ones, become 'accessible to the ~ublic after a certain time.- If any person is

legally entitled to consult documents relating to sovereign a~tivities after the.

lapse of a period of 15, 20 or 30 years, there cannot be any reason wh;y the newly

independent State directly interested in documents relating to its territory should

not be gi.~~n the right to obtain them in· microfilm or photocopies, if need be at its

own expense.

(19) It was in conformity with such a rule that the Frehch-Algerian negotiations

were conducted on the que6tions of political as well as historical archives in

1974-1975. The two States exchanged diplomatic Qorrespondence on 22 April and

~4/ C. Laroche, "Les archives fran9aises d'outre-mer", Comptes rendus mensuels
dess18.iices de 1'Academie des sciences d1outre-mer. Seances des 4 et 18 mars 1966
(Paris), t. XXVI, vol. III (March 1966), p. 130).
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20 May 1975, \'lhich sho\'ls tpat the French Government regarded it as "entirely in

conformity \'li th current practice of co-operation among historians to envisage the

microfilming" of France's archives of sovereignty concerning the colonization of

Algeria.~
(20) Paragraph 3 stipulates that the predecessor state must provide the newly

independent State \-lith the "best available evidence" from its State archives,

including both that "\'lhich bears upon title to the territory of the newly independent

State or its boundaries", and that "'"hich is n~cessary to clarify the meaning of

documents of State archives \'Ihich pass to the ne\'lly independent State pursuant to

other provisions of the present article".

(21) The "best available evidence" means either the originals or reproductions of

them. Which' of the two is the "best evidence" depends upon circumstances.22.2I

(22) The first type of evidence covered by paragraph 3 is often intermingled with

other relating to the imperium or dominium of the administering Power over the

territory concerned. The evidence from the archives \'Ihich bears upon title to such

territory or its boundaries is, however, of vital importance to the very identity

of the ne\'lly independent State. The need for such evidence is especially crucial

\'Ihen the latter State is in dispute or litigation witha third State concerning the

title to part of its territory or its boundaries. The Commission considers,

therefore, that the predecessor state has a duty to transmit to the newly

independent State the "best evidence" available to it.:ttJ.!
(23) As to the second type of evidence, the words "documents ••• which pass •••

pursuant to other provisions of the present article" are intended to cover all types

of document which pass to the successor State by the direct application of

paragraphs 1 and 2 and the first part of paragraph 3, as well as indirectly by the

application of paragraphs 5 and 6. '

]Qjj Letter dated 20 May 1975 addressed by Mr. Sauvagnargues, French Minister
of Foreign Affairs, to Mr. Bedjaoui, Ambassador of Algeria to France, in reply to
his letter of 22 April 1975.SeeA!CN.4!322 and Add.l and 2, para. 156 (to appear
in Yearbook. eo 1979, vol. II (Part One». '.

22.21 See J.B. Saunders, 'Words and Phrases Legally Defined, 2nd ed. (London,
Butterworth, 1969), vol. 2, p.192.

2f21/ It may be noted that the Cartographic Seminar of African coun.tries and
France adopted a recommendation in which i:t \'1elcomed the statement by the Director
of the National Gp-agraphic Institute on the recognition of State sovereignty ov·er all
cartographic 'archives and proposed that such archives should be transferred to States
on request and that documents relating to frontiers should be hand.edover
simultaneouslY to the States concerned (Cartographic Selllinar of AfriCan Countries
and France, Paris, 21 MaY-3 June 1975, General Report, recommendation No. 2, "Basic
Cartography") •
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(24) One example of this type of document m~ be found in documents relating to the

interpretation of treaties applicable to the territory concerned concluded qy the

administering POl-Jer. It should be noted that the hesitation of newly independent

states in notif,ying their succession to certain treaties is sometimes due to their

uncertainty about the application of those treaties to their territory - or even

about their contents.

(25) Paragraph 4 establishes a duty of co-operation between the predecessor state

and the newly independent successor state for the purpose of recovering those

archives which, having belonged to the territory to which the succession of states

relates, were dispersed during the period of dependence, a common occurrence. This

paragraph is a corollary and should be read in the light of paragraph 1 (a) of this

article.

(26) Paragraphs 5 and 6 reflect the decision which the Commission adopted in regard

to article 14, to assimilate to the case of a ne\'Jly independent state falling 1mder

paragraphs 1 to 3 of article 26 situations in which a newly independent state is

formed from two or more dependent territories, or a dependent territory becomes

part of the territory of an already independent State other than the State \'Jhich \'Jas

responsible for its international relations.

(21) Paragraph 1 refers to certain inalienable rights of the peoples of the
. .

predecessor State and the newly independent State, providing that agreements

concluded between those States in regard to State archives of the former ,State

"shall not infringe the right of the peoples of those States to development, to

information about their history and to their cultural heritage". The paragraph is

thus intended to l~ down three major rights \<shi.ch !!lUSt be respected by such States

",hen they negotiate the settlement of a:ny question regarding State archives of the

predecessor State.~

(28) These rights have been stressed in various international fprums, in particular

in the recent proceedings of UNESCO.

(29) At its eighteenth session, held in Paris in October-November 1914, the

General Conference of UNESCO adopted the following resolution:

"The General Conference,

"Bearing in mind that a great number of Member States of UNESCO have been
in the past for longer or shorter duration under foreign domination,
administration and occupation,

"Consiuering that archives constituted within the territory of these
States have, as a result, been removed from that territory',
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"Mindful of the fact that the archives in question are of great
importance for the general, cultural, political and economic history of
the countries which were under foreign occupation, administration and
domination,

"Recalling recommendation 13 of the Intergovernmental Conference on
the Planning of National Documentation, Library and Archives Inf1~astructure,

held in September 1974, and desirous of extending its scope,

"1. Invites the Member states of wm:SCO to give favourable
consideration to the possibility of transferring documents from archives
constituted 1rJithin the territory of other countries or relating to their
history, within the framework of bilateral agreements; ••• " 2S!l/

(30) UNESCO's concern \~ith problems of archives as such ha!" been combined with an

equal concern for archives considered as important parts of the cultural heritage of

nations. UNESCO and its committees and groups of experts have a'~ all times

considered archives as "an essential part of the heritage of any national

communi. ty" - a heritage 1rJhich they are helping to reconstitute and whose restitution

or return to the country of origin they are seeking to promote. In their view,

historical documents, including manuscripts, are "cultural property" fonning part
19:i/ .of the cultural heritage of peoples.

(31) In 1977, pursuant to a resolution adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO

at its nineteenth session,l!Q/ the Director-General made a plea for the return of an

irreplaceable cultural heritage to those who created it, as follows:

"The vicissitudes of 'history have ••• robbed many peoples of a priceless
portion of this inheritance in \~hich their enduring identityfinds its
embodiment.

308/ UNESCO, Records of the General Conference Ei hteenth Session
Resolutions (Paris, 1974 , pp. 68-69, resolution 4.212.

3Q!l/ See documents of the nineteenth session of the General Conference of
UNESCOTNairobi, October-November 1976), in particular, "Report by the
Director-General on the Study on the possibility of transferring documents from
archives constituted within the territory of other countries or relating to their
history, within the framework of bilateral agreements" (document. 19 C/94 of
6 August 1976); the report by the Director-General at the follo\"Jing session of the
General Conference (document 20 C/I02 (loc. cit.»; report of the Committee of
Experts on the setting up of an intergovernmental committee to promote the
resti tutJion or return of cultural property (Dakar, 20-23 March 1978) .
(document CC-78/CONF.609/3); and Statutes of the Intergovernmental Committee ·for
the promotion, of the return of cultural property to its country of origin or its
restitution in the case of illegal appropriation (UNESCO, Records of the General
Conference, Twentieth Session, Resolutions (Paris, 1978), pp. 92-93,
resoluti9n 4/7 .6/5, annex).. .•.

l!Q/ ~., Nineteenth Session,,,R~s.olu!~<?~(Paris, 1976), p. 48,
resolution 4.128.
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•••

liThe peoples who "lere victims of this plunder, sometimes for hundreds
of years, have not only been despoiled of irreplaceable masterpieces but
also r~bbed of a memory uhich would doubtless have helped them to greater
self-knowledge and \'1ould certainly have enabled others to understand them
better•

• • •

liThese men and women who have been deprived of their cultural heritage
therefore ask for the return of at least the art treasures which best
represent their culture, which they feel are the most vital and whose
absence causes them the greatest anguish.

IIThis is a legi. timate claim •••

•••

"l solemnly call upon the Governments of the Organization's member States
to conclude bilateral agreements for the return of cultural property to the
countries from which it has been taken, to promote long-term loans,
deposits, sales and donations between institutions concerned in order to
encourage a fairer international exchange of cultural property •••

•••

"1 call on universities, libraries ••• t.hat pOSf1ess thp nnRt ilfportant
collections, to share generously the objects in their keeping with the
countries which created them and which sometimes no longer possess a
single example •

. III also call on institutions possessing several similar opjects or
records to part with at least one and return it to its country of origin,
so that the young will not grow up without ever haVing the chance to see,
at close quarters, a work of art or a well-made item of handicraft
fashioned by their ancestors •

•••

liThe return of a \'lark of art or record to the country which created it
enables a people to recover part of its memory and identity, and proves
that the long dialogue between ~civilizations which shapes the history of
the world is still continuing in an atmosphere of mutual respect
between nations." El

(32) The protection and restoration of. cultural and historical archives and works of

art, with a view to the prese~vation and future development of cultural values have

reoeived a great deal of attention in the United Nations, as e~idenced in

)JJJ The UNESCO Courier (Paris), 31st year, July 1978, pp. 4-5. ~
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General Assembly resolutions 3206 A (XXVII) of 18 December 1972, 3148 (XXVIII) of

14 December 1973, 3187 (XXVIII) of 18 December 1973, 3391 (XXX) of 19 November 1975,

31/40 of 30 November 1976, 32/18 of 11 November 1977, 33/50 of 14 December 1978,

34/64 of 29 November 1979 and 35/128 of 11 December 1980. The last-mentioned

resolution contains the following passages:

"The General Assembly,

...
"Atlare of the importance attached by the countries of origin to the

returnC>fCultural property \'Jhich is of fundamental spiritual and cultural
value to them, so that they may constitute comprehensive or single
collections representative of their cultural ~e,rit~~..,._

"Reaffiming that the return or restitution to a. country of its
objets d1art, monuments, museum pieces, manuscripts, documents and aIJY
other cultural or artistic treasures constitutes a step forward in the
strengthening of international co-operation and the preservation and
further development of cultural values,

"Supporting the solemn appeal launched on 7 June 1978 by' the
Director-General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization for the return to those who created it of an
irreplaceable cultural heritage,

•••
-'---~~--'- ~- ~~_... ,-- _.-.- ~--

"2. Requests the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization to intensify its efforts to help the countries
concerned to find suitable solutions to the problems relating to the
re'turn or restitution of cultural property and urges Member States
to co-operate with that organiz,ation in this area;

"3. Invites Member States, in co-operation, with the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, to draw up systematic
inventories of cultural property existing in their territories and of
cultural property abroad; ••• "

(3'3) The Fourth Conference of Heads of State or Government of the Non-Aligned

Countries, held at Algiers from 5 to 9 September 1973, adopted a Declaration on the

Preservation and Development of National Cultures' wmcn'stresses "the need to

reassert indigenous cultural identity and eliminate thehamful consequences of the

colonial era and call for the preservation of their national culture and

traditions".J11/

1J2J Documents of the Fourth Conference of Heads of State or Government of
Non-Aligned Countries, "Ecoilcmic Declaration", sect. XIV (A/9330, pp. 73-74).
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(34) At the following ConferclCe, \'Jhich took place. at Colombo from

16 to 19 August 1976, two resolutions on the subject were adopted by tne Heads

of State or Government of the Non-Aligned countries.m! Resolution No. 17, on the

''Restitution of A1't Treasures and Ancient Manuscripts to the Countries from which

they have been looted", contains the follo\'ling passages:

"The fifth Conference •••

...
"2. Reaffirms the terms of United Nations General Assembly

resolution 3187 (XXVIII) and General Assembly resolution 3391 (XXX)
concerning the restitution of \oJorks of art and manuscripts to the
countries from \'Jhich they have been looted.

"3. Requests urgently all States in possession of \'Jorks of art
and manusc"'ipts to restore them promptly to their countries of or~gin.

"4. ;{e9t~ the Panel of Experts appointed by UNESCO \'}hic~

is entrust..d with the task of restoring those works of art and .
manuscripts to their origin~ owners to take the necessary measures
to th<.,t effect."

(35) Lastly, the seventeenth International Round Table Conference on Archives, held

in October 1977 at Cagliari, adopted a resolution reaffirming ~he right 'of peoples

to their .cultm':'a.l heritage and to information about their history which reads, in

part:

" ••• The Round Table reaffirms the right of each State to recover
archives which are part of its heritage of archives which are currently
kept outside its territory, as well as the right of each national group
to access, under specified conditions, to the sources wheresoever
preserved, Qoncerning its history, and to the copying of these sources.

"Cons. dering the large number ef archival disputes and, in
particular~ those re~ulting from decolonization,

•••

"Cons.~dering that this settlement should be e:ff'ected by means of
bilateral or plurilateral negotiations,

"The Round Table recommends that:

"(a) The opening of negotiations should be encouraged b~tween all
parties concerned, first, regarding the problems relating to the ownership
of the archives and, secondly, regarding the -right of access and the
right to copies,

ID.! Documents of the Fifth Conference of Heads of State or Government of
Non-Aligned Countries, annex IV, resolutions Nos. 17 and 24 (A/3l/l97, pp. 136 and
148).
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•••

liThe Round Table recognizes the legitimate right (" the public
authorities and of the citizens of the countries which t"ormed part of
larger political units or which were administered b,y foreign Powers
to be informed of their own history. The legitimate right to
informat"ion exists pe,rfl' independently of the righ'G of ownership in
the archives • • •• 11 1

Article 27

uniting of states

1. When two or more states unite and so form a successor State,
the State archives of the predecessor State shall pass to the
successor State.

2. Without prejudice to the provision of paragraph 1, the allocatio:ll
of the State archives of the predecessor States as belonging to the
successor State or to its component parts shall bfl governed b,y the
internal law of the successor State.

Commentaq

(1) The present article deals with succession to State archives in the case of

uniting of States. The agreement of the parties has a decisive place in the matter

of State succession in respect of State property, archives and debts. But nowb:<.~re

is it more decisive than in the case of a uniting'of States. Union consists,

essentially and basically, of a voluntary act. In other words, it is the agreement

of the parties which settles the problems arising from the union. And even where

the States did not, before uniting, reach agreement on a solution in a given field,

for example, archives, such omission or silence m8¥ be interpreted without azI1 ril1k

of mistake, as the common will to rely on the future provisions of intemal law to

be enacted instead b,y the successor State for the purpose, after the uniting of

States has become a reality. Thus, if the agreement fails to determine what is to,.
become of the predecessor State's 'archives, internal law preVails.

(2) It is the la\'1 in force in each component part at the time of the uniting of

States that initially prevails." However, pending the uniting, such law can only

g.i.ve expression to the component part's sovereignty over its own archivas.

Consequently, in the absence of an agreed term in the agreements concerning the

union, the archives of each component part do not pass automaticaiiy to the

JJJJ International Council on Archives, Bulletin, No. 9 (December' 1977), p. 7.
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successor state, because the internal law of the component part has not been

repealed. Only if the sucoessor State adopts new legislation repealing the

component parts' law in the matter of archives are those archives transferred to the

successor state.

(:5) The solution depends on the constitutional nature of the uniting of States.

If the union results in the creation of a federation of States, it is difficult to

see whY the arohives of each component part which survives (although with reduced

international competence) should pass to the successor State. If, on the other

hand, the uniting'of States results in the establishment of a unitary State, the

predecessor States cease to exist completely, in international law at least, and

their State archives can only pass to the successor State.

(4) The solution depends also on the nature of the archives. If they are historical

in character, the archives of the prececessor State are of interest to it alone and

of relatively little concern to the union, unless it is decided by treaty, for

reasons of prestige or other reasons, to transfer them to the seat of the union or

to declare them to be its propert,y. Any change of status or application,

particularly a transfer to the benefit of the successor State of other catego~ies of

archives needed for the direction administration of each constituent State, would be

not only' unnecessary for the union but highly prejudical for the administration of

the States forming the union.

(5) Referring to the case of a uniting of States leading to a federation,

P. Fauchille has said: "The State "lhich ceases to exist does so not as a StatE.. but

only as a unitar,y State. It should therefore retain its o\m patrimony, for the

existence of this patrimony is in no way incompatible with the ne\'1 regime to which

the State is subject. Although its original independence is lost its legal

personality relllains and there is no reason whY its propert,y should become the

property of the federation or union".m! E. C~stren s~s that opinion: "Since

the members of the union of States retain their statehood, their public propert,y

continues as a matter of course to belong to them" •.2!§/ Thus, both international

treaty instruments and instruments of internal law, such as constitutions or basic

laws, effect and def.ine the uniting of States, stating the degree of integration.

It is on the --basis of these various expressions of will that the devolution of state

archives must be deteroiined.

j!2J Fauchille, Ope cit., p. 382.

J!§/ E. Castren, "Aspects recent de la succession d 'Etats", Recueil des cours
de l'Academie de droit international, vol. 18, 1951-1, p. 451.
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(6) Once states agree to ,oonstitute a union among themselves, it must be presumed
that they intend to provide i t \~i th the means necessary for its functioning and
administration. Thus, state property, particularly state archives, are normally
transferred to the successor State only if they are found to be necessary for the
exercise of the power devolving upon that State under the constituent act of the
union. The transfer of the archives of the predecessor States does not, hOl'lever,
seem to be necessary to the union, which will in time establish its own archives.
The archives of the compo~ent parts will contihue to be more useful to those parts
than to the union itself, for the reasons given in paragraph (4) above.
(1) In this connection, an old but significan~ example may be recalled, that of the
unification of Spain during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. That union was
effected in such a way that the individual ld.ngdoms received varying degrees of
autonomy, embodied in appropriate organs. Consequently, there was no centralization
of archives. The present organization of Spanish archives is still profoundly
influenced by that system.
(8) The text of article 21 repeats that of' the corresponding article in part II,
namely, article 15 also entitled "Uniting of States", except for t~e substitution of
the word "archives" for the word "property" in both paragraphs of the article. The
parallel bet"leen "article 21 and 15 is obvious and the Commission, therefore, refers
to the commentary to the latter article as being equally applicable to the present
text.

Article 28

Separation of part or parts of the territon of a State

1. When part or parts of the territory of a State separate from thatState and form a State, and unless the predecessor State and the successorothenlise agree:

(a) the part of State archives of the predecessor State, which fornormal adminif:)tration'of the territory to which the succession of Statesrelates sho\1J.d be in that territory, shall pass to the successor State;

(b) 'the part of Stat~'archive~ of the predecessor State, other thanthe part mentioned in subparagraph CA), that relates directly to theterri,toryto which the suocessionpf' States relates, shall pass to thesuccesso:r "Sta:te •.

.. , 2..The predecessor State. shall provide.. the successor State·with thebest available evidence frolt its State archives which bears upon titleto the territor,y of the successor State or its boundaries, or which isnecessary -to clarify the meaning of documents of State archives which passto the successor State pursuant t~ other provisions of the present article.
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3. Agreements concluded between the predeoessor state and the

successor state in regard to State archives of the predecessor state

shall not infringe the right of the peoples of those States to

development, to information about their history and to their cultural

heritage.

4. The predecessor and successor States shall, at the request and

at the expense of one of them, make available appropriate reproductions of

their state archives connected with the interests of their respective

territories.

5. The proVisions of paragraphs 1 to 4 apply when part of the

territory of'a State separates from that State and unites with another State.

Article 29

Dissolution of a State

1. When a predecessor State dissolves and ceases to exist and the

parts of its territory form two or more States, and unless the successor

States concerned otherwise agree:

(a) the part of the State archives of the predecessor State, which

should be in the territory of a successor State for normal administration

of its territory, shall pass to that successor State;

(b) the part of the State archives of the predecessor State, other

than the part mentioned in subparagraph (a), that relates directly to

the territory of a successor State, shall pass to that successor State.

2. The State archives of the predecessor State other than those

mentioned in paragraph 1, shall pass to the successor States in an

equitable manner, taking into account all relevant circumstances.

3. Each successor S~ate shall provide the other successor State or

States with the best available evidence from its part of the State archives

of the predecessor State which bears upon title to the territories or

boundaries of that other successor'State or States, or'which is necessary

to clarify the meaning of documents of State archives which pass to that

State or States pursuant to other proVisions of the present article.

4. Agreements concluded between the successor States concerned in

regard to State archives of the predecessor State shall not infringe the

right of the peoples of those States to development, to information about

their history and ,to their cultural heritage.

5. Each successor State shall make available to any other successor

State, at the request and at the expense of that State, appropriate

reproductions of its part of the State archives of the predecessor State

connected "1ith the interests of the territory of that other sucessor State.
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i.

I

Commentary to articles 28 and 29

(1) Articles 28 and 29 concern, respectively, succession to state archives in the

cases of separation of part or parts of the territory of a state and of dissolution

of a State. These cases are dealt ,.,ith in separate draft articles, with respect

both to State propert,y and State debts in parts II and IV of the draft but the

commentaries on the two pairs of articles are combined. A similar presentation is

follo\'led in the present commentary. Separation and dissolution both concern cases

where a part or parts of the territory of a State separate from that State to form

one or more individual States. The case of separation, however, is associated with

that of secession, in which the predecessor State continues to eXist, whereas in the

case of dissolution the predecessor State ceases to exist altogether.

(2) .An important and IilUltiple dispute concerning archives a~ose among Scandinavian

countries, particularly at the time of the dissolution of the Union between Norway

and Sweden in 1905 and of the Union between Denmark and Iceland in 1944. In the

first case, it seems, first, that bo:t;h countries, Norw~ and S\oJeden, retained their

respective archives, \~hich the personal Union had not merged, and secondly, that it

was eventually possible to apportion the central archives between the two countries,

but not without great difficult,y. In general, the principle of functional connection

,.,as combined \'li th that of territorial origin in an attempt to reach a satisfactory

result. The convention of 27 April 1906 concluded between S"leden and Norw~ one

year after the dissolution of the Union, settled the allocation of common archives

held abroad. That convention, which settled the problem of the archives of

consulates that \~ere the common propert,y of both states, provided that:

" ••• documents relating exclusively to NOrt~egian affairs, and
compilations of NOrt'1egian la"ls and other Nor1rJegian publications, shall
be handed over to the NOr1rlegian.diplomatic agent accredited to the .
country concerned •••". ll1l '. .

Later, pursuant to a protocol of.agreement between the two countries dated

25 April 1952, NOrt~~ arranged for S1rleden to transfer certain central archives \~hich

had been commonarchives.

(3) A general arbi tration conv~~tion concluded on 15 October 1927 between Denmark

and Iceland resulted in a recriprocal handing over of archives. When the Union

bet1rleen Denmark and Iceland was dissolved, the I:j.l.chives were apportioned haphazardly•

There "Jas, h01rJever, one problem \'lhich was to hold the attention of. both countries, to

317/ Descamps and Renault, Ope cit., j. 1050.
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the extent that public opinion in Iceland and Denmark was aroused, something rarely

observed in disputes relating to archives. What "/as at stake \'Ia.S an important

collection of parchments and manuscripts of great historical and cultural value

containing, inter alia, old Icelandic legends and the ''Flatey Book", a t"lo-volume

manuscript \~ritten in the fourteenth century by two monks of the island of Flatey

and tracing the history of the kingdom of NOr\oJay. The parchments and manuscripts

"Jere not really state archives since ~hey had been collected in Denmark by an

Icelander, Arne Magnussens, \'1ho \'1as Professor of History at the University of

Copenhagen. He had saved them from destruction in Iceland \'Ihere they were said to

have been used on occasion to block up holes in the doors and windows in the houses

of Icelandic fishermen.

(4) These parchments, whose value had been estimated at 600 million Swiss francs,

had been duly bequeathed in perpetuity by their owner to a university foundation in

Copenhagen. Of Arne Masnussen's 2,855 manuscript and parchments, 500 had been

restored to Iceland after the death of their o\·mer and the rest were kept by the

foundation \'1i th bears his name. Despite the fact that they \'1ere private property,

duly bequeathed to an educational establishment, these archives "Iere finally handed

over, in 1971, to the Icelandic Government \'Ihich had been clailDing them since the

end of the Union between Denmark and Iceland, as the local governments which preceded

them had been doing since the beginning of the century. This definitive

resti tution occurred pursuant to Danish judicial decisions. The Arne Magnussens

university foUndation of Copenhagen, to which the archives had been. bequeathed by

their o\mer, had challenged the Danish Governments decision to hand over the

documents to Iceland instituting proceedings against the Danish Minister of National

Education in the Court· of Copenhagen. The court rules in favour oft,p.e restitution

of the archives by an order of 17 November 1966.JJ&I The foundatio~ haVing appealed

against this ~~, the Danish Supreme Court upheld the' ruling by its decision of

18 March 1971.l!2I Both Governments had agreed on the re~titution of the originals

to Iceland,~ \'/hich was to house them in a foundation similar to and haVing the

ll§./ Revue generale de droit international public, vol. LXXXI, 1967, pp. 401
and 402.

l1:l/ See Danish text, Hojesteretsdomme, 18 marts 1971, i sag 68/1910,
Ame MaRttussens Le~t (Den eanske Stiftelse) mod Undervisninwm-iniateriet,
(Supreme Court decision, 18 March 1971, Case No. 68/1970, Ame Masnussens Bequest,
"Ama-Magnae" Foundation, versus Ministry of National Education) in Hojeste:t!etsdomme
(March 1911), Ugeskrift for Retsvaesen, 1971, pp. 299-305. . . ,,' .

2i:SJ/ See also J .H.W. Verzijl, International law in historical perspective,
Leiden, A.\'l. Sijthoff, 1974, vol. vn, p. 153, which mentions the case of the
Icelandic parchments.
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same objects as those set forth in the statute of the Copenhagen Arne Magnussens

Foundation. They also agreed on the conditions governing the loan, reproduction

and consultation of these archives in the interest of scholarly research and

cultural development. The agreement reached ended a long and bitter controversy

between the Danes and the Icelanders, who both felt strongly about this collection,

\~hich is of the greatest cuItu:cal and historical value to them. On 21 April 1971

the Danish authorities returned the Flatey 1300k and other documents; over the next

25 years the entire collection of documents will join the collection of Icelandic

manuscripts at the Reykjavik Institute •.EI
(5) In the event of dissolution of a state, each of the successor States receives

the archives relating to its territory. The central archives of the dissolved State

are apportioned between the successor States if they are divisible, or placed in the

charge of the successor State they concern most directly if they are indivisible.

Copies are generally made for any other successor State concerned.

(6) The disappearance of the Austro-Hungarian monarch;y after the First World War

gave rise to a very vast and complicated dispute concerning archives which has not

yet been completely settled. The territories which were detached from the

Austro-Hungarian Empire to form new States, such as Czechoslovakia after the

First \oJorld War, arranged for the archives concerning them to be handed over to

them ..2,gg/ The treaty concluded between Czechoslovakia, Italy, Poland, Romania and

the Serb-Croat-Slovene State at Sevre~ on 10 August 1920, provides as follows

in article 1:

"Allied States to which territory of the former Austro-Hungarian
monarch;y has been or will be transferred, or which were established as
a result of the dismemberment of that monarch;y, und'3rtake to restore
to each other any of the following objects which may be in their
respective territories: .

1. Archives, registers, plans, title-deeds and documents of every
kind of the civil, military, financial, judicial or other administrations
of the transferred territories ••• "

.2ll/ A.E. Pederson: "Scandinavian sagas sail back to Iceland", International
Herald Tribune, 23 April 1971, p. 16.

2EJ Article 93 of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye. G.F. de Martens, ed.,
Nouveau Recueil general de traites (third series), vol. XI, p. 715.

::&l! ~., vol. XIX, p. 628.
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(7) The earlier Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Lqe of 10 September 1919 concluded

bet\1een the Allied PO\'Jers and Austria contained man;y provisions obliging Austria

tt) hand over archives to various ne\,] (or pre-constituted) States.~ A convention

dat0J 6 April 1922 concluded between Austria and various States attempted to settle

the difficulties \'Jhich had arisen as a result of the implementation of the provision

of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye in the matter of archives.~ It provided,

inter alia, for exchanges of copies of documents, for the allocation to successor

States of various archives relating to industrial property, and for the

establishm~nt of a list of reciprocal claims. An agreement of 14 October 1922
concluded at Vienna between Czechoslovakia and Romania provided for a reciprocal

handing over of archives inherited from the Austro-Hungarian monarcb;y by each of

the t"JO states and concerning the other State. On 26 June 1923, the convention

concluded between Austria and the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes,

pursuant to the pertinent'provisions of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Lqe of 1919,

provided for the handing over by Austria, to the Kingdom of archives concerning the

Kingdom. A start "Jas made with the implementation of this convention. On

23 November 1923, it was Romania's turn to conclude a convention, which was signed

at Belgrade, with the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes for the reciprocal

handing-over of archives. Similarly, the Convention of Bucharest of 16 April 1924

concluded between Hungary and Romania with a view to the reciprocal handing-over of

archives settled, so far as the two signatory countries were concerned, the dispute

concerning archives which had resulted from the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian

monarcb;y. In the same year, the same two countries, Hungary and Romania, signed

another convention also in Bucharest providing for exchanges ·sf administrative

archives.~ A treaty of arbitration and conciliation, dated 23 April 1925, was

concluded between Czechoslovakia and Poland for a reciprocal handing over of

archives inheri ted from the Austro-Hungarian monarcb;y.

~ See articles 93, ~9.7!" 192, 193, 194, 196, 249 and 250 of the Treaty of
Saint-Germain-en-Laye of 10 September 1919. Ibid., vol. XI, p. 215 et seg.

21:2/ See articles 1,2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the Convention of 6 April 1922
concluded bet\'Jeen Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania and
the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.

~ See the Convention of Bucharest of 3 December 1924, articles 1
(paragraph 5) and 18, \oJhich provide for an exchange of registers of births,
marriages and deaths, court documents and land and cadastral title deeds.
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(8) Yugos:"...l.Jia and Czechoslovakia subsequently obtained from Hungary, after the

Second World War, by the T:peaty of Peace of 1941, all historical archives which had

been constituted by the Austro-Hungarian monarchy between 1848 and 1919 in those

territories • Under the same Treaty, Yugoslavia \rlas also to receive from Hungary the

archives concerning 111yria, \'lhich dated from the eighteenth century.~1
Article 11,' paragraph 1, of the same Treaty specifica1iy states that the detached

territory which had formed a State, such as Czechoslovakia, was entitled to the

objects "con:stituting [its] cultural heritage ••• which originated in those

territories"; thus, the article \-Jas based on the link existing between the archives

and the territory. In the same case, moreover, paragraph 2 of the same article

rightly stipulates that Czechoslovakia would not be enti tleg to archives or objects

"acquired by purchase, gift or legacy and original works of Hungarians"; by

a contrario reasoning it follows, presumably, that objects acquired qy the

Czechoslovak territory should revert to it. In fact, these objects have been

returned to Czechos1ovakia.~
(9) The aforementioned article 11 of the Treaty of Peace with Hungary is one of

the most specific wi th regard to time-limits for the handing over of archives it
. .

establishes a veritable time-table within a maximum time-limit of 18 months.

(10) This simple enumeration of only some of the many agreements reached on the

subject of archives upon the dismemberment of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy gives

some idea of the complexity of the problem to be solved in the matter of the

archives of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. Certain archival disputes that arose

in this connection concern the succes~ion of States by "transfer of part of the

territory of a State to another State", as has been indicated in the commentary

to article 25.
(11) Other disputes, also resulting from the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian

monarchy, concerned the "separation of one or more parts of the territory of

a State" to'form a ne\1 State, and the dissolution of a State resulting in t\10 or

2£JJ Article 11 of the Treaty of Peace w.:j. th Hungary -0\[ 10 February 1941
(United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 41,p. 173).- .

~ The' same prons~ons were reproduced, for the case of Yugoslavia, in
article 12 of the Treaty of 10 February 1941, ~.
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~ See, in addition to the agreements mentioned in the preceding paragraph,
the Convention of Nettuno (articles 1 to 15) of 20 July 1925 between Italy and the
Kingdom of the Serbs, Croa-'~s and Slcvenes; the Convention of 26 October 1927
concluded between Czechoslovakia a.nd Poland for the handing over of archives inherited
inhe'ri ted from the Aus'tro-Hungarian monarchy and concerning each of the two
contracting States; the Convention of Rome (articles 1 to 9) of 23 May 1931
concluded between Czechoslovakia and Italy for the apportionment and reproduction of
archives of the former Austro-Hungarian army; the Agreement of Viema of
26 October 1932 which enabled Poland to obtain various archives from Austria; the
Convention of Belgrade signed on 30 January 1933, between Romania and Yugo'slavia; etc.

~ See the statements b,y Mr. Szedo at the sixth International Conference of
the Archives Round Table, France, Les archives dans la vie internationale
(op c1t.), p. 137.

....~.---,-- ....;.;
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more net·) States. But the archival dispute caused by the disappearance of the

Hapsburg monarchy has given rise to intricate, even inextricable, situations and

cross-claims in which each type of succession of States cannot alWays easily be

separated.~ .

(12) The Convention of Baden, concluded on 25 May 1926 between the two states,

Auatria and Hungary, t·)hich had given its name to the Aus tro-Hungarian monarchy, had. '.
partly settled the Austro-Hungarian archiVal dispute. AustriCj. h~~~e~ over the

..····iiR~'gi~trai~en·ii;·docUinEmts of 'a historical nature concerning Hungary.' . ~he archives

6f' common interest, ho~ever, formed the subject of special provisions, pursuant to

tl)hich a permanent missiol1 of Hungarian archivists is tl)orking in Austrian state

archives, has free access to the shelves and participates in the sorting of the

common heritage. (The most difficult question concerning local archives related to

the devolution of the archives of the tt-IO coul1.tries of Sopron (Odemburg) and Vas

\I)hich, r.aving been transferred to Austria, formed the Burgenland, \I)hile their chief

tot-ms remained Hungarian. It Has decided to leave their archives, \."hich had

remained in the chief tot-ms, to Hungary, except for the archives of Eisenstadt and

various villages, which w~re handed over to AustriCj.. This s?lution was later

supplemented by a convent~On!ermitting annual exchanges of micr~films in order not
to disappoint any party). 30 .

(13) The case of the· break-up of the ottoman Empire after the First World War is

similar to that of a separation of several parts of a State's territory, although

the Turkish Government upheld the theory of the dinsolution of a Statetl)hen, during

negotiation of the Treaty of Lausanne of 1923, it considered the new Turkish State

as a successor State on the same footing as the other states which had succeeded to

the ottoman Empire. This' controversy adds a justification for the join~

commentaries on the cases of separation and dissolution. The following provision

appears in the Treaty of Lausanne:



"Article 19. Archives, registers, plans, title-deeds and other documents
of every kind relating to the civil, judicial or financial administration,
or the administration of Wakfs, which are at present in Turkey and are
only of interest to the Govemment of a territory detached from the
ottoman Empire, and reciprocally those in a territory detached from the
ottoman Empire which are only of interest to the Turkish Govemment shall
reciprocally be restored.

Archives, registers, plans, title-deeds and other documents
mentioned above \'lhich are cOllsidered by the Govemment in vlhose possession
they are as being also of interest to itself, may be retained by that
Govemment, subject to its fumishing on request photographs or
certified copies to the Govemment concemed.

Archives, registers, plans, title-deeds and other documents which
have been taken away either from Turkey or from detached territories
shall reciprocally be restored in original, in so far as they coneem
exclusively the territories from which they have been taken.

The expense entailed by these operations shall be paid by the
Govemment applying therefor." .mI

(14) Without exp:t'essing an opinion on the exact juridical nature of the operation of

the dissolution of the Third German Reich and the creation of the two German states,

a brief reference will here be made to the controversies that aroS& concerning the

Prussian Library. Difficulties having arisen \'lith regard to the allocation ef this

large library \oJhich contains 1,700,000 volumes and various Prussian archives, an

Act of the Federal Republic of Germany dated 25 July 1957 placed it in the charge of

a special body, the "Foundation for the Ownership of Prussian Cultural Property".

This legislative decision is at present being contested by the German Democratic

Republic.

(15) In adopting the present text for articles 28 and 29 the Commission has basically

maintained the approach followed as regards the articles dealing with similar cases

of succession of states, that is, separation of part or parts of the territory of a

State and dissolution of a State, in the contexts of State property

(articles 16 and 17) and of State debts (articles 38 and 39). Paragraphs 1 to 4
of article 28 and paragraphs 1 ~d 3 to 5 of article 29 embody the rules conceming

succession to State archives that are common to both cases of succession of States.

Those ~~es find inspiration in the text of article 26, which concems succession to

.ill! Treaty of Peace bet\oJeen the British Empire, France, Italy, Japan, Greece,
the Serbo-Croat...Slovene State of the one part, and Turkey of the other part,
signed at Lausanne on 24 July 1923, League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. XXVIII,
pp. 12 et seg.
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state archives in the case of ne,,,ly independent States. In reflecting in

articles 28 and 29, as appropriate, the applicable rules contained in

article 26, the Commission has attempted to preserve as much as possible the

terminological consistency ,,,hile taking due account of the characteristics

that distinguish the case of succession of States covered in the latter articles

from those dealt ,,,i th in articles 28 and 29.

(16) Paragraph 1 of articles 28 and 29 reaffirms the primacy of the agreement

between the States concerned by the succession of States, whether predecessor

and successor states or successor States among themselves, in governing

succession to S~ate archives. In the absence ofagreement, paragraph 1 (a)

of those two articles embodies the rule contained in paragraph 1 (b) of

article 26 providing for the passing to the successor State of the part of

State archives of the predecessor State, "lhich for normal administration of the

territor,y to which the succession of States relates should be in the territor,y

of the successor State. The use of the expression "normal administration

of ••• terri tor,y" , also found in paragraph 2 (a) of article 25, has been

explained in paragraphs (25) and (n) of the commentaries to article~ 25 and 26

respectively. In addi tion, under paragraph 1 (b) of article~ 28 and 29, the

part of' State archives of the predecessor State, other thak~ the part mentioned

in subparagraph 1 (a), that relates directly to the territor,y of the successor

State or to a successor State, also passes to that successor State. A similar

rule i.s 'contained in paragraph 2 (b) of article 25, the commentar,y to which

(paragraph (25» explains the use, in that article, of the "lOrdS "exclusively

or principally", instead of the word "directly" employed in articles 28 and 29.. .-
(17) Paragraph 2 of article 28 and paragraph 3 of article 29 embody the rule,

also incorporated.in paragraph 3 of articles 2~ and 26, according to which

the successor state or States shall be provided, in the 'case of article 28

by the predecessor State and in the case of article 29 by each successor State,

"
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"li th the best available evidence from state archives of the predecessor

state which bears upon title to the territory of the successor State or its

boundaries, or "lhich is necessry to clarify the meaning of documents of State

archives which pass to the successor State pursuant to other provisions of

the article concerned. The Commission refers, in this cormection, to the

paragraphs of the commentary to article 26 relating to the foregoing provision

(paragraphs (20) and (24».

(18) Paragraphs 3 of article 28 and 4 of article 29 include the safeguard clanse

found in paragraph 7 of article 26 regarding the rights of the peoples of the

States concerned in each of the cases of succession of States envisaged in

those articles, to development, to information about their history and to their

cultural heritage. Reference is made in this regard to the relevant paragraphs

of the commentaxy to article 26 (paragraphs (27) and (35».

(19) ParaP.'I'aphs 4.of article 28 and 5 of article 29 embody, with the adaptations

required by each case of succession of States covered, the rule relating

to the prOVision, at the request and at the expense of any of the states

concerned, of appropriate reproductions of State archives cormected ''li th the

interests of the territory of the requesting state.

(20) Paragraph 5 of article 28 reproduces the provision of paragraph 2 of

articles 16 and 38. Paragraph (16) of the commentary to ar"ticles 16 and 17

is also of relevance in the context of article 28.

(21) According to paragraph 2 of article 29, the State archives of the

predecessor State other than those mentioned in paragraph 1 of that article

shall pass to the successor State in an equitable marmer, taking into account

all relevant circumstances. The "lording of this provision finds inspiration

in the text of the corresponding articles in parts II and IV (articles 17 and 29,

respectively) and has been adapted to suit the specific characteristics

of succession to State archives in the case of the dissolution of a State.
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PAnT IV

STATD DEnTS

Section 1. Introduction

Article 30

Scope of the articles in the present Part

The articles in the present Part applY to the effects of a succession of

States in respect of Gtate debts.

Commentary

As alread~r noted, ll1J the Commission, ,'11th a view to maintaininfS as close a

parallelism as possible between the 'provisions concerning succession in respect of

State debts in the present part and those relatincr to succession in respect of

state property and State archives in parts 11 and III decided to include at the

becrinnincr of part IV a provision on the scope of the articles contained therein.

Article 30 therefore, provides that the ~~ticles in part IV applY to the effects

of a succession of States in respect of State debts. It corresponds to article 7

of the draft and reproduces its wordincr, with the reqtured replacement of the 'Tord

"property" by the 'Tord "debts". The article is intended to -make it clear that

part IV of the draft deals with only one category of public debts, namely, State

debts, as defined in the follo"Ting article.

Article 31 2j:J
State debt

For the purposes of the articles in the presen';; Part, "State debt"

means any i'inancial oblicration of, a State to"Tard,s another state, an

international orcrrolization or any other subject of international la"T.

Commentary

(1) Article 31, which corresponds to articles 8 and. 19 contains a definit'ion of

the term "State debt" for the purposes of the articles in part IV of the draft.

In order to d,etermine the precise limits of this d.efinition, it is necessary at the

l21J See para. 71 above.

2221 A l;lubparagraph reading "(b) any other financial obligation chargeable to

a State" uas rejected by the Commission by a roll-call vote of 8 in favour v

(~lessrs. Aldrich, Calla y Calla, Francis, Quentin-Baxter, neuter, P..i.phacren, Sahovi6

and Verosta) to 8 against (lIessrs. Barboza, Bedjaoui, D!az-Gonzalez, Ujenga, Tabibi,

Thiam, Ushakov and. Yankov) uith no abstentions. One member (Ur. Dadzie) did not

particir>a.te in the voting.
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outset to ascertain l'That a "debt" i~i, l'That legal r~lationohips it createo, betl1een

what subjects it creates such relationships, and. in what circumstanceo such

relationships may be susoeptible to novation throucrh the intervention of another

subject. Also it is necessary to specify uhich "state" is meant.

The conce-pt of debt and the relationships lThich it establishes

(2) The concept of "d.ebt" is one l'Thich lrritero do not usually define because they

consider the definition self-evident. Another reason is probably that the concept

of "d.ebt" involves a tl1o-l1ay or tuo-sided problem, l'Thich can be viel'Ted from the

standpoint ',"ither of the party benefiti~ from the obligat-ion (in uhich case there

is a "debt-claim") or of the party performing the obliga,tion (;in "fbi.ch .case .,there

i~·a:-·"d~bt")"-- This latter 'point s~~gests ~ne element of a definition', in't~t'~ .-'

debt may be violled as a legal obligation upon a certain subject of lal'T, called the

debtor, to do or refrain from doing something, to effect a certain performance for

the benefit of a certain party, called the creditor. Thus, the relationship created

by such an oblie;ation involveo three elements: the party against l'Thom the right

lies (the debtor), the party to llhom the riGht beloncrs (the creditor) and, the 

subject-l'1atter of the right (the performance to be effected).

(3) It should further be noted. that the concept of d,ebt falls llithin the category

of personal obligations. The scope of the obligation is restricted entirely to the

relationship betueen the debtor and the creditor. It is thus a "relative"
." •• __ ••_ 4. • __

obligation, in that the beneficie,rj-Tthe credito~) cannot assert his ricrht in the

matter erga omnes, .as it l·Tere. In private lau, only the estate of the debtor, as

composed at the time when the creditor initiates action to obtain performance of the

obligation due to him, is liable for the debt.

(4) In short, the relationship between debtor and creditor is personal, at least

in private law. Creditor-debtor -relationships unquestionably involve personal

considerations llhich play an essential role, both in the formation of the

contractual link and in the performc.'\Il.ce of the obligation. There is a "personal

equation" bet\'Teen the debtor and. the creditor.

"Consideration of 1ihe person of the debtor, says one "rriter, is
essential, not only in viellinc; the oblie;ation as a legal bond, but also in
viel-ring it as an asset ~ the debt-claim is l'Torth lThat the debtor io lTorth." 3"2/:-1

~ H., L. and J. liazeaud, Lexons de droit civil, 4th ed. (Paris,
Montchrestien, 1969), vol. II, p. 1093.
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Discho:rtSc of~ho dobt dopendn 110~ only on the solvency of the debtor but also on

vnxious oonsidorations connected "ith his ~ood faith. It is therefore

unueratnn.dablc that the o'rcdit(ll',dll be ,~.;·'CiHJ to any chan~e in the person of his

dcl.r!;\)t'. lfo.tional ll,\,uS .hl not 110rmally nllmt ·tl1e transfer of a daM \ti thout the

1..'I..~lh1011t of i;ho oreditor.

(5) For the purposcn of tlw present part) the question arises \ulether the fore~oin~

tl.lso {"l~'Plies in internationt\l lmr. .EsJiocially 'thero ouccossion of states is

I;.'.0l1<.1.:l:l.'lled ~ the main question is ,·rhot11er and in "hat circumstnllces a trianr;ular

NlatilWl~hil) is ~rcated and dissolved betueon a ·third S'~ate as creditor, 335/ a

r:l.~dccc~~cr State as first debtor and a SUCCeSsor State which a~rees to assume

the debt.

Bxclusion of debts of a State other tha..'1 the predeceasor State

(6) '·}h.Ql'l reference is made to State debts, it is necessary to specify uhilJh State

is 11\0tUlt.. Only three States could possibly be concerned: a third state, the

succ~ssvr State nno the ~redeoessor State; but in fact, only the debts of one of

thet'l are lesal~r "involved" as a result of the phenomenon of State succession:

those o£ the predecessor state.

(1) A thi~~ State micrht assume financial obligations towards nnother third. state,

t-D\<ro.'ds. the successor State or to\'lards the pred.ecessor State~ In the first case,

tJ....i: financial relationship - like any other relationship of lthatever kind bet\Teen

tlro States both of \'1hich are thi:1."d. parties as regards the State succession 

-obviously cannot be affected in a:ny 'fEJ:3' by the phenomenon of territorial change that

3:u;;s nccurred, or by its consequences "lith respect to state succession. The same

C3D be said. of a:ny financial relationship l1hich may exist between a third. Sto.te and.

me successor sta·te. There is no reason l11"ly, and no "ray in ''1hich t debts oued by the

the thi:rd State to the successor State' (or to a potential successor State) should.

ccae to be treated differently simply because of the successiCin of States. Th:lS

succession does not alter the international personality of the successor State in

~es ~ere it existed as a State before the occurrence of the succession. The

iact that the succession may have the effect of modifying, by enlargement, the

texritorial composition of the successor State does not affect, and should not in

mI Although in the follmdng paragraphs of the commentary to the present
articles reference ni11 be made, for purposes of convenience only, to "a third
State" as creditor, it should be understood that the relevant COnsiderations are
awlicab1e also to international o:q;anizations or other subjects of international
law as creditors.
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future affect, debts o\red to it by a third State. If the successor state had. no

international personal.ity as a State at the time the debt of the third State arose

(e.cr. in the case of a commercial debt be~'reen a third State and a territory having

the potential to become independent or to detach itself from the territory of a

State in order to form another State), it is perfectly clear that the acquisition

of statehood would not cause the successor State to forfeit its rights vis-a.-vis

the third State.

(a) As to debts m'Ted by a third State to the 'pred.ecessor State, they are

debt-claims of the predecessor State against the third State. Such debt-claims are

state property and. are considered in the context of succession of states in respect

of state property. They are, therefore, not covered in the present part.

(9) The successor State might assume financial obligations'to either a third State

or the predecessor State. In the case of a debt to a third State, no difficult>J

arises. In this instance, the debt came into existence at the time l1hen the

succession of States occurred - in other words, precisely when the successor State

acquired the status of successor. To speak of a debt of the successor State to a

third State, that debt must have been assumed by the successor State on its o,m

account, and in this case it is clearly unconnected. with the succession of States

\'1hich has occurred. The category of d.ebt of the successor State to a third State

\"hich must be excluded from this part is precisely that kind of debt \'lhich, in the

strict legal sense, is a debt of the successor State actuall..'" assumed by that State

with respect to the third. State and. coming into existence in a context completely

unconnected \dth the succession of States. In cases where this kind. of debt w'as

incurred after the succession of States, it is a fortiori excluded from the present

part. On the other hand.,aIlJr debt for \'1hich the successor State could be held

liable vis-a.-vis a third. State because of the very fact of the succession of States

would, strictly speaking, be not a debt assumed directly by the former with respect

to the latter but rather a debt transmitted. indirectly to the successor State as a

result of the sUccession of States.

(10) The d.ebt of the successor..State to the predecessor State can have three

possible origins. First, it may be completely unconnected. "lith the relationship

benreen the pred.ecessor State and. the successor State created and. governed by the

succession of States, in \-lhich case it should clearly remain outside the area of

concern of the draft. Second, it can have its origin in the phenomenon of State

succession, which may make the successor State responsible for a debt of the

predecessor State. Legally speaking, hO\'lever, this is not a d.ebt of the successor

State, but a debt of the pred.ecessor State transmitted to the successor State,
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as a result of the oucooooiOl1 of :3tateo. This ,cnoc \Till be discussed in connection

,rith the debt of the predecessor StD-tee 336/ It concerns a debt uhich came into

existenoe as part of the liabilities of the predecessor State prior to the

suocession of states, and the subject-matter of stnte succession is, precisely, to

determine what happens to such debt. Strictly spe~'inc, however, this case is no

longer one of a debt to the predecessor state assumed prcviously by the successor

State.

(11) Lastly, the debt may be oued by the succesoor stnte to the predecessor :3tate

as a result of the oucceosion of States. In other uords, there may l)e liabilities

wlliOO uould have to be aosumed by the successor State durinG, and as a result of,

the process of State succession. For example, the successor State micht be

required to ~ certain Stuns in compensation to the predeceosor :3tate as a financial

settle1l\ent betueen the t\'10 States. This no longer involves debts \Thich oricinated

previously, and the subject-mattel' of Statel:luccession io \That ultimately halJpenS to

the latter type of debt. Here, the problem has already been solved by the

succession of States. This is not to say that such debts do not relate to state

succession, but simply that they no 10ncer relate to it.

(12) The predecessor State mt\Y have assumed debts \-,ith reopect to either the

potential successor State or a third state. In both cases, these are debts directly

related to the succession of Stateo, the difference beinG that, in the case of a debt

of the predecessor State to the ouccessor state, the only possibility to be envisac;ed

is non-transmisoion of the debt, since decidinc to transmit it to the successor State,

'lhiOO is the creditor, ,,,ould mean cancellation or extinction of the debt. In other

words, in this case, transmitting the debt ''1'ould in faot mean not transmittinG it,

or extinguishing it. In ~ event, the basic subject-matter of state succession to

debts is vhat becomes of debts assumed by the predecessor State, and by it alone;

for it is the territorial cl~e affectinc th~ predecessor State, and it alone, that

triggers the phenomenon of State succession. The chanGe ,·,hich has occurred in the

extent of the territorial jurisdiction of the predecessor State raises the problem

of the identity, continuity, diminution or disappearance of the prerlecessor State

and thus casues a change in the territorial jurisdiction of the debtor State. The

Whole problem of succession of States in respect of debts is uhether this change has

a:n::r effects, and if so \that effects, on debts contracted by the State in question.

~ See para. (12) of this cOJIDllentary, belm·T.
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l!l?C91IJ.Jdo~ of debts of a non-State orGan

(13) Debts occur in a variet;y- of fOllllS, the exac~ features of lThich shoulcl be

ascertained in the interests of a sOtUlder approach to the concept of State clebt.

The follow'inG brief revie"T of different categories of debts may help to clarify

that concept. In state practice, in judicial d.ecisions and in legal literature, a

distinction is made in general betl1een:

(a) State clebts ancl debts of local authorities;

(b) General debts' and speci~.l or localized. d.ebts.

(c) State debts and debts of pUblic establishments, public enterprises and.

other quasi-State bodies;

(d) Public clebt:::: and private debts;

(e) Financial debts and administrative debts;

(f) Political debts and commercial debts;

(g) External clebt and. internal debt;

(h) Contractual debt:::: andd.elictual or quasi-delictual debts;

(i) Secured c1ebts and unsecured debts;

(j) Guaranteed debts and. non-guaranteed debts;

(1::) state debts and. other State d.ebts termed. ;todious" debts, lTar debts or

subjugation debtn and, by extension, regime debts.

(14) A distinction should first of all be made bet"Teen State debts and. d.ebts of local

authorities. The latter are contracted not by an authority or department

responsible to the central Governrnnt but by a pUblic body '''hich usually is not of

the same political nature as the State and lThich is in a:ny event inferior to the

State. Such a local authority has a territorial jurisdiction "Thich is limited and

is in a:ny casl1 lesn extensive than that of the State. It may be a f'ederal unit, a

province, a Lrold, a departement, a. region, a county" a district, an arrondissement,

a cercle, a canton, a city or mtUlicipalit"tJ, and so on. The local authority may also

have a degree of financial autonomy in oi'd.er to be able to borrol1 in its mm name.

It nevertheless remains subordinate to the State, not bei~ apart of the sovereign

structure "Thich is recognized as a subject of public international la". That is

,,,hy the defining of "local authorityli in normally a matter of internal public lau,

and no definition of it exists in international la"l.

(15) Despite this, "rriters on international lalT have at times concerned themselves

'\'rith the question of defining an authority such as "the commune". The occasion for

this arose in particular lThen article 56 of the Regulations annexed. to the Convention

respecting the la"TS and customs of "Tar on land, signed at The Hague

In otherclebt.
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on 18 October 1907; 3'"57/ and follol1inc the example of the 1099 IIague Convention~

attempted to mru~e provision for a system to protect public property, including

property mmed by municipalities (communes), in case of '·Tar. The term "commune ll

then attrC1cted the a·ttel1tion of ,rriters. lJJl/ In any event, a local authority

is a Dublic-lal1 territorial body other than the State. 1/hatever debts it may

contract by virtue of its financial autonomy are not legally debts of the State and

do not bind the latter, precisely b~causo of that financial autonomy.

(16) Strictly speru~ing, state succession should not be concerned l1ith what happens

to Illocal" debt? because, prior to succession, such debts ",ere, and after succession

,'fill be, the responsibility of the detached. territory. Havincr never been assumed

by the predecessor,State, they cannot be assumed by the succeSfJor State. The

territorially diminished State ca..'ll1ot transfer to the enlarged State a burd.en ",hich

it did not itself bear and. had never borne. In this case, there is no

subject-matter of State succession, ~n1ich consists in the substitution of one State

for another. UnfortUl1ately, legal theory is not as clear on this point as would be

desirable. There is in legal literature almost Ul1nnimous agreement on the rule

that "local" debts should pass to the' successor State. This may nC?t be incorrect

in substance, but at least it is badly expressed.. If it is established

absolu~ely that the debts in question are local d~bts, duly.distinguished from

othe.:...· debts, then they will be debts proper to the detached. territory. They

will not of course be the responsibility of the diminished. predecessor State,

and from that standpoint the writers concerned are justified in their view. But

it does not follow that they will become the responsibility of the successor State,

as these writers claim, They "Tere, and ",ill continue to be, debts to be borne

solely by the territory nou <1etached.. Ho,,,ever, in the case of one type of State

succession, namely, that of newly inde~endentStates, debts proper to the

territory, ",hich are called "local" (in relation to the metropolitan territory

of the colonial Pm'Ter), uould. be assumed by the successor State, since in this

case the detached territory and the successor State are one and the same.

(17) ROl.ever, a careful distinction must be dralm bet"Teen local debts, meanincr

those contracted by a territorial authority inferior to the State, for "Thich the

detached territory was responsible before the succession of States and for which

l21/ J.R. Scott, The Proce6dings of The Ha~e Peace Conference~, vol. I
(lIe", York, Oxford. University Press, 1920), p.623.

338/ 0. Debbasch, Lloccu~ation militaire - Pouvoirs reconnus aux forces armeeo
hors de leur territoire national (Paris, Librairie generale d.e droit et' d.e
jurisprudence, 1962), pp. 29-30 and foot-notes 34-35.
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it alone ''Till be responsib).e afterl·rarc]s, and debts "'hich may be the responsibility

of the State itself and for l1hich the State is liable, incurred either .for the

general crood of the national community or solely for the benefit of the territory

no,., detached. Here there is subject-matter for the theory of Sta.te succecsion,

the question beinc "'hat happens to these t,·ro catecrories of debt on the occurrence of

a succession of States. The comparison of general debts and. special or "localizedu

debts "rhich fo11o,.,s is intend.ed to make the distinction clear.

(18) In the past, a distinction ",as mad.e bet"re~n "creneral debt", '-Thich is regarded

as State d.ebt, and regional or local debts contracted, as "ras noted above, by an

inferior territorial authority; ,.,hich is solely responsible for this category of

d.ebts. It is possible nm'radays to enVisage a further category, comprising "rhat are

called "specia.l" or "relative" debts incurred by the pred.ecessor State solely to

serve the needs of the territory concerned.. A clear distinction should therefore

be drawn bet,.,een a local debt ("rhich is not a State debt) and a localized debt

(,.,hich may be a State debt). The criterion for making this distinction is ,.,hether

or not the State itself contracted the loan earmarked for local use. It has been

accepted to some extent in international practice that local debts remain entirely

the responsibility of the part of territory lThich is detached, "Tithout the

predecessor State's havincr to bear any portion of them. This is simply an

application of the adage res transit cum suo onere.

(19) Uriters differentiate betl'1een several categories of "local" debts, but do not

all-rays dra"r a clear dividing line betl1een those debts and "localizedu debts. This

should be gone into "Tith more precision. "Local" debt is a concept that may

sometimes appear to be relative. Before a part of a Sta.te l s territory detaches

itself, d.ebts are consid.ered local because they have various links to that part of

the territory. At the same time, hm'1ever, there may also be an obvious linkage to

the territoria11y diminished State. The question is ''1hether the local cha.racter of

the d.ebt out"reicrhs its linl:age to the predecessor State. It is mainly a problem

of d.etermination of d.egree.

(20) The follmdng criteria may be tentatively suggested. for distinguishing bet"reen

localized State d.ebt and local debt:

(a) v/ho the debtor is: a local authority or a colony or, for and on behalf

of either of those, a central Government;

(b) l/hether the part of' territory ,.,hich is detached has financial autonomy,

and to what degree;

(c) To '-That purpose the d.ebt is to be put: for use in the part of territory

"rhich is d.etached;
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(d) \'lhether there is a particular security situated. in that part of territory.

Although theso criteria are not absolutely sure auides, ea.ch of them can provid.e

p..'U't of the ans,,,er to ,,,hether the debt should be considered more a local debt or more

a looalized State debt. 'l'he oriteria sho,,, ,-,by lega.l theory on the question

fluctuates. It is not al,,,S3"s easy to ascertain ,,,hether a territorial authority

other than the State really has finanoial autonomy and. what the extent of its

autonomy is in relation to the State. Moreover, even when the State's liability

(in other words, the faot that the 'debt assumed. is a State debt) is olear, it is not

alw~s possible to establish with certainty "hat the intended. purpose of each

individual loan is at the time ,,,hen it is assumed, ,-,here the oorresponding

expenditure is to be effected., and ,,,hether the expenditure a.ctually serves the

interests of the d.etached territory.

(21) The personality of the debtor is still the least uncertain of the criteria. 1£

a local territorial authority has itself assumed a debt, there exists a strong

presumption that it is a looal debt. The State is not involved, nor ,.,ill it be a.n;y'

more involved simply because it becomes a predeoessor State. Hence, the successor

State will also not be involved.. There ,·rill be no subject-matter for Sta.te

succession here. 1£ the debt is assumed. by a central Government, but expressly on

behalf of the d.etached loca.l authority, it is legally a State d.ebt. It could. be

called a localized. State d.ebt because the State intend.s the .fund.s borro,.,ed to be used

for a specifio part of the territory. If the d.ebt was contraoted. by a oentral

Government on behalf of a colony, the same situation should. in theory pr\~vail.

(22) The financial autonomy of the d.etached part of territory is another usefu.l

criterion, although in praotice it may prove diffioult to dra,-, absolutely certain

c~olusions from it. A debt oannot be oonsid.ered. looal unless the part of territory

to which it relates has a "d.egree" pf' finanoial autonomy. But does this mean that

the province or colony must be finanoially independ.ent? Or is it sufficient that

its budget is separate from the general budcet of the pred.eoessor State? Again, is

it suffioient that the debt is distinguishable or, in other ,",ord.s, identifiable by

the faot that it is inoluded in the d.etaohed. territory's oml budget? Uhat, for

example, of oertain "sovereignty expenditures" covere~. by a loan, whioh a oentral

Gove:rmnent requires to be inoluded. in the budget of a oolony and the purpose of whioh

is to install settlers from the metropolitan oountry or to suppress an ind.epend.enoe

movement?~ Inolusion of the loan in the Iooal bUdget of the territory beoause

of its finanoial autonomy does not suffioe to conceal the faot that debts assumed

for the purpose of making suoh expenditures are State d.ebts.

?i2l/. ~There is here the problem o:f "odious" debts, regime debts, ",ar d.ebts or
subjegation d,ebts; see paras. (41)-(43) of this oODDllentary, belo,-,.
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(23) The third. criterion, -namely, the intend.ed purpose and. actual use of the debt

oontracted., in and of itself oannot provid.e the key for distinguishing betl'leen local

(non-state) debts and localized (State) debts. A oentral Government acting in its

Olm name, may decide, just as a provinoe ",ould. al"lays do, to devote the loan which

it has assumed. to a local use. It is a State debt e~ted for territorial use.

The criterion of intended purpose must be combined. ",ith the others in d.etercining

l'lhether the d.ebt is or is not a State debt. In other "TOrdS, implicit in both the

concept of local d.ebt and that of localized d.ebt is a presumption that the loan will

actually be used in the territor;r concerned.. This may or may not be a strong

presumption. It is therefore necessary to detemine the d.egree of linkage need.ed to

justif'y a presumption that the loan ",ill be used. in the territor;r concerned.. In

the case of local debts, contracted. by an inferior territorial authority, the

presumption is naturally very strong: a cOllDllune or city gene:rally borrows for itself

and. not in order to allocate the proceeds of its loan to another city. In the case

of localized. d.ebts, contracted by the central Government with the intention of using

them specifically for a part of territor;r, the presumption is obviously less strong.

(24) To refine the argument still further, it may be considered that, from this third.

point of View, there are three successive stages in the case of a localized State

d.ebt. First, the State must have intend.ed. the corresponding expenditures to be

effected for the territor;r concerned. (the principle of ea.rma.rlcing or intended use).

Second., the State must actually have used the proceeds of the loan in the territory

concerned. (the criterion of actual use). Third, the expenditure must have been

effeoted. for the benefit and in the actual interest of the territory in question

(the oriterion of the interest or benefit of the territor;r). On these tems,

abuses by a central Government could be avoid.ed and. problems suoh as those of

regime debts or subjugation d.ebts could. be solved. in a just and. satisfactory manner.

(25) An additional item of evidence is the possible existence of securities or

pledges for the d.ebt. This is the last criterion. A d.ebt may be secured, for

instance, by real property or fiscal resources, and. the property may be situated or

the taxes levied either throughout the territory of the predecessor State or only in

the part of the territor;r detached. from that State. This may provid.e additional

indications as to whether the debt is or is not a State debt. But the criterion

should. be cautiously applied. for this purpose, since both the central Government and

the PrQvinca IDa\Y' offer securities of this nature for their respective debts.

(26) Uhen it has been ascertained. "Tith sufficient certainty that the debt is a State

debt, it remains to be d.etel.mned - and this is the subject-matter of State
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8uooetlsion to debts - \'lhat finAlly ha.ppens to the debt. '!'he aUOOetlDOr Stl.\Lo !,u

not neoessa.rily liable for it. For example, in the oase of a rJtate dobt 000\\1'0(1 by

property belonging to the detaohod torritor,y, it iD by no means oerta.in that the
loan'tas oontraoted for the benefit of the detaohed territory. Perhapo 1ih~

predeoessor State had no other property ",hioh oould be used as oeourity. It u'oultl

therefore be unfair to place the burden of suoh a debt on the suooe080r Oi1.\1:0 ,

simply because the territory ''lhioh has beoome joined to it had the miofol'tuno to bo

the only part oapable of providing the security. In any case, suoh a <lebt io 1.\

State debt (not a local d,ebt) for \'lhich the pred.eoessor State waD liable. In tho

oase of debts secured by looal fiscal resources, the presumption is ntl'oncO'.'. Aa

this form of security is possible in any part of the tenitor,y ofi.he.: pretloool3or

State (unless speoial revenue is involved), the linlcage with the part of tho

territor,y which has been d,etached is specific in this case. However, as in the oase

of debts secured, by real property, the debt mq be either a State debt or a 100801

debt since the State and, the province can both seoure their respective debts with

looal fiscal resources.

(27) !!he Inte1'M.tional Law Association, for its part, subdivides publio debts into

three categories:

_ (a) National debt: "The national debt, that is, the debt sho"nl in the general

revenue accounts of the central government and. unrelated. to any partioular territor,y

or alJ7 particular assets";

(b) Local debt: "Local debts, that is, d.ebts either raised. by the central

gove1"Dlllent for the purposes of expenditure in particular territories, or raised

by the particular territories themselves";

(c) Localized debt: "Localized debts, that is, debts raised by a central

gove1"llllent or bY' particular territorial governments ,·,ith respect to expenditure on

particular projects in particular territories".~

(28) In conclusion, a local debt can be said to be a d.ebt: (a) wl\"i.ch is oontracted

by a territorial authority i.n£erior to the State; (b) to be used. by that authority

in its own territor,y; (c) which territory has a degree of .t'inancial autonomy;

(d) with the resu1t that the debt is identi.t'iable. -In ad.dition, a "localized debt"

is a~ debt which is used specifically by the State in a clearly defined portion

of territory. Because State debts are not g~erally "localized", it is considered.

-fourth Conference,
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that tho;,{ l3hould bo ucocl'ibod as such if that is in fact what they are. This i3

superfluous in tho cnsa of local debts, all of \'1hich a.J:'e "localized", in that they

are situated a.nd lwell in the terl'itory. The reason to specify that a d.ebt is

"localized" isthn.t it iB a State debt \'1hich happens to be, by wa;y of exception,

geographically "dtuatec1". In short, \.,hile all local debts are by definition

"localizcll", State llobts usually are not; when they a.J:'e, this must be expressly

indicated so that i ii 'dll be knoun that such is the case.

(29) The :prescnt lXl.rt is limited to State debts, excluding f'rom this tem any debts

\'111ioh might be l'ontracted by public enterprises or public establisbnents. It is

sometimes difficult, und.er the domestic 10.\., of certain countries, to distinguish the

State from its public enterprises. And \'Then it does prove possible to do so, it is

even more dif:ticult not to consider debts contracted by a public establishment in

'''hich the State itself has a f'inancial participation to be State debts. There

arises, first of .all, a problem in defini.J.1g a public establishment or public

ental'prise• .2:1l/ These are entities distinct from the State 'Which have their oun

~ These m"o terms \.,ill be used interchangeably, even though the legal
regime for the bodies in question may be dUf'el.'ellt under the inte:rna.l la.\T of' certain
countries. In French and German administrative law, the "etablissaneT.t wblie ll

or "offentliche Anstalt" are distinguished f'rom the "entrewise 1lU.bligue" or
"off'entliche Unternehmung". English la\~ and related systems lla-.."ny seem to make
any distinction bet\-reen a "public corporation", an "enterprise" an "undertaking" and
a "public undertaking" or "public utility undertaking". Spain has "instiiiutos
publicos ll

1 Latin America has "autarguias ll
, Portugal has "estabelecimentos lUblicos"

or "f'iscalias" and Italy has lIenti pubbliciu, u:imp:rese pubbliche", "aziende autoname",
and so en. See ll. Friedmann, The Public Corporation: 11 Ccmpa.ra.tive Symposium,
University of Toronto School of La\l, Compa.:ra.tive law Series, vol. 1 (London,
stevens, 1954).

See also Yea.J:'book • _. 1973~ vol. IT, pp. 59-61 and 63, document A/CNe4/267,
part four, articles 32-34.

Intemational judicial bodies had to consider the def:ini.ti·on of' public
establishments, in ]?articular:

(a) In an a.J:'bitral award by Beichmaml (Case of Geman :re]?BJ:'a;tions: ArbitzaJ.
award conoe . the inte ~etation of article 260 of' the 'i':l."eaw of Versailles
arbitrator F.1f.li. Beichmann , publication of the Be:parati'OO. Commission, annex 2145a

(Paris, 1924) and United NationS, Report of' Arbibal Ava:ros, vol. J[ (op_cit.)
pp. 453 et seo.);

(b) In a decision of the United Nations Tr.ilnmal m :Lib.Ya {Case of tile
insti-tutions, companies and associations mentioned in artid.e 5 of' tJbe a,greement
concluded on 28 June 1951 be-tl.-een the Unii;ed ~mm. allll!Cl. J[~ Governrments
concemiDg i;he disposal of' certain Italian~ m Lib:va: decisiiGn
of 21 June 1955 (United Nations, Thaporls of' Arbib:aJL .A~as, vo].. xn: (op.cii;.)
PIl. 390 ei; seg.); and

(c) .A decision of' the P.C.I.J. in a case zelatiJmg il;o a~ pmblic
university est":,bli.shme:'-i; of' ].5.JrDecemoo:l". ].9~3 (A;ppea1:f:rom. a J"1OO~it; iGf tiJ.e lEfumga;ty1
Czechoslovak Mixed Arlu.traJL Tr:ibmal (op. c::a.t. ), JPl1D. 2;6 eil; sag•.•
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personality and. usually a defiNe of finanoia1 o.utonom;y, are subjeot to a sui mmerio

juridioal recime under publio law, engt\fie in an eoonomio aotivity or provide a public

servioe and have a pub1io or publio-uti1ity oharacter. Tho Speoia1 Rapporteur on

state responsibility desoribed them as "publio oorporations and other publio

institutions which have their oun legal personality and autonomy of administra.tion

and management, and are intended to provid,e a particular D01'villO or to perform

speoif'ic funotions".:&:iJ In the Certain N'or\.,egian JJOans case, oonsidered by tho

International Oourt of' Justioe, the agent of' the French Government statod:

"... in internal la,., ~.. a public establishment is brought into existence in

response to a need f'or decentralization; it mS¥ be necessary to allow a

degree of' independenoe to certain establishments or bodies, either for

budgetary reasons or beoause of the purpose they serve - f'or example, an

assistance function or a cultural purpose. This ind,epend,enoe is aohieved

through the granting of' legal personality und,er internal law. 11~

(30) In its dra.f't on State responsibility, the Commission has settled the question

whether, in respect of' international responsibility of' the State, the debt of a

public establishment oan be consid,ered a State debt. In respeot of' State

succession, ho",ever, the answer to the question whether the debt of' such a. body is a

State d,ebt can obviously only be in the negative. The category of' d,ebts of public

esta~lishments ,'1111 theref'ore be excluded, from the soope of' the present part of the

clraf't in the same way as that of' d,ebts of inferior territorial authorities, despite

the f'act that both are of' a public character. This public oharaoter d,oes not
i

suffice to make the debt a State debt,! as will be seen be1o,'1 in the case of another

category of' d.ebts. i
(31) The preoeding paragraphs show t t the public charaoter of a debt is absolutely

necessary, but by no means suf'f'ioien , to id,entify it as a Stat~ debt. A "publio

debt" is an obligation binding on a 'public authority, as opposed, to a private body

or an individual. But the fact that a d.ebt is oal1ed "publio" does not make it

possible to identify more oompletely the public authority ,.,hich oontracted. it, so

that it JII81' be the State, a territorial authority inferior to it, or a publio

institution or establishment distinct from the State. The tem "pub1io d.ebt"

(as opposed to private debt) is theref'ore not very ~e1p:f'u1 in identifying a State

~ Yearbook ... 1971, vol. 11 (Part One), p. 254, d.ocument A/CN.4/246 and

Add.1-3, pra.. 163.

~ 1.C.J. Pleadings. Certain Norwegian Loans (1955), vol. II, p. 72.

[Translation 'by the secretariat).
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d.ebt. This term is too broad and covers not only State debts, whioh are the

subjeot or the 'Present part, but also the debt or other publio entities, 'uhether or

not or a territorial character.

(32) Financial debts are aosociated ,.,ith the oonoept or L'reditc. Administrative

debts, on the other hand, result automatically rrom the aotivities or the public

servioes, ,.,ithout involving any financing or investment. The International La,·,

Association oites several examples: 2M/ certain expenses or rormer State servioes;

d.ebt-claims resulting rrom d.ecisions or publiC? authorities; debt-01aims against

public establishments or the State or oompanies belonging to the State; building

subsidies paJl'able by the State; salaries and remuneration or oivi1 servants. ]£jJ
''/hile rinanoial d,ebts may be either publio or private, administrative debts oan only

be public.

(33) Regardin~ politioa1 d.ebts and oommeroia1 debts, while oommeroial debts may be

State d,ebts, debts or 1000.1 authorities or publio establishments or private d.ebts,

politioa1 debts are always State d.ebts. The term IIpo1itioal d.ebts", as desoribed.

by one writer, should. be taken to refer to:

". •• those debts ror "'hich a State has been deo1ared liable or has
aCknowledged, its liability to another State as a result of political events.
The most rrequent case is that or a d.ebt imposed on a d.efeated. State by a
peace treaty (war reparations, eto.). Similarly, a war loan made by one
State to another State gives rise to a politioal debt." Jj§J

The same writer ad.d,s that "a po1itioal d.ebt is one ,.,hich exists only between

Governments between one State and. another. The creditor is a State, and the

debtor is a State. It is or little oonsequence whether the debt arises from a

loan or from war reparations~. j£Jj He oontrasts political debts, whioh establish

betl-Teen the creditor and the debtor. a relationship betl.,een States, "Tith oommercia1

d.ebts, which "are those arising from a loan oontraoted by a State uith private

parties, ,.,hether bankers or individuals". l!r§/

jM/ International Lau Association, Ope oit., pp. 118-121•

jSiJ See l'Iateria1s on Sucoession of States (op.cit.), pp. 114-115
(Po1dermans v. State of the Netherland.s: judgement of 8 Deoember 1955).

Jj§J G. Jeze, "Les d.efaillances drEtat", Reouei1 des cenU's ••• , 1935-TII'
(Paris, Sirey, 1936). vol. 53, p- 383-

j£Jj ~., pp_ 383-384-

~ ~., p_ 383.
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('4) The Intornational :ta\'l Assooiation makes d.istinotions bet,.,een debts aooordinc

to their form, their purpose and. the status of the oreditors:

liTho loans m~y be mad.s by:

11(0.) Private individual lend.era by means of individual oontraots ,.,ith
the Government;

11 (b) Private investors ,.,ho purohase 'domestic l bonds, that ia, bond.s
whicl\ are not initiallY intendod for purohase by foreign investors ••• ;

11(0) Private investors ,.,ho purohase 'international' bonds, that is, bonds
issued in respeot of loans floated on the international Jaan market and
intended to attraot runds from foreign countries;

(d) Foreicn Governments for {Seneral purposes and talting the form
of a specific contraot of oredit;

,,(e) Foreign Governments for fixed purposes and taking the form of a
specific contract of loan;

"(f) Loans made by international organizations. t1 lW
(;5) The distinction bet''leen external d.ebt and inteI'l'lal debt is normally applied.

o."'11y to state debts, although it oould. conoeivably be applied. to o~her publio debts

or even to private debts. An internal d.ebt is one for ",~oh ~he oreditors are

nationals of the debtor State, 2iQ/ ,.,hile external d.ebt inoludes all d.ebts contracted

by the State with other States or ,.,ith foreign bodies oorporate or indiViduals.

(36) Deliotual debts, arising from unla,.,ful aots committed. by the pred.eoessor State,

raise special problems ,.,ith regard. to sucoession of States, the solution of ,.,hich

is govemed primarily by the prinoiples relati.ng to international responsibility

of States. j}}j
(37) Although all debts, whether they are private, public or State d.ebts, may or

~ not be secured in some manner, this part dea.ls exolusively \'1ith State d.ebts.

~ International Law Association, op.cit., p. 106.

~ See D. Bardonnet, La succession d.'Etats a MadaE!asoar - Succession au droit
conventionne1. et aux <11'Oits natrimoniaux (Paris, Libraire generale de droit et d.e
jurisprudence, 1970), pp. 271 and 276.

jj]J ~., p. 305. The a.uthor refers (1'. 270) to A.B. Keith, The Theory of
State Succession - vith SpeCial Reference to English and ColOnial La"l' (Lond.on,
Uater1.ow, 1.907), pp. 58 et seg., vith regard. to succession of States in respect of
delictual. or" quasi-delictual 'debts. See also International La,'1 Association, op.cit.,
p. 122 (appendix C, l'Debts of the Belgian Congo", Brussels Court of Appeal, Bougnet
et Roe v. Belgium, judgement of 4 December 1963).
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In that connection, the notion of secured. d.ebt is an extremely important one. A

distinotion must be made bet''1een t"10 categories of debt. First, there are State

debts which are specially secured by certain tax funds, it having been d.ecided or

agreed. that the revenue from certain taxes would be used. to secure the service of

the Sta·te d.ebt. Second, there may be cases in 11hich State d.ebts are specially

secured by specific propertY', the bOl~ro,'1ing State having in a sense mortgaged

certain national assets.

(38) A State's liability can arise not only from a loan contracted. by that '>tate

itself, but also from a guarantee ''1hich it gives in respect of the debt of another

party, ''1hich ~8\Y be a State, an inferior territorial authority, a public

establishment or an individual. The ''!orld Bank, ''1hen grant"ing a loan to a d.epend.ent

territory, often requires a guarantee from the administering PO''1er. Thus, l'1hen the

territory in question attains ind.epend.ence, t110 States are legally liable for paiYD1ent

of the d.ebt.::ti1J ROl1ever, a study of the actual record. of loans contracted "11th

,'l'ith IBRD shows that a succession of States does not alte r the preViously existing

situation. The dependent territory "lhioh attains ind.epend.ence remains the

principal d.ebtor, and the former administering Power remains the guarantor. The

only difference, l1hich has no real effeot on ",hat happens to the debt, is that the

dependent territory has changed. its legal status and. become an ind.epend.ent State.

(39) The distinction to be made here serves not only to separate wo complementary

concepts but also to distinguish among a "lhole set of terms ,dlich are used. at various

levels. For the sake of strict acouracy, a contrast might be attempted beween

State debts and. regime d.ebts since the latter, as the term ind.icates, are debts

contracted. by a political regime or a Government having a particular political form.

However, the question here is not "rhether the Government concerned. has been replaced.

in the same territory by another Government "lith a different political orientation,

since that ''1ould. involve a mere sucoession of Governments in ''1hich regime d.ebts may

be repudiated.. On the contrary, '-rhat is here involved. is a succession of States,

or, in other ,-rords, the question l1hether the regime debts of a pred.ecessor State

pass to the successor State. For the purposes of this part, regime debts must be

regard.ed. as State d.ebts. The la"1 of State suocession does not concern itself '"dth

:tj2j G.~. Delaume, Le 801 As ects of International Lend" and. Economic
Development Financing (Dobbs Ferry, N~Y., Oceana., 1961 , p. 321; K. Zemanek,
"State succession after d.ecolonizatio~", Recueil des cours ... 1965-III (Leyden,
Sijthoff, 1965), vol. 116, pp. 259-260.
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Governments or an;y other organs of the State, but "'ith the state itself. Just as

internationally wron~f'ul acts committed by a Government give rise ·to State

responsibility, so also regime d.ebts, i.e. d.ebts contracted. by a Government, are

State d.ebts.

(40) In the opinion of one writer, ,.,hat is meant by regime debts is:

"d.ebts contracted by the dismembered. State in the temporary interest of a
particular political form, and. the term can includ.e, in peacetime,
subjugation debts specifically contracted. for the purpose of colonizing or
absorbing a ,particular territory and., in ,·ra.rtime, ,.zar d.ebts. 1I~

This is one application of the broad.er theory of 1I0 dious 11 debts, to ,.,hich reference

'dll be mad.e in the ensuing paragraphs.

The question of "odious d.ebts"

(41) In his ninth report, :tijf the Special Rapporteur includ.ed. a chapter entitled.

"Non-transferability of 'odious' d.ebts11. That chapter d.ealt, first, "Tith the

definition of "odious d.ebts". The Special Rapporteur recalled. inter alia, the

writings of jurists ",ho referred. to "war d.ebts ll or "subjugation d.ebts ll :t22/ and. those

,.,ho referred to "regime debts ll
• ~ For the d.efinition of odious d.ebts, he

proposed. an article C, which read as fo11o"IS:

"Article C. Definition of odious d.ebts

IIFor the purposes of the present articles, 'odious d.ebts' means:

lI(a) all d.ebts contracted. by the pred.ecessor State ,.,ith a vie,.,. to
attaining objectives contrary to the major interests of the successor State
or of the tranferred territory;

"(b) ali d.ebts contracted. ,%>y the predecessor Sta.te with an aim and for ~
purpose not. in con!omity "'ith international law and, in particular, the . .
principles of international la''I embodied.. in the Charter. of the United. Nations. 11

(42) Second., the chapter d.ealt ''Iith the d.etermination of the fate of odious d.e'bts.

The Special Rapporteur revie"led. State practice concerning 1I"lar d.ebts 11, including

~ C. Rousseau, Droit international pU,blic (Paris, Sirey, 1977), vol.IlI, 110458

~ Yearbook ... 1977, vol. II (Part One), p. 45, d.ocument A/CN.4/301 and.
allc1 Add.•l

-
~ For example, Sanches de Bustama.nte y Sirven, op.cit., pp. 293-294

and. Fauchille; op.cit., p. 352.

~ ForexamP'le ~ ·G.Jeze,Cour~ de science d.es finances et de ledslation
£inanciere franqaise, 6th ed. (Paris, Giard., 1942), vol.I (part I), pp. 302~305,327.
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a. number of cases of the non-passing of such d.ebts to a successor state, j5Jj as well

as cases of the :Passing of such debts. J:i§J He further cited. ca.ses of state

practice concerning the passing or non-passing to a successor State of "subjugation

d.ebts.:t:ti/ He proposed. the following article D, concerning the non-transferability

of odious d~bts:

"Article D. Non-ttans£erability of odious d.ebts

"[Except in the case of the uniting o~ States,] odious d.ebts contracted.'
by the pred.ecessor State are not transferable to the successor State."

-' . . ~.-

(43) The Commission, having discussed articles C and. D, recognized. the importance of

the issues ra:i:sed. in connection with the question of "odious" d.ebts, but ''las of the

opinion initially that the rules formulated for each type of' succession of States

might well settle the issues raised. by the question and. might dispose of the need.

to draft general provisions on it. In completing the second reading of the draft,

the Commission confirmed. that initial view.

:ti1IThe .report mentions, inter alia, the following examples: article 24 of
the Treaty of Tilsit between France and. Prussia (see E.H. Fei1chenfe1d., Public Debts
and. State Succession (New Yorl~, Macmillan, 1931) " p. 91);' the annexation of the
Transvaal ("South African Repu,blic") by the United. Kingd.om (ibid.• , pp. 380-396,
cf. J. d.e Louter, Le droit international blic ostif (Oxford., University Press,
1920), vol. I, p.22~.; peace treaties following the end. of the First and. Second
"'or1d. Wars, in particular article 254 of the Treaty of Versailles British and
Foreign State Papers, 1919, vol. eXII (London, H.M. Stationery Office, 1922
pp. 124-125); article 203 of the Treaty. of Saint-Germain-en-Laye (ibid., pp.405-407);
article 141 of the Treaty of Neui1ly-Sux-8eine (i)id.,' p.82l); article 186, (jf the
Treaty of Trianon (ibid.• , vol. eXIII, pp. 556-568 ; article 50 of the Trel;l.ty of
of Lausanne (Leagu.e of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. XXVIII, pp. 41 and. 43); and.
annexes X and. XIV of the Treaty of Peace with Italy (United. Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 49, pp. 209, 225).

- ~ For example, the 1720 treaty between Swed.en and Prussia (see
E. Feilchenfe1d., Ope cit., p. 75, foot-note. 6); the unification of Italy (ibid.• , p. 269);
and. the assumption by Czechoslovakia, for a ;:Jho~t period..of time, of certain d.ebts
of Austria-Hungary (see OIConne~l, op.cit., pp. 420-421).

:fj!}j The Special Rapporteur mad.e reference to the 1847 treaty between Spain
and. Bolivia (see below, para. (11) of the commentary to article 36); the question of
Spanish d.ebts with regard to Cuba in the context of the 1898 Treaty of Paris between
Spain and. the United States (see Feilchenfe1d., ·op.cit., pp.337-342, cf. Rousseau,
op.cit., p. 459); article 255 of the Treaty of Versailles (for reference, see
foot-note 357 a.bove) and. the Reply of the Allied. and. Associated. Powers concerning the
German co10niza.tion of Poland. British and. Forei State Ps; ers, 1919, vol. eXII
(Lond.on, H.M. -Sta.tionery Office, 1922 , p. 290·; the question of Nether1and.s d.ebts
with regard. to Indonesia in the context of the ,1949 Round. Ta.b1e eonf'erenc~ and. ,0£ the
SUbsequent 1956 d.enunciation by Ind.onesia (see below, paras. (16)-(19) of the
commentary to a:rtic1e 36); and. the question of French d.ebts in Algeria (see below,
para. (36) of the commentary to article 36).
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Definition of a state debt

(44) Having in mind. the foregoing considerations, the Commission ad.opted. :the text

of article 31, which contains the definition of State d.ebt for the purposes of the

articles in part IV of the d~aft. The reference in the text of the article to

the "articles in the present Part" conforms to usage throughout the draft and. in

particular to the language of the correspond.ing provisions in parts II and. HI

namely, articles 8 and 19. The text of'article 31 refers to a "financial

obligation" in ora.er to malee it clear that the debt in question involyes a monetary

aspect. It fltrther specifies that it is any financial obligation of a State

"towards another State, an international organization or any other subject of

international la,,," "Thich may be characterized as an international financial

obligation.

(45) As it is indicated. in foot-note 333 above, the inclusion of an ad.ditional

provision extending the definition of Sta'~e debt to cover "any other financial

obligation chargeable to a State" was rejected. by the Commission in second reading,

by a tied vote. That second category of financial obligation "Tas intended to cover

State d.ebts '-Those creditors are not subjects of international la'-T. During the

debate on this article in the Commission, it was generally agreed that the debts o'-Ted.

by a State to private creditors, whether natural or juridical persons "Tere legally

protected. and. were not prejudiced by a succession of States. This position is

reflected in the new article 6 ad.opted. at the present session as a' safegua1."Ci clause

and. includ.ed. among the "General prOVisions" of part I of the draft.

(46) In the opinion 6f those members of the Commission "Tho opposed. the inclusion

in article 31 of a subparagraph (b), the d.efinition of State debt should be limited.

to financial obligations arising at the international level, that is to say, bet"Teen

subjects of international la"T. Debts owed by a S~ate to private. creditors, in the:j,r

View, fell outside the scope of the present draft. Although protected, such d.ebts

were not the subject of the law of succession of States. Furthermore, in the vie"T

of some of those members, the proposed. subparagraph (b) should. not extend. to "any

other financial obligation chargeable to a State" '-Then the creditor was an individual

who was a national of the debtor predecessor State, whether a natural or juridical

person. On the other hand, the members who favoured. subparagraph (b), stressed the

volume and. importance of the credit currently extended. t~ States- from foreign private

sources. It was -consid.ered. that the d.eletion of subparagraph (b) would. lead. to a

limitation o.f the sources of credit available to States and interpationa,.l

organizations, which would. be d.etrimental to the' interests of the international

community as a whole and, in particular, to those of the d.evelopi~g countries that
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were in dire need. of external financing for their d.evelopment programmes and. ,,,hose

ea'; ..~ access to private capital markets was one of the objectives of the

"North-South dialogue" on economic matters.~ It was also indicated. by some of

those members that the deletion of subparagraph (b) would. create an inconsistency

between the d.efinition of State d.ebt and. that of State property in article 8 ,.,hich

extended. to the property, rights and. interests that were o,·med. by the pred.ecessor

State, in accordance ,,,ith its internal law, at the date of the successon of States,

l'lithout d.istinguishi~ '''hether d.ebtors ltere subjects of international la,', or not.

Article 32

Effects of the passing of State d.eb:ts

A succession of States entails the extinction of the obligations of
the pred~cessor State and. the arising of the obligations of the successor
State in respect of such State d.ebts as pass to the successor State in
accordance ,'lith the prOVisions of the articles in the present Part.

! .
--------'T.!-~

I

~ _._--'-' ~_.~ .=-----

commentary

(1) Articles 9 and. 20 l~ d.own a rule confirming the dual juridical effect

of a succession of States upon the respective rights of the pred.ecessor state

and the successor State as regard.s, respectively, State property and. State

archives passing from the fomer to the latter, consisting in the extinction of

the rights of the predecessor State to the property or archives in question and.

the simultaneous arising of the rights of the successor State to that property

or those archives. Article 32 embodies a parallel rule regarding the

obligations of the pred~cessor and. successor States in respect of State d.ebts

which pass to the successor State in accordance ''lith the prOVisions of the

articles in part IVo

(2) It should be stressed. that this rule applies only to the State debts which

actually pass to the successor State "in accordance with the provisions of the

articles in the present Pa,Tt.".. ParticUlarly important among such provisions is

article 34 'thich, as a complement to article 32, guarantees the rights of creditors.'

~ Originally, the "Conference on International Economic Co-opera.tion",
which opened, in Paris in December 1975.
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Date of the passing of State d.ebts

Unless otherwise agreed, or d.ecid,ed, the date of the passing of State
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CODDIlentary

(1) At the present session the Commission decid.ed. to include in the fina.l draft

the present articlE, "'hich correspond.s to articles 10 and. 21 concerrd.ng,

respectively, the d.ate of the passing of State property and of State archives.

Article 33 has its own justification and. fills '''hat had. been a gap in the

past on State debts.

(2) It should, ho,.,ever, be noted. that the a.ssumption by the successor State

£ram the date of the succession of States of the servicing of the State debt

that passes to it ,.,ill ?robably not be feasible in practice. The preclecessor

State~ continue to service the debt directly for some period. of time, and that

for practical reasons, since the debt, as a State debt, will have given rise to

the issuance of ackno"'ledgements signed by the predecessor State, '''hich is bound

to honour its signature. Before the successor State can honour directly the

acknowledgements pertaining to a debt that passes to it, it must end.orse them;

until that .operation, which constitutes novation in the legal relationship bet,.,een

the predecessor State and. the creditor third. State, has been completed., it is the

predecessor State "'hich remains accountable" to the creditors for its own ~~bt.

(3) But there can be no question of such temporal or practical constraints

altering the" legal principle of the passing of the debt on the date of the

succession of States. In reality, until such time as the successor State

endorses or takes over the acknowledgements of the d.ebts that pass to it, it

will ~ the"pred~cessorState the servicing charges associated. with t~ose d~bts,

and. the predecessor State will provisionally continue to discharge the d.ebts to

the cred!tor third. State.

(4) The principal purpos'e of article 33 is to show that, however long the

transitional period. :reql1ired. for the resolution of the organizational problems

associated. with the replacement of one d.ebtor (the pred.ecessor State) by another

(the successor State), the legal principle is clear and must be observed.: interest

accrues on the State d.ebt that passes to the successor State, and. that debt is

chargea.ble to that State, from the date of succession of States. Should. a

predecessor State '''hich has been released. from certain d.ebts by virtue of the

CODIIIlission's articles none the less provisionally continue, for material reasons,

to service those d.ebts to the creditors, it must receive due repayment from the

successor State.

l.

I.



Article 34

Ef'.fects of' the passing of' State debts with regard to creditors

1. A. S'll.u(.lessioll of States d.oas not as such af'f'ect the J:'ights and
obliga~ions of' creditors.

2. An agreemen'~ between the pred.ecessor State and. the successor State
or, as the case III8iY' be, between successor States, conceming the respective
part or parts of' the State d.ebts of' the predecessor State that pass, cannot
be invoked. by the pred.ecessor State or by. the successor State or States, as
the case III8iY' be, against a third. State, an international organization or
any oth&r subject of' international law asserting a claim unless:

(a) the consequences of' iihat agreement are in accordance ,.,ith the
prOVisions of' the present Part; or

(b) the agreement has been accepted. by that third. State, international
organi'zation or other subject of' internatiOnal law.

COlIDD.entw

(1) In part II (State property) of' the present draft articles, the Commission

has ad.opted a rtlle, i.e., article 12, f'or the protection of' the property of' a

third. State f'rom any "disturbance ll as a result of' territorial chqe through a

succession of' States. If' article 12 were to be given a narrow interpreta.tion,

it could. be said. to relate only to tangible property such as land., buildings,

consulates and. possibly bank d.eposits, whose location in the territory' of'the

pred.ecessor State in accordance with article 12 could., by their nature, be

d.etermined.. However, no restriction was placed. on the expression llproperty,

rights and. interests" o.f the third. State that would. enable third State debt-elaims

which constitute intangible property '''hose location it might prove di.f.ficult to

determine, to be excluded. .from it. I.f, there.fore, article 12 is taken to ref'er

also to third. State d.ebt-claims, this would mean that the d.ebts· o.f the pred.ecessor

State ~orrespondi.ng to those debt-claims o.f the third State should. in no T;1a::f be

a.r.fected. by the succession o.f States. In other word.s, it would. be pointless to

study,the gene:ral problems o.f succession o.f States in respect o.f d.ebts, since the

d.ebts o.f the pred.ecessor State "(l'lhich are nothing more than the d.ebt-claims o.f the

third State) mu~t remain in a strict status quo, ,.,hich oannot be changed. by the

succession of' States.

(2)\'lhat article 12 really means is that the d.ebt;..claimso.f the third. State

must not cease to exist or su.r.fer as' a resUlt o.f the territorial change. Prior

to the succession o.f States, the d.ebtor State and.' the creditor State -were linked.

by'a speci.fic, legal d.ebtor/oreditor ~elationship. The problem '''Mch then arises
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1a whether the sucoession of States is, in this oase, intended not only to create

and establish a legal relationship bet,veen the debtor predecessor State and the

suocessor State, enabling the former to shift on to the latter all or part of its

obligation to the creditor third State, but also to create and establish a ne\1

"successor State/third State" legal relationship to replace the "predecessor

State/third State" relationship in the proportion indicated by the "predecessor

State/successor State" relationship with respect to assumption of the obli8Ution.

The answer must be that succession of States in respect of State debtis can create

a relationship between the predecessor State and the successor State with regard

to debts which linked the former to a third State, but that it cannot, in itself,

establish any direct legal relationship between the creditor third State and the

successor State, should the latter "assume" the debt of its predecessor. From

this point of view, the problem of succession of States in respect of debts is much

more akin to that of succession of states in respect of treaties than to that of

succession in respect of property.

(3) Considering here only the question of the transfer of obligations and not that

of the transfer of rights, there are certainly grounds for stating that. a

"succession of States", in the strict sense, takes place only when by reason of a

territorial change, certain international obligations of the predecessor State

to third parties pass to the successor State solely by virtue of a norm of

international law providing for such passing, independently of any manifestation of

will on the part of the predecessor State or the successor State. But the effect,

in itself, of the succession of States Should stop there. A new legal

relationmip is established between the predecessor State and the successor State

with regard to the obligation in questio~. Howev".r, the existence of this

relationship does not have the effect either of automatically extinguishing the

fomer "predecessor State/third State" relationship (except where the predecessor'

State entirely ceases to exist) or of replacing it with a new "successor State/

third State" relationship in respect of the obligation in question.

(4) If, then, it is concluded that there is a passing of the debt to the successor

State (in a manner which it is precisely the main purpose of the succession of

States to determine), it cannot be argued that it must autanatically have effects

in relation to the creditor third State in addition to the nomal effects it will

have vis-a-vis the predecessor State. As in the case of succession of States in

respect of treaties, there is a personal equation involved in the matter of

succession in respect of State debts. The legal relationship which existed between
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the creditor third State and the predecessor State cannot undergo a twofold

novation, in a triangular relationship, which would have the effect of establishing

a direct relationsiip between the successor State and the third State.

(5) The problem is not a theoretical one, and its implications are important.

In the first place, if the successor State is to assume part of the debts of the

predecessor State, in practice this often means that it will pay its share to the

predecessor State, which will be :responsible for discharging the debt to the

creditor third State. The predecessor State thus retains its debtor status and

full responsibility for the old debt. This has frequently occurred, if only for

practical reasons, the debt of the predecessor State haVing led to the issue of

bonds signed by that State. For the successor State to be able to honour those

bonds directly, it would have to guarantee them; until that operation, which

constitutes the novation in legal relations, has taken place, the predecessor

State remains liable to the creditors for the whole of its debts. Nor is this

true only in cases where the territorial loss is minimal and where the predecessor

State is bound to continue servicing the whole of the old debt. Moreover, if the

successor State defaults, the predecessor State remains respons~ble to the

creditor third State for the entire debt until an express novation has t~cen place

to link the successor State specifically and directly to the third State.

(6) The above position has been supported by an author, who wrote:

"If the annexation is not total, if there is partial dismemb~rment,

there can be no doubt on the question: after the annexation, as before
it, the bondholders have only one creditor, namely the State which floated
the loan ••• Apportionment of the debt between the successor State and
the dismembered State does not have the immediate effect of automatically
making the successor State the direct debtor vis-a-vis the holders of bonds
issued by the dismembered State. To use legal tems, the right of the
creditors to institute proceedings remains as it was before the
dismemberment; only the contribution of the sucoessor State and of the
dismembered State is affected; it is a legal relationship between States •

•••

"Annexation or disuiembement does not automatically result in novation
through a change of debtor.

"In practice, it is desirable, for all the interests involved, that
the creditors should have as the direct' debtor the real and principal
debtor. Treaties concerning cession, annexation or dismembement should
therefore settle this question. In fact, that is what usually occurs •

•••

"In case of partial dismemberment, and when the portion of the debt
assumed by the annexing State is small, the prinoipal and real debtor is
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the dismembered State. It is therefore preferable not to alter the debt, but
to leave the dismembered State as the sole debtor to the holders of the bonds
representing the debt. The annexing State will pay its contribution to the
dismembered State and the latter alone will be responsible for servicing the
debt (interest and amortization) ,JUSt as before the dismembement.

"The contribution of the annexing State will be paid by the latter in the
fom either of a periodic payment ••• or of a one-time capital payment." J§]J

J§JI G. Jeze, "Ltemprunt dans les rapports internt\tionaux - La repartition
des dettes publiques entre Etats au cas de demembrement du territoire", Rewe de
science et de leBislation financieres (Paris), vol. XIX, No. 1 (Jan.-March 1921)
pp.67-69. J&ze also quotes A. de Lapradelle and N. Politis, Recueil des
arbitraps internationaux (Paris, Pedone, 19(5), vol. I, p. 287 •

A contrary position was taken, however, by A.N. Sack, who formulated such
rules as the following:

"No part of an indebted territory is bound to assume or PaY a larger
share than that for which it is responsible. If the Government of one of
the· territories refuses to assume. or does not actual!.! pay. the part of the
old debt for which it is responsible. there is no obligation on the other
cessionary and successor States or on the diminished fomer State to pay the
share for which that territory is responsible.

"This rule leaves no doubt concerning cessionaries and successors which
are sovereign and independent States; they cannot be required to guarantee
~ointly the payments for which each of .them and the diminished fomer State
(if it exists) are responsible, or to assume any part of the debt which one
of them refuses to assume.

"However, the following question then arises: is the former State, if
it still exists and if only part of its territory has been detached, also
released from such an obligation?

" •••
"The argument that the diminished tfomer t State remains the principal

debtor vis-a-vis the creditors and, as sucb, has aright of recourse against·
the cessionary and successor States is based on [an. erroneous] conception
[according to which] the pi'inciple of succession to debts is based on the
relations of States between themselves •••

" •••
"Thus, in principle, the diminished fomer State has the right to

consider itself responsible only for that part of the old debt for whiCh it
is responsible in proportion to its contributive capacity.

"•••
"The creditors have no rUh't of recourse (or i'ight t"o take legal action)

either against the diminished fomer State as regards those parts of the old
debt for which the .,. successors are responsible or against one of the •• ,
successors as regards those parts of the old debt for which another •• ,
successor or the dimjnjshed former State is responsible •

." ••• The .debtor States have the right to apportion among all the indebted
territor.ic(' \iM-.t ..;~s fOl%C"rly their ccJlJl10n debt. This right bolcr.gfl to them
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(7) For the sake of the argument, reference may be made to the case of a State

debt which has cane into existence as a result of an agreement between two States.

In this case, the creditor third State and the debtor predecessor ~tate may set

out their relationship in a trea·ty. The fate of that treaty, and thus of the

debt to which it gave rise, may have been decided in a "devolution asreement"

concluded bet~een the predecessor State and the successor State. But the creditor

third State may prefer to remain linked to the predecessor State, even th0\l4!h it

is diminished, if it considers it more solvent .than the successor State. In

consequence of its debt-claim, the third State possessed a right which the

predecessor State and the successor State cannot dispose of at their discretion in

their agreement. The general rules of int~rnational law concerning treaties

and third States (in other words, articles 34 to 36 of the 1969 Vienna Convention)

quite naturally apply in this case. It must, of course, be recosmzed that the

agreement between the predecessor State and the successor State concel"ning the

passing of a State debt from one to the other is not in principle desipd to be

detrimental to the creditor third State, but rather to ensure the ~ontinuance of

the debt incurred to that State.

(8) However, as the Commission observed with respect to devolution agreements,

in the case ot succession of States in respect of treaties:

"The languase of devolution agreements does not normally admit of
their being interpreted as being intended to be the means of establishing
obligations or rights for third States. According to their terms they
deal simply with the transfer of the treaty obligations and riehts of the
predecessor to the successor State. 1l '762/

And the Commission further stated:

"A devolution agreement h;3.s then to be viewed, in conformity with the
apparent intention of its parties, as a purported assignment by the
predecessor to the successor State of the former's obli,emtic:ms and rights
under treaties previouslY having application to theterritop. It is,
however, extremely doubtful whether such a purported assignment~.'
changes the legal position of any of the interested States. The'l1969J
Vienna Convention contains no provisions regarding the assignment. either of
treaty rights or of treaty obligations. The reason is that the institution

independently of the consent of the creditors. They are therefore bound to
pay to the creditors only that part of the old debt for which each of them is
responsible." (A.N. Sack, ilIa succession awe dettes :publiques d'Etat",
Recueil des cours ••• 1928 - III (Paris, Hachette 1929J,vol-.23, pp.303-304,
306 and 320).

J§2j Yearbook .~, vol. II (Part On~), p.184, document A/9610/Rev.I,
chap. Il, sect. D, para. (5) of the commentary to art. 8, .
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of 't\.~~ignment' found in ~OIllO ll..'\tion£l.l systems 'of ImV' by which, under
certoin conditions, contract rights may be transferred without tIle consont
of the other pnrty to the contract does not appear to be an institution
recognized in international lavl. In international law the rule seems clear
that an agreement by a party to a treaty to assign either its obliaations
or its rights under the treaty cannot bind any other party to the treaty
Yli thout the latter's consent. AccordiIl8'ly, a devolution agreement is in
principle ineffective oy itself to pass either treaty obligations or treaty
rights of the predecessor to the successor State. It is an instrument which,
as n treaty, can be binding only as between the predecessor and the successor
States and the direct legal effects of which are necessarily confined to them•

•••

"That devolution agreements, if valid, do constitute at any rate a
general expression of the successor State's willingness to continue the
predecessor State's treaties applicable to the territory would seem to be
clear. The critical qU!3stion is \vhether a devolution agreement constitutes
something more, namely an~ to continue the predecessor State's treaties,
which a third State, party to one of those treaties, may acoept and by that
acceptance alone bind the successor State to continue the treaties."~

(9) A similar situation exists as to the effects, with regard to a creditor third

State, of a unilateral declaration by the successor State that it assumes the

debts of the predecessor State, however consented to by the latter. Does a

unilateral declaration by the successor ~tate that it assumeG all or part of the

debts of the predecessor State following a territorial change mean, ipso facto,

a novation in the legal relationship previously establishe'i by treaty bct\veen the

creditor third State and the debtor predecessor State? Such a declaration is

unquestionably to the advantage of the predecessor i3tate, and it would be surprising

and unexpected if that State \7ere to find some objection to it since it has the

practical effect of easing its debt burden. It is, at least in principle, also

to the advantage of the creditor third State, which might have feared that all or

part of its debt-claim would be jeopardized by th~ territorial change. However,

the creditor third State might have a political or material interest in refusing

to agree to substitution of the debtor or to assignment of the debt. Moreover,

under most national systems of lawt the assignment of debts is, of course, generally

impossible. The creditor State has a subjective right, vthich involves a lar~e

measure of intuitus personae. It may, in addition, have a major reason for

refusing to agree to assignment of the debts - for example, if it considers that

the successor State, by its unilateral declaration; has taken over too large (or

26V ~., paras. (6) and (ll) of the commentary.
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too small) El share of the debts of the predecessor State,. with the result that

the declaration ma.y jeopardize its interests in view of either the deBTee of

solvency of one of the two States (the predecessor or the successor) or the nature

of the relations which the third State has with each of them, or for any other

reason. More simply still, the third State cannot feel itself automatically

bound by the unilateral declaration of the successor State, since that declaration

might be challenged by the predecessor State with regard to the amount of the debts

which the successor State has unilaterally decided to assume.

(10) Having in mind the foregoing considerations relating to creditor third States,

which are equally valid in cases where the creditors are not States, the Commission

has adopted article 34 on the effects of the passing of State debts with regard to

creditors. Paraaaph 1 of the article enunciates the basic principle that a

succession of States does not, by that phenomenon alone, affect the riBhts and

obligations of creditors. Under this parae-raph, while a succession of States may

have the effect of permitting the debt of the predecessor State to be apportioned

between tha.t State and the successor State or to be assumed in its entirety by

either of them, it does not, of itself, have the effect of bindiI1l:f the creditor.

Furthermore, a succession of States does not, of and by itself, have the effect

of giving the creditor an established claim equal to the amount of the State debt

which may pass to the successor State; in other words, the creditor does not,

in consequence only of the succession of States, have a right of recourse or

a right to take legal action against the State which succeeds to the debt. The

word "creditors" covers such owners of debt-claims as fall within the soope of

the artioles in part IV and should be interpreted to mean third creditors, thus

exoluding suooessor States or, when. appropriate, natural or juridioal persons

under the jurisdiotion of the predeoessor or suooessorStates. Although this

paragraph will in praotioe apply mostly to the "rights" of creditors, it refers

as well to "obligations" in order not to leave a possible laouna in the rule nor

allow.it to be interpreted as meaning that a suooession as suoh oould affeot that

aspect of the debt relationship involving the oreditor IS obligations arising out

of the State debt.

(11) Paragraph 2 envisages the situation where. the predecessor and the suooessor

States or, as the oase may be, the sucoessor States themselves, conolude an
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aereement specifically for the passillB' of fjtate debts. It is evident that

such an aereement has by itself no effect on the rif!hts of oreditors. To have

such an effect, the consequenoes of suoh an asreement must be in aocordance with

the provisions of the present part. This is the rule contained in

subparamph (a.). It should be stressed that subparaBTaph (a) deals only with

the consequences of the alTeement and not with the ae-reement itself, whose effect

would be subject to the general rules of international law ooncerning treaties

and third States: articles 34 and 36 of the 1969 Vienna Convention. The effects

of such an aereement can also be recosnized if the creditor third State or

international oreani.zation has accepted the asreement on the passing of debts

fraD the predecessor to the successor States. In other words, succession of

States does not, of itself, have the effect of autCllllatioally releasing the

predecessor State fran the State debt (or a fraction of it) assumed by the

successor State or States unless the consent, express or tacit, of the creditor

has been 6'iven. This is provided for in subparagraph (bl. There may be cases

where the creditors feel more secured by an a@TGement between a predecessor State

and a successor State or between successor States concerning the passing of State

debts because, for example, of the greater solvency of the sucQessor State or

States ~s' compared with the predecessor State. It would therefore be to the

advantage of creditors to be given the possibility, prOVided for in

sUbparasraph (b), of accepting suoh an a@TGement.

(12) Since the rule embodied in article 34 concerns the effects of the passine

of State debts with regard to creditors, parasraph 2 is drafted in such away

as to preclude the inVoking of the a@TGement in question against creditors unless

one or another of the conditions set out ~n subparagraphs (a) $lld (b) "is

fulfilled. At the present session the Camnission canpleted the introductory

sentence of paragraph 2 so that it not only refers to "a third State or an
international organization" but also to other subjects of international law,

since the rule applies equally to such subjeots.
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SecUon 2: ProviDions concerning specific categoriee
of succession of States

Commentary

In parts Il (State property) and III (State archives) of the draft articles

the Commission decided to draft the provisions relating to eaCh type of succession

of States following the broad categories of succession which it had adopted for the

draft articles on succession of States in respect of treaties, yet introducing

certain modifications to those categories in order to accommodate the '

Characteristics and requirements proper to, the topic of succession of States in

respect of matters other than treaties. The Commission, therefore, established a

typolosy co~sisting of the following !'iv,e types of succession:' (a.) transfer of part

of the territory ofa State; (b) newly independent States; (c) uniting of States;

(d) separation of part or parts of the territory of a State; and (e) dissolution

of a State. In the present part also, the Commission has attempted to follow, in

so far as appropriate, the typology of succession of States adopted in parts Il

and IIl. Thus the titles of section 2 and of the draft arti:cles therein co~espond

to those of section 2 of partsIl and III and of ,the di-aft articles contained

therein.

Article 35

Transfer o£ -part of theterritor:y of a State'

1. When part of the territory of a State is transferred by that State
to another State, the passing of the State debt of the predecessor State tq
the successor State is to be settled by agreement between them.

. . ,'. -. ..

2. In the absence of an agreement, the State debt of the predecessor
State shall pass to the successor State in an equitable proportion, taking
into account, inter alia, the 'property, rights and interests which pass to
the successor State in relation to that State debt.

Commentary

(1) The category of succession of States which article 35 deals with corresponds

to that covered by articles 13- and 25. There is divergency in State practice and

in legal literature on the 'legal principle to be applied concerniIl.g the passing (or

non-passiilg) of the State debt of the predecessor State to the successor State for

the type of succession envisaged in article 35. In the following paraeraphs,

reference will be made to doctrinal views and to examples of State p2:'actice and

judicial decisions concerning the fate of the general debt of a S1;ate as well as

that of localized State debts.
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(2) eo.entiDS on the uncertainties of the doctrine regarding the general public

4ebt oontruted for the general needs of a dismembered State, one writer summed up

the .ttuation as follows.

". • • What conclusion is to be drawn with regard to the seneral public debt
ot the di.-bered State? Opinions on this differ widely. There are several
.chool. of thouiht. According to the first, the cession by a State of a
£rutton of its territory should have no effect on its public debt; the
debt rema1rls wholly its responsibility, for the dismembered State contir.ues
to exist and retains its individuality; it must therefore continue to 1)e
be14 responsible vis-A-vis its creditors. Moreover, the annexing- State,
nq only an "ssignee in its pr!vate capaci ty, should not be held responsible
tor personal obligations contracted by its Irincipal ••• The second holds
that the public debt of the dismembered State must be divided between that
State _ the territory which is annexed; the annexing State should not
bear ~ portion of it... According to the third school of thought, the
armexinc State must take over part of the public debt of the dismembered
State. There are two main grounds for this viel', which is the most widely
be14. Firstly, since the public debt was contracted in the interest of the
entire territory of the State and the portion which is now detached ·benef'ited
3U.t as did the rest, it is only fair that it should continue to bear the
burc1en to some extent. Secondly, since the annexing State receives the
protits fram the ceded part, it is Qply fair that it should bear its costs.
The State, whose entire resources are assigned to p~nt of its debt, must
be relieved of a corresponding portion of that debt when it loses a portion
of its territory and thus a part of its resources."~ ;

(3) The 8Z'pents in favour of the passing of part of the general debt can be

41"fi4ed into four groups. The first is the theory of the patrimonial State and

ot the ter;'itory encwnbered in its entirely with debts. One author, for example,

ad~cat1D1the passing ofa part of the general debt of the predecessor Sta'l;e to

the IN008s80r State in proportion to the contributing capacity of the transferred

territo17, arsued &8 follows I

"Whatever territorial chanses a State may undergo, State debts continue
-to be suaranteed by the entire public patrimoq of the terr!tory encumbered
v1~ debt.~] The legal basis for public credit Ues precisely in
the fac't that public debts encumber the. territory of the debtor State •••

•••

"Seen from that standpoint, the principle of indivisibility [366/] ",
proclaimed in the French constitutions of the great Revolution is very

~ Faucbille,op. cit., p. 351

'365/ It ls clear from the context that the author meant the entirely of the
temlO'i7 of the;,predeces80r State prior' to its amputation.

Jj§J The author is referring here to the indivisibility of the Republic and Of
1.t. temtory.
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enlightening; it has also been proclaimed in a 800d number of other
constitutions ••• Government actions and their consequences, as well as
other events, mq adversely affect the finances and the capacity to pq of
the debtor State.

"All these are risks which must be bome by creditors, who cannot and
could not restrict the Government's ••• right freely to dispose of [its]
property and of the State's finances •••

"Nevertheless, creditors do have a legal guarantee in that their claims
encumber the territory of the debtor State •

...
"The debt which encumbers the territory of a State is binding on tJn7

Government, old or new, that has jurisdiction over that territory. In cue
of a territorial change in the State, the debt is binding on all Go""~rnments

of all parts of that territory ••• .

"The justification for such a principle is self-evident. Whent~ng

possession of assets, one cannot repudiate liabilities: ubi emolumentum,
ibi onus esse debet! res transit cum suo onere ••• Therefore, Vith regard to
State debts, the emolumentum consists of the pUblic patrimony within the
limits of the encumbered territory."~ ...

(4) .In the foregoing passage, two arsuments are intermingled. The first is

debatable so far as the principle is concemed. Since all parts of the territQ17

of the State "guarantee", as. it were, the debt that is contracted, the part which

is detached will continue to do so, even if it is placed under another ~overeiant1;

as a result of this, the successor State is responsible for a corresponding part of

the general debt of the predecessor State. Such an arsument. is as valid as the

theories of the patrimonial State mq be valid. In addition, another al'BUID8nt

casts an awkward shadow over the first; it is the reference to the benefit whicb

the transferred territory ma\'r have derived from the loan, or to the justification

for taking over liabilities because of the acquisition of assets. This &1'gument

mq fully apply in the case of' "local" or "localized" debts, where it is neoessary

to take into consideration the benefit derived from these debts by "the transferred

territory or to compare the assetswith the liabilities. It has no releVance in

the case in pOint, which involves a general State debt contracted for a nation's

,,'

"j§]j Sack, loco cit., pp. 274-277.
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I

general needs, since these needs 1Il8¥ be such that the transferred territory will

not benefit - or will' not benefit as much as other territories - from that general

debt.

(5) A second argument is the theory of the prof'it derived from the loan by the

transferred territory. One author, for instance, wrote:

''The State which profits from the annexation must be responsible for the

contributory share of the annexed territory in the public debt of the ceding

State. It is only fair that the cessionary State should share in the debts

from which the territory it is acquiring profited in various w~s, directly

or indirectly." 3681 .

Another author wrote that "the State which contracts a debt, either through a loan

or in ~ other wq, does so for the general good of the nation; all parts of the

territory profit as a result".3 691 And he drew the same conclusion. Again, it

has been said that "these debts were contracted.in the general interest and were

used to effect improvements from which the annexed areas benefited in the past and

will perhaps benefit again in the future ••• It is therefore fair ••• that the

State should be reimbursed for the part of the debt relating to the transferred

province. " •.llQ/ 3711 . . .

(6) In practice, this theory leads to an impasse; for in fa,ct, since this is

a general debt of the State contracted for the general needs'of the entire territory,

with no precise prior assignment to or location in any particular territory, the

statement that such a loan profited a particular transferred teri-itory leads to

vaeueness and uncertainty. It does not give an autolIla.tic and reliable criterion

for the assumption by the successor State of a fair and easily calculated share of

the general debt of .the predecessor State. In actual fact, this theory is an

ex-';ension of the -principle of succession to local debts, which, not being State

debts, are outside the scope of the present draft,and to localized State debts~.

..••~_-C._. _

~ B. ~onf'ils, Manuel de droit international public (droit des gens) ,

5th ed. (Paris, Rousseau, 19(8), p. 117. ' .

~ N. pOlitiS j
Les emprunts d 'Etaten droit international public (Paris,

1891), p. 111 [thesis • .

D!2/ R. Selosse, Traite de l'annexion au territoire franxais et de son

demembrement (Paris, Larose, 1880), p. 168. - .

"ill! For all these and other authors, see the details given by Sack, loc~ cit.,

pp. 295 et seg.
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which will be considered below.LlY In addition, it mq prove unfair in certain

cases 01' territorial transter, and this would destroy its own basis 01' equity and

justice.

(7) A third ar8UJllent purports to explain g, part 01' the aeneral debt is

transterable, but in tact it explains only !!2!! this operation should be ettected.

For example, certain theories make the successor State responsible tor part 01' the

aeneral debt 01' the predecessor State by reterrina natly to the "contributory

capacity" 01' the transterred territory. Such .positions are diametrically opposed

to the theory 01' benefit, so that they and it cancel each other out. The

"contributory strenath" 01' a transterred territory, calculated tor example by

reterence to. the fiscal resources and economic potential which it previously

provided tor the predecessor State, is a criterion which is" at variance with the

theory 01' the protit derived from the loan by the transterred territory. A

territory already richly endowed by nature, which was attached to another State,mq

not have protited much from the loan but mq, on the other hand, have contributed

areatly by its tiscal resources to the servicina 01' the aeneral State debt, within

the tramework 01' the tormer n&tional solidarity. If, when the territory becomes

attached to another State, that successor State is asked to assume a share 01' the

predecessor State IS national public debt, computed accordina to the tinancial

resources which the territory provided up to that time, such a request would not be

justified by the theory 01' protit. The criterion of the territoryls tinancial

capacity takes no account 01' the extent to which that territory mq have protited

trom the loan.

(8) A tourth argument is the one based on considerations 01' justice and equity

towards the predecessor State and 01' security tor creditors. It has been araued

that the transter 01' a territory, particularly 01' a rich territory, results in a

loss 01' resources tor the diminished State. The predecessor State - and indeed

the creditors - relied on those resources. It is claimed that it is only tair and

equitable, as a consequence, to make the successor State assume part 01' the aeneral

debt 01' the predecessor State ..· But the problem is how this share should be

computed; some authors reter to "contributory capacity",which is loaical, given

their preliaises (reterrina to the resources previously provided by the territory),

while others consider the benetit which theterritory has derived from the loan.

"ill! See paras. (22) et seg. 01' the present commentary, below.
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resources with which it is expected to be able to p~ its debt. Legally,
however, the obli!ation of the debtor State cannot be affected by variations
in the size of its resources." 373/

And he added a foot-note stating:

"In the case of partial annexation, most English and American authors
consider this principle to be absolute, so that they even declare that the
annexing State is not legally bound to assume !!!Z part of the debt of the
dismembered State." "lliJ

"ill! Jeze, "L'emprunt dans les rapports internationaux • u" (loc. cit.), p. 65.
However, the same author writes in the same article:

"The annexing State did not personall;Y contract the debt of the· annexed or
dismembered State. It is logical and equitable that, as a result of the
annexation, it should at most be obligated only propter rem, because of the
annexation ••• What exactly is involved in the obligation -propter rem? It ,is
the burden corresponding to the contributory strength of the inhabitants of the
annexed territory." (ill!:., p. 62)

Jeze thus favours in this passage a contribution by the successor State with
regard to the general debt of the predecessor State. But see also ibid., p.70,
where he states: -

''Present and future taxp~ers in each portion of the territory of the
dismembered State must continue to bear the total burden of the debt resardless
!!:.f the political events which occur, even if the annexing State does not asree
to assume part of the debt ••• A change in the size of the territory cannot
cause the disappearance of the legal obligation regularly contracted by the
competent public authOrities.· The taxpayers of the dismembered State ,despite
the reduction in its territorial size and in resources ,remain bound by the
original obligation."

Jeze must ultimately be classified among the authors who favour conditional
transferability of part of the national public debt of the predecessorstate, for
he concludes with the following words:

"To sum up, in principle: (1) the annexing State must assume part of the
debt of the annexed State; (2) this share must be calculated on the basis of
the contri:butory strength of the annexed territory; (3) byw~ of expeption,
if it is.clemonstrated ,in a certain.and bona fide manner that the annexed
territory's resources for the present and for the near future are not sufficient
to serv:ice the portion of the debt thus computed and chargeable to· the annexing
State, the latter State may suspend or reduce the debt to the extent strictlY
necessary to obtain the desirable financial stabi.lity." (Ibid., p~ 72)
374/ ibid., p. 65, foot-note 2. .
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For example, one such author wrote:

"The general debt of a State is a personal obligation ••• With the

rishts which have been contracted by the State as personal rights and

oblisations, the new State has nothing to do. The old State is not

extinct. It trJI
(11) The practice of States on the question of the passing of general State debts

with a transfer of part of the territ011' of a predecessor State is equally divided.

Several cases can be cited where the successor State assumed ~~ch debts.

(12) Under article ~ of the Franco-Sardinian Convention of 23 August 1860, France,

which had sained Nice and Savoy from the Kingdom of Sardinia, did assume

responsibility for a small part of the Sardinian debt. In 1866, Italy accepted a

part of the Pontifical debt proportionate to the population of the Papal States

(Romapa, the Marches, Umbria and Benevento) which the Kingdom of Italy had

annexed in 1860. In 1881, Greece, having incorporated in its territory Th!!lssaly,
~.,

which until then had belonged to Turkey, accepted a part of the Ottoman public debt

correspondins to the contributory capacity of the population of the annexed

province (article 10 of the Treaty of 24'May 1881).

(13) The many territorial upheaVals in Europe fnllowing the First World War raised

the problem of succession of States to public debts on a large :scale, and attempts

to settle it were made in the Treaties of Versailles, Saint-Germain-en-LS\Y'8 and

Trianon. In those treaties, writes one author,

''' ••• political and economic considerations came ••• into play. The

Allied Powers, who drafted the peace treaties practically on their own,

had no intention of entirely destroying the economic structure of the

vanquished countries and reducing them to a state of complete insolvency.

This explains whi the vanquished States were not left to shoulder their

debts alone, for they would have been incapable of discharging them without

the help ot the successor States. But other factors were also taken into

consideration, including the need to ensure- preferential treatment for the

allied creditors and the ditf'iculty of arranging regul~ debt-service pwing

to the heavy burden of reparations•

...
"Finally, it should be pointed out that the tr~tional differences in

legal· theory as to whether or not the transfer of public debts is obligatory

caused a cleavaee between the States concerned, entailing a radical opposition

between the domestic .iudicial decisions of the dismembered States and those of

the annexins States." J12I

mI W.E. Ball, A Treatise on International Law, 7th ed. (Oxford,

Clarenden, 1917), pp. 93 and 95.

'll§/ Rou8seau, Droit international public (oP. cit.) , p. 442.
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A general pr'::'nciple of succession to German public debts was accordingly affirmed

in article 254 of the Treaty of Versailles of 28 June 1919. According to this

prov~SJ.on, the Powers to which German territory was ceded were to undertake to pq.-
a portion - to be determined - of the debt of the German Empire and of the debt of

the German State to which the ceded territory belonged, as they had stood on

1 August 1914.3771 However, article 255 of the Treaty provided a number of

exceptions to this principle. For example, in view of Germany's earlier refusal to

assume, in consideration of the annexation of -Alsace-Lorraine in 1871, part of

France's general pUblic debt, the Allied Powers decided, as demanded by France, to

exempt France in return from any participation in the German public debt for the

retrocession of Alsace-Lorraine.

(14) One author cites a case of participation of the successor State in part of

the general debt of its predecessor. However, that case is not consistent with

contemporary international law, since the transfer of part of the territory was

effected by force. The Third Reich, in its agreement Of; 4 October 1941 with

Czechoslovakia, did assume an obligation of 10 billion Czechoslovak korunas as a

participation in that country's general debt (and also in the localized debt for

the conquered Linder of Bohemia-Moravia and Silesia). Part of the 10 billion

covered the consolidated internal debt of the State, the State's short-term debt,

its floating debt and the debts of government funds, such as the central social

security fund, the electricity, water and pension funds (and all the debts of the

former Czechoslovak armed forces, as of 15 March 1939, which were State debts and

which the said author incorrectly included among the debts of the· territories

conquered by the Reich).'W

W War debts were thus excluded. Article 254 of the Treaty of Versailles
(for reference, see foot-note 357 above) read as follows:

"The Powers to which German territory is ceded shall, subject to the
qUalifications made in Article 255, undertake to pay:

"(1) A portion of the debt of the German Empire as it stood on
August 1, 1914 •••

"(2) . A portion of the debt as it stood on August 1, 1914, of the
German State to which the ceded territory belonged •'•• " •

3781 Paenson, op_ cit., pp. 112-113.

The author refers to an irregular annexation and, moreover, cOIlsidersthe
Czechoslovak case as falling within the category of "cession of part of' the
territory"; in fact, the case was more complex, involving disintegra.tion of the
State, not only through the joining of territories to Hungary and to the Reich,
but also through the creation of States: the so-called "Protectorate of
BOhemia-Moravia" and Slovakia.
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(15) On the other hand, there have often been cases where the successor State

vu exonerated from any portion of the general State debt of the predecessor State.

'!'hus, in the "Peace Preliminaries between Austria, Prussia and Denmarkll
, sisned at

Vienna on 1 August 1864, article 3 provided that:

''Debts contracted specifically on behalf either of the Kingdom of Denmark

or of one of the Duchies of Scbleswig, Holstein and Lauenburg shall remain the

responsibility of each of those countries." rJjJ

(16) At a time when annexation by conquest was the general practice, Russia

rejected any succession to part of the TurkiSh public debt for territories it had

taken from the Ottoman Empire. Its plenipotentiaries drew a distinction between

the transfer of part of territory by agreement, donation or exchange (which could

perhaps 8ive rise to the assumption of part of the general debt) and territorial

transfer effected by conques"t - as was acceptable at the time - which in no wa:y

created" any right to relief from the debt burden of the predecessor State. Thus,

at the meeting of the Congress of Berlin on 10 July 1878, the Turkish

plenipotentiary, Karatheodori Pasha, ,proposed the following resolution: IIRussia

shall assume the part of the Ottoman public debt pertaining to the territories

annexed to Russian territory in Asia. " It is said in the recprd of that meeting

that:

"Count Shuvalov replied that he believed he was justified in considering

it generally recoen!zed that, whereas debts in re$pect of territories that

were' detached by agreement, donation or exchange would be appo,rtioned, that

vas not so in the case of conquest. Russia was the victor in Europe and in

Asia. It did not have to pa:y anything for the territories and could in no

va:y be held jointly responsible for the TurkiSh debt. Prince Gorchakov

categorically reJected Karatheodori Pasha's request and said that, in fact,

he was astoniShed by it." - -

The President said that , in view of the opposition of the Russian plenipotentiari-es,

he could see no'-pO'ssibility of acceding to the Ottoman proposa1.380/

W de Martens, ed., Nouveau Becueil ••• (G6ttinBen, Dieterich, 1869),

vol. MI, pp. 470 ··et seg.

'80/ Protocol No. 17 of the Congress of Berlin for the Settlement of Affairs

in the East, British and Foreisn State Papers 1817-1878. (London, Ridgwa:y, 1885),

vol. LXIX,p. 8§2 and pp. 1052 etseg. This was exactly the policy followed by

the other Eu2;'opean E'owers in the case of conquest.
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(17) The Treaty of Frankfurt of 10 Ma;y 1871 between France and Prussia, whereby

Alsace-Lorraine passed to Germany, was deliberately silent on the assumption by

the successor State of part of the French general debt. Prince von Bismarck,

who in addition had imposed on France, atter its defeat at Sedan, the p~ent of

war indemnities amounting to 5 billion francs, had categorically refused to assume

a share of the French national public debt proportionate to the size of the

territories detached from France.3811 The cession of Alsace-Lorraine to Germany

in 1871, free and clear of any contributory share in France's public debt, had, as

has been seen,3821 a mirror effect in the subsequent retrocession to France of the

same provinces, also free and clear of all public debts, under articles 55 and 255'

of the Treaty of Versailles.

(18) When, under the Treaty of Anc6n of 20 October 1883, Chile annexed the province

of Tarapaca from Peru, it refused to assume responsibility for any part whatever

of Peru's national public debt. However, atter disputes had arisen between the

two countries concerning the implementation of the Treaty, another treaty, signed

by them at Lima on 3 June 1929, confirmed Chile's exemption from any part of

Peru's general debt.3831

(19) In 1905, no part of Russia's public debt was transferred to Japan with the

southern part of the island of Sakhalin.

3811 One must not be led astra;y by the fact that Prince vonBismarckatfected
to reduce the cost of war indemnities by first fixing them at 6 billion francs,
since it did not correspond to an assumption of part of the general debt of France.
This apparent concession by Princevon Bismarck was later :usedby d'Arnim at the
Brussels Conference, on 26 April 1871, as a pretext for ruling out any participation
by Germany in France's general pubiic debt.

3821 See para. (13) of the present commentary, above.

2ffiI Howev'er, deposits of guano situated in the province transferred to
Chile had apparently served to guarantee Peru' t;l public debt to foreign States such
as Fr.ance, Italy, the United Kingdom. or the United States. Claims having been
lodged against the successor State for continuance of the security and assumption
of part of the general debt of Peru secured by that resource of the transferred
territory, a Franco-Chilean arbitral tribunal found that the creditor States had
acquired no guarantee, security or mortgage, since their riehts resulted from
private contracts concluded between Peru and ·certain nationals of those creditor
States (arbitral award of Rapperswil, of 5 July 1901). See Fei1chenfe1d,op. cit.,
pp. 321-329 and D.P.O'Connell, The Law of state Succession (Cambridge University
Press, 1956); pp. 167-170. In any event~the Treaty of Lima, referred· toa.~ove,
confirmed the exoneration of Chile as the SUQcessor State.
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(20) Followins the Second World War, the trend of State practice broke with the

eolutions adopted at the end of the First World War. Unlike the treaties of 1919,

thoee concluded after 1945 generally excluded the successor States from any

responsibility for a portion of the national pUblic debt of the predecessor State.

ThUB the Treaty of Peace with Italy of 10 February 1947 ruled out any passing of

the debts of the predecessor State, for instance in the case of Trieste,~ except

with regard to the holders of bonds for·those debts issued in the ceded territory.

(21) With regard to judicial precedent, the arbitral award most frequently

Cited is that rendered by E. Borel on 18 April 1925 in the case of the

Ottoman public debt. Even though this involved a type of succession of States

other than the transfer of part of the territory of one State to another - since

the case related to the apportionment of the Ottoman public debt among States and

territones detached from the Ottoman Empire (separation of one or more parts of

territory of a State with or without the constitution of new States) - it is

relevant here because of the general nature of the terms advisedly used by the

arbitrator from Geneva. He took the vie~ that there was no legal obligation for

the transfer of part of the general debt of the predecessor State unless a treaty

provision existed to that effect. In his award, he said:

"In the view of the arbitrator, despite the existing precedents, one

cannot sq that the Power to which a territory is ceded is automatically

responsible for a corresponding part of the public debt of the State to .

which. the territory formerly belonged."~

He went on to state even more clearly:

"One cannot consider that the principle that a State acquiring part of

the territory of another State must at the same time take over a,. corresponding

portion of the latter's public debts' is established in positive international

law. Such an obligation can derive only from a treaty in which it is assumed

by the State in question, and exists only ori the terms and =to the extent ..

stipulated therein." 3861 . ,

(22) Consideration has so far been focused on the general State debts of

the predecessor State. What then is the situation as regards localized' State

-,-----....._._-----~-----~--_.---
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JW. For reference, see foot-note 357 above ..

~ Unitea. Nations, Repgrts of International Arbitral Awards, vol. I

(op. Cit.), p. 573.
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debts, i.e. State debts contracted by the central Government on behalf of the entire

:t State but intended particularly to meet the specific needs of a locality, so that

the proceeds of the loan m~ have been used for a project in the transferred

territory? At the outset it should be pointed out that, although localized State

debts are often dealt with separately from general State debts, identifying such

debts can prove to be difficult in practice. As has been stated:

" ••• it is not alw~s possible to establish precisely: (a) the intended

purpose of each particular loan at the time when it is concluded; (b) how

it is actually used; (c) the place to which the related expenditure should

be attributed ••• ; (d) whether a particular expenditure did in fact benefit

the territory in question." 387/

(23) Among the views of publicists, the most commonly - and-perhaps most easily 

accepted theory appears to be that a special State debt of benefit only to the

ceded territory should be attributed to the transferred territory for whose benefit

it was contracted. It would then pass with the transferred territory "by virtue

of a kind of right of continuance (droit de suite).".3881 However, a sufficiently

clear distinction is not made between State debts contracted for the special benefit

of a portion of territory and local debts proper, which are not~ntractedby the

State. Yet the assertion that they follow the fate of the territory by virtue

of a right of continuance, and that they remain charged to the transferred

territory, implies that they were already charged to it before the territory was

transferred, which is not the case for localized State debts, these being normally

charged to the central State budget.

(24) Writers on the subject appear, generally speaking, to agree that the

successor State should assume special debts of the. predecessor State, as

particularized and identified by some project carried out in the transferred

territory. The debt will, of course, be attributable to the successor State and not

to the transferred territory, which had never assumed it directly under the former

legal order and to which there is no reason to attribute it under the new legal

order. Moreover, it can be ~gued that if the transferred territory was previously

responsible for the debt it could not be regarded with certainty as a State debt

specially contracted by the central Government for the benefit or the needs of the

territory concemed. Rather would it be a local debt contracted and assumed by the

.. I

3877 Sack, loco cit., p. 292

388/ F. Despaenet, Cours de droit intemationalpublic, 3rded. (Paris,

Larose et Tenin, 1905), p. 109.- .. ..
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t~rritorial distric"G i tseU. That is a completely different case, which does not

involve the question of a State debt and hence falls outside the scope of the

present draft articlea. -

(25) The practice of States shows that, in general, the attribution of localized

State debts to the successor State has nearly alwCi¥s been accepted. Thus, in 1735,

the Emperor Charles VI borrowed the sum of one million crowns from some London

financiers and merchants, securing the loan with the revenue of the Duchy of Silesia.

Upon his death in 1140 , Frederick II of Prussia obtained the Duchy from

Maria Theresa u':lder ,the Treaties of 13reslau and 13erlin.Under the latter treaty,

signed on 28 July 1742, Frederick II undertook to assume the sovereign debt (or

State debt, as it would 'be called todCl\Y) with which the province was encumbered

as a result of the security arrangement.

(26) Two articles of the Treaty of Peace between the Emperor of Austria and

France, signed a.t Campo Formio on 17 October 1797, presumably settled the question

of the State debts contracted in the interests of the 13elgian provinces or secured

on them at the time when Austria ceded those territories ,,0 France:

"Arti(.~le IV. All debts which were secured, prior to the war, on the

territory 0:£ the countries specified in the preceding artieles, and which

were "contraoted in accordance with the customary formalities, shall be

assumed by the French Republic.

(27) As a

Luneville,

in al
whose
said
this
Treai
sssuu
the c
a.dmi.Il
not

(28) The "

9 July 18(

sovereign

follows:

His J

owne
reno
owne

(29) Arti

provided

"Article X. Debts secured on the te1Titory of countries ceded, acquired

or exchanged under this Treaty shall pass to the parties into whose possession

the said countries come."~ .

These two articles, like similar articles in other treaties, referred' witl•.<It further

specification to "debts secured on' the territory" of a. province. This security

arrancement~ have been made either by the central authority in respect of State
,-

debts or by the provincial authority in respect of local debts. However, the

context suggests that it was in fact a question of State debts, since the debts were

chal1e~ed for the very reason that the provinces in questi.on had not consented to

them. France refused on that ground to assume the so-called "Austro-13elgian" State

debt dati~ from the ~eriod of Austrian rule.i~ .

, .

~ de Clercq, Ope cit~, vol. I (1713-1802) ,pp. 336-337;

Recueil ••• (G6tti~en, Dieterich, 1829), vol. VI, pp. 422-423.

the Secretariat.]

}j9j See sack, 10c. <a1t.'pp. 268-269.
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(27) As a result of this, France, Gemany and Austria included in the T:reaty of

Luneville, of 9 February 1801, an article VIII reading as follows:

"As in articles IV and X of the Treaty of Campo Form.. ), it is agreed that,
in all countries ceded, acquired or exchanged under this Treaty, those into
whose possession they come shall assume debts secured on the territory of the
said countries; in view, however, of the difficulties which have arisen in
this connexion with regard to the interpretation of thf,\ said articles of the
Treaty of Campo Fomo, it is expressly agreed that the French Republic shall
assume only debts resulting from loans formally authorized by the States of
the ceded countries or from expenditure undertaken for the actual
administration of the said countries."~ [The word "States" here refers
not to a State entity, but to provincial bodies.]

(28) The Tre.aty of Peace between France and Prussia signed at Tilsit on

9 July 1807, m.'"l.de the successor State liable for debts contracted by tl;le former

sovereign for or in the ceded territories. Article 24 of the Treaty reads as

follows:

"Such undertakings, debts and obligations of whatsoever nature as
His Majesty the King of Prusaia ma;y have entered into or contracted ••• as
owner of countries, territories, domains, property and revenue ceded or
renounced by His Majesty under this Treaty shall be assumed by the new
owners ••• "~ . . .

(29) Article 9 of the Treaty of 26 December 1805 between Austria and France

provided that His Majesty the Emperor of Germany and Austria:

"

". •• shall remain free of any obligation in relation to any debts·
whatsoever which the House of Austria has contracted by reason of possession,
and has secured on the territory of the countries renounced by it under this
Treaty."~

...------..~~--------__---...t .
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\'W deClercCl, op~ cit., vol-; I, pp. 426-427; . de Martens, ed. Recueil •••
(GCittingen; Dieterich1831) ,voL VII, p. 299; Baron Descampsan~ L. Renault,
Recueil international des traites du XIXe siecle (Paris, Rousseau), vol. I
(1801-1825). pe 3. lTransla"tion by the Secretariat.]

W de Clercq, Ope cit. (1880),voL 11, (1803-1815), p. 221; de Martens,
Recueil ••• (1835), vol. VIII, p. 666; Descamps and Renault, Recueil •••
XIXe siecle (op. eit.), voL I, p. 184 [Tran~lation by the Secretariat.]

393/ . de ClercCl, op.cit.,vOl.II, pp. 147-148; de Martens, ed., Recueil ...
voL VIII~(op. cit.), p.391; Def3.c~s.andRenault,.Recuei1 ••• XIXe siecle~>.
(op. cit.), voL I, p.153. [Tr811s1ation bytheSecretaria:t. J.. • .....•. .•...
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394/ de Clercq, Ope cit., vol. 11, p. 241; de Martens, ed., Recueil ...

vol. ftrI (oP. cit.), p. 720. [Translation by the Secretariat.]

JW d~ Martens, ed., !2uveau Recueil ••• (G8ttingen, Dieterich, 1817),

vol. 1, p. 307.

~ de Clercq, up. cit., vol. I, p. 582; de Martens, ed., Recueil •••

(op. cit.), vol VII, p. 430. [Translation by the Secretariat.]

mJ de Martens, ed., Recueil ... vol. VII (op. cit.), pp. 427-428.

398/ deMartens,ed., Nouveau Recueil de traites (G8ttingen, Dieterich, 1831),

VOl. l'i'r, p. 330; Descampsand Renault, Recueil ... XIXe sUcle ~op. cit. ), p. 513.

mJ de Martens, ed., Nouveau Recueil ... , vol. 11 (op. cit.), p. 3SO;

Descamps and Renault, Recueil ... XIXe siecle (op. cit. ), vol. 1, p. 426.
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"H.M. the King of Denmark undertakes to assume the obligations which

H.M. the ICing of Prussia has contracted in respect of the DuChy of Lauenburg

under articles IV ',' V and IX of the Treaty of 29 MS\Y' 1815 between Prussia and

His Britannic Majesty, King of Hanov~r ••• " W .

"

, '.

S1JIIilarly, article 8 of the Treaty of 11 November 1807 between France and Holland

provided that:

"Such undertakings, debts and obligations of whatsoever nature as

His Majesty the ICing of Holland mq have entered into or contracted as owner

of the ceded cities and tenitories shall be assumed by France ••• " YiJJ

Article XIV of the Treaty of 28 April 1811 between Westphalia and Prussia is

identical vith the article just cited•.w'
(30) Article VIII of the Treaty of Luneville of 9 February 1801 served as a model

for article 5 of the Treaty of Paris between France and Wiirttemburg of

20 Hq 1807, which stated:

"Article VIII of the Treaty of Luneville, concerning debts secured on

the tenitory of the countries on the left bank of the Rhine shall serve as

a basis and rule in respect of the debts with which the possessions and

countries included in the cession under article 11 of the present Treaty are

encumbered." 'Jj§/

The Treaty of 14 November 1802 between the Batavian Republic and Prussia contains

a similarly worcied article IV."ID! Again, article XI of the Treaty of

,., .2f September 1815 between the King of Prussia and the Grand Duke of

Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach provided that "His Royal Highness shall assUme [any debts] •••

specially secured on the ceded districts ll •W .
(31) Article IV of the Treaty of 4 June 1815 between Denmark and Prussia provided

GB follows:.

f'

.,'

,.



The Franco-Au~t.riall a,erli!ement of 20 November 1815, whooe 26 articles dealt

exclusively with debt questions, required the successor state to assume debts which

"formed part of the French public debt" (State debts), but "originated as debts

specially secured on countries which have ceased to belong to France or were

contracted for purposes of the internal administration of the said countries"
400/ '(article VI). .

(32) Even though an irregular forced annexation of territory was involved, ILention

ma;y be made of the assumption by the Third ReiQll, under the Agreement of

4 October 1941, of debts contracted by Czechoslovakia for the purpose of private

railwa;y's in the Lander seized from it by the Reich.401/ Debts of this kind seem

to be governmental in origin and local in purpose.

(33) After the Second 1'forld \olar, France, which had regained Tenda and Briga from

Italy, agreed to assume part of the Italian debt only subject to the following

four conditions: (a) that the debt was attributable to public works or civilian

administrative services in the transferred territories; (b) that the debt was

contracted before Italy's entry into the war and was not intended for military

purposes; (c) that the transferred territories had benefited trom the debt; and

(d) that the creditors resided in the transferred territories.

400/ de Martens, ed., 'Nouveau Recueil ... vol. II (op. cit.), p. 723
Descamps and Renault, Recueil ...XIXe siecle (op.cit.), vol. I, p. 531;
British and Foreign State Papers, 1815-1816, vol. III (London, Ridgewa;y, 1838),
pp. 326=327. See also article 5 of the Treaty of 14 October 1809 between France
and Austria, concerning debts secured on the territories ceded to France by Austria
(Upper Austria, Carniol, Carin~hia,. Istria) (de C17rcq, op~ cit., vo~. lI, p. 295;
de Martens, ed., Nouveau Recue11 ... vol. I (op. C1t.), p. 213), art1cle VII of the
Treaty of 3 June 1814 between Austria and Bavaria (de Martens, ed., Nouveau Recueil
... vol. II (op. cit.), p. 21); article IX of the Treaty of 18 Ma;y 1815 between
Prussia and Saxony (de Clercq, op. cit., vol. lI, pp. 520-521; de Martens,
ed., Nouveau Recueil ... vol. II (op. cit.) , pp. 277-278); article XIX of tb.e
Treaty of Cession of 16 March 1816 under which the Kingdom of Sardinia ceded to
Switzerland various territories in Savoy which were incorporated into the Canton of ,
Geneva (de Martens, ed., Nouveau Recueil ••• (G8ttingen, Dieterich, 1880, vol. IV,
p. 223; Descamps and Renault, Recueil ... XIXe siecle (oP. cit.), vol. I, p. 555).

401/ Paenson, Ope cit., p. 113.
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(34) Succession to special State debts which were used to meet the needs of a

particular. territory is more likely if the debts in question are backed by a

special security arrangement. The predecessor State m8¥ have secured its special

debt on tax revenue derived from the territory which it is losing or on property

situated in the territory in question, such as forests, mines or railw8¥s. In

both cases, succession to such debts is usually accepted.

(35) On rare occasions, however, the pasl1ling of localized debts has been refused.

One such example is article 255 of the Treaty of Versailles, which provided a

number of exceptions, to the general principle, laid down in article 254, of

the passing of public debts of the predecessor State.402/ . Thus, in the case

of all ceded territories other than Alsace-Lorraine, that portion of the debt of

the German Empire or the German States which represented expenditure by them on

property and possessions belonging to them and situated in the ceded territories

was not assumed by the successor States. Obviously, political considerations

p18¥ed a role in this particular case.

(36) From the foregoing observations, it ~ be concluded that, while there
, .•..

appears to exist a fairly well established practice requiring the successor State

to assume a localized State debt, no such consensus can be found with regard to

general State debts. Al though the refusal of the successor State to assume part

of the general debt of the predecessor State seems to prevail in writings on the

subject and in judicial and State practice, political considerations or

considerations of expediency have admittedly p18¥ed some part in such refusals.

At the same time, those considerations appear to have weighed even more heavily

in cases where the successor State ultimately assumed a portion of the general

debt of the predecessor: State, as occurred in the peace treaties endi~g the

First World War. In any event, it must also be acknOWledged that the bulk of the

treatY' precedents available consists largely of treaties terminating a state of

.- warr and there is a strong presumption that that is not a' context in which States

express their free consent or are inclined to yield to the demands of justice, of

equity or even of law.

W See para. (13) of this commentary, abov~-.
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(37) Whatever the case, the refusal of the successor State to assume part of the

national public debt of the predecessor State appears to have logic on its side,

as one author remarks, although he agrees that this approach is hard for the

ceding State, which is deprived of part of its property without being relieved

of its debt, whereas the cessionary State is enriched or enlarged without a

corresponding increase in its debt burden. 4031 It is useless, however, to seek

for the existence of an incontestable rule of international law to avoid this

situation. Under the circumstances, the Commission proposes, in the absence of an

agreement between the parties concerned, the introduction of th~ concept of equity

as the key to the solution of problems relating to the passing of State debts.

That concept has already been adopted by the Commission in parts II and III of the

draft and therefore does not require detailed commentary h~re.~
(38) The rules enunciated in article 35 keep certain parallelisms with those

of articles 13 and 25, relating to the passing of State property and of

State archives respectively. Paragraph 1 thus provides for, and thereby attempts

to encourage, settlement by agreement between the predecessor and successor States.

Although it reads "the passing ••• is to be settled ••• ", the paragraphs should

not be interpreted as presuming that there is alwqs such a passing. Parwaph2

provides for the situation where no such agreement can be reached. .It stipulates

that "an equitable proportion" of the State debt of the predecessor State shall

pass to the successor State. In order to determine what constitutes "an equitable

proportion", all the relevant factors should be taken into account in each

particular case. Such factors must include, among others, "the property, rights

and interests" which pass to the successor State in relation to the State debt in

question.

(39) Article 35 is drafted in such' a wq as to cover all types of State debts,

whether general or localized. It mq readily be seen that under parasra'ph 2

localized State debts would pass to"the successor State in an equitable proportion,

taking into account, inter alia, the 'property, rights and interests" which pass to

the successor State in relatiOn to such localized State debts.

~ L. Cavare, Le droit international public positif, 3rd ed. (ParisPedo~e,
1967), vol. I, p. 380.

~See paras. 76-85'above.
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Article 36

NewlY independent State

1. When the successor State is a newly independent State, no State debt
ot the predecessor State shall pass to the newly independent State, unless
an acreement between the newly independent State and the predecessor State
provides otherwise in view of the link between the State debt of the
predecessor State connected with its activity in the territory to which
the succession of States relates ~d the property, rights and interests
which pass to the newly independent State.

2. The 881'eement referred to in par881'aph 1 shall not infringe the
principle of the permanent sovereignty of every people over its wealth
and natural resources, nor shall its implementation endanger the
fundamental economic equilibria of the newly independent State.

Commentary

(1) Article 36 concerns SUccession of States in respect of state debts when the

successor State is a newly independent State • This is an article parallel to

article 14, relating to ~ccession of States in respect of State property in the

case of a newly independJ.nt State and to article 26 concerning succession to

State archives in the same case.

(2) The Commission has on several occasions affirmed the nece~sity and utility of

1ncludinB "newly independent State" as a distinct type of succession of States. It

did so in its draft articles on succession of States in respect of treatiesW and

.,ain in the present set of draft articles in connection with succession in respect

ot State property and State archives. It might be argued by some that

decolonization is a thing of the past, belonging almost entirely to the history of

international relatio~s, and that consequently there is no need to include "newly

independent State" in' a typology of succ~ssion of States. In fact,' decolonization

is not yet fully completed. Important parts of the world are still dependent,

even th0Ulh some cover only a small area. And decoloniz~tion is far from complete

trom yet another point of view. If decolonization is taken to mean the end of a

relationship based on political domination, it has reached a very advanced stage.

But economic relations are vital, and are much less easily rid of the effects of

colonization than political relations. Political independence ma;y not be genuine

independence and, in reality, the economy of newly independent States ma;y long

remain particularly dependent on the former metroRolitan country and firmly bound

I
J9jJ Yearbook ••• 1974, vol. II (Part One), pp. 161-169,

document A 9610jRev.l, paras. 45 and 51-60.
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Feilchenfeld, Ope cit., pp. 369, 377 and 378, respectively.

O'Connell, State Succession ••• (op. cit.), p. 377.

Feilchenfeld, Ope cit., p. 292.
I
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to it, even allowing for the fact that the economies of nearly all countries are

interdependent. Hence it cannot be denied that draft articles on succession of

States in respect of State debts m8\Y be useful, not only with respect to territ.ories

which are still dependent but also with respect to countries which have recently

attained political independence, and even to countries which attained political

independence much earlier. In fact, the debt problem, including the servicing

of the debt, the progressive amortization of the principal and the PSiYDlent of

interest, all spread over several years, if not decades, is the most typical example

of matters covered by succession which long survive political independence. Thus

the effects of problems connected with succession of States in respect of. State

debts continue to be felt for many decades and would appear more lasting than the

effects of succession in respect of treaties, State property or State archives,

in each of which cases the Commission nevertheless devoted one or more articles'

to decolonization.

(3) Before reviewing State practice and the views of jurists on the fate of

State debts in the process of decolonization, it m8\Y be of historical interest to

note the extent to which colonial Powers were willing, in cases ?f colonization

which occurred during the last century and the early 19OOs, to assume tlie debts

of the territories colonized. Sta'Ge practice seems contradictory in this respect.

In the cases of the annexation of Tahiti in 1880 (by internal law), Hawaii in 1898

(by internal law), and Korea in 1910 (by treaty), the States which annexed those

territories assumed wholly or in part the debts of the territory concerned.~
In an opinion relating to the Joint Resolution of the United States Congress

providing for the annexation of Hawaii, the United States Attorney--General

stated that:

" ••• the general doctrine of international law, f'ounded upon obvious
principles of justice, is that, in the case of annexation of a State or
cession of territory, the substituted sovereignty assumes the debts and
obligations of the absorbed State or territory - it takes the burdens with
the benefits. 11~

In the case of the annexation of the Fiji Islands in 1874, it appears that the

United Kingdom,after annexation, agreed voluntarily to undertake p~nt of certain

debts contracted by the te~itorybeforeannexation,as an' "act of grace". 408/

I
I

9

debt
la

he

he



,
! •

,"

The metropolitan Power did not recognize a legal duty to discharge the debts

concerned. A similar position appears to have been taken on the annexation of

Burma by the United Kingdom in l886.'w

(4) In other cases, the colonial Powers refused to honour the debts of the

territory concerned. In the 1895 treaty establishing the (second) French

protectorate oyer Madagascar, article 6 stated that, inter alia,

''The Government of the FrenCh Republic assumes no responsibility with
respect to undertakings, debts or concessions contracted by the Government
of Her Ma~~~tl' the Queen of Madagascar before the signing of the present
Treaty." .4!Q/' . ..

Shortly after the signing of that treaty, the French Minister for Foreign Affairs

declared in the Chamber of Deputies that, as regards the debts contracted abroad

by the Madagascar Government,

"the French Government will, without having to guarantee them for our own
account, follow strictly the rules of international law governing cases in
which sovereignty over a territory is transferred as a result of military
action."~

According to one writer, while that declaration recognized the existence of rules

of international law governine the treatment of debts of States that had lost their

sovereignty, it also made clear that, according to the opinion' of tIle French

Government, there was no rule of international law which compelled an annexing

State to guarantee or assume the debts of annexed States.4127 The Annexation Act

of 1896 by which Madagascar was declared a French colony was silent on the issue of

succession to Malagasy debts. Colonial Powers also refused to honour debts of

colonized territories,oIl the g.rounds that the preViously independent State retained

a measure of legal personality. Such appears to have been the case" with the

protectorates established at the end of the nineteenth century ~n Tunisia, Annam,.

Tonkin and Cambodia•.mI A further example m~ be mentioned, that of the

J9!iI ~,p. 379. It appearS that the Britisl;l ~vernment did not consider
Upper Burma to be a "civilized country", and that therefore rules more favourable
to the "succeeding Government" could be applied than in tliecase of the
incorporation of a "ci,vilized" State. O'Connell,State Succession. eo (oP. cit.) ,
pp. 358-360.

!1:8/ See Feilchenfeld, Ope cit., p. 312, foot-note 20.

4111 ~,p. :;73, foot-n()te 22.

!!Y ~,p. 373.

SllI ~,pp. 369-371.
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annexation ...1. the Congo by Belgium.ill! In the 1907 treaty of cession, article 3

provided for the succession of Belgium in respect of all the l,iabilities and all

the financial obligations of the "Congo Free State", as set forth in annex C.

However, in article 1 of the Colonial Charter of 1908 it was stated that ~~he

Belgian Congo was an entity distinct from the metropolitan country, having separate

laws, assets and liabilities, and that, consequently, the servicing of the

Congolese debt was to remain the exclusive responsibility of the colony, un:.ess

otherwise provided by law•

Early decolonization

(5) In the case of the independence of 13 British colonies in North America, the

successor State, the United States, did not succeed to aIlY.' of the debts of the

British Government. Neither the Treaty of Paris of 1783, by which Great Britain

recognized the independence of those colonies, nor the constituent instruments of

the United States (the Articles of Confederation of 1776 and 1777 and the

Constitution of 1787) mention any pa;yment of debts owed by the former metropolitan

Power. 415/ This precedent was alluded to in the 1899 peace negotiations between

Spain and the United States following the Spanish-American War. The Spanish

delegation asserted that there were publicists who maintained that the 13, colonies

which had become independent had paid 15 million pounds to Great Britain fo.r the

extinguishment of colonial debts. The American delegation however, viewed the

assertion as entirely erroneous, pointing out that the prelim;i.nary (1782) and

definitive (1783) treaties of peace between the United States and Great Britain

contained no stipulation of the kind referred to.416/,

(6) A similar resolution of the fate of the State debts of the predecessor State

occurred in South America upon the: independence of Brazil from Portugal in the

1820s. During the negotiations in London in t822, the Portuguese Government

claimed that part of its national debt should b~ assumed byth~ new State. In a

dispatch of 2 August 1824, the Brazilian plenipotentiaries informed their'

Government of the wB:3 in which they had opposeg, that claim, which theY deemed

incbnsistent with the examples furnished by diplomatic history. The dispatch'

states:

414/ ~,pp. 375-376•

.£.2/ .Ibid., pp. 53-54.

416/ ~, p. 54, foot-note ~5.
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4171 Dispatch of 2 August 1824, in Arguivo diplomatico da independencia,
vol. n; p. 95, cited by H. Accioly in Trait' de droit international pUblic,
trans. P. Goule (Paris, Sirey, 1940), vol. I, pp. 198-199. It would appear that
the matter at issue was less a question of Brazil's takins over part of the
Portusuese State public debt than of the p~ent of "compensation" in exchange for
the "recaption of independence".

IJAI See J.B. Noore, A Digest of International Law (Washington, D.C.,
US Government Printins Office, 1906), vol. I, pp. 342-343. See also
Feilchen£eld, Ope cit~, pp. 251-257, and Jeze, ''L'emprunt dans les rapports
internationaux ..... (loc. cit.), p. 76. The case of Cuba is dealt with .in
para. (12) of this commentary, below.

lJ!J/ British and Foreign State Papers, 1835-1836 (London, Ridgwq, 1853),
vol. 24, pp. 868=869. . . ~ ....

"Neither Holland nor Portugal itself, when they separated from the
Spanish Crown, paid anTthing to the Court of Madrid in eXchange for the
recoption of their independence; recently the United States likewise
paid no monetary compensation to Great Britain for similar recognition." ill!

The Treaty between Brazil and Portugal of 29 Aueust 1825 which resulted from the

nesotiations in fact made no express reference to the transfer of part of the

Portuguese State debt to Brazil. Howeve~, since there were reciprocal claims

involvins the two States, a separate instrument - an additional agreement of the

same date - made Braz~l responsible for the p~ent of 2 million pounds sterlins

as part of an arrangement designed to liquidate those reciprocal claims.

(7) With resard to the independence of the Spanish colonies in America,4181

article VII of the Treaty of Peace and Friendship, signed at Madrid on

28 December 1836 between Spain and newly independent Mexico, reads as follows:

It thus seems clear that, in accordance vith its unilateral statement independent

Mexico had taken over only those debts of the Spanish State which had been contracted

tor and on behalf of Mexico and had already been charged to the Mexican Treasury.

"Considerins that the Mexican Republic, by a Law passed on the
28th of June, 1824, in its General Congress, has voluntarily and spontaneously
recopzed as its own and as national, all debt contracted upon its Treasury il""

by the Spanish Government of the Mother Country and by its Authorities, during
the time they ruled the now independent Mexican Nation *, until in 1821,
they entirely ceased to govern it... Her Catholic Majesty ••• and the
Mexican Republic, by common accord, desist from all claim or .pretension
which m1Sht arise upon these points, and declare that the 2 High Contracting
Parties remain free and quit from henceforward for ever from all responsibility
on this head." ill!

--...----.~ ._:.-

I



(8) . Article V of the Treaty of Peace and Friendship and Recognition, signed at
Madrid on 16 February 1840 between Spain and Ecuador, in turn provided that

''The Republic of Ecuador ••• recognizes voluntarily and spontaneouslyevery debt contracted upon the credit of its Treasury, whether by directorders of the Spanish Government or by its authorities established in theTerritory * of Ecuador, provided that such debts are alwqs registered inthe account books belonging to the treasuries of the ancient kingdom andpresidency of Quito, or provided that it is shown through some other legaland equivalent means that they have been contracted within the saidTerritory by the said Spanish Government and its authorities while theyadministered the now independent Ecuadorian Republic, until they ceasedgoverning it in the yea:r 1822 ... " 420/

(9) A provision more or less simi1a:r to the one in the treaties mentioned above
mq be found in article V of the Treaty of 30 Ma:rch 1845 between Spain and
Venezuela, in which Venezuela recognized

"as a national debt ••• the sum to which the debt owing by the Treasuryof the Spanish Government amounts and which will be found entered inthe ledgers and accounts books of the former Captaincy-General ofVenezuela, or which m~ arise from other fair and legitimate claims."~
Simi1a:r wording m8\Y be found in a number of treaties concluded between Spain and
the former c01onies. 422/
(10) The cases of decolonization of the former Spanish dependencies in America
would seem to represent a depa:rture from the ea:r1ier precedents set by the
Uni ted States and Brazil. However, it m8\Y be noted that the departure was a
1imited one, not involving a succession to the national debt of the predecessor
State, but rather to two types of debts: those contracted by the predecessor
State for and on behalf of the dependent· territory, and those contracted by an
organ of the colony. As has been noted,423/ the latter category of debts,.

~ Ibid., 1840-1841 (1857), vol. 29, pp~ 1316-1317.
5l1J Ibid., 1846-1847 (Harrison, 1860), vol. 35, p. 302.
422/ For example, article IV of the Treaty between Spain and Argentina of9 July 1859 (ibid., 1859=1860 (RidBW~, 1867), vol. 50, p. 1161}; a:rtic1e 11 ofthe Treaty between Spain and Uru8U8\Y of 9 October 1841 (ibid., 1841-1842 (1858),vol. 30, p. 1360); article V of the Treaty between Spain and Costa Rica of .10 M8\Y 1850 (ibid., 1849-1850 (Harrison, 1863), vol. 39, p. 1341); article V of' '_the Treaty between Spain and Nicaragua of 25 July 1850 (ibid., p. 1340); article IVof the Treaty between Spain and Guatemala of 29 May 1863 (ibid., 1868-1869 .(RidBW8\Y' 1874), vol. 59, p. 120); article IV of the Treaty between Spain andEl Salvador of 25 June 1865 (ibid., 1867-1868 (1873), vol. 58, pp. 1251-1252).
~ See pa:ras. (14) et seg. of the commentary to article 31, above.
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considered as proper to the territor,y itself, are in any event excluded from the
subject-matter of the present draft articles as they do not properly fall within
the scope and definition of State debts of the predecessor State. In spite of
the fact that overseas possessions were considered, under the colonial law of the
time, a territorial extension of the metropolitan country, with which they formed
a single territor,y, it did not occur to writers that any part of the national
public debt of the metropolitan countr,y should be imposed" on those possessions.~
That was a natural solution, according to one author, because "the creditors [of
the metropolitan countr,y] could never reasonably assume that their debts would be
paid out of the resources to be derived from such a financially autonomous
territor,y".~ What was involved was not a participation of the formel' ~panish
American colonies in the national debt of the metropolitan territory of Spain, but
a take-over by those colonies of State debts, admittedly of Spain, but contracted by
the metropolitan countr,y on behalf and for the benefit of its overseas
possessions. 426/ It must also be pointed out that in the case of certain treaties
there was a desire to achieve a "package deal" involving various reciprocal
compensations rather than any real participation in the debts contracted by the
predecessor State for and on behalf of the colony. Finally, it m~ be noted that,
in most of the cases involving Spain and her former colonies, the debts assumed by
the successor States were assumed by means of internal legislation, even before the
conclusion of treaties with Spain, which often merely took note of the provisions
of those internal laws. None of the treaties, however, speak of rules or
principles of international law governing succession to State debts. Indeed, many
of the treaty provisions indicate that what was involved was a "coluntar,y and
spontaneous" decision on the part of the newl.y independent State.

~ Cases of unlimited colonial exploitation whereby a metropolitan Power,'during the time of the old colonial empires, was able to cover part of its nationaldebt by appropriating all of the resources or raw materials of the colonies, havebeen disregarded as being archaic or rare. See foot-note 471 below.
~ Jeze, ''L'emprunt dans les rapports internationaux ••• n (loc. cit.) p. 74.
426/ It seems clear, however, that the South American republics which att~nedindependence did not seek to determine whether the metropolitan countr,y had beenfully justified in including the debt among the liabilities of their respectivetreasuries. The inclusion of that debt in the accounts of the treasury of thecolony by the metropolitan country was based on an assumption that the debt had beenconcluded on behalf and for the benefit of the colony. Such an assumption wasvigorously challenged in later cases of succession. See para. (12) of thiscommentary, below.
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(11) Mention should, however, be made of one Latin American case which appears to
be at variance with the general practice of decolonization in that region as
outlined in the preceding paragraph. This relates to the indepenclonce of 1301ivia.
A Treaty of Recognition, Peace and Friendship, signed between Spain and :Bolivia, on
21 July 1841, provides in article 5 that:

"The Republic of :Bolivia ••• has already spontaneously recognized, bythe lllw of 11 November 1844, the debt contracted asainst its treasu;y, eitherby direct orders of the Spanish Government *, or by orders cmana.ting from theestablished authorities of that Government in the Territor,y of Upper Peru,now the Republic of :Bolivia; and [recognizes] as ccnsolidated debt of theRepublic, in the same categor,y as the tlost highly privilegod debt, all thecredits. of whatever description. for pensions. salaries. supplies, advances,freipilts, forced loans. deposits. contracts and eve" other debt, eitherarising from the war or prior thereto *, which are a cho.rge upon theaforcso.id treasur,y, provided always that such credits proceed from the directorders of the Spmlish Governoont * or of their established authorities in theprovinces which now fom the Republic of :Bolivia. ••• " Pll:J./
(12) The Anglo-.Aoerioon precedent of 1183 and the Portuguese-:Brazilian precedent of
1825 were followea" by' the" Peace·Treaty·of·Paris"oflO Deceober 1898;" concluded at·
the end of the war between the United States and Spain. The charging of Spanish
State debts to the budget of Cuba by Spain was contested. The asStlIJption that
charcring a debt to the accounts of the Cuban Treasur.v neant that it was a debt
contracted on bchn.lf and for the benefit of the island was successfully challenged
by the United States plenipotentiaries. The Treaty of 10 Dececber'1898 freed
Spain only frOD. liability for debts proper to Cuba, that is, debts contracted after
24 February 1895 and the nortgago debts of the nunicipality of Havano.. It did not
allow succession to a:ny portion of the Spanish State debt which Spain had charged
to Cuba.~
Dccolonizo.tion since the Second World War
(13) An exnoiIlt.'1.tion of ooses of decolonizo.tion since the Second World War indicates
little confomity in the practice of newly independent States. There are
precedents in favour of the passing of State debts and precedents against, as well
as cases of repucliation of such debts after they had been accepted. It is not the
i,ntention of the COI:lDission to overburden this cODI:lentar,y by including a conpleto

mJ British and Foreicn State fupers, 1868-1869 (op. cit.), vol. LIX, p. 423.
!&§/ Feilchenfclcl , OPe cit., pp. 329-343; Moore, 0 • cit., pp. 351 etseq.,anc.l J'eze, "L1onprunt do.ns les rapports internationaux ... " loco cit.), p. 84.
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roto.1oGUe of n.11 c.......ses of deco1oniZc.'\tion since the Second "lor1el "lar. The roses
oentioned below a.rc not inteneleel to represent Don exhD.ustive survey of pmctice in
the field, but a.re rather provielecl as i11ustmtive exnnp1cs.
(14) The indeponclence of the Philippines Wl'\O. a.uthorized by the Philippines
Inelependence Act (otherwise known as the "!lYelings-McDuffie Act lt

) of the
Uniteel States Coneress, approved on 24 Mo.rch 1934"~ By that Act, 0. elistinction
woos oo.de between the bonds issued before 1934 by the Philippines with the
authoriza.tion of the United Sto.tes Concrcss a.nd other public clebts. It providecl
th.."'.t the United Sto.tes dec1ineel 0.11 reSl)Onsibi1ity for those post-1934 (lebts of the
o.rchilJe10.cro. The inference ms a.ccorcling1y been i:1.mwn thn.t the United Sto.tes
intended to on.intn.in pre-1934 cone-ressionoJ.1y n.uthorizecl debts.~ As reccrcls
these pre-1934 llebts, by a l::'.w of 1 AUGUst 1939, the proceecls of Philippine export
troces "Tere a.11oc.."'.ted to 'the Unitecl Stn.tes Treo.sury for the esto.b1ishnent of 0.
specicl. funcl for the o.tlortiza.tion of the prc-~193.~ llebts cont:ro.ctecl by the
Philippines with Unitecl Sto.tes authorizo.tion. Under the 1934 n.nd 1939 Acts, it
woos provided tho.t the a.rchipe1a.go could not repudia.te loans a.uthorized by the
predecessor State and ·that if, 'on the 'date of independence, the'speciaJ. fund
should be insufficient for service of that authorized debt, the Bli1ippines would
oo.ke a po.yncnt to bo.1ance the account. Under both its Constitution (article 11)
o.nd the Treaty of 4 July 1946 with the United States, the Philippines aSSUDed cl.1
the debts and 1ia.bi1ities of the islands.
(15) The oose of the independence of India. o.nd Pakistan is another e:mop1e where
the successor State accepted the debts of the predecessor Sto.te. It would be Dore
correct to speo.k of successor Sto.tes, a.nd in fact this seons a two-sto.ge succession
a.s a result of po.rtition, Rlkistan succeeding to India, which succeeded to the
United KillBdOD. It has been exp10.ined that·:

"There wo.s no direct repartition of the debts between the two DoDinions.· All financial ,ob1iga.tions, including loans and gun.:mntees, of the centrolGoverntlent of Br!tish India rcoa.ined the responsibility of India ••• 'WhileIndia. continuecl to be the sole clebtor of the centml debt, Pclcistan· s sha.reof this debt, proportionate to the assets it received, be~e 0. debt toIndia.." !i2JJ

~ O'Connell, State Succession ... (oP. cit.), p. 433; G. Fischer, Un co.sde decolonisntion - Les Eto.ts-Unies et les Phil! ines (Po.ris, Libmire ~nemle cleclroit et cle jurisprudence, 19 0 , p. 2 4; D.nd M. 'Whitcoa.n, Ditlest of International~ (lvo.shington, D.C., U.S. Governtlcnt PrintinC' orfice, 1963), vol. 2, pp. 21:t.-2l3,854.

~ Fischer, Ope cit., p'. 264.
~ O'Conncll, Sto.te Succession ••• (oP. cit.), p. 404.
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It r:'..ces not ceon thtl.t n...-m;y Uistinctions were: tm.t'.o re[,nr~nc the c".ifferont

ctl.tecrories of {'.ebt. Only one n.ppetl.rs ta lmve been o.......:1.e by' the COIJuittee '.)f Exj,Jerts

set up to recOL.'t1en(l the tl.pportioment ')f t'.ssetc ~lt 1io.bi1ities. This ~.s the

1.,ub1ic debt, conposeCt of pe:r::mment lotl.ns, treo.sur,y bills ont!. sl.,ecicl. lon.ns, o.s

c.[,ninst the unfuneletl t"-eut, which conprisecl sc.vinGs bc.nk eleposits n.nd bnnlc c.leposits.

These w.rious ob1i[,"Utions were nssicnec1 to Intli...... , but it is not int'.ico.t~t!. whether

they were c.lebts proper to the depent".ent territor,y, ,.zhich woulcl mvo c".evo1ve<l upon

it in c:ny event, or delJts of the :&.)rec1ecessor State, ,.zhich wl'Julcl thus hn.vo lJoen

t~.nsferrec.". to thu successor StD-te. The prob1cn to ,.ihich the C6IJr.littee of Exj,Jerts

u.evotec~ nost nttention t'.ppec.rs to lmve lJecn thc.t of estD-b1ishinc the noe1...~ities

for o.pportioni.nc the debt between Inclir-. ~d ~jdst.-m. J\n ncrecnent of

1 DeCC!lber 1947 between the two Sttl.tcs ws to cnboC'.y the p:ro.ctic......l consequences of

this o.ntl c.letemine the respective contributions. Tho.t division, however, 1ms not

l)een inplonentee1., owinC to tlifferences between the tl·ro St......tes o.s to the SUI.1S

involvecl.

(16) The 1.,rob1ons a.risi.nc fron the succession of Inclonesi....... to the lCinv~OD of the

Netherl~e1.s wero, ns fnr ns elebts nre concemet1., rofiectecl essentinll.y in two

instrunonts: the Round-Table Conference Au"Teonent, sicne~ n.t The K.....G\le on

2 Novonber 1949,~ n.nu. the Inclonesin.n Decree of 15 Februn.r,y 1956, which

repudio.tec. the elobt, Inclonesin lmvi.nc clenounce(l the 1949 c.crecocnts on

13 Fepruo.ry 1956.illJ The Fin.-mcitl.l ~u. Econonic Ac.Teonent ("rhich is only one of

the Conference nc,TeC!lents) specifies the debts lrhich Inclonesio. n.ercod to o.smm.e.~
Articlo 25 distinGUishes four series of clobts: (o.) n series of six conso1idatecl

lotl.ns; (b) clebts to third countries; (c) elebts to the lCin[;dotl of the Nether1cnC!.s;

(d) Int'.onesio.'s inter.nnl debts.

(17) The lo.st tl'ro c..'\tecories of debts neeel not be t....•..ken into considemtiOli. here.

Inclonesitl.' s clebts to the 1CinCC1on of the Netherlands "TOre in fo.ct elebt-clo.ins of

the "preclecessor StD-te, D.nel thus (10 not CODe l'rithin the scope of the l)resont

connontnry. The inter.nnl del)t of Inelonesit'. 0.t the c"'..nte of the tronsfor of

sovereicnty arc nlso cxclu<1.ecl by definition. Ho,.,evor, it shoulel be noteel tlmt

:fjJj Unitecl N['"tions, Treo.ty Series, vol. 69, p. 3. Sec n1so O'Conne11,
StD.te Succession ••• (o~. cit.), pp. 437-438, and Fnonson, OD.cit., pp., 77-78.

ill! Rousseo.u, Droit intenu'..tionn.l public !Ope cit. ), pp. ,~51-.~52.

!i2!/ UniteG. Untions, Treo.ty Series, vol. 69, l)P. 252-258, t"..mft" Fin..."Ulcic.l
tl.ncl Econonic Au~ecr.lent, nrticles 25-27.
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this catecory \'las not precisely defined. The predecessor State later interpreted

that :;?rovision as incluainC cle1)ts which the successor State consiaerea as "war

c1,.el}ts" or "oaious debts". It \'1ould appear thut this was a factor in the

denunciation and repudiation of the debt in. 1956.A25~
(18) The other tvTO roteaories of clebts to \'lhich the nC\'11y inclepenclent Stute

succoodocl involvecl: (a) consolic1n.tocl c:'o1jts of the Governnent of the Uetherlo.mls

Indies !i2§./ unu. the portion n.ttributeel to it in the consolie1o.teC'.. nutiorol debt of

the Uetherln.nels c::msistinc of n. series of lon.ns issued l}efore the Second ''lorle1 "!n.r;

(1)) certa.in specific llebts to thirc"'.. Stn.tes.ill./

(19) Durinc the RoUnel-Tn.ble Conference, Indonesin. brouGht up issues reln.tinc to

the decree of ['..1l.tonony \'lhich its orams hn.d l)oSSessec.l l)y conpn.rison \Vith those of

InQonesio.n plenillotentin.ries n.lso, o.n~1. in l1n.rticulo.r, referrec.l to the problcn of

their n.ssiG'l1ilent, n.nll the u tilizn.tion ·)f D.nel1)enefit derivec.l fron those loans l)y

:os o£

s not

the netro]?olita.n countrY n.t the tine when the loa.ns \vcre controcted. Tho

the territory. ll.s in the other cn.ses, it n.plle['..rs that the results of the

neGotio.tions n.t '!he Ihc;ue shoulc."1.. be vie\"ed ['..s 0. whole o.nc.1 in the context of a.n
the

ovor-o.ll n.rrn.nGenent. The necotio.tions ho.e1 10c.1 to the cren.tion of [1, I!Hetherln.nc.ls-

ffi10rtly n.ftorwo.rds, in 1956,

:l o£
~10.

;oc1

.antls;

~.

f

t

.,...•.'.. '...•.'•.••.

c' .,

~- i

~':'J: ,-

Inc.lol1osio.n Union", \oJ'hich vin.S c.lissolvoel in 1954.

Indonesio. ro]?udin.tod ['..11 of its colonin.l debts.

(20) On tho accession of Libya to independence, tho General Asscnl)ly of tho

Unitec.1,. !:rations resolved tho prol)len of the succession of Statos, incluc.linC the

succession to c.lebts, in resolution 388 (V) of 15 Deccnl)er 1950 entitlec.l "Econonic

and financial provisions relatinc to Lil)ya", o.rticlo IV of \"hich sto..tecl tho.t

"Lil)yo. shall l)e exenpt fron tho paynent of o.ny portion of the Italian pul)lic c."'..ebt" •

lli/ Soo "L'Inclonesie repuc.1ie sa clette envers les Po.y-Bo.s", in Lil)re Belr;igue
of 12 AUG~st 1956, quotecl in: F~.nce, Presidence clu Conseil et 1linistere des
affaires etroncBres, LD.. docunentation frD..ngu.ise - Problenes econonigues (Paris,
28 AUGUst 1956), No. 452, pp. 17-18. .

~ It ho.s been nn.into..inecl that these c.1ebts were contractoel l)y the
depenc.lent territory on its ovl!l l)eho.lf am"'.. for its 0'Wl1 o.ccount (Rousseo.u, Droit
international ublic (cP. cit.) p. 451; O'Connell, Sto.te Succession -••• (oP. cit.)
p •.~37. It appears, how'ever, tho.t the lon.ns "TOre cont~.cte(l unc"1..er Netherlo.nc.ls
lecislo.tion; thus the o.roment could be no.c1e that tho ael)ts were controctecl by
the netropolito.n Power for the D..ccount of the dependent territory.

:f21!. '!his involvecl clebts cont~.ctecl unc.ler the Mnrsho.ll Pln.n ['.ml to the
Unitecl States in 19~7, to Co.rk~do. in 19~5 n.nd to Austro.lio. in 19·~9.
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her interpreted

L'ed as "war

(21) Guinea 0.ttaino(:' its inclepomlel1co in 1950, follollinc its nec;o..tive voto in the

cOl1stitutiona.l referom1.un of 28 Sopton1)er of the seno year estal)lishinC the
,

Fifth Re11ul)lic of tho French Conr.lunity. Ono vlritor statoe"\.: "Ra.rely in the

histor,y 0f intenk~tio!k~l relations ha.s a succossion of States boCun so

n1)ruptly".!t2§/ The inplonento.tion of a. noneto.ry rofom in -Guinco. lecl to tlmt

countr,y's 10nvinC the frnnc n.reo.. To thnt vro-s [l.c1cl.ecl.. the fo.ctthn.t c.i)?loDo.tic

rolntions l)e"tl'loon the fomer colonic.l Power o.nc:.. the l1C't'lly im1..e)?em:'ent Stn.te were

in the

It Stato

) Hothorlamls

bional cobt of

)cond Uorlcl "lar; severed for 0. lone period. This situn.tion vw.s not conclucive to the proDotion of

rolatinc to

uith thoso of

The:

10 pr.'Jblon of

)SO loans l)y

l of tho

ltext of an

c. "Nethorlnncls-

a s1vift oolution of the prol)lons of succession of Sto..tes vThich arose sone

20 yen.rs D.CO. ROliever, it seeDS tlmt c. trem1.. tmmrcls ['. settlonent ho.s onercec.

since the resunption of diplono.tic relations betwoen the "tlfO Sto..tes in 1975.
But o.p1!a.rel1tly the )?ro"blon of c:..el)ts has not nssuned c. sicnifico.nt dinension in tho

rolo.tiono ~e"tlveen the ~fO Stntes; it seans to be reclucec:.. essentic.lly to quostions

rocnrc1..inc civil a.nd nilito..r,y pensions.

(22) ..'U:lOne other l1e1·rly inclependent Sto..tes which ho..cl fOll.1Orly l)een Fronch
~:l:Q I -

clepol1doncies in l..fricn, the case of Mo.clacc.sca~ no.y 1)0 notoc.. I-:Tndc.cnsror,

lilco 0..11 fomer French 'Jverseas torritories in ceneral, hnd lecnl l)ersoI1...~ity,
;~ in 1956, lllplyinC 0. c.eCTee of financio..l nutonony. The islrmcl "lns thus ablo to subscribe

. of tho

:luclinC the

;lecl "Econonic

.tocl that

n pu1)lic c~ebt".

. Libre Bolr;igue
stere clos
~ (Paris,

y tho
eau, Droit
'... (op. cit. )
Netherlamls

ntractell by

cl to the

102.ns o..nd exercised tho.t richt on the occc.sion of five pu1)lic loo.ns in 1897, 1900,

1905, 1931 n.ncl 19";-2. The decision in )?rinciple to issue 0. 10['.11 W11S Do.cle in

Mallo.cnscar by the Governor-Geneml, after he2.rine the views of various

ac1ninistrative orams a..ncl econonic n.nd f'il12.ncin.l cleleca.tions. If the process had

stopped there nnd it llD-cl l)oen possi1)le for the public actun.lly to sul)scribe to the

loan, the clebt ''loulcl sinply have been con1fro.cted within the franm'lOrk of the

finn.ncial autonony of the clepenclent territor,y. The lon.n vTOulcl then hrwo h.'l.d to

l)e temecl n. "clel)t proper to the territory-" ancl c::>ulc. not h2.ve been attributed to

the predecessor State; consequently, it would not ho.ve been consiclered within the

438/ Goniclec, quotoc1. l)y G. Tixier in "La succession a la reeie des chcnins
cle fer cle l'A. O.F. ", Annuaire fr2.n<pis cle c'..roit internn.tiol12.l, 1965 (Paris, 1966),
vol. XI, p. 221.

422/ See Bardonnet, Ope cit.
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sC0:,Jo of the Dresent cotlOent.."\ry.~ l3ut it a1?Dears thnt n further (".ceiaion ho.c.l

to be 't..-ucen lJy the nc.1r.linisterinc Power. The c.lecision-tt..-udnC Drocess, l)ec;un in

~c.1.."\cnsc{'.r, 'ow.s cOO1Jletec.l within the fr::>J:le'\'lork of the lmls cnd reGulntions of the

centml Gove:mnent of the o.c1r.linisterinc Power. 1..1)pro'Vr'.1 coulel Imve been eiven

either by a. decree ndoDted in the Conaeil (1; Etnt or l)y s~tute. In c.ctunl fnct,

0.11 the M..'\lncnsy locns ,.,ere the subject of lecialntive nuthorizo.tion by t..l}e

netropolitan country.~ This nuthorizn.tion nicht be sa.id to h..,,\ve constituteel

{'. substcntinl conelition of the locn, n sine gll<..... non, ,.,ithout ,.,hich the issue of

the loan woulel hc.ve been inpossible. The Dm.,er to enter into n cenuine

conoitnent in this rec.nrcl la.y only, it woulc.l seen, ,.,ith the nc1ninisterine Po,.,er,

rolcl by so eloine, it nsSUtlcc.l an o':Jlir::;o.tion which T.1icrht·bc conlX1.rec". with the

c'UO.r::>..ntees required by IBRD, which confer on the prec1ccessor Stnte the s't.."\tus of

"prinnry oblicror" and not of "surety nerely".!J:J:?J

(23) These elebts ,.,ere nssuneel by the Mb.lnC!'.sy Repu1.llic, which, it n1?l'eo.rs, c.Uc.". not

c.Uspute then nt the tine. The necotintors of the F:re..nco-U."\ln[;nsy l ..creCJ1ent of

27 June 1960 on co-opemtion in noneto.ry, econonic rolc.1 fin.......ncinl no.tters thus t1.id

not work out mry specio.l provisions for this succession. Ln.ter, followinG a.

chrolGO of recine, the Gove:mnent of M.."\dncc.sc..'\r, denounced the 1960 l&GTeenent on

25 Janun.ry 1973.~
(2,~) The fomer Delcirol Coneo accec.lec.l to inc.lel)emlence on 30 June 1960, i.n

D.ccord......nce uith nrticle 259 of the BelGian Act of 19 l-1hy 1960. Civil '\'It'.r eru:i,)te(1.,

cncl c.1iplona.tic relationo between the t'\'1O S~\.tes were sevurec.l fron 1960 to 1962.

!&Q/ For c. different rec.son, the first Mllagnsy loan of 1897 DUst be
c.1isrecn.rdecl in the present cotlDentnry. It was subscribecl for c. tem of 60 yoors,
anc1 reclcnption 'oro.S conpleted in 1957, prior to the tto.te of indepenclence. "/hether
it is defined as a debt exclusive to the territory or n debt of the netropo1it.."\n
country, this lorol clrorly cloes not concern the succession of Stntes. It rcna.ins·
an exclusively colonio.l a.ffc.ir. The other loa.ns (10 concern the succession of
Stntes beCD.use their.finnncia.1 c~nsequences continued to ha.ve nn effect in the
context of c.leco1enizn.tion•

.1i1l} Sec .A.ct of 5 Al)ril 1897; Act of l,~ l ..pril 1900; l ..ct of 19 I-t'\rch 1905;
Act of 22 Februa.ry 1931; Act of 16 April 19L~2. For further <.letails, sse the
ta.b1e of Mo.laCD.sy pulJ1ic locns in l3D.rc1onnet, OPe cit., 1). 650.

.k,~2/ See pa.ms. 54 to 57 of this cor.l!1enta.ry belm·l.

::rlr2J Sec noussea.u, Dyoit internn.tionnl J)ublic (oP. cit.), p. ·~5·~.
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Mr:Y United Un.tions, ~reaty Se:t:,ies., vol. 540, p. 227.
~ 1Q!£., p. 275.

~ A list of these n.crencics nnd funds is nnnexed to the Convention:i!2!£l., p. 253.

ID.! C. Lejeune, "Lo contentieux fin.mcier belcro-concolois", Revue belGe dedroit inter.no.t~onnl (Brussels), 1969-2, p. 546.,
~ Uniteel Nntions, Tren.ty Series, vol. 540, p. 255.-

Bclc;iun exteneletl. to tlro c........tec;ories of e1.ebt, "rmch nre set out in schedule 3
o.m1eXec.1.. to the r..bove convention. 4/

"r
8

/ The first concerns the COIluroolese clebt in
respect of uhich Bel.:;iun intcrvoncc.1. only t1.S c,un.rontor. It 'tms 0. debt clcnOIli.no.tec'!.
in foreicn currencies (United St~tcs dollo.rs, Swiss frnncs n.nd other curronc~es).
In tllis CD.tec,ury; nontion I:lIJ.Y lle nr..tle of the loan n.[,'Tecnents concluc.led bct't'1een the
BelGian Coneo o.nc.l the "16rlcl Bonk, which nre referrecl to in article 4 of the
Bel[;u-Concolese A[,'Teonent. The [;un.ro.ntee n.nel linbility of Dclcri'UIJ could

Tho problorls of cuccession of Stn.teD wr,re net resolved until fivo yea.rs lo.ter,
in tl'ro conventi::>ns dn.tec.l 6 Fcbruo.:ry 1965. lfue first relates to "the settlCIlcnt
of questions relo.ting to the lJUblic debt and portfolio of the Belgian Congo
Colony".4!4/ The second concerns the stntutes of the "Bolgo-Collt,"'Olese
Anortization and Ac.lninistrotion Fund".Mt2/
(25) The classificntion of e1ebts wns rm.e1e in o.rticle 2 of the Convention for the
settlCIlent of questions relo.ting to the puhlic debt and portfolio of the Dclgitm
Congo Colony, uhich distinguishee1 three c...."tegories of debt: (1) "Debt ex,prosscd
in Congolese froncs o.nd the debt expressed in foreign currencies held b,y public
agencies of the Congo as at 30 June 1960 ••• "; (2) "Debt expressed in foreign
currencies and guo.rC'.nteed by Belgiun ••• "; (3) "Debt expressecl in fcreign
currencies ant'!. not G'!IDrC'.nteetl lly Belciun (except the securities of such <.1.obt held
by public o.gcncies of the Congo) •••". This cln.ssificntion thus led ul tin."tely
to n. e1istinction lletween the internn.l t1ebt n.ntl the externo.l dclJt.
(26) The intern.......l debt shoult1 not en[,"[1..:;e our n.ttention for long, not because it
,,1t".s "interno.l" but beco.l.lso it "10.13 he1<.l by pulllic agencies of the COrlG'J,446/ er::'.s

1 A'7/ono "rriter specifics, "three qun.rters" of it l;1O.S.:.aLI It Wt'.s thus intemiD(;led
"rith the debts of loco.l pu'>lic n.uthoritics n.nc.l hence co.nnot.......be re[,'urded ::'.13 ::'.
Stn.te debt of tlle predecessor Stn.te.
(27) ~1e exten~.....l debt wn.s subdivided into CUL'..rC'.nteed external debt ::'.l1d

er decision h..."d
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nntur::1.l1y n::>t extentl, with reGT..r:1.. to the IDRD leans, l)eyonu. "the nr.l')unts

with(lro~wn by the 13elcinn Coneo ••• before 30 June 1960", i. e. before independence.

",Ihen it gave its guarantee, it seened that Belgiun intended to act "as prinary

obligor and not as surety nerely". According to the actual provisions of the

agreenents with IDRD, the character of state debt of the predecessor state cnergcs

even nore clearly for the second category of debt nuaronteed by Delcriurl.

(28) The second type of external debt ,ms called "assiGTled" debt; it relo.tes to

"loans subscribed by I3elgiun, the proceeds of which were assicrned to the Belcrinn

Concro" •~ This is a particularly strildnrr illustmtion of a State debt of the

predecessor State. Belgiun wns no longer a nere gucr...ntor. The obligation fell

directly on BelGiun, rtnd'it ,ms thrtt country which WilS the de1)tor.

(29) The two types of dobt, G\.l.:::m:l.l1toed and assicned, were to becone the

responsibility of 1301Ciun. Thnt is who.t is provided by a.rticle 4 of the

Convention for the settlcnent of questions relatinG to the public debt, in the

followinG terns:

"1. Do1G'iun shn11 nssune sole liability in evo'ry respect for the part of
the public debt listed in schedule 3, which is nnnexed to this Convention
and which foms an inteGrol part thereof. [The precedinG pnra~.phs
describe the contents of schedule ,.] •

• • •
"2. 'l,olith rec;nrd to the Lonn Aereenents concluded between the BelGian ConGO
and the Intornntiona1 Bnnk for Reconstruction and Developnent, the pl:'.xt of
the public del)t referred to in pnrar;mph 1 of this nrtic1e shall cOr.1prise
only the anounts withdrmm by the Belcinn Coneo, under those AG'recncnts,
before 30 June 1960."~ .

(30) Th.o cxterm.l dol)t not Gilllrnntecd by Bel'Giun, "Thich wns expressed in forei[;n

currency in the ca.se of the "Dillon lonn" issued in the United Sta.tes nnd in

Belci::m currency in the case of other 100.ns, WO.S owed, o.s one writer so.ys, to

"people vlho hnve been referred to ns 'the holders of colonia.1 bonds r, 95 per cent

of whon ,-rere Be1cic.nsll.lliI vJho.t would seen to have l)een involved WilS n kind of

"colonial debt", which would be outside the scope of consideration of the present

c'"'nr1ento.ry. It nicht be relevant, however, accordine to another nuthor's view,

"thnt the finnncic.l nutonony of tho Be1cinn Coneo was purely fOln.'1.1 in nature nnd

tho.t the c.dninistra.ticm of the colony, wns conpletely in the hnnds of the Belcrinn

449/ Ibid. , p. 257.
450/ Ibid. , p. 231.

451/ Lejeune, lac. ciy. , p. 546.
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,....uthoritios". 452/ Howover, noi thor DolGiuD nor tho Ccmco ncrcocl to hr.vo -tho:t

snee, d.ebt dovolvo upon it, and the two countrios rwo i dod tho d.i f'f'Lcu.l ty 1Jy sot-tin[;'up

the riado ol.car- lJy o.rticlo 14 of tho Convention:

fell "Tho sottlonont of tho public deb-t of tho Doleiun Congo , which is tho
su1Jject of the foreGoinG provisions, constitutes u solution in which oach
of the HiCh Contro.ctinc Partios reservos its lecal position with rOG~rd to
roc0cnitiQn of the public dobt of the Ilelcio.n Congo ;!'

Tho.t is

That is 'bho sicnifioo..nco of

(a) Noithor Stato in any sense accojrtod tho s tc.tue of dob tor ,

a apoci.a.L intern.a tiono.l o.Goncy to handle tho dobt ,

Qrticlos 5 to 7 of tho Convontion for tho sottlonont of quostions rol~tinG' to the

public dcb t , which esto.blishod 0. Funcl. 452J

(31) Tho ce tabl.Lshncnt of the Fund, cm "autononoua Lrrto rnrvt i.ono.L public a.Gcmcytr,

and tho n.rrcmGOlJ.ont for joint contributions to it inpliocl two thinGs:

"Tho foreGoine provisions boinG' intondocl to constitute a finul
sottloDont of tho probl cns to which they rela. t o , the HiCh Contmctinc
Partios undoz-tako to refrain in 'tho future fron cmy discussion and f'r on
any action or rocourso wha tsoover in connoxi.on oither vTi th the public
dob t or ,vi th the portfolio of tho Delcia.n Congo , Each Pn.rty 8hn.11 holcl
the other harnLoas , fully and irrovocn1Jly, for any Qclninis·tm,tive or othor
act po rf'ozrrod 1J;)" the latter Party in connoxi.on with the public clobt arid
portfolio of the BelGian ConGo bofore the dQto of tho ontry into forco of
this Convont.Lon ;"

(lJ) Tho two StQtos novortholoss rOGnrdccl tho nattor a s hav.inr; beon finn.lly

sottled. ~1Qt is statod in the first pn.raC'Xo.ph of articlo 18 of tho Convention:

(32) In the case f)f tho Lndopondcncc of Al[ierin ~ articlo 18 of the "]0cl 0X[0tion of

Principles conocrni.ng Econon i c and Ei.nanc.in.L Co-opora.t i.on'", corrta.i.ncd in -the

Ev.Lan Ac;reonents, 4547 provicloc1 for the succossion of tho AIcerian Sto.to to

to

I

ergctl,

inn

,0

InQJ
of
le

cent

kd of

.scnt

.CW ,

Rousscau , Droit interDQtionn.1 public (011 • eit.), p , ~·53.

Soe n.rtic10 5 ~ para , 1, of the Convontion:

"Delciun and the Coneo jointly cstcbl Lsh , by this Convention, an
aut.ononoua intornational public aGency to 1JO known as I the Ik:1co-Conco1eso
AnortizQtion and Aclninistration Fund ! , hereinafter roforrcC~ to 0..8 'tho Fund'.
Tho Stntutos of the Fund 8hQ11 1)0 osto.blishocl 1Jy Q sopara to Convont i.on , n

Tho Fund wa s to rocoivo an annua'l contribution in DolciQn francs iron tllC two
Sto.t.ce , hlO-fifths of which wa.s to corio fron Delcsiur.1 and threo-fifths frcJLl tho
Coneo (articlo 11 of tho Convontion).

1~.5J1 Exchanjo of lottors and cloclarntions ado p tod on 19 H,'"rch 1962 C", t tho
closo cf the: Evi:'.n tr.Lks ~ cons t.ituting an Q[;'TeCJlcmt bo two on Fr~mco arid Al:,:cria:
UniteQ NQtions, Troaty Series, vol. 507, p. 25.
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!ti§/ Unitee1 Na.tions, Tree.ty Series, vol. 507, l?J!. 57 o.ncl 59.

F.J.r.ncc l S richts {l.Ild obliG'.tions in .tueerin.. HOl'leVer, neither this dcclo.mtion

of principles nor the other c.lecll:'.~.tionD contn.ineCl.. in the Evin.n .l\crcotlents

referrecl specifico.lly to public c'!.ebts, nuch less to the vo.rious cntec;ories 01'

such delJts, so thn.t o.uthors hnve taken the vim-l tho.t the AC;'recnents were silent

on the nn.tter.:122/

(33) Necotin.tions on public debts were conducted by the ~TO countries fron 1963

until the enc.1 of 1966. They resultec.1 in 0. nunlJer of o.[,Teotlents, the nost

inport..-mt of which ''lr'.S the o.creotlent of 23 Decenber 1966, which settlec1 the

fin.-mcio.l c.lifferences between the two countries throuGh the pnynent by Algerin. to

~.nce C'f 0. lunp sun of l~OO nillion froncs (40 lJillion 01c.1 f~.ncs). Alcserio.

e'!.oes not seon to bn.ve succeee'!.ed to the "Stn.te elebts of the predecessor Sta.te" by

ncltinc the lA-"'l.Ytlent since, if it hoil. so succce<1ec.l, it ''lOulel hn.ve pn.iel the noney not

to the predecessor Ste.te (which would by definition hn.ve beon the c.1ebtor), but to

n.ny third po.rties to which ]T.ance owed. noney in connection with its previous

o.ctivities in Alcorio.. Who.t wns involvee'!. 1-1D.S, ro.ther, ('!.elJts which niGht be

temecl "niscellnneous" debts, resultincr fron the takeover of ['.11 public services

by the newly ine1epene'!.en·~ Sto.te, o.ssuned by it [1S conpense.tion for tlmt take-over

or in respect of the repurch..1.se of certo.in property. Also inclu<lecl '-Tere

ex post fo.cto e1ebts coverinc wha.t the successor Sto.te ho.c'!. to po.y to the

preclecessor Stn.te o.s 0. fin.1J. settlotlent of the succession of Sto.tes. lJ.coria.

w.s not ['.ssunine France's Sto.te c1ebts (to thirc.l Sto.tes) connectec1 with its

a.ctivities in J\lcerio..

C~!r) In the neG'Otio.ti'Jns, Aleeria. a.rcuee1 tho.tit ha.d o.creetl. to succeed to F:ro.nce· s

"oblico.tions" only in return for certo.in French conniments to inC!.ependent

Alceria.. Uncler the o.forcnentionocl "Decl['.ro.tion of principles", n. French

contribution to the econonic nnd socio.l develo11nent of Aleeria. anel "Mnrketinc

fa.cilitics on French territory for Alcerian surplus procluction" ("Tine)~were

to be the quic1 pro quo for the oblicntions o.ssunod by lJ.cerio. uncler a.rticle 18 of

the Declo.ro.tion. The JUceria.n necotio.tors no.intnineel tho.t tho.t "contmctuo.l"

undert.."1ldne betl-Teen Alcerio. o.nd ~.nce could only be re[,"O.r(leC'.. a.s vt'.lid if two

conaitions were net: (0.) tho.t the respective 0bli[;"O.tions "lOre properly lJo.lance(l,

o.nel (b) tho.t the fin.......ncia.l situ.......tion inherited by lJ.ceria. wo.s 0. sounclone.
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(35) Alc;oria also refused to aSSUDe debts representing loans l',hich France had
contraoted during the uar of independenoe for the purpose of car1'Zfing out econonic
projeots in Algc:t·ia. The Algerian delegation argued that the projeots bad been
undertaken in a particular political and ni1itary context in order to adwnoe the
interests of the French settlers and of the French presenoe in general and that
they fell "'ithin the over-o.11 f'mnel'1ork of F:ro.nce IS eoononic stmtesy, since
neo.r1y n11 of Fmnoe l s inves'b:1ent in Algeria had been oonp1onento.ry in mturo.
The AlbCri~s also arGUed that the depo.rture of the Frenoh population dur1ng the
nonths preoeding independenoe ho.d resulted in DO.ssive disinvestoent and tha.t
Algorio. oou1d not J)L"l.Y for inves'lnents at l'. tine when the neoess......ry inoone had
dried up cnd, in o.ddition, 0. prooess of clisinvesiZlent had developed.
(36) The Alacrio.n neGOtiators st......ted that 0. substnntial po.rt of the eoononic
proert'.t1I1e in AlgcrUl. h...,.d h..'\d the effect of incurrinG' debts for tho.t country while
it still ho.d dependent sto.tus. They o.rcued th.. t, durincr the seven-ond....'\-hn1f yeo.rs
of 'Wt'.r, the o.dninisterin(; Power h......d for po1itiCk l reasons been over-eenerous in
p1ec1unoinc Alcrorio.· s bc-cIdncr for nunerous loans, thus seriously conpronising the
Alcrorin.n trOl'.sury. Fimlly, the Alcorian necotio.tors refused. to o.ssune certo.in
(lebts they considered. to be "odious (lebts" or "wr-.r (lebts", which En-.nce ho.d cho.rcod
to Alcorio..

(37) This brief account, which shows the extent of the controversy surroundinc
even the question how to refer to the debts (French Sto.te debts or debts proper to
the (lependent territory), eives an inclico.tion of the conplexity of the Alccrio.n
French finoncio.1 dispute, which the nec;otio.tors fin..'\lly settled. ut the end of
1966.~ .
(38) As to the inc1epooclence of Dritish depooc1encies, it would appeo.r that
borrowinu~ of Dritish colonies were no.c1e by the colonial authorities and lrore
cho.rcos on co1onml revenues rllone.P!i!}/ The c,"OlleI.'C'.l pI.'C'.ctice o.ppeo.rs to ho.ve
been tho.t, upon o.tt..'\ininc independence, fomer Dritish colonies succeeded to four
Ck...tecories of loo.ns: loons under the Colonial Stoclt Acts; loans fron IDRD;
co1oni0.1 l'1e1fo.re o.nd develoPJent loans; and other misi.nGs in the London and

A21/ One writer me sto.teu th..'\t the 1966 o.;'1TcCDent constituted "a. cOIlpronisc"(noussGau, ~it internationo.l public (op. cit.), p.454.
~ OIConnell, St......te Succession ••• (oP. cit.), p. 423.
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local stock market.lliI It would therefore seem that such debts ,,,ere considered

to be debts proper to the dependent territor,y and hence might be outside the scope

of the draft ar'Uclos, in vie,,, of the definition of state debts as those of the

predecessor State.

Financial situation of nowly independent States

(39) Inte1."l1ational lm; cannot be codificcl or progressively developed in isolation

from the politicul n.nd economic context in which the ''lOrlcl is l5.ving ut present.

The Commission believes that it must reflect the concerns and needs of the

intemutionul community in the rLl1es ''1hic11 it proposes to that community. For

thut reason, it is impossible to evolve u set of rules Goncerning State debts for

"hic11 nei"ly inclependent 'States are liable, '\'rithout to some extent taking into

account the situution in which a number of these States ure pluced.

(40) Unfortun......tely, stutistical dutn are not uvailable to sh0w e~.ctly h0"r much

of the extensive d.ebt problem of these countries is duo to the fact of their hc......ving

attuined independence and ussumed certuin debts in connection with the succession

of States, uncl ho,\,; much to the louns which they hc......ve ha.d to contract ns sovereign

Sta.tes in un attoopt to overcone their under-cleVeloptlent.~ Sinilnrly, the

releva.nt statistics covering a.ll the developing countries ca.nnot ea.sily be brokon

clmID in order to inc1iviclunlize uuel illustro.te the specific situntion of the newly

independent Stntes sinco the Seconcl '''orIel "Tar. The figures given below relnte to

the oxtemul clebt of the cleveloping countries; they inclucle the 1.......tin .lu:1erican

countries - i.e., countries c1ecolonized long ngo. Here the ain is not so ouch to

culcu1ate precisely the fir.k~cia.l burden resulting fron the assunption by the newly

indepenc1.ent Stutes of the debts of the prorlecessor Sta.tes us to highlight n

dro.Dntic a.nd wiclesproo.d clebt problon uffecting- the D1:'..jority of the (leveloping

countries. This conto:d nuc'l.. this situation inpart particulur 1:'..ucl specific

overtones to succession of States involving newly independent St1:'..tes thut do not

generally arise in connection '''ith other types of succession.

lli/ ~id., p. 424.
!1&S2/ Th.e statistics publishecl or Da.ele 1:'..vailable by intemr>.tiona.l econooic

or fiIk.-...ncial or~.niz1:'..tions are not sufficiently cetailed to enable u distinction
to be drm-m bot'\'roen elebts ,-;:11ich proc:'ate [mel elebts '\';hich postc1......te inclependence.
GECD has publishecl various stue'l..ies D.llcl nunerous ta.bles GivinG a. brea.kelown of (lebts
by clebtor countI'lJ, type of creditor a.ncl type of clebt.,. but with no inc11co.tion of
w'l:ether the clebts ure "colonio.l clebts". See GEeD, Total external liabilities of
flevelopinr; countries (Paris, 1974).
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(lt1) The inereEH:iIlbly burelensor.le debt problon of these countries hc.s becone n.

structl'lzt'.l phenonenon "Those profound. effects "TOre n.ppc.rent 10Ilb before the present

intemc.tionn.l econooic crisis. In 1960, the developinG' countries' exteI."IlD.l

public c."'..ebt nlren.c.1y ['.flounted to severo.l billion elollnrs.· Durina the 1960s, the

totnl inclebtec.1ness of the 80 c.levelopinG countries stuc.l.ied by UNCTAD increc.sed nt

c.n c.nnun.l m te of 14 per cent, so that nt the end of' 1969 the exterrull public debt

of those 80 countries ruoounted to $59 bi1lion.~ It wns estino.ted that at the

So.l:le c~te the totc.l suns elisbursec. by those countries smply for servicl.n.;- the

public clebt c.nc. repn.trio.tion of profits "w.s $11 billion.~ At th::l.t tine

n.lrec.<1y, in certc.in elevelopinG' countries the servicill[; of the public debt alone

consur.lec.l over 20 per cent of their total export ea.min[;s. In its nnnu...1.l report

for 1980 463/ the 1-lorld :a.,.nk estinn.ted toot by the enel of 1979, the outstc.ndi.nG

neuiun-te~ c.nc. 10nG-te~ dispersed debt fron public cnd pri~.te sources of

developinG countries would ren.ch $376 billion. 8ervice pnynents on tlk....t debt

were estirlD.ted to D.Dount to ~69 oil1ion.

(42) This consic1.ero.ble increase in the exterrml debt placed an unb~rl.zt'.ble burelen

on certain countries, pn.rticulc.rly 0. nunber of developinG countries which fa.ced an

o.la~inc situn.tion:

"DurinG the pn.st yenrs, n ci'owinc nunber of devclopinCcountries OOve
eXj?erienced debt crises which wnrro.nted debt relief operotions. MultilateroJ.
.clent reneCotintions were undertaken, often repeatedly, for ArGontino.,
R.'"'.l1claelesh, Erozil, Chile, Ghnno., Indin, Inclonesia, Pnld.stnn, Peru and
Turkey. In addition, nround 11 dozen developinc countries were the subject
of biln.tezt'.l c.ebt reneGutio.tions. Debt crises h......ve disruptive effects on
the econonies of clevelopinc count:uies anel 0. c.1isturbinc influence on
creditor/debtor relntionships. Resource providers and recipients should
therefore ensure tlmt the intemo.tionn.l resource transfer is effected·in .
such c. l;lO.y that it 8.voids debt difficulties of developinG countries.,i 464/

- - 461/ UNCTAD, Debt rohlcns of c.levelo )in"" countri.Qs:
UNCTAD secreto.r~o.t Unitec.l Nn.tions pUl)li~tion, 80.1es No. E.72,.. II.D.12 , po.J:[l.• 12.

462/ 8eo Proceeclincs of the Uni·b.oel Nn.tions Conference on Trade o.ncl
Developnent, Third Sessi<m., v-Ol. Ill, Financinfj o.nd invisibles (United No.tions
pul)licn.tion, 80.les No. E.73.II.D.6) p. 71, docunent TD!118!8uPP.5, pam. 4.

!&2/ VorlclBo.nlc, lumu...'\l Rej)ort, 1980 (1r-T8.shington, D.C.), pp. 20-21.

tt§!J GEeD, Debt problcns of c.evelopinc; countries (Pa.ris, 1974), p. 2.
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(.~,) The considemble increc.se in inflc.tion in tho industric.lizotl oconoclies thc.t

bev-'"U1 in 197' 'Wt'.s to Mve serious consequences for the i'..evcl0llin[; countries, which

depend l10evily on those econonies for their inports, ancl thus o.Gcrt':Vtl.ted their

oxte:m..'\l clellt.

(44) !lbe current deficit of these non-oil-exportinG countries increc.secl frOIl

$9.1 bUlion in 1973 to 327.5 billion in 1974 cnd $35 billion in 1976.!&iI These

i'..of1cits rosultee't in c. hUy'""O incrcnse in the outst..'\Ilclinc cxterno.l tlebt of the

(levolopinc countrios cnd in the service l1o.ynents on toot clebt in 197..~ and 1975.

A racont study 'by 00' rcvenls tho.t the toto.! outstandinG cua.rn.nteecl public debt

of those cOUlltries in~'\sed fran o.bout ~62 billion in 197' to n.n estino.ted
. 166/

$95.6 bill~on in 1975 - cn increo.se of over 50 per cent.'

(.:.5) In ::-.ddition, l'1hile the developinc countries' ini'..ebtec1ness wt'.s increo.sine, the

relc.tive vr-.lue of officic.l t'..evelolDcut nssista.nce ,·ro.s cleclininc, the volune of such

t:mnsfers ho.vinc ron...'\inec1 fnr below the niniI:.nm of 1 per cent of GNP c...'1J.led for by

the Intorrw.tioml Develorncut Strt'.toGY'. In o.cldition to o.nd. sinulto.neous1y with

this trend, thoro l'lt'.S 0. considemble incre::-.se in reverse trt'.nsfers of resources in

the fom of rcpntrintion of profits n...""..cle by investors fron c'1..evelopei'.. countries in

developinc countries. The incre::-.se in the o.bsolute vn1ue of resources trt'.nsferretl

to the t"..evelopinc countries in fc.ct concec.ls n ''1orseninc of the debt situn.tion of

those countries. It 1ms beon estina.tecl tho.t the tot.......l percentn.co of eXllort

oa.mi:nu'""S used for clebt service wt\S 29 l?er cent in 1977, conl>o.reel "lith 9 ller cent

for 1965.

(46) Concem o.bout the debt problan 1ms beon refloctecl in the 11roceedincs of ll.'UlY

interno.tionoJ. neet~"'D, of which those ncmtioneel in this o.nel the fo11owinc

11C.mc."1'O.~hs n..-..;y serve as illustrations. A~.ncanonts ncreenble to both

developinc countries ~'lel inclustrioJ.izeel creclitor Stn.tes to roneUy this clrc.DD.tic

~ ]}JF, ',",,'orIel u(lonnni.c outlook: 1Iuvo].ulUtm:\;s C!J1(1. 11l:uulJ(.;uts in the
non-oil prll.l......J.y lJJ.·..)(luc!nr: cVlU.l"f;:r.:i.flt.l", 1J. ,~., ttl.ble 1.

466/ .:(',)..i:,e\., to.l)le 8.
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sitUntion ho.ve not been easy to reach. The debtor countries have indicated that,
in their vie,'1, their indebtedness is ,such that, if it is not readjusted, it nay
cancel out any develelDcnt effort.PrEY
(47) The issue of cancellation of the debts of the ,fomer colonized countries has
beon raised by certain ne''11y independent States•.4§§! The General Asscobly, 'hy'

~ At the Fourth Conference of Heads of State or Governocht of Non-AlignedCountries held at .Alb~ers fron 5-9 SeptCtlber 1913, the problcn was stated asfollo'\"IS:

"The adverse consequences for the current and future developnent ofdevelopinb countries arising' fron the burden of e::dernal debt contracted onhard tems should be neutmlizecl by npproprinte interna.tional a.ction •••
"Appropriate neasures should be taken to alleviate the heavy burden ofdebt-servicinG, includiIlb the nethod of. rescheduling.-" (n:>cuocnts of theFourth Conference of Heads of State or Governnent of Non-.Alignecl Countries."Action prog1'imTJe for econonic co-oj.)emtion", -section antitled "Inter.no.tionalnonetar,y tm,d financi.o.l systCtlS", pams. 6-1 (11./9330, p. 92).

468/ Spoaltinti 0.t the sixth special session of the United NL\tionsGener::'.l J.\ssCtlbly, in his co.po.city o..s Chaim..'1Jl of the Fourth Conference of Hor~ds ofSto.te or Governnent of Non-.Aligned Countries, the Heo.d of Sto.te of l11gorio. deolo.red:
"In this rebD-rC. it would be highly desirct.ble to e:xnnine the problCtl ofthe present indebtedness of the cleveloping countries. In this oxni:li.n...,\tion,,.,e should consider the ~'1Jlcello.tion of the debt in a goreo.t nunber of cases Mcl,in 0 ther cases, rcfin..-mcint; on better tems a.s, rOGD.rcls TJ.."'l.turity c1.o.tes,defer.rols tm,cl mtes of interest.." (Offioio.l Rccorcls of the General Asscobly,Sixth Special Session, Plcnn.r.y lIIeeti.J¥is, 2208th neeting, ?o.rct.• 136).

At the secon<.'l.. session of the Unitcd No.tions Conference on Tro.do nndDeveloprlent, helcl o.t New Delhi, Mr. L. NErgre, Minister of Fin..."'l.IlcO of &11, so.id o.tthe 58th plcna.r,y neetinG':

"K.'UlY countries coulcl le(;itino.tely have contestecl the legal '1JTl~id:ity ofc."'ebts contmotecl under the auspices of foreign Powers ••• the clevelopint;'countrios o.slced th..:>ir crc<li.tors to show 0. Greater spirit of equity tm,dsuGGestecl. tho.t, clurinG the present Conference, they night t!.ecree ••• theooncello.tion of all clebts contmotecl during the colonio.l period ••• ".(?roceedin 's of the Un!tee. Uo.tions Conference on Tmc'te nncl Develo ent,Seoond Session, vol. I D.l1c.l Carr.l rolc.l 3 rol<.l Add.1-2 , RC:Jort nnt!. n.nnexes(United Natione publioa.tion, So.les No. E.68.II.D.14), a.nnex V, p. 140).
DurinG' rol of.£ioL."'I.l :visit to Frcnch-spCc.'1lcinb' Africa, the Presic.lont of theFrenoh Republic, llr. G. Pon11ie.ou.,.c'!.ecicled to cnncel 0. debt of o.bout 1 billionfronoso\oleel by 14 l~frico.ncountries. Tha.t Gesture, which ,me \olell reoeivecl, cloes not fcl.l .within the scope of this dmft, whioh is not oonoernecl '\-lith the clebt-olt'.ins of tl1.epredecessor Stnte (oonstitutinG State propcr~ of tho.t sta.to). Sce Jou~'\loffioiel <.le lo. Republigue frr..ncaise: Lois et <.leorcts (P£:..ris, 20 July 1974),106th year, No. 110, p. 7511.
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resolution 3202 (S-VI) of 1 K.V 197~~, o.cloptod tho "Procronno of l~ction on the

Esto.blishnont of 0. New IntorD..'1.tionn.l Econooic Order", 'uhich l?rovidctl in

section II.2 tho.t 0.11 efforts should be tmcl0 to t..'1.ke, inter o.1io., the follmdnc

oea.suros:

"(f) Appropria.te urccnt Doosures, includinc intcmo.tioml a.ction,
should be t..'1.kon to oiticnte a.dverse consequences for the current o.nd future
developoent of developinc countries a.risinc froD the burden of extemo.l
itebt contro.cted on Inrd tems;

,,(c) Debt ronecotia.tion on a. ca.se-by-co.se ba.sis with a. vie", to
concludinc c.crccnonts on debt cancella.tion, oomtoriuo, reschedulinc or
interest subsidiza.tion."
. .

(t..a) Resolution 31/158, c.dopted by the Geneml Asscnbly of the United No.tions on

21 Dccmber 1976, conceminc "debt problcos of developinG countries" states:

"!l!h.e Geneml AsscnblY,

•••
"Convincecl tha.t the situation fa.ci.nc' the develol?incr countries C<."1n be

Ditieo.ted by decisive o.nd urcent relief oea.suros in respect of ••• their
officio.1 ••• debts ••• ,

"Aclmowlodr;i.ne' tha.t, in the present circUDsto.nces, there are sufficient
COIlDon elcnonts in the debt-servicinc difficulties facetl l)y vn.rious
developinc countries to wo.rro.nt the adoption of eeneml Deasuros rcla.tinc to
their existinc; debt,

"Recomizinlr the especially difficult circunsta.nces and debt burclen of
the oost seriously o.ffected, least developed, la.nd-lockeel and island
develop:i.nG countries,

"1. Considers tha.t it is inteero.l to the esto.blishDent of the new
intemationoJ. econooic order to Give a how orientation to procedures of
reoraonizo.tion of debt owed to elevelopecl countries awo.y froD the past
experience of a pri.Do.rily cODlJercia.l frooework towo.rds a clevelopnental
approa.ch;

"2. Affims the urc;oncy of rea.chinG a Genem! and effective solution to
the debt problcos of developinc countries;

"3. 4r;rees that future debt nec;otiations should be considered within
the context of internatiomlly aereeel developoent to.rc;ets, mtioml
developoent objectives ond intemo.tioIlc.'1.l fino.ncial co-oDeration, ancl debt
reor~ization of interested developinc countries carried out in aCCOrCk"1nCe'
with the objectives, procedures and institutions evolved. for that purpose;

"4- Stresses that all these Deasures should be consiclered ancl
iDplCDonted in a oa.nner not prejudicia.l to the credit-worthiness of~
developinc country;
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"5. Urges the International Conference on Economic Co-operation toreach on early agrcenent on the question of itltlediate ond Gcnerolized debtreliof of the officio.l debts of the developing countries, in particular ofthe most ser;i.ously affected, least developed, land-Ioclced tlDd islanddeveloping countries, and on the reorganization of '!;he entire system ofdebt renegotiati::>ns to give it a. developmental rather' thM a commercialorientation. "

(49) The C,;)nference on Internationol Economic Co-operation (sometimes referred to
o.s the "North-S':>uth Conference") did not reach final a.greeccnt on the issue of
debt relief or reoreonization. The General Assembly, on 19 Decenbcr 1971, o.dopted
resolution 32/187 entitled "Debt problens of developinG countries" which reads,
inter o.liQ.:

"Tlle General Assecbly,

•••

"Concerned that nany developing countries are experiencing extrenedifficulties in servicing their external debts ond are unable to pursue orinitiate inportant developcent projects, tho.t the growth perfomance of thenost seriously affected, least developed, lond-loclced and island developingcountries during the first half of this deco.d.e has been extrenelyunsatisfactor,y and that their per capita incones have hardly increased,

"ConsiderinIT that substantia.l debt-relief ce~ures in favour,ofdevelopinG countries are essentio.l '£1%1d would result in 0. sicnificantinfusioIl of untied resources urcently required by tlany develop~ countries,

•••

"Notin!") that the Special Action ProgrOlJOe of $1 billion offered bythe developed donor countries at the' Conference on Intemationo.l EconomcCO-0peration will cover less than one third of the annual debt-servicepo;ynents of the nost seriously affected and the least developed countri'Qs,aIlcl tho.t substantive action has yet to be taken by then to ioplenent thePr0CTnDDe,

•••

2. Calls upon the Trade and Developnent Board at its tlinisterialsession to reach satisfactor,y decisions on:

(0.) Generalized debt relief by the developed countries on the officialdebt of developing countries, in particular of the nost seriously affected,lea.st develol)ed, land-locked and. island developinG countries, in the contextof the call for a substantial increa.se in net official developnent assistanceflows to devel·')pincr countries;

(b) ReorGaniza.tion of the entire systen of rlebt reneGotiation to civeita developoento.l orienta.tion so as to result in £l.c1.equate, equitable andconsistent debt reorcronizations;
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(c) The l)r')blens creD-ted by the ino.1.equo.te access of the t1c.'l.jority
of devel 'JpinC countries to intemo.tiooo.l co.pito.l tlcrkets, in 11a.rticulo.r
the c1o.ncer of the bunchinG of rep03't1onts ca.used by the short no.turitics
nf such loans;

"3. Welcones the steps taken by sone (leveloped countries to cancel
official debts owed .to then lJy certo.in developinc countries Md the
<:1.ecisioo to extend future official developnent o.ssistance in favour of
the nost seriously affected Md the least develope~ of the developinIT
countries in the fo1'O of crants, and urGes tho.t this be follOl'1ed by
siDilc.r decisions by other devel':lped countries;

"4. RecotDends tho.t additionr'~ finDl"lcio.l res')urces should be
coIJDitted by nultilo.tero.l developnont finance institutions to the
developinc countries experiencinc debt-servicinG difficulties."

(50) In r9spIJnse t':l resolution 32/187, £1.t the third (J:li.nisterio.l) pnrt of its

ninth specio.l session, the Trnde and Developnent Bonrrl o.d0pted resolution 165 (S-IX)
on "Debt and developnent problens of developinG countries". Tho.t resolution

st£1.tes, inter o.1i£1.:

"The Tro.de and Developnent Bonrd,

•••

"lfotinG the pledcro civen by 1.eveloped countries to respond pronptly and
c:>nstructively, in £1. nultilateral franework, to individuo.l requests fron'
developinc countries with debt-servicing c1.ifficultics, in pnrticulnr the
least developed and nost seriously affected aconc these countries,

"Rccomizinc; the inportance of feo.tures which could provide GUidance
in future oper£1.tions rel£1.tinc to debt problens o.S 0. l)D.Sis for deo.linc
flexibly with individuo.l cases,

"Rccallin5 further the coIJDitnents' nnde intemationo.lly by developed
donor countries to increase the voluoe and inprove the quo.lity of their
officinl developnont o.ssistance,

"Aw£1.ro that Deans to resolve these ,pl'oblens are one of the ureent
to.sks before the intemational cOIlDUnity,

"4;rees to the followinC decisions:

.A

"1. Menbers of the Board considered 0. nunber of Pro110so.ls tlOf.le l)y
deyelopinc countries Md by developed no.rket-econoDy countries.

"2. The Board. recocnized that cany poorer developinc countries,.
pnrticulo.rly the le£1.st d,eveloped aoonc then, fo.ce serious r:levclopnent
prol)letls and in sone instances serious debt-service clifficultics.
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"3. The BOo.I."l notes with interest the sUGGestions o{'Jle by theSecretc.r,y-Goneral of UNCTAD with respect to on o.djustoent of tems ofpast llilateroJ.:>fficial developoont assistDnce in order to llri.n(; theniniio line with the currently prevailinG softer tems.

"4. Developed donor countries will seek to odopt neo.sures for such ano.djustocnt of tems of past bilateral official developoont assistance,or other equivalent neasures, o.s n. neons of itll)J:'ovinG the net flows ofofficial developnent a.ssistance in orr-ler to enhance the developnontefforts of those developinG countries in the lidlt of intema.tionallya.u""reed objectives and conclusions on aid. '.

"5. Ul)on undertaki.nc such neasures, each developed donor count1'Y' willdeteroine the distribution and the net flows involved within the cantextof its own aid policy.

"6. In such a way, the net flows of official developnent a.ssistance inaPl)ropriate foms and on hiehly concessional tems should be inprovedfor the recipients.

•••

B

"s. In accordance with Conference resolution 94 (IV), the Board reviewedthe into.."1sive work carried on within UNCTlill Dnd other intemationalform.;.a on the identification of thosu features of past situations whichcould l1x?vide euidance for futu.:re operations relatinG to debt problemsof. interested developinG countries.

"9. The Boa.rcl notes with appreciation the contributions made by theGro'l,1P of 17 and by some members of Group B.

"10. COtlDon to the va.r.rinC approaches· in this work are certain bo.sicconcepts which include, inter alia:

"(a) Intemational consideration of the debt problen of aclevelopinc countr.v would be initiated only at the specific request ofthe debtor countr,y concemed;

"Cb) Such consideration would take pla.ce in an appropria.tenultilateral fra.nework consistinG' of the interested parties, and withthe help as appropriate of relevant intemational inatitutions toensure tinely action, takinG' into accounli the nature of the problem,which nay var,y from acute balance-of-p~entsdifficulties requiri.neit1I1ediate action to lonGer tero situations relatinG to stru.ctural,finoncial and transfer-of-resources probletls requirin{; appropriatelancer tem neasures;

"(c) Intemational a.ction, once acreed by the interested parties,woulrl take due account of the country's econonic and finoncial situationoncl. perfomonce, and of its developnent prospects and capabilities and ofextemal factors, bearinG in nind intemationally O-v"Teed olljectives for. the developnent of developing countries;

•
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"(~l) Debt reorG'anizo.tion would pr0tect thlf interests of l):)thdebtors and creditors equito.bly in the context of internntionnlecononic co-operation•

•••" !sff2J
(51) On 5 Deceu1)er 1980, the General Assenbly l)y resolution 35/56 ndol)tecl the
"Internnti')no.l Developnent strateGY for the Third United Nntions Developnent
Decade" • Incluclerl QJ10nc the "Policy neasures" recc.rdinc "Financial resources
for developnent" is the f0llowinC:

"Ill. NeGotiations reG'ardinc internationally aCTeecl feo.tures for futureoperations related to debt problens of interested'developinc countriesshould l)e br0ucht .to an early conclusion in the liOJ,t of the cenerall)rinciples adoptocl by the Trade and Developnent Boo.rc1. in section B ofits resolution 165 (S-IX) of 11 March 1918.

"112. Govemuents sh0uld seck to adopt the followinG' debt-relief actionsor equivalent neasures:

"<.£:) CoDtlitnents undertaken in pursuant 'Jf section 1l. of Tro.de andDeveloIlnent Board res·:)lution 165 (S-IX) should l)e fully inplenented asquickly as p0ssible;

"(b) Retroactive adjustuent of tems should. be continued in
ncc~I.'dance with Trade and Developnent Board resolution 165 (S-IX), sothat the itlprovenent in current tems can be aPl)liecl to outstandincofficial developnent o.ssistance d(1)t, and the Unitecl Nn.tions Conferenceon Trn.cle and Developoent should review the proGress uurIe in thatrecard."

Rule reflected in article 36
( 52) It o~, at this juncture, be helpful to recall the scope of Pn.rt IV of the
draft articles and the provisions of article 31 d.efininc "Sto.te debt". As has
l)een notecl,ill! debts proper to the territory to which a succession of States
relates and contracted by one of its territorial authorities are excluded fron
the scope of "State debt" in this draft, as they n~ not properly be consiclered,
to be the debts of the predecessor State. In adoptinG' such an appron.ch in the
context of decolonization, the CoDtlission is o.ware thn.t not all prohlens relo.tinc
to succession in respe9t of d~)ts are settled f0r newly indepenclent States by
o.rticle 36. In fact, the bulk of the lio.bilities involved in the succession oaY

seg.
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not, in the case of decolonization, consist of State dcl>ts of the prececessor
State. They o~ be del>ts saic1. t·.... l>e "proper to the clel>onc1.ent territoxy",
contracted under a vexy fortUll fina...·'lci~ tl.utono~ 11y the orGDns of colonization
in the territory, which n~ constitute a considera1>le voluoe of lia"bilitics.
As has l)een seen, disputes have frequently arisen concerninc the reoJ. na.ture of
del>ts of this kind, which are a.t tines considerecl by the newly indel>endent State
as "State debts It of the predecessor State, which nust renain the responsibility. .of the latter. The catecory of dehts directly covered l>y article 36 is therefore
tb-1se debts contracted by the Govemnent of the adoinisterinc Power on bchoJ.f and
for the account of the dependent territory. These are, properly speakinG, the
State del>ts of the predecessor State, the fate of which upon the enerccmce of a
newly independent State is the subject natter of the article.
(53) lJ.so excluded are certain de1>ts assUJJed by a successor State within the
conteA.~ of an r\v7eenent or arr!lIlGenent proviJ.inc f'Jr the inclependence of the
foroerly dependent territory. They include "Discellaneous del>ts" resulti.ne fron'
the to.keover by the newly independent State of, for exonple, cl.l public services.
They do not appear to be debts of the predecessor State at the date of the
succession of States, but rather correspond to what the successor Stc.te p~s for
the final settlenent of the succession of States. Indeed, such del>ts iJ~ l>e said
to rel>resent "debt-clains" of the predecessor State acainst the su.ccessor State
for the settlement of ~ C;l.ispute arising on the occasion of the succession of
States ..171/ .Fi.n~lY, as explained above,£J1Y the Commi.ssion has left aside the
ques'~ion of d~afting general provisions relati..."1g to "odious debts".

ill! 1\nother cateeory of debts should be excluded: that of the "national"debt of the predecessor State. Such debts would be those contracted l>y thepredecessor State for its own account and for its own national oetropolitanuse,but part of which it was decided should be l>ome l>y its various dependentterritories. This cateGory relates to the archaic practices of certain StatesdurinG the tioe of colonial enpires several centuries D.u"'O, '\V'hich arc irrelevantin the conteoporary world. It also covers certain rare cases occurrinc in noderntines when the o.dr.1i.ni.steri.n[;' Power, in the face of national or internationalclancer (such as the First and Second World Wars) D~ have contracted loans tosustain its war effort and associated its dependent ter+,itories in such efforts byrequestinG then t·') contrilJute. (This does not, of course, relate to Dilito.ryefforts clirectecl aeainst the dependent territ'Jr.Y itself.o) l~s this cateGory. ofdebts is cxceptionoJ.ly rare, it was decided to leave it aside in the present 'context.

~ See paras. (41)-(43) of the coooento.ry to article 31.
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(54) FUrther in regard to the scope of the present arti~le, St~te pr~ctice

conce1'1'1ing the ecergence of newly independent St~tes ho.s shown the existence of

tlllother category of debts: those contracted by 0. dependent territory, but with

the guarontee of the adDinistering Power. This ca.tegory includes, in particular,.- .-
cost loans contro.cted between dependent territories tl1'ld IBRD. The latter required

~ po.rticularly sound guarantee £rOtl the admi.nistering Power. In oost, if not 0.11,

guarantee fJQ"TOOtlentP cQncluded between IBRD ond an adoinistering Power for 0.
_... .

dependent territory, there arc two ioportant articles, articles II and Ill:

Article II

"Parooro.ph 2.01-. Without licitation or restriction upon OIJY of the
other covenants on its port in this Guarontee Agrecoent conto.ined, the
gtl.."'!.rOrltor hereby uncondition0.11y guarantees, as prioprY obliaor ond not as
surety oerely,* the due ond punctual p~ent of the principo.1 of, ond the
interest and other charges on the loon •••

npargaraph 2.02. 'Whenever there is reo.soncble co.use to believe th~t

the borrower will not have sufficient funds to execute or to arro.ngo the
execution of the project in confomity with the Loon Agreooent, the
CUa.r£l.ntor, in consultation with the Bank and the borrower, will to.ke the
oeasures necessary to help the borrower to obt~ the additionoJ. funds
required.

Article III

nparp.lj';'aph 3.01. It is the outuoJ. understandinG of the GUarontor
cnd the Bank th~t, except as otherwise herein provided, the [,"UO.rcntor.
will not Grant in favour of a.ny external debt, DnY preference or priority
over the loan ••• "

(55) In the cose of 0. cuaranteed debt, the auarantce furnished by the adoinisterinc

Power lecally creo.tes ~ specific obliGation for which it is liable, and a

correla.tive subjective ricrht of the creditor. If the succession of States had the

effect of extinGUishinG the GUarantee altoGether ond thus relievinc the predecessor

State of one of its obliGations, a richt of the creditor would unjustifiably
~ .-

disappear. The probleo is not, therefore, to detemine who.t ho.ppens to the debt

proper to the dependent territory - which, it appears, is in fo.ct norcolly assuced

by the newly independent" State - but rather to ascerto.in what becooes of the eleoent

ID! See, for exanple, Guarantee Ac;reeoent {.Northern Rhod9sia-Rhodesia
RailwQVs Project) between the United Kincrdoo and IBRD, sicned at WashinGton on
11 March 1953 (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 172, p. 115).
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by which the debt is suppnrted., furnished in the fom of a Guarantee by the
o,flninisteri.n[; Power. In other woms, what is o.t issue is not succession to the
del)t proper to the dependent territoxy, but succession to the obliGation of the
predecessor State in respect of the territoxy's debt.
(56) The pro.ctice followed by IBRD in this reco.:ro. seens clear. The Bonk tums
first to the newly independent State, for it considers that the loan t\v""rOenents
siGled l)y the dependent territoxy o.ro not o.ffcQted by 0. succession of States o.s
lQIlC o.s the debtor reno.ins identifiable. For the purposes of those loan ocreooents,
IBRD seens to consider, as it were, that the succession of States ho.s not chanced
the identity of the entity which existed before independence. However, the World
B~ considers - and the prAdecessor State whiCh has cuaranteed the loan does not
in ~ wDY deny - tha.t tne lecoJ. effects of the contract of cua.rontee continue
to operate after the territoxy ho.s becone independent, so that the Bank can at ony
tine turn to the predecessor State if the successor State defaults. The practice
of the> World BO%1k shows that the predecessor Sta.te Cal'Ulot be relieved of its
aunrontee ol)liGation as the principal debtor unless a new contract is concluded
to this effect between IBRD, the successor State tlIld. the predecessor State, or
between the first two for the purpose of relievinG the predecessor State of all
charces .and obliGations which it assuoed by virtue of the [,uo.rantee Given by it
earlier.

(57) BearinG these considerations in tlind, the Cotltlission considers it sufficient
to note that a succession of Sta.tes does not as such a.f'fect a c;uo.rantee criven by a
predecessor State for 0. debt aSSUDed by one of its fomerly dependent territories.
(58) In the seo.rch for a crcneral solution to the question of the fate of State
debts of the predecessor State upon the enereence of 0. newly independent State,
sone writers have stressed the criterion of the utility or o.ctuoJ. benefit which
the loon affomed to the fomerly depGndent territor,r.illI While such 0. criterion
n~ appear useful at first clance, it is clear that if establishocl as the bo.sic
rule GOverninc the lJatter at issue, it would be extrenely difficult to apply in----- ~practice. Durinc a recional synposiuo held at Accra l)y UNITAR in 1971, the
question was raised in the followine tems:

ill! S5nchez de Bustanonte y Sirven, Ol? cit., pp. 296-297.
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"To justify the transfer of clebts to a. newly inde1?en~lent Sta.te, it
"ms arCUerl ••• that, since in a oDjority Jf cnses the oetrol)oliton Power
Dode sel)arnte fiscal o.rranceoents for the colony, it ''lould be 1')Ossi1)le to
cletemine the nature nnd extent ·)f such d(1)ts. 011e speaker arC"lled tha.t
~ d(1)t contractecl on behalf of a Civen colony ,ms not necesoarily used
for the benefit of that colony. He succestecl tha.t IJerha.ps the cleteminint..'":'
relotor should be whether the particular 1ebt was used for the l)enefit of
the colony. A1thoUt.,'il this l)oint wa.s Genera.lly aCCe1Jtable to several
deleGates, cloubt was raised as reca.rds how the utility theory woulcl in
practice l)e applied, i.e, who was to detemine md in what Ua1'll1cr the
&lount of the debt which hod actunlly been usecl on behalf of the
colony." PJ.!iI

(59) In the case of loans CTanted to the ~loinisterinGPower for the developnent

of the clelJendent territor,y (criterion of intended. use -arlll alloca.tion), the coloniol

context in which the develnpnent of the territor,y noy ha.ve tt'lcen l)la.ce ns a result

of these loans oust be keJ,1t in oind. It is l)y no oeans certo.in that the investnent

in question did n0t prinarily benefit a foreicn colonial settlenent or the

netro]}'11itnn econooy of the ac1ninisterinc Power.~ Even if the successor State

retainecl sone "trc.ce" of the investnent, in the fom, for exo.ople, of public works

infra.structures, such infrastructures niGht be obsolete or unusa.1)le in the

context of d.ecolonization, with the new orientation of the eCOnDDy or the new

planninG' prioritics decided upon by the nevlly inclellenclent Stnte.

(60) llZlother factar to be tclten into acc0unt in the ~lrnftinc of n ceneral rule

conceminc the subject-natter of this article is the cnlx!.city of the newly

independent Stc.te to P<:1Y the relevant debts of the predecessor State. This fnctor

has arisen in Stnte practice in cormection with cases other thnn thnt of newly

independent Sta.tes. The Peroanent Court f)f Arbitration, in the Russian Indeonity

cas~ of 1912, reCOGnized that:

£rJ:i/ Report of the United Nations Reeional Synposiun on..-Int.ema.tional Lnw
for Africn, 14-28 Janua.r.v 1971, Accrn, Ghann, orcanized by UNITAR a.t the
invitntion of the Ghanion Governoent, p. 9.

lli/ Mention na;y be onde of article 255, section 2, of the Trea.ty of
Versailles, which prov:ided that:

"In the case of Polnnd that portion of the de1Jt which, in the 0l)J.ruon
of the Reparation CoDIJission, is nttributnble to the r.lensures taken by the
Gemon nnd Prussian Govemnents for the Gem01'1 colonizntiol1 of Poland shall
])e excluded fron the aPP0rtionnent to l)e node under Article 254",
Bri.tish Foreirn and State Papers. 1919, (op. cit .. ), p.125.

!JJ1I. United Nations, Reports of Int~mational A~bitral Awards, vol. XI
(United Nntions pu1)lication, Sales No. 61.V.4), p.421.
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"The defence of force majeure ••• may be pleaded in public as well
as in private international law: international law must adapt itself
to political necessities." J1Y

The treaties of peace concluded at the end of the First World War seem to indicate

that, in the apportionment of predecessor State debts betwee11 various successor

States, the financial capacity of the latter States, in the sons.;) of future

paying capacity (or contributing capacity), was in some cases taken into

account.m.! One author quotes an example of State practice in 1932, in,which

the creditor State (the United States) declared in a note to the debtor State

(the United Kingdom) that the principle of capacity to pay did not require that

tho foreign debtor should pay to the full limit of its present or future capacity,

as no settlement which was oppressive and which delayed the recover,y and progress

of the foreign debtor was in accomance with the true interest of the creditor.~
(61) Transposed to the context of succession to debts in the case of newly

independent States, these considerations relating to the financial co.pacity of

the debtor ·nre .of ·gr.eat importance in the search for a basic rule governing such

succession. The Commission is not unaware of the fact that cases of "State

default" involve debts already recognized by and assigned to the debtor whereas,

in the cases with which this article is concerned, the debt is not yet "assigned"

to the successor State and the whole problem is first to decide whether the newly

ll'l(lopendent State must be made legally responsible for such a debt before deciding

whether it can assume it financially. Nevertheless, the two questions must be

linked if practical and just solutions are to be found for situations in which

prevention is better than cure. It may De asked what purpose is served by

affi:rmi.nc; in a rule that certain debts are transferul)le to a newly independ~nt

State if its economic and financial difficulties are alreo.c1y known in advance to

constitute a substantial impediment to the p~ent of such debts.M!!! Admittedly,

£IY ~., p. 443. [Translation by the Secretariat]

illJ See Rousseau, Droit international public (op. cit.), pp. 442-447,
464-466, and Fcilchenfeld, Ope cit., pp. 458-461, 852-856.

~ G. Jeze, "Les defeillances d'Etat", Recueil des cours ... 1935-III
(Paris, Sirey, 1936), vol. 53, p. 392.

!iI!/ "Reconstruction of their economies by several new S~ates has raised
questions of the continuity of financial and economic arrangecents code by the
former colonial Powers or by their territorial administrations." (International
Law Association, OPe cit. p. 102).
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tcldng into account explicitly in a draft article the "financial capacity" of a
Stt'.te would involve a. sonewhat vague phrase and might leave the wrf3 open for
abuses. On the other hand, it is neither possible nor realistic to ignore the
ronsonable liJ:lits beyond which the asSUJ!1ption of debts would be clestructive for
the debtor Md without rosult for the creditor.
(62) The above general considerations conceming the capacity to prf3 QUst be
viewed in relation to the developments occurring in contemporary intemational
relations conceming the principle of the pe:rmanont sovereisnty of every people
over its wealth and natural resources, which constitutes 0. fundonontal element
in the right of peoples to self-detemination.~ This principle, as it energes
fron Unitoo Nations practice, is of substMtial significance in the context of
the financial capacity of newly independent States to succeed to State debts of
the predecessor State which nay have been linked to such resources (which 1!k.V
for eXc."'.J:lPle have been pledged as security for a. debt). Thus the traditional
issue of "capacity to P~" oust be seen in its contenporo.ry fronework, tokinB'
i,nto.. account the .p:r;es~t.~~anc~.O;1. ~itua1!ion pf ne;wly ind,epondont States as well
as the ioplications of the paracount right of self-detemination of the peoples
and the principle of the pemanent sovereignty of every people over its wealth
and natural resources.
,( 63) In attenptinB' to draft a basic rule applicable to succession to State debts
of the predecessor State by newly independent States, the CODJ:lission hD.S
approached its task by drawing inspiration fron Article 55 of the United Nations
Cha;r:ter:

~'With a view to the creation of conditions of stability <mdwell-beinl! which are necessary for pe'acef'ul and friendly relationsononr:; nations based on respect for the principle of equ...-u riGhtsand self-deteroination of peoples, the United Nations shall proDote:

a. higher standards of living, full enployment, and conditionsof econonic and social progress and developnent;

b. solutions of intemational economc, social, health andrelated problens; and intemational cultural and educationalco-operation; "

~ See paras. (26) to (29) of the cODJ:lentary to article 14 above.
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Stability ond orderly relations between States, which are necessary for peaceful
and friendly relations cannot be divorced from the principles of equal ridhts
and solf-detemination of peoples or from the over-all efforts of the present-dq
intemational cot1t1unity to pronote conditions of econoIJic and social progress and
to provide solutions of intemational economic problens. State practice and the
writines of jurists do not provide clear and consistent answers to the question
of the fate of State debts of the fomer metro'Politan Power. Thus, the Commission
is aware that, in drawine up rules goveming the sUbject-natte~, it is. inevitable
tha.t a neasure of proeressive developoent of the laW' should be involved. State
practice sho\,s c~nflicting principles, solutions based on conprotlise with no
explicit reco@lition of any principles, and serious diverGGllces of views, which
continue to tl.;wfest thenselves IJOlJY years o.fter the purported settlonent of
e. succession of States. It is true, nevertheless, that in I1Dr1Y cases the State
debts of the predecessor netropolitan State have not passed to the newly
independent State. The CotlDission cannot but recognize certClin realities of
prosent-d.~ intemational life, in particular the severe bumen of debt reflected.
in the financial situation of a. nucber of newly independent States, nor can it
il'lore, in the dro.ftinli of legal rules goveming succession to state debts in
the context of decolonization, the legal inplications of the .fundODental right
of self-det'eminntion of peoples and -of the principle of the pemonent sovereignty
of every people over- its wealth and natural resources. The CoJJtlission considered
the possibility of draftinB' a basic rule which would provide for the passing
of such clebts if ,the dependent territory actually benefited therefron. But as
indicnted above ,!J§J/ that criterion taken alone seens difficult to apply in
practice, and does not provide for stable and friendly solution of the problens.
It should not be foreotten that the subject-natter at issue - the succession to
State debts of a netropolitan Power by a newly independent State - takes place
Wholly within the context of decolonization, which inports special and unique
consid.erations not found in other types of succession of States. The latter
consicleration also inplies the necessity to avoid such cenerall~ as
"equitable proportion", which has proved appropriate in other types of succession
but which w')uld raise serious questions of interpretation and possible abuse in
the context of decolonization.

A§J/ See paras. (58) and (59) of this connentary.
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(64) The CoI:lI:lission, in the light of' all the above considerations, decided to
adopt llS II bllsic rule the rule of' the non-passing of' the Sto.te debt of' the
predecessor Stllte to the successor state. This rule is f'ound in the f'irst part
of' parggraph 1 of' article 36, which states: ''no State debt of' the predecessor
State shoJ.l pass to the newly independent State ••• ". Having thus provided f'or
the bo.sic rule of' non-passing, however, the Cotu:lission did, not wish to f'oreclose
the ioportant possibility of an agreement on succession in respect of' State debts
beina voJ.idly and f'ree1y concluded between the predecessor and successor States.
The CoTJI:li.ssion was f'ully aware that newly independent States. of'ten need capital
investoent and that it should avoid f'omulating rules which 1Ji.crht discourage
States or f'in&lcial international organizations fron providinG' the necessary
assistance. Thus, the second part of paragraph 1 of article 36 is intended to
f'ollow the spirit of other provisions of the draft which encourage the predecessor
and successor States to settle the question of' the passinG' of' State debts by
agreeoent between themselves. Of' course, it nust be enphasized thllt such
agreeocnts DUst be validly concluded pursuant to the will f'reely expressed by
both parties. To bring that consideration more sharply into f'ocus, the second
part of paragraph 1 has been drafted so as tp spell out the necessary conditions
under which such an agreenent should be concluded. Thus, f'irst, the State debt
of' the predecessor State must be "connected with its activity in the territory
to which the succession of States relates." The lanG'l.1.o.ge generally follows that
found in other articles of the draft already adopted concerning succession in
respect of' Stllte property (see, in particular, articles 13, 14, 16 &ld 17).
Its purpose is clearly to exclude f'rom consideration debts of'·the predecessor
State havinG' nothing to do with its activities as cetropolitan Power in the
dependent territory concerned. Secondly, the State debt of' the predecessor
State, connected with its activit.y in the territtjry concerned oust 1)e linked
with "the property, rights and interests which pass to the newly independent
State". If' the successor State succeecl.s. to certain property, riGhts and
interests of' the predecessor State, as provided for in article 14, it is only
natural than an agreenent on succession regarding State del)ts should take into
account the corresponding tjbligations which m~ accompany such property, rights
and interests. Thus articles 14 and 36 are closely connected in that respect.
While the use of' the criterion of' "actual benefit" has generally been llvoided,
it can be seen that certain elements of' that criterion have been usef'ully
reflected here: the passing of' debts ~ be settled by El(!reenent in view of' the
passinG' of' benef'its (property, rights and interests) to which those debts ~e 1inke
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( 65) While the parties to the agreeoent envisaged in paraeraph 1 n~ freely a(;Tee
on the provisions to be included therein, the CoDDission thouGht it necessary to
provide Do scU'e[,'uard clause to ensure that such provisionEj do not iGlore the
financial c[~pacity of th~ newly independent State to suc~eed to such debts or
infrinGe the principle of the pemonent sovereianty of ever:, people over its
wealth and natural resources. Such a safeguard,' which is included in Pa.it'fl6B'ph.~.,
is particularly necessary in the case of an aereenent such as is oentioned in
paraf.;Taph 1, that is, one concluded between a fomer oetropolitan Power and one of. .its fomer dependencies. By paragraph 2, it is intcr..ded to underline once again
that the au"Teeocnt oust be concluded by the two parties on an equal footing.
Thus aw-Teenonts purportinG to establish "spec5.N." or "preferential" ties between
the predecessor and successor States (often temed "devolution ae-reenents"), which
in fact iDl)OSe on the newly independent States tems that are ruinous to their
econoDies, cmmot be considered as the type of Elt.,"Teeoent enviso.ced in paragraph 1.
The article presupposes - and paragraph 2 is intended to reinforce that
supposition - that the agreenents are to l)e negotiated in full respect for the
principles of political self-deteroination and econoDic independence. Hence the
express reference to the principle of the pemanE'.nt sovereiOlty of every people
over its wealth nnd natural resources and to the fundanental econonic equilibri~
of the newly independent State. The latter expression "fundooental econonic
equilibria" Dust be interpreted in a broad sense, coverinG all Idnq.s .of economc,
financial (includinG indo'itedness) ~d other f['.ctors lThich [.tssure thefundDnental
equilibria of a newly independent State.
(66) The Conoission would further recall certain decisions relatinG to other
articles of the drcU't which bear upon article 36. The tem "newly independent.
State" has already been defined in article 2, paraeraph 1 ~) of the draft.
Like article 14, article 36 is intended to apply to cases in which the newly
independent Sta.te is foroed froo two or !Jore dependent territories. Likewise,
the article applies to cases in which a dependent 'territory becooes part of the
territory of a State other than the State which was responsible for its international

~ In this connection, attention 033'" be drawn to the fac;:t that the word"diseqUilibria" is found in article 60 of the Treaty institutinG the European Coaland Steel Coonunity (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 261, p. 191) and inarticle 3 ~) of the Treaty establishine the European Econoaic COIJOUnity(~~, vol. 298, p. 16).
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relations.!J§jj The CoDDission haa not thought it ncceaaary to d.cal. with the

self-evident cnse of debts of the predecessor State owed to the dependent

t£irritory, which continue to be payab l e , after the elate of the succession of

States to the newly independent State.

(67) Certain members of the Commission at the time of the adoption of article 36

on first rea.ding were unable to support the text and expressed reservations and

doubts theroon. When it Wns provisionally adopted by the Commission ,at its

twenty-ninth session in 1977, one member expressed reservo.tions·on certain

paragraphs of the commentary to the article as well.~ That member also

proposed at that time an alternative text for the o.rticle ,.4§]/ which received a

measure of support from some members. Concerning the question of permanent

sovereignty over natural resources, that member expressed preference for the

terminology found in the Irrtornzrt.i.onal, Covenant on Economi.c , Socinl and

CulturoJ. Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.~

!&2/ See para. 75 above.

MY The member concerned obj ccted to the inclusion of po.ro.graphs (39)
to (5~of tho 1977 con1Clcntary (see paragrnphs (39) to (48) of the prosent
cocmerrtary}, particularly on the grounds that, in his view, they contained econoni
exposition and annlysis which were not within the Cormi.as i.on ' s sphere of coopetcnc
and that aone cspoct.a of that expoai,tion and analysis were debatable. That Menbor;
also considered it .inpcr-tant to note that a nunbcr of States had dissented f'ron .
c Lonorrts of the Charter of Econoni,c Rights and Duties of States and the Declnratio.
on the es tnbl.Lshucrrt of D. new Irrternatii.ona'l Econoru c Order quoted in (I

paragraphs (27) and (28) of the cooocntary t0 article 14, to '~1ich reference is'
Dodo in connection with article 36, in footnote 482.

~ That text (A/CN.4/L.257) rends as follows:

"Article 22. Newly Independent States

"1. No debt contracted by the predecessor Sto..te on behalf or far the
account of a territory which has become a newly independent State shall
pass to the newly independent State unless the debt related to property,
rights and interests of which the newly independent State is beneficiary
and unless that paasago of debt is in equitable proportion to the benefits
that the newly independent State has derived or derives fron the property,
rights and interests in question.

"2. Arry agreenent concluded between the predecessor and the newly
independent State for the inple~entation of the principles contained in
the preceding paragraph shall pay due rogard t.o the newly inc.lopenc.1ent
State's peruanent sovereignty over its natural wealth and resources in
acco'rdcnco with international law."

48~ Resolution 2200A (XXI) of tho General Asse[wly, annex.
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Article 37

Un!ting of States

'When two or core States unite and so fom a successor State, the
Stnte debt of the predecessor States shall pass to the successor
State. -

Cotltlento.;y

(1) Article 37, on the passing of the State debt in the case of uniting of

States, corresponds to article 15 in po....'t:'t II relating to succession in ,respect

of State property and to article 27 in part III on succession in respect of

State archives. It is not necessary, therefore to specify Ou"'ain the emct

scope of the type of succession in question.~
(2) 'When two or Dore States unite ond so fom one successor State, it seOtlS

logico.l for the latter to succeed to the debt of the fomer just as it succeeds

to their property. Res transit cun suo onere, the basic rule, is It\id down

in the single paragraphc::onstituting the article. This rule is generally
. .

·accepted in .legal theory. Accoming to. ono writor ,. for instanco, "when. States

oerge to fom a new State, their debts becooe the responsibility of that

State.'~
(3) In the practice :>f States, there seeD to be only 0. few cnses where the

passing of the State debt upon a uniting of States was settled at thc

internationo.l level; questions relating to State debts have usuo.lly been

regulated by thc internal law of StateE!. One exaople of an interno.tional

arrangeoent is the union of Belgiuo and the Netherlands by the Act of

21 July l8l4.A2!I Article 1 of the Act provided:

"This union shall l)e intioate and coopletc so that the two
countries fom but onc single State, governed by the Constitution
already established in Holland, which will be oodified by Ct...""rcer.mt
in accomance with the new circuostances."

In view of the "intimate and complete" nature of the union thus achieved,

article VI of the Act quite naturally conclUded that:

~ See paras. (1) and (2) of the comentary to article 15, above.

422/' Fauchille, OPe cit., p. 380•

~ A9t si(1led by the Secretary of State of H.R"H. the Prince of ~e
Ne1;herl?llds, in acceptance of the sovereienty of the BelGian provinces on the
aareed lJases. The Ho.u"'Ue, 21 July 1814 (de Martens, ed., liouveo.u Rocueil •••

(op. cit.), vol. II, p. 38).
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"Since the lmrdcns o.s well as the l)enefits arc to be corDon, debtscontro.ctod up to the tine of the union by the. Dlltch provinces on theone hand a.nd by the BelGion provinces on the other, shall be l)ome bythe General Treasury of the Netherlonds."

The Act of 21 July lCHr was later annexed to the General Act of the C01l{,TeSS of
Vicnno.,!i2l/ ond the o.rticle VI cited was invoked on 0. nUIlber I)f occo.sions to
pr:>vide c;u.i.donce for the o.pportionnent of the del)ts betuecn Hollond and Belcriun.
(4) A second eJC.."lI:lple tho.t tlDY be cited is the unifico.tion of Itcly - 0. sonewho.t
o.nbicuous exaople, however, beco.use leo.m.ed opinion differs in doscribi.nc the
nanner in which unity WOos achieved. As one writer SUDS it up:

"Sone ho.ve rec;o.rded the KinGdon of Ito.ly o.s· on enlo.rconent of theK:inv"'Clon of So.:rdinio., arQllnG that it was fomed by neD.."lS of successive
o.nne~tions to the Kincdon of Sa.rdinia.; others ho.ve reco.rded it D.S 0.new subject of lo.w created l)y the cereer of all the fomer Ito.linn States,includinC the K:i.ny"'Clon of Sardinia, which thus ceo.secl to exist." ill!

In a ccnero.l wo;{, the Kincdon of Italy o.cknowledcred the debts of the fomerly
sepo.ro.te States Md continued the practice :that hOod alreo.c1y b.een instituted l)y
the .~ of ·SardM~.··Th~~· ~he Tre~~; 'of: Vi~o. of 3 October 1866,ta.Y under
which "His Majesty the Eoperor of Austria [D.u"'Teed] to the union of the Lonbo.rdo
Venetion lG.nv""Clon with the Kincdon of Italy" (article Ill), inclucled an o.rticle VI
which provided o.s follows:

"The..ltalion Govemc.ent shall assuoe responsibility for: (1) thatpart of Monte Lonbo.rdo Veneto which was retained l)y l ..ustria under theac;rooncnt concluded at Milon in 1860 in Dpplication of article 7 ofthe Treaty of Zurich;!{}jj (2) the additional deb1;;s contracted byMonte Lonbroxlo Veneto between 4 June 1859 ond the date of conclusionof this 'Treaty; (3) a suo of 35 nillion Austrian florins in cash,representinc the portion of the 1854' loan attributa.ble to Vcnetia inrespect of the cost of non-transportable war cateria.ls ••• "

(5) Certo.in treaties relatine- to the unitine of Central 1U:J.erican States Do;{ also
be nentioned. The Treo.ty of 15 June 1897 concluded by Costa Rica, El Salvador,

!J2Y Ibid., p. 379. See also Feilchenfeld, OPe cit., l)P. 123-124.
~ D. ..tmzilotti, Corso di diritto internazionale , 4th ed. (Po.clua,CEDAM, 1955), p. 171.
~ G.F. Martens, cd., Nouveau Recueil rnneral de traites (Gottinaen,Dieterich, 1873), vol. XVIII, pp. 405-406.
tJijj The Treaty of 7.urich of 10 Novenber 1859, concluded between Austria ondFrance, coded LODbaxdy to france. The "new Govcmnent of Lonbo.rdy".,. underarticle 7 of the Treaty, was to aSSUDe three-fifths of the debt of Monte Lotlbo.rdoVoneto (ibid., 1860), vol. XVI, part II, p. 518.
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Guo.tenoJ.o., Honrluro.s and NiCo:rt:V:.~ t.::> fom the Republic of Central l.oerica, o.s
well o.s the Covenant of Union of Control Atlerico. of 19 Januo.ry 1921tilll conclurled
by Costa. Rica, El So.lvador, Guo.teoaln 0J1d Honduro.s o.fter the dissolution of the
Republic of Centrnl 1UJerica., cantnincd s,.:oe provisions rele.tin(; to the trca.tnont
of cle1)ts. .lUth0UOl those treaties were core directly concerned \dth the allocation
of c1ebts DIlonC' the conponent ports of the united State, thero is no doubt that in
its internationtU relations the new Sta.te as a whole o.ssuncd the debts that had
been mied l)y the va.rious predecessor states. The Treaty of 1891, il.ccoI.'dinC to
which the union hnd "for its one object the caintenance in its international
:I'~lations of 0. sincle antity" (article Ill), pr·:)vided tho.t

"The pecunio.r.Y' or other oblicrntions contracteel , or \lhich De.V becontracted in the future, by OIlY of the States, are oa.'tters of individu.."\lresponsibility (orticle 'XXXVII)."

The 1921 Covenont stipulated that the FeCleral Governnont should o.d.oinister the
national fin~ces, .which should 1)e distinct frao those of the conponent States, ond
that the conponcnt States should "continue the arlninistro.tion of their present
internal O11c1 extemoJ. debts" (article V, para.. (0». It then went on to provide
that

"The Federal Governoent shall be under an olJlico.tion to scc that thesa.id o.c1Dinistra.tion is faithfully carried out, DXld that the revenuespleelced thereto are ea:roarked for that purpose."

(6) As indicated above, it is usually through the internal laws of States tha,.t
questions relating to State debts have been regulated. Such lalis often provide
for the internoJ. allocation of the State debt ond thus Core not directly relevant
to the presctlt article. Some examples, however, m£1Y be mentioncd., because they
assume that the State debt of the preClecessor State passes to the successor State;
other\'lise no question of its allocation among component parts would arise.
(7) The union of Austria and Hungo.ry was based e~sentially on two instrum~ts:
the "[Austrian] Act concerning natters of cotmlon interest to all the countries
of the Austrian Monarchy and the nOIUler of dealing with theu" of 21 December 1861;
and the "Hungarian Act [No. 12] relating to natters of COtlDon interest to the

~ ~., (Leipzig, Dieterich, 1905), 2nd series; vol. XXXII, p. 219 •mJ LeOc""Ue of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. V, p.9.
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countries of the Hungarian Crown and the other countries subject to the sovereignty

of His Majesty and the manner of dealing with them"', of 12 Jlll1e 1867.J:i§J The

Austrian Act provided, in article 4, that

"The contribution to the costs of the pre-existing public debt
shall be determined by tlgreement between the two halves of the :Empire."

The Hungarian Act No. 12 of 1867 contained the following:

"Article 53. As regards public debts, Hungoxy, by virtue of its
constitutionaJ. status,· cannot, in strict law, be obliged to assume
debts contracted without the legally expressed consent of the COlll1try.

"Article 54. However, the present Diet hns clreody declared "that,
if a genuine constitutional regime is really applied as soon ns possible
in our COlll1try and also in His Majesty's other cOlll1tries, it is prepared,
for considerations of equity and on political grounds, to go beyond its
lcgitillk"\te obligations and to do whatever shall be compatible with the
independence and the constitutional rights of the COlll1try to the cnd
tha.t His &"'ljesty's other cOlll1tries, and Hungary with them, uu:w not be
ruined by the weight of the expenses accumulated lll1der the regime of
absolute power and that the lll1toward consequences of the tragic period
which hns just elapsed m~ be averted".

"Article 55. For this reason, and for this reason alone, Hungary
is prepared to assume a portion of the public debts and to conclude en
o.greemcnt to that effect, o.fter prior negotiations, with His Mo.jesty's
other cOlll1t;-ies, as a free pe()ple with a free people."

(8) The C~stitution of the Federa.tion of Mala;ya (1957)4221 contoined 0. long

article 167 entitled "Rights, liabilities and oblicrations", including the

following provisions:

"(1) ••• all rights, liabilities and. obliG'o.tions of

"(a) Her Majesty in respect of the Government of the Federation, and

"(b) the Govemment of the Federation or rmy public officer on
behalf of the Government of the Federation,

shall on and after Merdekn. Dn;y [the date of lll1itinG] be the rights,
liabilities and obligations of the Federation.

J:i§J F.-R.. Dareste and P. Dareste. Les Constitutions modemes, 3rd ed.
(Paris, Challo.mel, 1910), vol. I, pp. 394 et seg. (for the Austrian Act) end
pp. 403 et seg. (for the Hungarian Act).

~ M.:lla..yan Constitutional .DoCUIilents (KualaLucpur, the Govemment
Printer, 1959), p. 27.
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"(2) ••• all ri@1ts, liabilities and obligations of

lI(a) Her Majesty in respect of the gove1'm1ent of &lo.ccn or theGovernuent of Penang.

11 (b) His HiGhness the Ruler in respect ·')f the co:vernmant of uqState, and

"(c) the governoent of any State,

shall on and a.£ter Merdeka D~ be the rights, liabilities and obligationsof the respective Sto.tes."

These provisions thus appear to indicate that each State entity wo.s concemed~
with the assets and liabilities of its particular sphere. "RiGhts, liabilities anrl
obligntions" were apportioned accoI.'ding to the division of spheres of cotlpetence
esto.blished hetween the Federation and the member States. Debts contracted were
thus the respansibility of the States in respect of matters which, as .from the
date of uniting, fell within their respective spheres o.f competence. Article 167
continued:

"(3) All ri£;hts, liabilities and obligations relatinG to MYmo.tter which wo.s icmediatoly hef::>re Mordeka Dt'~ the responsibility ofthe Fedoro.tion Government but which on that date l)ecomes theresponsibility of the Government of a State, shall on tho.t d03' devolveupon that State.

11 (4) 1.11 rights, 1iabilitios and. abligations relati.ne to DlIYmatter which was itlI:lediately before Merdeka D~ the responsibilityo.fthe Govemccnt of a State but which on that d~ becotles the responsibilityof the Fedoral Govornoent, shall on that d03' devolve upon the Fedemtion."
(9) The Federation of MaJ.8\Ya was succeeded by Mal~sia in 1963. The Mal~sia Bill,
which wo.s annexed to the Jacreement relating to MalO3'sia. and cOJ;le into .force an
16 Septeober 1963, contained in its part IV, relati.ne to transitional and tOtlporary
proVisions, a section 76 entitled "Succession to riGhts, lio.bilities and

1 obli(:;£l.tionsn, which read, inter alia:
-~

1 n(l) All riGhts, liabilities and obligations relatina to crny matter.~ which wc.s it1tlediately hefore Ma18\Y'sia D~ the responsibility o.f theI covemnont of a Bomeo State or of Singapore, but which on that dq'!
'ii booooos the rosponsibility of the Fedoral Govemnent, shall on that dq:1
l devolve upon the Federation, unless otherwise aereod between the1 FederolGoverntlont and the govemnent of the State..~

;~ "(2) This section does not apply to any riGhts, liabilities or'I ol)lications in relation to which section 75 has ef.fect, nor dacs it havei ef.fect to transfer ~ person from service under the State to service
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'LU1cler the Federation or otherwise affect allY rights, lia1Jilities orobliGations arisinG' frotl such service or frOI:l allY contract ofemploytlent; but, subject to that, in this soction riGhts, liabilitiesnnd oblications include riGhts, liabilities and ol)lications cxlsinG'froD contract or otherwise •

•••

"(4) In this section references to the covemnont of 0. Sta.teinclude the G'Ovemoont of the territories cotlprised therein l)efore
l·frtl/JYsia D:::;y."~

Sioilar provisions nlJY be noted in the individunl Constitutions of the nenber
States of the Federation. For exanple, article 50 of the Constitution of the
State of Sn.bcll (RiGhts, liabilities nnd oblieations) stated:

"(1) illl ~ights, liabilities nnd oblieations of Her Mc..1.jesty inrespect of the governnent of the colony of North Bomeo sho.1l on theconnencencnt of this C,)nstitution l)ecooe riehts, liabilities andobliGations of the State." jQ]j
(10) The Provisional ConstitutiQn I)f the United .Arab Repu1Jlic, of 5 March 1958, 502/
althoueh not very explicit as reLSaris succession to clel)ts of the two predecessor
States, EC'Yl,)t nnd Syria, provided in article 29 thn.t:

"The Govemoent nay not contract nny loans, or undertuke <my projectwhich would be n. l)urden on the State Treasury over one or oore futureyears, except with the consent of the Nati:::>nnl Asseobly."

This provision Day be interpreted as giving the leGislative authority of the
United .Aral) Republic, to the exclusion of Syria nnd EGYPt, sole power to
contract loans. Furthem'1re, since article 70 provided for a sinele lmdGet f0r
the two recil)ns, there nay be [;r0unds for aereeine with an eninent authority
that "the United .Arab Republic would seeD to have l)een the only entity conpetent
to service the debts of the two regions". 2f12/ 29!J

~ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 750, p.60.
2S11J lliSl., p. 110. See also p. 134 (Constitution of the State of Sarawnk,article 48), and p. 176 (Constitution of the State of SinGapore, article 104).'
2Qg/ Text in E. Cotran, "Sooe leeal aspects of the fomatian of theUnitecl Ara.b Republic Dnd the United .Arab States", Intemational nnd CooparativeLaw Quarterly, London, vol. 8, part 2 (April 1959), 'pp. 374-387. :
2Q1/ O'Connell, State Succession ••• (op. cit.), p. 386.
~ It nay be noted that the arrears of contributions due to UNESCO fronEeY1?t ancl Syria before their .union c~e into beinrr were treated as a lialJilityof the United .Arab Republic Materials on Succession of States in res ect ofMatters other than Treaties o. cit. , p. 545.
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.tu'ticl" 38

Se1?ara.tion of pux"t or parts of the territow of a State

1. When lJart or parts of the territory of a State separate fron thatSta.te ~d foro 0. State, ani unless the predecessor State ~d the successorState otherwise Ou~ee, the State dcl)t of the predecessor State shall passto the successor State in an equitw)le proportion, tclcinc into account0.11 relevant circUDstances.

2. Para[,Ta.ph 1 applies when part of the territory of a State separatesfror.l that State Dnd unites with another State.

Article 39

Dissolution of a State

\f.hen a predecessor State dissolves and ceases to exist and the partsof its territor,y form two or more States, and unless the successor Statesotherwise agree, the State debt of the predecessor State shall pass to thesuccessor States in equitable proportions, taking into account allrelevant circumstances.

Commenta;y to articles 38 and 39
(1) The topics of succession of Statvs covered by a.rtic1es 38 and 39 correspond
to those dealt with in articles 16 and 17 and 28 and 29, respectively in parts ~I
and Ill; hence the use of similar introductory phrases in the corresponding
articles to define their scope. Articles 38 and 39 both concern cases where a
part or parts of the territ·'Jry of a State separate from that Sta.te to form one
or 1:l0re individual States. They differ, however, in that, while under article 38
the predecessor State continues its existence, under article 39 it ceases to
e:l!:ist o.fter the separation of parts of its territory. The latter case is referred
to as "dissolution of a State" in articles 17, 29 and 39.2Sli/
(2) In establishing the rule for articles 38 and 39 the Commission believes that,
unless there is a conpe11ing reason to the contrary, the passiJ:~ of the State debt
in the two types of succession covered by these articles should be governed by a
cotltlon basic rule, as are articles 16 and 17, relating to State property and
articles 28 Md 29 on State archives. It is on the basis of this assunption that
State practice ~d legal doctrine will be exooined in the following paragraphs.

~ See para. (1) of tl:i.e coOtlentar,y to articles 16 ~d 17 above.
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(3) The prt'.ctice ot Sto.tes otters tew'exooples ot separt'.tion of part or ports
ot the territ".>ry. Sone cases tlLV nevertheless be mentioned, one ot'thep being
the esto.blishDent ot the Irish Free State. By 0. Tro~ty ot 1921, Irelond obtnined
tron the United Kingdon the sta.tus ot 0. DOlnnion Md becntle the Irish Free State.
The Treaty o.pportioned debts between the predecessor State a."'ld the successor
State')n the tollowing torcs:

''The Irish Free Sto.te sholl a.SSUDe liability t.')r the service of thePublic Debt ot the United Kingdon as existing at the date hereof ondtowaxds the p~ont of war pensions o.s existing at that date in suchproportion as n~ be fo.ir and equitable, having regard to cmy just clo.inson the part ot Ireland by W~jr set off or counter-clnin, the atlount ofsuch SUDS being detercinod in dofo.ult of agreetlont by the orbitro.tionof one or core i:ndepondent persons being citizens of the
~ritish J!bpiro." 3921

(4) Another exatlple is the separo.tion of Singapore which, o.:fter joining the
Fodero.tion of &-'.It'.Ya. in 1963, withdrew fr'Jn it ond o.chieved independence in 1965.'
Article VIII of the Agreenent relating to the separation of Singt'..pore fr:>n Mo.l~sio.
as an independent and sovereign State, signed at lW.cl.a LUDpur ,)n 7 AU{just 1965,
provides:

''With regc.m to any a.greenent entered into between the Governcent otSingapore and oIlY other country or corporate body which has been guoranteedby the Govemnont of Mc-ua;ysia, the Govemtlont of SinGapore hereby undertakesto neGotiate with such country or corpor~te body to enter into 0. freshOCTOonent releasing the Govemoent of Mc-u~sia of its lic.bilities andobligations under the said guarMtee, and the Govemtlont of Si.ncaporehereby undertakes t'J indelJllify the Govemoent of Mal~sio. fully for rmyliabilities, obli(;O.tions or do.nage which it o..V s~fer as 0. result ofthe saicl (;Wlrantee." wJ

~ Article V of the Treaty of 6 Docecber 1921 bet'\'leon Great Britain andIrelancl (Leogue of Na.tions. Treaty' Series, vol. XXVI, p. 10).
~ United Nations, TreD; Series" vol. 563, p. 94. The Constitution otMal~sio. (Singapore Aoondcent Act, 1965, olso contains sone provisions relati.ng' ~to "succession to liabilities and obli(;O.tions", includi.ncr the follOl'linC par~""raph:

"9. All pJ;0perty, novable ond imlovable, and ric,Jilts, linbilities andoblicntions which betore Mal~sia Da;r belonGed to or were the responsibilityot the GovernIJent ot SinGapore and which on that d~ or, o.:fter becntle theproperty ot or the responsibility ot the Governnont of MaJ.~si~ shall onSi.n(;apore Da;r revert to and vest in or devolve upon and hecoDe once acointhe property ot or the responsibility of SinGapore." (ibid., p. 100).
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(5) The two a.b::>vo-nootionecl exc.mplcs relo.te tr) cnsos ,.,here separo.tinn to')k plnce
hy £l.(;reenont l)etween the predecessor Dllcl succeSS0r Stntes. However, it is far
fron certo.i.n th{'.t separation is olwDYs nchioved l)y ugrecnent. For eXDOple, the
apportionnent of State debts between Banglru-lesh and Paldst,atl does n·')t seeu to
have been settled since the failure of the negotiations hold at Da.cco. fron
21 to 29 June 1914.~ This is one of the points that cleo.rly distinguish cases
of sepo.ro.tion, covered by o.rticle 38, fron cnses of tronsfor of a. port of 0.
Stntets territory, dealt with in article 35. The lo.tter article, 'it should be
reco.lled, concems the tronsfer of relatively sr.1ol1 or unioportont territories,
effected 1Jy thooreticrUly peaceful procedures nnd, in principle, l)y ocreeoent
betweqn the codinC and beneficiary States.
(6) '\>lith reGarrl t'J dissolution of 0. State, covered l)y o.rticle 39, the followinG
historicol prece-:.lents DDY l)e cited: the clissolution of Great Colon1)io. (1829-1831),
the dissolution of the Union of Norway and Sweden (1905), the disappeo.ronce of the
Austro-Hunco.rian Eopiro (1919); the diso.ppearonce of the Federo.ti'Jn of Mn.li (1960),
the dissolution of the United .Arab Republic (1961), ond the dissolution of the
Fec.lero.tion of Rhodesia-Nyasaland (1963). SODe of these cases o.re considered below,
with a view to establishinC how the parties concemed attenptecl to settle the
passinG of Sto.te debts.
(1) Great Colonbia., which was fomed in 1821 by the union of Ne"1 Gronooa,
Venezuela. and Ecuador, was not to be lanB-lived. Within about 10 years, intema.l
disputes hacl put nn end to the union, whose dissolution "l'ns fully consUDDD.tod
in 1831.292/ The successor States agreed to assuoe responsibility for the debts
of the Union. Now Granada and Ecuador first esta1)lishod the l)rinciple in the
Trenty of Pence and Friendship concluded at Pasto on 8 Deceober 1832. Article VII
of the Trenty provided:

!:JSt§./ Roussenu, Droit intemational public Cm. cit.), p. 454. Acc'ordineto the SDI.le nuthor, "Banglaclesh clained 56 per cent of rUl cOlDon property, whiloat the SODe tine renamine very reticent reGardinG the apportionnent of existinGdebts - a problen that it apparently did not wish to tnckle until after settlenentof the npportionnent of assets, on approo.ch that Pakistan is snid to haverefused". (ibid.)

:uI/ See V.-~. Tapi~. Histoire de 1 tklerigue latine nu XIXene siecle(Paris, Montticne, 1945). Sec in partioular the l.iscussion of the brca.ku.p ofGreat Color~)ia, pp. 57-60.
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It ha.s hoon nc;rood, and is herehy aGreed, in tho nost saloon nanner,and under the Reculati')ns of the Laws of bot~ States, tha.t New Grana.da.onc"!. Ecuad0r sho.ll lXlY such share of the Debts, Donestic nnc1 Foreicn, asnDY 11roportionably l)elona to then as intec-ral parts which they forced, ofthe Repul)lic of 'Coloubia, which Repul)lic reco[jnized the said d(1)tsin solidun. More')ver, each State aerees t::l answer for the DJJount of whichit l:lrl\Y" have disposed be10nainc to the said Republic." 5101

Reference ~~oy a1s') 1JC :lade to the Convention of Boaota of 23 Decel1ber 1834,
conc1uc1..ed between' New Granacla Dncl Venezuela, to which Ecuador su1Jsequcmt1y
acccd~d on 17 April l057.2!!I These two instrur.lents indicate that the successor
States ,vere to apporti0n the debts of Groat ColQnbia ~10nc thenselves in the
followinc IJrOporti:)ns: New GrDnada, 50 per cent; Vonezuela., 28.5 per cent;
Ecuooor, 21.5 j.Jer cent. 51?)

(0) The ''Belcinn-Dutch question" of 1830 had necessitatecl the intervention of the
five Powers of the Holy ..'i.llionce, in the fom of a. conference tha.t openecl in
London in 1030 OlYl that culninated only in 1039, in the Treaty of London of
19 l~pril of that yea.r.IDJ DurinG the nine years of necotiations, a nuolJer of
docuoents 11ac1 to l)e prep~.rec1 before the cID-ius reGardinc the cle1)ts of the
K:i.ncc1..on of the Netherlands could l)e settled.
(9) Onc such docuoent, the Twelfth Protocol of the London Conference, datecl
21 Jonuo.ry 1831, prepared by the five Powers, wa.s the first to propose a fairly
specific node of sett1eoent of the dehts, which was t:> be inc1uclerl anonc the
c;enero.l )!rincip1es to l)e applied in the draft treaty of London. The five Powers
first soucht to justify their intervention l)y assertinG thn.t "experience ••• had.
only too often clenonstrated to then the coop1ete iopossibi1ity !)f the Parties
directly concemed narceine an such natters, if the benevolent solicitu(le of the

. C::1A Ifive Courts clid not facilitate o.c-reenent".~ They citeel the existence of

2lQ/ de Martens, ed., Nouveau Recuei1 ••• (oP. cit., 1038), vol. XIII, p. 63[quoted in EnC1ish].

:i1dI Convention for the acknow1erleenent and division of the active andpassive credits of Col')obia British and Forei State Po. ers, 1034-1835)vol. XXIII (London, Ric1eway, 1852 , p. 1342, Sce also Fei1chcnfe1d, op. cit.,Pl). 296-290 (especially, p. 296, where the lJertinont a.rticles of the Conventionare quoted.

512/ Sanchez de Bustanante y Sirven, OPe cit., p~ 337; Accioly, op.cit.,11. 199; 0' Connel1 , State Succession ... (0)). cit. ), p. 308.
:illJ' See de Martens, ed. Nouveau Recueil ... (oP. cit., 1042), '.)1. XVI,l)a.rt II, p. 713. The five Powers of the Holy AlliDIlco were Austria, FrDIlce,Grent Britain, Prussin and. Russia.
~ ~. (1036), vol. X, p. 164.
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relevant precedents that they had helped to establish C'l!1cl that hn.d "in the past
led to decisions hased -m principles which, far frol:.1 beinG ne1'1, ",ero those that
have a.lw~s Govemed the reciprocal relations of States ond tho.t have been cited
and confirned in special a,ereenents concluded between the. five Courts; thoso

/'D.u~eenents cannot therefore l)e chanced in ony case without tile participation of
the Contro.ctinc Powers".:il:i/ Onc of the leadinG precedents relied Ul)on lJy these
five nonarchies WOos apparently the o.l)ove-nentionecl .l'.l.ct of 21 July 1014.ili1 by
which BclCiun ancl the Netherlands were united. Article VI of tha:C ..l.ct provided
tho.t:

"Since the burdens as well o.s the benefits are to l)e COIJOC>tl, debtscontro.cte:i up to the tine of the un~on by the Dutch l)rovinces of theonc hond and by the Belcrian provinces on the other sho.ll l)e bome by theGenero.l Treo.sury 0f the Netherlonds."

Fron that provision the five Powers drew the conclusion of ]?rinci]?le tho.t, "upon
the temination of the uni0n, the cODOunity in questi0n likewise should proho.1Jly
cone to on end, and, as a further corollo.ry of the principle, the debts which,
uncler the systen of the union, hod been nercred, niGht under the systen of
seporation, 1Je redivided" •.2UI Applyin[1' that princil)le in the cn.se of the
Netherltmds, the five Powers conoludecl that "each oountry should first reo.ssunc
exclusively responsi1Jility for the debts it owed before the union", mrl tho.t
BelciuIl.should in addition assune "in fair proportion, the debts contractedsinco
the do.te of the said union and durinG thE) period of the union by the General
Treasury of the Kin(,"C1.on of the Netherlands, as they are shm-m in the bUdcet of
that KinCdoo" .510/ That oonclusion was inoorporated in the "13o.ses for
establishinC the separation of Belciun and Holland" nnncxed to the Twelfth ','
Protocol. Lrticles X tmd XI of those "bases" read as f:)l101'1S:

"Article X. The debts of the Kincdon of the Netherlands for whichthe Royo.l Treasury is at present liable, naPely (1) the .outstandinG debton which interest is payable; (2) the deferred debt; (3) the vorious·bonds of the 1l.t1ortization Syndioo.te; and (4) the reinburso.blo £!I1nuityi'uncls secured on State lands by special nortCa..:;es, shn.ll be apportionedbetween Holland and Belciun in proportion to the averace sho.r~· of thedirect, indirect and excise taxes of the KinCC10n lxtid by each of thet1'lO countries durinG the years 1027, 1020 and 1029.

lli./ ~., p. 165.
212/ Sce para. (3) of the coonentary to o.rticle 37, a1)ove.
211/ de Martens, cd., Nouveau Reoueil ••• (OD. cit., 1036), vol. X, p. 165.
5101 ~., pp. 165-166.
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".:..rticle XI. Inasnuch as the a.verace share in questi·:m uo.kes Hollancl
li~Jle for 15/31 and. BelGiuo lio.111e for 16/31.of the o.foresnid drnJts, it
is understood that Belciun will continue to be liable for the poyoent of
approl)rio.te interest." :i1:2/

These provisions were objected. to by France, which considered that "His MD.jesty's

Govemoent hod not found their lmses equitable enouGh to 1Je accept0.1Jle".:ti:Q/

The four courts to 'uhich the French coI:u:mnication 1'Ta.El a(Uressed rel11ied that:

"The l)rinciple established in Protoc·")l N'). 12, ,'1ith recard to the
de1Jt, 'ms as follows: When the Kincdotl of the Netherlands was fomed
by the union 'Jf Holland with BelGiuo, the then existinG cle1Jts of those
two countries were uerced by the Treaty of 1015 into. a sincle.-whole
mc1 cleclared to 1Je the national de1Jt of the United Kinc;doo. It is
theref~re necessary and just that, when Holland" Dnd DelGiuo separate,
ea.ch shoulcl resUtle responsibility for the debt for which it was
responsilJle lJefore their union and that these debts, which were united
a.t the so.oe tine a3 the two countries, shoulcl like'\'Tise be separated.

"SulJsequent to the union, the United KincdoD has an add.itional debt
which, upon the separation of the United Kin[;dou, I:lust l)e fairly
apportioned between the two States; the Protocol does not, however,
specify ,,,hat exactly the fair proportion should. be oncl leaves this
question to be settled later." 22JJ

(10) The Netherlands proved particularly satisfiec.'!. and its plenipotentiaries were

authorized to indicate their full and. couplete acceptance of all the basic,

articles desicned to esta1Jlish the sepD..ration of BelCiur.l and Hollcn!:1, which basic

provisions derived fron the London protocols of 20 and 27 January 1031.~
The BelGian l)oint of view was reflected in 0. report dated 15 I·Tnrch 1031 to the

Recent lJy the Belcian Minister for Foreicn Affairs, whi~h stntec.l:

"Protocols Nos. 12 an:l 13 dated,. 27 January ••• have show in the nost
o1Jvious I:latmer the partiality, no doubt involuntary, of sor.le of the
plenipotentinries in the Crmference. These Protocols, dealinG with the
fixinG of the bounclaries, the aroistice and, above all, the o.pportionuent
of the d(1)ts, arrancenents which would consuonte the ruin of Belciuo,
were restored. ••• l)y a note of 22 February, the last o.ct of the
Diplou~tic Conoittee." :&JJ

---31jJ....l-=-'"'7 Ibid., p. 172.

23.0/ Tl-Tentieth Protocol of the Lonclon Conference, dated 17 March 1031
(annex A). COrJDunication to the Conference by the plenipotentiary of FrDnce,
Paris, 1 March 1031 .(~., p. 220).

:tllJ ~ (romex B). The plenipotentiaries of the four Courts to the
plenipotentiary of France (ibid., p. 233).

~ Eleventh Protocol of the London Conference, dated 20 January 1031,
cletemininc the l)'jundaries of Ho11ancl (ibid., p. 150), and Eichteenth Protocol,
dated. 10 February 1031 (~., p. 196).

~ ~., p. 222.
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Beleiun thus rejected the provisions of the "Bases desiened. to estal)lish
the separation of Delciun and Holland". More precisely, it nade its acceptance
dependent on the facilities to be accorded. it by the Powers in the acquisition,
against p~ent, of the Grand Duchy of Luxecbours.
(11) The Twenty-fourth Protocol of the London Conference, dated 21 M..V 10'1,
clearly showed that "acceptance by the Beleian COIlu"TeSS of the bases for the
separation of Belgiun from Holland would be very larcrely facilitated if the five
Courts consented to support BelgiUl!l in its wish to ol)tain Ot...""Oinst" p~en't, the
Grond Duchy of LuxeQbourg".~ As its wish could not be sa.tisfied, Belciuo
refused to aeree to the debt apportiontlent proposals tha.t had been oaile to it.
The Powers thereupon took it upon thecselves to devise mother fo:rcula for the
apportionoont of the debts; that was the ol)ject of the Twenty-fifth Protocol,
rlated 26 June 10'1, of the London Conference. The new protocol contained a draft
treaty consistincr of 18 articles, article XII 'Jf which stnted:

"The debts shall be apportioned in such a w~ that each of thetwo countries shall be liable for all the debts which oriGinally,l)efore the union, encunbered the territories composinc then, ond insuch a w~ that debts which were jointly contracted shcJ.l l)e dividedup in a just proportion." 2Z!iI
That was in fact only a reaffiroation, 'not specified in ficuros, of the principle
of the apportionoent of debts contained in the Twelfth Protocol, of. 27 Jonuary 10'1.
Unlike the 1a.tter, however, the new protocol did not specify the debts for which
the parties were liable. This time it was the Kingdom of the Netherlands that
rejected the proposals of the Conference,2Z§/ and Belcriun that tlv"Teed to them.2EJJ

:ti:tJ ~., p. 269.
wJ ~., p. 290.
~ See Twenty-eighth Protocol of the London Conference, da.ted 25 July 18'1(anneXA). "The Governcent of the Netherlonds to the Conference", The HaGue,12 July 1031 (!2!9.., 1037, vol. XI, pp. 212-222, ond particularly p. 221).
:&:J..I See Twenty-seventh Protocol of the London Conference, da.ted 12 July 10'1~anne"i)"; "The BelGian Governcent to the Conference", Brussels, 9 July 10'1ibid., p. 210).
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(12) Dof)re the Conference n:::ljl'mrned. ,)n 1 OctJbcr 1032, it nncle several unsuccessful
pr1p'1sn.ls rmrl counter-pr")posals .5201 N')t until seven yenrs lnter (lid the Delcinn
Notherlnnc'!.s T:t'en.ty of 9 ./.'l.11ril 1039 devise n. s01ution t,) the pro1)lcn of the
succession t,') tIebts arisinu out of the sepn.rati0n")f Delciur.l ond Hollnntl.

jgQ/ These pr)posals on1. counter-proposals included those uado in twoprotocols nnd a treaty:

(n) The Forty-f0urth Protocol of the London Conference, dated 26 Septen1)er 1031(annex A), Proposcls by the Land')n Conference, i ten 3 of "lhich caoprisecl 12 articles(n.rticles VII-XVIII), of which the first three provided:
"VII. Delciun, includinC the Grn.ncl Duchy of Luxell1Joure, shall l)e lial)lefor the de1Jts which it hn.d lawfully contracted l)efiJre the establishocnt of theIG:ncdon of the Netherlonels.
"De1)ts In.wfully contracted fron the tine of the establishnent af theKinQ:lon until 1 Oct.)ber 1030 shall be equally apportionecl ..
"VIII.. Expenditures by the Treasury c,f the Netherlonds for speciali tens '111hich renain the property of one of the two Contrnctinc Purtiesshcll l)e charecd to it, u11cl the ODount shall l)e e1.eclucted fron the clebt

n.lloc<:~tecl to the other Party.

"IX. The expcnditures referred to in the precec1inc article include the
anortizc~,tion of the debt, both autstnn/l.ine nnd c1.eferred, in the proportionof the oric-inal del)ts, in accorc1n.nce with article VII." (1::!ill., 1). 291).

These proposals which were the subject of stronc criticisn by both the Statesconcerned, were not adopted.

(b) The Forty-nint~ Protocol of the London Confe~ence, dated l~ October 1031(annex A), Articles concerninG the separation of DelGiun fron Hollnnd, of whichthe first two paragraphs of a lone article XIII read as follows:
"1. As fron 1 Jnnu£l.ry 1032, Delciun shall, by ren.son of the o.pportionoentof the public debts of the KinGdol'J of· the Netherlnnc.ls, continue to be lin.blefor a sun of 0,400,000 Netherlands florins in romuity bone1s, the principal ofwhich shu.1l be trElnsferred fron the dcl)it sie1e af the lu:lsterrlan ledGer or ofthe ledGer of the Genern.l Tren.sury of the Kincr10n of the Netherlnnds to thedebit side of the ledGer of Delciun.
"2. The principal trElnsferred and the D.I1Il.uity l)onds entered. on the debitsie1e of the lodGer of Dele;iura in accordance with the prececlinc parncrnph, upto n. totn.l of 0,400,000 Netherlnnds florins of annuity bonds, shall beconsidered M l'art of the Beleian national debt, nne1 Delr:iuu unc1ertokes notto u.1lo1'1· either now or in future, any distinction to be n2.de between thisportion of its public debt resultinG froo its unian vIith Hollnnd nnd e.ny 0theroxistinG' or future Delginn national debt." (.iJ.?l&., pp. 320-329).

Delciun aGTeed to this provisiqn (~., pp~ 350-351).
(c) The treaty for the final separation of DelCiur.l froLl Hallnnd, sicned atLondon l)y the five Cnurts nnd by Delgiun on 15 NfJvou1)er 1031 (~., 1'. 390), usedthe wordinG of provisions .of the Forty-ninth Protocol roproc1uced n.1)ove. 'This -tinotoo, however, it wn.snot accepted by Hollan.cl (soe Fifty-third Protocol of the LondonConference, cln.ted 4 Januar,y- 1032, annex A (~.), vol. XII, pp. 205 et ses.).
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(13) .TIle Delcinn-Dutch clispu.te concerninG succession to the state debts of the
Nether1D.llcls wus finully settled l)y the Treaty of 19 Al):.:il 1039, article 13 of the
nnnex tt) llhich conta.ined the followinG provisions:

"1. 1:..s frQD 1 Jemuary 1039, DelgiUD sLla1.1, by reas,)n of theuH)ortionuent of the public debts of the KinGdoD of the Netherlnnc1s,continue to l)e 1ia1)le far a SUJJ of 5 nil1ion Nctherlnncls florins inmmuity bonds, the l)rincipo.1 of which shall be tronsferrecl fron the'lebit sile of the .fuJster:lam ledger or of the ledcer of the GeneralTron.sury:)f the Kil1G'loo of the NetherllJIlcls to the del)it side of theledGer of DelGiuo.

"2. The principo.1 transferred 1JIld. the romuity l)on(ls entered onthe 'lebit side of the ledGer of DelgiULl in accorclemce with the precedingl)o,rn.cruph, up to a t,:>to.1 of 5 oillion Nether11JIlds florins in DDIluityJ?O¥t1cnts, shall be considered as part of the De1G~em national clel)t,nnd Delciuu undertclws not t,) 0.11ow, either now or in future, any
~listinction to be uooe between the l)Ortion of its public ,iel)t resultinrriron its union with Holland anrl any other existinG or future J3eleilJIlno.tiono.1 clebt •

• • •

lIL~.. ny the creation of the said suo of 5 mllion florins of1J!)Iluities, DelGiun sh0.11 be discharGerl vis-a.-vis H':lllemd of onyoblicati011 resultine froI:1 the apporti0nment 0f the pul)lic debts ofthe KincrloD of the Netherlands." :&21
The five P·:)wers of the Holy .lUlimlce, under whose auspices the 1039 Treaty was
si[71ed, [,llc..ranteed its provisions in two conventions of the Sro:le date si[il1ed by
then and l)y nelciun and HolllJIld. It was stated in those instruoents that the
articles of the J3elrrian-Dutch Treaty "arc deened t·:) have the sane fc.';rce and value
as they w:mlcl have if they ha.d been included textually in the present instrument,
fUlcl arc consequently placed under the guarantee of Their Majesties" •.22.Q/ '.
(14) The clissr)lution of the Union of Norway and Swe(len w'as effected l)y several
c')nventions sicned at Stockholn on 26 October 1905 •.2211 The treatnent of debt"s
was decided. by the .I.\greenent of 23 March 1906 re+atirlG to the settlouent of econonic

:&2/ 1.121d. (1042), vol. XVI, part 11, pp. 702-703.
2lSd/ Article 2 of the Lo~don Treaty. of 19 April 1039, si[il1ed by the fiveCourts and the Netherlands (i!21:.sl., p. 773), and article 1 r)f the Lonclon Treatyof 19 lq)ril 1039, siened by the five Courts and DelGiUD (ibid., p. 790). . .
jjJj Sce L. Jordnn, La separation dC'la Suecle et (le la Norver;e (Paris,Podone, 1906) [thesis]; Fauchi11c, OPe cit., p. 234.
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(D.) the actual service expenditures of the consula.tes for the
\o,hole of 1904; and

(b) the office expenses actually attributed to the recunertloted
cansul(l.tes, subject to production .if docuoento.ry evidence, f'Jr the
second half of 1904."~
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"Article 2. Norway shaJ.l p£l\V to Sweden the share tlopplicable to
the. period 1 J~uo.1)"-31 October 1905 of the appropriD.tions voted by
No1"\'l~ out of the common budget for that yeox, into the Consulates Fund,
N1d clso the sha.ro attributable to Norwo;y of the followi.ne expCl."lditures
incurred in 1904 and not a.ccounted for in the approprintions for tha.t
yerxr.

questions tlorisinc in connection with the dissolution of the union 1)et\'lecn Norwo;y

~l(l Swed~,:iJY which is COt1Donly interprete1 to [lOan thD.t etloch Stute continued

t·) be lio1>le for its del)ts.ID! The ~OCtlcnt provicle(l: .

"Article 1. Norwq shall pa-,v to Sweden the share applicable to the
first half of 1905 of the appropriations voted by Norway out of the
COtlt1on bud8et for the foreign relations of Sweden and Norway in respect
of that year, into the Cabinet Fund, and also, out of the appropria.tions
voted by Norwq for contingent and unforeseen expenditures of the
Cabinet Fund for the sat:le yeu, the share a.ttributable to Norw~ of the
cost-of-living allowances paid to the 3l!ents and officials of the
Ministry of Foreien Relations for the first half of 1905.

These pr·:)visions, the purpose of which WOos to I!k.'"lke Norwoy nssume its share of

cotltlon bud~et expenditures, becOtle c;learer if it is remeobered thnt, by 0.

duplica.tion of functions, the Ki.ne' of Sweden was also the ICinG of Norwoy, and that

the Swedish institutions were exclusively resp':>nsible for the dip10000tic and

consular representation I)f the Union. In this connection, it should be noted

tha.t the cOoUse of the break betweens the -tw.} Sta.tes was Norway's wish to have its

own 'consular service.~ Frno the foregoing considerations, it ooy be inferred

.~ Descaops and Reno.ult, Recuoil ee. XXe siecle, 1906 (op. cit.), pp.858-862.

~ Thus Fo.uchil1e (oP. cit., p. 389) writes:

"After Sweden and Norwo;y had dissolved their reo.! union ill 1905, a
convention betwoe.n the two countries, dOoted 23 M.."'.Xch 1906, left oc.ch
of then responsible for its personal debts."

22§/ Descenps cnd Renault, Rewei1 ee. XXo siec10. 1906 (op. cit.),
PP. 858-859.

;Jj2J Aco.deoic dip10ca.tique intornationale, Dictionn...'\iro dip10oa.tigue,
ed. A.-F. Fr£ll16Ulis (Poria, Lang B1anchong, 1933), vol. lI, p. 233.
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that the consequences of the dissolution of the Swedish-lforwecion Union were,
first, the continued liability of each of the two States for its own debts and,
secondly, on aPl)Ortionoent of the coooon debts between the tuo successor States.
(15) The Federation of which Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia Nld Ny'~alo.nd
hod beon nenbers since 1953 was disse1ved in 1963 by on Order in Council of 'the'-' ~
United lCinu"'Cl0n Governoent. The Order also apportioned the feder~ clebt nIlong the
three territories in the f011owinc' proportions: Southern Rhodesio., 52 per cent;
Northem Rhodesill~ 37 per cent; Nyasaland, 11 per cent. The cPl)ortianoeht was
node on the basis of the share of the redercl incone a11ocat"ed to each territOry.:i2§/
This apportionoent of the debts, as oade by the Unitoo. Kinc:don Governoont' s 01'der
in Council, was cha11eneod both as to its principle C'lld as to its procedure. It \'las
first pointed out that, "since the dissolution WQ.S an exercise of BritQ.in·s
sovereicn power, BritQ.in should Q.SSUDe responsibi1ity.,r221I This observation was
all the nore perfincnt as the debts thus apportioned ooonc the successor States
by a British act of authority included debts contracted, under the adninistering
Power's cuarantee, with IBBD. This explains the statenant by Northern Rhodesia
that "it had Q.t no tine agreed to the allocation laid down in the Order, and had.
only re1uctMtly acquiesced in the sett1enent.'~ Zoobia, foroerly Northern
RhodesiQ., later dropped its clain, because of the aid "crranted to it by the
United lCinc;don Govemoent.:i2i/
(16) One of the cases considerecl above, the dissolution 0f Grel:l.t Co10nbia, (Save
rise to two o.rl)itral awards olnost 50 years after the npportionnent aDonC the
success,jr States of the debts of the predecessor Sto.te. These wore the
Sarah Canpl)cl1 Md W. Ackors-CO/ie cases,~ token up l)y thcmxed CODDission of
Caracas set up l)ctween Great Britain ond Vcnezuo-la under on D.creencnt of
21 SepteT.lber 1060, in which two claiDonts - Alexander CDnl)be11 (lQ.ter, his widow
SarD.h Canpbe11) and W. Ackers-CDCe - soUGht t'j obtoin fron Venezuela p~ent'or .-

~ 0'Connel1, State Succession ••• (0)). cit.), p. 393.'
:aI./ .!Ei\!., lJe 394.
:iiQ/ 112i4., p. 393.
2iJ./ ~., foot-note 6.
j!QJ Ji.. de Laprorle11e and N. Po1itis, Recuei1 des arbitrqp,es intemationaux(Paris, Pedane, 1923), vol. II, pp. 552-556.
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t!. do1>t mdnc to then by Grent Col 'n1>io. , sturup, tho unpire, in his t!.wa.rd of

1 October 1069, held tho.t "the two claics should bo paid by the Republic.

However, since they both forc po.rt of the cO;7IS extemal debt, it would he

unjust to require that they hc paid in full.

(17) Two o.uthors who coIJtlented on this o.wnrd considered thnt "the responsi1)ility

of Vcnezueln for the debts ')f the forcer Repu1)lic of Coloo1)io., f:i:)c '\'lhich it hOO

oricint!.ted, '\"a.s not DIli could not l)e contested" beca.use, in their opinion

(citinc Bonfils DIld Fo.uchille), it could l)e recarded o.s 0. rule of intemo.tional

law tho.t ''where 0. State ceases to exist by breakinc up or divirlinC into severa.l

new Sto.tes, the new Sta.tes shoul(l each l)eo.r, in on equitable proportion, 0. shoxe

of the de1)ts of the oriGinal Sta.te as 0. whole".~ . llnother cuthor took the st\Oe

view,ai'-c1inC pertinently that "the ucpire Sturup, Sinl)ly toolc a.ccount of the

resources of the successor State in icposinC an equitable reduction of the ocount

of the Claics".~
(10) In connection with the dissolution of a State in ceneral, the follm·,inc rule

has been sUGcested:

"If 0. State co-nses to exist by breakinc up nnd, divielinc into severa.l
new Sto.tes, ench of the latter shall in oquitn1Jle proportion a.SSUDe
responsibility for 0. shoxe af the debts of the oricinol Stcte as 0. whole,
nnd each of thee shall olso o.ssUDe exclusive responsibility for the debts
contracted in the exclusive interest of its territary." 5MI

(19) .A cODpoxn1>lo forcula is offered by {'Jl o.uthority on the subject, oxticle 49
")f whose codifico.tion of intema.tional law provides thc.t:

"If 0. Sta.te should divide into two or Dare no", Stc.tes, none of which
is to 1)0 considered o.s the continuation of the fomor Sto.te, that famer
State is cleeDed to have ceo.sed to exist Md the ne"l Sta.tcs rel)lace it
,dth the status of now persons."~

~ ~., pp. 554-555.

~ ~., p. 555.

~ Rousseo.u, Droit intornati·onal public (op. cit.), p. 431.
!i!r!J Fcuchillo, op. cit., p. 300.

2!r:iJ J .-G. Bluntschli, Das Dodeme V(5lkerrecht, 3rd eel. (N'ordincen,
Beck, 1070), pp. 01 and 02.
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He, too, recommends the equitable apportionment of the debts of the extinct
predecessor State, citinB' as an example "the division of the Netherlands into
two kinv"'doms: Holland and Bele-iUI:l", although he considers that "the fomer
NO'l;herlands was iil cl way continued by Helle.nd particularly as reeards the
colonies" .2!s§/
(20) Fron the foree-oingo survey, two conclusions I:l~ be drawn that are worth
notinl! in the context of articles 38 and 39. The first relates to the
classificntion of the category of State succession exeoplified by. the precedents.,

cited. In choosinG historial examples of the practice of States with a view
to their classification as cases of separation-secession and dissolution
respectively, the Cotlmission has oainly taken into account tho fact thnt, in a
case of the first cateeory, the predecessor State survives the transfer of
territory, \"herens in 0. cnse of the second cateffOry it ceases to exist. In the
first case, the problen of the apportionDent of debts arises between a predecessor
State and onc or core successor States, whereas in the second it affects successor
States inter se. Yet even this apparently very dependable criterion of the
State I s disappearance or survival cmmot ultinately provide sure cuidance, for
it raises, in particulo.r, the thorny problens of the State's continuity and
identity.

(21) In the cnse of the disappearonce of the Ki.nBdon of the Netherlrolds in 1830,
\'1hich the CODtlission ho.s c1nsiderod, not without sone hesitation, o;s onc of the
e~~ples of dissolution ofa State, the predecessor Stnte - the Belgian-Dutch
nonarchical entity - seens eenuinely to have disappecrcd and to ho.vc been replaced
by two new successor States, BelgiUIJ and'Holland, each of which asSUtled
responsibility for onc half of the debts of the prcdeces,sor State. It Di@l:t· be
said that it wo.s nctually the node of settlenent of the apportionnent of the
debts that confimed the nature of the event that had occurred in the Dutch
nonarchy and oade it possible to describe it as "dissolution ofa State". :It is
also possible, on the other hMd, to reeard the Netherlands exa.ople o.s a case
of secession, and t:J hold, like onc of' the authors cited c.bove; that "fron' a
leGal point of view, the' ~~?endenCe of Beleiun was nothinG Dare thana' .
secession of a province". That '.pproach niGht have proved seriously prejudicial

2!J&/ Ibid.

21t1J Feilchenfeld, Ope cit., p. 200,.
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t'> H011Mcl, s int-arests hod it been a.cted upon, precisely in SJ for r-.s it '''o.s

not a.Pl')orently cleuonstrOoted thOot the secessionist province WOoS lecnlly 1) )und

to porticipa.te - let alone in equal proportion - in servicinG the deht of the

disuCtl1)erec't Sta.te. :But thnt o.pproOoch was not, in fa.ct, a.doptec.l by the Lon:lon

Conference, or even by the parties theoselves, lea.st of cll hy Delciuo•. :Both

States recorled their separa.tion a.s the dissolution of c. union, and ea.ch cloitled

for itself the title of successor State to a. predecessor State tha.t h~d ceased

to exist. That ''1o.s the trea.toent e.dopted in the nbovc-oontionec.l Trea.ty of

London of 19 April 1839, concluded between the five Powers ond the Netherlonds,

article 3 of which provided tho.t:

"The Union* which existed between Hollond and :Belciur.1 \mder the
Trca.ty of Vienna. of 31 Moy 1815 is recocnizecl l)y His lbjesty the
K:i.ne of the Netherlands, Grond Duke of LuxQobourC, a.s beine
dissolved-:t-."~

(22) There are other cases concemine which Qpinions differ as to ''1hether they

should be recarded as fallinC under article 30 or under a.rticle 39. In MY event,

it is clear that there is 0. relo.tionship between the t,'1O tY]?es of succession, ond

that the solutions odopted in the two cases should r-.t lea.st he ano.loc;ous.

(23) The second conclusion concems the nature of the prohleos a.risinC in

connection with succession of Sto.tes in respect of rIehts. In cases of separo.til')n

of a. pa.rt of the territory of 0. Sto.te a.s well as of dissolution of a. Stcte, the

probleos 1>osed by the devolution of the State debt involve, in the fino.l analysis,

an. en.a.e~vour to o.d.just the interests of the Sta.tes concerned. Such interests are

often sul)stantial ond aloost alw~s conflictinc,ond their reconciliation will

in DOIlY ca.ses call for difficult neGotiations between the Sta.tes directly o.ffected

by the succession. Only these States really know what ore their own interests,

o.nd' are often the best qualified to defend then, ond in any event they alone

know how far they con GO in oo.ki.ncr concessions. These considerations ore oost

strikincly illustra.ted in the already quoted ,case of 1030/1039, where the

NetherlDl'l,ds and :Belcriuo refused to suboit to the nony settleIJent prolJosals oacl.e

by third Sta.tes, which happened to be the oa.jor Powers at tha.t tine. The solution

w~s worked out by the States concerned theoselves, althouCh 0. certain kinship' is

discemible between the various types of settlenent proposed tl') then ond the

solutions they ultioately a.dopted.. While it is undenic.1)ly tlore thon rlesiral)le -

and indeed necessnr,y - to lea.ve the parties concerned the widest la.titude in seekinc
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an acreenent a.cceptable to each of then, nevertheless this "face-to-face"
confrontation tli[jlt in sone situation prove prejudicial to the interests of
the weaker party.
(24) In the lic;ht of the forecoine reoarks, the l)est solution in the two types
of succession envisaced under articles 38 and 39 would be to adopt a coocon
residucl. rule to l)e applied in cases where the States c")ncemed cannot reach
ac;reenont on the devolution of the de1)t of the predecessor Sto.te. Furthemore,
the historical precedents anr.lysed above, tOGether with the theoJ;etical
consiclerc.tions OIlply developed throUe.,'""hout the present clro.ft o.rticles, leo.d the
CoDtlission to c·:mclude that such a rule should l)e based on equity.
(25) Po.rocranh 1 of article 38 as well as article 39, thus state tho.t, unless
the States concemed otherwise D..[.Tee "the State de1)t of the predecessor State"
shall PD,SS to the successor State or States, "in [an] equita1)le proportion[s],
to.kinc; into nccount all relevant circUDstances". The States concemed are
"the predecessor State and the successor State" in the case of' article 38, and
"the successor States" in the case of article 39, where the predecessor State
disappears. It should l)e noted that in article 39 the Conoi.ssion has onitted
the word "concerned", which appears o.fter the words "the sUccesSor States" in
article 11, l)ecause of the different situation covered l)y article 39, which
involves thej,Jassi.nc of a debt rather than of property. Such de1)t ce.zmotbe
ioposed on onc of the successor States by D.t,'Teenent l)etweon the other successor
States alone.

(26) Rec;ardinc; the phrase "unless ••• othe:t'\'1ise ceree", the Conoi.ssion wishes to
point out tha.t it is by no neMS intended to inply that the parties nn;y' acree
on a solutiOll tho.t is not equita1)le. As denonstrated l)y State practice, OX?-
equita.1)le or "just" apportionnent of debts should o.ll'TaYs be the Guidi.ncr principle
for neG~tic.tions.

(27) With reGo.rd to the expression "takinG' into account all relevont circUDstances",
used in articles 38 ond 39, the CoDtlission a.clopted that f'imulo. despite the fa.ct
that it diel not confom to the one alreajy used in article 35, part1(.,"'Taph 2,
nonely, "taki.nc into account, inter alia, the propert;y-, ricUts ond interests
which pass to the successor State in relati')n to that Sto.te debt". AlthoUGh
the latter phra.se could theoreticcl.ly be considered as includinC; "all relevant
circUDstences", the CoDtlission preferred the new expression for articles 38 and 39
in order to avoid a division of opinion EUJonG' its nenhers as to whether those
articles should expressly oantion, a.s one of the fa.ctoro to be taken into account,
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the "tn.."C-]?oyine cn]?ncity" or "debt-servicinG cnpn.city", which "T:)uld l)ost cGnvey

tho nonninc of tho French tem "caJ)n.cite contributive". Sono non1)ors considered

such cnpn.city ns one ")f the nost in]?ortant factors in docline 'fith the ]?nssinc

')f State cle1Jts. Others took the view that it should nO'\'There 1Je nontionoo

becn.use, if thnt fnctor were to be sinGled out, there niGht l)e 0. clnneer of

excludinC others thnt could be equally iuportnnt. In o.rldition, the tem

"cnpo.cite contri11utive" '\ms thOUGht to bo too vD.t..,'"'Ue to 1)0 unifomly interpreted.

The eXl)ression "ta.ki.ng into account all relovant ci.rcUDstnnces" should thorefore

be understood to enlJrace all the factors rolevant to n. Givon situo.tion, includinc

"ca.vacite contributivo", both nctual nnd potential, nncl tho "l)rOporty, richts
t,

and .tnterests" passinG to the successor state in relation to the State debt

in question. Othor factors, too, niGht deserve pnrticulnr considoration in

cortnin ca.ses, their relative inportance var,yine accordinc~ to the spocific

situation.

(20) Para[~alJh 2 ,:>f article 30 is identical with paracro.ph 2 of n.rticlo 16,

the pUIpose of which is to assinilate cases of sopn.ration of 0. po.rt of the

territory of a State that unites with another indel)endont Stnte, to those in

which 0. Dart of the territory of a State separates rolcl foms a new State. The

rationale for such assinilation is Given in the cODI:1ontar,y t:> article 16 in the

context of succossion in respect of State property.~ The CODI:1ission fin1s

no reason to cleal with such cases clifferently in the context of succession to

S~nte de1Jts.

25l/ See J?ara. (16) of the cODI:1entar,y to articles 16 nnd 17 above.
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CHAPTER III
QUESTION OF TREATIES CONCLUDED BETtrlEEN STA!£ES AND
IN!lERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OR BETWEEN TWO OR MOBE

lmERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

A. Introduction
1. Historical review of the work of the Commission

88. During the preparation of the draft articles on the law of treaties from 1950
to 1966, the International Law Commission considered on several occasions the
question whether the draft articles should apply not only to treaties betwe~n
States but also to treaties concluded by other entities, and in particular by
international orga,nizations •.22Q! The course finally adopted was to confine the
study, undertaken by the Commission to treaties between States. The Oommission
accordingly incl~ded in the final draft article~ an article 1 whioh read:
"The present articles relate to treaties concluded between States". The draft
articles were subsequently transmitte~as the basic proposal to the
United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties, which, having met at Vienna in
1968 and 1969, adopted on 22 May 1969,; the Vienna Convention -on the Law of
Treaties •.ill/ Article 1 of the Commis~ion's draft became article 1 of the
Convention, reading as follows: "The present Convention applies to treaties
between States." However, in addition .to the provision of article 1, the
Conference adopted the following resolution:

Resolution relatiIfj to article 1 of the Vienna
. , Convention on the Law of Treaties

"The United Nations Conference.on the Law of Treaties,

"Recallioo that the General Assembly of the United .Nations , by it~resolution 2166 (XXI) of 5 December 1966, referred to the Conferen&.e the,.!draft articles containe9. in chapter II of the report of the InternationalLaw Commission on the work of its eighteenth session•.

jjQj See the first report of the Special Rapporteur (Yearbook ••• .l21,g, ",.,.vol. II, p. 171, document A/CN.4/258), and the historical survey in the workingpaper published by the Secretariat (A!CN.4/L.161 and Add.land 2).. .
.221/ yearbook .... '1966', vol.II, p. 171, docume:nt A/6309!Rev.l, part ,II,chap. lIe

!jjgJ The draft articles we:r'e transmitted to the Confer~ncebytheSecretary-General under paragraph 7 of General AssembIyreso-lution 216p (XXI) pf5 December1966.' .
~ Referred to hereafter as the ''Vienna Convention".' F~r all' references tothe text of the Convention, see Official Records of the United Nations Conference onthe Law of Trea.ties. Documents of the Conference (United Nations publication, SalesNo. E. 70.v. 5), p. 289. The Vienna Convention entered into force on 27 January 1980.
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"Cognizant of the varied practices of international organizations in
this respect, and

''Desirous of ensuring that the extensive experience of international
organizations in this field be utilized to the best advantage,

.
1970, vol. 11, p. 310, documen1; A/80l0/Rev.1, para. 89.

~., p. 285.',

See Yearbook •••
2W
:ill/
~~.
.ill/ See Yearbook eo. 1971, vol. 11 (Part One), p. 348, document A/84l0/Rev.l,

chap. IV , annex.

2i§/ ~., para. 118.

"Taking note tha,t the Commission's draft articles deal only with
treaties concluded between States,

"Recognizing the importance of the question of treaties concluded
between States and international organizations or between two or more
international organizations,

"Recommends that the International Law Commission should study, in
consultation with the principal international organizations, as it may
consider appropriate in accordance with its practice, the question of
treaties concluded between States and international organizations or between
two or more international organizations, as an important question."

"Recommends to the General Assembly of the United Nations that it refer
to the International Law Commission the study, in consultation with the
principal international organizations, of the question of treaties concluded
between States and international organizations or between two or more
international organizations."~

90. In 1970, at its twenty-second session, the Commission decided to include the

question referred to in resolution 2501 (XXIV), paragraph 5, in its general

programme of work, and it set up a Sub-Committee composed of thirteen members to
make a preliminary study•..222I The Sub-Committee submitted two reports, the first

in the course of the Commission's twenty-second sessio~ and the second during

its twenty-third session•.ill/ In 1971, on the' basis of the second report, the

Commission appointed Mr. Paul Reuter Special Rapporteur for the question of treaties

concluded between States and international organizations or between two or more

international organizations.~ In addition, it confirmed a decision taken in 19/0

89. The General Assembly, having discussed that resolution, dealt with it in

paragraph 5 of its resolution 2501 (XXIV) of 12 November 1969, in which the Assembly
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jj9J llli·
2& Yearbook ••• 1973, vol. II, document A/CN.4/271, annex.

5611 A./CN.4/II.lhl and Add.l and 2.

5ffY Yearbook .eo 1974, vol.:I (Part,Two), p. 3, document A/CN.4!277.

5§j/ llli., p. 8, document A/CN.4/281 •

.22Y Yearbook ... 1972, vol. II, p. 171, document A/CN.4/258 •

reqliesting the Secretary-General to prepare a nOlIlber of documents, including an

account of the relevant practice of the United Nations a.nd the principal

international organizations, "it being understood that the Secreta.ry-General will,

in consultation with the Special Rapporteur, phase and select the studies required

for the preparation of that documentation" •.222I
91. To facilitate the task of carrying out that decision, the Special Rapporteur

addressed a questionnaire to the principal international organizations, through

the Secretary-General, with a view to obtaining i:l".formation on their practice in

the matter •.22Q/ The Secretariat, in its turn, prepared the foll~wing studies and

documents between 1970 and 1974:

(a) A document containing a short bibliography, a historical survey of the

question and a preliminary list of the relevant treaties published in the

United Nations Trea.ty Series;561!

(b) A selected bibliography on the question (A/CN.4/277);5.W

(c) A study of the possibilities of participation by the United Nations in

international agreements on behalf of a territory (A/CN.4/281).563!

92. Meanwhile the General Assembly, by its resolutions 2634 (:xxv) of

12 November 1970 and 2780 (XXVI) of 3 December 1971 recommended that the Commission

should continue its consideration of the question of treaties COnCl!lded between

States and interna.tional organizations or between two or more interna.tional

organizations. This recommendation was later renewed by the Gener~l Assembly in

its resolutions 2926 (XXVII) of 28 November 1972 and 3071 (XXVIII) of

30 November 1973.

93. In 1972 the Special Rapporteur, sU9mitted his first repor~ on the topic

referred to him. This report reviewed the discussions which the Commission and

after it the Conference, while examining the law of treaties, had held on the
\':

,i' question of the treaties of international organizations. In the light .of that

review, the report made a preliminary examination of several essentia.l problems



such as fhe form in which international organizations express their consent to be
l

bound by~a treaty, their capa.city to conclude treaties, the question of

representation, the effect of treaties concluded by international organizations and

the precise meaning of the reservation concerning Hany relevant rules of the

organization" which appears in article 5 of the Vienna Convention.

94. In 1973 the Special Rapporteur submitted to the Commission for its

twenty-fifth session, a second report~ supplementing the first in the light of,

inter alia, the substantial information since communica.ted by international

organizations in reply to the questionnaire which had been addressed to them. 566/

95. Mr. Reuter's first t"lO reports were discussed by the Commission at its

twenty-fifth session (1973). The opinions expressed by the members concerning those

reports. are reflected in the Commission's report on the work of that session. 567/

96. From 1974 to 1980,568/ the Special Rapporteur presented his third to ninth

reports containing proposed draft articles. Those reports were considered by the

Commission at its twenty-sixth, twenty-seventh a.nd twenty-ninth to

thirty-second sessions. On the basis of that consideration and on reports of the

Drafting Committee, the Commission at its thirty-second session completed the

adoption in first reading of a set of draft articles on treaties concluded between

States and international organizations or between international organizations.~
97. During that period, the General Assembly recommended that the International

Law Commission should: proceed with the preparation of draft articles on treaties

concluded between Sta.tes and international organizations or between interna.tional

organizations (resolution 3315 (XXIX) of 14 December 1974 and 3495 (:xxx) of

15 December 1975); proceed on a priority basis, with that preparation

(resolutions 31/97 of 15 December 1976 and 32/151 of 19 December 1977); proceed

~ Yearbook ••• 1973, vol. 11, document A/CN.4/27l.

2MJ Ibid., annex.

22JJ Yearbook ••• 1973, vol. 11, document A/9010/Rev.l, paras. 127-133.

~ Yearbook ••• 1974, vol. 11 (Part One), p. 135, document A/CN.4/279
(third report); Yearbook ••• 1973, vol. 11, p. 25, document A/CN.4/285 (fourth
report); Yearbook ••.• 1976, vol. 11 (Part One), p. 137, document A!CN.4/290 and
Add.l (fifth report); Yearbook .••• 1971, vol. 11 (Part One), p. 119, document
A/CN.4/298 (sixth report); Yearbook eo. 19 8, vol. 11 (Part One), p. 247, document
A!CN.4!312 (seventh report); A CN.4 319 to appear in Yearbook ••• 1979,
vol. 11 (Part One) (eighth report)); and A/CN.4/327 (to appear in Yearbook ••• 1980,
vol. 11 (Part One) (ninth report)).

~ For the text of these articles, see Official Records of the
General Assembly, Thi.!..ty-fifth session. Supplement No. 10 (A/35/10); p. 181,
chapter IV. B.l.
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with that preparation with the aim of completing, as soon as possible~ the first
reading of these draft articles (resolution 33/139 of 19 December 1978); and
pr~ceed with that preparation with the aim of completing, at its
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~r-~~ty~~3e~ond 33ssion, tr-c first reading of these drcft articles (r~solution 34/141
of 17 Deoember 1979).
98. In 1979, at its thirty-first session the Commission reached the conclusion
that the articles on the topic which had thus far been considered (articles 1 to 4,
6 to 19, 19 bis, 19 ter, 20, 20 bis, 21 to 23, 23 lli, 24, 24~, 25, 25~,
26 to 36'p~ and 37 to 60) should be submitted for observations and comments before
the draft as a whole was adopted in first reading. That procedure was seen as
making it possible for the Commission to undertake the second reading without t~o
much delay. In accordance with articles 16 and 21 of its statute, those draft
articles were then transmitted to Governments for their comments and observations.
Furthermore, since the General Assembly recommended, in paragraph 5 of
resolution 2501 (XXIV) of 12 November 1969, that the Commission should study the
present topic "in consultation with the principal international organizations, as
it may consider appropriate in accordance with its practice", the Commission also
decided to transmit those draft articles to such organizations for their comments
and observations.21Q/ It was indicated at that time that following completion of
the first reading of the draft, the Commission would request comments and
observations of Member States and of the said international organizat.ions on the
remaining draft articles adopted and, in so doi.ng, would set a date by which
comments and observations should be received.
99. In the light of the above, the Commis~ion, at its thirty-se cond (1980) session,
decided to request the Secretary-General again to im~ite Governments and the
international organizations concerned to submit their comments and observations on
the draft articles on treaties concluded between States and international
organizations or between international organizations transmitted earlier and to
request that such comments and observations be submitted to theSecretary-General·
by 1 February 1981.

j]fJj In the light of Commission practice regarding its work on the topic, .the organizations in question are the United Nations and the intergovernmentalorganizations invited to send obse:rvers to United Nations codification conferences.
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100. Furthermore, and in accordance with articles 16 and 21 of its statute, the

Commission decided to transmit through the Secretary-General, to Governments and the

international organiza,ti(~ms concerned, articles 61 to 80 and the Annex adopted by

the Commission in first reading at that session for their comments and observations

and to request that such comments and observations be submitted to the

Secretary-General by 1 February 1982.

101. The procedure outlined above would, it was anticipated, allow Governments and

organizations sufficient time for the preparation of their comments and observations

on all the draft articles and would also allow the Commission tu begin its second

reading of the draft articles on the topic without too much delay, on the basis of

reports to be prepared by the Special Rapporteur and iri the light of comments and

observat~ons received from Governments and international organizations.

102. By its resolution 35/163 of 15 December 1980~ the General Assembly

recommended that, taking into account the relevant written comments received and

views expressed in the deba,tes in the General Assembly, the International Law

Commission shoUld, at its thirty-third session, commence the second reading of the

draft articles on treaties concluded between States and international organizations

or between international organizations.

103. At its present session, the Commission commenced its second reading of the

draft articles in question on the basis of the tenth report (A/CN.4/341 and

Add.l and Add.l/Corr.l/(E1"'.glish only» submitted by the Special Rapporteur'. That

report included general observations and a review of articles 1 to 41 of the draft

articles as adopted in first reading, in the light of the written comments and

observations received pursuant to the request n.')ted on paragraphs 98 and 99 above,

a.s well as of views expressed in the debates in the General AsSembly•.illI' The

jJ]j See the topical summary of the discussion held in the Sixth Committee
of the General Assembly during its thirty-fifth session (1980) prepared by the
Secretariat (A/CN.4/L.326); the topical summary of the discussion held in the
Sixth Committee of the General Assembly during its thirty-fourth session (1919), ~

prepared by the Secretariat (A/CN.4/L.311); Official Records of the General Assembl~
Thirt -fourth Session Annexes, agenda item 108, report of the Sixth Committee (1919 ~
document A 34 185; ibid., Thirt -third Session Annexes, agenda item 114, report
of the Sixth Committeel'1918 , document A 33 419; ~., Thirt -second Session,
Annexes, agenda item 112, report of the Sixth Committee (1911 , document A 32 433;
ibid. t Thirt -first Session Annexes, agenda item 106, report of the Sixth Committee
(1916), document A 31 310; ibid., Thirtieth Session, Annexes, age.nda item 108,
report of the Sixth Commit1:;ee-tI915), document A!10393; and~.,
Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes, agenda item 81, report of the Sixth Committee (1914),
document A!9891.
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Commission in addition had before it the text of the written comments and
observations submitted by Governments and principal international organizations
(A/CN.4/339 and Add.1-8).j1g( Finally, the Commission had before it a Note
submitted by a member listing some of the relevant provisions of the
Draft Convention on the Law of the Sea (Informal Text) (A/CONF.62,AJP.IO/Rev.3) and
the Common Fund Agreement (TD/TPC/aF/CONF/24).
104. The Commission considered the tenth report of the Special Rapporteur at its
1644th to 1652nd and 1673rd to 1619th meetings and referred to the Drafting
Committee articles 1 to 41. At its l6Blst and 1692nd meetings, the Commission on
the report of the Drafting Committee adopted the text of articles 1,
2 (p~rag':I'aph 1 (a), (h), (1: .U£), (0,2), (0), (c bis), (d), (e), (r), (g), (i) Gnd
(j) a.nd paragra,ph 2) and 3 to 26.:tJjJ
105. The text of articles 1 to 26 of the dra.ft articles on treaties concluded
between States and interna.tiona.l organizations or between international
organizations and commentaries thereto, as finally approved at the present session
are reproduced below in section :B for the information of the General Assembly.
After the completion of the second reading of the set of draft articles, the
Commission reserves the possibility of making minor drafting adjustments to those
articles if in the interests of ~larity and consistency it is so required.
106. In order to facilitate the completion of the second reading of the draft
articles in question at the earliest possible time, the Commission ~t its present
session decided to remind, through the Secretary-General, Governments and
principal international Organization~ofits previous invitiation for the
submission to the Secretary-General, by 1. February 1982, of their comments and
observation!:! on articles 61 to 80 and Annex of the draft articles on treaties
concluded between States and international organizations or between international
organizations as adopted in first reading by the Commission in 1980.
101. In that connection, it may be noted that at its next session the Commission
hopes to examine the remaining articles (articles 41 to 80) and Annex adopted in
first reading which were not considered during the present session.::tJjf After

512./ See Annex II to the present report.
::i[jf See paragraph 12 above.
j1!/ See paragraph 100 above.
j1J/ See also paragraph 12 above.
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those remaining articles have been examined in the light of comments and

observations received, the Commission will have completed its second reading of

the draft articles in question and will at that time consider the formulation of

any appropriate recommendations to the Ge'neral Assembly.

2. General remarks concerning the draft articles

(a) Form of the draft

108. As in the other work undertaken by the Commission in the past, the form

adopted for the present codification is that of a set of draft articles capable of

constituting the substance of a convention at the appropriate time. This approach

to the topic does not prejudge the decision which will be taken later when the

second reading of the draft articles will have been completed; the Commission will

then, in accordance with its statute, recommend whatever procedure it considers

most appropriate. However, a set of draft articles, because of the strict

requirements it imposes upon the preparation and drafting of the text, has been

deemed to be the most suitable form in which to deal with questions concerning

treaties concluded between States and international organizations or between

international organizations.

(b) Relationship to the Vienna Convention

109. By comparison with others, the present codification possesses some distinctive

characteristics owing to the extremely close relationship between the draft .arti.:es

and the Vienna Convention.

110. Historically speakip~, t~9 provisions which constitute the draft articles now

under consideration would have found a place in the Vienna Convention had the

Conference not decided that it would confine its attention to treaties between

States. Consequently the further stage in the codification of the law of treaties

represented by the preparation of draft articles on treaties concluded between

States and international organizations or between international organizations

cannot be divorced from the basic text on the subject, namely the Vienna Convention.

111. That Convention has provided the general framework for the present draft

articles. This means, firstly, that the draft articles deal with the same questions

as formed the substance of the Vienna Convention. The Commission has had no better

guide than to take th\'3 text of each of the articles of that Convention in turn and

consider what changes of drafting or of substance are needed in formulating a 

similar article dealing with the same problem in the case of treaties concluded

between States and international organizations or between international

organizations.
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112. This task, as the Commission envisaged it, called for a very flexible approach.

On considering what changes should be made in an article of the Vienna Convention, .in

order to give it the form of an article applicable to treaties concluded between.

states and international organizations, the Commission has been presented with the

possibility of drafting a provision containing additions to or refinements ,on the

Vienna. Convention that might also be applicable to treaties between States, for

example in connection with a definition of treaties concluded in written form or

the consequences of the relationship between a treaty and other treaties or

agreements. Where such a possibility has occurred, the Commission has in principle

refrained from pursuing it and from proceeding with any formulation which would

give the draft articles, on certain points, a structure different from that of the

Vienna Convention. The position is different where, because of the subject-matter

under consideration, namely treaties between States and international organizations

or between international organizations ~ new and original provisions are required to

deal with problems or situations unknown to treaties between States.

113. Unfortunately these considerations do not dispose of all the difficulties

raised by the relationship between the draft articles and the Vienna Convention.

The preparation of a set of draft articles that may become a convention presents,

as regards the future relationship between the articles and the Vienna Convention,

awkward problems of law and drafting (see paragraph 120 below).

114. Treaties are based essentially on the equality of the contracting parties and.

this premise leads naturally to the assimilation, wherever possible, of the treaty

situation of international organizations to that of States. The Commission has

largely followed this principle in deciding generally to follow as far as possible

the articles of the Vienna Convention referring to treaties concluded between

States for treaties concluded between States and international organizations,. and

for treaties concluded between international organizations. The increasing number

of treaties in which international organizations participate is evidence of the

value of treaties to international organizations as well as to States.

115. However, even when limited to the field of the law of treaties, the comparif,3on

involved in the assimilation of international organizations to States is quickly

seen to be far from exact. While all States are equal before international law, .

international organizations are the result of an act of will on the part of States,

an act which stamps their juridical features by conferring on each of them strongly

marked individual characteristics which limit its resemblance to any other

international organization. As a composite structure , a.n i.nternati.onal org@ization

remains bound by close ties to the States which a.re its members; admitted.ly
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analysis will reveal its separate personality and show that it is "detached" from

them, but it still remains closely tied to its component States. :Being endowed

with a competence more ,limited than that of a State and often (especially in the

ma.tter of external relations), somewhat ill-defined, for an international

organization to become party to a treaty occasionally requires an adaptation of

some of the rules laid down for treaties between States.

116. The source of many of the substantive problems encountered in dealing with

this subject lies in the contradictions which may arise as between consensus based

on the equa.lity of the contracting parties and the differences between States and

international organizations. Since one of the main purposes of the draft articles,

like that of the Vienna Convention itself, is' to provide residuary rules which will

settle,matters in the'absence of agreement between the ~arties, the draft must set

forth general rules to cover situations which may be more varied than those

involving states alone. For international organizations differ not only from

States but also from one another. They vary in legal form, functions, powers and

structure, a fact which applies above all to their competence to conclude treaties.

The rule stated in article 6, which reflects this basic truth, clearly shows the

difference between international organizations and States. Moreover, although the

number and variety of international agreements to which one or more international

organizations are parties have continued to increase, international practice

concerning certain basic questions, such as the participation of international

organizations in open multilateral treaties and the formulation of reservations

by international organizations, is still limited.

111. This does not mean, at least in the opinion of the great majority of the

Commission, that a consistently negative ~osition should be adopted on the status

of international organizations under the law of treaties or that the problems

involved should be overlooked. On the contrary, the Commission has sought to take

a balanced view denying organizations some of the facilities granted to States by

the Vienna Convention and applying to organizations certain rules whose flexibility

had been considered appropriate for States alone. However, it has maintained for.

international organizations the benefit of the general rules of consensus wherever

that presented no difficulties and seemed to be consistent with certain trends

emerging in the modern world.

118. In the course of this necessary process of balancing, divergent op~n~ons have

frequently been expressed and two contradictory trends of opinion became apparent.

According to one, international organizations should be treated like States as far

as treaties are concerned, unless there is an obvious need to do otherwise, while
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the other side considers that the differences are fundamental and should be

emphasized at every opportunity, even from a purely formal point of view. :Both

approaches found supporters among the members of the Cpmmission when the draft

articles were being prepared; many draft articles represent an attempt to reach a

compromise solution. The general principle of consensualism'which constitutes the

basis of any treaty commitment necessarily entails the legal equality of the

parties, and this principle plays an important role in the draft articles. On the

other hand, account has been taken of the essential differences between States and

international organizations, not only in certain substantive rules but even in5W .
matters of vocabulary.

(c) Methodological approach

119. As soon as the Commission resolved, as indicated above, to pr'~'pare a text

which could become a convention it was confronted with a choice: it could prepare

a draft which in form was entirely independent of the Vienna Convention, or a draf,t

which was more or less closely linked to that Convention from the standpoint of

form. The Commission opted for the former course, that is a draft that is formally

independent of the Vienna Convention. The draft articles as they appear today are

in form entirely independent of the Vienna Convention, meaning that they are

independent in two respects, which must be carefully distinguished.

120. First, the draft articles are independent of the Vienna Convention in the

sense that the text as a whole represents a complete entity that can be given a

form which would enable it to produce legal effects irrespective of the legal

effects of the Vienna Convention. If the set of draft articles becomes a

convention, the latter will bind parties other than those to the Vienna Convention

a,nd will have legal effects whatever befalls the Vienna Convention. The draft

articles have been so formulated that, as worded at present, they are fated to

remain completely independent of the Vienna ConventiQn. If they became a

convention, there would be States which would be parties to both conventions at

once. That being so, there may be some problems to be solved, as the Commission

indicated briefly in its report on the work of its twenty-sixth session:

"The dra.ft articles must be so worded and assembled as to form an entity.::
independent of the Vienna Convention: if the text later becomes a convention
in its turn, it may enter into force for pa.rties which are not parties to the

~ Th·us, for legal acts having the same nature, the same effect and the
same purpose, the Commission used a different vocabulary according to whether those
acts were peformed by States or international organizations, for example IIfull
po'to'ers" and "powers" (article 7) or "ratification" and "act of formal confh:'mation"
(article 14).
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Vienna Convention possibly including, it must be remembered, all internationalorganizations. Even so, the terminology and wording of the draft articlescould conceivably ha:ve been brought into line with the Vienna Convention inadvance, so as to form a homogeneous whole with that Convention. TheCommission has not rejected that approach outright and has not ruled out thepossibility of the draft articles as a whole being revised later with a viewto providi~ for States which are parties both to the Vienna Convention andto such convention as may emerge from the draft articles, a. body of law ashomogeneous as possible, particularly in terminology. I'j]])
121. Second, the draft articles are independent in the sense that they state the
rules they put forward in full, without referring back to the articles of the
Vienna Convention, even when the rules are formulated in terms identical with those
of the Vienna Convention.
122. It has been sugg~sted that it would be a good idea. to streamline a.s much as
possible a set of draft articles which appeared to be a belated annex to the
Vienna. Convention and whose main point was to establish the very simple idea that
the principles embodied in the Convention are equally valid for treaties to which
international organizations are parties. A review of the methodological approach
hitherto adopted was urged and it was suggested that the draft articles be combined
with the relevant provisions of the Vienna Convention so as to simplify the
proposed text, one method being to use "renvoi" to the articles of the Vienna
Convention. If the Commission ha.d adopted that latter method, it would ha:ve been
possible to apply it to a considerable number of draft articles which differ from
the Vienna. Convention only in their references to the international organizations
which are parties to the treaties covered by the draft articles. Although such an
approach would simplify the drafti~ process, the IDternational Law Commission has
not followed it for several reasons. To begin with, the preparation of a complete
text with no "renvoi" to the Vienna Convention would undoubtedly be advantageous
from the standpoint of clarity and would make it possible to measure the extent of
the parallelism with the Vienna. Convention. Furthermore, the International Law
Commission has until now avoided all formulas involving "renvoi"; one need only
compare the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, the 1963 Vienna
Convention on Consular Relations, the 1969 Convention on Special Missions and the
1975 Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in Their Relations with
Interna.tional Organizations of a Universal Character to realize that, although

2I1I Yearbook ••• 1974, vol. 11 (Part One), p. 293, document A/96l0/Rev.l,para.• 141.
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there was ample opportunity to refer from one text to another, there is not a

single example of a "renvoi". Moreover, such "renvoi" is likely to cause certa.in

legal difficulties: since every convention may have a different circle of States

parties would States not parties to the convention to which the "renvoi It referred

be bound by the interpretation given by States which were p~ties to the convention

in question? Should "renvoi" to a convention be understood to apply to the text as

it stands at the time of the "renvoi" or to the text as it might conceivably be

amended as well?

123. It may also be useful to consider another possible methodological apPFoach

which, while not having been suggested thus far, merits attention. That a.pproa.ch

is based on the desire to strengthen the formal links between the draft articles

end the Vienna Convention and entails considering the draft articles as constituting,

from the technical standpoint, a proposal to amend the Vienna Convention on the

Law of Treaties. Such a position cannot be accepted by the Commission for a number

of reasons. The simplest is that, since the Vienna. Convention does not contain any

specific provisions governing- its amendment, the rules of article 40 of the

Convention would apply and amendments would be decided upon both as to principle

and substance by the contracting States alone. Of course, any contracting State

can take the initiative to have the treaty amended on any ground it deems

a.ppropriate, but the International Law Commission is foreign to such a procedure and

cannot direct its work to that end. Moreover, returning to the initial point, it

must be borne in mind that the draft articles should be structured in such a way as

to accord with whatever solution the General Assembly may ultimately adopt. The

International Law Commission cannot at the present stage and on its own authority

adopt an approach which would foreclose all but one very specific option, namely,

amendment of the Vienna Convention. It should be added, moreover, that

incorporating the draft articles into the Vienna Convention by means of an amendment

would create difficulties with regard to the role of international organizations in

the preparation of the text and the procedure in accordance with which they would

agree to be bound by the provisions relating to them. In addition, incorporating

the substance of the draft articles into the Vienna Convention would entail a number

of drafting problems, on which there is no need to dwell here.

124. The Commission has prepared a comprehensive set of draft articles that will

remain legally separate from the Vienna Convention. The draft articles will be

given legal force by incorporation in a convention or another instrument depending
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upon the decision of the General Assembly. However much the streamlining of the

text of the draft articles may be desirable, it can be achieved, at least to some

extent, by means other than the inclusion of references to the Vienna Convention.

125. As the Commission's work has progressed, views have been expressed to the

effect tha.t the wording of the draft articles is too cumbersome and too complex.

Almost all such criticisms levelled against the draft articles stem from the dua.l

position of principle that is responsible for the nature of some articles:

On the one hand, it is held that there are sufficient differences between

States and international organizations to rule out in some cases the

application of a. single rule to both;

On the other hand, it is held that a distinction must be made between-.
treaties between States and international organizations and treaties

between two or more international organizations and that different

provisions should govern each.

There is no doubt that these two principles are responsible for the drafting

complexities which are so apparent in the draft articles as adopted in first

reading.

126. In commencing the second reading of the draft articles at the present session,

the Commission considered whether in concrete instances it was possible to

consolidate certain articles which dealt with the same SUbject-matter, as well as

the text within individual articles, as had been suggested in some of the written

comments received and as had been proposed by the Special Rapporteur in his tenth

report. Wilenever it was deemed justified by the chara.cteristics of the types of

treaty involved, the Commission decided to waintain the textual distinctions which

had been made in the articles adopted in'first reading, with a view to achieving

clarity and precision and consequently to fa.cilita.te the a.pplication and

interpretation of the rules contained in the articles concerned. On the other ha.nd,

when it was concluded tha.t repetition or distinctions were not so justified, the

Commission proceeded to simplify the text to the extent possible by combining two

paragraphs into a single one applicable to all the treaties which are the

sUbject-ma.tter of the present draft (this was done in the case of articles 13, 15
and 18). It also proceeded in certain cases to combine two articles into a Ulore

simplified single one (articles 19 and 19~, 20 and 20 bis, 23 and 23~, 24 and

24~ and 25 and 25~). In one case, article 19 ter, an article adopted in

first reading was deleted from the draft upon review during second reading.
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127. I~ can be concluded, in general, that the Commission will continue to pay

close attention to the quality of the wording and will seek to simplify it as far as

possible without introducing a.ny ambiguities or altering any substantive position

which the Commission may intend to confirm.

128. Fina.lly, in conformity with the general conception of t~e relationship which

the draft articles should naturally bear to the Vienna Convention, it was decided

to keep the order of tha.t Convention so far as possible, so as to permit continuous

comparison between the draft articles and the corresponding articles of the

Convention. Accordingly, for the time being at least, the draft ar.ticles ,bear the

same numbers a.s those of the Vienna Convention. Any provision of the present draft

which does not correspond to a provision found in the Vienna Convention is numbered

~, ~ and so forth in order to preserve the para.llel between the Vienna Convention

and the draft articles.

B. Draft articles on treaties concluded between States a.nd international
--- organizations.or between internationa.l organizations

129. The text of, and the commentaries to, articles 1, 2 (paragraphs l(a.), (b),

(b .!2.!§.), (b ~), (c), (c ~), (d), (e), (f), (g), (i) and (j) a,nd paragraph 2) and

3 to 26 of the draft articles on treaties concluded between States and interna.tional

organizations or between international organizations, a.s finally approved by the

International Law Commission at its thirty-third session, a,s reproduced below.

PART I

INTRODUCTION

Article 1

Scope of the present articles

The present articles apply to:

(a) treaties concluded between one or more States and one or more
international organizations, and

(b) treaties concluded between internationa.l organizations.

Commenta·a

The title of the draft articles is a slightly simplified version of the title

of the topic a.s it a.ppears in several General Assembly resolutions a.nd in the

resolution rela.ting to article 1 of the Convention a.dopted by the United Nations

Conference on the Law of Trea.ties. The titles of part I and article 1 are in the

same form as those in the Vienna Convention. The scope of the draft articles is

described in the body of article 1 in more precise terms than in the title in order
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to avoid any ambiguity. Furthermore the two ca.tegories of treaties concerned have

been presented in two separate subparagra~hs because this distinction will sometimes

have to be ma.~e in the treaty regime to which the draft articles apply. The

sepa.ration into two subparagraphs, (a) and (b), does not affect the fact that many

of the draft articles are formulated in genera.l terms, referring to "a treaty",

without distinguishing between the t~u types of treaties.

Article 2

Use of terms

1. For the purposes of the present articles:

(a) "treaty" means an international agreement governed by international
law and concluded in written form~

(i) between one or more States and one or more international
organizations, or

(ii) between international organizations,

whether that agreement is embodied in a single instrument or in two or more
related instruments and whatever its particular designation;

(b) "ratification" means the international act so named whereby a State
esta.blishes on the international plane its consent to be bound by a treaty;

(b bis) "act of formal confirmation" means an international act
corresponding to that of ratification by a State, whereby an international
organization establishes on the international plane its consent to be bound by
a treaty;

(b ter) "acceptance", "approval" and "accession" mean in each case the
international act so named whereby a· State or an in~ernational organization
establishes on the international plane its consent to be bound by a treaty;

(c) "full powers" means a doc~ent ema.nating from the competent authority
of a State and designating a. person or persons to repres€ t the State for
negotiating, adopting or authenticating the text of a treaty, for expressing
the consent of the State to be bound by a treaty or for accomplishing any other
act with respect to a treaty;

(c bis) "powers" means a document emana.ting from the competent organ of
an international organization and designating a person or persons to represent
the organization for negotiating, adopting or authenticating the text of a
treaty, for co~unicating the consent of the organization to be bound by a
treaty, or for accomplishing any other act with respect to a. treaty;

(d) "reservation" mea.ns a unilateral statement, however phrased or
named, made by a State or by an international organization when signing,
ratifying, fc)rma.lly confirming, accepting, approving, or acceding to a
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treaty, whereby it purports to exclude or to modify the legal effect of
certain provisions of the treaty in their application to that state or to
that organization;

(e) "negotiating State" and "negotiating organization" mean
respectively:

(i) a State

(ii) an international organization

which took part in the drawing-up and adoption of the text of the treaty;

(f) "contracting State" and "contracting organization" mean
respectively:

(i) a State

(ii) an international organization

which has consented to be bound by the treaty, whether or not the treaty has
entered into force;

(g) "party" means a. State or an international organiza tion which has
consented to be bound by the treaty and for which the treaty is in force;

51W•••

(i) "international organization" means an intergovernmental organization;

(j) ":rules of the organization" means, in particular, the constituent
instruments, relevant decisions and resolutions, and established practice of
the organization.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 regarding the use of terms in the present
articles are without prejudice to the. use of those terms or to the meaning
which may be given to them in the internal law of any State or in the rules of
any international organiza.tion.

Commentary

(1) Pa.ragraph 1 (a) defining the term "treaty", follows the corresponding

provision of the Vienna Convention but takes into account article 1 of the present

draft. No further details have been added to the Vienna. Convention text.

(2) The definition of the term "treaty" contains a fun'iamental element by

specifying that what is involved is an agreement "governed by international law".

It has been suggested that a further distinction should be introduced into the

article according to whether or not a State linked by a.n agreement to an

51W See paragraph 12 above.
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international organization is a member of tha.t organization. The Commission fully

recognizes that special problems arise, particu1ar~y as regards matters such as

reservations or the effects of trea.ties on third States or organha.tions, when an

orga.nization and some 'or all of its member Sta.tes are parties to the same treaty,

but the draft articles cannot be designed to cater exha.ustive1y for all

difficu1ties. Furthermore, while the distinction may be re1eva.nt in the case of

regional organizations, it is less important in the case of universal organizations.

For those reasons, the Commission has, not without regret, left it aside.

(3) The suggestion noted above is also of interest in so far as it raises the

possibility of investigating whether some agreements are of an "internal" nature

as fa,r as the international orga.niza.tion is concerned, tha.t is, whether they a·re

governed by rules peculiar to the organization in question. The Special Ra.pporteur

addressed enquiries on this point to various international organizations without

receiving any conclusive replies •.212I However, the dra.ft articles, in referring to

agreements "governed by international law", have established a. simple and clear

criterion. It is not the purpose of the draft articles to state whether agreements

concluded between organizations, between States and international organizations, or

even between organs of the same international organization ma,y be governed by some

system other than general international law, whether the law peculiar to an

organization, the national law of a. specific country, or even, in some ca.ses, the

general principles of law. Gra,nting that , within certain limits, such a possibility

exists in some cases, the draft articles do not purport to provide criteria for

determining whether a,n agreement between international organizations or between

States and international organizations is not governed.by general international law.

Indeed, that is a question which, within the limits of the competence of each State

and each organization, depends essentially on the will of the parties and must be

decided on a ca.se-by-case basis.

(4) 1j!hat is certain is that the number of agreements dealing with administrative

and financial questions has increased substantially in relations between States

and orga.nizations or between organizations, that such agreements are often

concluded in accordance with streamlined procedures and that the practice is

sometimes uncertain. as to which legal system governs such agreements. If an

agreement is concluded by orga.nizations with recognized ca.pa.city to enter into

agreements under interna.tional law and if it is not by v irtue of its purpose and

j]jJ See the second report of the Specia,l Rapporteur, Yearbook ••• 1973,
vol. II, document A/CN.4/271 , pa,ras. 83-87. .,;;;,,;;;.,;;;:.;;=--.::;.:.:....-..:~
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terms of implementation placed under a specific legal system (that of a given

state or orga,niza.tion), it may be assumed that the parties to the agreement

intended it to be governed by general interna.tiona.l law.j§Q/ Such ca.ses should be

settled in the light of practice; the draft articles are not intended to prescribe

the solution.

(5) The texts of paragraphs 1 Cb), and Cb ter), reproduce the same meanings

attributed to the terms in question as are given in article 2, paragraph 1 (b),

of the Vienna Convention with regard to the establishment by a. State of its consent

to be bound by a treaty. Paragraph (b ter) also applies the definition of ~he

Vienna Convention concerning "acceptance", "approval" and Ilaccession" to the

establishment by an international organization of its consent to be bound by a.

treaty.

(6) The use of the term "ratification" to designate a means of establishing the

consent of an international organization to be bound by a trea.ty, however, gave

rise to considerable discussion within the Commission in the context of the

consideration of article lIon means of expressing consent to be bound by a. trea.ty

(see below).

j§S}j Attention may be drawn to agreements referred to as "interagency"
agreements, about whose legal nature there may sometimes be doubt. \-!hat seems
certain is that some important agreements concluded between international
organizations are not subject either to the national law of any State' or to the
rules of one of the organizations that is a party to the agreement and hence fall
within the purview of general public international law. A ca.se in point is tha.t of
the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund, which was established by
General Assembly resolution 248 (III) of 7>December 1948 (subsequently amended on
several occasions). The principal organ of the Fund is the Joint Staff Pension
Board (art. 4 of the Regulations, JSPB/G.4/Rev .10) • Article 13 of the Regulations
provides that:

"The Board may, subject to the concurrence of the General Assembly, approve
agreements with member Governments of a member orga.niza.tion and with
intergovernmental organizations with a view to securing continuity of pension
rights between such Governments or organizations and the Fund".

Agreements have been concluded in pursuance of that article with four States C-'o

(Canada, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, the Ukra.inian Soviet Socialist
Republic and the USSR) and seven intergovernmental organizations (the
European Communities, the European Space Agency, the ,European Free Trade Associa.tion,
IBRn, IMF, OECD and the European Centre for Medium-range \-Tea,ther Forecasts). For
the text of some of these agreements, see Official Records of the General Assembly
Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 9 (A/3S/9 and Add.l). An agreement ha.s legal
effect only when the General Assembly "concurs" (for an example see
resolution 35/215 A IV, of 17 December 1980). '
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(7) To put the elements of the problem in clearer perspective, it should be

remembered that there is no question of the meaning which may be given to the terms

in question in the internal law of a State or in the rules of an internationa.l

organization (article. 2, paragraph 2). It is therefore irrelevant to ascertain

w'hether an international organiza.tion employs the term "rati.fication" to designa.te

a particular means of establishing its consent to be bound by a. treaty. In point

of fact, international organizations use the term only in exceptional cases, which

a.ppear to be anomalous. 581! It is obvious, however, that the dra.ft articles do

not set out to prohibit an interna.tiona.l organization from using a particular

.2ll/ See Yearbook ••• 1975, vol. II, p. 33, document A/CN.4/285, para,. 4 of
the commentary to article 11 and note 31.

vocabulary within its own legal order.

(8) At the same time, the draft articles, like the Vienna. Convention on the

Law of Treaties, mak~ use of a terminology accepted "on the international plane"

(article 2, paragraph 1 (b) of the Vienna Convention). The Commission considered

in this connection that the term lIra tification ll should be reserved for States,

since in accordance with a long historical tradition it always denotes an act

emanating from the highest organs of the State, generally the Head of State, and
.~

there are no corresponding organs in international orga.niza.tions. _~
'-~.

(9) Looking not at the organs from which the ratification proceeds, however, but ~
J

at the technical mechanism of ratification, we find tha.t ratification amounts tot
:.~

the definitive confirmation of a willingness to be bound which has, in the first'i

instance, been manifested without commitment. Such a· mechanism may sometimes be ,~

1necessary in the case of interna.tional organizations, and there is no reason for ,,1£

denying it a. place among the means of establishing their consent to be bound by '.~
a 'treaty. At present, however, there is no generally accepted international .~

,i
designatio 11of such a mechanism in relation to an internationa.l organization. In :i

t!the a.bsence of an accepted term, the CominisE!ion has confined itself to describing ",~,

this mechanism by the words "act of formal confirmation", as indicated in~1

pa,ragraph 1 Cb bis). "!hen necessary, international organizations, using a different:j

terminology, can thus establish on an interna.tiona,l pla.ne their consent to be bound

by a. trea.ty by means of a procedure which is symmetrical with that which applies to

States •
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(10) In 'parag-raph 1 (c), the term "full powers" is confined to documents produced

by representatives of Sta.tes and in parag-raph 1 (c bis) the term "powers" to those

produced by representatives of international organizations. The Commission is

aware of how much the terminology va,ries in practice (a. situa.tion exemplified by

articles 12 and 44 of the 1975 Vienna Convention on the Representation of States

in Their Relations with International Orga.nizations of a. Universa.l Chara.ct~~),
but it considers that the terminology which it proposes makes a necessa.ry

distinction. It seemed ina.ppropria.te to use the term "full powers" for an

orga.nization, for the capacity of such a. body to bind itself internationally is

never unlimited.

(11) The Commission also believed that to apply the verb "express" in this context

("expressing the consent ••• to be bound by ••• a. trea.ty") to the representative

of an international orga.nization might give rise to some doubt; particularly in

view of the rather frequent ga.ps and ambiguities in constituent instruments, the

term might be understood in some cases as g~v~ng the representative of a,n

interna.tional organization the right to determine by himself, as representa,tive,

whe·ther or not the orga.nization should be bound by a treaty. A mea.ns of avoiding

tha.t doubt in such cases seemed the use of the verb "communicate" instea.d of the

verb "express", since the former indicates more clearly that the consent of a·n

organization to be bound by a. trea,ty must be established according to the

constitutional procedure of the organization.

(12) Apart from the modifications ma.de necessary by the incorpora.tion' of

international organizations in the text,2§2/ paragraph 1 (d), dealing with the

term "reservation", follows the corresponding provision of the Vienna Convention

and does not call for any special comment.

(13) It will be recalled that the definition of the term "reserva.tion" in

paragraph 1 (d) which appeared in the text adopted in first reading was adopted

by the Commission in 1975 prier to its examination of articles 11 a,nd 19. The

Commission instead of waiting at that time, decid~d to provisionally adopt the

wording found in the first rea.ding dra.ft which included the phra.se "made by a.

State or by a.n international organization when signing or consenting [by any

agreed means] to be bound by a treaty". In so doing, the Commission saw the

582/ For the text of the Convention, see Officia.l Records of the
Uni~ed Nation~ CC?nfer~'p'c~_.Q.!Lthe RepreseI.!.tati?n of Stat.e.~ in TheiL,Relations~
Intern€' tiona1 Organiza.tions, vol. 11, ~OQuments...Q.f.~ the QQI.tfenume (United Na,tiens
publication, Sales No. E.75.V.12), document A/CONF.67/16.

~ As well as consequential slight drafting changes in the French text only.
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advantage of a text simpler than the corresponding text of the Vienna Convention

and of leaviri'in abeyance the question whether the. terms "ratification",

"a,cceptance" , "approval" and "accession" could also be used in connection with

acts whereby an organiza,tion expresses its consent to be bound by a treaty.

Nevertheless, the Commission stressed that the wording so adopted was provisional

a,nd put the expression "by any agreed means" in brackets to indicate its intention

to review the adequacy of such an expression at a later stage.

(14) Having adopted article 11 and subparagraph (b lli) of paragraph 1 of

article 2, which establish an "act of formal confirmation" for international

organizations as equivalent to ratification for states, the Commission at its

present session sa.w no reason which would justify the maintenance of the first

reading text as oppos"ed to returning to a text which could now more closely follow

that of the corresponding definition given in the Vienna Convention.

(15) Paragraph 1 (e) defines the terms "negotiating State" and "negotiating

organization". It follows the corresponding provision of the Vienna Convention

but takes into account article 1 of the present draft. Since the term "treaty"

refers here to a category of conventional acts different from that covered by

the same term in the Vienna Convention, the wording need not allow for the fact

that international organiza,tions sometimes play a special role in the negotiation

of trea.ties between States by participating through their organs in the preparation,

and in some cases even the establishment, of the text of certain treaties.

(16) Paragraph 1 (f), also follows the corresponding provision of the

Vie~~a Convention, taking into account article 1 of the present draft.

(17) Except for the addition of the words "or an international organization", the.
definition given in paragraph 1 (gl follc:lWs exactly the wording of the

Vienna. Convention. "It therefore leaves aside certain problems peculiar to

international orga.nizations. But in this case the words "to be bound by the

treaty" must be understood in their strictest sense - that is to say, as meaning

to be bound by the treaty itself as a legal instrument and not merely "to be bound

by the rules of the treaty". For it can happen that an organization will be bound

by legal rules contained in a treaty without being a party to the treaty, either

becauiJe the rules have a customary character in relation to the organization, or

because the organization has committed itself by way of a unilateral declara:tion

(assuming that to be possible), or because the organization has concluded with

the parties to treaty X a collateral treaty whereby it undertakes to comply with

the rules contained in treaty X without, however, becoming a party to that -trea.ty.
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Furthermore, it should be understood that the relatively simple definition given

above ca,nnot be used in the case of international organizations which, at the time

of the drawing-up of a treaty, lend their technical assistance in the preparation

of the text of the trea.ty, but are never intended to become parties to it.

(18) Paragra.ph 1 (i) gives the term "international organization" a definition

identical with that in the Vienna Convention. This definition should be understood

in the sense given to it in practice: that is to say, as meaning an orga,nization

composed mainly of states and in exceptional cases one or two international

organization~and in some cases having associate members which are not 'yet

States or which may be other international orga,niza.tions; some special situations

have been mentioned in this connection, such as that of the United Na.tions within

ITU, EEC within GATT or other interna.tional bodies, or even the United Na.tions

acting on behalf of Namibia, through the Council for Namibia, within WHO after

Namibia became an associate member of ~ffiO.~
(19) It should, however, be emphasized that the a.dopti6n of the same definition of

the term "international orga,nization" as that used in the Vienna. Convention has far

more significant consequences in the present dra.ft than in that Convention.

(20) In the present draft, this very elastic definition is not meant to prejudge

the regime that may govern, within each organization, entities (subsidiary or

connected orga.ns) which enjoy some degree of autonomy within the organization under

the rules in force in it. Likewise no attempt has been made to prejudge the amount

of legal capa.city which an entity requires in order to be regarded as an

interna.tional organiza,tion within the mea.ning of the present draft. The fact is

that the main purpose of the present draft. is to regulate, not the status of

international organizations, but the regime of treaties to which one or more

international organizations a.re parties. The present draft articles are intended

to apply to such treaties irrespective of the status of the organizations concerned.

(21) Attention should be drawn to a further very important consequence of the

definition proposed. The present draft articles ~re intended to apply to treaties

to which international orga,nizations are pa,rties, whether the purpose of those

organiza.tions is relatively general or rela.tively specific, whether thew- are

~ This line of ana.lysis may be compared with that a.dopted in paragraph 2
of article 9 below, regarding the a.doption of the text of a treaty at international
confere nees •

:tJ.j/ In connection with situations in which an organization is called upon. to
act specifically on behalf of a territory, see the Secretariat study on
''Possibilities of participation by the United Nations in internationa.l agreements on
behalf of a territory" Yearbook ••• 1914, vol. II (Part Two), p. 8,
document A/CN.4/28l.
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~miv9rsnl or regional in character, and whether admission to them is relatively

open or restricted; the draft articles are intend~d to apply to the treaties of

all international organizations.

(22) Yet the Commission has wondered whether the concept of international

organization should not be defined by something other than the "intergovernmental"

nature of the organization. In connection with the second reading of the article,

several governments also suggested that this should be the case.~ After having

further discussed this question, the Commission has decided to keep its earlier

definition because it is adequate for the purposes of the draft articles; either

an international organization has the capacity to conclude at least one treaty,

in '\'1hich case the rules in the draft articles will be applicable to it, or,

despite its title, it does not have that capacity, in which case it is pointless

to state explicitly that the draft articles do not apply to it.

(23) Paragraph 1 C;) is a new provision by comparison with the Vienna Convention.

In the light of a number of references which appear in the present draft articles

to the rules of an international organization, it was thought useful to provide

a definition for the term "rules of the organization". Reference was made in

particular to the definition that had recently been given in the Vienna Convention

on the R'~presentationof states in Their Relations with International Organizations

of a. Universal Character (article 1, para. 1 (34) ) •587/ The Commission accordingly

adopted the present draft subparagraph, which reproduces verbatim the definition

given in that Convention.

(24) But a question which occupied the Commission for some considerable time was

that of the terms referring to the organization's own law, or that body of law

which is known as "the internal law" of a State and which the Commission has called

"the rules" of an international organization. The Commission has, finally, left

its definition unchanged. There would have been problems in referring to the

"internal law" of a.n organization, for, while it has an internal aspect, this law

also has in other respects an international aspect. The definition itself would

have been incomplete without a reference to "the constitaent instruments ••• of tl}e

organization"; it also had to mention the precepts established by the organization

itself, but the terminology used to denote such precepts varies from organization

586/ See A/CN.4/L.3ll, para.• 171 a,nd A/CN.4/339/Add.7, section IV, para. 1

587/ See footnote 5~2 above.
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(i) to internationa.1 agreements to which one or more international
organizations and one or more subjects of internationa.l law other
than States or interna.tional organizations are parties; or

- 289 -

The fact that the present articles do not a1?p1y:

Article 3

International agreements not within the scope of the
present articles

to organization. JIence, while the precepts might have been designated by a

general formula through the use of some abstract theoretical expression, the

Commission, opting for a descriptive approach, has employed the words "decisions"

and "resolutions"; the adverbi~l phrase "in particular" shows that the adoption

of a "decision" or of a "resolution" is only one example of·the kind of formal act

that can give rise to "rules of the organization". The effect of the adjective

"relevant" is to underline the fact that it is not a.ll "decisions" or "resolutions"

which give rise to rules, but only those which are of relevance in that respect.

Lastly, reference is made to "established practice". This point once again evoked

comment from Governments and international organiza.tions.~ It is true that most

international organizations have, after a number of years, a body of practice which

forms an integral part of their rUles. 589/ However, the reference in question is

in no way intended to suggest that practice has the same standing in all

organizations; on the contrary, each organization has its own characteristics in

that respect. Similarly, by referring to "established" practice, the Commission

seeks only to rule out uncertain or disputed practice; it is not its wish to

freeze practice at a particular moment in a.n organiza tion' s history. Organiza tions

stressed this point at the Vienna Conference on the Law of Treaties (1969) and the

Vienna Conference on the Representation of States in Their Relations with

International Organizations (1975).590/

(25) Article 2, paragraph 2 extends to international organizations the provisions of

article 2, paragraph 2, of the Vienna Convention, adjusted in the light of the

adoption of the term "rules of the organization" as e~lained above.

588/ See, for example, document A/CN.4/339/Add.7.

589/ This was the view taken by the International Court of Justice with regard
to the effect of abstentions by .permanent members of the Security Council in voting
in that body, Legal Conse uences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa
~mibi.§Ll~_outp\t.fest Africa no~withstanding. Security Co!!nci1 Re~.91~tio_I!.-276:(1970)
MY_~.l?ory O'p.~~~_0.lli..l.•..Q.J~-B-epo~ts 1971, P. ~~ 22.

2:l!2/Yearb<;>.QL •• 19l1, vol. 11, pp. 106 and 107, document A/CN.4/258, para. 51;
see also Annex 11 to this report.
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(ii) to interna.tional agre'ements to which one or more flta.tes, one or
more interna.tional organizations a.nd one or more subjects of
international law other than States or international organizations
are parties; or

(iii) to international agreements not in written form concluded between
one or more States and one or more interna.tional organizations, or
between international organiza.tions;

shall not a.ffect:

(a) the legal force of such agreements;

(b) the a.pplication to them of any of the rules set forth in the present
articles to which they would be subject under international law independently
of the articles;

(c) the application of the present articles to the relations between
Sta.tes and interna.tional orga.nizations or to the rela.tions of international
organizations as between themselves, when those rela.tions are governed by
internationa.l agreements to which other subjects of international law are
also parties.

Commenta.;:.v

(l,) It is pretty well beyond dispute that the situation under international law

of certain international agreements not within the scope of the present articles

needs to be safeguarded by a provision on the lines of article 3 of the

Vienna Convention. Suffice it to point out tha.t it is not unusual for an

interna.tional agreement to be concluded between a.n international organization and

a.n entity other tba.n a. State or than an international organization. Reference

might be made here (if the Va.tican City were not recognized as possessing the

characteristics of a State) to agreements concluded bet"leen the Holy See and

international organiza.tions. Similarly there ca.n be little doubt that agreements

concluded between the International Committee of the Red Cross a.nd an internationa.l

orga.niza.tion (SUCh as those concluded with EEC under the 'lJorld Food Programme) are

indeed governed by international law. The development of world humanitaria,n law

and its extension for the benefit of entities which have not yet been constituted

as States will provide further examples of this kind, a,nd there will even be

agreements concluded between one or more international organizations, one or more

Sta.tes and one or more entities which are neither States nor interna.tional

organiza,tions.

(2) On the other hand there is no need to labour the frequency a.nd importa.nce of

agreements not in written. form concluded between one or more States and one or

more international orga.niza,tions. There may indeed be some doubt as to whether
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agreem~nts resulting from a.n offer made by a state a.nd accepted by a,n international

orga.nization a.t a meeting of which only a summary record is to be kept a·re written

agreements; it must also be borne in mind that many agreements between

organizations are set down, for example, in the verbatim records of conferences

or co-ordina.tion committees. Lastly, the development of telecommunications

necessarily leads to a proliferation of unwritten international agreements on a

variety of matters ranging from peace-keeping to intervention on economic markets

so much so that voices have been raised against what has sometimes been considered

the abuse of such agreements. However, even if such comment may in, some c~ses be

deemed justified, they do not affect the need for concluding such agreements. It

is for each orga.niza.tion, under the rule laid down in article 6 of the draft, so

to organize the regime of agreements not concluded in written form that no orga.n

goes beyond the limits of the competence conferred on it by the relevant rules of

the orga.nization.

(3) It therefore seemed to the Commission that some agreements should have the

benefit of provisions simila.r to those of article 3, subparagraphs (a), (b) and

(c), of the Vienna Convention. The text of those subparagraphs of the Convention

has been a.dopted for draft article 3, subject, in the case of subpa.ragra.ph (c) to

the changes obviously necessitated by the difference in scope between the

Vienna Convention and the draft articles.

(4) On the other hand a. problem might arise in defining the agreements to which

the rules laid down in subpa.ragraphs (a), (b) and (c) apply. The Commission

considered that for the sake of clarity it should enumerate those agreements, and

it discarded global formulae which, though simpler in form, were less precise; it

has accordiI'l.gly enumerated the agreements ·in question in separate categories in

subpa.ragraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) of draft article 3; ca.tegories (i) and (i.i) ,

as is implicit in the general meaning of the term "agree;nentl~include both agreements

in written form and agreements not in written form.

(5) On considering the three categories referred to in subparagraphs (i), (ii)

and (iii), it will be seen that the Commission has excluded agreements between

States, whether or not concluded in written form, a.nd agreements between entities

other than States or tha.n interna.tional organizations, whether or not concluded.iK~

written form. It took the view tha.t after the Vienna Convention there was no need

to reiterate that agreements between States, whatever their form, were subject to

international la.w. ~OTeements concluded betl-leen entities other than Sta.tes or

than international organizations seem too heterogeneous a group to constitute
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a general category, and the relevant body of international pra.ctice is as yet too

exiguous for the characteristics of such a. general category to be inferred from it.

(6) At its thirty-thir~ session, the Commission, after having considered shorter

versions of this a.rticle, decided that the present wording, although cumbersome,

should be ma.inta.ined for the sake of cla.rity. It decided to replace the expression

"one or more entities other than States or international organizations" by the

phra.se "one or more subjects of international law other than States or international

orga.niza.tions". The term "subject of internationa.l law" is used in the

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, where it applies to international

organizations in particular. The Commission avoided this term in first reading in

order to preclude discussion of the question whether there are currently subjects of

international law other than States and international organizations. It became

appa.rent in second reading, however, that the term "entity" is too vague and could

cover a.ny subject of private law, including associations or societies, a.nd that

such an extension of the scope of the article could give rise to all kinds of

problems. The reference to subjects of international law is, as things stand, far

narrower in scope and the area of discussion which it opens up is very limited.

Article 4

.!!o.n":,,retroactivitY'pf the present articles

Without prejudice to the application of any rules set forth in the present
a.rticles to which treaties between one or more Sta.tes and one or more
international organizations or between interna.tiona.l organizations would be
subject under international law independently of the articles, the articles
a.pply only to such treaties concluded after the entry into force of the
present articles with regard to those States and those organizations.

Commenta.ry

This provision repeats the text of article 4 of the Vienna Convention, subject

only to the adjustments necessitated by draft article 1. The expression "entry into

force" is to be regarded as provisional. The Commission has no wish for the moment

to take a stand on the final form of the draft a,rticles. The expression "entry into

force" refers essentially to treaties and would have to be amended if the draft

articles are not embodied in a convention. The Commission will have to state its

feelings concerning the final form to be given to the dra,ft once it has completed

the second reading; the final decision on the matter will, however, lie with the

General Assembly and the question therefore remains open. Furthermore, taken

literally, the expression might be construed as implying that, in order to be

enforceable against interna.tional orga.nizations, the present dra.ft articles would

have to be embodied in a. convention to which those intierna.tiona.l organizations

were parties. However, the Commission did not intend, by the mere use of the words
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"entry into force", to address itself a,t this stage to the question whether

international organizations should be parties to a convention incorporating the

proposed articles.

Article 5

Treaties constitutiDR' international organizations and treaties
adopted within an international organization

The present articles a,pp1y to a.ny trea.ty which is the constituent
instrument of an international organization and to any treaty adopted.
within an international organization without prejudice to any relevant
rules of the organiza.tion.

Commentary

(1) In its first readill..g' of the draft articles, the Commission subscribed to

the Special Rapporteur's view that there was no need for a· provision pa.ra11eling

article 5 of the Vienna Convention.

(2) On reviewing the question, the Commission came to the conclusion that, even

though its substance would relate to what are still rather exceptional

circumstances, such a provision was perhaps not without value; it has therefore

adopted a draft article 5 which follows exactly the text of article 5 of the

Vienna Convention. The differences resulting from the attribution to the term

"treaty" of a distinct meaning in each of those texts must now be spelt out and

evaluated.

(3) First, draft article 5 evokes the possibility of the application of the

draft articles to the constituent instrument of one organization to which another

organization is also a. party. \llhile - with the exception of the special sta.tus

which one organization ma.y enjoy within another as an associate member ther~of.ill/
- such cases a·re a.t present ra,re, not to say unknown, there is no reason to

consider that they may not occur in the future. However, the Commission did not

feel it necessary to draw from this the consequence that the definition of the

expression "international orga.nization" should be' amended to take account of such

cases, for they will never involve more than the admission by an essentially

intergovernmental organization of one or two other international organiza.tions

!ZIJJ See paragraph (18) of the commentary to article 2, above.
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a·s members •.22&' The Commission did not consider the hypothesis that an

internationa.l organization might have nothing but interna.tional orga.nizations as

members.

(4) Second, dra.ft article 5 extends the scope of the draft to trea.ties adopted

within interna tiona1 organizations • Such a. situation arises principa.lly when a

trea.ty is adopted within an international organiza.tion of which another such

orga.nization is a member. But it is also conceiva.ble that an international

orga.nization all of whose members are Sta.tes might adopt a. treaty designed for

conclusion by international organiza.tions or by one or more internationa.l

organizations and one or more Sta.tes. In referring to "the adoption of a

trea.ty", article 5 seems to mean the adoption of the' text of a treaty, a,nd it

is, f~r example, conceivable tha.t the text of a treaty might be a.dopted within

the United Nations Genera.l Assembly, even though certa.in organiza.tions might

subsequently be invited to become parties to the instrument.EI

a

t

(

0:

j2g/ The situation is comparable to that contemplated by article' 9 with
respect to "international conferences of States ll

•

j22/ It might also be possible to resolve various other questions
following the definitive adoption of draft article 5, including the question
of the insertion in dra.ft article 20 of a provision mirroring pa.ragraph 3 of
a.rticle 20 of the Vienna. Convention, an addition which the Commission refra.ined
from making in first rea.ding. See pa.ragraph (3) of the commentary to article 20
below.
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The capacity of an international organiza.tion to conclude treaties is
governed by the relevant rules of that organization.

Capacity of international organizations to conclude treaties

PART II

CONCLUSION AND ENTRY INTO FORCE OF TREATIES

~ction 1. Conclusion of treaties

Article 6

CommentarY

(1) When the question of an article dealing with the capacity of international

organizations to conclude treaties was first discussed in the Commission, members

were divided on the matter; varied and finely differentiated views were expressed

on this subject. With some slight simplification, these may be reduced to two

general points of view. According to the first, such an article would be of

doubtful utility or should at least be limited to sta~ing that an organization's

capacity to conclude treaties depends only on the organization l s rules. According

to the second point of view, the article should at least mention that

international law lays down the principle of such capacity; from this it follows,

at least in the opinion of some members of the COlIBDission, tbat in the matter of

treaties the capacity of international organizations is the ordinary law rule,

which can be modified only by express restrictive provisions of the 'constituent

instruments.

(2) The wording eventually adopted by the Commission for article 6 is the result

of a compromise based essentially on the 'finding that this article should in no way

be regarded as having the purpose or effect of deciding the question of the'"

status of international organizations in international law; that question relDiins

open, and the proposed wording is compatible both with the concept of general

international law as the basis of international organizations I capacity and with the

opposite concept. The purpose of article 6 is merely to lay down a rule relating

to the law of treaties; the article indicates, for the sole purposes of the reg;i.me

of treaties to which internatic'nal organizations are parties, by what rules the

capacity to conclude treaties should be assessed.

(3) Thus set in context, article 6 is nevertheless of great importance.. It

reflects the fact that ever,y organization has its own distinctive legal image which

is recognizable, in particular, in the individualized capacity of that

organization to conclude international treaties. Article 6 thus applies the
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fundamental notion of "rules of any international organization" already laid down

in artiole 2, paragraph 2, of the present draft. The addition, in artiole 6, of

the adjeotive "relevant" to the expression "rules of that organization" is due

simply to the faot that, while artiole 2, paragraph 2, relates to the "rules of

any organization!~ as a whole, artiole 6 ooncerns only~ of those rules, namely

those whioh are relevant in settling the question of the organization's capacity.

(4) A questien naturally arises as to the nature and oharaoteristics of the

"relevant rules" in the matter of an organization's capacity, and it might be

tempting to answer this question in general terms, particularly with regard to the

part played by praotioe. That would obviously be a mistake which the text of

draft article 6 seeks to avert by speoifying that "the oapacity of an
/

international organization to oonclude treaties is governed by the relevant rules

of !h!:i organization".

(5) It should be clearly understood that the question how far praotice can play

a oreative part, particularly in the matter of international organizations'

capacity to oonolude treaties, cannot be answered uniformly for all international

organizations. This question, too, depends on the "rules of the organization";

indeed, it depends on the highest oategory of those rules - those whioh form, in

some degree, the oonstitutional law of the organization and which govern in

partioular the sources of the organization's rules. It is theoretioally

oonoeivable that, by adopting a rigid legal framework, an organization might

exolude praotioe as a souroe of its rules. Even without going as far as that, it

must be admitted that international organizations differ greatly from one another

as regards the part played by practice ~d the form whioh it takes, inter alia in

the matter of their capaoity to conclude international agreements. There is nothing

surprl.sl.ng in this; the part which praotice has played in this matter in an

organization like the United Nations, faoed in every field with problems

fundamental to the future of all mankind, cannot be likened to the part played by

praotice in a teohnical organization engaged in humble operational aotivities in

a ciroumscribed seotor. For these reasons, praotice was not mentioned in

article 6; praotioe finds its place in the development of each organization in

and through the "rules of the organization", as defined in article 2,

paragraph 1 (j), and that plaoe varies from one organization to another.

(6) These considerations should make it possible to olear up another point whioh

has been of keen oonoern to international organizations in other oontext~ but

'5941 See Yearbook ... 1972, vol. II, pp. 186-187, dooument A/ON.4/2.58,
para.'"'"5T•
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Full powers and powers
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it appears from practice or from other circumstances that thatconsidered as representing the State for such purposes withoutproduce full powers.

he produces appropriate full powers; or

(b) heads of delegations of States to an international conferenceof States in which international organizations participate, ,for thepurpose of adopting the text of a treaty between States and internationalorganizations;

2. In virtue of their functions and without having to produce fullpowers, the following are considered as representing their State:

(a)

(b)
person is
having to

(a) heads of State, heads of Government and Ministers for Foreign .Affairs, for the purpose of performing all acts relating to the conclusion~~of a treaty between one or more States and one or more internationalorganizations;

1. A person is considered as representing a state for the purpose ofadopting or authenticating the text of a treaty between one· or morestates and one or more international organizations or for the pUrpose ofexpressing the consent of the state to be bound by such a treaty if:

Article 7

which is open to no misunderstanding so far as the present draft articles are
concerned. In matters, such as the capacity to conclude treaties, which are
governed by the rules of each organization, there can be no question of fixing
those "rules as they stand at the time when the codification undertaken becomes
enforceable against each organization. In reserving the practice of each
organization in so far as it is recognized by the organization itself, what is
reserved is not the practice established at the time of entry into force of the
codification but the very faculty of modifying or supplementing the
organization's rules by practice to the extent permitted by those rules·. Thus,
without imposing on the organizations the constraint of a uniform rule which is
ill-suited to them, article 6 recognizes the right of each of them to have its
own legal image.

(1) Lastly, it would strictly speaking have been possible for article 6 to
restate in an initial paragraph the rule laid down in article 6 of the Vienna
Convention: "Every state possesses capacity to conclude treaties". But it was
fel t that such a reminder was unnecessary and that the whole weight of article 6
could be concentrated on the case of international organizations.
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(c) heads of delegations of states to an organ of an international
organization, for the purpose of adopting the text of a treaty within
that organization;

(d) heads of permanent missions to an international organization, for
the purpose of adopting the text of a treaty between the accrediting states
and that organization;

(e) heads of permanent missions to an international organization,
for the purpose of signing, or signing ad referendum, a treaty between
the accrediting states and that organization, if it appears from practice
or from other circumstances that those heads of permanent missions are
considered as representing their States for such purposes without haVing
to produce full powers.

3. A person is considered as representing an international organization
for the purpose Qt adopting or authenticating the text of a treaty if:

(a) he produces appropriate powers; or

(b) it appears from practice or from other circumstances that that
person is considered as representing the organization for such purposes
without having to produce powers.

4. A person is considered as representing an international organization
for the purpose of communicating the consent of that organization to be
bound by a treaty if:

(a) he produces appropriate powers; or

(b) it appears from practice or from other circumstances that that
person is considered as representing the organization for such purpose
without having to produce powers.

CommentarY

(1) The first two paragraphs of this draft article deal with representatives of

States and the last two paragraphs with representatives of international

organizations. The former provisions concern only treaties between one or more

States and one or more international organizations; the latter relate to treaties

within the meaning of draft article 2, paragraph 1 (a), namely both to treaties

between one or more Sta.~es and one or more international organizations and to

treaties between international organizations.
(2) In the case of ~epresentatives of States, the draft broadly follows

article 7 of the 1969 Vienna Convention: as a general rule, these representatives

are required to produce "appropriate full powers" for the purpose of adopting or

authenticating the text of a treaty between one or more States and one or more

international organiza~ions or for the purpose of expressing the consent of the

State to be bound 'Qy such a treaty. There are nevertheless exceptions to this rule.
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First of all, as in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, practice or
other circumstances might result in a person being considered as representing a
state despite the fact that full powers are not produced.
(3) Secondly, as in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, certain persons
are considered as representing a State in virtue of their functions. The
enumeration of these persons which is given in the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties has had to be altered to some extent. In the case of Heads of State
and Ministers for Foreign Affairs (paragraph 2 (a)) there is no change, but some
amendments have been made as regards other representatives. First,'article 7,
paragraph 2 (b), of the 1969 Vienna Convention, which refers to ''heads of
diplomatic missions, for the purpose of adopting the text of a treaty between
the accrediting State and the State to which they are accredited", was not required
since it is inapplicable to the present draft article. In addition, account had
to be taken not only of certain advances over the Vienna Convention represented by
the Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in Their Relations with
Inte:rnational Organizations of a Universal Character of 14 March 197~ but also
of the limitations which affect certain representatives of States by virtue of
their functions.

(4) Paragraph 2 (b) of the present draft article is therefore symmetrical with
article 7, paragraph 2 (c), of the Vienna Convention in its treatment of
international conferences, but it replaces the latter paragraph's expression
"representatives accredited by States to an international conference" by the more
precise wording "heads of delegations of States to an international conference",
which is based on article 44 of the Conven~ion on the Representation of States.
Drawing inspiration from article 9, further precision is introduced by describing
that conference as one "of states in which international organizations participate:'.
(5) Paragz.:aph 2 (c) deals with the case of heads of delegations of States to an
organ of an international organization and restricts their competence to adopt the
text of a treaty without producing full powers to .the single Case of a treaty
between one or more States and the organization to the organ of which they are
delegated. This is because their functions do not extend beyond the framework of
the organization in question.

:ti:2/ See footnote 582 above. The Convention will hereafter be referred to inthis Chapter as "the Convention on the Representation of States".
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(6) Lastly, with regard to missions to international organizations, the wording

"representatives accredited by states ••• to an international organization" used

in the Vienna Convention has been dropped in favour of the term "head of mission"

employed in the Convention on the Representation of States: "paragraphs 2 (d)

and' (e) of the present draft article are based on paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 12

of the latter instrument, which contain the most recent rule drafted by

repre.s~ntatives of States in the matter. Heads of permanent missions to an

international organization are competent by the very fact of their functions to

adopt the text of a treaty between accrediting States and that or~anization. They

may also be competent, but only by virtue of practice or other circumstances, to

sign, or to sign ad referendum, the text of a treaty between accrediting States

and the organization concerned.

(7) The matter of representatives of international organizations raises new

questions and, first, one of principle. Should the rule be established that the

representative of an organization is required, like the representative of a State,

to prove by an appropriate document that he is competent to represent a particular

organization for the purpose of performing certain acts relating to the conclusion

of a treaty (the adoption and authentication of the text, consent to be bound by

the treaty, etc.)? The Commission answered that question in the affirmative since

no reason exists for international organizations not to be SUbject to a rule' which

is already firmly and universally established with regard to treaties between

States. It is perfectly true that in the practice of international organizations

formal documents are not normally used for this purpose. The treaties at present

being concluded by international organizations are in large measure bilateral

treaties or are restricted to very few parties; they are preceded by exchanges

of correspondence which generally determine beyond all doubt the identity of the

individuals who will perform on behalf of the organization certain acts relating to

the procedure for the conclusion (in the broadest sense) of the treaty. In other

cases, the highest ranking official of the organization ("the chief administrative

officer of the Organization" within the meaning of article 85, paragraph .3 of

the Convention on the Representation of States), with his immediate deputies, is

usually considered in'practice as representing the organization without furthe~

documentary evidence.

(8) These considerations should not, however, obscure the fact that in the case

of organizations with a mOre complex institutional structure formal documents

are necessary for the above purposes. Moreover, the present draft articles provide
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for the possibility, with the consent of the states concerned, of participation by
international organizations in treaties drawn up at an international conference
composed mainly of states (article 9), and it seems perfectly proper that in such
cases organizations should be subject to the same rules as states. It is
nevertheless necessary that the general obligation thus imposed on international
organizations should be made as flexible as possible and that authority should
exist for a practice which is accepted by all concerned, namely that of making
whatever arrangements are desirable; these ends are achieved by paragraphs 3 (b)
and 4 (b) which apply the rule accepted for representatives of states to the case
of representatives of international organizations. The Commission did not, however,
think it possible to draw up a list of cases in which a person would be absolved
by reason of his functions in an international organization from the need to
furnish documentary proof of his competence to represent an organization in the
performance of an act relating to the conclusion (in the broadest sense) of a
treaty. If impossible complications are to be avoided, the present draft articles,
unlike the Convention on the Representation of states, must apply to
all organizations; and international organizations, taken as a whole, exhibit
structural differences which rule out the possibility of making them the subject
of general rules.
(9) There are other considerations which support this view. As has been mentioned,
no organization has the same treaty-making capacity as a state; the capacity of
every organization is restricted, under the terms of draft article 6~ These
differences are asserted through appropriate terminology, and the limited
competence of representatives of international organizations by comparison with
what applies to States spelt out. Thus, as indicated in the commentary to
article 2 above, paragraph 1 (c) of that article confines the term "full powers"
to documents produced by representatives of states and paragraph 1 (c lli)
confines the term "powers" to documents produced by representatives of international
organizations.
(10) Moreover, in the case of representatives of international organizations, the
Commission felt it necessary to distinguish between the adoption and authentication
of the text of a treaty, on the one hand, and consent to be bound by a treaty, on
the other; the two cases are dealt with in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the present
draft article respectively. With regard to the adoption or authentication of the
text of a treaty, the formulation proposed corresponds to that of paragraph 1 (a)
relating to representatives of states. With regard to consent to be bound by a
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treaty, however, the Vienna Convention and paragraph 1 of the present draft article

provide for a case in which "a person is considered' as representing a state ••• for

the purpose of expressing the consent of the state to be bound by such a treaty".

As explained in paragraph (11) of the commentary to article 2 above, the Commission

felt it advisable, in first reading, to use the verb "communicate" in the case of

a representative of an international organization.

(11) At its thirty-third session, the Commission decided that the drafting of

article 7, though cumbersome, should be retained. The written comments noted a

difference in wording as between the case of representatives of states, who

express the consent of the latter to be bound by a t~aty, and the case of

representatives of organizations, who communicate the consent of the latter to be

bound.~ The Commission wished to draw attention thereby to a nuance that must

nevertheless not be exaggerated. It often happens in the case of international

organizations that the intent to bind the organization originates from an organ

other than the official who makes that intent known to the other party or the

depositary; in such a case, the official "communicates" the intent. But allowance

must be made for the possibility that, in some cases, the official who

"communicates" the intent may also be competent to decide, without consulting

another organ, on the content of such an intent to be bound;221I that is why the

word "express" has also been used with respect to the representatives of

organizations when there is no reason for not so employing it (article 11 et seg.).

(12) However, although the suggestion that it should do so was made in some

comments,~ the Commission did not feel it possible to provide that the'\

executive head of an organization should have a general right, such as heads of

state, heads of Government and Ministers 'for Foreign Affairs have for states, to

represent an organization for the purposes of concluding a treaty. It is quite

true that one cannot confer "powers" on oneself and that there is in fact a person

responsible in the organizations for prOViding others with "powers" without giving

any to himself.222I But it is necessary to uphold firmly the principle that each

~ See documents A/IO.39.3, para. 178, and A/CN.4/3.39/Add.5, para. 4.

~ On this point, see the written comments of the United Nations,
document A/CN.4/3.39/Add.5, p. 4, para. 4.

~ A/CN.4/'339,. p. 12.

:t2!i/ A/CN.4!.339/Add.5, p. 3, para. 2.
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organization has its own highly individualized structure, and that it decides,
according to its own rules, on the capacity, status and title of the person
responsible for representing it without powers and, when necessary, for conferring
powers on others.

Article 8

Subsequent confirmation of an act performed
without authorization

An act relating to the conclusion of a treaty performed by a personwho cannot be considered under article 7 as authorized to represent a: stateor an international organization fo!: that purpose is without legal effectunless afterwards confirmed by that state or that organization.
CommentarY

This article reproduces the corresponding text of the Vienna Convention except
for the changes necessitated by the subject-matter of the present. draft articles.

Article 9

Adoption of the text

1. The adoption of the text of a treaty takes place by the consent of allthe international organizations or, as the case maybe, all the States andorganizations participating in its drawing up except as proVided in paragraph 2.
2. The adoption of the text of a treaty between States and internationalorganizations at an international conference of States in which organizationsparticipate takes place by the vote of two-thirds of the States andorganizations present and voting, unless by the same majority they shalldecide to apply a different rule.

Commentary
(1) The corresponding article of the Vienna Convention establishes a rule, namely
that the adoption of the text of a treaty shall take place by the consent o~all
the States participating in its drawing up, together with an exception concerning
the adoption of the text of the treaty at an "international conference", but it
does not define an "international conference". The general view, however,has
always been that this term relates to a relatively open and general oonference in
which States participate without the final consent of one or more of them to be
bound by the treaty being regarded by the other states as a condition for theen-try
into force of the treaty.
(2) The present draft article exhibits a number of particular aspects which derive
from the specific characteristics of international organizations. In the first
place, article 9, paragraph 1, of the Vienna Convention refers, as regards a treaty,
to "all the States participating in its drawing-up"; no definition is given for
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this expression, the meaning of which is sufficiently clear when only states are

involved. Where organizations are concerned, it is- only possible to regard as

"organizations" participating in the drawing up of the text tholSie organizations

which participate in the drawing up on the same footing as States, and that excludes

the case of an organization which merely plays a preparatory or advisory role

in the drawing up of the text.

(,3) In examining the possible place of international organizations in the

development of the international community, the Commission has had to decide

whether a conference consisting only of international organizations is conceivable.

The hypothesis, although exceptional, cannot be excluded; it is possible, for

example, that intern~tional organizations might seek through an international

conference to resolve certain problems or at least to bring uniformity into

certain arrangements relating to the international civil service. It was felt,

however, that even in an eventuality of that kind each organization would possess

such specific characteristics by comparison with the other organizations that

there would be little point in bringing such a "conference" within the scope of

the rule in article 9, paragraph 2. In the draft article proposed above, a

"conference" consisting only of international organizations would fall under

paragraph I in regard to the adoption of the text of a treaty: the text would

have to be adopted by all the participants unless a rule other than unanimous

consent were established.

(4) The only specific hypothesis calling for the application of a rule symmetrical

with the rule in article 9, paragraph 2, of the Vienna Convention would be that of

a "conference" between States within the meaning of that Convention in which one

or more international organizations also' participated with a view to the adoption

of the text of a treaty between those States and the international organization or

organizations concerned. In such a case, it would be proper that the rule of the

two-thirds majority laid down in the text of the Vienna Convention should apply,

with the two-thirds majority meaning two thirds of all the participants, both

States and international organizations. This is the aim of paragraph 2 of the ."

present draft artidle. In the absence of such a provision, if states participating

in the conference decided to invite one or two international organizations to

participate in the conference on the same footing as States themselves, the rule

in article 9, paragraph 2 of the Vienna Convention would be inapplicable; that

would leave no alternative but to follow a rule of unanimous consent, possibly for

the adoption of the text of a treaty and in any case for the adoption of the rule
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accor~ing to which the text of the treaty is to be adopted. It was not the
intention of the Commission, in proposing paragraph 2 of draft article 9, to
recommend the participation of one or more international organizations in the
drawing up of a treaty at an international conference; this is a question which
must be examined case by case and is a matter for states to_ decide. The Commission
merely wished to make provision for that possibility. At least in some cases,
customs and economic unions may be called on to participate as such in the
drawing up of conventions at international conferences. Nor was it the intention
of the Commission that the provisions of paragraph 2 should be interpreted as
impairing the autonomy of international conferences in the adoption of their own
rules of procedure, which might prescribe a different rule for the adoption of the
text of a treaty, or in filling any gaps in their rules of procedure on this
subject.

(5) In second reading, the Commission modified the wording of article 9, while
leaving all substantive provisions intact, in order to make it more explicit:
it will be noted that paragraph 1 speaks of "The adoption of the text of a treaty"
(as does article 9 of the Vienna Convention). In addition, the capacity of the
"participants" in the drawing up of the text of a treaty has been clarified by
distinguishing between the two categories of treaty that are the subject of the
draft articles:

"The adoption of the text of a treaty takes place by the consent ofall the international organizations or, as the case may be, all-the statesand organizations participating in its drawing up ••• ".

Article 10

Authentication of the text

1. The text of a treaty between one or more states and one or moreinternational organizations is established as authentic and definitive:

(a) by such procedure as may be provided for in tbe text or agreedupon by the States and organizations partici;pating in its drawing up; or

(b) failing such procedure, by the signature, signature adrefereridumor initialling by the representatives of those States and those organizat~onB:C-ef the text of the treaty or of the final act of a conference .incorporatingthe text.

2. The text of a treaty between international organizations is establishedas authentic and definitive:

(a) by such procedure as may be provided for in the text or agreed uponby the org~izations participating in its drawing up; or
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(b) failing such procedure, by the signature, signature ad referendum
or initialling by the representatives of those organizations of the text of
a treaty or of the final act of a conference incorporating the text.

Commentary

This draft article reproduces the corresponding text (article 10) of the

Vienna Convention, except for differences of presentation reflecting the two

particular kinds of treaty with which it is concerned. The brief allusion at

the end of paragraph 2 to a conference consisting only of international

organizations should be regarded as providing for an exceptional case, as exp1~ined

in connection with article 9 (see paragraph (3) of the commentary to that article

above).

Article 11

Means of expressing consent to be bound by a treaty

1. The consent of a state to be bound by a treaty between one or more
states and one or more international organizations may be expressed by
signature, exchange of instruments constituting a treaty, ratification,
acceptance, approval or accession, or by any other means if so agreed.

2. The consent ef an international organization to be bound by a treaty
may be expressed by signature, exchange of instruments constituting a
treaty, act of formal confirmation, acceptance, approval or acces'sion,
or by any other means if so agreed.

Commentary

(1) Paragraph 1 of this draft article reproduces, in respect of the consent of

States to be bound by a treaty concluded between one or more states and one or

more international organizations, the enumeration of the different means of

expressing consent given in article 11 of the Vienna Convention as regards

treaties between states.

~.,

t

t

h

f

i

(

(2) It is more difficult to enumerate the different means of establishing the

consent of an international organization to be bound by a treaty to which it

intends to become a party. There is no diffi-cu1ty, as regards international

organizations, in allOWing signature, exchange of instruments constituting a
,.

treaty, acceptance, approval or accession. The Commission considers that the

same principle could be accepted for international organizations as for states,
r

namely, the addition to this list of the expression "any other means if 00- agreed". F
This formulation, adopted by the United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties,

is of considerable significance, since it introduces great flexibility in the

means of expressing con.sent to be bound by a treaty; the freedom thus given to

States, which it is proposed to extend to international organizations, bears on the
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1. The consent of a state to be bound by a treaty between one or morestates and one or more international organizations is expressed by thesignature of the representative of that state when:

(a) the treaty provides that signature shall have that effect;

(b) it is otherwise established that the negotiating States andnegotiating organizations were agreed that signature should have thateffect; or

Consent to be bound by a treaty expressed by signature

Article 12

2. The consent of an international organization to be bound by a treaty isexpressed by the signature of the representative of that organization when:

(a) the treaty provides that signature shall have that effect;

(b) it is otherwise established that the negotiating organizations or,as the Clase may be, the negotiating States and negotiating organizations wereagreed that signature should have that effect; or .

(c) the intention of the State to give that effect to the signatureappears from the full powers of its representative or was expressed duringthe negotiation.

terminology as. well, since the Vienna Convention enumerates, but does not define,
the means of expressing consent to be bound by a treaty. Practice has shown,
however, that the considerable expansion of treaty commitments makes this
flexibility necessary and there is no reason to deny the benefit of it to
international organizations.
(3) Article 11 reflects the decision explained above, in the commentary to
article 2, to reserve for states the expression "ratification" as a means of
expressing consent to be bound by a treaty and to utilize a new t(::~m, "ac~ of
formal confirmation", as the analogous means for an international organization to
express consent to be bound by a treaty (see paragraphs 1 (b) and 1 (b B!!) of
article 2 above).
(4) During the second reading of this article, at its thirty-third session, the
Commission concluded that there were no convincing reasons to maintain the
distinction which had been made in the text adopted in first reading between the
consent of a state to be bound by a treaty being "expressed" and that of an
international organization being "established". The terminology as adopted in
second reading is now uniform in that regard. This change has also been reflected
in the articles which follow.
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(c) the intention of the organization to give that effect to the
signature appears from the powers of its representative or was expressed
during the negotiation.

3. For the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2:

(a) the initialling of a text constitutes a signature when it is
established that the negotiating organizations or, as the case may be, the
negotiating states and negotiating organizations so agreed;

(b) the signature ad referendum of a treaty by the representative of a
state or an organization, if confirmed by his state or organization,
constitutes a full signature.

Commentary

(1) Article 12 corresponds to article 12 of the Vienna'Convention and basically

provides for the same regime for both States and international organizations. It

was deemed advisable to maintain separate paragraphs for States and organizations

because of the important distinction between "full powers" (paragraph 1 (c» and

"powers" (paragraph 2 (c».

(2) The other distinction, which was made at the first reading stage, involved

the denial to international organizations of the faculty accorded to States under

paragraph 1 (b). The Commission concluded that there was no sound reason why the

consent of an international organization to be bound by a treaty could not be

expressed by signature when, in the absence of a relevant provision in the treaty,

it was established that the negotiating organizations or, as the case may be, the

negotiating states and negotiating organizations were agreed that signature should

have that effect. In that connection, it may be stressed that the use of the

term "negotiating organization" must be read in the light of the fact that the

consent of an organization to be bound by signature can only be given in conformity

with the relevant rules of the organization.

(3) Finally, the Commission decided in second reading to replace the ambiguous

expression "participants in the negotiation" by a more precise formula inspired by

the text of the corresponding article of the Vienna Convention: "the negotiating

organizations or, as the case may be, the negotiating States and negotiating

organizations".

Article 13

Consent to be bound by a treaty expressed by an exchange of
instruments constituting a treaty

The consent of international organizations or, as the case may be, of
states and international organizations to be bound by a treaty constituted by
instruments exchanged between them is expressed by that exchange \ jP-L:
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(b) it is otherwise established that those organizations or, as thecase may be, those states and those organizations were agreed that theexchange of instruments should have that effect.
Commentary

(1) This draft article reproduces article 13 of the Vienna Convention except for
the changes necessitated by the subject matter of the draft articles. The wording
of this draft article reflects the fact, although cases of the kind are now rare,

"that a treaty may also be constituted by an exchange of instruments when there are
more than two contracting parties.
(2) The text adopted in first reading consisted of two paragraphs, one dealing
with treaties between one or more states and one or more international organizations
and the other dealing with treaties between international organizations. In second
reading, it was decided to simplify the article by merging the two paragraphs into
a single one applicable to both kinds of treaties.

Article 14

Consent to be bound by a treaty expressed by ratification,act of formal confirmation, acceptance or approval

1. The consent of a state to be bound by a treaty is expressed by .ratification when:

(a) the treaty provides for such consent to be expressed by means ofratification;

(b) it is otherwise established that the negotiating States andnegotiating organizations were agreed that ratification should be reqUired;
(c) the representative of the State has signed the treaty subject to'ratification; or

(d) the intention of the State to sign the treaty subject to ratificationappears from the full powers of its representative or was expressed during,the negotiation.
'."'. 2. The consent of an international organization to be bound by a treaty is:<.7 expressed by an act of formal confirmation when:

(a) the treaty provides for such consent to be expressed by means ofan act of formal confirmation;

(b) it is otherwise established that the negotiating organizations or,as the case may be, the negotiating States and negotiating organizations wereagreed that an act of formal confirmation should be required;
(c) the representative of the organization has signed the treaty 8ul'jectto an act of formal confirmation; or
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(d) the intention of the organization to sign the treaty subject to anact of formal confirmation appears from the powers of its representative orwas expressed during the negotiation.

3. The consent of a state or of an intemational organization to be bound bya treaty is el..-pressed by acceptance or approval under conditions similar tothose which apply to ratification or, as the case may be, to an act of formalconfirmation.

Commentcg;y
(1) This draft article deals separately, in paragraph 1 with the consent of the
state in the case of treaties implicitly between one or more states and one or more
intemational organizations and in paragraph 2 with the consent of an intemational
organization in the case of a treaty as defined in article 2, paragraph 1 (a) 
that is to say, a treaty between one or more States and one or more intemational
organizations and a treaty between a number of intemational organizations. It
does not call for any comment as regards the question of the use, for the case of
intemational organizations, of the term "act of formal confirmation", which has
already been discussed. 600/ It will merely be noted that the wording of the title
of this article, at least in the French version, makes it clear that the expression
used there ("un acte de confirmation formelle") is a verbal expression describing
an operation which has not so far had any generally accepted term bestowed on it
in intemational practice.
(2) At its 1981 session, the Commission basically maintained the text as adopted
in first reading, except for a few drafting adjustments already explained60l/ in
connection with other articles.

Article 15
Consent to be bound by a treaty expressed by accession

The consent of a State or of an iiltemational organization to be boundby a treaty is expressed by accession when:
(a) the treaty provides that such consent 'may be expressed by that Stateor that organization by means of accession;
(b) it is otherwise established that the negotiating organizations or,as the case may be, the negotiating States and negotiating organizations wereagreed that such consent may be expressed by that State or that organizationby means of accession; or

(c) all the parties have subsequently agreed that such consent may beexpressed by that'State or that organization by means of accession.

600/ See paras. (8) and (9) of the commentary to article 2, above.
601/ See para. (4) of the commentary to article, 11 and para. C~) of thecommentary to article 12,- above.
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Commentary
Draft article 15 corresponds to the provisions of article 15 of the Vienna

Convention and, in its present form, is the result of an attempt to simplify the
text adopted in first reading by the merger into one paragraph of the two paragraphs
which appeared in the earlier text dealing with the two types 'of treaties covered
by the present draft articles. As a result, there is no description of the two
types of treaty involved, since the same rule applies to both. One member of the
Commission abstained in the adoption of the consolidated text since, in his view,

"-it was not possible to contemplate, in the case of a treaty concluded solely between
intemational organizations, later accession to that treaty by States. It was
also felt that such a situation should not be dealt with in the present draft,
since the corresponding situation of treaties concluded solely between States being
acceded to by intemational organizations had not been covered by the Vienna
Convention. The text of article 15 as adopted :in second reading shows changes
similar to those previously made in other artic1es.602!

Article 16

Exchange or deposit of instruments of ratification, act of formalconfirmation, acceptance, approval or accession

1. Unless the treaty otherwise provides, :instruments of ratification, actof fomal confirmation, acceptance, approval or accession establish the consentof a State or of an intemationa1 organization to be bound by a treaty betweenone or more States and one or more intemationa1 organizations upon:

(a) their exchange between t~ contracting States and the contractingorganizations;

(b) the ir deposit with the deposita:ry; or

(c) their notification to the contracting States and to the contractingorganizations or to the depositary, if so agreed.

2. Unless the treaty otherwise provides, instruments of act of formalconfirmation, acceptance, approval or accession establish the consent of anintemational organization to be bound by a treaty between intemationalorganizations upon:

(a) their exchange between the contracting organizations;

(b) their deposit with the depositary; or

(c) their notification to the contracting organizations or to thedepositary, if so agreed.
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Comentar;y
The draft article follows the provisions of article 16 of the Vienna Convention,

but h~s two paragraphs dealing separately with the two different kinds of treaties
which are the subject of this set of draft articles. In the case of an act of
formal confirmation, the instrument establishing its existence has been described
as an "instrument of act of formal confirmation"; the use of this term is in
harmony with the expression "an act of formal confirmation" in draft article 2,
paragraph 1 (b.E&), and in draft articles 11 and 14, since these terms help to
avoid any confusion with the confinnation referred to in draft article 8 and, as has
already been eXPlained,.§.Q2/ they do not denominate, but rather describe the operation
referred to.

Article 17

Consent to be bound by part of a treaty and choice
2f differing provisions

1. Without prejudice to articles 19 to 23, the consent of a state or of aninternational organization to be bound by p~rt of a treaty between one ormore States and one or more i.."lternational org'9Zlizations is effective only ifthe treaty so permits or if the other contracting states and the contractingorganizations or,- as. the case may be, the other contracting organizations andthe contracting States so agree.

2. Without prejudice to articles 19 to 23, the consent of an internationalorganization to be bound by part of a treaty between internationalorganfzations is effective only if the treaty so permits or if the othercontracting organizations so agree.

3. The consent of a State or of an international organizat_ In to be boundby a treaty between one or more States and one or more internationalorganizations which permits a choice be:tween differing provisions is effectiveonly if it is made clear to which of the provisions the consent relates.

4. The consent of an international organization to be bound by a treatybetween international organizations which permits a choice between differingprovisions is effective only if it is made clear to which of the provisionsthe consent relate s •

Commentary
,

This draft article deals with the two separate questions which are the subject
of article 17 of the Vienna Convention. It deals with these questions in four
paragraphs, giving separate consideration to the two kinds of iireaties which are
the subject of the present set of draft articles.

~ See para. (9) of the commentary to article 2, above.
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Article 18

Obligation not to defeat the object and pUj1?ose of a treaty
prior to its entry into force

A State or an international organizati(l is obliged to refrain from actswhich would defeat the object and purpose of a treaty when:

(a) that State or that organization has signed the treaty or hasexchanged instruments constituting the treaty SUbject to ratification, anact of formal confirmation, acceptance or approval, until that State orthat organization shall have made its j.ntention clear not to bec.ome a party,to the treaty; or

(b) that State or that organization has expressed its consent to bebound by the treaty pending the entry into force of the treaty and providedthat such entry into force is not unduly delayed.

Commentary
The draft article follows the principle set forth in article 18 of the

Vienna Convention. Again, as in articles 13 and 15 and for similar :reasons of
simplification, the text of article 18 as it has emerged from second reading at the
present session is the re suIt of the merger into one paragraph of what was
originally two. Consequently, the reference is to "a treaty", without any
description of the type of treaty involved.

Section 2. Reservations

Commentary
(1) Even in the case of treaties between States the question of reservations has
always been a thorny and controversial issue, and even the provisions of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties may not have eliminated all these
difficulties. 6041 Difficultie s a-ttended the Commission r s discussiol1s with regard
to treaties to which international organizations are parties~ the compromise

~ P.H. Imbert, Les reserves aux traites multilateraux: Evolqtion du droitet de la rati ue d.e uis l' avis donne ar la Cour internationale de Justice ..le 28 mai 1951 Paris, Pedone, 1979; see also the same author's "La question desreserves dans la decision arbitrale du 30 juin 1977 relative a. la delimitation duplateau continental entre la Republique frangaise et le Royaume Uni de Grande-Bretagneet d r Irlande du Nord", Annuaire francais de droit international.. 1978, p. 29.
6051 Yearbook ... 1975, vol. I, l348th to l350th cieetings, pp. 237-249;Yearbook ••• 1977, vol. I, l429th to l435th meetings,pp.70-l03.
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text finally adopted did no"'; receive Wlanimous support within the commission.
606

/

In the Sixth Committee the question was discussed extensively, and widely

diverging points of view emerged in 1911.f!aI The question was also touched upon

in 1918 and 1979.608/ It is brought up in the written observations submitted by a

number of Govemments and intemational organizations.~
(2) Before examining the considerations which led to the conclusions reached by

the Commission in second reading, it should be considered whether it would not

in fact be possible to find some information conceming practice , despite the

prevailing view that practice is lacking in this regard. In fact this view is

not entirely justified; there are a certain number of cases in which such

questions have arisen. Admittedly the value of these 'cases is open to question:

do the examples to be adduced involve genuine reservations, genuine objections or

even genuine intemational organizations? It would seem difficult to claim that

the problem of reservations has never arisen in practice, although the issue is

a debatable one.

(3) .An interesting legal opinion610/ has been given in the form of an aide-memoire

addressed to the Permanent Representative of a Member State from the

Secretary-General of the United Nations conceming the "Juridical standing of the

specialized agencies with regard to reservations to the Convention on the

Privileges and ImmWlities of the Specialized Agencies", which was approved by the

General Assembly of the United Nations on 21 November 1941.611/ In becoming

parties to this Convention, States aave sometimes entered reservations, and

\'
606/ One member of the Commission did not associ'l.te himself with the

compromise solution adopted; see A/CN.4/t.253.

f!E.I Report of the Sixth Committee (1911), document A/32/433, paras.' 169-118.
While some representatives supported the compromise submitted by the Commission
(para. 110), some sought a stricter system on the lines envisaged in the previous
foot-note (para. 111), while others asked for a more liberal system (para. 112).

fiJa/ Report of 'the Sixth Committee (1918), document A/33/4l9, para. 228 and
Topical summary ••• (1919), document A/ON.4/t.3ll, paras. 115 and 116.

f!!ZI See Annex 1I to the present report.

610/ United Nations Juridical Yearbook, 1964, p. 266.

611/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 33, p. 261.
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several specialized agencies have "objected to the reservation"; after various

representations, four states which had formulated reservations withdrew them.

It is at the level of objections to reservations that such precedents can be

invoked. According to the Secretary-General' s legal opm~on:

"Practice ••• has established ••• the right ••• to require that a reservation
conflicting with the purposes of the Convention and which can result in
unilaterally modifying that agency's own privileges and immunities, be not
made effective unless and until it consents thereto." 612/

As an example of an objection by an international organization to a reservation
. ~

formulated by a State this case is open to dispute, in that the specialized

agencies are not usually considered as "parties" to the 1947 Convention.~
However, even if they 9-re denied this status, there is obviously a link under the

terms of the Convention between each specialized agency and each state party to

the Convention, and it is on the basis of this link that the objection is made •.ill!
(4) A second case which arose a little later involved reservations not only to

the 1947 Convention but also to the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities

of the United Nations, which was approved by the General Assumbly on

13 February 1946.615/ In a letter addressed to the Permanent Representative of

a Member State, 616/ the Secretary-General of the United Nations referred still more

specifically to the position of a State which has indicated its intention of

acceding to the Convention with certain reservations. Without using the term

"objection", the Secretary-General indicated that certain reservations. were

incompatible with the Charter and strongly urged that the reservation should be

withdrawn, emphasizing that he would be obliged to bring the matter to the

attention of the General Assembly if, despite his objection, the reservation was

retained, and that a supplementary agreement might have to be drawn up "adjus~ing"

the provisions of the Convention in conformity with section 36 of the Convention.

612/ United Nations Juridical Yearbook, 1964, p. 266, para. 6.

mJ The legal opinion states that: "each specialized agency enjoys the same
degree of legal interest in the terms and operation of the Convention as does a
State party thereto, irrespective of the question whether or not each agency may be
described as a 'party' to the Convention in the strict legal sense".
(ibid., para. 5). See also ''Depositary practice in relation to reservations:
report of the Secretary-General", Yearbook ... 1965, vol. II, p. 102,
document A/5687, paras. 23-25.

614/ See the view expressed by the Special Rapporteur in his first report,
Yearbook ... 1972, vol. II, p. 194, document A/CN .4/258, foot-note 181.

§l2/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1, p. 15.

616/ United Nations Juridical Yearbook, 1965, p. 234.
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l\his precedent is of additional interest in that the Convention contains no

provision concerning reservations and objections to reservations and also III that

the states parties have made a considerable number of reservations. 617/

(5) A number of precedents concern the European Economic Community, and at least

one of them is of particular interest. The European Economic Community is a

party to several multilateral conventions, usually an clearly specified conditions.

Some of these conventions prohibit reservations or give a restrictive definition

of the reservations authorized; in other cases there are no indications. 618/

The European Economic COl11l11lmit;r has already entered reservations authorized under

such conventions. 619/ One case which merits some attention is the Customs

Convention on the International Transport of Goods under Cover of TIR carnets

(TIR convention) w·ith ~nexes, concluded at Geneva on 14 November 1975.620/ This

Convention has established that custqms or economic unions may become parties to

the Convention~ either at the same time as all the member states do so or

subsequently; the only article to which reservations are authorized is the

article relating to the compulsor,y settlement of disputes. Both Bulgaria and

the German Democratic Republic have made declarations to the effect that:

" ••• the possibility envisaged in article 52, paragraph 3, for customs or
economic unions to become Contracting Parties to the Convention, does not
bind Bulgaria [the German Domocratic RepUblic] with any obligations .
whatsoever with respect to these unions". 6217

617/ Multilateral treaties in respect of which the Secretary-General performs
depositary functions (ST/LEG/SER.D/13), p. 35.

618/ Examples of prohibition have already been cited in the report of the
Commission on the work of its twenty-ninth .session, Yearbook eo. 1977, vol. II
(Part Two), document A/32/10, foot-notes 458-462. Mention can also be made of
the Convention on the Conservation of Migrator,y Species of Wild .Animals of
23 June 1979, signed at Bonn, International Legal Materials, vol. XIX, No. 1,
p. 15, which recognizes "any regional economic integration organization" as a
party; article XIV restricts the right to enter reservations, but states that the
reservations permitted are open to "any State or any regional economic integration
organization". At least one state (the USSR) objected to the mention of such
organizations and has not become a party to the Convention.

619/ The International Convention on the Simplification and Harmonization of
Customs Procedures, concluded at KYoto on 18 March 1973, authorizes certain
reservations; the European Economic Community, which is a party to the Conven~ioll,

has on several occasions accepted "annexes" while availing itself of the power to .
formulate reservations. (Official Journal of the European Communities. Le~islation,
vol. 18 (1975), No. L 100, p.l; ~., vol. 21 (1978), No. L 160, p. 13;
ibid., vol. 23 (1980), No. L 100 p. 27. ; .

620/ Multilateral treaties ••• (oP. cit.), p. 335.

621/ Ibid., p. 335.
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The nine (a.t that time) member states of the Community and the European Economic

Community jointly formulated an objection in the following terms:

"The statement made by Bulgaria [the German Democratic Republic]
concerning article 52 (3) has the appearance of a reservation to that
provision, although such reservation is expressly prohibited by the
Convention. The Community and the Member States therefore consider that
under no circumstances can this statement be invoked against them and they
regard it as entirely void." 622/

There is no need to discuss or even to consider the legal problems created by

this precedent. It merely indicates that international organizations (or at

least organi!Zations sharing certain common features with international

organizations) may be called upon to take cognizance of questions relating to

reservations at a time when it would not perhaps be universally recognized, even

in the context of inter-State relations, that the rules of the Vienna Convention

on the Law of Treaties have become customary rules of international law. All

that can be said is that these precedents, especially that of the 1947 Convention

on the Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies and the 1946

Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, show that it

is not unknown in current practice for intemational organizations to formulate

what may be considered reservations or objections.

(6) At its thirty-third session, the Commission made a general review of" the

articles which it had adopted on reservations in first reading. It was encouraged

to pay particular attention to this issue by the difficulty of the subject on the I

one haz:1d, and by the differences of opinion- that had become apparent among its

members in first reading and the oral and written comments of govemmentson the

other.

(7) Apart from tackling the difficult drafting problems involved, the Commissi"on

devoted a long discussion to the substantive problem of the formulation of

reservations (article 19 of the Vienna Convention). It was left in no doubt thc,l.t

;this was the question that gave rise to the greate~t difficulties and that its

solution required both a statement of principle and the admission· of exceptions to

that principle.

(S) With regard to the principle, thF! options are!either to extend to

organizations the freedom to formulr.;e reservations conferred upon States by

article 19 of the Vienna Conventior:. or,onthe contraxy, to state by way of a"

general rule that organizations are prohibited from making reservations. In

either case, the consequences of th~ choice can be alleviated by appropriate

exceptions.

"622/ ~., p. 335.
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(9) In first reading, the Commission tried to establish a compromise between two

approaches that became apparent during its discussions, the one favouring the

principle of freedom and the other principle of prohibition. As a result, it

provided that the principle of freedom would apply wi.th respect to treaties between

intemational organizations and to reservations formulated by states, but that the

possibility of reservations by intemational organizations to a treaty between

States and intemational organizations would depend on the circumstances of the case.

(10) Not all members of the Commission subscribed to this choice, and one of

them proposed a consistent series of articles based on the principle of

prohibition.~
(11) Numerous comments were made conceming the articles adopted in first

reading. . In particular, it was said that the distinctions made by the Commission

lacked logical justification and employed imprecise criteria. Furthermore, as

an extension of the compromise solution that it had adopted concerning the

formulation of reservations in articles 19 and 19.ill, the Commission had devoted

an article 19 ~, having no equivalent in the Vienna Convention, to the

formulation of objections to reservations, and it was claimed that the rules laid

do~ in that article were pointless, complicated and ambiguous.

(12) Finally, the Commission had proposed in articles 19, 19~ and 19~ a·

description of the treaties in question which implied that the articles and, in

consequence, the formulation of reservations applied only to multilateral

treaties. While it is certain that reservations take on their full significance

only in relation to multilateral treaties, it was pointed out that there had been

examples in practice of reservation to bilateral treaties, that the question was

the subject of dispute, and that the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties was

cautiously worded and took no stand on the matter.

(13) After a thorough review of the problem, a consensus was reached within the

Commission, which, choosing a simpler solution than the one it had adopted in

first reading, assimilated international organizations to States for the purposes

of the formulation of reservations.

(14) Hence, the rules laid down in article 19 of the Vienna Convention on the Law

of Treaties now extend, in the cases of treaties concluded between States and

intemational organizations and treaties concluded between intemational

organizations, both to reservations formulated by States and to reservations
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formulated by intemational organizations •.. The principle of the freedom to

formulate reservations that had been established for States is also valid for

intemational organizations; this is in accordance with the wishes of such

organizations and, it would seem, with a number of pointers from the realm of

practice. The limits to that freedom which subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) of

article 19 of the Vienna Convention lay down for States have been applied without

change to intemational organizations.

(15) This substantive change from the solutions chosen by the Commission in first

reading makes for far simpler drafting. There is no longer any need to make a

fundamental distinction between treaties between States and intemational

organizations and treaties between intemational organizations; in some instances,

it is even possible to forgo distinguishing between the case of States and that of

:intemational organizations. Articles 19 and 19~ as adopted in first reading

have been reduced to a single provisi.on, the new article 19; article 19~ as

adopted in first reading, which varied the regime for the formulation of objections

to reservations according to whether the objection came from an organization or a

State and whether the treaty l'laS between intemational organizations or between

one or more States and one or more intemational organizations, has been deleted

as having lost its raison dr~tre. The Commission has also been able, either as

a direct consequence of the change in the rules it proposes conceming the

formulation of reservations, or merely by the use of simpler wordmg, substantially

to refine the text of the other articles conceming reservations and, in particular,

to reduce each of the combinations of articles 20 and 20 lE:! and 23 and 23 lE:!
to a single article.

Article 19

Formulation of reservations.

1. A state may, when signing, ratifYing, accepting, approving or acceding
to a treaty, formulate a reservation unless:'

(a) the reservation is prohibited by the treaty or it is otherwise
established that the negotiat:ing States and negotiating organizations were
agreed that the reservBl,tion is prohibited;

(b) the treaty provides that only specified reservations,which do not
include the reservation in question, may be made; or

(c) in cases not falling under sUbparagraphs (a) and (b), the reservation
is incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty.
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3. In cases not falling under the preceding paragraphs and unless the treatyotherwise provides:

(a) acceptance of a reservation by a contracting state or by aorganization constitutes the reserving state or organization a partytreaty in relation to the accepting State or organization if or whenis in force for the author of the reservation and for the State ororganization which has accepted it;
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1. A reservation expressly authorized by a treaty does not require anysubsequent acceptance by the contracting organizations or, as the case may be,by the contracting organizations and contracting states unless the treaty soprovides.

(a) the reservation is prohibited by the treaty or it is otherwiseestablished that the negotiating organizations or, as the case may be, thenegotiating states and negotiating 'organizations were agreed that thereservation is prohibited;

2. When it appears from the object and the purpose of a treaty that theapplication of the treaty in its entirety between all the parties is anessential condition of the consent of each one to be bound by the treaty, areservation requires acceptance by all the parties.

Acceptance of and objection to reservations

2. An international organization may, when signing, formally confirming,accepting, approving or acceding to a treaty, formulate a reservation unless:

(c) in cases not falling under subparagraphs (a) and (b), the reservationis- incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty.
Commentary

Article 19 replace.s articles 19 and 19 lli as adopted in first reading. It is
only for the sake of clarity that the article retains separate paragraphs for states
and international organizations; the rules it lays down are substantially the same
in each case. Paragraph 1, concerning states, differs from article 19 of the
Vienna Convention only in that it mentions both "negotiating States and negotiating
orgarlizations"; paragraph 2, concerning international organizations, speaks of
"formally confirming" rather than "ratifying" and distinguishes, in subparagraph (a)
between the case of treaties between international organizations and that of treaties
between states and international organizations.

Article 20

(b) the treaty provides that only specified reservations, which do notinclude the reservation in question, may be made; or

, .
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(c) an act of a State or of an international organization expressmg theconsent of a State or of an organization to be bound by the treaty andcontaming a reservation is effective as soon as at least one othercontracting State or one contracting organization or, as the case may be, oneother contracting organization or one contracting State has accepted there~nd~. .

4. For the purposes of paragraphs 2 and 3 and unless the treaty 0' nerwiseprovides, a reservation is considered to have been accepted by a Stc...te if itshall have raised no objection to the reservation by the end of a p.,riod oftwelve months after it was notified of the reservation or by the da-+,e on whichit expressed its consent to be bound by the treaty, whichever is later.
Commentar.v

(1) As stated above, article 20 results from the merger of articles 20 and 202
as adopted .in first reading. Like the corresponding provision .in the Vie~'la

Convention, the article moves directly to the problem of acceptance of and objection
to reservations without the question of the "formulation" of objections having been
tackled in any way in the earlier articles; this was not the case with .the:articles
adopted in first reading, since they included article 19~ (now eliminated) which
was devoted to that que stion.
(2) Comparison of the present article 20 and article 20 of the Vienna Con.rention
reveals two substantive differences624/ which merit comment and a number of drafting

624/ There is a further substantive difference which was approved in f1!-streading and to which the Commission considered it unnecessary to revert, naJraly theomission from paragraph 2 of the present text of all reference 'to the "limitednumber of negotiating States". Such a reference could hardly be transposad eitherto the field of treaties between organizations or to that of treaties between Statesand international organizations. The object of article 20, paragraph 2, of theVienna Convention is to place treaties under a special regime m cases wh. "':'e"the application of the treaty in its entirety between all the parties is 1.."1'essential condition of the consent of each one to be bound by the treaty". Thattext gives two criteria for the nature of such consent: the limited number ofnegotiating States and the object and purpose of the treaty. The second criterionis perfectly valid for treaties between international organizations or bet~e:tlStates and international organizations, but the first is not and has therefore beendiscarded. ,The limited degree of participation in. a negotiation cannot, .indeed"be measured in the same way for treaties between States as for treaties between "international organizations or between States, and mtemational organization.s,since the m~mbership of mtematiorial organizations already ~p:res~nts Cl.mUltiplicity of States.
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subparagraphs 3(a) and 3(b), where mention of an intemati~al organization appears

alongside that of a State, and paragraph 1 and subparagraph 3(c), where a

distinction is made between the case of treaties between intemational organizations

and -that of treaties between States and international organizations.

(3) With regard to tp.e substantive differences, the first comment to be made

draft article 20 contains no counterpart to article 20, paragraph 3, of the

Vienna convention.§gjJ This kind of provision had already beAn omitted from

articles 20 and 20 2 as adopted in first reading. However, the omission was

justified in those cases626/ by the fact that the Commission had decided against

dealing with the possible case of an international organization having at least one

other international organization among its members. Now the Commission is, as

previously indicated, proposing for the first time a draft article 5 paralleling

article 5 of the Vienna Convention; by so doing, it brings within the scope of the

provisions of the present draft the constituent. instruments of organizations of
-.;

which at least one member is another intemational organization. Logically,

therefore, article 20 should comprise a paragraph 3 paralleling article 20,

paragraph 3, of the Vienna Convention. However, the Commission has adopted draft

article 5 without excluding retuming at its n~.xt session to that provision and,

if necessary, to article 20 in the light of comments evoked by its new initiative.

(4) The second comment on the substance concerdf; article 20, paragraph 4, which

deals with the effects of silence during a specified period (12 months) with regard

to a reservation formulated by a contracting state. With the exception of the

numbers of the two paragraphs to which it refers, the text of this provision as

proposed in second reading is identical to that of article 20, paragraph 5, of the

Vienna. Convention; it provides that:

" ••• a reservation is considered to have been accepted by a State if it shall
have raised no objection to the reservation by the end of a period of 12 months
after it was notified of the reservation or by the date on which it expressed
its consent to be bound by the treaty, whichever is later".

The rule therefore applies~ to reservations whether they are formulated by

international organizations or by States; however, this new paragraph 4 does not

state any rule concerning the acceptance of a reservation by an intemational

62S/''When a treaty is a constituent instrument of an intemational
organization and unless it otherwise provid\3s, a rel;lervation ~quires the ~cceptance

of the competent organization of that organization."

626/ Yearbook ... 1977'- Vol. II (Part 2), p. 112, document A/32/10.
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organization in the event that the org~nization does not react to the reservation

'within a specified period. In this respect, paragraph 4 as adopted in first

reading assimilated the situation of international organizations to that of states.

(5) The majority of the members of the Commission accepted this change only after

protracted discussion. Several protests had been raised, in oral and written

comments, against the assimilation of intern~.ti.onal organizations to sta'; IS in this

respect. It had been asserted that the parag:r:aph in effect established "tacit

acceptance" of reservations and that:

" ••• any actions by an intemational organization relating to a treaty to which
it is a party must be clearly and 1.Ulequivocally reflected in the actions of its
competent body". 627/

It was also remarked that 12 months was too short a period to serve as the basis for

a rule of tacit acceptance, since, in the case of some intemational organizations,

the bodies competent to accept reservations did not hold annual sessions. It was

suggested in that connection that the 12 months' time-limit might have been extended

in the case of intemational organi.zations. In contrast to this, it was said that

the expiry of the 12 months' time-limit had less the effect of tacit acceptance than

of the prescription of a right and that organizations could not be given the

privilege of prolonging 1.Ulcertainty concerning the substance of treaty obliga,tions.

It was further stated that constitutional considerations specific to an

organization could not in any case be taken into consideration when that

organization expressed its consent to be b01.Uld by a treaty~ the formulation of

a reservation by one of its partners. That was because the competent organs of

the organization would have been aware of the reservation when they took the

decision to bind" the organization and their silence would therefore have been

vol1.Ultary.

(6) Finally, the Commission, without thereby rejecting the principle that, even

where treaties are concemed, obligations can arise for an organization from its

conduct,628/ has refrained from s3Ying anything in article 4, paragraph 20,

concerning the problems raised by the protracted absence of any objection by an

intemational organization to a reservation formulated by one of its partners.

§il/ A/CN.4/339, p.16.

628/ This question will have to be studied again in connec'tion with
draft article 45.
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It was the Conunission 's vie,,, in this respect that practice would have no great

difficulty in producing remedies for the prolongation of a situation ,,,hose drawbacks

should not be exaggerated.W
Article 21

Legal effects of reservations and of ob,iections to reservations

1. A reservation established with regard to another party in accordance with
articles 19, 20 and 23:

(a) modifies for the reserving state or international organization in its
relations with that other party the provisions of the treaty to which the
reservation relates to the extent of the reservation; and

(b) modifies those pr0visions to the same extent for that other party in
its :relations with the reserving State or organization.

2. The reservation does not modify the provisions of the treaty for the other
parties to the treaty inter se.

3. When a State or international organizati~~ objecting to a reservation has
not opposed the entry into force of the treaty between itself and the reserving
State or organization, the provisions to which the reservation relates do not
apply as bet,reen the author of the reservation and the objecting State or
organization to the extent of the reservation.

Article 22

'rJithdra,,,al of reservations and of objections to reservations

1. Unless the treaty otherwise provides, a reservation may be withdrawn at any
time and the consent of a State or of an international organization which has
accepted the reservation is not required for its withdrawal.

2. Unless the treaty otherwise proy-ides, an objection to a reservation may be
withdrawn at any time.

3. Unless the treat;¥" otherwise provides, or it is o.therwise agreed:

(a) the withdrawal of a reservation becomes operative in relation to
another contracting State or a contracting organization or, as the case may be,
another con.tracting organization or a contracting State only when notice of it
has been received by that State or. that organization;

(b) the withdrawal of an objection to a reservation becomes operative only
when notice of it has been received by the State or international organization
which formula.ted the reservation.

629/ Prolongation of uncertainties concerning the acceptance of reservatio~
has drawbaeks principally in the case referred to in article 20, paragraph 2, since
it then delays the entry into for~ of the treaty.
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Article 23

les
Procedure regarding reservations

1. A reservation, an express acceptance of a reservation and an objection to
a reservation must be formulated in writing and communicated to the contracting
States and contracting organizations and other States and organizations entitled
to become parties to the treaty.

3. An express acceptance of, or an objection to, a reservation made previously
to confirmation of the reservation does not itself require confirmation.

2. If fonllulated when signing the treaty .subject to ratification, an act of
formal confirmation, acceptance or approval, a reservation must be formally
confirmed by the reserving State or intemational organization when expressing
its consent to be bound by a treaty. In such a case the reservation shall be
considered as having been made on the date of its confirmation.

be

any

ts

n

LS

ng

h

4. The withdra''1al of a reservation or of an objection to a reservation must
be formulated in writing.

Commentary to articles 21, 22 and 23

By comparison with the texts adopted in first reading, these three articles

exhibit only drafting changes, all of which have been made in order to lighten the

text: article 22 now has only three paragraphs instead of four, and the new version

of article 23 is a product of the merger of art:lcles 23 and 23 bis as adopted in

first reading. The re suIt is that the new texts are very close to the corresponding

provisions of the Vienna Convention, from which they differ only by the:i.'?' mention of

intemational organizations in addition to States (article 21, subparas. l(a) and (b)

and para. 3; article 22, para. 1 and subpara. 3(b); article 23, paras. 1 and 2)

or by the fact that they distinguish between treaties between intemational

organizations and treaties between States and intemational organizations

(article 22, subpara. 3(a».

Section 3. Entry into force and provisional
application of treaties

be , Article 24
it

Entry into force

only
on

1. A treaty enters into force in such manner and upon such date as it may
provide or as the negotiating organizations or, as the case may be, the
negotiating States and negotiating organizations may agree.

ce

2. Failing any such provision or agreement, a treaty enters into force as soon
as consent to be bound by the treaty has been established for all the
negotiating organizations or, as the case may be, all the negotiating States
and negotiating organizations.
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3~ When the consent of a state or of an intemational organization to be bound
by a treaty is established on a da.te after the treaty has come into force, the
treaty enters into force for that state or that organization on that date,
unless the treaty otherwise provides.

4. The provisions of a treaty regulating the authenticaUon of its text, the
establisb1Uent of the consent to be bC'uud by the treaty, the manner or date of
its entry into force, reservations, ti1.e functions of the depositary and other
matters arising necessarily before the entry into force of the treaty apply
from the time of the adoption of its text.

Article 25

Provisional application

1. A treaty or a part of a treaty is applied provisionally pending its entry
into force if:

(a) the treaty itself so provides; or

(b) the negotiating organizations or, as the case may be, the negotiating
States and negotiating or6anizations have in some other manner so agreed.

2. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or the negotiating organizations or,
as the case m~ be, the negotiating States and negotiating organizations have
otherwise agreed, the provisional application of a treaty' or a part of a treaty
with respect to a State or organization shall be terminated if that State or
that organization notifies the other States and the organizations or, as the
case may be, the other organizations and the States between which the treaty
ia being applied provisionally of its intention not to become a party to the
treaty.

Commenta;y to articles 24 and 25

No substantive changes were made to these two articles after their second

readi,ng. Their wording is, however, considerably lighter than that. of the

corresponding provisions as adopted in first reading, articl€s 24 and 24~ and

articles 25 and 25~ respectively having been ·merged to form single articles.

Articles 24 and 25 as now drafted differ from the corresponding articles of the

VielUla Convention only in so far as is necessary to cater for the distinction

between treaties betwen intemational organizations and treaties between States

and intemational organizations (article 24, paras. 1, 2- and 3; article 25,

subpara. l(b) and para. 2).
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PART III

OBSERVANCE, APPLICATION AND m!lERPRETATION OF TREATIES

section 1. Observance of treaties

Article 26

Pacta sunt servanda

Every treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be
performe<i by them in good faith.

CODlllentary

This text reproduces the corresponding provision of the Vienna Convention.

It cslls for no COlllllel1t otoor than that it ~ be said to constitute a definiticm

of the very essence of treaties, thus recognizing that intematicmal organizations

are genuine parties to legal instruments which are genuine treaties, even if some

differences exist between their participation and that of States.
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CHAPTER IV

STATE RESPONSIBILITY

A. Introduction: Completion of the first read~ng of Part 1
of the draft articles

(The origin of international responsibility)

130. At its thirty-second session, in 1980, the Comm~ission completed its first

reading of Part 1 of the draft articles on the topic, 630/ as recommended by the

General Assembly in its resolution 34/141 of 11 December 1919-

131. The general structure of the draft was described at length in the Commission's

report on the work of its twenty-seventh session. 631! Under the general plan

adopted by the Commission, the origin of international responsibility forms the

subject of Part 1 of the draft, which is concerned with determining on what grounds

and under what circumstances a State may be held to have committed an

internationally wrongful act which, as such, is a source of international

responsibility_

132. In 1918, in conformity with the pertinent provisions of its Statute, the

Commission requested the Governments of Member States to transmit their observations

and oomments on the proVisions of chapters I, 11 and HI of Pa+t 1 of the

draft articles on State responsibility for internationally wrongful acts. The

General Assembly, in section I, paragraph 8, of resolution 33/139 of

19 Deoember 1918, endorsed this decision of the Commission. The observations and

comments received in response to that request have been reproduced in

document A/CN.4/328 and Add. 1 to 4. Having completed the first reading of the

whole of Part 1 of the draft, the Commission decided at the thirty-second session

to renew its request to Governments to transmit their observations and comments on

the provisions of chapters I, 11 and Ill, and to ask them to do so before

1 March 1981. At the same time the Commission decided, in conformity with

articles 16 and 21 of its Statute, to communicate the provisions of chapters IV

and V to the Governments of'Member States, through the Secretary-General, and to

request them to transmit their observations and comments on those provisions by

1 March 1982. The observations and comments of Governments on the provisions

630/ See Official Records of' the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session~
Supplement No. 10 (A!35!10), pp. 49-132.

631/ Yearpook .•• 1915, vol. 11, pp. 55-59, document A/IOOIO/Rev.l,
paras. 38-51.
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appearillg ill the various chapters of Part 1 of the draft will, when the time comes,

enable the Commission to embark on the second reading of that part of the draft

without undue del3\Y. As of 24 July 1981, comments and observations from five

Governments had been received.~
B. Commencement of consideration of Part 2 of the draft articles

(Content, forms and degrees of international responsibility)

133. Part 2 of the draft articles deals with the content, forms and degrees of

international responsibility, that is to S3\Y, with determining the consequences

which an internationally wrongful act of a State m3\Y have under intemational law

in different cases (reparative and punitive consequences of an intemationally

wrongful act, relationship between these two types of consequences, material forms

which reparation and sanction m3\Y take). Once these two essential tasks are

completed, the Commission m3\Y perhaps decide to add to the draft a Part 3 conceming

the "implementation" ("mise en oeuvre") of intemational responsibility and the

settlement of disputes. The Commission considered that it would be better to

postpone a decision on the question whether the draft articles on State

responsibility for intemationally wrongful acts should begin with an article g1V1ng

definitions or an article enumerating the matters excluded from the draft. When

solutions to the various problems have reached a more advanced stage, it will be

easier to see whether or not such preliminary clauses are needed in the general

structure of the draft. It is alW3\YS advisable to avoid definitions or initial

formulations which m3\Y prejudge solutions that are to be adopted later.

134. In order to pursue its consideration of "State responsibility", in view of the

former Special Rapporteur's election as a JUdge of the Intemational Court of

Justice, the Commission appointed Mr~ Willem Riphagen as Special Rapporteur for the

topic at its thirty-first session in 1919. At the thirty-$econd session the

Special Rapporteur submitted a preliminary report (A/CN.4/330) on the basis of which

the Commission reviewed a broad. range of general and preliminary questions raised

by the study of Part 2 of the draft, dealing with the content, fuxms and degrees of

intemational responsibility. The views expressed in this connection by the

members of the Commission are reproduced in the summary records of its 1591th to

1601st meetings. 6331

631 See comments and observations of Sweden (A/CN.4/342) , Bulgaria
(A!CN.4 342/~dd.1), Mongolia (A/CN.4/342!Add.2), the Federal Republic of Germany
(A/CN.4/34i/Add.3) and Czechoslovakia (ArCN.4/342/ArJ.d.4).

6331 See Yearbook eo. 1980,' vol. I, pp. 13-S8
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135. 'rh,~ p~l:im1naJ;'y report analysed in general the various possible new legal

~aet~on~:i:pe (i.e. new rights and corresponding obligations arisine from an

:i:nt\,!X'n~t:ion~lywJ.'Ons~l. a.ot of a. State as determined by Part 1 of ·the draft

a.!'t.:i"ol..e~ on Stat~ respou,si..bili..ty).

U6.. n~v.i.:pg noted.. at the outset a u'tUIlber of circumstances which are, in principle,

.i.:r:relevantf"ol." the appl:i.cation of' Part 1.6341 but relevant for Part 2, the report

aatl 0\\-0 three I?a.x'aIIleters fOr the possible new legal relationship arising froD an

:ll'\t~:rn.ationa.1.J,.y wrongfu.l act of' a State. The first parameter was the new

a'bUga.tionli;l 0:1;' tne State whose act is internationally wrongful, the second being

th~ n.ew: :r.:i.gnt 0:1;' the "injured" State, and the third one being the position of the

"thiri lt Sta;ce in respeot of' the situ.ation created by the internationally wrongful

A.at.

137. In thus drawing uJ;l a oatalogue of' possible new legal relationships established

by A. State ~ s "wrongMness", the report discussed the duty to make "reparation" in

:I.b 'II'~io\\$ fQ:rJll.s. falling wi thin the first parameter, the principle of non

l'EI(l()Bnitton, e:ltceJrbio non ad.:i:nn~leti. contractus, and other IIcounter-measures ll

('lpvtlll.'ed oode~ the second parameter, and the right, possibly even duty, of "third"

fHa,teet to t~e $I non-neutral position as envisaged und.er the third parameter.

Ba, The ~llOX't th.en turned to the 'P:r:oblellt of' "proportionaJ.i.tyll between the wrongful

APt Md th~ l':fe~~~~e"' t~:t:eto, and in this connection discus.sed limitati.ons of

f

..~ T~~. ~lX"~il E.Q-il~ ~t me- QU~&Et~. that'~a numbeI: of. circums:tan.ces wh.i~h. Ee,
+fi ll~l~W+~l~ l :f,~~J;e"(@'t fO.I: the aItItlJ...Qat:Lcon OI, E'art 1 - su.ch as the convent~onalor
pthFlf Al':\'~:t,R p..f '~e ~J;j;g!3o>tiQn' 'QI.'eached:,v the- ~ntent of. tha.t obligation, and the
~fl:P:t,P'l:u:m~~~ ~ '~e e;t;.~~ 1)-r~l:l: Qfl" thact; ob:l:;ia-e;t-i..on -:maoc, howeve-:t:, have re-~evanc!=:,

f@:p iihf'i ~~l\~~~ __i;Q>:a Q>~ the n~w· l~&,al r.:a:I:$tionsh~~in Part 2.. I:t al.s.o recaJ.1.ed
1in~1i l'I@m~ ~~~. ~'ti;Q-J;~:i$.' E~t- J:; -. m:l·tabJ::y:- arti..c-.l.e U.,p-ara. 2:; artic~e ~2.,

J;Hil'fJt+t~' fWl\:tQ;\e ];4" ~~.. 4'.,." ~ ~v~ r~ to: the: q,u.e:ati..on: whe-theoI: or not thee
AAfl.lilinrt, ;f:'gf'.\\\li ~ <t.~: o-:e- S-t:~. re&p:Qnft:kb:U;i.:t;v.-' ~:. thee s.aII1e' tor: this
"FRnt:r:i-:P~tA~;,v:\\ w..,~Q-il ~: i!Q.~ Q<lJh~r' i..'l'1~:t11a.t;i:Ana;]':ly·wmng;f.u.l.. cond..u.ct, and. that
~~mnjlf qq~~rMIm§' <;\li'i;:;l~ ~ ~t; Q£ the' ~'&" o::t iml'."l~CJ3iti.on: Qf:: a S:tate in the-
~fltli1:mij.H8tH~n¥ \'ff~\l;J; a.«"t Qi!' ctnQ'ther s.~~~. (q.1.";ti.o-.1~:So 2.../ and. 2..8) • Fu.~th.er!ll.QI.'e-, I·
ti1~ 4::El:po.:pt ~e.~~:qeQl 1l.\1l.~it th~ Q'Qmmi.S.fii.QU',. in· CU'a.fti-n~ the. ~i;i..clf)Sc of: cha;ptex- V ot .c.·••.·..,...••..

ilii!:fl' l't ~:nr\;.:it.le.dj r,tC.i;rc1P.!!p';qa+i<;e~ 1l:t'.~ql:u~in& wrEl,n~'U1ne·&st, d:el.,:l.bera:-t'ely l.ei;t- open
~ll§ :p.q~~~R:tl.ity tlll,Gl.'&- @, act of a St!3.t~,,. cQ_tted undel:' su.ch cj,.;;:c'WD.$:t-a.nce~, IQ.i..-@t
+1~r¥fltt.:ijgl\%~~ ~~~4 som~ ne-w:o l,eg~. r,e-lq.:tiQuship.s simila.'f: to th9s~ ent-a.i,:teCl 'b-y- an
.:j.tl~~+'fl€1-t~OJ.\~l;Y-vro~:f(~J; a~it,. 'fne repEl1't, reQQIIlIllende.d su;cb: new 1.!'l8"ai. ~l.Cltt-:i.Qns.b:i..pS'
to :P,§ q~§!.l t Vii,.~ iI,l, J?~'Q 2 of. tlle· dJ:;a4:,t: a.r,t;i..cll'ts ra.ther thap. wi:tb::i.n. th~ co~te'l(.t or
~h,a t.9~?· :\I~l;t;~~~~~~op~ 1~~il.p-:f;.;y;; fur irl.iuriQ~~ ?-Qns,e.q,u.ences ~iJl,i~ O'tlt· of.' ~ct~
PA~ I++{)ffi-P.).t:~.j ~(l-,. J,I;l.;tE;:r;p,P.t l:.Qnq,1, l,qVi}'. Saa Qf£(L'C,:l:al:ae.c.0:r~~'£'t':}~~~l.l~M Aeb$~Q1Y;!

IJ':F~¥-:~;Lf~~ ~~P:~.:;op';; S~J2J3l~Wini;,No. ~Q •. (,ik!35'!Iq), p,. 133, p~a. "3t).•
_,_"......., .......'<~ ...._._._,~. , ........ __~,. •• l_,_"';•.~... ,, __ "'__"',,".'"""'_."'~' _._,.••.',...... ,-' 'c-'-"" " .",._ .• 'C" .'.><"'<>- , .• ',"',",', -
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allowab10 riHll;iot1t:lel3 b;y- virtue of the particular protection, given by ~ rule of

international la.w, to the object of the response; by virtue of linkage, under a

rule of interuatitltial law, 'between the object of the breach and the object of the

response i and by vtt:'tut:! of the existence of a form of international organization
6~r:.1

lato sensu.~

139. Finally, th~ report addressed the question of loss of the right to invoke the

new legal relationship established by the rules of international law as a

consequence of a wrongful act, and suggested that this matter be deal t with rather

within the framework of Part 3 of the draft articles on State responsibility

(the implementation of State responsibility).636!

140. The discussion of the topic in the Commission was of a' preliminary character,

calling for the need to draw up a concrete plan of work for the topic. It was

generally recognized that in drafting the articles of Part 2 the Commission should

proceed on the basis of the articles of Part 1 - already provisionally adopted by

the Commission in first reading, though, of course, in the second reading some

revisions, rearrangements and mutual adaptations should not be excluded.ill!

141. It was also noted that, while liability for injurious consequences arising out

of acts not prohibited by internat~onal law might include the obligation of a State

to give compensation, any possible degree of "overlap" with the treatment, in

Part 2 o:f the articles on State responsibility, ·of the obligation of reparation,

resulting from a wrongful act, or even from ,nact, the wrongfulness of which was

precluded in the circumstances described in chapter V of Part 1, would do no
6-z.s/harm. ~

142. Some members eJ..-pressed doubts as to the advisabillty of dealing extensively

with !Icounter~measures", international law being based not .so much on the concept of

sanction and punishment as on the concept o£ remedpng -wrongs that had been

committed. Other members, however, considered the second and third paraIll.eters to

be of the essence of Part 2. 639/

§22/ !!!!:., para. '7.
636/ Ib.id.. , p. 1;4, para. 39·
631/ ~, Pli'[!l!. 41.
03a/ ~, ~m'~. 4~.

2W J1\'ilU., p~§,. 4;.
.-.='
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143. It was generally recognized that the principle of proportionality was at the

bas~s of the whole topic of the content, forms and degrees of responsibility, though

some members contested its character as a rule of international law, or were

inclined to regard it as being a primary rather than a secondary rule. 640/
144. Several members stressed the Heed to avoid the enunciation of primary rules

within the context of Part 2. There was the feeling, however, that some

"categorization" according to their content, of the primary obligations with which

an act of a State was not in conformity, was inevitable when determining the new

legal relationships arising from the breach of those Obligations. 641/
C. Consideration of the topic at the present session

145. At the present session, the Commission had before it the second report

(A/CN.4/344 and Corrs. 1 (English only) and 2) submitted for its consideration by

the Special Rapporteur. In part II of the report, the Special Rapporteur proposed

five draft articl~s on content, forms and degrees of State responsibility. The

first three articles constituted chapter or entitled "General princiPles ll
•
64Y The

640/ Ibid., para. 44.

641/ ~,p. 135, para. 45.
642/ Those three articles read as follows:

"Article 1

."A breach of an international obligation by a State does not, as such and
for that State, affect (the force of) that obligation.

"Article 2

"A rule of international law, whether of customary, conventional or
other origin, imposing an obligation on a State, may explicitly or implicitly
determine also the legal consequences of the- breach of such obligation.

"Article 3

"A breach of an international obligation by a State does not, in itself,
deprive that State of its rights under international law."
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last two articles constituted chapter II entitled "Obligations of the State which

has committed an internationally wrongful act". 643/

146. After a brief review of the first (p~eliminary) report, the comments in the

Commission on that report, and the comments in the Sixth Committee on the topic,

the second report dealt primarily with the first parameter, i.e. the new obligations

of the State which is held to have committed an internationally wrongful act

entailing its international responsibility (the "author ll State). The report,

643/ Those two articles read as follows:

"Article 4

"Without prejudice to the provisions of article 5:
"1. A State, which has committed an internationally wrongful act, shall:

(a) discontinue the act, release and return the persons and objects
held through such act, and prevent continuing effects of such act; and

(b) subject to article 22 of Part 1 of the present articles, apply
such remedies as are provided for in, or admitted under, its internal law; and

(c) re-establish the situation as it existed before the breach~

"2. To the extent that it is materially impossible for the state to act
in confoI':nity with the provisions of paragraph 1 of the present article, it
shall pay a sum of money to the injured State, corresponding to the value which
a fulfilment of those obligations would bear.

"3. In the case mentioned in paragraph 2 of the present article, the
State shall, in addition, provide satisfaction to the injured State in the form
of an apology and of appropriate guarantees against repetition of the
breach.

"Article 5
"1. If the internationally wrongful act is a breach of an international

obligation concerning the treatment to be accorded by a State (within its
jurisdiction) to aliens, whether natural or juridical persons, the State
which has committed the breach has the option either to fulfil the
obligation, mentioned in article 4, paragraph 1, under (c), or to act in
accordance with article 4t paragraph 2.

"2. However, if, in the case mentioned in paragraph 1 of the present
article,

(a) the wrongful act was committed with the intent to cause direct
damage to the injured State, or .

(b) the remedies, referred to in article 4, paragraph 1, under (b), are
not in conformity with an international obligation of the State to provide
effective remedies, and the State concerned exercises the option to act in
conformity with article 4, paragraph 2, paragraph 3 of that article shall
apply. "
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however, also suggested the advisability or starting the draft articles of

Part :2 with three "preliminary" rules (draft articles 1 to 3) ,.€W providing

a frame for all ·the following chapters of Part 2, which deal separately with

each of the three par~eters outlined in the preliminary report.

147. By way of introduction or those preliminary rules, the report noted the

rundamental structural dirference between international law and any system of

internal law, and the interrelationship between - and essential unity of purpose

or - the rules relating to the methodologically separated items of "primary

rules", "rules relating to the origin of State responsibility", "rules rela.ting

to the content, forms and degrees of State responsibility" and "rules relating

to the implementation of State responsibility". The report also noted that

the "rule of proportionality" underlying the responses of international law to

a breach of its primary rules, should be understood as to be rather of a negative

kind, excluding particular responses to particular breaches.

148. The report then stated the reasons for including the three preliminary rules,

artioles 1 and 3- of which deal with the continuing force , notwithstanding the

b:reaoh, of the primary obligations and rights of the States concerned., while

article 2 refers to possible special, self-contained, regimes.of legal consequences

attaohed. to the non-performance of obligations in a specific field..

149. The report then turned to the first parameter and analysed the three steps

assooiated wit;h that parameter: the obligation to stop the breach, the obligations

9r "repa;r,ation" , and the Obligations of restitutio in integrum stricto sensu and

"sGl,tisraotion" in th+ form of an apology and guarantee against repetition of

~h~ ~:reaoh.

150 .. ~his analysis is then confronted with State practice, judicial and arbitral

<J,~vis:i911s al1q; do·ctrine, ll:..J.ding up to the proposed articles 4 and 5.~
151.. ~rtiyle 4,. paragraph 1, refers to the new obligations tending towards a belated

P~rf9r~ye Q£ the original primary Obligation (stop the breach stricto sensu;

S~9P th~ ~eaRll lato sensu, and restrictio in_integrum stricto sensu).

Par~raph~ 2 ~d 3· of article 4 rerer to. the new obligations tending towards a

~ubstitute perrormance (reparation ex nunc, reparation ei tunc and reparation

e:¥: ant.e).
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152. Article 5. paragraph 1, provides for a deviation from the general rules

contained in artidle 4. in the case of a breach of obligations in a particular

field (treatment of aliens), and leaves in such a case to the author to state

the choice between re~establiBhment of the situation as it existed before the

breach, and reparation in pecuniar,y terms. If the latter course of action

is chosen, the author State, under paragraph 2 of article 5 still has the

additional duty to provide satisfaction in cases where the wrongful act is

assravated by one of the two circumstances, described in subparagraphs (a) and (b).

153. The second report by the Special Rapporteur was considered by the Commission

at its 1666th to 1670th and 1682nd to 1684th meetings. The Commission decided to

discuss first articles 1 to 3 together.

154. It was suggested, and found generally acceptable, to start Part 2 of the

draft articles with an article providing for a link between the draft articles in

Part 1 and those to be drafted in Part 2, in the form of a statement that "an

internationally wrongful act of a State gives rise to obligations of that State

and to rights of other States in accordance with the following articles".

155. There was considerable discussion and divergence of opinions within the

Commission, on the advisability of including articles 1 to 3 in an introductory

chapter of Part 2. \-1hi.le most members felt that the ideas underlying

articles 1 to 3 Should be expressed at the outset as a frame for the provisions

in the other chapters of Part 2, other members expressed doubts as regards the

advisability of including articles of this kind in a first chapter.

156. It was suggested that articles 1 and 3 ought to be combined in one article

dealing with both the obligations and the rights of the author State, the injured

State and other States, and providing that those ri.ghts and ob2igations could

be af:£ected by a breach only to the extent stipu1.ated in the other articles

of Part 2. In this way one could also avoid the impression, created by the

wording of articles 1 and 3 as proposed, that those articles tended towards

protection 0:£ the wrongdoing State.

157. As regards article 2, it was generally recognized that a specific rule, or set

of rules ,0:£ international law establishing an international obligation could

at the same time deal with the legal consequences of a breach of that obligation

in a way at variance with the general ru.lesto be embodied in the draft articles

of Part 2. The question was put, however, whether this should be stateda.t

the outset or rather atsOIli.e other place in the draftartic2es.
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158. During the discussion on articles 4 and 5 several members expressed a

preference for dealing with the new obligations of the author State, arising from

its internationally wrongful act, rather in terms of new rights of the injured

State, and possibly other States, to demand a certain conduct of the author State

after the breach occurred. While in Part 1, relating to the origin of State

responsibility, it was generally irrelevant, towards which State or States the

primary obligation existed, this question was essential in dealing with the

legal consequences of a breach of such primary obligation. Obviously, such

an approach would .still make it necessary to spell out~ conduct of the

author State could be demanded by the injured State, and, possibly, other States.

Furthermore, such an approach could leave open the question whether or not the

injured State (or, as the case mS\Y' be, other States) should~ demand the

specified conduct of the author State before taking any other measure in response

to the breach. In this respect one member expressed the opinion that any

legitimate countermeasure could alwS\Y's be taken in advance of any request for

restitutio in integrum or for reparation.

159. Doubts were also expressed in respect of article 5 as proposed. "'hile some

members did not consider that the breach of an obligation concerning the treatment

to be acC?orded by a State to aliens entailed, within the framework of the first

parameter, other legal consequences than a breach of any other international

obligation, other members wondered whether the special regime of article 5 should

not also .apply in cases of breach of other international obligations than those

mentioned in par~aph 1 of that article.

160. The view was also expressed that article 4, paragraph 1 (b) and article 5,

par~aph 2 (b) created the impression that the state of the internal law of a

State influenced the extent of its obligations under international law. In this
.'

connection it was recalled that article 22 of Part 1 of the draft articles

(exhaustion of localreuedies) dealt with the (non-)existence of a breach of ca..

international obligation of result and only where that result or an equivalent

result lIlS\Y'" be achieved by subsequent conduct of the State.

161. At the conclusion of the debate the Commission decided to send articles 1,

2, 3, 4 anCl 5 to the Drafting Committee. 646/

646/ See para. 12 above.
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CHAPTER V

INTERNATIONAL LIABILITY FOR INJURIOUS CONSEQUENCES ARISING
OUT OF ACTS NOT PROHIBITED BY INTERNATIONAL LAW

A. Introduction

162. It may be recalled that the International Law Commission began its consideration

of the topic entitled "International liabaility for injurious consequences arising

out of acts not prchibited by international law" at its thirtieth session, in

1978, pursuant to General Assembly resolution 3~/151 of 19 December 1977. At that

session, the Commission established a Working Group to consider the question of

future work on the topic; it also appointed Mr. Robert Q. Quentin-Baxter

Special Rapporteur for the topic. The General Assembly requested the Commission,

by paragraph 5 of resolution 34/141 of 17 December 1979, to continue its work on

the remaining topics on its current programme, among them being the present

tOPic. 647/ .

163. At its thirty-second session, in 1980, the Commission had before it a

preliminary report (A/CN.4/334 and Add.l, Add.l/Corr.l and Add.2.) submitted by the

Special Rapporteur. The preliminary report was considered by the Commission at its

l630th to 1633rd meetings. It engaged in a general d.ebate on the issues raised in

the Special Rapporteur's report and on questions relating to the topic as a whole.

A summary of that debate was set out in a section of the report of the Commission

on the work of its thirty-second session. 648/

164. The General Assembly, by paragraph 4 (d) of resolution 35/163 of

15 December 1980, recommended that the International Law Commission should continue

its work on the topic, taking into account the views expressed in debates in the

General Assembly.

. B. Consideration of· the topic at the present session

165. The Commission at the present session had before it th~ second report submitted

by the Special Rapporteur (A/CN.4/346 and Add.1-2), containing four chapters and

the text of a draft article: "Scope of these articles" (article 1). Chapter I

considered the relationship of :Jihis topic with the regiIte of State responsibility,

referring in part to the difficulty caused by the use of the concept of "strict

liability" and other similar terms which had appeared in the literature relevant to

647/ For the historical review of the work of the Commission on the topic up
to 1980, see Official Records of the General Assembl Thirty-fifth Session,
Supplement No. 10 A 35 10 , paras. l2~-130, pp. 361-362.

648/ ~., paras. 131-144, pp. 362-368.
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the question. Chapter II discussed the intersection of harm and wrong, taking a

fresh look at the Trail SInelter case. Chapter III stressed the importance of

strik~g a balance of interests in regulating a transboundary harm. Chapter IV

reviewed the nature and scope of the topic on the basis of the discussions in the

preceding chapters, from which the text of a draft article on the scope of the

topic was elaborated.~
The general character of the second ,report

166. The second report submitted by the Special Rapporteur was considered by the

Commission at its 1685th to l687th and 1690th meetings. In speaking of the report,

the Special Rapporteur noted that he had continued to develop themes outlined in the

preliminary report. In doing so, he had borne in mind the prevailing view within

th~ Commission that basic principles should be explored generally, even though at

present little state practice could be found outside the areas relating to the use

and management of the physical environment. It was open to argument whether the

rapid growth of treaty practice in those areas was non-principled, or whether it

was a response to more general rules existing in customary international law:

therefore the present report had been directed, not to an examination of treaty

practice, but to other aspects of legal development.

167. The Special Rapporteur indicated that there was already: a wide measure of

agreement about policy aims. The old concept of invasion of Bovere:Lgnty was no

longer a sufficient means of regulating the impact of activities wi. thin one

state's territory or control upon other States. Man;yld.ndsof legitimate activity,

carried on within the borders of a State or by its nationals in areas beyond the

limits of national sovereignty, were capable of causing loss or injury to other

states and their nationals. The principle that States were free to conduct their

own affairs in ways which did not harm'others was of central importance, but could

not be appli~d rigidly: the true freedom of each national community depended ori"

preserving a balance between over-restriction of beneficial activities which might

have harmful transboundary consequences, and over-eJClloeure to such consequences

when pro~uced within other States or by their nationals. Legal policy therefore

aimed to avoid both extremes, making -as little use as ~ossible of outright

prohibitions, while seeking to minimize harmful consequences, and when they

occurred, to provide reparation.

~ For the text of the draft article proposed by the Special Rapporteur,
see foot-note 654 below.
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168. It was noted by the Special Rapporteur that states, in fact, often settled by

agreement the conditions under which a potentially dangerous activity could be

conducted. By making the agreement and adhering to its terms, they avoided in their

mutual relations the possibility of wrongfulness, substituting instead obligations

relating to injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by

international law. When loss or injury was sustained in situations not governed

by a conventional regime, the questions which the regime might have determined

were left open. One question, not within the scope of the present topic, was

whether the injurious consequences had arisen out of a wrongful act. Sometimes,

however, compensation was asked and paid - though usually without admission of

liability - simply on the basis ~hat the cause of the loss o~ injury was an activity

within the territory or control of the paying State.

169. He also noted that usually in such cases the claim might also have been

formulated in terms of reparation for a wrongful act; but that sometimes that

alternative had been ruled out, either because there were circumstances precluding

wrongfulness, or because the damage that had occurred could not be attributed to

the State. These, then, were the test cases; and it had commonly been argued that

liability in such cases must depend upon a principle that was independent 'of the

classical rules of State responsibility for wrongfulness. Because this principle

of "strict" or "absolute" or "no-fault liability", or "liability for risk" was

seen to cut across traditional doctrine, there was a natural anxiety to find

another principle which would limit its field of application. The criteria often

suggested were those of "ultra-hA.zard" and "abnormal user"; but there had been

little success in defining such criteria acceptably. As had been stressed in the

preliminary report, "harm" was itse~f a relative concept, clear enough in some

situations, but varying with the knowledge and skills and resources and priorities

of national and international communities of interest.

Prelimina;y issues

110. To make sure that the development of the present topic did not cut across the

classical principles of international law, the Special Rapporteur had continued to

use two guidelines, each of which had been generally supported during the Commission's

discussion of the preliminary report. The fir~t was the distinction between

"primary" and "secondary" rules, developed and used by the Commission in the

elaboration of the draft articles on State responsibility, Part 1. According to

this distinction, "secondary" rules are those engaged by the occurrence of a

wrongful act: therefore an act which is not prohibited can give rise to
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responsibility (or liability) only when a "primary" rule of obligation so provides.

The value of maintaining this technical distinction was simply that it kept a

correct relationship between the present topic and that of State responsibility.

The two topics are not on the same plane; and rules developed under the present

topic may not purport to derogate from the universal rules of State responsibility.

171. There was some discussion within the Commission of the value and limitations

of the distinction between "primary" and "secondary" rules. Like all abstractions,

it could distort, as well as illuminate. Several members were not satisfied that

it had been poss~ble to adhere to the distinction completely, even in the case of

the draft articles on state responsibility, Part 1. One member observed that it

made no difference to the quality or value of a rule, whether it was classified

as "primary" or "secondary". There was, however, no disagreement with the view

that rules developed under the present topic could not be allowed to derogate from

the rules of State responsibility. It was also noted that rules developed under

the present topic would be auxiliary rules of a mainly procedural character. To

that extent they could be regarded as having, in a. broad and non-technical sense, the

quality of secondary rules.

172. The Special Rapporteur's second guideline was to apply, in every situation to

which tpe present topic might relate, the test of the duty of care or due

diligence. There was, after all, a significant, though imperfect, parallel between

a State's responsibility for the treatment of aliens in its territory and its

respons~bility for harm generated within its territory or control, and suffered

beyond its borders by other States and their nationals. The second class of case

was in principle even more serious than the first, because those who suffered loss

or injury had not chosen to place themselves within the territory or control of

the State in which the harm was caused. In both cases, however, the traditional

rules of State responsibility required more than proof of caus~lity; it must

also be shown that the State in whose territory or control the harm was generated

~d the P9ssibility of averting that harm.

173. The Special Rapporteur was of the view that whenever a State within whose

te:r:r:itory or oontrol SUbstantial transboundary harm is generated has knowledge of

the harm, or means of knowledge, and opportunity to act, the rule enunciated by

the International Court of Justice in the Corfu Channel case650/ establishes that

650/ Corfu Channel, Nerits, Judgement, I.C.J. Reports 1949, p.4.
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the test of attribution has been satisfied. It is, of course, not necessary to

describe this rUle f which has an objective character, as a reflection of the duty

of care; and one Commission member was concerned to insist that a reference in any

context to the duty of care imports considerations which have moral, but not legal,

value. Nevertheless, it is not easy, even in this limited context, to avoid a

reference to the duty of oare; for writers of widely different persuasions agree 

and their view finds support in multilateral State practice - that the standard

of care or vigilance required of a State rises in proportion to the degree of

danger known to be associated with the conduct of a particular activity. This

point also was made by several Commission members.

174. In any case, as some Commission members noted, the mai~ purpose of the

Special Rapporteur's emphasis on the duty of care was to strengthen the linkage

between the present topic and the classical rules of international law, so that the

issue of "strict" liability could be oonservatively assessed. It was abundantly

clear that, when transboundary harm was chronic or continually threatening, or :b..ad

given rise to communications between governments, any failure to take action

incumbent upon the State within whose territory or control that harm had been

caused could readily be attributed to that State. Two important classes of

case - those of unforeseeable accident and of circumstances precluding

wrongfulnes13 - did not fall within this category and must be reserved for further

consideration. First, however, it was necessary to shift the main focus of

attention from questions of attribution, which had tended to dominate doctrinal

discussion, to the objective element in the relevant rules of obligation.

Rules entailing a balance of interest test

175. In the Corfu Channel case, the International Court of Justice had referred to

"every State's obligation not to allow knowingly its territory to be use&--for acts

contrary to the rights of other States".651/ The principle was already well

established in the Alabama arbitral awards652/ and in other cases; but only in the

Trail Smelter case did a substantial question of balance of interest arise. In

the latter case, although the tribunal appeared to state absolutely the duty that

"a State owes at all times ••• to protect other States against injurious acts by

651/ ~., }I.22.

652/ J.B. Moore, History and Digest of the International Arbitrations to

which the United States Has Been a Party (Washington, D.C., Government Printing

Office, 1898), vol. I, Chapter XIV (liThe Geneva Arbitration"), }I}I. 495-682.
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individuals from within its jurisdictionll ,6531 it in fact applied a balance of

interest test to establish the point at which a neglect of that duty would entail

wrongfulness. It then imposed upon Canada a further duty to compensate for any

transboundary loss or injury caused by the operation of the smelter, even when that

loss or injury was not caused by a wrongful act.

176. In the submission of the Special Rapporteur, the Trail Smelter situation

offered an elementary working model of principles that were fundamental to the

present topic. There was a broad obligation not to allow activities within the

territory or control of a State to cause substantial, physical transboundary harm

to other States and their nationals; and there was a supporting obligation to do

whatever might be necessary to make the first obligation effective. It was the

supporting obligation which concerned the present topic. It could not come into

operation unless there were already a primary rule of obligation of such generality

that its application in a particular case required a test of proportionality or

balance of interest. In such a case duties to disclose information, to receive

representations, and to negotiate in good faith, were very well established.

177. It was furthermore submitted that the regime constructed by the Trail Smelter

tribunal also illustrated principles that could be discerne~ in many multilateral

instruments regulating the conduct of activities capable of causing substantial

transboundary harm. Every effort had been made to reconcile the continuance of

the activity with adequate protection for those likely to be harmed. A right of

compensation had not been allowed to take the place of the right to be protected

against loss or injury; but levels of prevention had been determined with regard

to the technological and economic possibilities of the industry, as well as to the

need to minimize harm. The principle .of "strictI! liability had been admitted to

fill the gap between the possibility of harm and the measures taken to prevent harm;

but this had not entailed any departure from classic p~inciples of responsibility.

Rather it was in fulfilment of a duty of care or protection that a regime had been

constructed, composed of obligations of prevention, and obligations to compensate

when prevention proved insufficient.

6531 United Nations, Reports of International Arbitral Awards, vol. Ill,
p.1963.
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178. The themes which have been very briefly summarized in the three preceding

paragr~phs evoked two main lines of comment from Commission members. Some were

doubtful about the validity of the structure which the Special Rapporteur had

begun to outline. A larger number, though willing to accept the validity of the

structure at least on a provisional basis, had considerable doubts about the

possibility of crystallizing rules of general application to put within that

structure. There was full agreement that doubts of the latter kind could only

begin to be resolved on the basis of a further report, which would explore

multilateral treaty practice and other forms of international co-operation relating

to the conduct of activities causing transboundary harm. It is therefore convenient

to reserve comments on that point for the final section of this chapter, and to

return now to the question of structure.

179. The development of this topic proceeds upon the view that States, which

exercise exclusive authority within their territory and over their ships and

nationals beyond territorial limits, owe other States a correlative duty of

protection against harm generated within their territory or control. Although

several Commission members expressed reservations as to the present status of

such a principle in customary law - and in one case denied that it .had any such

status - there was a clear general opinion that the Commission should follow the

indications in the Stockholm Declaration and in other international instruments

calling for progressive development in this area of the law. Some members placed

especially strong emphasis upon the duty of care, regarding it as the minimum

standard of acceptable behaviour in the age of interdependence.

180. Several members were, however, doubtful about the "gray area" or "twilight

zonel! which they felt to be represented by the present topic, believing that it had

only a transient existence while new norms of right and wron~ were crystallizing

out. It was genera.l1y agreed that, when a particular activity had been regulatE:d

in a treaty regime or series of regimes, precise and detailed rules would in many .

cases replace the need to balance interests in each individual situation; but in

some contexts margins of appreciation were likely to remain. Several members

pointed out that both tendencies were evident in the evolving draft treaty text of

the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, and in the legislation

promoted under the auspices of the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative

Organization and other international bodies. As to the capacity of rules developed

under the present topic to act as a catalyst in the promotion of treaty regimes

and other solutions of conflicts of interest, there were varying speculative

estimates, but agreement that more definite answers must await consideration of

the content of the topic.
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181. The gener~l acknowledgement that the time had come to turn from questions of

outer structure to those of inner content was indicative of ground gained. The

topic had been described in terms which did not place it in opposition to the

classical rules of international law. On the contrary, it had been shown - some

thought convincingly - that the present topic was an essential counterpart to the

law of state responsibility. Primary rules of obligation involving u balance of

interest test could be implemented,only if States were able to believe that a true

balance of interest was obtainable. In most situations this could not be achieved

merely by deci~ing how much harm was wrongful: the point of wrongfulness had to be

fixed in conjunction with other measures prescribing the conditions under which a

beneficial, but potentially harmful, activity could continue. One member observed

that the present course of development was mirrored in the early development of

the common law, when rules of prohibition were supplemented by other, more flexible

rUles, which began with the fact of loss or injury sustained, and considered

whether that loss or injury was attributable to negligence - that is, to lack of

care, on the part of another subject of law.

Unforeseen accidents

182. Commission members appeared to accept - for the most part, tacitly - the

Special Rapporteur's view that the question of responsibility (or liability) for

loss or injury caused by unforeseen accidents, or in circumstances in which

\\'rongfulness wes precluded, was a separate and subordinate question, on which the

opinion of governments could be taken when other, major issues had been clarified.

The Special Rapporteur had suggested that, even in this limiting class of case, it

was possible to find parallels with classi~al principles of State responsibility.

For example, the case in which, despite the greatest care, a spac~ object failed to

respond to its controls, and caused. transboundary damage, might well have been

considered - apart from treaty - a case in which wrongfulness was precluded. Yet

it was foreseeable that, sooner or later, space activity would give rise to such an

unforeseen accident, and States had established by treaty a duty to compensate for

losses .caused by such accidents.

183. It would seem, therefore, that-the moral objection to leaving an innocent

victim to bear his loss has, in most cases, some support of a more specifically

legal nature. If, in relation to any activity, it is foreseeable that

transboundary harm ma.y sooner or later occur despite all care taken by the State,

the actual occurrence of that harm may not be predictable or in itself wrongful;

but a faillHe to make r,eparation for the loss or injury caused by the harm may
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still be wrongful. The distinctions here made are characteristic of the present

topic. The tOIll.,. is concerned, not with a breach of the duty of care - which goes

to wrongfulness - but with care as a function of a primary rule of obligation.

Under the present topic, the ambit of the duty of care may be a little more far

seeing than in other contexts: it may encompass a duty of reparation at least

when it is foreseeable that preventive measures cannot eliminate danger. That,

after all, is the standard which states often seek to implement, when they

negotiate regimes for the conduct of enterprises that may cause transboundary harm.

Scope and content

184. As already noted, the Commission as a whole believes that, in the early

stages of this' project, scope and content must go together•.There was therefore

no question of seeking to adopt at this session the draft article 1 proposed by

the Special Rapporteur. 6541 Moreover, members found the draft article to be

condensed and cryptic, saying more than ought to be said in a scope article, but

less than needed to be said to give a complete outline of the considerations

traversed in the Special Rapporteur's preliminary and second report. Nevertheless,

draft article 1 served as a useful focus of debate; and points made in criticism

or elucidation of the draft article should be placed on record.

185. At the outset of the debate, a Commission member noted that the two

subp&ragraphs of the dr8ft article brought into conjunction a physical situation

and a legal situation. Pursuing thet approach, the elements of the physical

situation indicated in subparagrO-ph (a) could be enumerated in the following way.

First, there must be a human "activity" - not merely a natural event, which gives

rise to harm. Secondly, thc::.t a.ctivity must occur within the "territory or

jurisdiction" Qf a State (whic~ woul~ therefore be accountable for its own acts or

omissions in relation to the conduct of the actiVity). The-Special Rapporteur

6541 The text of the draf~.article proposed by the Special Rapporteur read
as follows:

"Article 1. Scope of these articles

"These articles apply when~

I

.'

(a) activities undertaken within the territory or jurisdiction of a
State give rise, beyond the territory of that State, to actual or potential
loss or in,jury to another State or i~s nationals; and

(b) independently of these articles, the State within whose territory or
jurisdiction the activities are undertaken has, in relation to those activities
obligations which correspond-to legally protected interests of that other '
State."
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explained that he had in mind two situations when he used the term "jurisdiction":

one was the case of a state's exclusive jurisdiction over its ships and nationals

beyond territorial limits; and the other was the possible case of State acts that

could not be said to have a geographical location. It was felt by some members

that "control" was a more suitable term than "jurisdiction"; and the word

"control" has been used in the present report.

186. Continuing with subparagraph (a), the third element was to exclude from the

scope of the draft articles questions relating to the treatment of aliens. In

principle, in situations with which this topic deals, the loss or injury is always

sustained "beyond the territory" of the state in which the harm was generated; but

the Special Rapporteur noted that this concept needed refinement to cover - for

example - the case of innocent passage, and perhaps other situations in which a

territorial boundary does not represent the real division of control between the

State in whose territory or control the harm is generated and the victim State.

A fourth element, provided by the reference to "another State or its nationals",

is to exclude situations which involve only a single State and its own nationals.

Several Commission members made the point that this reference needs to be

expanded to take separate account of loss or injury to areas which are the common

heri tage of mankind.

187. There remains in subparagraph (a) the most fundamental element of all - the

fact of "loss or injury". As to "actual" loss or injury, no question arose; but,

as to "potential" loss, a number of Commission members had serious misgivings;

and further study of this point is clearly necessary. The Special Rapporteur had

in mind the fact that in some cases - say, the case of a dam that impends over the

watershed of a neighbouring State, affecting land use within that State - the

reasonable apprehension of injury might itself amount to injury. Probably, however,

it was unnecessarY to refer to "potential" injury in such a context.

188. More fundamentally, there was the question of the point in time at which the

draft articlel;lwould speak. Provisions relating to reparation would, of course,

become op~ra:tive only in relation to an actual loss or injury; but the duty to

establisA a reg~me of prevention anq reparation would arise when the need for

s1,lch a, regime could be foreseen. Several Commission members had underlined the

fact that, me:re compensation for harm suffered was not an acceptable substitute

fo;r lQea131J.rel;? to minimize harm. The key to this- problem may lie in the observation

of one CoQ'@.isl;?io:Q., member that the reference to "potential" loss was wrongly'

p:I.a,ce<i among; the pbyl;lical factors, but tha.t the idea contained in that reference

could perllaPs be introduced in the second subparagraph, dealing with legal factors.
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189. In subparagraph (b), the dominant consideration is the auxiliary nature of

rules developed untler the present topic. Unless there were a relevant primary.

rule of obligation - Et rule which asserted, for example, the Stockholm Declaration

principle that "states have ••• the responsibility to ensure that activities

within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment of

other States or of areas beyond the limits of national juriSdiction,,6551 - rules

developed pursuant to the present topic would not be engaged. But if the

application of such a customary rule is hindered only by its generality and the

implicit need to reconcile conflicting interests, rules developed under this topic

should have catalytic value. In particular, the rules should make it easier for

interested States to agree upon the point of intersection of harm and wrong, taking

into account the conditions subject to which the activity in question could be

continued without risk of a breach of obligation.

190. Accordingly, the reference to "legally protected interests" in subparagraph (b)

of the article proposed by the Special Rapporteur was intended to complete the

equation described in the preceding paragraph. As the Lake Lanoux tribunal

pointed out, "legally protected interests" are, indeed, rights;656! but they are

not the same rights guaranteed by the principle rule of obligation. The

principal rule prohibits an activity that is wrongful: the subsidiary rule allows

the activity to continue while it complies with conditions that avoid wrongfulness.

As one Commission member noted, the reference to "legally protected interests"

showed that the draft was related to the concept of classical responsibility for

wrongful acts.

191. In the course of debate, one Commission member, expressing agreement with the

view that the topic was mainly of a procedural character, said that he believed the

articles would be far more effective if they ;::ontained prov~sion for the settlement

of disputes. In that connection, he drew attention to the Draft Convention on the

Law of the Sea (Informal Text) ,6571 developed by the Third United Nations Conference

on the Law of the Sea, ropecifying six: draft articles that contained relevant

material.

6551 Report of the United Nations Gonferenc·e on the Human Environment,
document A/CONF.48/14/Rev.l and Corr.l (English only) (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.73.II.A.14), Principle 21, p.5.

656/ United Nations, Reports of International Arbitral Awards., vol.XII,p.315.
See also Internc:tion.-aJLay,Reports, 195'7, p.138.

657/ A/CONF.6'?!wP.1O/Rev.3 and Cprrs. i,2 (Spanish only), 3, 4 (Chinese only),
5 (Arebic only), 6 (French and R~ssian only), 7 (French only) and 8 (French only).
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192. Another Commission member, recalling that the matel:ia,ls on whioh the

Speoial Rapporteur had relied were dl'awn from the area of 'the use and management

of the p~aioal environment, emphasized the need to ensure that 'the rules would

not appeal' to apply in areas to which they were quite unsui'l:ed. The Special

Rapporteur~ however, suggested that there were criteria which should meetl:his

need. First, these auxiliary rules would apply only when there was alroady an

~isting norm to which they could attach. Secondly, they would apply only' when

the e~isting norms incorporated a balance of interest test. In other words, there

was an inherent limitation to cases in which an activity was not in itself

undesirable. In such cases, rules developed under the present topic would seek

to aooommodate the activity upon te£ills that took into account the real interests

of other Sta'l:es. likely to be harmfully affected.

193. Yet another Commission member thought that the only major fields likely to

attract rules made under the present topic were those of the use and management of

the pPArsical environment, and economic and monetary actiVities, which in practice

often caused loss or injury beyond the territory of the State in which they were

undertaken. If the latter activities were meant to be covered by the topic, their

predominantly quantitative aspects would give rise to enormous difficulties in

determ;i.ning~the. exact nature of the rules. Again, the Special Rapporteur stressed

tba;t the question depended, in the first instance, upon the existence of a rule

s.ettinK limits to freedom of action in the area concerned. Rules made under this

topic could TI!<)t be applied simply to situations in which there was a free play of

~ket fon:es., or any other formof open, unregulated competition. The duty of

ca;z:-e Wii.\.s ow,ed in respect of "lega.lly protected interestsll •

194. on the other hand, the Speeial.Rapparteur also stressed that there was no

intrinsiC} reason i'by economic factors should not enter into a balance of interest

equa:tion: they did so frequently in relation to que.stions affecting the

~a~e~~~tanduse of the pbysical environment - for example, in the factors

a~d-p.ceg,b;r. the International Court of Justice in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries

ca~,?:~581 relating to the dependence of the land upon the water. Similarly, in
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the regulation of an industry such as that concerning the sea carriage of oil,

the economio viability of the industry was as much a major factor as the economic

losses that oH pollution might cause to coastal and fishing States. At tee present

stage of enqniry-, perhd.pl:1 it oould only be sa.id that, when there WI'S a recognized

need to regulate oompeting interests, rules of conditional authorization might

sometimes offer a be'bter way of doing so than mere rules of prohibition.

Pro~amme of future work

195. For reasons touohed upon in paragraphs 178 and 184, the immediate priorities

for future work on this topic are clear. Attention must turn from the survey of

boundaries, and of relationships with state responsibility, to the inner content

of the topic. The third report must also provide a review Of conventional

regimes, as a counterpart to the doctrinal and other considerations treated in the

second report. The main field of study must be that in which States have shown

a sense of obligation towards each other in relation to the manner and conditions

of conduct of activities which are carried on within their territory or control,

and which mayor do produce effects that harm other States or their nationals.

196. It is not necessary to decide in advance whether the whole or a part of that

area is aptly described in terms of "ultra-hazard" or of some other specific

criterion. The approach must, as some members suggested, be pragmatic and

empirical - and broad enough to take into account objectives that individual

Commission members had described in differing terms. The enquiry should, for

example, be able to indicate the kinds of situation in which States have found it

useful to try to reach agreements, as well as the methods they have tended to

employ and the factors they have considered pertinent. One aim must be to identify

the rules of greatest generality.

197. In approaching that task, the Special Rapporteur must bear in mind thecefforts

that individual Commission members have already made to look into the future of the

topic. The highest common factor of agreement is that the search f'or general

principles should be pursued, with a willingness to venture cautiously into the

realm of progressive development, but also with a consciousness that different

kinds of situation may be found to requirediff'erent treatment.. One member,for

example, envisaged the possibility of a very small body of' very general rules,

and a larger body ·of :rula~ :relating specifically iioquesti:oIl;s aff'ecting the

physical environment. HI'! tnought that theCommissioIl; should be prepared -if that

was the way in whiGh matter~ evolved - to consid.er the ]lroduction of guide1.ines

rather than firm X'ulel3, ufling "should!! instead ·of'lIsnallu•
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198. Several members also pointed out that, even within a comparatively narrow I
subjeot area, it was extremely difficult to enumerate the factors entitled to •

oonsideration in a way that would rlirect the conduct of Sta.tes. One member

referred in that context to efforts made to enumerate in international agreements

the hierarchy of permissible uses of international watercourses. Another mamber

dwelt upon the difficulties of providing objective guidanoe about methods of

determining whether a use was beneficial, to what limitations an activity could

reasonably be sUbjected, and the relationships between competing priorities. He

fal t that, in such matters, muni~ipal laws were the best guide. Minimal

objectives were to ensure that a balance of interest was achieved at the level of

nlmicipal law, '~1:at the rules established at that level applied equally in

internal and transnational situations, and that the universal principles of the

law of co-Dperation were followed.

199. In short, paths would divide; but most Commission members felt that the topic

was valid and that although the study should be aimed initially at the

identification of general rules, it should be based ullon a pragmatic and empirical

examination of the sources. In modern conditions, useful activities that could

produce harmful transboundary effects had to be regulateq with minimal recourse

to rules- of prohibition. The Special Rapporteur noted that not enough attention

had ye:t been paid to the important question of thresholds. The amount of harm

considered substantial in any transboundary situation of course depended on the

~rB:pectives of the States concerned; and there was always a legacy of history

to- be· taken into account, when these llerspectives changed. Similar considerations

UJ;lderl8QT principle_ 23 of the Stockholm Declaration of the United Nations Conference

em· the. Human Environment,659! relating to the circumstances of 'developing

countries.

65,91 Report of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment •••
08:•. ci1f~, p .•5.
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200. The topio entitled "Jurisdictional immunities of States and their property"

was included in the currant programme of work of the International Law Commission

by decision of the Commission at its thirtieth session in 1978,660/ on the

recommendation of the Working Group which it had established to commence work on

the topic and in response to General Assembly resolution 32/151 of

19 December 1977. 6617

201. At its thirty-first session, in 1979, the Commission had before it a

preliminar,y report (A/CN.4/323) on the topic submitted b.Y the Special Rapporteur,

Mr. Sompong Sucharitkul. During the discussion of the report, 662/ it was pointed

out that relevant materials on State practice, including the practice of the

socialist countries and developing countries, should be consulted as widely as

possible. It was also emphasized that another potential source of materials

could be found in the treaty practice of States, which indicated consent to some

limitations in specific circumstances.

202. In that connection, the Commission, at its thirty-first session, decided

to seek further infoxmation from Governments of Member States of the United

Nations in the form of replies to a questionnaire. It was noted that States know

best their own practice, wants and needs as to immunities in respect of their

activities and that the views and comments of Governments could provide

appropriate indication of the direction in which the codification and progressive

development of the international law of State immunity s~ould proceed.

ICHAPFER VI

Jun:rS1>1d'llIONAL IMMUNITIES OF STATES AND THEIR PROPERTY

A. Introduction

1. lUtltorioal review of the work of the Commission
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660/ See Yearbook ••• 1978, vol. 11 (Part Two) P.153, .document A/33/10,
para.188• The topic was one of the 14 included on a provisional list of topics
selected for codification b.Y the International Commission in 1949. See
Yearbook ... 1949 p.28l, doe., A/925, para.16, and subsequent mentioning of the
topic in Yearbook ... 1973, vol. 11, pp.23O-231, document A/9010/Rev.1,
paras.173-114, and Yearbook ... 1977, vol. Il, (ParlTwo), p.130, document
A/32/10, para.llO.

661/ See Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session,
Supplement No. 10 (A/35/l0), PP.316=317, paras.99-l03.

662/ ~., PP.3l1-3l9, paras.106-109.

..'



203. Pursuant to that decision, the Legal Counsel of the United Natiohs

addressed a circular letter dated 2 October 1979 to the Governments of

Member States, inviting them to submit replies, if possible by 16 April 1980, to

a questionnaire on the topic formulated by the Special Rapporteur.~

204. At its thirty-second session, in 1980, the Commission had before it the

second report on the topic submitted by the Special Rapporteur (A/CN.4/33l and

Add.l) containing the text of the following six proposed draft articles: "Scope

of the present articles" (article 1); "Use of terms" (article 2);

"Interpretative provisions" (article 3); "Jurisdictional immunities not W'ithin

the scope of the present articles" (article 4); "Non-retroactivity of the

present articles" (article 5); and "The principle of State immunity" (article 6).

The first five articles constituted part I entitled "Introduction" W'hile the

sixth article was placed in part II entitled "General principles".

205. During the discussion on the second report,~ the Special Rapporteur

indicated that the provisional adoption by the Commission of draft articles 1

and 6 could provide a useful working basis for the continuation of the work on

the topic. He suggested that the Commission might, therefore, wish to

concentrate on the proposed draft articles 1 and 6, since draft articles 2, 3, 4

and 566">/ had been submitted for the preliminary reaction of members of the

Commission and their consideration and could be deferred. Thus only draft

articles 1 and 6 were referred to the Drafting Committee by the Commission.

206. As explained in the report of its thirty-second session666/ the Commission

after a considerable debate,667/ on the basis of the second report submitted by

the Special Rapporteur, adopted provisionally article 1 entitled "Scope of the

present articles,,668/ and article 6 entitled: "State immunityll.669/ As indicated

above, in the second report submitted by the Special Rapporteur four other .

66:S/ The information, materials and replies submitted by Governments are

described in para.209 below.

~ Official Records of the General Assemblv. Thirty-fifth Session,

Supplement No. 10 (A/35/10), pp. 319-320, paras.ll2~ll3.

665/ See foot-notes 670, 671, 672 and 673, below.

666/ See Official Records of the General Assemb~v. Thirty-fifth Session,

Supplement No. 10 (A/35/10).

667/ ~., PI.319-326, paras.ll2-122.

668/ See section B of the present chapter, below.

669/ ~.
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£1Q/ Draft article 2 read as follows:

"Article 2. Use of terms

"1. For the purposes of the present articles:

(~) f immunity' means the privilege of exemption from, or
suspension of, or non-amenability to, the exercise of jurisdiction
by the competent authorities of a territorial State;

(~) 'jurisdictional immunities' means immunities from the
jurisdiction of the judicial or administrative authorities of a
territorial state;

(,£:) 'territorial State' means a State from whose territorial
jurisdiction immunities are claimed by a foreign State in respect of
itself or its property;

@) 'foreign State' means a State against which legal proceedings
have been initiated within the jurisdiction and under the internal law
of a territorial State;

(e) 'State property' means property, rights and'interests which
are owned by a State according to its internal law;

(1) 'trading or commercial activity' means

(i) a regular course of commercial conduct, or

(ii) a particular commercial transaction or act;

(,g) 'jurisdiction' means the competence or power of a territorial
State to entertain legal proceedings, to settle disputes, or to
adjudicate litigations, ,as well as the power to administer justice in
all its aspects.

"2. The provisions of paragraph 1 regarding the use of terms in
the present articles are without prejudice to the use of those terms
or to the meaning which may be ascribed to them in the internal law
of any State or bY"the rules of any international organization. U

- 353 -
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arUcle , entitled "InterpretaUve provisions" ,mIartiole 4 ~lititled "Jurisdiotiona1

~ Draft article' read as follows:
"Article ,. Interpretative provisions

"1. In the context of the present articles, unless otherwise providad,

~) The expression 'foreign State', as defined in artiole 2,
paragraph 1 CS) above, includes

(i) the sovereign or head of state,

(11) the central government and its various organs or
departments,

(iii) Political subdivisions of a foreign state in the
exercise of its sovereign authority, and

(iv) agencies or instrumentalities acting as organs of
a foreien State in the exercise of its sovereign
authority, whether or not endowed with a separate
legal personality and whether or not forming part
of the operational machinery of the central
government.

Q2) The expression 'jurisdiction', as defined in article 2,
parasraph 1 (s) above, includes

(i)

(ll)

(ill)

(iv)

the power to adjUdicate,

the power to determine questions of law and of
fact,

the power to administer justice and to take
appropriate measures at all stages of legal
proceedings, and

such other administrative and executive powers as
are normally exercised by the judicial, or
administrative and police authorities of the
territorial state.

"2. In determining the commercial char.acter of a trading or
cOmmercial activity as defined in article 2, paragraph 1 (1) above,
reterence shall be made to the nature of the course of conduct or
particular transaction or act, rather than to its purpose."
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iuununities not within the scope of these articles" ,.21Y ~d arti.cle 5 entitled

£1g/ Draft article read as follows:

"Article 4. Jurisdictional immunities not within the scope of
the present articles

"The fact that the present articles do not apply to jurisdictional
immunities accorded or extended to

(i), diplomatic missions under the Vienna Convention
on Diplomatic Relations of 1961,

(ii) consular missions under the Vienna Convention
on Consular Relations of 1963,

(iii) 8pecial missions under the Convention on Special
Missions of 1969,

(iv) the representation of States under the Vienna
Convention on the Representation of States in
Their Relations with International Organizations
of a Universal Character of 1915,

(v) permanent missions or delegations of States to
international organizations in general,

shall not affect

<.!) the legal status and the extent of jurisdictional immunities
recognized and accorded to such missions and representation of
States under the above-mentioned conventions;

~) the application to such missions or representation of States
or international organizations of ~.of the rules set forth in the
present articles to which they would also be subject under
international law independently of the articles;

(c) the application of any of the rules set forth in the
present articles to States and international organizations, non
parties to the articles, in so far as such rules may have the
legal force of cu~tomary international law independently of the
articles."
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"Non-retroactivity of the present articles".W These four draft articles,

forming part of the "Intr~duction" (part I) were submitted by the Special Rapporteur

in his second report on a purely tentative basis as an indication to the

Commission of a framework for the topic, including possible definitional problems

relating to it. The Commission decided to suspend substantive consideration of

these four articles until such time as and when the Commission approaches the

final stages of its work on the draft articles on the topic.

201. By paragraph 4 of its resolution 35/163 of 15 December 1980, the

General Assembly recommended that the International ~f.W Commission should,

inter alia:

"(e) Proceed with the preparation of draft articles on •••
jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, taking into
account the replies to the questionnaires addressed to Governments
as well as information furnished by them;"

2. Consideration of the topic at the present session

208. At the present session, the Commission had before it the third report on the

topic submitted by the Special Rapporteur (A/CN.4/340 and Corr. 1 and Add.l and

Add.l/Corr.l),containing the tex~ of the following five proposed draft articles:

"Rule:s of competence and jurisdictional immunity" (article:1). "Consent of State"

(qrticle 8); "Voluntary submission" (article 9); "Counter-claims" (article 10);

and ''Waiver'' (article 11). Together with the text of draft article 6 on "State

immun.:i;ty" adopted provisionally by the Commission at its 1980 session, the five

articles contained in the third report were placed in pa1-t II entitled

"General principles".

209. The Commission had also before it documents containing rep~ies and relevant

materials submitted by Governments pUrsuant to the questionnaire mentioned in

paragraph 203 above. The materials were organized as follows: Part I consisted

of Government replies to the questionnaire in a systematic order

(document A/CN.4/343 and Add. 3-4). Part IT contained relevant materials that

~ Draft article 5 read as-follows:

"Article 5. Non-retroactivity of the present articles

"Without prejudice to the application of any rules set forth in the
present articles to which the relations between-States would be subject
under international law independently of the articles, the present
articles apply only to the granting or refusal of jurisdictional
immunities to foreign States and their property after the entry into
force of the said articles as regards States parties thereto or States
having declared themselves bound thereby."
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Governments had submitted together with their replies to the questionnaire

(document A/CN.4/343/Add.l). Part 111 contained materials submitted by

Governments which had not replied to the questionnaire (A/CN.4/343/Add.2)

210. The third report by the Special Rapporteur was considered during the

thirty-third session of the Commission at its 1653rd to 1657th and 1663rd

to 1665th meetings.

211. Following the presentation by the Special Rapporteur and the discussion

by the Commission, draft article 7~ was referred to the Drafting Committee.

~ Draft article 7 read as follows:

"Article 7. Rules of competence and jurisdictional immunity

"1. A State shall give effect to State immunity under
article 6 by refraining from submitting another State
to its jurisdiction, notwithstanding its authority under
its rules of competence to conduct the proceedings in
a given case.

"Alternative A

"2. A legal proceeding is considered to be one against
another State, whether or not named as a party, so long
as.the proceeding in fact impleads that other State.

"Alternative B

"2. In particular, a State shall not allow a legal
action to proceed against another State, or against
any of its organs, agencies or instrumentalities
acting as a sovereign authority, or against one of
its representatives in respect of acts performed
by them in their official functions, or permit a
proceeding which seeks to deprive another State of
its property Or of the use of property in its possession
or control."
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"3. A state mBiY give consent to the exercise of jurisdiction by the court
of another State under paragraph 2,

(a) in writing, expressly for a specific case after a dispute
has arisen, or

(b) in advance, by an express prOVision in a treaty or an international
agreement or in a written contr~ct in respect of one or more types of
cases, or

(c) by the State itself through its authorized representative appearing
before the Court in a proceeding to contest a claim on the merit without
raising a plea of State immunity."

~ Draft article 9 read as follows:

"Article 9. Voluntary submission

"1. Jurisdiction mBiY be exercised against a State which has voluntarily
submitted to the jurisdiction of a court of ~other State,

(a) by itself instituting or intervening in proceedings before
that court; or

(b) by appearing before that court of its own volition or taking
a step in connection with proceedings before that court without raising a
claim of State immunity; or

(c) by otherwise expressly indicating its volition to submit to the
jurisdiction and to have the outcome of· a dispute or question determined"by
that court.

"2. The mere fact that a State fails to appear in proceedings before a
court of another State shall not be construed as voluntary submission.

"3. Appearance or interventibn by or on behalf of a State in proceedings
before a court of another State with a contentiqn of lack of jurisdiction on
the ground of State immunity, or an assertion of an interest in a property
in question shall not constitute voluntary submission for the purpOse of
paragraph 1."

"1. A State shall not exercise jurisdiction against another State without
the consent of that other State in accordance with the prOVisions of the
present articles.

"2. Jurisdiction mBiY be exercised against a State which consents to its
exercise.

~ Draft article 8 read as follows:

"Article 8. Consent of State

Similarly, draft article 8,§Jjj and draft article 9, 676/ were referred to the

, J
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ing
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Drafting Committee as were draft article lo2Z1/ and draft article ll.~

~ Draft article 10 read as follows:

"Article 10. Counter-claims

"1. In any legal proceedings instituted by a state, or in which a state
intervenes, in a court of another state, jurisdiction ma\}T be exercised
against the state in respect of any counter-claim,

(a) for which in accordance with the provisions of the present articles
jurisdiction could be exercised had separate proceedingp been instituted
before that court; or

(b) arising out of the same legal relationship or facts as the
principal claim; and

(c) to the extent that the counter-claim does not seek relief
exceeding in amount or differing in kind from that sought by the state in
the principal claim.

"2. Any counter-claim beyond the extent referred to in paragraph. l(c)
shall operate as a set-off only.

"3. Notwithstanding voluntary submission by a State under article 9,
jurisdiction ma\}T not be exercised against it in respect of any counter-elaim
exceeding the amount of differing in kind from the relief sought by the State
in the principal claim.

"4. A State which makes a counter-claim in proceedings before a court of
another State voluntarily submits to the jurisdiction of the courts of' that
other State with respect not only to the counter-claim but also to the
principal claim."

~ Draft article 11 read as follows:

"Article 11. Waiver

"1. Jurisdictional immunity ma\}T be waived by a State at any time before
commencement or during any stage of the proceedings before a court of
another ,State.

"2. Waiver ma\}T be effected by a State or its authorized representative,

(a) expressly in facie curiae, or

(b) by an express undertaking to submit to the jurisdiction ofa court
of that other State as contained in a treaty or an international agreement or
a contract in writing, or. in any specific case after a dispute between ~he

parties has arisen.

"3. A State cannot claim immunity from the jurisdiction of a court of another
State after it has taken steps iri the proceedings relating to the merit,
unless it can satisfy the court that it could not have acquired knowledge of
the facts on which a claim to immunity can be based until after it has taken
such a step, in which event it can claim immunity based on those facts if it
does so at the earliest possible moment.

"4. A foreign state is not deemed to have waived immunity if it appears··
before a court of another State_in order specifically to assert immunity or
its rights to property."
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212. In introducing the report, the Special Rapporteur explained that the five

new draft articles mentioned above flowed from the position set out in draft

article 6 which established the rule on State immunity. Thus, article 7 on the

rules of competence and jurisdictional immunity was, in fact, a corollary to the

right to State immunity laid down in article 6. This was so because article 7
imposed a duty on the part of one ~tate to refrain from exercising jurisdiction

over another State, or in proceedings involving the interests of another state,

regardless of its competence.,

213. In attempting, in draft article 7, to define the concept of proceedings

against a State, whether or not named as defendant, the Special Rapporteur pointed

out that State practice appeared to indicate that there was in normal circumstances

an assumption in favour of the absence of consent. In other words, in proceedings

involving the interests of a foreign State, it would be correct to assume, in the

absence of any indication to the contrary, that the foreign State did not consent

to submit to the jurisdiction of the territorial State. There was thus a

possibility of the principle of State immunity coming into play. However, it

followed as a corollary that, if there was an indicatio~ of consent, there could

be no.question of state immunity.

214. The Special Rapporteur further explained that the existence of consent could

be viewed as an exception to the principle of State immunity and that it had been

so vie~ed in certain national legislation and regional conventions.. But, for the

purposes of the draft articles, he preferred to consider consent as a constituent

element of State immunity : immunity came into play when there was no consent,

subject, of course'to other limitations and exceptions (Which reID:,ained to be set

forth in part III). Accordingly, draft articles 8, 9, 10 and 11 all constituted

different ways i.il. which consent could be expressed, and could thus be viewed as

qualifications of the principle of State immunity. He left open the possibility

of combining the ideas expressed in these four articles into three articles only.

Thus "Consent of State" (article 8) would remain a separate article, IlVoluntary

submission" (article 9) and ''Waiver1' (article 11) couJ.d be combined in one

article as various expressions of consent, while "Counter-claims" (article 10)

would also be a separate article.

215. In presenting these five new draft articles the Special Rapporteur

emphasized th'at, in the preceding draft article 6 on "State immunity", the rule of

State ·immunity had been formulated from the standpoint of the State receiving or

benefiting from State immunity. A State is said to be "immune from the jurisdiction
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of another State". This formulation restated jurisdictional immlIDity as a general

rule or general principle, rather than an exception to a more basic norm or

fundamental principle of territorial sovereignty or territoriality. It was to be

recalled that the discussion within the Commission and the Sixth Committee had

revealed the existence of several theories and differing views regarding the

concept of State immlIDity. Adherence to a more fundamental and original concept

of sovereignty was not lIDcommon among develop~g States and socialist States

hinging on a more absolute notion of sovereignty and hence of State immunity.

Sharing a similar notion of absolute sovereignty, one view regarded State immunity

as an inevitable exception to the territorial sovereignty of a State exercising

its normal competence, while another view considered jurisdictional immunity to be

a direct application of the very principle of absolute sovereignty of the State

claiming to be immlIDe. Par in parem imperium non habet. The two views were not

necessarily irreconciliable. The Commission in fact adopted an objective concept

or a more orthodox formulation of article 6 restating a general rule of State

immunity, as confirmed in the practice of States, following in a sense an

inductive method of approach to the question of jurisdictional immlIDity.

216. In the view of the Special Rapporteur, it would seem pointless, for all

practical ptlrposes, to _have to make reference back to a more basic principle of

sovereignty each time a new study is made of any topic of international law. The

same could likewise be said of perflIDctory reference to a more flIDdamental norm

such as "pacta sunt servanda" or indeed "the principle of consent of States"to

which practical:ly all subsidiary rules of international law m~ be traceable.

Such retrospective investigation appeared to be neither salutory nor helpful. It

might on analysis even prove to be ·less than accurate if not altogether

misleading. '1'he question was where to begin and where to stop in the process of

retrogression.

211. During the discussion, it was pointed out that the approach adopted by the

Commission in treating the ge~~ral principles before proceeding to examine the

various possible exceptions to or limitations upon the general principles had,

received general approbation in the Sixth Committee of the Gen.:eral Assembly.

However, the manner in which the first general principle was stated i.l1article 6

(IIA State is i.mIhune from the jurisdiction of another State in accordance with the

provisions of-the present articles"*) met with some reluctarlce and even dissent

~.,ithin the Commission.
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218. One membe:t' mRil1t.... ilLC't't +.h1-4.1. I.h.. !Jll.L·do~~ n:in a~uo.L·uance with the provisions of

the present articles" made article 6 depcmdeut upon other provisions of the draft

articles and thus disqualified it from being an independent legal proposition or

statement of a basic rule of international law. This dissent with regard to the

w8¥ .L"l which the first general rule of state immunity was stated in article 6

persisted in the view of that member in so far as draft article 7 was concerned,

since article 7 was a natural consequence and necessary corollar,y of article 6
which the Commi.ssion had, however, adopted provisionally in order to enable its

work on this topic to proceed.

219. While most members of the Commission confirmed their approval of the approach

prcl'visionally adopted with regard to article 6, some of them doubted the approach

as reflected in the proposed article 7 that followed. other members were, however,

of the opinion that article 7 viewed the rule on State immunity from a different

standpoint by placing emphasis on the obligation incumbent upon a State to refrain

from exercising jurisdiction in a proceeding against another state. Accordingly,

article 7 served to reinforce the effect to be given to the right to State immunity

contained in article 6. It was further noted that article 7 dealt also with the

problem of defining the nature and scope of legal actions which constitute legal

proceec11ngs against another State for the purpose of jurisdictional immunities.

220. IrifU:rther suppOrt of the two articles, some, members stated that article 6

clearly constituted a general statement of legal principle of the right to State

iJIIIlunity and that it proVided a flexible, step-by-step appI'oach to the complex

topic. There was, thus, the view that the general approach of both articles 6 and 7
. . . .

offel-ed a satisfactory compromise: a doorway wide and tall enough for everyone to

pass throush with relative ease.

221. There was a generally shared view that' draft ar~icle 8 dealing with the

question of consent should be recast in order to preclude its first paragraph

phrase (itA State shall not exercise jurisdiction against another State without the

consent of that other State") from creating the impression that the article sought

to establish absolute or unqualified immunity. It was also pointed out that following

article 7, the full phrase "jurisdiction in proceedings against another State"

shOuld be used in order to avoid the impl.icati~n that jurisd:iction is exercised

apinstrather than with respect to another State.
by
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222. While also rejecting the idea of absolute immunity, but propounding the

notion of~ immunity, one member of the Commission however dissented from the

view reflected in the "trend" of restricting cases in which a state may claim

immunity before foreign courts. He did not therefore accept the approach followed

in the existing draft articles which he considered ·to be stressing that

jurisdictional immunity existed on~ to the extent the draft articles said it

existed. He preferred instead the approach reflected in article 15 of the 1972

European Convention on state Immunit~which. lays down the principle that a

state is entitled to immunity from the jurisdiction, except in a number of cases

mentioned in articles 1 to 14 of that Convention. This member also found

unacceptable 'the term "voluntary submission" used in draft article 9•.

223. But it was pointed out that the concept of voluntary submission, as

expressed in article 9, was simp~ one aspect of the concept of consent and that

certain distinctions could be drawn in articles 10 and 11. While it was general~

accepted that article lIon waiver dealt with an aspect of method of expressing

consent, it was doubted whether article 10 dealing with counter-claims could also

be treated as means of expressing consent.

224. It was however observed that the under~ing theme of articles 8 to 11 was

the consent of a state to the exercise of jurisdiction, where the state was .

entitled to immunity under international law. That being so, there wasinevitab~

some overlapping of the articles, since they were all, in a sense, expressions of

different ways of signifying consent to the exercise of jurisdiction in legal

proceedings involving interests of a foreign state. Some members, however,

wished to see further draft articles before lending a seal of approval to the

approach reflected in these articles. One member especially doubted wherever it

was fair for the articles to be based on~ on the presumption of absence of consent

on the part of the state conducting activities within the territory of another

State.

225. While an ideal situation would be to have before the Commission all

provisions of the draft articles including at least part IH, which is intended to

deal with the exceptions to or limitations upon the general pri..TJ.ciples of state

immunity, it is crystal clear that an inductive approach as recommended and adopted

by the Commission envisages a step-by-step examination of each and every possible
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legal principle and its ramifil~ations. Like all other topics hHhorto oonsidered

by the Commission, a yearly report oould do no more 'than present a pieoe-meal and

necessarily incomplete picture of the whole subj €Id. rrhetopic "Jurisdiotional

immunities of States and their prope:l.'ty" has been studied in a similar light.

Neticulous oare has been taken to examine every aspect of each rule of law as

evidenced by the practice of Sta'bes. A report is produced each year in that

direction and \dthin that scope, as outlined and approved by the General Assembly.

226. In the light ofbhe discussion in the Commission,680/ the Special Rapporteur

prepared and submitted for the consideration of the Drafting Committee, a revised

version (A/CN.4/L.337) of his original five draft articles,68l/ whioh he reduced to

four articles as follows: "Obligation to give effect to State immunity" (article 7) i (,82/

~
~

~
..~ "

"i:
..

680/ See paras.2l7-225 above.

6811 See foot-notes 674-678 above.

682/ Draft artiole 7 as revised read:

"Article 7. Obligation to give effect to State immunity

"Paragraph 1 - Alternative A

"1. A state shall give effect to state immunity under, [as stipulated in]

article 6 by refraining from subjecting another state to the jurisdiction of its

otherwise competent judicial and administrative authorities, [or] and by

disallowing the [conduct] continuance of legal proceedings against another state.

"Paragraph 1 - Alternative B

Ill. 11. state shall give effect to state immunity under article 6 by refraining

from SUbjecting another state to its jurisdiction [and] or from allowing legal

proceedings to be conducted against another State, notwithstanding the existing

competence of the autllority before which the prooeedings are pending.

"2. For the purpose of paragrapP. 1, a legal proceeding is considered [deemed]

to be one against another State, whether or not named as a party, so long as the

proceeding in effect seeks to compel that other State either to submit to local

jUJ;'il?diction or else to bear the consequences of judicial determination by the

oompetent authority ,..hieh may [involve] affect the sovereign rights, interests,

properties or activities of the State.

113~ In partioular, a proceeding may be considered to be one against another

Stai;e [When] if it is instituted against one of its organs, agencies or

instrumentalities acting as a sovereign authority:; or against one of its

reprj;lsentatives in respect of acts performed by them as State representatives,

of [if] it is designed to deprive another State of its public property or the

W3.e of such prope,rty in its possession or control.

"NOTE: Paragraph 3 would constitute an alternative to the text of draft

artiCle 3, subparagraph l(a)" [See foo~,-note 671 above.]
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"Consent of State" (article 8); 68'7;/ "Expression of oonsent" (artiole 9);~

~ Draft article 8 as revised read:

"Article 8. Consent of state

"1. [Subj ect 'to Part III of the draft artioles] Unless otherwise provided
in the present articles, a State shall not exercise jurisdiction in ~
legal proceeding against another State [as defined in article 7] without the
consent of that other State.

"2. Jurisdiction may be exercised in a legal proceeding against a State
which consents to its exeroise."

~ Draft article 9 as revised read:

"Article 9. Expression of consent

"1. A State may give its consent to the exercise of jurisdiction by the
oourt of another State under artiole 8, paragraph 2, either expressly or by
necessary implication from its own conduct in relation to the proceeding in
progress.

"2. Such consent may be given in advance by an express prov~s~on in a
treaty or an international agreement or a written contraot, expressly
undertaking to submit to the jurisdiction or to waive State immunity in
respect of one or more types of activities.

3. Such consent may also be given after a dispute has arisen by actual
submission to the jurisdiction of the court or by an express waiver of
immunity, [in writing, or otherwise] for a specific case before the court.

"4. A State is deemed to have given consent to the exercise of jurisdiction
by the court of another State by voluntary submission if it has instituted a
legal proceeding or taken part or a step in the proceeding relating to the
merit, without raising a plea of immunity.

"5. A State is not deemed to have given such consent by voluntary submission
or waiver if it appears before the court of another State in order specifically
to assert immunity or its rights to property and the circumstances are such
that the State would have been entitled to immunity, had the proceeding been
brou.ght against it.

"6. Failure on the part of a State to enter appearance in a proceeding
before ~he court of another State does not imply consent to the exercise of
jurisdiction by that court. Nor is waiver of State immunity to be implied
from such non-appearance or ~ conduct other than an express indication of
consent as provided in paragraphs 2 and 3.

"7. A State may claim or waive immunity at any time before or during any
stage of the proceedings. However, a State cannot claim imnnmity from the
jurisdiction of the court of another State after it has taken steps in the
proceedings relating to the merit, unless it can satisfy the court that it
could not have acquired knowledge of the facts on which a claim of immuIliiiy
can be based, in which event it can claim immunity based on those facts if
it does so at the earliest possible moment."
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and "CounteJ:'-olaim~1I (artiole 10). 685/ (Neither the Comm:l.0Eliol'i l'iO:I' 1:hel D:rMting

COllllDittee has oonside~ed these texta. 686/)

227. In ita oonsidel'ation of the :r:est of the draft artiolihl in p!\1"b Xl dMlirtg

w.i.th general prinoiples of state inllnunity, the Drafting Commit'tHjtl) wi11th~ref'o:t'e

a.lso have before it the$e revised vEll'siona of the draft artiQ1M as aubmHtad by

the Speoia.l Rapporte~.

B. Draft articles on 'urisdictional immunitiG9
of'States and their propert\'{ 68

"L. a.

P.ARr I

nrfaODUC'fION

Artiole 1

Scope of the present articles

The present articles apply to questions. relating to the immunity of one State
and its property from the jurisdiction of another State•

...
PART II

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Article·· 6

State Immunit\'{

1., A 3tate is immune from the jurisdiction of another State in accordance with the
provi.sions of the present articles.

2.. Ef:fQct sha:l:l be- given to state Immunity in accordance with the provisions of
the- present articles.

68<5/ Draft ~ticle 10 as revised read:

"Article 10., Counter-claims

"1 •. In a:ny- legal proceedings instituted. by a State, or in ,,,hich a, State has. taken
part or Se step relating to the· merit, in a. court of. another State., jurisdiction
~ be. ~xerc.ised iA res~ct of any cOPIlter-claimatising out of the same, legal
rela.;tionship or fC1:cts. 8,S, the principal clai.m:, or. if, in accordance wi..th the
pr~"i.ai,on$: of thee: p;cesent articles jurisdiction cOll1d be exercised, had separate
proQ~~~en·. instituted be;fo;r~ tha.t c9ur:t.

112. J\. ~~a..te, .~. a CQ~t~:r...c;l.~im.i.n; prQcee~ge·before a court of another State
i,ll c);eemeQ; to h<iive. g~l1ep. CP,I).$!'lp.t to. the· exer9is!1l of jurisQ.iction by that court with
:r~~.J?84t n~t onlytp the co~te:r...c;l.aim. b~t al~Q to the prirlcipal c;l.~, arising
91+t 9:f: th~ s~~·l~&aJ. :re.la,ti~mslIip or .facts [af;l .• the caunte:r,..claim]."

~l S.~1if ~Ci.~12 a.bove..

6aJ.I· F,?r ~e c0mil1entary to the 8.+ticles, . see Official Records. of the
Genew Assembl.-v. Thi:r~-:-i'ifth Session,. Supplement No~-lO (A!,5!lOr :PP: '326-360,
~Pi;(;}~1ifJ:·13. '.
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CHAPl'ER VII

S!)JAU,ltlS OF TIrE DIPLCMATIC COURmR ilND THE DIPLoo.TIC
1311.G NOm .hCCCMlilNmn 13Y DIPLoo.TIC COURmR

,A. Introduction

228. It may be 1'eoo.l3.011 that at its thirty-first session, in 1979,688/ the

Intemational La.w Conuniasion appointed Mr. l~lexander Yankov Special Rapporteur

tor the topio ot the "status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag

not a.ooompanied by diplomatic courier". llt its thirty-seoond session, in 1980,

the Commission had before it a preliminary report (A/CN.4/335) suboitted by the

Special Rapporteur, and also a working paper .(A/eN.4/VlP.5) prepared by the

Secretariat. The proli.r.1ina.ry report was considered by the Comlission at its

1634th, 1636th and 1637th oeetings. It engaged in a general debate on the issues

raised in the Special Rapporteur's report and on questions relating to the topic

as a. whole. A sur.unary of that debate was set out in a section or the report of

the Comr:lission on the work of its thirty-second session.'w

229. The General Assembly, by ~'U'agraph 4 (f) of resolution 35/163 of

15 December 1980, recot1Ilended that the International Law CoDDission, taking into!

account the w.citten cot1Ilents of Goverooents and views expressed in debates in the

General Asseobly, should continue its work on the topic with a view to the

possible elaboration of an appropriate legal instrunent.

13. Consideration of the topic
at the present session

230. The CoDIlission o.t the present session had before it the second report

suboitted by the Special Rapporteur (A/eN.4/347 and Corrs. 1 (English only) and 2

and Add. 1-2), containing the text of six proposed draft articles which

constituted part I entitled "General provisions": "Scope o£the present o.rticl~s"

(article 1), "Couriers and bags not within the scope of the Present articles"

(article 2); "Use of tems" (article 3); ''FreedoD of cotlDUIlication for all

official purposes effected through diplooatic couriers and diplooatic bags"

(article 4); ''Duty to respect mternationnJ. lo.w and the l.aws and :regulations of

the receiving and the transit State" (o.rticle 5); and "Non-discriDina.tion and

reciprocity" (artiole 6).
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231. The second report, considering first the scope of the draft articles,

projected p. conp:I'ehensive p.pproa.ch to the question by undertaking a. close exaninntion

of the releva.nt oultila.t0ra.l convention~ns the legnl bp.sis for a. uniforn regine

goveming the stp.tus of the courier a.nd the bag. It then discussed the definition

of the terns "dilllonntic courier" and "diplotUl.tic bo.gll as well as other terns to be

used for the drnft articles on the bnsis of the travaux preparatoires of the relevant

provisions of those conventions. FinaJ.ly, the report considered the generp.l

principles underlying those conventions which should also be incorporoted in the

present drnf't c:i.rticles.

232. The second report subnitted by the S];lCcial Iro.pporteur was considered by the

COIJOission at its l69lst, l693rd and l694th neetings. In introducing the report,

the Specinl Rp.pporteur indicp.ted thp.t the provisionP-l p.doption by the CoDDission

of drP-ft articles 1 to 6 could provide a useful working bp.sis for the continUp.tioll

of the work on other articles constituting pp.rt II relp.ting to the stp.tus of the

courier and pp.rt HI rclp.ting to the stp.tus of the bug.

1. Scope of the drP-ft articles

233. With regard to the scope of the topic, the Special Rapporteur proposeC!;, ns

ncntionecl in parngrnph 230 above, two drnft articles, nnoeJ..y, "Scope of the present

articles" (article 1) a.nd "Couriers and bngs not within the scope of the present
6"''' /

nrticles" (article 2).~

6'90/ The relevant nultilntera.l conventions referred to in the report were:
the l~Vienna Convention on Diplonatic Relations; the 1963 Vienna Conventio~
on Consulnr Relntions; the 1969 Convention on Specinl Missions; the 1975 ViO!J.tla
Convention on the ~epresentntion of States in Th.:::ir Relations with International
Orgnniza.tions of n Universnl Charncte!.

ffiJJ :Draft articles 1 and. 2 proposed by the Special Rnpporteur rend as follows:

"Article 1. Scope of the present ·articles

"1. The present articles shnll apply to cOIJOunications of.: States for all
official purposes with their diplonatic nissions,consulOJ~posts, special
nissions, or other nissions or d.elegations .. wherever situated, or with other
States or internationnl organizations, and also '!io official coonunicntions of
these nissions and dE'l'LAgations with the sending Stnte or with each other$ by
enploying diplonatib couriers and diplonntic bags.

"2. The present articles shnll npply nlso to coonunicat.ions of States for
all official purposes with their diplotk~tic nissions, consular posts, sr~cial

nissions; or other nissions or delegntions, whe~~ver situnted, and with other
stntes or international organizations and also to 6fficial cooi:rUrii.cntions of
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234. Introducing draft article 1, the Special Rapporteur stated that paragraph :1.,

which was designed to gua.rantee the iOl)leoentation of the principle of freedoo of

cOIJOunica.tion through the diplooatic courier and diplorotic bag, provideC for a

broad network of oeans of official cooounication. l..rticle 1, paragraph 2, was an

explicit and descriptive assioilation provision which rode the rules r.olating to

the diplona.tic courier and diplooatic bag o.pplicable to couriers and bags used by

consula.r posts and other oissions-and delegations. l~lthough that provision could

have been drnfted in nore concise terns, he sa.id it had been suboitte~ in a. nore

elo.borate forn in order to onke his intentions clear at the current initial stage

of the consideration of the topic.

235. While oany nenbers of the Conoission generally agreed with the proposal of the

Special Rapporteur, sone expressed doubt as to the desirability of referring to

"connunications with other States or international organizations"; they considered

that the scope of the draf't articles should be linited to coI:lDllIlications of the

Sto.te with its nissions a.nd agencies abroad. One nenber of the Cowission thpught

that the scope contenplatecl in these articles was too broad as it included aJ.l kinds

of connunications by states.

236. The Special Rapporteur noted that draf't article 2, paragr<:tph-l, rode it clear

that the articles would not apply to couriers and bags used for aJ.l officiaJ. purposes ~l

by internationaJ. organizations, while paragraph 2 contained a safeguard clause.

Several oeobers of the Conoission, however, expressed reservations concerning the

exclusion of couriers and -bags used for official purposes by international '

organizations fron the scope of the topic. While they realized that the inclusion

of international organizations within the scope of the ~1:raft articles night present

sone difficult~es, they were of the view that the extent of those difficulties should

these nissions nnd delegations with the sending State or with each other by
enpl'oying consular couriers and bags, and' couriers and bags of the special
nissions, or other nissions or delegations."

IIArticle 2. Couriers and bag'S not within the scoVe of
the present articles

Ill. The present articles shall not apply to couriers and bags used for all
official purposes by international organizations.

112. The fact that the present articles do not apply to couriers and bags used
for all official purposes by international o:rganizations, shall not af'fect:

(a) the legal statusbf such couriers and bags;

(b) the application to such couriers and bags of any rules set forth in
the present articles with regard to the facilities, privileges and .inDunities
which would be a.ccorded under international law independently of the present
articles. I!



be ascertained before ony fim decision was taken. It was stated that, unless

justifiable reasons wore given, the couriers and bags of interna.tion.."1J. orgrmizations

which play on active role in the present-day world should not be excluded. One
,

oeober of the ComU.ssion expressed the view, hcwver, that since a:ny cODDU%lication

by the internation.."1J. organizations should not be considered secret or confidential,

it eight not be possible to treat then in the sane way as states.

2'7. It was stated by several nenbers in this connection that the article should

also refer to "other subjects of international law" so that the interests of such

entities as the Palestine Liberation Orcrnnization nnd the Council for Nnnibia could

be safeguarded in addition to intern..'1.tion.."1J. organizations.

2. Use of tems

2~. Concerning the definition of the tem "diplot1c.'1.tic courier", and "diplonntic

'bngll ond other tertls, the Special Rapporteur proposed a draft article on "Use of

tems" (article 3).2!lY

692/ Draft article '3 proposed by the Special Rapporteur read as follows:

"Article 3. Use of terns

"1. For the puxposes of the preserrt articles:

. (1) 'diplot1c.'1.tic courier' neans a person duly a."llthorized by the conpetent
authorities of the sending State and provided with an official docunent to
that effect incucating his status and the nunber of packages constituting the
diplooa.tic bag, ·..mo is entrusted with the custody', transportation and delivery
of the diplono.tic bag or with the trmsnission of an official oral nessage to
the d1plono.tic nission, consular post, sp~cial nission or other nissions or
delegations of the sendiIig State, wherever situated, as well as to other States
nnd intemationnl organizations, and is accorded by the receiving State or the
tmnsit State fac,ilitics, privileges, ond iDnunities in the perf'omnnce of
his official functions;

(2) 'diplonntic courier ad hoc' neons m official of the sending state .'
entrusted with the function of diplonntic courier for spec1al occasion only,
who shall cease to enjoy the facilities, priVileges and iJ:lnunities accorded by
the receivil1£! or the transit State to a cliplonntic courier, when he has
delivered to the consignee the diplonntic bag in his charge;

(,) 'diplonntic bag' neans all packages containing official correspondence,
docunents or articles exclusiveljr .for official use which bear visible external
narks of their chara.cter~ 'Used fo:i:' coDDUnications between the sending State and
its diplono.tic nissions, consular posts, special nissions or other nissions
or delegations, whe:L'ever situated, as well as with other States or intema.tional
organizations. dispatched through diplono.tic 90urier or the captain of a ship
or a cotltlercial aircraft or sent by post, overland shipnent or air freight
nnd which is accorded by the receiving or the transit State facilities,
privileges and iDounities in the perforoa.'"lce of its official function;
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239. Sone nenbers 01' the CoI:lOi.ssion expressed. the view that it was d.oubt£ul to

inclucle substontive rules in a provision on d.e1'initions, ond. they re1'erred.

specif'ical1y to subpo.ro.graPhs (1), (2), (3) ond. (7) 01' article 3, paragraPh 1.

One nenber suggested. the use 01' the tems "governnent courier" ond. "governnent bog"

while another nenber 1'avoured. the tems "of1'icial courier" ond "o1'1'icial bag".

Still another nenbor did. not consider it necessary to invent new terns since the

terns "diplono.tic courier" ond "cliplonatic bag" had alreac1¥ been well established.

2:EJ (cont.)

(4) 'send.ing State' neons a state d.ispatching diplomtic bag, with or
'torithout a courier, to its cliplono.tic nission, consular post, special nission
or other nissions or d.elegations, wherever situated., or to other States or
international orgonizations;

(5) 'receiving State' neons a state on whose territory:

(a) a diplonatic nission, consular post, special nission or
peroanent nission are situated., or

(b) a neeting 01' on organ or 01' a conference is held.;

(6) 'host State' neans a State on whose territory:

(a) on orgonization has its seat or an o1'1'ice, or

(b) a neeting 01' on organ or a conference is held.;

(7) 'tronsit State' neans a state through whose territory and with whose
consent the clip10no.tic courier and./or tho cliplonatic bag passes en route to
the receiving State;

(8) 'third. State' neans OIlY State other thon the sending State, the
receiving State ond. the transit State;

(9) 'dip10no.tic nission' neons a pemonent nission within the neaning 01'
the Vienna Convention on Diplonatic Relations 01' 18 April 1961;

(10) 'consular post' noons OIlY consulate-general; consulate, -vice-consulate
or consular agency within the neaning 01' the Vienna Convention on Consular
Relations 01' .24 April 1963;

(11) 'special nission' mans atenporary Dission, representing the State,
which is sent by one State to another with the consent 01' the latter 1'orthe
purpose 01' dealing with it on specif'icquestions or 01' per.fornin.g in relation .
to it a spe-:dal task; . ~

(12) 'nission' neons, as the case nay be, the pemanent nission or the
pemanent observer nission;

(13) ,'pemanent nission'.neansanission 01' pemanent .Qharacter;
representing the State, sent by a' state nenber 01' an international organization
to that organization; , -

(14) 'pe~ent observer nission' neans a nission 01' pemanent character,
representing a state, sent to an_international organization by a State not it.
nenber 01' that orgonizo.tionJ
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Referring to subparagraph (7), a fei'; spea.1{ers expressed reservation to the reguir0~'

ment of "consent" of the transit state which mig'l';.t impose undue restriotion upon

the sending state. Finally, it was said that some of the terms listed in the

subparagraphs might profitably be omitted.

240. It was pointed out, homver, that the notions "diplorotic courier" oncl

"diplonatic bag" have been well established in state practice ond have acquired

general acceptonco and legal certain1;y. Therefore it was sug/Iostecl to adopt then

as the basic tems reaarcling tho courier ond the bag and through an assiuilation

2:EJ (cont.)

(15) 'delegation' neons, as the case roy be, the delegation to an organ
or the delegation to a conference;

(16) 'dele£!O.tion to an orgon' neons the delegation sent by a State to
partioipa'ce on its behalf in the proceedings of the argon;

(11) 'observer delegation' neans, as the case nay be, the observer
delegation to an organ or the observer delegation to 0. conference;

(18) 'observer delegation to on orgon' neons the delegation sent by 0.

State to partioipate on its behalf as an observer in the proceedings of the
orgon;

(19) 'delegation to a conference' neons the delegation sent by a State
to parti.cipate on its behalf in the proceedings of the conference;

(20) 'observer clelegation to a conference' neons the delegation sent by
a State to participate on its behalf as on observer in the proceedings of the
conference;

(21) 'internationo.l organization' neans on intergovernuent orgonization;

(22) , or~..n' neans:

(a) ony principal or subsidia:ry or1!an of on interno.tional
organization, or

Cb) ony coIJIJissf.on, coI:ll:littee or sub-group of ony such orgon, in .
which States are I:Jenbers;

(23) 'conference' neans a conference of States.

"2. The provisions of paragraph 1 (1, 2, 3) on the terns 'diplorotic courier',
'diplooatic courier ad hoc' ond 'diplomtic bag' nay apply also to consular
courier and consular courier ad hoc, to couriers and ad hoc couriers of special
w.ssions and other uissions or delegations, as well- as to consular bag and the
bags of' special uissions ond other uissions ond delegations of the sending
State.

"3. The provisions of paragraphs I and 2 of_ the present article regarding the
use of'temE! in the present articles are without prejudice to the use of those
terns or to the neanings which nay be given to then in other international
instrw:I.onts or the internal law of ony state."
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fornula, as contuinecl in article 1, paragraph 2, to apply the regitle governing

the clilJlotlatic courier and the diploootic bag to all other kinds of couriers and

bags used by states in coIJt1unicatincr with their tlissions abroad.

241. Regard.ing the drafting of the proposed draft articles and the definition of

other terns, the Special Rapport<?lur noted that upon further reflection, a nuober of

itlprovetlcnts could be tlade. He surrg'estcd that article 1, paragraph 1, could be

inproved by confining the network of coIJt1unicat;i.ons to those between the sending

State and its oissions and between those tlissions, wherever situated, while

paragraph 2 could be abbrevi~ted. On article 3, the Special Rapporteur pointed

out that the list of tertls could be tlore concise and certain tems like "transit

State", "third State", etc. should be well detemined.

3. General principles

242. With respect to the general principles of the draft articles, the

Special Rapporteur proposed three draft articles, nutlely, "Freedotlof cOIJIlUIlication

for all official purposes effected through diplooatic couriers and diplooatic

bags" (article 4),~ "Duty to respect international law and the laws and

~ Draft article 4 proposed by the Special Rapporteur read as follows:

"1I.rticle 4. Freedotl of coIJt1unication for all official purposes
effected throu~h diplooatic couriers and diplooatic bags

"1. The receiving State shall lJemit and protect free cOI:lOUIlications on the
part of the sending State for all official purposes with its diploootic
oissions, consular posts and other tlissions or delegations as well as between
those nissions, consular posts und delegations, wherever situated or with
other States or international organizations, as prov'ided for in article 1.

"? The trunsit State shall facilitate free CoIJt1UIlication through its
territory effectecl through diploootic couriers and diploootic bags referred
to in paragraph 1 of the present article." .
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regulations of the receivinrr and the tro.nsit State" (o.rticle 5~ and "Non

discrioination nncl reciprocity" (artiole 6">.22i/
243. While nany speakers generolly felt that the prinoiples stipulated in these

nrticles forced the sound bo.sis for the entire codification on this topic, sone

nenbers of the Comission expressed the view that en article presoribing the duties

of the sendinrr State should also be inserted in order to secure 0. proper bnlance

between the riflhts nncl obligntions of scncliIli! Stntes ond reoeiving States. In

this context it was observed that nbuses of the courier and the bng souctines

occurred nnd that there night be roon for strengthening the so.!egun.rds to be provided

for in the dro.!t nrticles.

~ Dro.!t article 5 proposed by the Special bk~pporteur rend as follows:

",Article 5. Duty to respect interno.tiono.l law and the laws
nncl regulations of the receiving oncl the trnnsit State

"1. Without prejudice to his privileges ond iI:ltlUnities, it is the duty of the
diplon.~tic courier to respect the rules of international law nnd the laws ond
regulntions of the receiving State and the transit State.

"2. The diplooa.tic courier also hns 0. duty not to interfere in the intema.l
o.!fairs of the reoeiving Dncl the tro.nsit Sto.te.

"3.. The tenporary a.ccoI:lIloc1.~tion of the diplooa.tic courier tlUst not be used in
o:n.y n.'U'1Iler inconpatible with his functions as laid down in the p:rosent
articles, by the relevcnt provisions of the Vienna Convention on Diplonntic
Relntions or by other rules of gcnero.l internatic:mal Inw or by cmy special
agreenents in foroe between the sencling State and the receiving or the transit
State" •

§Zi/ Dro.!t article 6 proposed by the Special R..~pporteur rend ns follows:

"1I.rticle·6. Non-discriIlination and reciprocity

"1. In the application of the provisions of the present articles, no
discr.iIJination shall be n.~de as between Stntes with regard to the treatnent .
of diploca.tic couriers cmd diplooatic bags. .

"2. However, discrinination shall not be regarded ns tDking place:

(0.) where the receiving State applies any of the provisions of the
present dro.!t articles restrictively because of n restrictive application of
that provision to its diplon.~tic couriers oncl diplooa.tic bags in the sending
State;

(b) where States nocli£y an0Ili! thenselves, by custon or agrceucnt, the
extent of facilities, privileges Dnd iI:Iounities for their diplooatic couriers
und diploca.tic bags, provic1od that it is not _inconpatiblewith the object
Dnd purpose of the present articles Dnd does not affect the enjoynent of
the rights or the perf'orco.nce of the obligations of third States."
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244. Reforence wns D.."l.de in this oonnootion to the provision of nrtiole 35,

po.raarnph 3 of tho 1963 Viennn Convontion on Consular Relations undor which the

bags oould be 0lxmed in oertain oircunst::moes. The Special Rapportour indicc.tod,

however, that, roving studied sone 110 bilateral treaties, he found 92 of then

contained provisions sinilar to artiole 27, paragraph 3 of the 1961 Vienna. Convention

on Diplooatio Relations whioh stipulated unoonditional inviolability, while only

18 had provisions cleviating fror.l it in one way or ::mother, but oerto.inly no nore

restriotive thm the conditions laid down in the 1963 Vienna. Convention. Given

the objeotive pioture of the situation, he oonoluded that, though reference to

possible abuses was quite legitioo.te, it should not be unduly exaggerated. .

4. other renarks ooncerning the study of the'· topic

245. Many oeobers of the Cot1!lission considered that the oethocl npplied by tho

Special Rapporteur was good and sound for the preparation of tho draft articlos on

this topic. It wns stated for instance that the' Special llappor.teur had suocessfUlly

deoonstrated that the cOllprehensive and uniforo trcatoent of the probloo was

possible. Another oeober said that the Special Rapporteur1s presentation had done

ouch to lllleviate his uncertainty as to why the General Assenblyond the CoJ:llJission
, .

had considered the topic of such ioportance, given the body of law which a1rcady

existed.

246. However; a few oenbers of the Cot1!1ission observed that; while there were

advantages in establishing one set of rules to cov'er all official cooounications,

such rules night also detract froo the protection accorded to such coOtIUnications

by current law. One speaker wondered if there was a need to elaborate suoh a

detailed set of cl.:ro£t articlos as proposed by the Special Rapporteur since oostof

tho probleos wore alrcady quite cloar under the existing conventions. They stressod

that tho topic was ono which callod for close exaoination and that the CotD:lission

should exercise great caution in its consideration.

247. One oeober of the Cot1!1ission also oxpressed the view that the approach proposod

by the Special llo.pporteur was n~,ither inductiv'e nor deductive, but was on analytical

nethod. To take four articles froo four differcnt conv'entions and to attenpt to

noalgaonte certain of their provisions into a single article to apply to all

situations would inevitably lead to confusion•. Ho stressed the ioportance of an

enpirical exOIJinntion based on tho functinnal approach.

\
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248. Finally, upon the suggestion of tho Specio.l Rapporteur, the COI:Jnission

requested the Secretariat:

(0.) to bring up-to-date the cOtlpiJ.ation of the relevant provisions of

IJUltilateral and bilatern.l treaties in the field of diplonntic und consular

law, prepared earlier for the Special Rapporteur;

(b) to solicit £rotl States infonntion on national laws, regulntions,

proceduxos und practices as well as inforoation on judicial decisions,

arbitrn.l awards und diplooatic correspondence regarding the treo.tnent of the

diplonn.tic 'courier and the diploIJ,;'1.tic bag.

249. At the conclusion of the debate, the CoI:Jnission decidecl to refer n.rlicles I

to 6 to the DrD.£ting CoI:Jnittee.~
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OTBER DECISIONS .AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Relations bet-ween States and international ·zations
second part of the topic

250. The Special_Rapporteur for the topic "Relations be"b\·ree"n States and. international

organizations (second part of the topic)" continued his study of the question and

received certain materials from the Secretariat relevant to the topic. To assist

him in his further work, the Special Rapporteur·re9.~stedthe Secretariat to

continue its re3earch and studies in the field.

B. Programme and methods of work of the Commission

251. At its 1650th meeting, held on 13 May 1981, the Commission decided to establish

a Planning Gr~up of the Enlarged Bur~au for the present session. The Group was

composed of Mr. Robert Q. Quentin-Baxter (Chairman); 1:11'. Jw.io Barboza;

Mr. Mohammed Bedjaoui; Mr. Laurel B. Francis; Mr. Frank X.J .C. Njenga;

Hr. Christopher vi. Pinto; Mr. Willem Riphagen; Mr. }Tilan Sahovio;

Mr. Abdui Hakim Tabibi; Mr. Niko1ai A. Ushakov; andSir Francis V?11at. The

Group "ras entrusted with the tas~,.inter alia, of considering the programme and

methods of work of the Commission and of reporting thereon to the Enlarged Bureau.

The Planning Group met on 15 May and 17 Jw.y 1981. r-rembers of the Commission not

members of the Group were invited to attend and a number of them participated in

the meetings.

252. On the recommendation of the Planning Group, the Enlarged Bureau recommended

to the Commission, for inclusion in its report to the General Assembly on the work

done at the present session, parairaphs 253 to 261 belo"r~ At i ts1696th meeting,... " . ,

held on 22 Jw.y 1981, the Commission considered the recommendations of the Enlarged
. ~ ,:" . - .,' . ~ ;

Bureau and, on the basis of these recommendations., ad;0pted _;~he, following paragraphs.

253. In considering the question of its pro.g-ramme of w<?rk for its

thirt,r-fourth session in 1982, the Commission took into account that its present- '. .., ,." ,,-. .., ,',,- - .;

session is its last within the present term of.office of the members of the . .

Commission. As a permanent bqdY', and without wishing to prejudice the frf?edom of

action of its membership as newly constituted in 19.82, the Commission has reached
. . '. . ...... .' I. . .... '. . eJ..: . ". , ."

the conclusions indicated below to ensure the~on:tinuiWof w'ork oIl theto:pics on

its current progra.1Dllle of work. In addition, the Commis.sion reaffirmed its decision

recorded in ea11ier reports221lthat a Special RaPporteurwh;;Sre-ElleC~dby"1;h~'

. W Se~, for example, Yearbbbk B. 1971,vo1.:i:! "(Put Or.e);'p: 352,
do~nt A/a410/Rev.1, para. 132; yearbook .... 1966,vo1.II, p. 277, ......
document A!6309/Rev.l, part II, ~ara. 73; and Yearbook. n. 1953, vo;J..II,p.231, .
document A/Z456, para. 172. . ' - ..

t
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General Assembly as a member of the Commission should continue his ",ork on his

topic unless and until the Commission as newly constituted should decide otherwise

at its thirty-fourth session.

254. Also in considering the question of its programme of "Iork for its

thirty-fourth session, the Commission took into account the general objectives and

priorities '''hich the Commission, with the approval of the General Assembly, had

established at previous sessions and 'the recommendations contained in

General Assembly resolution 35/163 of 15 December 1980, as "Iell as the progress

achieved at the pl'8sent session in the study of the topics under current

consideration. In that connection, as recommen(!ed by the General Assembly in

resol.ution 35/163, the Commission at its present session completed the s~cond

reading of the draft articles on the topic "Succession of States in respect of

matters other than treaties" adopted in first reading at its thirty-first and

thirty-second sessions, taking into account the "rritten comments of Governments and

vie,,,s expressed in debates in the General Assembly. Those draft articles are

entitled "Draft articles on succession of States in respect of State property,

archives and debts". The Commission has thus completed its ",ork on this topic

"Iithin the term of office of the present membership, as envisaged by the

Commission in 1977.

255. Concerning the topic "Question of treaties concluded bet't-Ieen States and

international organizations or between wo or more international organizations",

the Commi'ssion, as recommended by General Assembly resolution 35/163, commenced at

the present session the second reading of the draft articles on treaties concluded

betl.reen States and international organizations or betl·reen interrlational

organizations, in the light of the written comments of Governments received and

vie,'1s expressed in debates in the General Assem~~y, as "Iell as of the written

comments received from principal international organizations. The Commission

completed at the present session the second reading of articles 1 to 26 of the

relevant draft articles and intends to devote primary attention to this topic at

its 1982 session with tbe aim of compl~ting the second reading of the remaining

articles of the draft and Annex, on the basis of a further report to be submitted

by the Special Rapporteur and in the light of comments and observations of

Governments and international organizations concerned. This "Iill complete the work

of theCommissioIl on this topic. As indicated above in paragraph 106 the

Commission decided at its present session to address a reminder to Governments and

principal international organizations for the submission of written comments and

observations on articles 61 to 80 and Annex of the above-mentioned draft articles.
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256. 'While, as indicated above, the Commission in conformity '\'Tith General Assembly

resolution 35/163 will devote primary attention at its 1982 session to the topic

"Question of treaties concluded between States and international organizations or

betl'leen t\-ro or more international organizations", it also intends to continue the

stu~ of other topics on its current programme of work as follows:

(a) At the present session, the Commission continued its work on the topic

"State responsibility", on the basis of the second report submitted by the

Special Rapporteur containing proposed draft articles, vTith the aim. of beginning

the preparation of draft articles concerning Part 2 of the draft on the

responsibility of States for internationally wrongful acts (content, forms and

degrees of international responsibility), as recommended by resolution 35/163 of

the General Assembly. In so doing, it has borne in mind, as further recommended by

the General Assembly, the need for a second reading of the draft articles

constituting Part 1 of the draft (the origin of international responsibility), the

first reading of which the Commission had completed at its thirty-second session.

In the report on the work of its thirty-second session,~he! Commission had

expressed the hope to proceed, in the light of written comments and observations of

Governments as well as views expressed in the General Assembly, to a second reading

of the draft articles constituting Part 1 of the draft at its thirty-fourth session.

nevertheless" considering the limited number of written comments and observations

of States thus far received on those articles and the desirability·of advancing the

''fOrk on Part 2 of the draft, the Commission believes that the Special Rapporteur

should, for the time being, continue to focus his main attention on the development

of Part 2 of the draft. At its thirty-fourth session, the Commission intends, on

the basis of a further report to be submitted by the Special Rapporteur, to pursue

its vTork on this topic.

(b) The Commission continued at the present session its work on the topic

"International liability for injurious consequences arising out of acts not

prohibited by international law" on the basis of the second report submitted by the

Special Rapporteur. The Commission at its next session vTill continue the study-o:r

the topic on the basis of a further report to be prepared by the Special Rapporteur

vTith a view to the elaboration of draft articles on the topic.

General Assembl
182.
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(c) Due to the resignation from the Commission of the Special Rapporteur on
the topic "The la-'\v of the non-navigational uses of international "latercourses" upon
his election to the International Court of Justice, the CommisEion 'tvas not in a
position to talce up the study of the topic during its present session. At future
sessions the Commission intends to proceed with the elaboration of draft articles
on the topic which had begun at its thirt,y-second session on the basis of a report
to be submitted by a new Special Rapporteur to be appointed.£22I

(d) Concerning the topic "Jurisdictional immuni ties of States and their
property" the Commission at its present session continued its study of the topic,
on the liasis of the third report submitted by the Special Rapporteur. It intends
to continue that study.at its thirt,y-fourth session on the basis of reports
prepared by the Special Rapporteur with a view to proceeding with the preparation
of draft articles on the topic, which had begun at the Commission's
thirt,y-second session.

(e) The Commission continued its work at the present session on the topic
"Status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not accompanied by
diplomatic courier", on the basis of the second report presented by the
Special Rapporteur. It is anticipated that at its thirt,y-fourth session the
.Commission will continue its study of the topie, "lith a vie,"T to the elaboration
of draft articles on the topic.

(f) The Special Rapporteur for the second part of the topic "Relations
bet'l'leen States and international organizations" will continue his study of the
subject and may, should that study so require, submit a preliminary report to the
Commission.

257. As to the allocation of time at its thirty~fourth session for the topics
mentioned in paragraphs 255 and 256 above, the Connnission "lill talce the appropriate
decisions at the beginning of that session when arranging for the organization of
its ivorlc. The Commission is, however, aware that in the time available, it may not
be possible to take up all the topics mentioned in paragraph 256 above. The
Commission believes, moreover, that it can do better "10rk ancl in the longer run
achieve greater result~ by concentrating its attention on a smaller number of
topics at ~·one session.

§22./ A third report on this topic was submitted by the fonner SpecialRapporteur who had begun the preparation of that report prior to his resignationfrom the Commission upon his election to the International Court of Justice. Thatreport will be circulated as document A/CN.4/348.
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258 •. .As to the long-term programme of work of the Commission, it may be anticipated

that at its thirty-fourth session, the first within the term of office of

Commission members elected by the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session,

the Commission will consider establishing general objectives and priorities which

"muld guide its study of the topics on its current programme of '\-10rk for the coming

sesoions, taking into account relevant General Assembly recommendations. It may be

recalled that in 1975, the Commission considered a set of proposals for completing

either first or second readings of draft articles in the fields of State

Tesponsibility, succession of States in respect of matters other tl~ treaties,

the most-favoured-nation clause, and the question of treaties concluded be~~een

States and international organizations or between ~'10 or more international

organizations by the conclusion of the Commissi.on's five-year term of office ending

in 1981.7001 As that term of office is now ending, it may be noted that those

objectives established in 1975 and reaffirmed in 1977, have been largely

realized.1Q1} The establishment, in conformity with relevant General Assembly

resolutions, of general objectives and priorities guiding the programme of work to

be undert&cen by the Commission during a term of its membership, or for a longer

period if appropriate, appears to be an efficient and practical method for the

planning and timely carrying out of the 't~ork programme of the Commission.

259. Under General Assembly resolution ::·V142 of 17 December 1979 entitled

"Co-ordination in the field of international trade la"r", the Secretary of the

United Nations Commission on International Trade La'\-l (UNCITBAL) adfu:.essed a letter

to the Secretar.J~ of the Commission requesting information relating to the recent

or current activities of the International Law Commission in the field of

international trade law. As a result of the discussion held on the matter in the

Enlarged Bureau of the Commission and its Planning Group, the Secretary of the

Commission was authorized to transmit certain ma,terials' to the Secretary of TINCITRAL

'J.S]S]/ Yearbook ••• 1975, vol.II, p.184, document A/IOOIO/Rev.l, paras. 141-14~_.

'J..21/ Those objectives were realized as follovlS: at its thirty-second session
in 1980 the Commission completed the first reading of the articles constituting
Part 1 of the draft articles on State responsibility; at its present session it
completed the second reading of the draft articles on succession of States in
respect of State property, archives and debts; in 1978, at its thirtieth session,
the Commission completed the second reading of the draft articles on most-favoured
nations clauses; and in 1980, at its thirty-second session, it completed the first
reading of the draft articles on treaties concluded be~veen States and international
organization or between international organizations.
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concerning recent and current activities of the International Law Commission whiCh

may bear upon questions related to the field of international trade law. The

materials furnished were i3ub~e1uently reproduced as a document of UNCITRAL

(A/CN.9/202/Add.3 and Corr.l (English only». The Commission "Telcomes the

opportunity to co-operate, as invited by the General Assembly in its

resolution 34/142, wj th the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law

by providing it with relevant information on activities of the International Law

Commission and by consulting wi th it.

260. In connection with the methods of 'Work of the Commission, the Commission

takes note of paragraph 8 of resolution 35/163 of 15 Dec~mber 1980 by which the

Assembly welcomed the considerations and recommendations contained in the report

of the Commission on the '·:ork of its thirty-second session on questions having a

bearing on the nature, programm!3 and methods of ''lork of the Commission and the

organization of its sessions with a view to the timely and effective fulfilment of

the tasks entrusted to it. 702/ The Commission wishes to reaffirm that it will

continue to keep under review the possibility of improving further its present

procedures and methods with the flexibility which the study of particular topics

may require, with a view to the timely and effective fulfilment of the tasks

entrusted to it by the General Assembly.

261. In connection with the International Law Seminar "Thich is so closely associated

with the annual sessions of the Commission, it may be that the Commission, as newly

consti tuted, will wish to take an early opportunity to consider whether there are

a;ny practical steps that can be taken to make the Seminar even more valuable.

C. Relations with the International Court of Justice

262. On behalf of the International Court of Justice, Judge Abdullah EI-Erian paid

a visit to the International Law COmmission and addressed it at the 1683rd meeting.

In his remarks, Judge EI-Erian conveyed to the Chairman and members of the

International Law Commission the best wishes of the International Court of Justice

and of its President, Sir Humphrey Waldock, who was unfortunately unable to convey

those wishes personally to the Commis3:lon. Judge El-Erian referred to a letter

'1S!5J Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth session,
SUPPlement No. 10 (A!35!10); paras. 186-193.
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'\-1mch had been addressed to the Chairman of the Commission by the President of the
Court in which the President stressed the significance of the codification work of
the International Law Commission for the judicial activity of the Court. The
President reaffirmed that the Court valued and wished to maintain its strong links
with the Commission. Judge El-Erian pointed out that in its latest judgements and
advisory opiniona , the Court had had the task of applying and interpreting a number
of conventions concluded on the basis of draft articles prepared by the Commission.
In one judgement concerning diplomatic and consular immunities the Court based
itself on the rules as they had been clearly formulated in the Vienna Conventions
of 1961 on Diplomatic Relations and of 1963 on Consular ~lations. The Court also
examined '\-1ith great care and appreciation the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons, including
Diplomatic Agents of 1913. He :t'scalled that in an advisory opinion, the Court had
made use of the Vienna Convention on the L.:l.w of Treaties of 1969. It was also
noteworthy he said, that the work of the Commission had its utility for the Court
even before it had resulted in the conclusion of an international convention.
Article ~6 of the Commission's draft articles on treaties concluded between States
and international organizations or between international organizations had been
relied upon by the Court as illustrative of customary lal1 and a guiding indication
of a residual rule.

263. The Commission also received a visit from another Judge of the -International
Court of Justice, Judge Roberto Ago, who made a statement at the l666th meeting of
the Commission. He reaffirmed the significance of the co-operation between the
Commission and the Court and related how the work of the Commission on various
topics had been reflected in the judgements of the Court and in its hearings. He
also stressed that there were additional contemporary reasons 11113- co-operation
between the Court and the Commission should become even more intense and activs;
it was essential that the Court and the Commission should co-operate in actually
defending the law in the field of international relations. It '\'Tas by no means
unheard of, in current circumstances, for superficial observers to advocatemaki~_.
a kind of distinction between "classical" international lal'1, allegedly old if nOt
indeed obsolete, and a "new" international law covering ne"T a:l."eas and more closely
attuned to the recent aspirations and needl:! of the international community". Those
views were unacceptable, he said, to anyone with a substantial knm'Tledge of the
realities of the life of the international community and its la'\'1. International
legal rules should certainly be gradually extended to ne'\-T areas '\"1ithwhich the law
had not so far been conce:rned or had been involved to a limited extent only Those
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rules should, however, be carefully thought out and shoul.d genuinely meet the

acknowledged needs of the whole communi. ty. Judge Ago considered it to be

in partd.cul.an, that new rules thus developed should be grafted on to the solid t

of existing international law. He believed that the Commission had had the merit

of demonstrating that the codification and progressive development of

law, which it was its object to promote, were not tasks to be pursued separately

but tasks to be carried on together in the definition of all the topics lUlder

consideration. Whatever the matter proposed, codification should be both the

reaffirmation of the still topical rules of existing law and the affirmation, in

the form of gradual development, of the modifications necessi tated by the changes

in the international community and its way of life. In that approach, there could

be no codification without gradual development. He said it vould , in particular, Q

very dangerous to lose sight of the fact that, follmving the profound changes that

had occurred in the composition of the community of States, it had become both

essential. and urgent to define anew and with the participation of all concerned,

old customary law, to redefine it, to supplement it, and to invest it wi th the

clari ty characteristic of written, conventional Law , On the basis of the fulfilmen

of that primordial task, it would then be possible to turn attention to the

consideration of new matters and to add an organic supplement to the

from past centuries. He was thus convinced that the Court and the Commission were

called upon to co-operate even more closely, not limiting themselves to mere

reciprocal borrowing- of each other's work, to safeguard international law and the

essential function it fulfilled in the life of the international community.

D. Co-operation with other bodies

264. The Commission wishes to reaffirm the great importance it attaches to

co-operation with bodies engaged in the progressive development of international

Lavr and its codification at the regional level. In accordance Hi th arti cle 26 of

its Statute I the Commission has thus maintained co-operation Hi th the Arab

Commission for International Law, the Asian-African LeGal Consultative Committee,

the European Committee on Legal Co-operation and the Inter-American Juridical

Committee. As the aspirations of the States of the regions concerned in regard to

the development of international law are also reflected in the respective agendas

of those bodies, the Commission intends to pay due attention to topics on such

agendas when considering, in the future, its mm programme of work , It also intends

to examine further ways by which existing ties of co-operation be tween the Conunission

and those bodies may be enhanced and strengthened.

-;.]2/ Un
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1. European Committee on Legal Co-operation
2650 The European ComInittee on L-egal Co-operation uas represented at the
thirty-third session of the Commission by Mr. Erik Harremoes, Director of Legal
Affairs of the Council of Europe, who addressed the Commission at its 1687th meeting,
held on 9 July 1981.

266. r-Ir. Harremoes first dealt with the recent la1v-making activities of the Council
of Europe and primarily with the Conventions which had been concluded in the last
year. The European Agreement on Transfer of Responsibility for TIefugees was oI:ened
for sienature by member States of the Council of Europe on 16 October 1980 and had
alrea~ entered into force. Its main purpose was to facilitate the application of
article 28 of the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the Status of RefUgeeJ!12/
vThich has been ratified by all member States of the Council of Europe. The
European Agreement aims at regulating in a uniform manner the question of transfer
of responsibility for refugees between Council of Europe member States and is
designed, in a liberal and humanitarian spirit, to specify the condition in which
responsibili ty for issuing a travel document is transferred "Then a refugee moves
residence from one State to another. The other legal instrument to which
I'fr. Harremoes referred ,vas the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with
Regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data which opened for signature on'
28 January 1981. The Convention contains three categories of ruleso First; it,.
confirms as rules of international law binding upon the contracting States those
national principles dealing with private and public data banks '\vhichhad been
recommended in 1973 and 1974 by the Council's Committee of Uinisters for voluntary
adoption by its member States. Second, i tcontains a solution to the international
data protection applicable to transboundary data flovTs. Third, it helps data
subjects in one country defend their rights with regard to the information about
them vThich is being automatically processed in another country. Mr. Harremoes also
brought to the Commission's attention new developments in the relations between the
European Economic Community and the Council of Europe and revievTed the legal
activities of the Council to be undertaken in the period 1981 to 1986, including -.
the preparation of draft conventions on the following subjects: protection of art
objects againflt theft, transfer of prisoners from one State to another, compensation
to victims of crimes, protection of underwater cultural heri tags, retention of
ovmersl1ip clau.ses in commercial contracts and the prote ction of animals.

1!I2I United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 189, 12.137.
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261. The Commission, having a standing invitation to send an observer to the

session of ,the European Committee on Legal Co-operation, requested its Chairman,

llr. Doudou Thiani, to attend the next session of the Committee or, if he was unable

to do so, to appoint another member of the Commission for that purpose.

2. Inter-American Juridical Committee

268. l·fr. Christopher W. Pinto, Chairman of the Commission at its

thirt,y-second session, attended, as an observer for the Commission, the session of

the Inter-American Juridical Committee held in January-Februar,y 1981 at

Rio de Janeiro, and made a statement to the Committee.

269. The Inter-American Juridical Committee was represented at the

thirt,y-third session of the Commission by one of its members, Hr. Jorge Aja Espil,

who adcli'essed the Commission at its l689th meeting, held on 13 July 1981.

210. l'fr. Aja Espil reviewed the work of the Inter-American Juridical Committee

during the past 10 years which had aimed at enforcing the effectiveness of the

Organization of American States and reflecting the realities and present aspirations

of the Inter-American Communit,y. In the 1910s, the Committee had concentrated on,

inter ~, a draft convention on international terrorism and the revision of the

Convention on the Protection of Industrial Propert,y. At its recent session, the

Committee had devoted its attention to a draft convention on torture and on a report

on the legal aspects of the transfer of technology" Thus, the Committee continued

to maintain its concern, as the legal organ of the Inter-American system, to protect

fundamental human rights, as well as to tackle the international problems affecting

the development of States. As to the draft convention on torture, lIr. Aja Espil

dre", attention to a 1918 resolution adopted by the General Assembly of the OAS

calling for the preparation of such a draft convention defining torture as an

international crime and reviewed the issues considered by the Committee in its

"lork on the draft. The greatest force of the draft, he explained, lay in a ne",

element: the inte:cnational control of obligations of States ",hereby each individual

is protected against the international crime of torture, even vis-a.-vis his own

State. By establishing, in the draft convention, mechanisms for recourse by an

individual to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and the Inter-American

Court of Human Rights, the individual may be said to have become a subject Qf

international la",. In reviewing :the work of the Committee on the legal aspects

of the transfer of technology, Mr. Aja Espil stressed that, as in other fora, the

formulation of legal rules cannot be isolated from the pressing social and economic

problems facing the world communit,y. For those supporting the establishment of a

ne't" international economic order, one of the most important problems in the- legal
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ordering of international economic relations is that of the transfer of technology
to developing countries. He noted that in its 'vork on this topic, the Committee
examined the system of international protection of industrial property and the 'Work
of 1-lIPO concerning its revision, as well as the draft international code of conduct
on the transfer of technology being considered within the United lITations. The
approach taken by the Committee was one of innovation and harmonization, attempting
to frame a legal order which would submit international economic relations to rules
corresponding to greater distributive justice. Finally, lIre Aja Espil recounted
the activities of the Committee in the field of private international la'W relating
to international co-operation in judicial proceedings and acceptance of evidence
abroad.

271. The Commission, having a standing invitation to send an observer to the sessions
of the Inter-American Juridical Committee, requested its Chairman, I1r. Doudou Thiam,
to attend the next session of the Committee or, if he 'vas unable to do so, to appoint
another member of the Commission for that purpose.

3. Asian-African regal Consultative Committee
272. lire .Christopher W. Pinto, Chairman of the Commission at its
thirty-second sAssion, was appointed by the Chairman at the present session to
attend, as the uoserver for the Commission, the twenty-second session of the
Asian-African regal Consul"cative Committee held at Colombo from 24 to 30 May 1981,
and made a statement before the ComInittee.
273. At the present session of the Commission, the Committee was unable to be
represented. The Commission, which has a standing invitation to send an observer
to the Committee's sessions, requested its Chairman, I·ir. Doudou Thiam, to attend
the next session of the Committee or, if he was unable to do so, to appoint another
member of the Commission for that purpose.

4. Arab Commission for International La"T
274. The Arab Commission for International La,,; was represented at the
thirty-third session by Mr. Hadi Treki, who addressed the Commission at its
l697th meeting, held on 24 July 1981.
275. Mr. Treki said that the participation of the Arab Commission for International
Law in the present session of the International Law Commission "Tould strengthen
relations between the two bodies, help to shed light on the difficulties of the
newly independent countries, including such matters as the legal foundation of the
new international economic order, ecological problems and the question of
international peace and security, and at the same time open the W!~ for greater
contacts between the Arab Commission and such institutions as the Asian-African
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Legal Consultative Committee. He expressed the hope that the '\'lork of the

International La,v Commission would help to establish .cqual i ty amonG the members

of the international community, 'vi th due regard for the rights of peoples

struggling for self-determination and for the harmony of the rules of justice,

and that the Commission would be able to achieve its goal of serving the interests

of mankind.

E. Date and place of the thirty-fourth session

276. The Commission decided to hold its next session at the United Nations Office

at Geneva from 3 l1ay 1982 to 23 July 1982.

F. Representation at the thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly

277. The Commission deoided that it should be represented at the

thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly by its Chairman, Hr. Doudou Thiam.

G. International La"T Seminar

278. Pursuant to paragraph 12 of General Assembly resolution 35/163 of

15 December 1980, the Office of Legal Affairs organized, in conjunction with the

Uni tedNations Office at C-eneva, the seventeenth session of the International Law

Seminar during the thirty-third Eession of the Internaticnal Law Commission. 'Il:e Seminar

is intended for advanced students of this subject and junior government officials

'-Tho normally deal with questions of international la'" in the course of their work.

A selection committee met under the chairmanship of I·fr. Erik 3uy,

Under-Secretary-General, the Legal Counsel. It comprised t'\'TO other members:

Hr. G. Badr, Deputy Director of the Codification Division, and Hr. H. Geiser,

Chief of Administration of the Geneva Office of UNITAR. Twenty-one participants,

all of different nationalities and the great majority from developing countries,

were selected from among the candidates; one was unable to attend. Additionally,

three fellowship holders under the United Nations/Unitar pro~amme participated in

the session.

279. Participants had access to the facilities of the United Nations Library and

were able to attend a film show given by the United Nations Information Service.

They were given copies of the basic documents necessary for following the discussions

of the Commission and the lectures at the Seminar and uerc also able to obtain, or to

purchase at reduced cost, United Nations documents "Thich are unavailable or difficult

to find in their countries of origin. At the end of the session, participalits

received an attendance certificate, signed by the Chairman of the Commission and the

Director-General of the United Nations Office at Geneva. BetvTeen 1 and 19 June the

Seminar held 12 meetings, at which lectures were given, followed by discussions.

..
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280.· The follm"ing seven members of the Commission delivered lectures and took
part in discussions at the Seminar: Mr. G.R• .A1drich (Some problems of the law
of the sea); Mr. J. Barboza (The law of the non-navigational uses of international
't"atercourses); r·Tr. R.Q. Quentin-Baxter (International liability for injurious
consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by international law);
lIr. P. Reuter (Treaties to which international organizations are parties);
Hr. U. Riphagen (State responsibility); :r.ir. S. Sucharitkul (Jurisdictional
immunities of States) and Mr. S. Verosta (Regional alliances and arrangements in
international law). In addition, the text of a lecture to have been delivered by
lTr. S. Tsuruoka on "Some reflections on the International La", Commission in
the 1980s vTas circulated. Furthermore, judge Roberto Ago delivered a lecture
entitIed "Is international law a law of recent formation and is ita reflection
of European thought?". Mr. C. Swinarski of the Legal Office of the International
Committee of the Red Cross delivered a lecture on "International humanitarian la,,,
as part of public international law: sources and scope". rIr. V. Romanov, Director
of the Codification Division, delivered a lecture on "United Nations institutional
arrangemE¥nts for the progressive development and condification of international
la"T!!. r·ir. G.:r.l. Badr, Deputy Director of the Codification Division, delivered
concluding remarks on "Law in a changing community of nations". The introductory
lecture on the International Law Commission and its ,,,ork "Tas given by
lIra E. Valencia-Ospina, Deputy Secretary of the Commission.
281 .. This year a visit to the Headquarters of the International Committee of the
Red Cross ,,,as added to the programme of the Seminar. The participants were received
by Mr• .A1exandre Hay, President of the International Committee, and, after a
luncheon offered by the Committee, listened to a talk by :r1r. J. Horeil10n, Director
of the Department of Principles and Law of the International Committee of the
Red Cross, on the legal aspects of the work of his orgailization touching upon points
of humani tarian law.

282. As in the past, none of the costs of the Seminar fell on the United Nations,
,,,hich vTas not asked to contribute to the travel or living expenses of participants.
The Governments of Austria, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands and Norway made funds
available this year that enabled the granting of some fe110't'Tships to participants
from developing countries. Funds were also made available for fellowships by the
Dana Fund for International and Comparative Legal Studies (of Toledo, Ohio,
United States of America). With the award of fellowships it is possible to achieve
adequate geographical distribution of participants and to bring from distant
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countries deserving candidates who would otherwise be prevented from participating,

solely by lack of funds. This year fellowships 'vere auarded to 16 participants.

283. Of the 380 participants; representing 108 nationalities, accepted since the

beginning of the Seminar in 1965, fello'\'lships have been a\Tarded to 168, not

including Unitar fellO\'1ship holders. It is to be hoped that donor Governments ,-rill

continue their efforts and that other Governments ,-Till be able to contribute to

this movement of solidarity with nationals of developing countries.

284. The Commission wishes to express its thanks to lIr. E. Valencia-0sPina for

having made arrangements for, and Mr. G. Badr for having. conducted proceedings

of, the Seminar this year. It notes "Tith appreciation the arranaements made this

year to ensure the continuance of the International La'" Seminar, for whose success

l·Ir. Pierre Raton, Senior Legal Officer, who has retired after more than 30 years

of devoted service, took a large share of responsibili t"lJ in previous years.

At its 1680th meeting, held on 29 June 1981, the Commission paid tribute to

IIr. Raton.
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ANNEX I

cmm1ENTS OF GOVEBl'll·1ENTS ON T.HE DRAFT ARTICLES ON SUCCESSIONOF STATES nT RESPTIlCT OF NATTERS OTHER THAN TREATIES ADOPTIID
:BY THE INTERNATIONAL LAVl Cor·RUSSION AT ITS THIRTY-FIRST .AND

mInTY-SECOND SIDSSIONS :J
CONTillNTS

Swd me en ..•.•••••••••••••.••••••••••.•.•••..•••••••••.••••••••••••••• •_•.

~ The comments reproduced in this annex were originally circulated indocuments A/CN.4/338 and Add.1-4.

For the text of the draft articles on succession of States in respect ofmatters other than treaties provisionally adopted by the Commission at itsthirty-first and thirty-second sessions, see Yearbook ••• 1979, vol. II (Part Two),pp. 15 et seg., document A/34/l0, chap. II, sect. B and Official Records of theGeneral Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session. Supplement No. ~;tO (A/35/10), pp. 17 et seg.,chap. II, sect. B.2. For the correspondence betw'een those draft articles and thedraft articles on succession of States in respect of State property, archives anddebts as finally approved by the Commission at its thirty-third session, seeAnnex III to the present report.
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AUSTRIA

[Original: EnglishJ

[16 April 1981J

1

v

1. The Commission observes ~ itself that the present title of the draft articles
and, in conjunction with it, the wording of article 1 are no longer appropriate
since important "matters other than treaties", affected by a succession of States,
as, e.g. the issues of acquired rights (with the exception of those of third States,
which are the subject of article 9) or of nationality are not dealt with by the
draft. It would thus seem advisable to revise both the title and article 1
accordingly. Of the suggestions offered by the Commiss~on vTith a view to remedying
this unsatisfactory situation, "succession of States in respect of State property,
State debts and State archives" (in case the latter provisions are retained in the
draft) would seem more. appropriate than "succession of States in respect of certain
matters other than treaties" because the vagueness of the latter vmrding is hardly
felicitous for the title of an international instrument. Moreover, it would again
beg the question as to "Thich "matters" were actually dealt 11Tith by the draft.

2. vlhat is stated above, namely, the fact that it is necessary to bring the title
and the wording of article 1 in line vIith the present scope of the draft articles
raises, however, the basic question of whether a draft dealing only with three
aspects of State succession - and leaving aside a number of aspects of great
importance - justifies the amount of thought, energy and time "Thich the Commission
and its Special Rapporteur have devoted to the subject over so many years. Although
the Commission's decision to limit the scope of the draft would seem understandable
in view of the controversies surrounding some other "matters" affected by a
succession of States, the mere fact that it was found necessary to restrict the
scope of the draft would suggest that subjects considered for codification should
undergo an ever stricter screening as regards their suitability for codification
before work commences on them. The establishment of working groups or
sub-committees for the preliminary examination of new subjects, a procedure which
the Commission has used effectively in recent years, should therefore become
standing practice. Those working groups or sub-committees should not only
determine the scope of a future draft and the main points which the draft would have
to encompass but should also establish guidelines for the Special Rapporteur with a
view to ensuring that his reports remain within the m~_nstream of thought of the
Commission. This would surely allow for a more rapid progress of work.

3. Another aspect of the draft articles would seem to point in a similar
direction. Many articles use language like "unless othervTise agreed" [arts. 7, 8,
13 (1), 14 (1), 22 (1), 23, E (1), F (1) J, or i!settled by agreement" [arts. 10 (1),
11 (4), 19 (1), C (l)J, or "determined by agreement" [art. b (2)J. Such frequent
reference to the freedom of States to deviate from the rules set forth in the draft
articles would seem to call into question the notion of codification as such, and
is indeed throwing doubt on the appropriateness of codifying rules which obviously
are meant to be only of a residual character. It is true that similar language
is also used in existing instruments of codification, but in those cases such
language is authorizing almost exclusively deviations in form or procedure, and
not in substance. If, however, that reference has been inserted to satisfy the

~ Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its
thirty-first session (Official Records of the General Assembly,
Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 10 (A!34!10)), para. 49.
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condition set by article 41 (1 a) of the Vienna Convention 'on the Law of Treaties,it ''TOuld rather seem preferable to omit such a blank check in an instrument ofcodification and have the States concerned comply with the limit established bysubparagraph b (ii) of article 41 (1) of the Vienna Convention, if indeed Stateswish to deviate by agreement from the draft articles.

Moreover, even where the draft articles are apparently stating residual rules,they are in some cases referring, in fact, back to an agreement between the Statesconcerned. Thus, some articles provide that State property shall, in the absenceof specific agreement between the States concerned, pass to one of them who shalleCluitably compensate the other [arts. 13 (3), 14 (1 b) and (2)] or, in other cases,that it shall pass to the successor states in eCluitable proportion' [art. 14 (1 d)].Similar provision is made in some articles relating to the State debt [arts. 19 (2),22 (1), 23]. Given the reluctance of states to submit disputes be~leen them tothird-party settlement, and in the absence of a provision in the draft as to whoshall determine ,.,hat is eCluitable and what procedure ought to be follo,.,ed in suchcases, the implementation of the articles Cluoted would require an agreement betweenthe States concerned even in the absence of an "agreement".

4. The draft articles incorporate in part I (introduction) only some of the generalprovisions of the Vienna Convention on Succession of states in Respect of Treaties~While the reason for such 0mission is obvious in respect of articles 3, 4 and 5 ofthe Vienna Convention, no reason is offered nor can any reason be logically deducedfor not including article 7 (temporal application). It '\",0uld rather appear thatthe reasons invoked by the Commission for the reception of article 6 of theVienna Convention into the draft articles as article 3 (those reasons are set forthin paragraph 4 of the commentary to article 3) argue in favour of including' alsoarticle 7 of the Vienna Convention, especially if article 20 of the draft articlesis retained in its present form.

Specific articles

Article 6

The present '\"lording of article 6 may easily give rise to misunderstandings.Ti tIe to State property is held by a State under its internal,la,., and not underinternational law; international la'\"l only authorizes the State to claim it underits internal law. Thus, a succession of States - which is an operation underinternational law - entails the extinction of the predecessoris claim and thearising of the corresponding claim of the successor State but does not cause thetransfer of the right itself ,.,hich is held under international la'\"T: an act. of. thesuccessor State under its internal law is necessary to that effect. Tha~ theCommission recognizes this legal situation is evident from paragraph 4 of the·;commentary to article 6 where the Commission states that "the effect. of the .,"succession of State is essentially to change the entitlement (emphasis supp:/.ied):'::"C"to the right to the State property". The Commission has failed, hOllever, to make·this clear in the wording of the article which should, therefore, be revisedaccordingly.

6. Article 16

Although the commentary to article 16 contains a lengthy dissertation ondifferent categories of the State debt (paras. 13-40), nothing Qf t~is is reflected
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in the ''lording of the article. liUrther, no explanation is given by the Commissionin the commentary to that article (cf. paras. 44 and 45 stating the legislativehistory of the text).

This is all the more regrettable as the failure to distinguish betweendifferent categories of the State debt, such as national debt, local debt andlocalized debt, leads to the othe~lise quite unnecessary introduction into somearticles of the concept of equity, which has no generally accepted meaning ininternational law. .

1. Article 20

The fact that no distinction is made between diffe~ent categories of the Statedebt is apparently also the reason why a rule is being proposed in article 20 whichgoes beyond a reasonable protection of the interests of a newly independent Stateand, furthermore, is not at all confirmed by the practice of States over the last20 years. To make the passing of a localized debt to a newly independent Statedependent on an agreement between predecessor and successor State and thus on avollllltary act of the ne't'Tly independent State, is at variance w'ith the principleres transit cum suo onere, quoted by the Commission in paragraph 18 of itscommentary to article 16. None of the lengthy considerations set forth inparagraphs 2 to 58 of the commentary to article 20 are conVincing, particularly notthe reference to the vTeak "financial capacity" of nevlly independent States(para. 58). Such considerations which amount to a mandatory transfer of debtpertain, and rightly so, to the realm of economic aid or of the new internationaleconomic order} in the context of the legal regime of State succession and as aprinciple for determining the passing on of obligations to the successor State,they seem rather out of place. If a "Teak "linancial capacityll vere to prevent thepassing on of a State debt, '\'Thy should that benefit be limited to Ilneul y independentStates ll? Contrary to the present vlOrding of article 20, and in accordance uiththe principle of unjust enrichment, local or localized debts should in principle,pass on to the neuly independent state and deviations from that principle, forwhatever reason, should be left to arrangements between the predecessor and thesuccessor State. For this reason, preference is given to paragraph 1 of thealternative text proposed by one member of the Commission and reproduced inparagraph 64, note 345, of the commentary to article 20.

8. Addendum: articles A to F

The residual nature which characterizes the draft as a whole becomesparticularly obvious in respect of draft articles A to F relating to State archives,constituting the addendum. In fact, "lith the exception of paragraph 1 ofarticle B relating to the case of a newly independent State, no prOVision in theaddendum does enVisage rules from which deviation by agreement between the Statesconcerned would not be admissible. This approach which, in view of the complexityof the problems involved, seems indeed to be the only practical solution must, onthe other hand, automatically raise the question whether it is necessary at all toinclude provisions on state archives in the present draft articles. It would seemthat - with the possible exception of newly independent States - the inclusion ofthe articles contained in the addendum does not add much to the draft as a whole.Those articles should therefore simply be deleted.

If, however, the Commission were to deem it" absolutely essential to retainprovisions on State archives, the contents and language of the provisions ought tobe carefully revievTed. The definition of the term "State archives" contained in
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article A, while in principle acceptable for the purpose of the subsequentarticle B, seems inadequate for the suggested remaining articles. A thoroughreview of this definition establishing, after all, the scope of the followingprovisions, would in that case be necessary. The language used in articles C,E and F for basically identical situations varies for no apparent reason and shouldbe brought in line.

The solution adopted by the Commission for dealing in the draft with what thecommentary calls the "archives-territory link", seems arbitrary and somewhat atvariance with the established treaty practice in this field. In particular,thought must be given to the possibility of incorporating, in an appropriate way,~ of the two main principles relating to the problem of the lIarchives-territorylink" (see paragraph 15 of the commentary to article C). The option made b;}'- theCommission to the effect to incorporate only the principle of "territorial orfunctional connection ll without giving regard to the principle of "territorialorigin" is indeed unsatisfactory.

BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

[Original: Russian]
[28 January 1981]

The formulation by the International Lavl Commission of the draft articles onsuccession of States in respect of matters other than treaties is one of the mostimportant areas of work in the field of the codification and progressivedevelopment of international law.

An analysis of the three parts of the draft on succession of States in respectof matters other than treaties prepared by the International Law Commission ~("Introduction", "State property", "State debts n ) shOvTS that the existing text is,on the wholes- satisfactory and may be used as a basis for the drafting of aninternational convention to supplement the Vienna Convention on Succession of Statesin Respect of Treaties.

At the same time, some prov~s~ons in the draft articles require furtherelaboration, particularly the provisions of article 16 (b). This paragraph dealswith "any other financial obligation chargeable to a State", which is totallyunacceptable since such obligations are governed not brinternational law but bythe relevant provisions of mUllicipal law. Paragraph (b) should accordingly bedeleted from article 16.

The vlOrk of the International La"l Commission in formulating articles onsuccession to State archives seems important and necessary, since archives are aconstituent part of State property and, because of their nature, contents andfunctions, are of great interest both to the predecessor State and to thesuccessor State. In this connection, the question of defining the actual conceptof "State archives" and all aspects of the problem which have a bearing on thepossibility of transferring State archives in various cases of succession ofStates should be given particular attention.

Since the draft articles on succession of States in respect of matters otherthan treaties are not complete, the observations set forth above are of apreliminary nature. The Byelorussian SSR reserves the right to submit additionalcomments as work on the draft articles as a whole progresses.
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CHIlli

[Original: Spanish]

[12 Hay 1981]

Although the Government of Chile has not focused its attention on detailed
analysis of this matter, there being other Questions which are currently of greater
concern from the codification standpoint, it has noted with interest the wor-k done
by the International Law Commission in this area. It considers it acceptable that
the wording of the draft articles should be in line with that of the VielLna
Convention on Succession of states in Respect of Treaties, subject to the
appropriate adjustments, and that, in dealing with the draft articles, account has
been taken of resolution 4.212, adopted by the UNESCO General Conference at its
eighteenth session in Paris in 1974, on the transfer of documents from archives.

As to substance, Chile has expressed its agreement with the approach taken by
the International Law Commission in the draft articles. However, their title is
of questionable legal clarity, since the draft articles deal solely with succession
of States in respect of property, debts and archives, which can be summed up as the
assets and liabilities of a State; the title of the draft convention, therefore,
is not felicitous, since it bears no relation to the rules instituted. Furthermore,
the phrase "matters other than treaties I! is ineffective in the light of the
principle that special provisions take precedence over general provisions: it is
obvious that this draft convention deals vi th succession of States in respect of
matters other than treaties, bearing in mind the Vienna Convention on Succession
of States in Respect of Treaties, adopted in 1978.

In this context, the prOVisions of draft article 1 seem repetitious and
redundant in a modern set of legal rules. These provisions should be related to
article 1 of the Vienna Convention on Succession of States in Respect of Treaties,
which is more specific than article 1 of the draft under consideration and which
performs a definite function in that it pr-ovides that that Convention applies to
the effects of a succession of States in respect of treaties "between States l 1 1
this gives it some dispositivo force. On the other hand, article 1 of the draft
under consideration merely reproduces its infelicitous title.

Furthermore, the definition of "State debt" given in draft article 16 seems
insufficiently clear, state debt being defined as a financial obligation of a
State to~rards another State. Such an approach limits the scope of the concept of
debt. In general, debt can be taken to mean contracted obligations arising from
a legal connection between creditor and debtor with the effect that the latter
performs the commitment based on the corresponding right. This concept does not
lose its validity if applied oy analogy to international law; in the light of
the above, it is appropriate to suggest that the definition proposed in draft
article 16 should De reconsidered, with a vievr to extending it to cover all
commitments vis-a-vis another party which possesses the corresponding right, not
limiting it to the performance of a financial obligation, or an obligation in
kind, along ,rith the obligations of giving, doing or not doing a particular thing,
within the category of obligations.

Lastly, on the basis of an over-all examination of the draft articles, some
comments may be made on article A in the addendum whi.ch defines, for the relevant
purposes, the concept of "state archives!1. This is unduly broad and hence
insufficiently specific for a legal definition. The way in vrhich the concept is
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dealt with can be criticized, .since the succinct reference to the IIcollection ofdocuments of all kinds ll does not give a definite idea of the nature of thedocuments that comprise an archive and make it deserving of special treatmentdifferent from that accorded to other items of State property. On this point,it would be desirable for the definition in article A to t~ce accoUI1.t of theconcept embodied in resolution 4.212 adopted at the eighteenth session of theUNESCO General Conference in 1974, in which the General Conference declared itselfmindful of the fact that archives are of great importance for the general, cultural,political and economic history of the count~ies concerned. It would therefore bepreferable to state, for the purposes of the draft articles, that the term IIStatearchives ll means the collection of public or private documents vTh~ch, by theirselection and nature, constitute the general historical, politica~ economic andcultural record of the countries concerned.
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These are the general, preliminary comments of the Government of Chile on thedraft articles proposed by the International Law Commission on succession of Statesin respect of matters other than treaties. The Government of Chile is interestedin continuing to co-operate in the important and valuable codification workundertaken by the International Law Commission.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

[Original: French]

[8 April 1981]
1. The Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic pays a tribute to theexcellent work done by the International Law Commission in the preparation of thearticles on succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties ~d tothe outstanding contribution of Mr. Bedjaoui, its Special Rapporteur.

The priority given by the Commission to the economic aspects of succession ofStates, i.e., to State property and State debts and questions relating to Statearchives, in the study of questions relating to succession of States in respect ofmatters other than treaties has proved useful. The articles prepared constitutea relatively complete and independent body of problems which can be codified withoutits being necessary to open up other questions of succession of States in respectof matters other than treaties which are not affected py the present draft articles.In view of the great diversity existing in international practice, it would bedifficult to prepare a draft set of general rules governing those other problems.
Succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties constitutesa very important but also very complex body of topics of international law. Theinternational practice applied so far does not always permit the assumption oftb~cexistence of a generally valid rule, and, consequently, we see in the set of draftarticles on succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties preparedby the Commission an inextricable inter\1eaving of the progressive development andcodification of international law. The approach adopted by the Commission, whichhas applied itself to finding a just and balanced solution to thorny rroblems,unquestionably merits approval.

2. We must commend the effort made by the Commission to ensure that the draftarticles on succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties,as apart of the general codification of the law of succession of States, is harmonized
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with the 1978 Vienna Convention on Succession of States in Respect of Treaties.For that reason, the new structure of the draft, which brings the draft articlescloser to the 1978 Vienna Co~vention on Succession of states in Respect of Treaties,is grounds for satisfaction.

It seems necessary, however, for the Commission to elucidate yet more closelythe relationship be~feen the Vienna Convention on Succession of States in Respectof Treaties and the draft articles on State debts arising from internationaltreaties.

3. With regard to the form which the draft articles should take in the finalstage, as in the case of the codification of the law of succession of States inrespect of treaties, the most appropriate form would be an international convention.
4. With regard to the title of the draft articles, Czechoslovakia recalls in thisregard its position in the Sixth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly,where it declared itself in favour of changing it so as better to express thecontent of the draft articles, namely, "succession of States in respect of Stateproperty, State debts and State archives".

5. As well as the title, article 1 should also be changed. Its scope seems toobroad in view of the actual content of the draft articles, which regulate onlyquestions of succession of States in respect of State property, State debts andState archives. At the same time, articles 4 and 15 should be deleted, since theywill become superfluous after article I is changed.

There is, however, another aspect which the Commission should study moreclosely if it should decide to replace in article 1 the expression "in respect ofmatters other than treaties" by the expression "in respect of State property,State debts and State archives il
• In the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly,several delegations expressed the wish that the draft articles on succession ofStates in respect of matters other than treaties should be harmonized with the1978 Vienna Convention on Succession of States in Respect of Treaties. The purposeof this request is not merely to have an analogous structure in the external form.The sphere of application of the articles on succession of States in respect ofmatters other than treaties should also be parallel to the sphere of application ofthe 1978 Vienna Convention on Succession of States in Respect of Treaties.

Article 1 of the above-mentioned Convention limits the scope of the Conventionto treaties between States. In the case of article 1, in view of the conception ofdebts contained in article 16, where State debts are defined much more widely thanmerely as debts between States, the parallel with the Vienna Convention onSuccession of States in Respect of Treaties disappears.

6. The Commission's intention of unifying as far as possible the terminologyused in the 1978 Vienna Convention on Succession of States in Respect of Treatiesis commendable. We can thus approve the conception of article 2. Article 2should, hOvlever, be completed by the definition of the terms "State property" ,."State debts" and "State archives", vThich are at present scattered throughout thevarious parts of the draft and to which we shall revert subsequently.

Similarly the meaning of the term "third State", as defined in article 2,paragraph 1 (f), is not entirely clear, and we shall refer to this below inconnection with article 18.
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Harmony must, hm'lever, be established betvleen the prov~s~ons of article 3 and
the commentary to certain other articles. In the commentary to article 19, the
Commission mentions the case of the participation of the Third Reich in the general
debt of the Czechoslovak State after 1939. Although it is stated ~hat there was no
question in that case of a succession of States occurring in accordance lv.ith
international law, the commentary cites this case in support of the provisions of
draft article 19. The Czechoslovak Government considers that there is a
contradiction in the Commission's mode of procedure. Inasmuch as, according to
article 3, the prOVisions of the draft articles apply only to cases of a succession
of States occurring in conformity with international law, the mode of procedure of
a State which violated international la'" cam-lot, in any event, serve as an argument
in support of the proposed legal rules. Czechoslovakia considers that this
passage should be deleted in the Commission's commentary to article 19.

7. The inclusion of article 3 in the draft articles is motivated not only b,y the
fact that similar provisions are" incorporated in the 1978 Vienna Convention on
Succession of States in Respect of Treaties, but also by the fact that the
consequences of territorial changes made in contradiction with international law
relate essentially to the topic of State responsibility. Czechoslovakia therefore
approves the Commission's idea of not including these questions in the present
codification.

8. We can support the approach adopted by the Commission for the settlement of
individual cases of succession of States in Part II, Section 2, Part Ill, Section 2,
and articles B to]'. The distinction drawn between cases of the transfer of part
of the territory of a State, the birth of a newly independent State, the uniting
0; States, the separation of part or parts of the territory of a State and the
dissolution of a State is fully justified. The reasons for which the Commission,
when proceeding to the classification of particular types of succession of states
does not follow the model of the 1978 Vienna Convention on Succession of Stat~s

in Respect of Treaties are convincing.

The thorough analysis of international practice made by the Commission in order
to elucidate the principles valid for each of the types of succession of States
should be appreciated. The importance accorded by the draft articles to agreements
between the predecessor State and the successor State or successor States, as the
case may be, is fully justified.
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9. viith regard to article 5, which defines the concep~ of "State propertyll,
attention should be given to the criterion adopted in the definition of that
concept, namely, the internal law of the predecessor State. Logical as this
criterion may appear, the fact that the same property may, according to the
internal law of the predecessor state, be regarded as property belonging to that
State, while, according to the internal law of another State or according to
international law, it may be regarded as property belonging to a State other than
the predecessor state requires that this question be studied again by the
Commission. It is desirable that, at least to some extent, international law
should also be brought into the solution of this question.

The same problems arise with regard to the application of the internal law of
the predecessor State in accordance with article 9~ this article is, moreover,
somewhat superfluous, because it is self evident - and this follo\",F, moreover, from
the provisions of article 5 - that the prOVisions of Part II will apply only to the
property of the predecessor State and therefore under no circumstances to the
property of third States. It should also be stressed that, just as the succession
of States does not affect the property of third States, neither does it concern the
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property of nationals other than those of the predecessor State or o'lnerless
property. Such property is not affected thereby, wh~ther it is situated in the
territory of the predecessor State or else",here. From this point of vie"l, the
present provisions of article 9 raise more problems thatl they resolve.

10. 'Vith regard to article 6, the question arises "'hether the terms "extinction"
and "arising" of rights adequately eJ..rpress the fact that the rights "pass" from the
predecessor State to the successor State. The element of the continuity of the
legal relationship, in spite of the change occurring in one of its subjects, is
extremely important, particularly in view of the interests of third subjects and
questions of transitional periods. It would therefore be appropriate if the
Commission replaced these expressions. by terms better corresponding to the idea of
the continuity of the legal relationship.

11. In Part 11, Section 2, the International Law Commission has rightly devoted
particular attention to cases involving the birth of a newly independent State.
The Government of Czecnoslovalda favours a codification of the provisions on the
succession of States relating to newly independent States in such a way that it
would take account of the need to create conditions which would enhance their
independent political and economic advancement and '''ould be based on the consistent
application of the principle of the permanent sovereignty of every people over its
wealth and natural resources. It therefore notes with satisfaction that this
principle has been clearly enunciated in article 11, paragraph 4, as being one of
the principles to which any agreement between the predecessor State and the newly
independent State relating to the succession of the newly independent State to
State property must be subordinated.

12. In the case of article 11, paragraph 1 (c) and article 13, paragraph 1 (c),
the International Law Commission has employed two different criteria for the'
determination of the proportion of the movable property of the predecessor State,
other than the movable property specified in the preceding subparagraphs of the
~fO articles, which should pass to the successor State, although the situations in
both cases are quite similar. It would therefore be advisable to harmonize the
"lOrding of the tvlO provisions; the "crding of article 11, paragraph 1 (c) would
be preferable.

13. Article 16, "hich defines the meaning of State debt for ~urposes of the draft
articles, presents a difficult problem. In view of the basic difference of view
on the question of the meaning of State debt, the International Law Commission
should give further consideration to the question.

The scope of the current definition of State debt is much too broad. It
exceeds the system of legal relationships regulated by general principles of
international law.

General international law can regulate the succession of States only in
respect of State debts which represent obligations of the State under international
law. The legal basis of such international obligations may rest on an international
agreement or on customary international law. Regulation of the succession of
States in respect of debts "hich obligate the State under domestic law does not
form part of international law. General international law certainly does not
regulate legal succession in respect of debts of the predecessor State to
individuals who, at the time of succession, were"nationals of the predecessor
State, nor to debts of the predecessor State in respect of its Ovln legal entities
because, at the time of the succession of States, there was no international
obligation of the predecessor State on the subject. Nor does general international
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law regulate the succession of the successor state in respect of debts of thepredecessor State owing to nationals, respectively legal entities of the successorstate, because such legal relationships are an internal matter falling w'ithin thepurview of the sovereign power of the successor. In that connection, only aspecial agreement can impose obligations of an international character on thesuccessor•

Likewise, State debts to individuals and legal entities of third States do notrepresent international financial obligations. Such State debts cannot thereforeof themselves be the object of State succession under international lail. The legalsuccession of States in respect of such debts is only possible if, on the date ofthe succession of ,States, there existed an international obligation of thepredecessor State in respect of the third State concerning payment. Such cases,to the extent that they affect the problem of State responsibility, do not fallwithin the scope of the present draft articles.

14. Article 18 needs further elucidation by the International Law Commission.Since it is hardly possible to consider all the rtues contained in the draftarticles as established norms of general international law, the question arises asto whether the agreements specified in article 18, paragraph 2 can be enforcedagainst third States or international organizations - even when the effects of suchagreements are consistent with other applicable rules of the present draft articlesas stipulated in article 18, paragraph 2 (a) - to the extent that they are notbound by a future convention concluded pursuant to the present draft articles. Thedefinition of third State contained in article 2, paragraph 1 (f) is inadequatebecause it is possible in that connection to distinguish between tvro categories.of third states - states which will be third States in respect of the agreementbetween the predecessor State and the successor State, respectively betweensuccessor States, but vrill be bound by a future convention on succession of Statesin respect of matters other than treaties, and those States which will be thi~dStates both with respect to the agreement between the predecessor State and thesuccessor State, resp-~otively betvreen the successor States, and with respect to theConvention on the succession of States in respect of matters other than treaties.
In view of the provisions of article 34 of the Vienna Convention on the Law ofTreaties, 1969, the provisions of article 18, paragraph 2 Ca) can apply only in

resp~ct of matters pertaining to the first category of third States.

15. The Government of Czechoslovakia supports draft article 20, according to whichno State debt of the predecessor State shall pass automatically to the newly .independent State. It fully supports the provisions of article 20, paragraph 2,according to which the agreement between the successor and the predecessor Stateshould not infringe the principle of the permanent sovereignty of every people overits wealth and natural resources, nor should its implementation endanger thefundamental economic equilibria of the newly independent State.

16. In articles 22 and 23, the International Law Commission draws a distinction'between the separation of part or parts of the territory of a State and thedissolution of a State.

In the first case - separation of part or parts of the territory of a State the predecessor State as an entity "Till continue to exist after the successi9n;in the second case, it ceaseS to exist as an entity at the time of dissolution.According to draft articles 21 and 22, the consequences inre~pect of State 'debtsin each of the two cases are the same. In the tvTO cases, the International Lavr'
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Commission stipulates the rule that an equitable proportion of the State debt of
the predecessor State shall pass to the successor State, unless the predecessor
and the SUQcessor othe~~ise agree (art. 22), or to the successor States (art. 23).
The proportion must take all" relevant circumstances into account.

There is a difference between the two cases, if the problems in connection with
articles 22 and 23 are approached from the point of view of the creditor. vfJhile,
in the case of article 23, the only method open to the creditor is to claim his
debt from the successor, it might be possible in the case of secession, to
contemplate a solution whereby the creditor could claim the total debt from the
original debtor while compensation be~veen the original debtor (namely the
predecessor State) and the successor would be subject to mutual agreement. The
creditor would receive an equitable proportion of the original debt directly from
the successor only if the predecessor and the successor had reached agreement on the
issue and the creditor had accepted such agreement. Such is the principle of
cumulative subrogation as known in domestic legal systems. The International Law
Commission has nevertheless proposed a solution which would contemplate in such
cases - 'as in cases of the dissolution of States - the automatic division of the
debt and the passing of an equitable proportion thereof to the successor. The
question of the amount of such equitable share could, in the absence of agreement,
lead to litigation be~',een the parties. In such a situation, the position of the
creditor is made more difficult even in relation to the original debtor, because
his claim against the latter has become a matter of litigation in respect of the
amount.

The wording of article 22, paragraph 1 and article 23, moreover, is open to the
interpretation that the predecessor State and the successor State can conclude an
agreement which need not necessarily correspond to an equitable division of the
debt. The question arises as to whether such an agreement should apply in respect
of a creditor.

17. On the question of State archives, ,·,hile such archives undoubtedly represent
one of the categories of State property, they nevertheless constitute a sufficiently
specific category for the draft articles to devote an autonomous chapter, or at
least an autonomous part, to them. In some respects the rules applicable to the
succession of States to State archives can be quite similar to those which apply in
cases of the succession of States in respect of movable State.property although in

. other respects they may be different. The draft rules concerning State archives
prepared by the International Law Commission also go beyond the strict context of
legal succession. The insertion into the text of the draft articles of the right
of peoples to development and to information concerning their history and cultural
heritage, places State archives in a different category from that of other material
property which may be subject to succession.

The expression "documents of all kinds" employed in article A is too vague and
requires more precise definition if only because, in view of the diversity of rules
contained in Chapter II and in the Addendum, it is necessary to draw a clear
distinction between State archives and other categories of State property.

It will also be necessary during the second reading to draw a clearer
distinction between two categories of documents which, together, constitute State
archives in the broadest meaning of-'the -term: n~mely, bett'Teen documents of an
administrative character - which are essential for the administration of the
territory involved in the succession of States - and documel1ts which are
predominantly of culttlral or historical value. In the case of the former category,
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it is possible to benefit substantially from modern reproduction techniques, whichmight influence the thrust of the pertinent rules, but such a possibility does notexist for the second category. So far as concerns documents of an administrativecharacter, it will therefore be possible to extend to other articles the principleof the indivisibility of State archives which the International Law Commission hasstipulated in article F, paragraph 6.

GEm·iAN DE1-mCRATIC REPUBLIC

[Original: English]

[30 October 1980]
1. The German Democratic Republic welcomes the draft articles on succession ofStates in respect of matters other than treaties as submitted by the InternationalLaw Commission (ILC) in 1979, and believes the text to be a solid base for thesecond reading of the draft articles by ILC.

The intentional reproduction of definitions, terms and denominations of thetypes of succession from the Convention on Succession of States in Respect ofTreaties is suited to preclude misunderstandings in the application andinterpretation of basic notions.

2. In the present draft articles on succession of states in respect of matters.other than treaties, ILC confined itself on regulating State property, Statearchives and State debts, and treated all three categories from international legalaspects as relatively independent matters. This approach is fundamentallyimportant since it respects, as in the case of succession of States in respec~ oftreaties, the principle of sovereign equality of States and does not. unduly encroachupon the domestic authority of States involved in succession. By the way,different definitions of the legal status of these matters in national jurisdictionsset insurmountable limits to a universal regulation under international law. Inthis context it is to be appreciated that ILC defined State property only as ageneral categor"J and did not try to regulate from an international legal aspectthe status as defined by domestic jurisdiction of local, provincial or communalentities in connection with State property, State archives and State debts •
Generally, the submitted draft represents a largely" acceptable compromise,although a number of improvements and specifications will be required to be includedin its second reading•

3. The German Democratic Republic supports what has been stated in part I(arts. 1-3) and welcomes the deci.sion of the International Law Commission to findat the second reading a more precise formulation of the field of application ofarticle 1 and, hence, for the future convention's title. It would seem possibleto make explicit reference to the matters which are the subject of the draft,i.e. State property, state archives and State debts.

4. The German Democratic Republic generally agrees to the definition of Stateproperty in part 11, section 1 (arts. 4-9) and to the rule~ to govern succession.It is particularly State property which constitutes a vital material base forestablishing a State and ensuring its sovereignty. From this point of view it isto be welcomed that article 5 gives an all-embracing term to describe Stateproperty which is justifiable under international law. This allows a universalregulation which does not refer to the internal structures of individual countries'
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state property (for instance the division of state property into public domain and
private domain). Similarly important is the provision that by a succession the
predecessor State's titles tc State property become extinct and the successor State
acquires original rights thereto, and that State property shall pass to the
successor State without indemnification or compensation. Finally, the German
Democratic Republic supports the provision of article 9 that State succession shall
in no way affect property o~med by a third State.

With regard to the regulations tc be applied to the various types of succession
(arts. 10-14), it is to be ~Telcomed that priority orientation is towards an
agreement between the States concerned. Equally commendable is the differentiation
between movable and immovable State property and the dif~erentiated passing of such
property.

5. The German Democ~atic Republic appreciated the comprehensive regulation
concerning the passing "of State archives in the case of State succession. The
definition of State archives seems to be well considered so as to cover the large
variety of archives, and is a fair compromise to permit equitable succession in
respect of archives. In its respective provisions the draft takes account of the
peculiar nature of State archives in so far as they are both indispensable part
of State property and cultural asset. Because of that dual nature, State archives
should form an independent part III to be inserted after article 14. This new
part III would then be followed by the regulations with regard to State debts
forming part IV.

6. With regard to part Ill, the German Democratic Republic feels urged to
reaffirm the reservations which have been voiced by its representative in the
Legal Committee, particularly at the thirty-fourth session of the United Nations
General Assembly, against the definition of State debts in article 16. Since
succession into State debts is still a very controversial matter and the draft
establishes, except for newly independent States, the obligation of succession
which would imply a progressive development of international lavl, the draft formula
needs to be studied very thoroughly.

With that in view, it is to be welcomed that article 16 (a) confines itself
to defining as State debts only financial obligations of States towards other
subjects of international law.

On the other hand, it is highly objectionable that, despite the dissenting
votes of several members, the majority of ILC in article 16 (b) should have
abandoned its othexvlise consistent orientation with regard to that question, and
that it should have completely deviated from the provisional draft submitted in
1977. Article 16 (b) would result in an obligation for the successor State to
continue without changes its predecessor's relations under private law towards
foreign natural and juridical persons. The same would apply with all consequences
also to its own citizens. Factually, article 16 (b) would obligate a new State to
the domestic 'jurisdiction of its predecessor. This would constitute unacce~table
interference in the successor State's sovereignty and, therefore, is irreconcilable
with the principles of sovereign equality of states and non-interference in other
States' internal affairs. A successor State must have the inalienable right to
establish its ovm constitutional and legal order, including the independent conduct
of its relations under civil law with natural and juridical persons. vlhen a State
believes that, for instance, nationalizations or general eA~ropriations affect
in a way contrary to international law the interests of its citizens with regard to
their property, this State may exercise protective rights on behalf of its citizens
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through diplomatic channels. ~lis is the internationally accepted way of
protecting the interests of citizens in foreign countries. It cannot be accepted,
however, that an international convention a priori would obligate a new State to
the unqualified continuation of it~ predecessor's relations under private law. On
account of this, the German Democratic Republic holds that the matter to be
regulated by the convention should, as a matter of principle, be confined to the
debt relations of the predecessor State under international law, as is the case
with regard to all other matters (treaties, State property, and State archives).

7. Another problem arises from the general obligation for the successor State
(With certain exceptions in case this is a newly independent State) to succeed into
the State debts of its predecessor, which is stipulated by article 17. Such a
prov~s~on, though, can only bo acceptable provided it is explicitly clarified that
it applies only to State debts contracted in conformity with international lawt so
that debts contracted for a purpose not in conformity with international law would
be excluded.

The German Democratic Republic deems it necessary to include in the convention
a provision on non-transferable debts and, consequently, clearly to define the
term of "odious debts".

It would be desirable, therefore, if in the second reading ILC would again
consider the pertinent proposals which were submitted by the Special Rapporteur in
1977 (A/34/10, pp. 112-115). Article C could provide a good platform for the
definition of such debts which are excluded from obligatory succession on grounds.
of their being inconsistent with international law.

8. In conclusion, the German Democratic Republic wishes to touch upon the problem
of apportioning the State debts of a predecessor State to several obligated
successor States. The provision for passing an equitable proportion,of State
debts in consideration of all relevant circumstances as set out III articles 19, 22
and 23 seems to be broad enough so as to cover all possible situations. In the
final analysis, any passing of equitable proportions of the State debts that are
subject to succession 'Till always have to take account of the historical and
national circumstances of each individual event of succession. Equitable
apportionment will have to pay regard both to the capabilities of the successor
State and the real gain which would result for the successor State from assuming
the debts contracted by its predecessor.

[Original~ English]

[12 March 1981]

1. The German Democratic Republic welcomes the four draft articles worked out by
the International Lm1 Commission on the succession into archives. They contributec,'c
no doubt tow'ards completing the "lhole draft text concerning the succession of
States in other matters than treaties. The German Democratic Republic holds the
view that the r10rding of the individual articles constitutes a good basis for the
further consideration of the subject of succession of States into archives.

2. In view' of the distinct nature of State archives which, on the one hand, form
part of State property in general and, on the other, may also be national cultural
property, the German Democratic Republic deems it appropriate that the provisions
on State archives be inserted after article 14 as part Ill. This part should then
be followed by the regulations concerning State debts as part IV.
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The Greek Government considers as satisfactory on the whole the four articlescontained in chapter II of the report of the International Law Commission (A/35/10)and has, therefore, no specific observation to submit.

1. In general, attention is dravill to the statements made by the delegation ofIsrael, as this work progressed, in the 1404th (tiJenty-eighth session, .2 October 1973), 36th (thirty-second session, 2 November 1977),
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[Original: English]

[11 February 1981]

[Original: English]

[19 December 1980]

'.

".

deem it desirable if similar prOVisions
This would take account of a legitimate
the same time, confirm the principle
of States that historically grovm archives

GREillCE

ISRAEL

3. In connection ,..,ith the final clarification of the placing of archives in thewhole draft text, it should also be decided whether' State archives should bementioned' in the title of the convention as a separate category in addition toState property' and State debts.

It would add to the value of the present draft articles if this importantdifferentiation vlOuld.be made expressis verbis in the definjtion of the term"archiyes". That ,.,ould also make it possible to establish greater conceptualclarity in article B, paragraph l~ article C, paragraph 2? article ill, paragraph 1;and article F, paragraph 1, with regard to archives passing to the successor State.

Administrative archives mostly contain information which is essential for aneffective use of the entire property by the successor State, whereas historicalarchives are collections of sources of historical and cultural significance whichare chiefly used for scholarly purposes •.

The German Democratic Republic would
were included also in articles C and E.
concern of archival science and would, at
discernible in the long-standing practice
should be preserved.

4. As far as the definition of the term "state archives" is concerned (art. A)we would wish that ILC, in the second reading of the draft text, pay more regard tothe fact that State archives can be both administrative and historical archives.
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15. The principle contained in articles C, E and F that the passing of archives ,1.'·..1should be settled by means of an agreement between the predecessor and the successor .States is acceptable. In the view of the German Democratic Republic, such anapproach is in harmony vlith the basic principles of international la-VI, particularly 11the principle of the sovereign equality of States.

f. i.·~.i
6. Pursuant to article F, paragraph 6, the provisions concerning succession into 11
archives do in no way prejudge any question relating to the preservation of the l..·...J1unity of State archives.
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41st (thirty-third session, 8 November 1978), 46th (thirty-fourth session,21 November 1979) and 44th (thirty-fifth session, 11 November 1980) meetings ofthe Sixth Committee, on the different parts of the draft articles in question,presented in those years. It is noted with satisfaction that some of thoseobservations have been taken into account by the Commission in the draft articlessubmitted in 1979. Apart from those observations, for the most part on mattersof detail, ~fO aspects call for some repetition and re-emphasis here.

2. The first relates to the implication of the factor "time" for the topic underexamination, and the proper formulation of all the draft articles and theircommentaries to encompass that element. In its work on State succe~sion and thelaw of treaties, the Commission did m~ce some references to that factor, notablyin its report on the work of its twenty-fourth session (A/9710/Rev.l), and itsreport on the \lork of its tw'enty-sixth session (A/9610/Rev.l, para. 62). HO,\,lever,it is not considered that those comments deal adequately with the issue posed bythe factor "time". To put it in its simplest form, the question that has to beanswered is: "To what instances of 3tate succession is it envisaged the draftarticles ,.,ill apply?ll Unless that g,uestion is given a satisfactory anslTer, thereis the risk that the lTork of the Commission \lill not meet any practical needs ofthe international community today.

3. The second relates to the addendum on State archives contained in theCommission's report on the \lork of its thirty-first and thirty-second sessions.The Commission is to be congratulated on this important pioneering vlOrk, and inthat connection attention is again called to the statements of the representativeof Israel on this aspect in the 46th (thirty-fourth session) and -44th (thirty-fifth session) meetings of the Sixth Committee on 21 November 1979and 11 November 1980.

4. In articles B, paragraph 6, E, paragraph 4, and F, paragraph 4, references·are made to the right of peoples of newly independent States - of which Israel isone - to information about their history and to their cultural heritage. In ourvievl this is a major theme, only now in process of examination and stabilizationin modern international la", and the Commission is to be encouraged to continuewith its refining of this ne", aspect of the law - 't'Thich, let it be added, may notbe limited only to "Succession of States in matters other than treaties", even ifthat is a convenient place for the initial studies. In this connection, it isnoted that article 149 of the Draft Convention on the Law of the Sea (Informal Text)of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the ~ea (A/CONF.62~·lP.IO/Rev.3)refers to the preferential rights inter alia of the State of cultural origin orthe State of historical and archaeological origin of certain artifacts: and during'the ninth session of that Conference article 303 \las added, further clarifying andextending the application of that notion. The approach of the Commission thuscomplements similar activities being' conducted in other branches of the law.
5. In that connection, the delegation of Israel expressed the view that allpeoples have the right to the restoration of objects of their cultural heritageof which they have been despoiled and vThich, being of a particularist character,have little or no value whatsoever in the places in which they happen to besituated as a result of the vicissitudes through which they have passed. Thatstatement was made i'lith particular reference to particular documents of' the Hebre\'1and other Jewish cultural heritage scattered around the world, which do not formpart of the cultural heritage of the countries in which they happen to be foun~,and "hich for the most part are irrelevant to the cultural heritage of thatcountry. The minimum obligation of those countries is to ensure adequate
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[Original: English

[3 April 1981

The issue of the succession of States is currently in a state of considerable
flux owing mainly to the notable evolution of international practice regarding
instances of succession arising from decolonization. One evidence of this is the
International Law Commission ' s draft which deals Hith cases of succession resulting
from decolonization separately, in ad hoc articles concerning newly independent
countries.

ITALY

Under the circumstances, it would appear difficult to define very general
principles for such cases. It is possible that, once the decolonization process
has been fully accomplished, practice may revert in part to the rules previously
in force, so that excessively innovative general criteria Hould risk failing to
serve the interests of the international commm1ity in the most useful way. On
the other hand, it is important that any case of succession of States Hhich may
arise in the near future have access to normative schemes of reference.

In faci
It seems clear from what has just been stated, however, that it would not be ~rritory~

useful to attribute too broad a scope to the articles proposed by the International im the basi~
Law Commission - that is, a scope so general as to allow them to be applied to luJrovable proj
every aspect of succession in matters other than treaties. Topics such as the ~jmcidential
outcome of administrative concessions in the event of succession, or the nationali ty !,~tangible pre
of individuals residing in the interested territory itself, require ad hoc rulings, I'i~ase of a vre
and it would be inaccurate to extend, by analogy, to cases like these, the rules !~ct that a
outlined by ILC for other situations. ~ate folloi

.be " r et urnec
'linterpretiv(

Commission .
. joss i,ble ea:
rules to be

Since 110 has decided to limit its vror-k to the three items cited above - i. e.
State property, State debts and State archives (a decision supported by Italy) - we
believe it would be desirable for the title of the draft to bear reference to the
specific matters treated in it~ consequently, the text of article 1 should be
amended accordingly. In fact, the Italian Government considers that the part of
the draft on state archives shoul~ because of its special nature, be distinct from
the other t\fO parts, and should constitute the object of an autonomous body of
rules. This would require that the draft articles on State pro~erty be clarified
to exclude archives themselves from the general category of State pro~erty, for the
~urposes of the articles under discussion.

protection of this material, much of which is delicate and deteriorating physicall
as well ~~. free access to it on the part of students and scholars: but that is a
minimum obligation, and the real duty of those countries is to facilitate the
restoration of thoae materials to the newLy independent state which is the "State
cultural origin or the State of historical and archaeological origin ll • This vrou.Ld
seem to be an obvious contribution to the age of decolonization.

With this in mind, the Italian Government favours the continuation and early
conclusion of the International Law Commission's work on the succession of States
in the matter of State property, State debts and State archives. In regard to the
question of which form the rules contained in the draft should most appropriately
assume - treaty or other international instrument, model rules, etc. - Italy will
reserve its opinion until after I1C has finished its second reading of the draft.
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vThile duly aclcnowledging the problematic nature of the matter and theconsiderable controversy that continues to surround it, we cannot refrain frompointing out that on most points, the solutions proposed by ILC are rather vagtle •For example, reference is made frequently to the concept of "eqnitable proportion"(arts. 14, 19, 22, 23). A solution of this lcind may be inevitable, but if so, itbecomes all the more important - as the Italian delegation has stated in itsinterventions in the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly - to provide the termsfor an appropriate and effective mechanism for the settlement of disputes that mightarise in the area of state debts, in particular. This would become essential,should ILC recommend that such rules be incorporated into an internationalconvention. A further general observation seems in order prior to a discussion ofthe merits of individual articles. ln1ile aware of the motives that may haveinduced ILC to make a distinction between the case of transfer of part of theState's territory and that of separation of part of such territory followed by itsunion with another pre-existing State, the Italian Government is at pains tounderstand why the two cases - lU1ich are closely related, if not identical,conceptually - should be treated differently from one another (see art. 10 ascompared to art. 13, para. 2~ art. 19 as compared to art. 22, para. 1).

Turning to the merit of the individual articles proposed by ILC, the ItalianGovernment wishes to limit its observations to certain questions of majorimportance ..

On the subject of State property, the sense of article 11, paragraph 1,letter (a), referring to the attribution of movable goods -of a predecessor Stat~to a successor State when the latter is a newly independent country, 40es notappear at all clear; specifically, the meaning of the expression lImovable property,having belonged to the territory to "hich the succession of States relates ll isinexact.

In fact, it is not precise to speak of attribution of movable property to aterritory? rather, such property should be referred to in terms of its attribution,on the basis of a given system of lavT, to this or that subject. Moreover, amovable property can have been attached toa territory at.agiven time for totallyincidential reasons (as, for example, in the case of temporary location of atangible property), vU1ile it may in fact have been created elsewhere,~s in thecase of a work of art. In relation to all this, and with particular regard to thefact that a movable property can have been legitimately acquired by the predecessorState following a legitimate purchase, and therefore would not necessarily bave tobe "returned", the ILC draft ruling seems ambiguous and likely to generate serious-,.-'interpretive difficulties. For this reason, it vTould be advisable for the ..Commission to clarify this point in detail in an attempt to delineate all thepossible cases that may emerge in r~ality, in order to adapt to such cases therules to be drafted.

Again in article 11, the referent of the expression "contribution of dependentterritory", named as a criterion for partition in letter (c), paragraph 1, is notat all clear to the Italian authorities. \'1hile in the English text tbis .e:x:press.;i;<;mseems to refer, justly, to the ,contribution that the territory inquestion.ha.s ma.de.to the creation of the given property, its counterpart in the French text isstructurally broader and vaguer.
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With regard to article 14, which contemplates the possibility of the
dissolution of a pre-existing State, the feasibility.of the solution indicated in
paragraph ~, letter (b), raises problems for the case of property located outside
the territory of the predecessor State. One may ask, indeed, what should determine
in such a case the attribution of property to one successor State rather than
another.

Concerning the articles on state debts, the basic question - on which op~n~on

remains divided, even within ILC - is to determine whether the draft should cover
only debts among subjects of international law (debts between States or to
international organizations) or also those owed to private, foreign subjects. The
presence, in the draft of letter (b), article 16, would suggest that the broadest
possible approach was sought~ but the logic of subsequent articles, especially 19
and 23, is that of inter-State relations.

In fact, the matter of succession of States also encompasses the question of
the outcome of debts owed by the predecessor State to private foreign sUbjects,
and it would be mistaken to claim that international laws do not already exist
in this regard. The ample body of practice which has developed especially
since the First "forld vTar ShO'\'TS the contrary.

However, the matter is highly controversial and does not lend itself readily
to the formulation of a solution acceptable to the entire international community.
Furthermore, the exploration of the subject in depth ""ould run the risk of
necessitating an extremely long and complex investigation as well as the revision
of several clauses of the draft articles.

For all these reasons, which are of political import, the Italian Government
wishes to reiterate the opinion previously expressed by its delegation to the
Sixth Committee of the General Assembly in 1977, i.e. that it would be wise to
limit the draft articles under discussion to the topic of debts between subjects
of international la'\'T. But this should not be interpreted in any ""ay as a negation
of the international relevance of succession in the case of debts between States
and private foreign subjects ~ to this end, "Te may stress the importance of
paragraph 1, article 18, which, in Italy's opinion, should be. clarified as a
general safeguard clause. In conclusion, for these reasons, it seems appropriate
to propose the deletion of letter (b), article 16, and the reuording of
paragraph 1, article 18, in order to transform it into a separate article.

A final observation on the topic of State debts concerns article 21, which
deals with the unification of States. The value of paragraph 2 is highly doubtful,
as that paragraph seems to refer to a question of purely domestic (internal) law.

Regarding the articles on State archives, aside from the observation already
made at the beginning of these observations as '\vell as any general comments
contained herein which may apply to them, they do not seem to raise large-scale
problems. Viewed as a whole these articles, pending" further clarification, seem
to offer very balanced solutions~ in fact, they appear more suited than the others
to be adop'!;ed as an international convention "Those utility is most evident.
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The Italian Government uishes merely to emphasize tl'1O factors in tIllSconnection: the first is that considerable attention should be taken to distinguishthe problems of archives in the traditional sense (that is, collections ofdocuments) from those of works of art. This distinction, clear enough in itself,may in certain actual cases become problematical as regards the lclnd ofdocumentation that the history of a given civilization has produced.

The second conclusion is that, given the acceptance of the principle thatjustly favours the greatest possible dissemination of the information collectedin archives (considerably enllanced by modern means of document reproduction), weshould seek t~ avoid as much as possible the dismantling of collect~ons ofdocuments whose existance as a unit is very often an essential condition for theireffective use by scholars. The motivating principle here should not be a pedanticquest to assign documents to a precisely-determined site, but rather therealization that historical documentation constitutes the common heritage ofmanlcind. In respect of this principle, free access to such documentation shouldbe promoted '\'Tith all available means.

S\'JEDEN

[Original: English]

[9 February 1981]
As regards article D (IIUniting of States!l), paragraph 1 provides that theState archives of the predecessor State shall pass to the successor State, whereasit appears from paragraph 2 that the internal law of the successor State shalldetermine whether the archives shall belong to the successor State or to itscomponent parts. It is noted that article 12 of the draft articles is worded.ina similar manner.

It is true that the commentary to these articles gives some guidance as totheir interpretation. The text itself of the articles makes it difficult, however,to understand the relations between paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 which may evenappear to be contradictory. It is therefore suggested that the International LawCommission should give some further consideration to the best way of draftingarticle D and article 12.

Articles E and F deal with the separation of part or parts of the territoryof a State and with the dissolution of a State. The draft articles distinguish
be~"een these cases of State succession and the case of a newly independent Statewhich is dealt with in article E. Nevertheless, articles E and F seem to be basedon largely the same principles as article B. In particular, the provisions ofparagraphs 2 and 6 of article B have been extended to the said othe~ cases ofState succession (by paras. 2 and 4 of art. E and paras. 2 and 4 of art. F). Theseprovisions restrict the freedom of the predecessor State and the successor Stateor of two successor States to conclude agreements with regard to archives of thepredecessor State. According to paragraph 2 of articles E, E and F, an agreementbetween them regarding the passing (in arts. Band E also the reproduction) ofarchives which are of interest to the territory in question but do not pass to thesuccessor State under paragraph 1 of the said articles should regulate the matter"in such a manner that each of those States can benefit as widely and equitably aspossible from those parts of the State archives". Furthermore, paragraph 6 of
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article B and paragraphs 4 of articles E and F provide that agreements between theStates concerned "shall not infringe the right of the peoples of those States todevelopme~t, to information about their history and' to their cultural heritage ll
•

This means that the validity of an agreement concluded between the predecessorstate and the successor State in the case dealt with in article E or between thesuccessor States concerned in the case dealt with in article F in regard to Statearchives of the predecessor State would depend on whether it coni'orms to certainprinciples, which are all of a very general nature. To let such general principlestake precedence over agreements concluded between independent states can hardly bejustified and might lead to unnecessary disputes regarding the validity of theagreements concluded. In the, case of a State succession which is not the resultof decolonization, the contracting parties must be presumed to be independentStates whose agreements about State archives should be given full legal effect.It is therefore suggested that the "lOrds "in such a mann.er that each of thoseStates can benefit as Widely and equitably as possible from those parts of theState archives ll in paragraphs 2 of articles E and F as '''ell as the "Tholeparagraphs 4 of those two articles should be deleted.

As regards the articles previously adopted by the International Law Commissionon the topic "Succession of States in respect of matters other than treatieEl II
, Iwish to refer to the comments of the Swedish delegate in the Sixth Committee of theGeneral Assembly of the United Nations on 19 November 1979. 2J

UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

[Original: Russian]
[8 April 1981]

The patterns of world development are causing the entire system ofinternational law to become more complex. This is reflected in the increasedvolume of international legal norms as a whole, the expansion of their range andthe growing complexity of their contents, in other words, in the improvement oftraditional and the development of new means of regulation under internationallaw. The United Nations International Law Commission took all this duly intoaccount in preparing its draft articles on the succession of-States in respect ofmatters other than treaties.

The articles on the succession of States in respect of State property, Statedebts and State archives contained in the draft prepared by the Commission appearto be an entirely satisfactory basis for the formulation of the correspondinginternational agreement. The adoption of such an international legal instrumentwould be a new stage in the codification of the right of succe8sion of States,and would supplement the 1978 Vienna Convention on the Succession of States inRespect of Treaties.

El For the summary of the statement by the S'''edish delegation, seedocument A/C.6/34/SR.43, paras. 35-42. The views expressed by the Swedishdelegation "Tere also included, under appropriate headings, in the "Topical summaryof the disoussion held in the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly dt~ing itsthirty-fourth session, prepared by the Secretariat" (A/CN.4/L.31l, paras. 15-136).
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UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

With regard to draft articles C, D, E and F on succession in respect of State
archives, the Ukrainian SSR believes that they should be supplemented by provisions

'les on succession in connection with the emergence of ne"1, independent States upon the
e accession to independence of the peoples of colonial and dependent territories,

especially since such cases are already mentioned in article 2, paragraph (~), of
the draft.
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[Original: Russian]

[19 February 1981]

At the same time, in the particular case of succession it would seem
appropriate that the draft articles should reflect succession in connection with
the emergence of newly independent States as a result of the achievement of
independence by the peoples of colonial and dependent territories. It would be
still more appropriate to include such a provision in the section on State archives
in that such cases of succession are provided for in the articles which the •
Commission has already agreed upon, and specifically in article 2, which contains
definitions of the terms used.

The draft articles prepared by the International Law Commission on succession
of States in respect of matters other than treaties, and, specifically, the
articles relating to State archives, can as a whole be used as an acceptable basis
for drafting the corresponding international legal instrument.

le

)n

However, the advisability of retaining several prov~s~ons in the draft articles
le is doubtful. For instance, the ~raft mentions "any other financial obligation

chargeable to a state" (art. 16 (b», as distinct from a State's obligations towards
the subjects of international law mentioned in paragraph (a) of that article.
Essentially, this goes beyond the group of problems covered by the draft, and

:or article 16 (b) should accordingly be deleted. .
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NOTE

For the text of articles 1 to 60 of the draft articles on treaties concluded
between States and international organizations or between international organizations
proVisionally adopted by the Commission at' its twenty-sixth, twenty-seventh,
twenty-ninth, thirtieth and thirty-first sessions, see Yearbook ... 1974, vol. 11
(Part One), pp. 294 et seg., document A/9610/Rev.1, chap. V, sect. B.2; .
Yearbook ... 1975, vol. 11, pp. 174 et (eg., document A710010/Rev.1, chap. V,
sect. B.2; Yearbook ... 1977, vol. 11 Part Two), pp. 105 et seg., document A/32/10,
chap. IV, sect. B.2; Yearbook ... 1978, vol. 11 (Part Two), pp. 132 et seg.,
document A/33/10, chap. V, sect. B.2; and Yearbook ... ,1979, vol. 11 Part Two),
pp. 148 et.seg., documentA/34/10, chap. IV, sect. B.2.
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I. COYJMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS OF GOVERNMENTS

BULGARIA

[Original: English]

[April 1981]

The Government of the People r s Republic of Bulgaria is pleased to note the
progress made on the question of treaties concluded between States and international
organizations or between two or more international organizations. The fruitful
work of the International Law Commission in this field has largely bridged the gap
in international law of treaties and thus represents a major contribution to the
codification and progressive development of contemporary international law.

The Bulgarian Government welcomes, as a whole, the texts of articles 1 to 60
adopted on first reading. Generally, these draft articles follow the customary
law in this field and the general structure of the Vienna Convention on the Law
of Treaties. and reflect the established practice, as well as the specifics, of the
international organizations whose legal capacity, including the legal capacity to
conclude treaties, is confined within the limits of their functions under the
relevant constitutive documents (Charter, Statute, etc.).

,.....
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It is essential, nevertheless, to point out that not in all cases do the res

provisions adopted by the Commission on first reading reflect in a sufficient degree the
the differences between the international legal capacity of States, which stems from whi
their sovereignty, and the legal capacity of international organizations which is on
always secondary to and derivative from the concerted will of the States parties to
the constitutive instrument of a particular international organization.

On this score the view of the Bulgarian Government is that some draft articles
adopted on first reading need further consideration.

For example, in addressing the problem of reservations (draft articles 19 to 23)
one has to take due account of the fact the right of States to formulate objections
when signing, ratifying, approving or acceding to international treaties, is
founded on their sovereignty, therefore, it cannot be applied automatically to
international organizations whose competence is, as a rule, limited. Not only do
relative limits to the right of international organizations to formulate reservations
correspond more fully to their specific nature as subjects of international law, but,
moreover, they largely reduce the chances for contradictions in the interpretation
of the particular provisions.

The Bulgarian Government is also of the op:uaon that the question of the
validity of treaties to which an international organization is a party with respect
to States members of that organization should be studied in more detail with a view
to avoiding in a more assertive manner the possibility that such a treaty could be
in any way constitutive of rights and obligations for the States members to an
international organization without their express prior consent. .

With respect to this it is the view of the Bulgarian Government that the present
text of draft article 36.lli, para. (a) is completely at variance with the general
rule of article 34, which provides that treaties between one or more States and one
or more international organizations do not create either obligations or rights
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for a third party state or a third organization without the consent of that Stateor that organization; therefore, in its present form, it would not be a generallyacceptable and viable solution to the problem.

BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

[Original: Russian]

[6 Februar,y 1981]
Articles 1 to 60 of the draft articles formulated by the International LawCommission, concerning treaties concluded between States and internationalorganizations or between international organizations are, in principlesatisfactory. Basically they reflect current practice with regard to treatiesinvolving the participation of international organizations and may be taken as abasis for the drafting of an international convention.

At the same time the draft articles contain some provisions which areunacceptable and need to be further elaborated and clarified.

In particular, doubts may be entertained about the wording of articles 20and 20 lli, which permit the tacit acceptance by international organizations ofreservations made by other parties to a treaty. The Byelorussian SSR believes thatthe draft should stipulate that the competent organ of an international organ,izationwhich is party to a treaty has an obligation to take action to express its po'sitionon such reservations clearly and unequivocally.

Article 36 bis, which also regulates questions regarding treaties concludedby supranational organizations, conflicts with the provision in the draft to theeffect that participation of an international organization in a treaty has legalimplications only for the organization itself and not for States which are membersof it. In order to eliminate this inconsistency article 36 E!§. should be, deletedfrom the draft.

Part V of the draft should include a prov~s~on to the effect that aninternational organization may not conclude treaties which conflict with its basicinstruments, such as its charter, and it would therefore seem advisable to amendthe wording of articles 45 and 46 accordingly.

CANADA

[Original: English]

[25 April 1980]C:
Introduction

The Canadian authorities welcome the opportunity to offer some preliminar,ycomments on the draft articles as they now stand.

International organizations - capacity to conclude treaties

The basic problem which ILC has encountered in these draft articles is thatwhile all States are equal before international law, international organizations
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var,y in legal form, functions, powers and structure and in their competence to
conclude treaties, and the extent to which all of th~se characteristics may be
accepted by others.

Because of the great variety of international organizations, it is not
sufficient to define an international organization as meaning simply an
intergovernmental organization, as is done in subparagraph 1 (i) of draft article 2.

A definition of this kind begs the question since many intergovernmental
organizations do not now, and probably never will, possess the power to enter into
treaties with one or more states or with international organizations such as the
United Nations. The question is not simply of academic interest since, at last
count, some 110 intergovernmental organizations were listed with the Union des
associations internationales in Brussels. Are all of these to be included within
the scope of the proposed definition? In the Canadian view the draft articles
should be concerned only with intergovernmental organizations possessing the
capacity to assume rights and obligations under international law and thus to enter
into treaties. The Commission should endeavour to find language which would
clearly reflect the fact that an international organization within the meaning of
the draft articles means an intergovernmental organization which has the capacity
to assume rights and incur obligations on the plane of international law.

Article 6 proVides that "The capacity of an international organization to
conclude treaties is governed by the relevant rules of that organization". Here it
is important to note that "rules" have been defined in article 2 to include the
constituent instruments, relevant decisions and resolutions, and established
practice of the organization. For example, the treaty-making powers of the
European Economic Community (EEC) are not confined to matters covered by express
provisions of the Treaty of Rome, but embrace, in addition, the power to conclude
treaties whenever the Community has laid down common rules to give effect to common
policies. In fact it has been argued that it is not possible, once and for all,
to make a list. of the areas in which EEC has or does not have the capacity to
conclude treaties with third states. There will also be situations where rights
and obligations are to some extent divided between the Community and its member
States, as in the case of treaties to which EEC is a party, together with its
nine member States. In these cases the organization and its member States may be
given different rights under the treaty but thesl:l rights may be exercised
concurrently. Hence, one must lOOK not only at the rules of ·the organization, but
also at their evolution as reflected in actual practice; and certainty may not
always be the rule in this matter.

On this latter point, it would be helpful if ILC, in its commentaries on the
draft articles, could prOVide some concrete examples of the manner in which the
capacity of international organizations to conclude treaties, in accordance with
the relevant rules of the organization, has been exercised in practice. We are
dealing here with an evolving body of international practice and details of that
practice should be documented. It would al.so be useful to have available
information on any problems which may have arisen as to the capacity of _
international organizations to discharge their international treaty obligations,
since this question may have some relevance to their capacity to enter into
treaties in the first place.
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Reservations and objections by international organizations

Who represents an international organization?

Among the more complex and difficult questions with regard to treatiesinvolVing international organizations is the formulation of reservations (andobjections to reservations) by such organizations, especially in the case of amultilateral treaty open to participation by all States and by one or moreinternational organizations on a footing similar to that of States. The Commissionappears to be on the right track i.n proposing a rather more restrictive rule forreservations and objections by international organizations in these cases. It isto be hopeu, however, that the Commission will be able to formulate someal ternative wording to express this approach, in order to avoid possible controversywhere the participation of an international organization is not essential to theobject and purpose of the treaty. (Articles 19 lli and~.)

ILC proposes in article 7 that the representative of an internationalorganization must produce "appropriate powers" for the purpose of communicating theconsent of that organization to be bound by a treaty, unless "it appears frompractice or from other circumstances" that he or she is "considered as representingthe organization for that purpose without haVing to produce powers". This wordingis vague and leaves room for a considerable amount of doubt as to who may claimto represent an international organization. Clarification is needed, and for thispurpose it might be helpful to specify that the executive head of an internationalorganization, in virtue of his functions and without having to prodl;lce powers, isconsidered as representing that organization for the purpose of performing all actsrelating to the conclusion of a treaty, on the analogy of article 7,paragraph 2 (a), of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

..Treaties creating rights or obligations for "third States" members of aninternational organization

Article 36 bis deals with the effects of a treaty to which an internationalorganization is aparty with respect to third States members of that organization.The question is, what duty is owed by States in relation to treaty obligationsfalling upon international organizations of which they are members? States membersof international organizations, even though they are "third States" in relation totreaties between the organization and other States, must observe the obligationsand may exercise rights which arise for them under those treaties. If the rulesof the organization provide that member States are bound by treaties concluded byit, or if all the parties concerned acknowledge that the treaty in questionnecessarily entails such effects, then the obligations and rights thereunder willdevolve on member States of the organization. This is the core of article 36 J2!!!.
Both logic and practice, at first glance, seem to argue in favour of theapproach set out in this article. The question, however, is not free of complexityor controversy and will require further examination. Here again, developingpractice could be instructive.
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Termination and suspension of treaties - the position of international organizations

In the case of article 45, the question is whether an internationalorganization can be bound by conduct. It is here and in article 46 that thestructural difference between States and international organizations in respectto treaty-making becomes particularly apparent. The solution adopted by the
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Commission is to provide that an international organization m~ not invoke a
ground for terminating, withdrawing from or suspending .the operation of a treaty
if, after becoming aware of the facts, "it must by reason of its conduct be
considered as having renounced" the right to invoke that ground", (i.e. for
terminating, withdrawing from or suspending the operation of a treaty).

In other words, rather than suggesting that conduct be considered (as in the
case of a State) evidence of aCquiescence in the validity of the treaty, the
Commission proposes that conduct, in the case of an international organization,
be considered as renunciation by the organization of the right to invoke a ground
for terminating, withdrawing from or suspending the operation of a treaty. Without
going into semantics, the resuIt would appear to amount to much the same thing,
placing international organizations on a footing similar to that of States in so
far as conduct is concerned.

In the case of article 46, the International Law Commission has opted for
the test of a "manifest" ·violation of the rules of the organization, dispensing
with the condition laid down for States, namely, that of a violation of a rule of
fundamental importance.

Here the difficulty is simply how one judges whether there has been a
"manifest" departure from the rules of the organization regarding competence to
conclude treaties since, in this regard, there is no "normal practice" for
international organizations and the organs or a@ents responsible for their
external relations differ from one organization to the other. Admitting these
problems, the solution adopted by the Commission in article 46 would appear to be
a reasonable one.

In pursuing its work on the draft articles on treaties involving international
organizations the Commission might consider the utility of adopting ~impler

solutions to some of its drafting problems. As one example, it does not seem to
be essential to distinguish, in each and ever,y instance, between treaties to which
both States and international organizations are parties and those to which only
international organizations are parties. As another illustration, articles 47, 54
and 57 are examples of unnecessariljr complicated drafting,in which a rather
simple principle becomes buried in the obscurities of defining the cases to which
it applies. Subparagraph (b) of both articles 54 and 57 could simply refer to
"consultation with the other contracting States or organizations, as the case m~
be", rather than employing the present tedious wording.

The Canadian authorities may have further comments to offer in due course on
these draft articles.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

[Original: EnglishJ

[8 April 1981J

The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic welcomes the prog. ass made by the
International Law Commission in the preparation of draft articles on treaties
concluded between States and international organiz~tions or between international
organizations. In its work the Commission proceeded from tt. I~ovisions of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. The Czechoslovak Soci~list Republic
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agreed" with this method of work on the condition that the Commission will payregard to the different scope of the subjectivity of States and internationalorganizations. After the examination of the first 60 draft artioles, it can bestated that the above-mentioned difference in the subjectivity has not always beensufficiently reflected. In spite of the fact that in the last decades illternationalorganizations grew not only in number but also in importance, it is not possible tooverlook the faot that a sovereign State is the sole original subjeot of theinternational public law. The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic is therefore of theopinion that the International Law Commission should - on the second reading of thedraft articles - proceed from this fact more consistently than it has done so far.
Aooording to the opinion of the Czechoslovak Sooialist Republia, theCommission should reconsider from this point of view first of all the regulationof reservations to international treaties.

For the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic draft article 36~, which envisagesthe possibility of the rise of international law obligations for member States ofthe organization from treaties oonoluded by that organization without requiringtheir separate acoeptance by the States conoerned, continues to be unaoceptab1e.The regulation determined in article 36 J&§. is in contradiction with the spirit ofthe whole draft in all oases when it deals with the relation of third States totreaties, partioularly with its artiole 34. Article 36 bis alsO contradicts theconcept of section 4 of part III (particularly arts. 34-37) of the Vienna Conventionon the Law of Treaties of 1969, from which the Commission should have proceeded inits work. .

Article 36,m., moreover, unnecessarily introduces yet another category of"third States", i.e. of those which are members of the organization which is aparty to a treaty. The draft articles thus become more complicated and unclear.
The overwhelming majority of international organizations is based on relationsof oo-ordination and co-operation between member States and the organization andbetween the member States themselves. The Czechoslovak Socialist Repub1io thereforeregards as completely inappropriate to generalize, in the codification underpreparation, the practice of a single organization which - an far as the conclusionof treaties of certain categories is concerned - has towards its members a positionof a superior a"'1.thority.

For the same reasons the Czechoslovak Socialist RepubJic also proposes todelete from the draft all references to article 36 bis contained in it so far.They are, in partioular, the references in the introduction of the first paragraphsof artioles 35 and 36. While article 36 El§. by itself is aimed seemingly only atthe member States of the organization, the references mentioned in articles 35 and36 inadmissibly limit the contractual freedom even of those contracting Stateswhioh are not members of the organization.

A situation might arise when a contraoting State wants to be bound by aspeoific treaty only in relation to the organization and not in relation to one orto all of its member States. In the above-mentioned case it would be necessary toexp1icitly exclude such effects in the treaty itself, which would be ve:rycomplicated. If, however, the oontracting parties intend to also bind directly bythe treaty the member States of the organization (Which should be a rare case inpractice), it is more natural and easier to use the general regulation underartioles 35 and 36.
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FRANCE

[Original: French]

[14 April 1981]

1. The French Govemment has examined with the greatest interest the report of
the International Law Commission on the question of treaties concluded between
states and international organizations or between two or more international
organizations. It thinks that the report is certain to prove a valuable
contribution to the progressive elaboration of a customar,y intemational law
applicable to international organizations.

2. The French Govemment reserves the right to submit, at'a later stage, detailed
comments on the draft articles as a whole. It believes that it should, however,
make the following general comments now.

3. The French Govemment endorses the approach taken by the International Law
Commission in seeking to make the draft articles a complete and autonomous whole.
It thinks that such a method is preferable in the interest of clarity and for the
sake of broad agreement on the norms envisaged.

4. This Govemment would not object if the draft generally followed the structure
of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 0( 23 May 1969. It wishes to
:point out, however, tha.t the ~servations and objections which certain provisions
of that Convention prompt it to formulate, and which it voiced at the Vienna
Conference, hold true in respect of treaties concluded by international
organizations.

5. As far as the form is concerned, the French Government thinks that the
International Law Commission could make a useful attempt to simplify the wording
of the draft articles, so as to make them more easily understood by any future
users.

6. Finally, with respect to the follow-up to the work of the International Law
Commission in this area, the French Government believes that consideration could
be given to the adoption by the United Nations General Assembly of the articles
not in the form of an international convention, but as recommended norms of
reference.

Such an approach would obviate the difficulties of organizing a diplollilatic
conference, with regard to, inter alia, the role which international organi.zations
would have in such a conference, and would make the progressive development of
customary law possible.

Should a majority be in favour of elaborating a treaty, the French Government
'f,~ould, however, take the, view that such a task should be entrusted to a diplomatic
conferenc;;e.
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~ DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

[Original: English]

[26 May 1981]
1. The German Democratic Republic considers the draft articles submitted by theUnited Nations International Law Commission on "treaties concluded between statesand international organizations or between two or more international organizations"in their wording of July 1980 a sound basis for the second reading by theCommission. In this connection, the German Democratic Republic also would like tocommend the outstanding merits of the Special Rapporteur, Professor. Paul Reuter.His work was essential in creating the prerequisites for the constructive resultsreached in this area.

2. It has proved helpful in the preparation of the draft articles, to use theVienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 23 May 1969 as the basis and generalframe. At the same time it was necessary, at all stages of work, to take accountof the actually existing substantial differences between States and intemationalorganizations: only States have sovereignty. States are original subjects ofintemational law, while intemational organizations only derive that quality fromthem. According to the generally recognized principles of intemational law, thecapacity of States to conclude treaties is of a comprehensive nature while that ofinternational organizations is established and limited by their constituentinstrumen~s and other rules created on the basis of the constituent instruments.

It is to be noted that in the provisions of the present draft articles thesedifferences between States and international organizations have largely been takeninto account. However, some draft articles should be reviewed, in particular fromthat angle.

3. Draft article 2 (1) (j) defines the "rules of the organization". Thisdefinition draws, apart from the constituent instruments, relevant decisions andresolutions, also on the established practice of the organization.

The German Democratic Republic proposes to further qualify the notion ofpractice and to conceive of the "rules of the organization" as the constituentinstruments, relevant decisions and resolutions, and the organization's practiceestablished in accordance with the constituent instruments.

Moreover, the German Democratic Republic regards it as necessar,y to delete indraft article 2 (1) (j) the words "in particular" because,otherwise, there wouldbe too much room for the interpretation of the term "rules of the organization".
4. As regards draft article 27 (2) the German Democratic Republic believes that in~the interest of protecting the sovereignty of member States of an internationalorganization it should be mad.equite clear and unambiguous that the rules of anorganization have precedence over all treaties to which the internationalorganization is a party. While this pesition is unambiguously taken in thecommentar,y of the International Law Commission (paragraph 5), El it does not appear

El Yearbook ... 1977, vol. 11 (Part Two), p. 119, document A/32/l0.
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in the text of the draft article. Its present wording, which formulates the
above-mentioned principle as an exception, contradicts ~tself. The question arises
what caees draft article 27 (2) is expected to cover if the rule is to be that an
organization cannot invoke its rules if the performance of the treaty is outside the
scope of its functions and powers.

5. As :r-egards draft article 45 (2) the German Democratic Republic proposes to
delete the reference made therein to draft article 46. This precludes an
intemational organization from confirming, expressly or by its conduct, the
validity of a treaty it has concluded in violation of its rules regarding the
competence to conclude treaties.

6. In the interest of giving greater protection to the organization and its
member states, the German Democratic Republic considers it necessary that
artiole 46 (3) should provide that an organization may in any case invoke the
violation of its rules aa. a ground for invalidating its consent to be bound by a
treaty if the :I.'ules violated were of fundamental importance. Such rules are,
in the opinion of the (~rman Democratic Republic, the constituent instruments and
other relevant instruments of that kind. As regards other rules, the
"manifeatllsss" of a violation could be ma:i.ntained as the criterion for the
possibility of invoking a violation.

'"[. The German Democratic Re~blic regards its observations on
draft articles 2 (1) (j), 2'7 t2), 45 (2) and 46 (3) as a necessary conclusion from
the fact that. international organizations only derive the quality of subjects of
intemational law from States and that their capacity to conclude treaties is
established and limited by the rules their member States agree upon in terms of
intemational law. Unlawful action by an organization should not be allowed to
entail the establishment of valid norms of international law. The German .
Democratic Republic would like to see an exception to this principle to be confi.ned
to the case referred to in paragraph 6 concernir-g article 46 (3). The re suItant
effects on the law of international treaties to which international organizations
are parties and on the relevant treaty practice corroborat" in the opinion of
the German Democratic Republic, the view held in the International Law Commission
that international organization.':! cannot be regarded as having a status equal to
that of States and cannot, consEJquently, be considered equal participants in
intemational relations.

8. With regard to draft article 3, the German Democratic Republic wishes to voice
doubts about the phrase "international agreements to which one or more international
organizations and one or more entities other than States or international
organizations are [parties]". International agreements can only be concluded
between subjects of international law. Therefore, the term lIentities" should be
replaced by -"he preViously used term "subjects of international law".

9. The German Democratic Republic considers it appropriate that when finalizing
the provisions .on reservations the possibility of a tacit acceptance of
reservations by international organizations be precluded.

10. The German Democratio Republic proposes to delete draft article 36 bis. It
deviates from the general rule set forth in draft article 34 under whioh
obligations or rights for a third State or a third. organization cannot be
established without the consent of that State or that organization.
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

[Original: English]

[10 March 1981]

During the recent deliberations in the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly,the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany welcomed the completion of thedraft articles by the International Law Commission on first reading and herewithsubmits the following comments on articles 1 to- 60 of the draft.

I. General

1. General approach

The weight carried by international organizations has grown, which in tuI:nhas repercussions on treaty law.

The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany supports the efforts toamplify the codification of international treaty law and to add to -hhe existingcodification which was successfully initiated with the Vienna Convention of 1969on the Law of Treaties (henceforth ''Vienna ,Convention") a comprehensive set ofrules on the increasingly important sphere of treaties concluded 'by internationalorganizations. There are various ways and methods of approaching this undertakingbut the work of the International Law Commission is now so far advanced ,that themerits of aiternative solutions (e. g., an additional protocol to -lihe ViennaConvention or an adjunct supplement limited to textual divergencies) wj~l no longerbe discussed here. The approach chosen by the Commission, i.e. the preparationof a companion instrument which is to enter into effect independently as a sequel-,to the Vienna Convention, should now be pursued further. Hence, in continuing ..its work, the Commission should adhere to its approach of not revising ,but adoptingthe rules of the Vienna. Convention by merely adapting its provisions to therequirements of the subject-matter under consideration.

2. Equal treatment

International organizations correspond to the need for internationalco-operation.- Their development signifies progress towards an "international lawof co-operation". International organizations are compose~ of sovereign States; itfollows from theircomposition that when they conclude treaties with other States,endowed by their member States with powers to do so, they should receive thesame treatment as States as far as this is feasible. This pri.Ilciple-equality ofall contracting parties -ought to form ,the basis of the draft articles.

According to its own explanations, the International !law Comm,ission hasendeavoured to set international organizations and States on an equal footing whenthey conclude treaties with one another in -so far as this appeared expedient _inview of existing differences de facto or de jure between StatesaIld iIlternatiop,a,1organizations. Essentially,the regime of the Vienna Convention has beenappl;ieli,directly or mutatis mutandis to international organizations for concJ.usiop,implGmentatioll and termination of treaties. Strict adherence to this underlyingprinciple is to be welcomed; _ deviations f~om the Vie~a Convent;on regime shQl1ldonly exceptionally be made, if necessary.
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resultThe codified substantive law of treaties should be uniform, regardless of

whether treaties are concluded by States or by international organizations. The
draft articles, therefore, rightly follow the proVisions of the Vienna Convention
which is already in force. Uniformity is so important that it must take priority
even over partial improvements to the former convention that could be made.
Deviations from the Vienna Convention are justified only where they are unavoidable
and dictated by the particular structure and functions of international
organizations. It seems doubtful, and worthy of reconsideration during the second
reading, whether all the deviations from the Vienna Convention deemed desirable
by the International Law Commission correspond to the aforementioned requirements
and are in fact absolutely necessary.

4. Identity of substance between the Vienna Convention and the draft articles

3. Scope of draft articles

A question of great concern is how to decide which international organizations
will be covered by the draft articles. The International Law Commission has wisely
avoided redefining the term "international organization" more precisely for the
purpose of the application of the draft articles. Instead, the Commission has
adopted the definition of the Vienna Convention in article 2 (1) (i) which
supplemented by articles 2 (1) (j) and 6 of the present draft articles, must
and does suffice since international organizations vary to a great extent in legal
form, structure, functions and powers, ranging from scarcely institutionalized,
loosely organized associations to close-knit supranational entities such as the
European Communities. It is therefore entirely appropriate, with regard to the
capacity of an international organization, to conclude tre~ties, to refer to the
relevant rules of the organization (cf. article 6 together with article 2 (1) (j)
of the present draft articles).

5. Differences in drafting between the Vienna Convention and the Jraft articles

The International Law Commission has adhered quite closely to the wording
of the Vienna Convention which it has repeated throughout, except for the changes
that have been deemed necessary in view of the participation of international
organizations. No other deviations from the wording of the Vienna Convention
have been made in order to maintain uniformity in the application of law. This
is to be welcomed. However, the ILC draft of a new parallel convention has
certain shortoomings where the requisite adaptations are too cumbersome and
perfectionistic in drafting. The intelligibility and transparency of numerous
articles suffer as a result (cf. articles 1, 3, 10 to 25~, 47 (2), 54, 57).
The Commission shoulli examine whether the extensive subdivision of rules and terms
relating to the peculiarities of international organizations could not be avoided.
This could partly be done by comprehensive definitions given once and for all in
article 2, with shorter designations for later use throughout the subsequent
articles of the draft. For example: the cumbersome enumeration "treaty between
States and one or more ·international organiz~tions or between international
orga"lizations and one or more States" (cf. article 19 bis (2) (3» could be replaced
by the abbreviation "treaty with participation of interIiitional organizations"-
(or "treaty of international organizations").

The selective introduotion of new tems relating to the peculiarities of
international organizations does not seem completely satisfactory either, e.g.,
"powers" in articles 2 (1) (c bis) and 7, "act of formal oonfirmation" in
articles 2 (1) (b~), 11, 14 and 16; see also article 15 ("express" -
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"establish"). This new terminology does not rely on practice. Since theconventional terms of treaty law can be applied to international organizations aswell, the innovations do not seem justified.

6. Different treatment of States and of international organizations

In a limited number of articles, it is certainly necessar,y to distinguishbetween the legal position of international organizations and that of States underinternational law, as the International Law Commission has done in article 6(capacity to conclude treaties). It is also appropriate, and in some caseseven necessar,y in view of the wide variety of international organizations torefer to their rules and established practice, as has been done at severalpoints throughout the draft.

In some cases (cf. articles 7, 27 (2», the International Law Commission hasenvisaged analogous legal treatment for international organizations and Statesin spite of de facto differences. This is to be welcomed; de facto divergenciesin the practice of States and international organizations do not always haY... toresuIt in different legal consequences.

Equal treatment of international organizations and States ought to be foreseenby the International Law Commission where there is need for complete equality,in particular where unequal treatment would amount to discrimination againstinternational organizations •:j
.':~
.;j

7. Unresolved questions

Id

It seems wise that in the ILC draft a number of questions have not been dealtwith, since the present attempt at codification can hardly embrace the wholesubject-matter which still is in the process of evolution. The complex of questionsthat have not been dealt with or are still partially unresolved includes, inparticular, the relationship between international organizations as parties to atreaty and member States which may not be, or even may be, party to the sametreaty. It is true that problems arising in this field are situated rather in theinternal structure of the international organization. It is also true that treatylaw can in principle take no more account of the internal structure of internationalorganizations than of the national (constitutional) law of States (cf. articles 27and 46 of the Vienna Convention). Direct re'ference to the internal composition ofinternational organizations is generally out of the question. However, thejuxtaposition of states in their dual position as parties or non-parties to a treatyand, simultaneously, members of a contracting international organization does, withregard to conclusion and performance of treaties, bring about situations which gobeyond the internal structure of international organizations. This ty})6 of'situation has been aqdressed by the International Law Commission in section 4 ofpart III solely from the - restricted - viewpoint of the effects that treaties have_with respect to third parties. Member States of international organizations can,however, not properly be considered as "third" States in relation to theorganization. Adhering too closely to the Vienna Convention system could mean notpaying sufficient attention to the specific relationship between internationalorganizations and their member States. The peculiar situation resulting from theclose interrelation between an international organization and its member Statesplays a role not only under the heading "obligations and rights of third States",but is of significance also for the subject-matter covered by the reservationprovisions and by articles 18, 26, 29 and 60 to 62 of the draft. These problems
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must be recognized and taken into consideration so that the prov~s~ons of the new
convention are generally acceptable and do not inhibitor hamper further
developments pf international law. .

The International Law Commission has left open the essential question, to be
settled in the final clauses, as to how treaty-making international organizations
will participate in the conclusion of the convention, if the present draft evolves
into a full-fledged convention. If one starts from the principle of equality
between States and international organizations under treaty law, there is no valid
reason why international organizations should be accorded different treatment in
this matter. A convention on treaty law in respect of international organizations
will be a master convention of all conventions in which international organizations
participate. Consequently, those international organizatiops should be entitled
to take part in a plenipotentiary conference on the elaboration of the new
convention parallel to the Vienna Convention on the basis of the ILC draft articles
on a par with negotiating States as well as to sign and ratify the master
convention. .

IIe Comments on individual provisions of the draft

Article 1

It does not appear necessary to subdivide treaties into categories (a) and (b)
as this subdivision m~{es subsequent articles cumbersome (cf. articles 2 (1) (a),

·10, 13, 17, 24).

Article 2 (1)

The new definitions in (b bis), (b ter) and (c bis) seem to be superfluous
(for reasons, see comments in section I.5 above on articles 11, 14 and 7).

Article 7

The term "powers" to be used specifically in connection with international
organizations (in German there is the same translation for ~'full powers" and
"powers" alike) should be omitted since it does not appear necessary to introduce
terminological innovations of this kind.

In paragraph 4, the verb "communicate" seems not to be quite apposite if a
representative of an international organization signs a treaty with the effect that
the organization is definitively bound by the treaty; he is thereby not
communicating a declaration but making the declaration itself. It should be
examined whether "communicating" could be replaced by "declaring".

Paragraphs 3 and 4 of this article could be combined.

Article 9

Paragraph 2 can be supported on the understanding that it is not intended to
limit unnecessarily the powers of international organizations, in particular
their faculty to participate in international conferences.
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Article 11

Admittedly, the term "ratification" is not really suited to internationalorganizations (cf. article 16 as well; "instrument of formal confirmation");it is suggested to overcome this difficulty by inserting the term "act of formalconfirmation" into the otherwise unchanged transposition of the Vienna Conventionto read as follows:

"The consent of a State or an international organization to be bound by atreaty between one or more States and one or more international organizationsor between international organizations is established by signature, exchangeof instruments constituting a treaty, ratification, acceptance; approval orany other act of formal confirmation, accession or by any other means ifso agreed" •

As it is, the peculiarities of international organizations are covered anyw~by the phrase "by any 0 ther me ans , if so agreed" •

Articles on reservations

The International Law Commission has enVisaged that in principle, the liberalreservations provisions of the Vienna Convention shall cover internationalorganizations too, as contracting parties with equal rights. This rule is tobe welcomed. However, the exceptions from this rule are important and far-reaching.The deviations from the Vienna Convention in articles 19 bis (2) and 19 ter (3)have been drafted in involved and rather vague terms that-mIght lend themselves todifficulties of interpretation. In particular, the use of the term "object andpurpose" in articles 19 bis (2) and 19 ter (3) (b) does not seem felicitous sincethis term is employed with not quite the same meaning elsewhere in the ViennaConvention and the draft (cf. articles 18 and 19 (c» in order to describe the ..actual essence of a treaty. It is suggested, by the w~, that the formula"object and purpose" in article 19 bis (3) (c) might in itself suffice toadequately cover the cases enVisaged in article 19 bis (2).

Moreover, as a question of principle it seems open to doubt whether specialprovisions for inten1ational organizations limiting their options to enterreservations and to object to reservations, should be envisaged at all. In view ofthe almost complete lack of precedents, it is suggested that the adoption of theVienna Convention provisions would produce equally adequate results, therebydrastically shortening the draft. The necessity for equal treatment betweeninternational organizations and States, as stressed throughout the presentobservations, points in this direction.

Articles 24 and 24 bis (as well as 25 and 25 bis)

It does not seem necessa~ to divide the subject-matter into two articles(the same applies to article 25 and 25 bis); combining the articles would improvethe draft.

Article 27 (2):

Equal treatment of international organizations and States must mean thatinternational organizations are in principle no more entitled than States toinvoke their internal rules to justify the failure to perform a treaty. Thisis in keeping with the organizations' responsibility for their actions whenconcluding and implementing treaties (article 26).
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The necessary exceptions regarding the competence to conclude treaties are
dealt with s~tisfactorily in article 46 for international organizations as well.

Article 27 (2) contains another special exception for certain types of treaty:
"unless performance of the treaty ••• is subject to the exercise of the functions
and powers of the organization"; this provision appears conceptually sound and
should be retained.

Treaties and third states (section 4 of part III of the draft)

The provisions of this section must deal, inter alia, with the relationship
between international organizations and their member States, which should not be
called "third States" in this context but, as proposed by the Special Rapporteur,
"non-parties". Some kind of provision, as envisaged in article 36 bis, is
indispensable if the rules of advanced international organizations bind the
organizations' member States by the provisions of the treaties concluded by the
organizations (cf. article 228 of the EEC Treaty). The rule formulated in
article 36 bis serves to safeguard the rights of third States who enter into
treaty relations with an international organization whose member States are
internally bound to contribute to the fulfilment of the treaty. The Government of
the Federal Republic of Germany has on former occasions, both verbally and in
written form, expressed the view that article 36 bis is indispensable. It
endorses the written comments El of the European Economic Community of part Ill,
section 4, of the draft articles and hopes that the International Law Commission
will, during the second reading, definitively arrive at a solution which does
justice to the requirements of third parties (in the true sense) to treaties
concluded with advanced international organizations as well as to their member
States.

HUNGARY

[Original: EnglishJ
[20 March 1981J

The Government of the Hungariap People's Republic has, on. several occasions,
expressed its appreciation to the United Nations and its International Law
Commission for the highly important work of codification undertaken by them in
pursuance of Article 13 of the United Nations Charter. A significant station in
this undertaking is the initiative to work out draft articles on treaties concluded
between States and international organizations or between international
organizations. The regulation of this area combines the requirements of topicality,
practicality and utility in view of the growing role which international
organizations do and can play in the shaping and development of international
relations.

The Hungarian Government has followed with interest the work done by the_
International Law Commission and has studied with attention the draft articles
elaborated thus far. It agrees with the principles of codification applied and, on

El See sect. III of the present annex, below.
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the whole, endorses the methods followed in the elaboration of the draft articles,namely, it finds it appropriate and practicable for the Commission to have adoptedthe structure and principal solutions of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law ofTreaties in its formulation of the draft articles.

This approach has of necessity raised the difficulties being encountered bythe codification effort with respect partly to the difference existing betweenstates and international organizations in their condition as subjects ofinternational law and in their legal capacity, and partly to the relative paucityand oftentimes contradictor,y nature of practical experience available for legal~neralization in the field of treaties concluded by international or.ganizations.The International Law Commission has made great and successful efforts to overcomesuch difficulties, although the formulation of some of the draft articles,revealing as it does a high degree of complexity and compromise, points to thecontinuing existence of unresolved or not fully resolved problems and hence to theneed for further improvement in wording.

In the view of the Hungarian Government, full application of the principle ofthe sovereignty of states requires that the International Law Commission be stillmore explicit and consequent in distinguishing between States and internationalorganizations, with due regard for the fact that the condition of internationalorganizations as subjects of international law, and hence their legal capacity,are of a limited scope and of a derivative nature.

Such distinction,is necessar,y especially in the case of articles 19 to 23,which fail to give a clear definition of the different legal status of States andinternational organizations concerning reservations and objections thereto.

The provisions of draft articles 20 and 20 .lli spell out the possibility fortacit acceptance of reservations by international organizations. The Hungarian ,.Government believes it would be more logical and appropriate to make acceptance byinternational organizations of reservations subject exclusively to expressdeclaration to that effect.

The Hungarian Government sees no ground for the solution adopted inparagraph 2 of article 45. Proceeding from the limited nature of the condition ofinternational organizations as subjects of international law, the InternationalLaw Commission has, in articles 27 and 46, devised a suitable solution for theproblem relating to the observance of treaties and to invalidity. However, thesaid limitative principle is broken by paragraph 2 of article 45, which allowssubsequent recognition by international organizations of the validity of legal actsthat entail invalidity under article 46. Therefore, the Hungarian Governmentsuggests that the reference to article 46 should be omitted from paragraph 2 ofarticle 45.

Finally, mention is deserved by draft article 36~, the prov1s1ons of whichare known to have been objected to by representatives of several States, both inthe International Law Commission and in the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly.In the judgement of the Hungarian Government, the provisions of this article arenot consistent with the generally accepted rule of international law that a treatycannot be constitutive of rights and obligations with respect to third Statesexcept with the consent thereof. This rule is otherwise stated in draftarticles 34 and 35.

I
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The Hungarian Government believes it ill-advised for the problems involved in
the conclusion of treaties by such international organizations as are affected by
article 36 bis to be regu1ateq, by the draft articles now in the process of
elaboration.

MADAGASCAR

[Original: FrenchJ

[22 August 1980J

(1) The contents of the draft articles are the outcome of many years of study
and of exchanges of views between States, and the statements made by the Malagasy
delegation during the discussions held on the subject which have contributed in
no small measure to their elaboration. The Malagasy delegation felt, in any case,
that the text drawn up by the International Law Commission was, on the whole,
clear and· specific enough to serve as a valid basis for discussion and that the
main points of the rules that should govern future treaties had been duly taken
into account.

In short, conscientious work has been done on the draft articles by highly
qualified international legal specialists and diplomats, on the lines contemplated
in the Charter of the United Nations for the codification of international law.

(2) As regards the actual substance of the draft articles, it should be noted
that while articles 45 and 46 on the invalidity of treaties gave rise to some
disagreement, the principles accepted are identical whether the grounds for
invalidity are invoked by States or by international organizations. Inclusion of
the latter entities is in any case a new sUbject-matter since the conclusion of
the Vienna Convention of 23 May 1961 which had covered only treaties between
States. The term must itself be taken in a very broad sense, and it would be
difficult in practice, if not impossible, to confine the scope of the future
convention exclusively to a few international organizations, as proposed by some
Governments.

As regards articles 52 and 53 dealing with coercion, the threat or use of
force and the conclusion of treaties conflicting with a peremptory norm of general
international law, and particuiarly the latter, the proposed wording could stand,
particularly since an actual definition of "peremptory norms" has been included
in the article dealing with them.

The thinking behind these articles is certainly in the jurisprudential
tradition of the Vienna Convention.

ROMANIA

[Original: FrenchJ

[2 June 1981J

I. Romania's competent bodies have followed with great interest the process of
codification of legal norms relating to treaties concluded between States and
international organizations or between the latter. Following the codification 
through the Vienna Convention of 14 March 1975 - of rules on the representati~n of
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states in their relations with international organizations of a universal character,
the draft articles which the International Law Commission has prepared in the field
of treaties which reflect the ever increasing role of the international
organizations in our day, constitutes a major new achievement, an outstanding result
of the efforts made within the United Nations to develop norms designed to promote
in the conduct of states observance of the lofty principles enshrined in the
Charter and consequently to help, by making more effective the contribution of the
international organizations, to translate into reality the Purposes of the
United Nations inscribed in the Charter, in particular to maintain international
peace and security and to develop friendly relations and fruitful co-operation
amJng all nations.

lIe To serve their le gal and political purpose, rules designed to govern the future
contractual relations between States and international organizations or between two
or more international organizations must, in our opinion, meet the following
requirements, which we consider essential for the codification of such rules:

1. The new set of norms must be in harmony with the principles forming the
basis of the law of treaties, as reflected in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law
of Treaties. There must be complete concordance between the norms to be codified
and the fundamental principles of international law as well as between those norms
and the principles peculiar to the field of international treaties (the principle
of free consent, the principle of good faith, and the rule of pacta sunt servanda) •

2. To ensure that the instrument in which the codified norms are tb be
incorporated can secure the widest possible acceptance by States arid international
organizations, the codification process as a whole must rely on existing
international practice, seeking out the highest common denominator.

3. The norms which are to govern treaties concluded between States and
international organizations must reflect as faithfully as possible the specific
characteristics of the factors involved; in particular, they must take into account
the essential de facto and de jure differences existing between States and
international organizations as subjects of international law and international
relations.

In this connection, Romania's competent authorities consider that it is
essential, in preparing the new body of rules, for particular account to be taken
(a) of the functional nature of the international organizations as compared to the
full legal st.ql.tus of States, sovereign entities, which continue to be the
fundamental eiements of the international community; (b) of the great d.iversity 6f
the international organizations; (c) of the decisive fact that it'istheStates
which create international organizations by endowing them with certain rights and
duties, which constitute their legal capacity, limited to their specific field of
actiVity; (d) of the principle that the competences of the international ....
organizations are laid down in their constitutive instruments, the interpretation of
which is restrictive (principle of specificity) ; (e) of the fact that the .
international organizations, despite their position as entities distinct from<the
States that founded them, cannot be enti:rely dissociated from their member States;
their interests are not different from or alien to the interests of the member States
and their desires must be in accord with those of all their member' States ; (f) of the
essential role of the international organizations - that of offering institutional.
frameworks for multilateral inter-State oo~operatioriwh1ch, if it is to contribute
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effectively to the achievement of the Purposes of the United Nations Charter, mustpromote, in the fields entrusted to them, the interests Qf all the member statesand hence must ~e guided in thei~ activities by the precepts of consensus.
Ill. An examination of the draft articles on treaties concluded between States andinternational organizations or between two or more international organizations showsclearly that the International Law Commission has very largely observed theimperatives of proper codification of the SUbject-matter. By using the procedure ofadapting the rules codified by the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties toa related field, the ILC chose what is, in principle, a judicious method. Romania'scompetent bodies share the idea that the new rules should be embodied in aninstrument independent of the above-mentioned Vienna Convention. In their opinion,the preparation of new rules cannot be reduced to the dimension of an "application"of the Vienna Convention. In that context, the Romanian side considers that the newcodification instrument could take the form of an international convention providedthat the ILC is able to formulate norms that could gain the widest acceptance byStates.

IV. In the light of the above considerations and, while reserving the right toexpress their views at a later stage concerning the final ve"'sion of the draftarticles, the competent Romanian bodies wish at this junctuI'8 to make the followingcomments and observations on certain prOVisions of the draft.

1. Ad article 2, paragraph I (i), concerning the meaning of the term"international organization". The proposed wording reproduces exactly thecorresponding prOVision of article 2, paragraph 1 (i), of the 1969 Vienna Conventionon the Law of Treaties. In the opinion of Romania's competent bodies, such anabstract and general definition does not provide an adequate basis for determiningthe specific legal personality of international organizations, a cardinal questionon whose solution will depend the development of other legal concepts andconstructions of the system to be established by the new codifying instrument. Thedefinition of international organization proposed during the work of the ILC on thequestion of the representation of States in their relations with the internationalorganizations (see Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1968, vol. II,page 124) would perhaps provide a more secure point of departure.

2. Ad article 2, paragraph 1 (j). In the opinion of the R0planian side, thedefinition of the term "rules of the o:rganization" is too broad and goes beyondcertain limits of the general practice in relations between States and theinternational organizations, which show that the internal rules of the organizationsare established in their constitutions, decisions or resolutions accepted by alltheir member States. Furthermore, the words "established practice of theorganization" are rather vague and can give rise to great difficulties. Lastly,in view of the frequent references in the draft to the "relevant rules of theorganization", we consider that these concepts should be thoroughly examined.Romania's competent bodies believe that, for the purposes of the draft, the "rulesof the organization" should designate those which are laid down in its constitutiveinstrument or in other instruments of a treaty or other nature accepted by all themember States.

3. Ad article 6. The capacity of international organizations to concludetreaties with States or with other international organizations would be governed,under draft article 6, to the "relevant rules" of the'organizations concerned. Inthat connection" we would point out, first, that draft article 2 does not containa definition of the term "relevant rules" of the organization. Secondly, if this..
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concept is interpreted in the light of the definition in article 2, paragraph 1 (j),
which we have just commented..on in paragraph 2 above, it is difficult to accept the
conclusion reached, namely tnat the "relevant rules" in question in article 6
(and -in other draft articles) could also be determined by the "established practice"
of the organization.

In our opinion, the absence of elements, in artiole 2, paragraph 1 (i),
determining the character of an international organization, its capacity to conclude
international treaties should be that laid down in its constitutive instrument or
by other instruments of a treaty or other nature that have been accepted by all its
member States and that have established the competences of the organization in its
specific field of activity.

4. Ad article 9, paragraph 2, concerning adoption of the text of a treaty.
The proposed prOVision is derived from article 9, paragraph 2, of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. However, in the. case of the adoption
of the text of a treaty in an international conference with the participation
of international organizations, the application of the two thirds majority rule
might lead to situations in which one and the same State would find itself in
contradictory positions: on the one hand, as a State participating nomine propriO,
and, on the other, as a member State participating through the intermediary of the
international organization. In the light of these considerations, it seems
necessary to re-examine article 9, paragraph 2, so as always to ensure concordance
between the position of the organization and that of its member States.

5. Ad article 19 bis, paragraph 2. One of the first questions that arise
with regard to the above paragraph is: to what extent are its prOVisions based on
existing practice? Secondly, the llypcthesis mentioned in the draft ('!When the
participation of an international organization is essential to the object and
purpose of a treatyll) can give rise to very serious disputes. Thirdly, we would
point out that situations of the kind envisaged in the paragraph constitute
exceptions which are in the domain of special regulation by the treaty in question.
It therefore seems that inasmuch as such procedures do not as yet appear to have
been confirmed by praotice, it would be preferable to abandon them.

6. Ad article 19 ter, paragraph 3. The observations made in the preceding
paragraph are also valid for article 19 ter, paragraph 3. In addition, there is the
question of how it will be determiiled that the partioipation of the organization in
the treaty "is not essential to the object and purpose of the treaty".

We consider that, given existing practice, the aspects dealt with in the
paragraph should also be reserved for special regulation by the treaty in question.
We further believe that in the oase mentioned in paragraph 3 (a), the possibility
for an organization to object. to a reservation made by a State should be expressly.
recognized by the treaty, since such a possibility oannot be derived, by way of
interpretation, from "the tasks assigned to the international organization by the
treaty".

1. Ad article 36 bis. Thisartiole raises a whole series Gf questions both
from the standpoint of principle and from that of praotioe. Under the relevant
prinoiples, a State oannot be held to be bound by an international treaty unless
it has freely manifested its oonsent (prinoiple of free consent referred to in the
preamble to the 1969 Vienn.a Convention on the Law of Treaties) •
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Under those principles, states members of an international organization can be
bound by a treaty concluded by it only to the extent that the respective States had
agreed to the conclusion of the treaty. The "relevant rules of the organization
applicable at the moment of the conclusion of the treaty" (article 36 bis (a)) could
produce eff~cts only to the extent that those "rules" were not contrary to the
wishes of the member states or of some of them.

It is not sufficiently clear whether the international practice alluded to
during the work of codification has served to elucidate the complex problems that
would resuIt from the machinery envisaged in article 36~, not only as regards
relations between the Organization and its foreign partr•.::rs but also as regards all
the relations between member states and non-member States. It therefore seems
necessary to examine whether, at the current stage, we find international practice
really sufficiently crystallized to malee it possible to formulate rules of
international law. As things stand at present, the special competences entrusted
to an international organization by its member States in any case derive from
constitutive instruments and as they are not general, they should not take the form
of a general rule of international law.

V. Romania's competent bodies consider that the draft articles require further
drafting improvements. It will be necessary, in particular, to avoid repetitions
such as those which appear in artiele 7, paragraph 1, and articles 3, 11, 12, 13,
and 14, paragraphs 1 and 2, etc., which only overburl1an the draft and malee the
wording less concise.

UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

[Original: Russian]

[25 February 1981]

In ·the contemporary situation increasing urgency attaches to. the improvement
of the existing means of regulation in the field of international law and the
development of new ones. An important factor in this process is the new stage
reached in the codification of the law of treaties, namely, the preparation of
draft articles on treaties concluded between States and international organizations
or bewgen international organizations.. In principle, therefore, the Ukrainian SSR
takes a positive view of the work done by the International Law Commission in this
area, and considers that draft articles 1 to 60, adopted by the Commission in .'
preliminary form, provide an acceptable basis for the drafting of an international
convention on the subject in that, in general, they properly reflect the practice
which has developed with regard to contractual relations involving international
organizations.

Some of the prov~s:LOns of the waft articles, however, are open to objection
and, in fact, require clarification, amendment or deletion.

This is especially the case with the wording of articles 20 and 20 ~, which
permit the tacit acceptance by international organizations of reservations without
their express acceptance of a particular reservation entered by another party to
the treaty concerned. Since, unlike States, international organizations have
limited status as subjects of international law, it would be wrong if the draft
articles merely reiterated the relevant prOVisions of the Vienna Convention of 1969.
Such an approach cannot be substantiated by reference to practice or still less,
be justified by considerations of a theoretical nature.
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The entering of a reservation on the acceptance of or objection to reservations
by an international organization, obviously requires a decision by the competent
body of that organization and clear and uneqUivocal action by that b-:>dy.

The Ukrainian SSR considers that article 36 bis, which refers to treaties
concluded between organizations of a supranational character, should be deleted
from the draft articles under consideration. A treaty to which an international
organization is a party creates rights and obligations only for the international
organization as such, and does not have legal implications for the member States of
that organization.

Since an international organization cannot conclude treaties which conflict
with its basic instrument, that is, its statute, the wording of article 45 of the
draft articles should be amended accordingly.

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

[Original: Russian]

[5 February 1981]

The draft articles on treaties concluded between States and international
organizations or between international organizations formulated by the International
Law Commission on the whole accurately reflect established practice as regards
contractual relations involving international organizations and could serve as a
good basis for the drafting of an international convention en the subject.
Articles 1 to 60 of the draft adopted on a preliminary basis by the Commission at
its thirty-first session seem to be satisfacto~- in principle.

At the same time, a number of provisions in the draft give rise to objections
and tllerefore need to be improved.

Generally speaking the draft is rightly based on the premise that the fact
that an international organization is a party to a treaty creates rights and
obligations, flowing from the treaty, for that international organization alone
and does not create such rights and obligations for the States members of that
organization•. In the light of the :t:oregoing, article 36 bis dealing with treaties
concluded by supranational organizations, should be deleted. from the draft since
it goes beyond the scope of the questions covered by the draft.

The prOVisions contained in articles 20 and 20 bis give cause for misgiVings.
These provisions allow the tacit acceptance by international organizations of
reservations without their clearly expressed consent to a particular reservation
made by a party to a treaty to 'which the organization is a party. It would seem
that any actions by an international organization relating to a treaty to which
it is a party must be clearly and unequivocally reflected in the actions of its
competent body.

The work on article 45 of the draft clearly needs to be continued since an
international organization surely cannot conclude treaties which conflict with the
relevant rules of that organization, for example, its constituent act.
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'UNITED KINGDQ}l OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND NORTHERN IRELAND

[Original: English]

[July 1981]

1. The United Kingdom is particularly glad to be able to comment on articles 1-60
of the draft articles with the benefit of having had sight of the draft articles as
a \~hole, as adopted b;r the C,\mmission on first reading. The difficulties of
commenting on draft articles piecemeal are well kno\m, and the United Kingdom has
drawn attention to them in debates in the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly.
The value of having an overview of the entire draft is particularly great in a case,
such as the pres~nt, in which questions of methodology remain to be settled. At an
early stage of its consideration of the present topic, the Commission decided to
proceed by way of careful examination, article by article, of the provisions of the
Vienna Convention on the La\~ of Treaties (hereinafter referred to as "the
Vienna Convention"). This seemed to the Commission at the time to be the most
practical working method and has received the general approval of Member States
participating in the discussions in the Sixth Committee. Moreover, the process of
meticulous analysis of the provisions of the Vienna Convention in order to discover,
in the context of specific draft provisions, how the solutions they embody could
and should be applied to similar problems arising in the case of treaties concluded
by international organizations has, at one and the same time, been a valuable
intellectual exercise for the Commission and has proved most useful to the
Member States in providing a clear picture of which provisions of the
Vienna Convention can be applied to international organizations as they stand;
which provisions, on the other hand, are applicable with only. the necessary changes
in nome~clature; and, finally, which provisions, in the view of the Commission,
call for the application of a somewhat different rule to international organization8.

2. The United Kingdom is convinced that the Commission, having completed the first
reading of the draft articles in this way, should not regard this working framework
as immutable and should not accordingly limit itself on second reading to reviewing
draft articles 1-60 within the existing framework. Even though the Commission will
not have been in possession at its thirty-third session of comments and observations
on draft articles 61 et seg, the United Kingdom nevertheless believes that it is
incumbent on the Commission in the course of the second reading to review ab initio
the organization and struQture of its draft articles on this topic. In emphasizing
this point, which is already implicit in the Commission's own "General Remarks" ~n

the report for 1974, the United Kingdom has two principal points in mind.

Firstly, while not wishing to reopen the question of the exclusion from the
scope of the Vienna Convention of treaties to which international organizations
are parties, the United Kingdom nevertheless observes that the present topic
is by way of being a supplement, in a relatively restricted area, to the rules
codified in the Vienna Convention•. This being so,. it would clearly be
unnecessary, as well as undesirable, for any instrument which might be adopted
as the result of the present study to rival in size and complexity the
Vienna Convention itself, still less to exceed the Vienna Convention both in
size and in complexity.

Secondly, the United Kingdom would be strongly opposed to any proceeding in
the present context which might damage the status or authority of the
Vienna Convention itself or undermine the effectiveness of any of its
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prov~s~ons; this would be doubly regrettable now that the Vienna Convention
has recently entered into force and is steadily gaining in authority. The
Commission has shown itself, in its reports, to be fully sensitive to the
delicacy of the interrelationships between the Vienna Convention and any ne't'l
legal instrument that might emerge from the present draft, and conscious of
the dangers attendant on straying beyond the limits of such variations or
modifications of the provisions contained in the Vienna Convention as may be
strictly necessary to take account of the special features of international
organizations. In principle, the United Kingdom approves the decision talcen
by the Commission at the outset of its drafting work in 1974 rigorously to
eschew any thought of modifications or refinements that might also be
applicable to treaties between States. But, in the opinion of the
United Kingdom, a similar danger (although perhaps not so extensive) resides
in the introduction of any variations in wording as between the two texts,
however minor, and however laudable the reason might be for suggesting
formulations slightly different from those contained in the Vienna Convention.
In particular, the Commission should resist any temptation to revise or

. redraft articles adopted by the Vienna Conference even where the proposal in
question emerged at the Conference itself and was not, accordingly, based in .
detail upon careful preparatory work by the Commission. Nevertheless, there
remains a serious question as to whether the whole approach of reproducing the
Vienna Convention, article by article, subject to modifications to take account
of the particular subject matter, might not make it difficult, if not
impossible, to avoid unintended side effects on the integrity of the
Vienna Convention itself. The Commission will only be able to give a final
answer to this question once it is in a position to look at the draft as a
whole at the close of the second reading.

3. The points mentioned above may be illustrated briefly by examples from the
present text (even though there is not necessarily any significant point of
substance involved). The first danger is well illustrated by articles 19, 19 bis
and 19 ter, and articles 20 and 20.lli, corresponding to articles 19 and 20 of the
Vienna Convention. The concise terms of article 19 of the Vienna Convention receive
their counterpart in the present text in two substantial articles in which the
criteria appearing in article 19 are reproduced in three separate places. Similarly,
article 20 of the Vienna Convention finds its reflection in three lengthy articles:
in particular, the scheme followed requires article 20 bis (3) (b) to distinguish
between no less than four different cases even in the process of applying an
identical rule 'to all :t:our. It must be said that, from the -viewpoint of legal
technique, such a result appears prima facie both inelegant and inefficient.

4. The United Kingdom is fully conscious of the reasons why the Commission has
proceeded hitherto by way of placing into separate categories treaties concluded
between States and one or more international organizations and treaties concluded
between international organizations only. This distinction has clearly been
valuable to the Commission as an analytical tool. That said, it remains doubtful
whether the distinction should be elevated into a point of cardinal principle. On
the one hand, it is clear that the maintenance of the fundamental distinction leads
to a considerable overloading of the draft articles, despite the fact that there
appear to be, amongst draft articles 1-60, relatively few cases in which the
Commission has in fact felt it necessary to recommend a difference of treatment
according to whether the treaty envisages both States and international
organizations amongst its parties or not. On the other hand, the United Kingdom
has noted, with some concern, the remarks made by the Special Rapporteur (and
adopted by the Commission in its commen~aries to certain draft articles) about
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consensuality as the basis for treaty relations, inasmuch as these have been cast
in a form which implies that true consensuality can only exist between parties of
exactly equal status. Without wishing in any \~ay to pronounce upon the question
how the status in international law of international organizations differs from
that of states, the United Kingdom wishes to point out that consensuality is the
fundamental basis underlying the \~hole of the international law of treaties; it
provides the basis for the fundamental norm pacta sunt servanda, and thus
ultimately for all the principles and rules contained in the Vienna Convention. In
this sense, consensuality must continue to be the essential foundation of any ne\,
instrument regulating treaties to which international organizations are parties.
It would be unacceptable in principle, and carry far-reaching implications, for
this basic principle of consensuality to be regarded as in some sense inoperative
by virtue of the ~ifferent character of some treaty parties as compared with others.
The United Kingdom wishes to repeat in this context what it has already had
occasion to point out in the Sixth Committee, namely that, whatever the difference
be~~een States and international organizations qua parties to treaties, these
differences relate principally to the capacity to enter into treaty relations and
the incidents associated there\dth; once, ho\~ever, two entities having
international personality are validly in treaty relations with one another, the
presumption must be that their rights as contracting partners are equal, and this
presumption must stand unless there are clear reasons, in a particular set of
circumstances, for drawing distinctions based upon the character or status of the
parties.

5. In making the above general comments, the United Kingdom is conscious of the
difficulties faced by the Commission in the present state of development of
international relations. It might even be said that the present state of
international practice as regards treaties concluded by international organizations
does not easily admit of codification, given the great increase in the number of
international organizations in recent years and the great variety between them,
both as to the competence they exercise, as well as in their internal relations
with member States and their external relations with third States. This is not,
of course, an argument against the Commission's present endeavours, but it serves
nevertheless as a further reminder that the element of progressive development
involved in the Commission's studies must genuinel;r b::~ progressive; no purpose
would be served by ~he production of proposals which were ultimately rejected for
fear that they might have the effect of stultifying developments which are
currently taking place in international practice.

6. Against that background, the United Kingdom wishes to comment in greater
detail on draft articles 2.1 (j), 19-23 bis, 27, 36 bis, 37 and 46.

Article 2.1 Ci)

7. This provision serves to define the expression "rules of the or-ganization".
This expression is a key term in the draft, inasmuch as the operation of articles 6,
27 and 46 and of other significant provisions in the draft turns on it. The
United Kingdom supports the intention of the Commission to prOVide a definition, and
is content with the terms of the definition put forward by the Commission. 1,!Tithout
a definition at all, considerab:j.e ambiguity might have been engendered as to what
elements should be regarded as constituting part of the "rules" of the organization
for the purposes of articles such as those referred to above. It is self-evident
that in such crucial matters ambiguity should be avoided so far as possible. The
particular definition put forward by the Commission foUows precedent and is
sufficiently supple to allow for the developing practice of international
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organizations, while avoiding trespassing on the internal arrangements of particular
international organizations, which must remain a matter for the member States and
for the competent organs of the organization in question.

Articles 19-23 bis

8. This set of nine articles regulates the formulation of reservations, their
acceptance, objections to reservations, their legal effect, and related questions
of procedure. It would be unfortunate if the extensive treatment given to this
topic gave the impression that it constitutes a major element in the present area
of study. Whereas it was certainly true that, in the period leading up to the
Vienna Conference, the le gal regime of reservations to multilateral conventions was
a topic of major controversy in international law, the same can hardly be said of
reservations in the context of treaty-making by international org~~izations•
Indeed, inasmuph as it is not clear that cases of difficulty have in fact arisen
in this context, it would be unfortunate if the Commission and, subsequently, the
international community as a whole, devoted disproportionate attention to this
question, ultimately adopting ne,~ rules of such additional complexity as to lay the
ground for greater difficulties in the future than there have been in the past.

9. As regards the right to formulate reservations, the United Kingdom well
understands why the Commission approached this matter with caution. The Commission
was necessarily conscious of the fact that the earlier controversy on the matter
centred in part on an alleged right of States to formulate reservations at will,
which was claimed to be an aspect of State sovereignty; inevitably, looked at in
this perspective, the case of international organizations would appear significantly
different from that of States. Nevertheless, the modern law on the question, as
codified in articles 19 and 20 of the Vienna Convention, does not incorporate a
generalized right to enter into treaty obligations subject to reservations of the
State's choosing; on the contrazy, the general tenor of the Vienna regime is
strongly to encourage contracting parties to multilateral treaties to regulate the
matter of reservations by express provision in the treaty. Moreover, in modern
treaty practice an express regulation of the question of reservations is becoming
increasingly common. It would be highly desirable to take account of· this fact in
any project which, like the Commission's draft articles, is designed for the
future (cf. draft article 4). Accordingly, while the United Kingdom does not
specifically object to the approach I:1-dopted in articles 19 and 19 bis, the
United Kingdom remains to be persuaded that it is objectively necessazy to apply
separate rules to the rights of States, on the one hand, and international
organizations on the other, to formulate reservations. In particular, the
United Kingdom has doubts about the concept, enunciated in paragraph 2 01'
article 19~, that the participation of an international organization may be
"essential to the object and purpose" of a treaty. The concept that a reservation
may be "incompatible with the object and purpose" of the treaty is well known in
international law, having been enunciated by the International Court of Justice in
its Advisory Opinion on Reservations to the Genocide Convention; nevertheless it
cannot be said that, in the absence of a generalized system for solving disputed
questions connected with reservations to multilateral conventions, the international
community has yet arrived at sufficiently well developed criteria for deciding the
questions of compatibility with the object and purpose of the treaty. This being
so, it would seem unwise to further burden treaty law by the introduction of a new,
and subtly different concept of the sort put forward in the Commission's draft.
It seems to the United Kingdom that, in the generality of the cases foreseen by
the Commission in its commentary 011 article 19 bis, a reservation formulated by
the international organization wO,u:Ld in any event fail to satisfy the established
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te!!t of ocmpatibility wiih the objeot ::u:ld purpose of the treaty. Conversely, it is
by ne means diffioult to think of oiroumstanoes in whioh the partioipation of an
international organization might be essential to the effioaoy of a treaty, but only
in very much the same ,~ay as the partioipation of one or more oontraoting states
might also be neoessary for the treaty to have its intended effeot. In suoh
oiroumstances, the oriterion of the participation of the organization as essential
to the object and purpose of the treaty ,~ould be too ambiguous and uncertain in its
o~ration. Moreovel', some account has to be taken in this connection of the
possj~ility that an international organization may, in terms of its oonstituent
in13trument and other rules, be exercising some of the competences of the member
states which have been transferred to it. It is far from clear that, in such
oiroumstances, the system proposed by the Commission would preserve the necessary
balanoe as between the parties to the treaty.

10. The major ooncen' of the United Kingdom relates, however, not to the right to
formulate reservations, but to those of the Commission's draft articles dealing
with the aOCleptance of, and objeotion to, reservations. In this context,
draft articles 20 and 20 bis are broadly equivalent to article 20 of the
Vienna Convention. Draft--arUcle 19 ~, entitled "Objection to reservations", is
entire~ new. The necessity for this new provision arises solely out of the
struoture whioh the Commission has deoided to adopt for articles 19, 19~ and
19~, and tn partioular follows fl~m the differentiation between the position of
States and international organizations, under a treaty to which both are parties,
as exemplified by paragraph 3 of draft article 19~ - a differentiation about
which the United Kingdom has some fundamental doubts, as indicated below.
'}1herefore, the United Kingdom must place a general reserve on article 19 ter,
simply by virtue of the fact that it has no counterpart in' the Vienna Convention
itself. \Vithout prejUdice to that and before proceeding to cons;der paragraph 3
of artiole 19 ~..r in more detail, the United Kingdom would wish to draw attention
to a discrepancy between the drafting of paragraphs 1 and 2, in that the latter
~ontains a specific cross-reference to article 19~, paragraphs 1 and 3, whereas
the fonner contains no equivalent cross-reference to article 19. The reason for
this d.i£ferenoe of terminology is not apparent from the Commission's commentary and
(subjeot to .~ more fundamental considerations arising out of the comments below),
the United Kingdom questions whether the maintenance of this difference would be
desirable. It could lead to difficulties of interpretation, which might in the end
ont~ sel've to clOUd the meaning given to the specific legal concept of an
"objection" both in the Vienna Convention itself and in the Commission's draft
artictes; That is to MS", it may lead to a confusion between the right of one"
contraoting party to exclude the opposability to itself of an entirely permissible
resel'\Tation fOl'mutated by another contracting party, and the possibility that one
or 1llO:re contracting parties may contest in limine the very admissibility of a
purported reservation in accordance with the criteria specifi"l<l. in article 19 of the
Vienna Convention and reproduced in draft article 19 and draft article 19 ,lli,
paragraphs 1 and 3, of the present .articles (express or implied exclusion and
incompatibility with .Johe object and purpose). .

11. '1"he United KingCtom's difficulties with the substance of paragraph 3 of
draft artiole 19 ter are of an altogether more. fundamental character. The rationale
behind. the commisi'i'Oh' s draft is that the right of a party to formulate reservations
to a treaty nnd.s its b:il.ance and counterpart in the extent to which that party has
a right (or Ilpossibility11) of raising objections to reservations formulated by
other parties. The United Kingdom does not believe this goveming principle to be
sound.. It seems to the United Kingdom, in the light of the -whole development of
the institution of reservations to multilateral conventions, that the true
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oounterpart to the right of one party to formulate a reservation is in faot the
inherent right of the other parties to objeot (i..."l the technioal sense used above) to
that same rese:rvation. Any other principle (i.e. any system under which the
possibility of making a reservation was not balanced by the possibility of its being
objected to) would destroy the cru.oial balanoe between oontracting parties in respect
of their mutual rights and obligations, inasmuch as it would allow one party to
impose its reservation upon others and thus, in effect, to write its own treaty.
Suoh a proposition was decisively rejected by the Vienna Conference ,itself. Nor is
the prinoiple in any way affected by the special proVision made for a reservation
expressly authorized by a treaty, since such a reservation has been speoifioally
~greed to by the oontracting States in advance.

!..

12. Nevertheless, the Commission has, perhaps inadvertently, created in its draft
articles a situation of precisely this kind. This has arisen as a result of the
Commission's f.lreferenoe for regarding the right of an international organization to
object to a n aervation not as being inherent in the very possibility that a
reservation m~; be formulated by another party, but as being a right which requires
to be specifically oonferred by the draft articles. The ultimate result could, in
many cases, be diametrically opposed to the Commission's essential objective in
postulating the category of treEtties where the participation of an internatione.l
organization is essential to the object and purpose. For, under the provision::l ,)f
article 19~, paragraph 1, taken together with 19~, paragraph 3, it might be
possible for a State party to such a treaty to impose its reservation upon the
international organization, even though the latter might conclude that the
application of the treaty, subject to the reservation, was not compatible with the
public function which the international organization was called upon to perform
under the treaty. Such a situation would be clearly undesirable in the public
interest, and might furthermore lead to extraordinary legal results if other States,
~arties to the treaty, chose to exercise their right to object to the reservation
(while not precluding the entry into force of the treaty as between them and the
reserving State). The solution i:.1i-Jpears to the United Kingdom to be, not to regard
a "right to object" as being in 8', 'le sense a manifestation of State sovereignty; but
rather, on the basis of the fundamental principle of the greatest possible equality
between parties to a treaty, to regard the possibility of an objection as the
inherent and automatic COT.ollary of the formulation of the reservation itself. If,
as is strongly urged, the Commission accepts the validity of this argument, it would
be left with the choice either of maintaining the special category of treaties
foreseen in art;cle 19 bis, paragraph 2 - in which case the limitation on the right
to make reservations would have to be' applied equally to Sta.tes parties and to
international organizations parties; .2!: to subject to critical examination the
restrictive prOVisions laid down in paragraph 3 of draft article 19~. If, in the
course of this examination, the Commission were to have second thOUghts about the
legal justification for paragraph 3, the. question would arise whether draft
article 19~ (which, as explained above, is an addition to the scheme. contained in
the Vienna Convention itself) should be maintained at all. By reason of the view it
takes of the essential nature of the right to object to a reservation, the
United Kingdom would see considerable merit in· the suppressiori of
draft article 19 ter entirely.

Article 27

13. No comment is called for onparagrapbs 1 and 3 of this draft article, but the
United Kingdom is conscious of the difficultie~ with which the Commission had to
grapple in producing, in paragraph 2, a counterpart to the rule laid down for States
in article 27 of the Vienna Convention•. The United Kingdom agrees with the
Commission's conclusion that the rules o:f an international organization are not on
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the same plane as the internal law of the State. The United Kingdom therefore agrees
in prinoiple that the Commission's draft artioles should contain a provision along
the lines of paragraph 2. A point of ooncern in this context is the same as that
which troubles the Commission, namely, whether it is appropriate to give a greater
status to the internal operations of the organization than to the internal law of a
State, as in the proviso contained in the Commission's draft: "unless performance
of the treaty, according to the intention of the parties, is subject to the exercise
of the functions and powers of the organization". It is pertinent to observe in
this context that arran~ments of the sort foreseen in this proviso are also not
uIumown in treaties between states.. For example, it is common form in treaties
ooncluded by the United Kingdom providing for the expenditure of money (if the
treaty enters into foroe on signature) for the treaty to be drafted in such a way
that its operatj.on is contingent on the voting of the necessary monies by
Parliament. Nevertheless, neither the Commission nor the Vienna Conference felt it
necessary to include a similar proviso in the Vienna Convention itself; the
underlying reason was no doubt that the matter was ultimately felt to have been
regulated as a question of the interpretation of the treaty, in accordance with its
terms (a similar point having been made by certa:L."l members of the Commission in the
discussion of draft artiole 27 itself). ConverselYl if the operation of a duly
authorized treaty concluded by an international organization became impossible as a
resuIt of the subsequent failure by the competent organs of the organization to take
the necessary decisions for implementation of the treaty,the matter might become
one to be dealt with under the draft article on supervening impossibility of
performance, contained in the latter part of the Commission's draft articles, and
questions of international responsibility might ultimately arise. All in all,
therefore, the Commission should be encouraged to reconsider whether it is in fact
necessary for draft article 27, paragraph 2, expressly to provide for the. very rare
oase in which an argument may be raised as to the subordination of treaty obligations
to the' internal workings of an international organization party to it, where no
specific proVision has been included in the treaty to regulate the question. It must
be borne in mind in this connection that the functions and powers of international
organizations are normally entrusted to organs composed of representatives of
sovereign States, the decisions of which may in practice be taken on grounds not
limited to the organization's treaty obligations, including the situation in which
there is controversy within the organ itself or as between member States as to the
lawfulness of certain actions in terms of the organization's governing instrument.
Referenoe may be made in this context to the Inte:;rnational Court Qf Justice IS

.~dvisory Opinion of 20 December 1980 0n "Interpretation of the Agreement of
25 March 1951 between the WHO and Egypt".

Artiole' 36 bis

14. The United Kingdom and various other member States have commented at length in
favour of theinolusionof draft artiole· 36 bis since it was first put forward by the
Commission in its report for 1978. ·1n parti"CiiIar, the United Kingdom wishes to refer
to and endorse the comments on this 'question submitte~ on behalf of the European
Economic Community, so far as that organization is concerned. Nevertheless, the
question has a wider aspect, to which the United Kingdom wishes to draw attention in
the present oomment. In broad terms, draft artioles 35 and 36 reproduce for present
purpOses the rules adopted in the Vienna Convention, subjeot only to particular
oonsiderations bearing on the assent of a third international organization to rights
oonferred upon it by a treaty stipulation to which it is not party (cinwhich subject
the United Kingdom' does not propos~ to oomment at the present ·time) •. In. generaJ.,a
translationaf those rules from the area of treaties betweell States to that of
treaties between States and internationalorganization~is both necessary and
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appropriate. However, when one begins to examine the matter more closely, it becomes
apparent that a mere translation, without more, of the Vienna Convention articles to
international organizations begs a number of crucial questions as to the
identification of "third States"in these circumstances. It is evident from the
origins of the rule pacta tertiis nec nocent nec prosunt, and from the discussions
in the Commission on the proposals which eventually became articles 35 and 36 of the
Vienna Convention, that a Ilthird state" was regarded as being, by definition, a
State that was outside the treaty-making process entirely ana was therefore a
stranger to the creation of the treaty right or obligation. While not expressed with
quite this clarity in the definition of Ilthird State" contained in article 2, this is
nevertheless the essential thought rehind the definition. Clearly, however, this
simple model does not fit in every respect the case of the member States of an
international organization which becomes party to a treaty. This is so for two
reasons. The first reason is that, through their representatives on the competent
organ or organs of the organization, the member States will have been associated
with the conclusion of the treaty by the organization, especially so in the case
where (as is becoming increasingly common) the international organization itself
participates in the treaty negotiations and has received for this purpose a specific
mandate from the competent organ. Indeed, if for any reason the international
organization does not itself participate in the negotiations, but these are
nonetheless conducted by the member States with a view to the ultimate participation
of the organization of which the;y are members, then it may hardly be said that the
member States are strangers to the negotiation.

15. The second reason is that, irrespective of the particular division of
competences that may arise in a particular organization, it is very frequently the
case that one or more member States will themselves become parties to the treaty
along with the organization itself. It is hardly to be presumed that the
comp1exities of this situation should produce a resuIt quite as simple and
straightforward as that embodied in articles 35 and 36 of the Vienna Convention;
nor is it to be presumed that any of the participants in the negotiations could fail
to be aware of this.

16. For the above reasons, it seems abundantly clear to the United Kingdom that the
member States of an international organization cannot automatically be regarded as
"third States", within the meaning of the rules laid down (as between States alone)
in articles 2, 35 and 36 of the Vienna Convention, in relation to treaty rights and
obligations assumed in due form by the organization. It follows from this both that
the Commission was entirely right in attempting to formulate an additional provision
to deal with this state of affairs, and that the purpose of such additional
provision is not to create a new rule of international law but rather to correct the
unwarranted inference that might otherwise arise from the simple translation of
articles 35 and 36 of the Vienna Convention into the present draft articles. The
United Kingdom has taken due note of the oomment made, in the course of the debates
in the Sixth Committee, that the Commission's draft article 36 bis conflicted with
a generally accepted rule of international law that treaties co'Uid not create rights
or obligations for any third State without its consent; the United Kingdom regards
this objection however as being clearly without.substance in the Present
circumstances. By defiD.ition, it is impossible to regard the member State which has
subscribed to the rules of the organization in becoming a member as not consenting
to the substance and effect of those rules. Indeed, the question may even be posed
whether the rules of the organization do not, in effect, .constitute a form of consent
sufficient to satisfy the principle. underlying the rule contained in article 34.
The essential feature of that consent i"s, of course, that it is given in general
terms in advance of the oonclusion of the particular treaty, from which it follows

,..'
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-that. it is simply the procedural aS1Jects of the more detailed amplifioation, in
arHcles 35 and 36, of the general role laid down in article 34 whioh is at fault in
failing to cater for this }?articular case. At tha sama tima, the Uhited Kingdom
acknowledges the difficulty and delioacy Of the Commission's task in att~mpting to
formulate the necessary additional elemants, but balieves that the Commission
deserves strong encouragement in itJ:! attempts further to toefine the ideas contained
in draft article 36 bis (together with tha necassal'Y consequential elements in
draft article 37) wh1.cll constituta an essential re~uitoement for this portion of the
dl'1'tft articles.

Article 46

17. Paragraphs 1 and :2 of this draft articla deal with the position of contracting
states, and are identical in substance with the e~uivalent provisions in tht:!
Vienna Convention~ Paragraphs 3 and 4, on the other hand, deal with the cast:! of
contracting international organizations, but show certain diffetoenoes by comparison
,dth paragraphs 1 and 2 : in }?artioula:r,paragraph 3 omits tha adaitional
qualification that the role violataa must ca one of "fundamental importance", and
paragraph 4 incorporates a totally diffetoent definition of when a violation is
"manifest". The United Kingdom has studied the text closely in the light of the
Commission's ()ommentary, but remains unpersu.adt:!d of the need to distinguish between
the circumstanoes in whioh a Statt:!and the circumstances in whioh an international
organization may invoke tha fact that its consent to bt:! bound by a treaty has been
expressed in violation of a provision of its intarnal law (or of its rules, as the
case may be). Tha Commission's commehtaryrightly poihts ou.t that article 46 of the
Vienna Convention was inspired by general prinoiples of good faith and responsibility
and that the present draft article has thesaIne ihspiration•. Nevertheless, in the
view of. the Unitad Kingdom, no case has been made out for translating the same
general principle into different roles for StatM and for international organizations:
if the basic rule is to be the sama, then th~ ~ualifications should be, so £ar as is
possibl~, identical, and there is a strohg p'rl:lsumption accordingly that in the
drafting the same wording should be us~d, SO far as possible, in both C,lses. The
commentary gives no indi()ation that it was the Commission's intention to draft rules
with substantively different effects, but the us~ of widely different £omulae could
give ris~ pracisely to the misleading impression that there are more substantive
distinctions between the two cast:!s than is in £aot intended. The United Kingdom
therefore recommends that the Commission reverts to a $1mpler draft article based
more closely on article 46 of the Vienn'a Conv~ntion. This would give the Commission
the opportuni liy at the same time to harmoni~e tha title of the present draft article
more olosely with the title of artiol~ 46: the present title lays unnecessar,y and
misleading emphasis on the notion of "violation" of' the 'internal rule, whereas the
principal concern of the provision in~uestion is of ooursethe extenlal efi'ecton
the treaty. The Commission might likewise resolve the discrepancy between
paragraphs 2 and 4, in that the fo:rmer is (wrongly) limited to the impression in -the
mind of a contracting State, whereasthE:'l latter deals (rightly) with both
contracting States and contracting or,gani~ations.

18 • There fonow a nutnber of comments of an essentially drafting character, on
certain of the draft articles 1-60 which havenoiibean dealt with above.

Arti.cle 2

19. Snhparagraph 1 (d) oontains,in square brackets, theph:rase "by anyagr.eed
lIle.ans"as qua:L±fication of the. no'tion of consenting to be bound by a treaty.-rrhe
foot....noteto-the 19'74reportindic-ates iihatthe ColIllIlission -int-ends to .:review the
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phrase in the light of usage elsewhere in the draft. One may now compare this
subparagraph with article 11, in particular, and with the immediately following
articles, from which it will be seen that in dealing generally and in particular
with the various recognized means of establishing consent to be bound, the
Commission, following the pattern of the Vienna Convention, supplements the listing
by the addition of "or by any other means if so agreed", to cover less orthodox
cases which are not readily foreseeable in advance. It follows that there is no
need to deal with the point in the context of particular definitions in artiole 2.
Accordingly, it is reoommended that the phrase in square braokets should be deleted.

Artiole 4

20. The conclUding phrase of this draft reveals some slight differenoes from the
equivalent phrase in article 4 of the Vienna Convention. Whereas the latter refers
to "treaties which are ooncluded by States after the entry into force of the present
Convention with regard to such States", the pr8sent draft art,iole refers to "such
treaties after the [entry into force] of the said articles as regards those States
and those international organizations". It may be that some of these variations
arise simply out of the process of translation, and that conformity with the usage
in the Vielma Convention can be restored as a purely editorial matter. To the extent
that this is not so, the United Kingdom can nevertheless see no good reason for
diverging from the Vienna Convention text. In particular, the United Kingdom draws
attention to the omission of the word "concluded" which, in the Vienna Convention,
serves to complete the temporal clause "after the entry into force"; it is clear
to the United Kingdom that the omission of the concept of 'Conclusion' in that
context in the present draft creates a substantial, and highly undesirable, area of
ambiguity.

Article 6

21. This draft article refers to the capacity of an international organization to
conclude treaties as being governed by the "relevant rules" of the organization. A
similar usage appears in articles 35(3), 36(3) and 36.lli (a). The United Kingdom
questions whether, from a drafting point of view, the qualification "relevant" is
necessary. Article 2.1 (j) contains the definition of "rules of the organization",
and this definition has been commented on with approval above. Whereas it is
questionable whether the addition of the word "relevant" adds anything to the
articles in question (since it embodies an idea which is self-evident); its very
inclusion could nevertheless lead in practice to disputes as to whether formal
distinctions ought to be made between certain rules of the organization and others,
which the definition in article 2.1 (j) is precisely designed to avoid. The
United Kingdom therefore suggests that the word "relevant" should be deleted.

Article 7

22. Subparagraph (b) of paragraphs 1, 3 and 4 again shows slight variations from the
equivalent phrases in the Vienna Convention, inasmuch as the present ~aft omits
the phrase referring to the intention of the pro::ties. The effect is to take
something which is dependent upon the will of the parties in the particular case and
turn it into an apparently general and abstract concept; this creates, once again,
a new area of ambiguity. The United Kingdom can see no real value in the change and
recommends the reinstatement of the Vienna Convention text.
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Artiole 12

~3. This artiole, together with various others, suoh as artiole 15, uses the phrase
"the partioipants in the negotiation". \~hile the broad intention behind this phrase
is clear enough, the phrase does not correspond to the definitions inoluded in
artiole 2, paragraph 1 (e). To the extent that "participants" is a word which fails
to make entirely clear whether it signifies the potential parties to the treaty
themselves (whether states or international organizations) or merely their
authorized delegates, it seems that the more precise phrases defined in article 2 are
to be preferred. It ma.v also be pointed out that the present drafting of
article 12.3 (a) omits the phrase "of the treaty" and the present text of
artiole 15.1 (b) omits the phrase "it is otherwise established that", for no apparent,
reason in either. case. It is reoommended, onoe again, that the exact terminology of
the Vienna Convention be adhered to.

Artiole 39

24. Paragraph 1 of this article diverges in two respeots from the text of article 39
of the Vienna Convention, for reasons which are explained in the Commission's
oommentary. The United Kingdom reserves its judgement for the time being as to
whether these variations are necessary.

YUGOSLAVIA

[Original: French]

[1 April 1981]

In reply to the letter from Mr. E. SW, Legal Counsel of the United Nations,
No. 111: 113(20-1) of 6 Ootober 1980, the Permanent Mission of the Socialist Federal
Repu.blio of Yugoslavia to the United Nations has the honour to communicate the
observations lmd comments of the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia oOMerning the draft articles on treaties oonoluded between States and
international organizations or between international organizations. The Government
of the Sooialist Federal Republio of Yugoslavia has in mind in this regard the
artioles which the International Law Commission adopted at its sessions up to the

'thirty-first session and whioh i t deo~ded, in aooordance with the "decision in
paragra~ 84 of the report of the International Law Commission on the work of its
thirty-first session (A!34!10) and in aooord~ce with artioles 16' and 21 of i tl:t
Statute, to oommunioate to Governments for observation~ and comments through the
Seoretary-General. In this context, the Commission, at its thi:t"ty-second session
(para. 55 of the report of the International Law Commission on the work of its
thirty-second session (A!35!10», requested States to oOlJllllU])icate their observations
and oomments regarding this question by 1 February at the latest.

In this regard, the Yugoslav Government welcomes, first of all, the exoellent
work oat'ried out by the Commission, and in particular by its Speoial Rapporteur,
Mr. Paul Reuter. The Yugoslav Government also wishes to express its desire that the
COllllllission should undertake wi.thout too much de).a,y the second reading of the
draft articles and sucoessfully conolude its work on this important question.

ln formulating its observations and comments on the draft artioles, at a time
when the study of this subjeot is nearing its end, the Yugoslav Government wishes
to stress that it has supported from the outset the work of the Commission on this
matter. it did so as early as the time when the draft articles on the law of
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treaties had been in preparation. At that time, in its reply to the
Seoretary-General of the United Nations, the Yugoslav Government pointed out that it
"oonsiders it desirable that the future oonvention on the law of treaties should not
be oonfined exclusively to treaties concluded between states, but should cover also
agreements concluded by other subjeots of international law, such as international
organizations".!tI In aocordance with this position, Yugoslavia inoluded in
artiole 2, paragraph 1, of its "Law on the Conolusion and Exeoution of International
Treaties" (Official Journal of the Sooialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
No. 55/1978) the following provision: "The expression 'international treaty' means
any treaty oonclUded in writing by the Socialist Federal Republio of Yugoslavia with
one or more States or with one or more international organizations and governed by
international law."

Mindful that the task of preparing an international instrument capable of
governing this field is currently before the international community, the Yugoslav
Government, noting that the preparation of the draft articles. is nearing its end,
takes this opportunity to express its opinion. It wishes to state its observations
and suggestions with a view to helping to clarify the provisions of the draft. The
remarks presented below in no way prejUdge the position which the Government of
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia may take at a later stage of the work.
The purpose is to arrive without too much delay at the adoption of a convention on
treaties concluded between States and international organizations or between
international organizations.

First of all, the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
fully supports the approaoh taken and the work carried out by the Commission on this
subject. As in the case of the other tasks undertaken over the past 10 years by the
Commission, it welcomes the fact that the form used for the codification is that of
draft articles, oapable of constituting, at an opportune time, the substance of a
convention.

In the opinion of the Yugoslav Government, despite opposing concepts, the
Commission has, to the very end of its work, remained true to the provisions of
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. This correct approach has enabled it
to apply, wherever possible, solutions taken from the above-mentioned Convention,
even though that procedure sometimes created difficulties because some provisions
of the draft articles relate to treaties between international organizations, which,
in a number of respects, represent specific subjects of inte~ational law entirely
different from States. Proceeding from this fact, the Yugoslav Government wishes
to emphasize that it is important to obtain comments on the draft articles from
international organizations as well, in order to gain a better understanding of the
main problems and to eliminate some of the weaknesses of the draft articles.

The best course the Commiss;on could find was to study one by one the text of
each of the articles of the Vienna Convention and determine what modification of
wording or substance would be required for the drafting of a similar article dealing
with the same problem in the case of treaties concluded between States and
international organizations or between international organizations. Of course, the
Commission also had to prepare new articles whenever that proved necessary. For
that reason, i tis understandable that in additioD to difficulties of wording and to
sometimes delicate adaptations of the text of the Vienna Convention, the work
occasionally raises some novel and essential problems.
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With regard to its speoific objections to the draft artioles, the Yugoslav Government

oonsiders part I and artioles 6 to 18 of part 11 of the draft, as adopted by the

Commission, to be aoceptable in prinoiple; it feels that their final adoption should

give rise to no partioular difficulties.

In the oontext of part n, section 2, of the draft articles, the Yugoslav

Government attaohes particular im}..1Ortance to articles 19 (Formulation of

reservations in the case of treaties between several international organizations),

19 .lli. (Formulation of reservation by States and international organizations in the

oase of treaties between States and one or more international organizations or

betlleen international organizations and one or more States), and 19~ (Objection

to reservations), sinoe the provisions in those articles deal with a matter of the

highest importance to the draft articles as a whole. The wording of those articles

is in the nature of a compromise and authorizes in a ~neral way the formulation of

reservations by States in every case (art. 19~, para. 1) and by international

organizations in certain cases if the treaty has been concluded solely between

international organizations (art. 19) or when the participation of an international

organization is not essential to the object and purpose of a treaty between States

and internatiohal organizations (art. 19,1li, para. 3). Where the participation of

an international organization in the latter type of treaty is essential to the

objeot and purpose of the treaty, the draft articles have adopted a more restrictive

formulation, which permits the formulation of reservations only if the treaty itself

expressly authorizes them or if it is otherwise agreed that the reservation is

authorized (art. 19,1li, para. 2). The Commission has stipulated the same conditions

in the case of the formulation of objections to reservations (art. 19 ~). The

provisions oited above lead one to conclude that the Commission has decided to

imllOse stricter conditions on international organizations thap. on states. It is true

that there are differences between States and international organizations in respect

of certain features that might justify the different tl.'€:atment and the conditions

imposed on the formulation of reservations. However, their unequal treatment, which

derives from the eolutions prOVided for, shOUld, in the view of the Yugoslav

Governm&nt, be reconsidered in detail, in order to avoid giving rise in practice to

possible negative and confusing situations in the evaluation of the validity of

international treaties owing to the differences in conditions imposed, as a result

of the draft artioles cited above, on States and on international organizations with

t'egard to the formulation of reservations.

The YUgOslav Government is ready to accept the Commission's approach to the

provisions of article 27 (Internal law of a State, rqles of an international

organization and observance of treaties), in particu:j;ar its approach to the extension

of the meaning of the expression "rules of the organ~zation"; that expression should

be given a broader conception than is enVisaged in article 1, paragraph 1,

subparagraph (34), of the Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in Their

Relations with International Organizations of a Universal Character, since in its

present form the article represents an appropriate application of the rule pacta sunt

serv$nda envisaged in draft article 26.

In the view of the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of YugoslaVia,

the Commission was quite right in making use, in the section on the interpretation

of treaties (arts. 31 to 33), of the corresponding provisions of the Vienna

Convention.

The text of article 36bis (Effects of a treaty to which an international

organization is party with~ct to third States members of that organization)

is based,in the view of the Yugoslav Government" on the provisions of treaties
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governing the status of supranational international organizations; however, these
rules cannot be applied in a general manner to 'other international organizations.
The provisions of the above-mentioned article, especially those contained in
subparagraph (a), run counter to the provisions of articles 35 and 36 and to the
generally reoognized rule of international law pacta tertiis nec nooent neo prosunt,
and therefore they are not aooeptable in their present wording. Furthermore, the
provisions of the artiole do not make it possible to establish clearly the need to
apply speoial treatment to states members of international organizations and to
regard them as third States members in the treaties of international organizations
to whioh those States belong. For that reason, the Yugoslav Government believes
that it would be desirable to apply the rules contained in articles 35 and 36.

In the view of the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
the Commission oorreotly drafted artiole 43 (Obligations imposed by international
law independently of a treaty) in taking the view that "there can be no doubt that
rules of international law can apply to an international org~ization independently
of any treaty to whioh it may have been a party".!/ The many documents adopted
in the :"nited Nations, suoh as the Definition of Aggression, the Charter of Eoonomic
Rights and Duties of States, and others, only serve to support this proposition.

The Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia supports the
Commission's position with regard to article 46 (Violation of proVisions regarding
competence to oonolude treaties) and believes that even the simplest provision of
the statute of an international organization cannot be considered to be of
fundamental importanoe, and therefore its violation cannot be considered a reason
for inValidating the treaty.

With regard to article 52 (Coercion of a State or of an international
organization by the threat or use of force), the Yugoslav Government believes that
these proVisions are fuilly applicable to international organizations as well. The
question involves a general principle of international law which is sanotioned by
the Vienna Convention and relates to treaties concluded between States but whose
effeot could be extended to cover the international treaties dealt with by the
draft articles as well, in view of the very varied possibilities of recourse to the
threat or use of force in international relations.

The Government of the Sooialist Federal Republio of Yugoslavia particuilarly
weloomes the introduotion of the proVisions of article 53 (~reaties oonflicting
wi1ih a peremptory norm of general international law (jus cogens», taken from the
Vienna Convention, because the rules of jus cogens are the basis of modern
international law as a whole.

In the view of the Yugoslav Government, the formulation of artiole 60
(Termination or suspension of tlle operation of a treaty as a consequenoe of its
breaoh), whioh isaJ.so taken from the Vienna Convention, is oompletely satisfactory.
It sets down basic rules dealing with the termination of a treaty or the suspension
of its operation as a consequenoe of its breach that oan be applied equally well

!/ Yearbook eo. 1979, vol. II (Part 'Two), document· A/34/10, commentary to
article 43. .
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to international organizations. The matter dealt with by the provisions of the
above-mentioned article is one of the problems that remain pending, primarily
because the arbitrary breach of a treaty endangers its stability and the stability
of the international legal order. In this context, with regard to paragraph 5,
it might be necessary to consider the question whether there are cases in which
a treaty could not be terminated or its operations suspended as a consequence of
its breach. The importance of this article is recognized not only by States and
in writings on international law; it is also recognized by the International
Court of Justice. In its advisory opinion entitled Le£al Conseauences for States
of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa)
notwithstandin£ Seourity Council Resolution 276 (1970), Q the Court referred
expressly to the provisions of article 60 of the Vienna Convention, although that
Convention had no.t yet entered into force. The importance of those proVisions,
in the view of the Yugoslav Government, lies not only in the introduction of rules
governing the termination or suspension of the operation of a treaty as a
consequence of its breach. Those provisions also establish the possibility for
drawing up rules dealing with the responsibility of States for the breaoh of
treaties between States and international organizations or between international
organizations, whioh do not exist in the Vienna Convention but are the subject of
a detailed study oonneoted with the preparation of the draft articles on the
responsibility of States which the International Law Commission is now preparing.

El Adviso" Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1971, p. 16.
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II. COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS OF
THE UNITED NATIONS AND
SPECIALIZED AGENClES

UNITED NATIONS

[Original: English/French]

[1 May 1981]

••• [At] the present time, the Secretariat of the United Nations has
considered only draft articles 1 to 60 ••• The formal comments by the
United Nations could be submitted after the International Law Commission has
completed its elaboration of the whole of the text.

The attached preliminary comments and observations undo'Q.btedly reveal the
nature and the gravity of the issues that the set of draft articles raises for the
United Nations • •••

Preliminary comments and observations by the United Nations on
draft articles 1 to 60

1. The United Nations wishes to express reservations ooncerning the Commission's
general approach to the subject, namely to draft each article as a parallel to
the corresponding article of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Although
this approach has permitted a detailed e:xa.mi.nation of the extent to whioh the
provisions of the Vienna Convention are applicable to treaties to which one or
more international organizations are parties, it also has demonstrated that most
provisions of the Vienna Oonve~tion are applicable to such treaties.

2. The Commission has emphasized the fact 'that while States in international
law are equal also with respect to their capacity to enter into treaties, the
capacity of international organizations differ from organization to organization.
In this connection the United Nations is an example of an international organization
which has negotiated and concluded numerous treaties with States, and other
international organizations. Agreements in the form of treaties also have been
concluded between the United NatiQns and.entities not referred to in the draft
articles, such as foundations, private and public corporations,and governmental
organs and agencies. The continuous expansi~n of the number and subject areas
of treaties to which the United Nations has been or is a party, has occurred
without an express provision in the constitutive instrument -.the Charter of the
United Nations - granting the Organization the capacity to enter into treaties
for the general pUrpose of carrying out the tasks entrusted to it. Although
Article 104 of the Charter provides that "the organization shall enjoy in' the
territory of each of its Members such legal capacity as. may be necessary for the
exercise of its functions and the fulfilment of its purpol:les", this Article
contains no express reference to treaty-making capacity, nor does the Convention
on the PriVileges and ImmuDities of the United Nations, which is the principal
international instrument - widely accepted - for the purpose of implementing
Articles 104 and 105 of the Charter. iV' Although Article 4 (1) (a) ot the

iV Some other Charter provisions, such as Articles 43, 57, 63 and 81,
refer to particular types of agreements; however the provisions of Article 43,
para. 3, concerning agreements between the Security Oouncil and Member States or
groups of Member States, have yet 'to be implemented.
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Regulations to give effect to Article 102 of the Charter (General Assembly

resolution 97 (I), as amended), foresees that the United Nations is to be a party

to registerable treaties or agreements, and article 10 (a) similarly refers to

instruments to be filed and recorded, the United Nations treaty practice may be

said to find its legal basis principally in the intendment of the Charter as

interpreted and aocepted through practice. It follows that in the case of the

United Nations the practioe of the Organization is an essential source of the rules

of international law governing the subject of treaties between the United Nations

and States and/or international or~izations.

,. The Commission's reports and its commentary to the draft articles extensively

disouss whether the nature of treaties concluded solely among States differs

from that of treaties between one of more States and one or more international

organizations, and further whether suoh treaties differ in their nature from

treaties among international organizations $ Without necessarily intending to

comment on the validity in theory of these distinctions, it seems clear that from

the outset the method following in the United Nations praotioe has been to apply

in principle the established international legal rules conoerning treaties between

States, and to modify these rules only so far as necessary in view of the special

requirements of the United Nations.

Comments and observations on particular artioles

Article 2 (1) (c) and (0 bis); artiole 7

1. It is the general praotice of the United Nations not to require the production

of ful~ powers by permanent representatives of Member States'to the United Nations

with respect to treaties dealing with the relationship between the State in question

and the Organization. However, ..if the treaty concerns a subject whioh is not part

of the bilateral relationship bf4tween the State and the Organization, or if the

representative of the State is not accredited to the United Nations, the practi.e

is to roqUire the produotion of full powers for any expression of consent to be

bound by the treaty, but not for the purpose of authenticating' the text by

signature, signature.e referendum, or initialling.

2. With respect to the representative of the United Nations no instrument

of powers (or full powers) is issued when the Secretary-General himself signs a

treaty on behalf of the United Nations. In practice treaties of the United Nations

are very often signed by heads of departments,- offices, diVisions, etc., it being

understood that suoh officials m~ sign a treaty or agr.eementbinding the

Orsanization provided they act within their area of competenoe with the express

or implied authorization of the Secretary-General. The considerable increase in the

number of international treaties entered into by the United Nations and thefaot

that such treaties in most instanoes are not signed by the Secretary-General

explains that Governments sometimes have demanded that the representative of the

United Nations present formal powers, and in such oases formal powers have been

issued by the Seoretary-General.

Artiole 2 (1) (0) and (c bis); artiole 7 (4); -article 11

,. The distinction between the terms "full powers" and "powers" is explained :i!n

the Commission's commentary on the ~asis of the different capacities possessed

by oertain representatives of states and representatives of international

organisations, respeotively.However, the actual instrument indicating a

representative's authority need not - and in practice often does not - authorize the
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representative to express the Organization's consent to be bound by treaties in
general, but rather refers merely to a particular treat~ or to a category of
treaties, such as those referred to in article 7 (2) (bJ, (c) or (d). Since,
moreover, the draft articles attribute the same function and effect to "full powers"
and "powers", it appears that the same term could, in the interest of clarity
and simplicity, be used for representatives of States as well as for representatives
of international organizations.

4. In the definitions of terms in article 2 (1) (c) and (c~) as well as in the
draft articles referred to above, a distinction is drawn between the capacity
of representatives of States to "express" the consent of a State and the capacity
of representatives of international organizations to "communicate" the consent
of an international organization. The theory underlying the distinction seems,
according to the Commission's commentary, if to be that to employ the term "express
consent" in connection with representatives of international organizations might
give rise to a 'misunderstanding concerning the representatives' authority to
determine whether or not the international organization should be bound by a treaty.
The oommentary further states that the USe of the verb "communicate" more clearly
indicates "that the consent of an organization to be bound by a treaty must be
established according to the constitutional procedure of the organization and that
the action of its representatives should be to transmit that consent". While
these distinctions are of analytical interest, it is necessary to consider whether
the draft articles incorporating these distinctions accurately reflect
United Nations practice.

5. In this connection it is well established that as far as treaties of the
United Nations are concerned, in nearly every case it is the Secretariat that
represents the Organization at all stages, including the negotiating stage and the
establishment of the Organization's consent to be bound. In exceptional cases - such
as the Headquarters Agreement with the United States, the bringing into force of
which was authorizsd by the General Assembly in its resolution 169 (II) adopted on
31 October 1947 - formal approval has been expressed by an intergovernmental organ
of the United Nations, but in nearly all other instances, including headquarters
agreements SUbsequently concluded, no formal action was taken by any
intergoverrJnental organ either before or after the text of the treaty had been
established as authentic and definitive • In accordance with this practice the
final clauses in, United Nations treati.es usually provide for entry into force
immediately upon signature as far as the Organization is concerned.

6. In view of the characteristics of United Nations treaty practice outlined
above, it is clear that the distinction between "expressing" and "communicating"
consent has not found application except in highly exceptional cases. Consequently,
it would seem advisable to suppress the distinction in the draft articles referred
to here. It is noted that this solution has been adopted in the remaining draft
articles.
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Article 2 (1) (j); article 2 (2)

7. The definition of "rules of the organization" contained in article 2 (1) (j)
is of paramount importance, for the legal position of international organizations
under the draft articles.

8. In this connection reference is made to the comments and observations made
above concerning the legal basis of the treaty-making capacity of the United Nations
and concerning the role of practice as an essential source in the development of
the rules of international law applicable to treaties of the United Nations.
There can be little doubt that the applicable international law' rules have been and
are being continuously developed. In this context it seems doubtful that the -
word "established" should be retained as a qualification to "practice", because
to do so might prevent the further development and adaptation to future needs of
international organizations' treaty practice.

9. From the Commission's reports it is seen that article 2 (2) was approved at
first reading before the definition contained in article 2 (1) (j) was introduced.
Possibly because of this sequence, a semantic circle has been created through
the references in both of these provisions to the rules of the organization.

10. That the "rules of the organization" necessarily must permit further
development on the basis of practice appears to be recognized - at least by
implication - in the Commission's comm.entary to articles 2 (2) and 6.

11. The identical definition of "rules of the or~nization" contained in
article 2 (1) (j) is also found in article 1 (1) (34) of the.1975 Vienna Convention
on the Representation of states in Their Relations with International Organizations
of a Universal Character. Indeed, the drafting history of the present draft
articles suggests that this definition was simply transposed without full
consideration of all implications of such a move. Naturally, it is necessary to
explain why the same definition should not be used 1'n both the 1975 Vienna Convention
and in the draft articles now under consideration. A logical and' convincing
reason for not using identical definitions, especially a definition circumscribing
"practice" by the term "established", lies in the fact that the draft articles do
not contain a provision similar to article 3 of the 1975 Convention. The latter
provision states in'its relevant part that "The provisions of the present
Convention are without prejudice to anY relevant rules of the Organization ••• ".
On the basis of a. provision of this nature the practice of an, international.,
organization with respect to the development of "rules of the organization" would
not be affected by the application of the Convention.

Article 4.

12. The commentary on this article +aises the difficult question whether
international organizations should be afforded the opportunity to become parties
to any convention which may result from the draft articles. In view of the many
unclarified questions raised by the draft articles, including whether the final
instrument should be a multilateral tr~aty or a set of recommended norms
adopted by the General Assembly, the United Nations is not in a position to offer
comments on this point at the present time. '
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Article 6

1 7 Reference is made to the preceding comments and observations with respect
to article 2 (1) (c) and (c~) and articles 2 (1) (j) and 7.

Article 14; article 2 (1) (bis)

14. As stated under the comments and observations regarding article 2 (1) (c)
and (c ~); jJ it is not the practice in the United Nations to require the
Secretary-General or his representatives to sign treaties f:!ubject to "an act
of formal confirmation". In this connection it is pertinent to recall that no
practices or procedures have been developed in the United Nations which would fit
the definition contained in article 2 (1) (bis). Naturally, this observation is
of a juridical nature and is not intended to de-emphasize the crucial importance
in many caseS of consultations between on the one hand the interested Member States,
non-member States or interested intergovernmental oreans aa the case~ be, and
on .the other hand the Secretary-General or his representatives.

Section 2. Reservations

15. The draft articles in Section 2, in so far as they are not essentially
particular applications of the principle of pacta sunt servanda. and of the will
of the parties, appear to be codification de lege ferenda as far as the
United Nations is concerned. ~1ds observation is based on the fact that the
United Nations has not developed any general, let alone established practices
with respect to reservations, objections to reservations, and acceptance, opposition
or withdrawal of reservations and opposition to reservations.

Article 30 (6)

16. While the reservation in this provision regarding any possible overriding
effect of Article 103 of the Charter seems justified with respect tothe·subject
matter of article 30, the inclusion of paragraph 6 in article 30 gives rise to the
question whether Article 103 of the Charter does not override all of the draft
articles? This question seems to merit further study by the Commission, and
attention is d:L,wn, in particular, to the implication in this connection of
draft articles 2 (1) (j) and 4 and to the comments and observations above
concerning those d1~~t articles.

Articles 35. 36 and 16 bis
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17. It would seem desirable for the Commission to clarify further the criteria
distinguishing between treaties falling under articles 35 and 36 as compared to
those governed by article 36~. In this connection consideration might be given
to the possibility of merging these provisions in order to minimize the potential
for conflicting interpretations. Until the relationship between articles 35 and 36,
9n the one hand, and article 36~ on the other hand, has been further analysed
and defined, it would not Beem possible for the. United Nations to comment on whether
article 36~ should be retained.
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~ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-third Session,

Supplement No. 10 {A/33/10} Chapter V.B, commentary to article 36 l?!!.
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As reg&1'ds interdepartmental agreements in inter-Btate relations, the view

is taken by a number of States that t:pey are matters of private law, and full

powers are not issued for their negotiation. It may well be that arrangements of

The·draft articles are to apply to any "international agreement governed by

international law" concluded in written form between one or more "States" arA one

or more "international organizations" or between international organizations. In

its comments, the International Law Commission recognizes that it would not always

be easy 1;0 establish whether a conventional act WfJ,S gOverned by international law

or by some system of national law.

Both in the relations between States and international organizations, and in

those between international organizations, the problem known, in inter-Btate

relations, as that of interdepartmental agreements exists and is growing in

importance. For instance, in relation to technical co-operation activities, it

is not uncommon for a. government department having the necessaJ,'Y funds and the .'

necessary constitutional authority to agree with. the secretariat of an international

organization that the latter would execute certain projects for the benefit of

the State in which the funds originate or of a third State.

Scope and use of terms (articles 1 and 2)

[Original : English]

[21 August 1980]

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION

Article 37 (~)

18. With reapect to article 31 (6) it appears timely to comment briefly on one

aspect. This provision contains the requirement that "the States members of the

organization" must give their consent to any revocation or modification of a right

or obligation which has arisen from article 36 bis (b). As examples of treaties

considered to be governed by this provision the'COmmission's commentary~ mentions

headquarters agreements concluded between the United Nations and States that

provide privileges and immunities for Member States. Therefore the question arises,

whether it is at all necessary and practical to require the consent of all

member States of an organization before any amendment revoking or modifying a right

or an obligation of a Member State under a headquarters agreement may enter into

effect, this would certainly be contrary to existing United Nations practice.

Would the same :roles apply also to a temporary agreement regarding arrangements for

a conference held away from an established headquarters? It would appear preferable

not to impose such a requirement of consent by all affected States, but to retain

the freedom of action of the parties to the treaty in question.

.... r;"
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the kind referred to, in relations between States and international organizations,
should be similarly regarded. At the same time, and with a view to avoiding any
increase in the legal uncertainties at present often attendant on such arrangements,
it might be useful if some express reference to the issue were made at least in
the commentary on the draft articles, with an indication whether the arrangements
would or would not fall within the scope of the text.

Manner of making the articles applicable to international organizations (article 4)

Article 4 is concerned with the date on which the articles would become
applicable. But in its commentary the International Law Commission refers to the
underlying issue, namely, how the articles are to be made applicable to
international organizations. Since the articles envisage, on the part of States,
behaviour essentially corresponding to that laid down in the Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties, it is their application to international organizations which
is of key importance.

A preliminary question concerns the extent to which the articles innovate, or
are merely declaratory of existing custom or practice. There would seem to be
little doubt that - since conventional arrangements falling outside the internal
law of organizations have had to draw on existing principles of international
law - major rules of treaty law such as the principle of pacta sunt servanda,
or the rules concerning interpretation of treaties, have long been applied by
those concerned. 11 The same may not be true of more procedural requirements set
out in the articles, such as the rules regarding powers. Moreover, there are
matters - such as the rules regarding reservations envisaged in the articles - with
respect to which the law has not developed much because this has not proved
necessary.

In these circumstances, what are the main methods for making the substance
of the articles legally binding on, or otherwise applicable to international
organizations?

(a) One approach would be to embody the articles in an international
convention and to enable both States and international organizations to become
parties thereto on the same footing. That approach would assume that, as
suggested above, the main rules of treaty law are binding on the organizations
irrespecti1Te of the terms of the convention. Conversely, such rules a.s may not
yet be so binding - for instance, as regards reservations - would not apply to the
acceptance of obligations under the convention. Such acceptance may, accordingly,
be imperfect. It may also take a long time. It has taken 10 years for the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties to obtain the 35 ratifications necessary for
entry into ;force. The number of intergovernmental organizations in the world is
becoming comparable to that of ·States.

(b) Another approach is that of the various Conventions on Privileges and
'nmunities. These were "adopted" (United Nations, IAEA) or "accepted"
(specialized agencies) by the representative organs of the organizations and then

11 See, on this, sect. I of the resolution copcerning the application of
general international law regarding tr.eaties to international agreements concluded
by international organizations a~opted by the Institute of International Law in 197~
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opened to ratifioation or aooession by States. They speak, expressly, of being

"in foroe" as between the organizations and ratifying or aooeding States, and

there is no doubt that the organizations consider themselves to be bound by their

tems, without being ''parties'' thereto in the same sense as States. At the same

time, the prooedure followed in these oases is more difficult to envisage where

the proposed convention would affect a SUbstantially larger number of organizations.

(c) A variant of the foregoing would be the "third party" approach: a

convention would be open to ratifioati:on and acoession by States only but, since it

would create both rights and obligations for international organi.zations, these

would be invited to consent thereto. From a practioal point of view, and again

given the large nUJllber of States and organizations concerned, this variant might

combine and compound some of the disadvantages of (a) and of (b).

(d) A quite different approach would be for the General Assembly of the

United Nations to adopt the articles, not as an international convention destined

to create legal obligations for the parties thereto, but as a standard of

referenoe for action destined to harden into customary law. As regards the

organizations of the United Nations system - i.e. the major universal

organizations - suoh adoption could be aocompanied by a formal reoommendation

whioh would be required, under the various relationship agreements, to be submitted

to the competent organ of eaoh organization (Where agreement to USe a standard of

reference may be a less difficult issue than aooeptance or consent for purposes

of (a) to (0) above). As regards other' orga.nizat~ons, it would be the

responsibility of Sta.tes members both of the United Nations and of those

organizations to take the necessary steps so that due aocount is taken of the

standard. of referenoe. On the assumption of wide support for' the articles in the

General Assembly, it~ well be that the effect, in praotice,if not in law, of

suoh an approach would more than match that of more formal methods. At the same

time, and without notably increasing the uncertainty of the rules (which, in any

oase, leave much to the internal law of organization&), this approaohmat permit

an element of flexibility as regards suoh artioles as have not yet, been adequately

tested in practioe. And it may avoid some sterile controversy about the capacity

of one organization or another to participate in more formal action.

Ca'Dacity of international orw.nizations to conclude treaties (art. 6 and

art. 2. 'Da.ra.. l(j)

The draft articles leave the treaty-making capacity of international

organizations to be governed by. the relevant rules of each organization.

It is noted that, where the rules of the organization so permit, the term

"relevant rules" is intended to embraoe practioe and that there is no intention

of fixing these rules as they stand at the time the draft articles beoome

effeotive. .

It is assumed that any question or dispute regarding the treaty-making

capaoity of an -organization win also fall to be decided exolusively by the

methods applicable to the relevant r-iJles of the "Organization.'

Full P?wers and powers (art. 7 and art. 2. para. 1 (c bis»

In addi'tioilto' the persons listed in paragraph 20f article 7, ministers

whosedepartm"ents deal with the questions falling within the competence of the

IOOare oonsideredas representing their State both for the purpose of .adopting
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the text of a treaty and for the purpose of e~ressing the consent of the State
thereto. Presumably, this practice is covered by paragraph 1 Cb) of article 7,
and the generality of that provision is not limited by the enumeration of
paragraph 2.

As the commentary on article 7 indicates, "the ohief administrative officer"
of the organization is usually considered in practice as representing the
organization without further documentary evidence. It is understood that
paragraphs 3 Cb) and 4 Cb) of the article allow that practice to be continued.
Furthermore, the ohief administrative officer is usually considered in practice
as representing the organization for the purpose of communicating the consent of
the organization to be bound by a treaty, without e~ress powers, even where one
of the representative organs of the organizatioIl is competent to decide on the
matter. It is understood that paragraph 4 Cb) of article 7 as drafted allows that
practice to be continued.

Reservations (part II. sect. 2)

The draft articles apply the regJ.Ille of the Vienna Convention to the position
of States in their relations with international organizations and to the position
of international organizations in their relations with eaoh other, but vary it
as regards the position of international organizations in relation to States. It
is clear that there is not, as yet, any existing practice to support or invalidate
the proposed system. The system oan, accordingly, be discussed only on a
theoretical basis. From that point of view, it would seem that any departure from
the general regime must be justified by a demonstration of need for such departure.
It is not certain that this has been done.

The commentary e~lains that, in certain treaties, a reservation formulated
by an international organization maybe incompatible with the object and purpose
of the treaty. Even under the gener'al regime, reservations are permissible oIl1y
if they are not incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. It may be
that this condition could, in certain cases, preclude reservations by an
international organization regarding a range9f pre;>visions withrespect towlP-ch it
is open to States to make reservations. But it is equally possible that a tre~ty

in which participation of an international organization isesseIltial'forits'object
and purpose may' contain provisions which are .DOt crucial. to the object and purpose~

It.is.DOt clear why it is necessary to preclude reservations to such provisions
unless ~hese reservations are specifically authorized. In a sense, of course, the
proposed rules amount to the following: in relations between States and
international organizations, pending solution of any dispute as to whether a
particular reservation is compatible with the object and purpose of a treaty,
States would not be bound by the provision to' which they had made the reservation
whileorganiz~tionswould be bound. At the same time, and from a practical point
of view, the proposed rules. could result in the organizations refusing to
participate in the treaty at all until the reservation on the point at issue is
authorized. This would be so, in particular, where organizations, whose freedom
of action is circumscribed by the terms of their constitution, find that particular
treaty provisions are not wholly consistent with those terms; it is not altogether
fanciful to envisage such an occurrence.

.~--:-;~

The proposed provisions concerning objections toreserVatiQns parallel those
regarding reservations: in oases in which the freedom of organizations to
make reservations is limited, the possi.bility to object to reservations is also
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limited; this is explained by reference to the different nature of states and
organizations. Again, one may wonder whether the departure from the general
regime is warranted. Particularly in cases in which the partioipation of an
orpnization is essential to the objeot and purpose of a treaty, it may be neoessary
for the organization to be able to object to the terms to which a State, or other
organization, SUbjects its own partioipation therein; not in all oiroumstanoes will
suoh need be direotly related to the tasks of the organizations u,nder the treaty
(which alone would justify objections under the draft artioles). In so far as it
is the intention that an organization should be bound by the terms of the treaty
without possibility of exception, any reservation by another Paz.'ty - by virtue of
its reciprooBl effeot under draft artiole 21 - to some extent affeots that
intention, and it should be possible at least to highlight this by public objection.
At the same time, the faot of objecting does not in any way limit the participation
in the treaty of the organization regarded as essential; it may, but will not
neoessarily, limit the participation of the State or organization free to make
reservations.

Rules of the organization and observance of treaties (art. 27)

On the theoretical plane, the subject raises, as the commentary shows,
considerable difficulties. Thus there m~ be a problem of hierarohy of norms.
Does Article 103 of the Charter of the United Nations create a special status for
the internal law of the United Nations? Is there - as suggested in foot-note 499
to the oommentary on article 27, !SI but as regards article 46 - a distinction
between treaties oonoluded with Member States and treaties ooncluded with non-member
States (and hence, in e:f:feott between universal organizations and organizations
with more limited membership)? Can ohanges in the rules of an organization
subsequent to the oonclusion of a treaty modify the obligations under the latter
(and, given the meohanisms for making oonstitutional changes binding even on
States whioh have not consented. thereto, do so without the oonsent of all the
parties thereto)?·· ,

On the praotioal plane, every effort is and should be made to avoid the
occurrellce of these problems, by inoluding in the terms of the international
collllllitment suoh safeguards as appear to be oalled for by the internal law. This
is widely done in bilateral agreements. As regards multilateral treaties, the
issue underlines the need for a possibility to make reservations. -As foot-note 502
to the oommentary to artiole 27 if implies, a valid oommitment, which oan be :fully
complied with, is preferable, even if it is mo]';'e limited in scope, to one whioh -is
wider in appearance only.

Interpretation of treaties {part Ill, sect. ,)

Praotice supports the indioation, in the oommentary, that preparatory work
plays a larger role in the interpretation of treaties with which international
organizations are oonoerned than in inter-8tate relations~

mI Yearb·ook ... 1977, vol. II (Part Two), p. 119, document A/32/10.

!21 ~., p. 120.
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Treaties and third parties (part III. sect. 4)

Draft article 36 makes inapplicable to international organizations the
principle according to which the assent of a third State to the acquisition of
rights under a treaty is presumed as long as the contrary is not indicated; the
assent of the organization to the acquisition of rights under a treaty to which it
is not a party is required, in a form to be determined by its rules. This
corresponds to certain rules regarding gifts presently applicable: thus, under the
Financial Regulations of the no, gifts must be accepted by one of the
representa'.;ive organs (the Conference, where the gift may directly or indirectly
involve an immediate or ultimate financial liability for the members of the
Organization; the Governing Body, where no such liability is involved). Amongst
the matters to which consideration has been given in that connection are the ability
of the Organizationto USe-the gift, in law or in fact, "the ability of the
Organization to respect conditions to which the gift may have been made SUbject,
and, of course, the liabilities which may be attendant thereon. The proposed rule
thus seems desirable, even if - as shown in paragraph 96 of the second report by
the Specia.l Rapporteur 9.1 - it has not always been followed hitherto. At the same
time, it is assumed that, as suggested by the Special Rapporteur, assent may be
implied if the rules of the" organization permit this.

As regards the problem of the position of member States of the organization in
relation to treaties to which the organization is a party (possible ~~ticle 36 R!!),
a fundamental question is that discussed in the second report of the Special
Rapporteur, namely, to what extent the trea"l;y creates international rights and
obligations directly between the other contracting parties and the member States of
the organization. Where a liability is created for member States by virtue of their
obligation, under the constitution of the orgarlization, to meet the expenses of
the organization, there are probably no such di1'ect relations; in such case the
problem is linked to that slealt with in dra.:ft articles 27 and 46 (and possibly 61
and 62) and not to that o:f,part HI, section 4. .Even in the case of agreements

. concerning the privileges arid immunities of organizations, it may be arguable that
the rights and obligations arise exclusively in rE~lation to the organization and
not directly as between States; JY if that is SO'i acceptance of the terms of the
agreement by the organization in accordance with i.ts rules may imply a certain
liability - but to the organization - even for menfuer States which dissented from
the decision taken in the competent organ. For the rest, the no does not, at
present, have experience which could"throw any light on the·needs which might call
for prOVisions of the kind enVisaged in possible ElXticle 36,lli.

Miscellaneous provisions (art. 73)

Related, inter alia, to the questions considered above by reference to
articles 27 and 46, is the question of the matters which have been reserved in

!Y Yearbook ... 1973, vol. II, pp. 90-91, document A/CN.4/271.

JY This a.rgument is relevant, not only to the present issue, but also to that
of the obligations, under one of the general Comrentions, of a host State in respect
of the representatives of another ratifying State which has made reservations
regarding the treatment of such representatives. It lj1i.ght be recalled that, as
regards the Specialized Agencies Convention, the organizations concerned do not
accept accessions SUbject to subs'''antive reservations.
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pursuance of article 73. In this connection, the 'comments of the Commission on a

number of articles suggest that the Commission envisaged wider reservations than

the terms of article 73, strictly interpreted, might allow. The issue is of

importance in that, as recognized in the Commission's comments, the interpretation

of the rules laid down elsewhere in the draft articles will be affected by what

is clearly understood not to be dealt with therein c

The comments on article 73 itself make clear that the examples given therein

are not exhaustive; as drafted, however, the terms of the article do not bear out

that view. It is recognized that it may be difficult to change that drafting if,

as stated in the commentary, the parallel" language of the Vienna Convention on the

Law of Treaties is also not intended to be exhaustive. The issue may, nevertheless,

merit further reflection.

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

[Original: English]

[17 February 1981]

General

Having examined articles 1 to 60 adopted by the International Law Commission,

FAO is of the opinion that they would not give rise to difficulties in its

relations with States and other international organizations. FAO would, however,

wish to make the specific comments set out below.

Article 2 (1) (b ter): '" acceptance', 'approval' and 'accession' mean in each

case the international act so named whereby a State or an international' organization

establishes on the international plane its consent to be bound by a treaty;"

This provision refers to "acceptance", "approval" and "accession" but does not

refer to "adherence". It is true that the terms "accession" and "adherence" have

become largely synonymous and that the term "accession" tends to be used more

frequently than "adherence". However, since a number of States and international

organizations still employ both terms, it would seem desirable for this practice

to be reflected in the draft articles.

Article 2 (1) (i): "'international organization' means an intergovernmental-'

organization;"

While the commentary on this provision contains cogent arguments in favour of

the proposed text, it might none the less prove desirable for this definition,

when read in conjunction with the definition of "treaty" contained in

article 2 (1) (a), to bring out more ·clearly the extent to which the articles would

apply to agreements concluded between subsidiary organs' of international

organizations, both with States and other international organizations, since it

is well known that certain subsidiary organs of international organizations, in

particular the United Nations, enjoy a wide measure of autonomy and conclude a

large number of agreements.
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The question also arises whether the definition of an "international
organization" would cover international organizations whose membership was made up
both of sovereign States and other international organizations.

Article 36 bis (b)

As to the effects of a treaty to which-an international organization is a
party with respect to third States that are members of that organization, it is a
fact that in a number of instances the treaties concluded by such an organization
give rise, at least indirectly, to rights or obligations - or both - for third
States. This can occur in a general manner in ·the case of treaties concluded with
non-member States or other intergovernmental organizations, and more specifically
in connection with topics such as privileges and immunities as mentioned in the
commentary on article 36 J?i[ Yearbook of the International Law Commission 1 8,
vol. II (Part Two), document A 33 10, p. 135

. In the experience of FAO, the question of the way in which a third State's
acceptance of the rights and obligations deriving from such treaties should be
expressed does not appear to have given rise to any problems.

It may be appropriate, however, to distinguish between treaties concluded by
an international organization that have been formally approved by the competent
intergovernmental organ of that organization and those concluded at the secretariat
level in accordance with less formal procedures. In the former case, the
"acknowledgement" of third States that the application of the treaty may entail
obligations as well as rights for it can be assumed. On the other hand, in the
case of the numerous treaties which are concluded by the secretariats of
international organizations with States and other international organizations, the
"acknowledgement" is less clear. However, in so far as these latter treaties are
concluded in virtue of powers delegated to the secretariats, either expressly or
implicitly, under the constituent instrument or rules of the international
organization concerned, it could be maintained that the obligations flowing from
these treaties apply automatically to members of the international organization as
a consequence of their membership and without any need for them to "acknowledge"
that the application of a particular treaty entails obligations for them.
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III. COMMENTS Am> OBSERVATIONS OF OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

COUNCIL FOR MUTUAL ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

[Original: Russian]

[4 October 1980]

••• [T]he secretariat of the Council for MUtual Economic Assistance (CMEA)

weloomes the oonsiderable work done by the United Nations International Law

Commission in oonnection with the preparation of the draft articles on treaties

between States and international organizations or between international

organizations.

Artioles 1 to 60 of the draft articles submitted for our consideration appear

on the whole to merit a favourable evaluation.and could provide a good basis for

the elaboration by the Commission of the final draft of the articles on this

subject.

However, the draft contains certain provisions which, in the opinion of the

CMEA seoretariat, require clarification. In particular, the CMEA. secretariat would

think it advisable in the. final wording of the provisions concerning reservations

(draft arts. 19 to 23) to proceed from the assumption that international

organizations are not able taoitly to accept reservations formulated by States or

by other international organizations.- In our view, the parallel with States is

inappropriate in this instance.

The CMIl1 secretariat would also consider it advisable to eliminate from the

text provisions which would place on States members of a particular international

or,anization obligations under international treaties concluded by it, without

the e~ress agreement of those States members with regard to the treaty concluded

by the 9rganization. '

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

[Original~ EnglishjFrench]

[11 February 1981]

1. The European Economic Community (EEC) recalls that its member States 31 have

transferred to the Community their competences within certain fields, in particular

in respeot of external trade policy, the common ag.ricultural policy including

management and oonservation of fishery resources, and certain matters relating to

the protection and preservation of the environment.

si The Community has sinoe 1 January 198~ the following 10 member States:

Belgium, DellD8rk, Franoe, Germany, Federal Republic of, Greece, Ireland, Italy,

Luxembourg, Netherlands and United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
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The draft articles under consideration.are drawn up in p.arall~lwith tlle
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and complete this Convention in relation
to the application of tr~aty law in respect of international organizations. The
Community, having international legal personality and being capable under
international law to conclude treaties with States and other entities, is therefore
to be treated accordingly.

The Community's treaty-making powers are not restricted to the instanoes
explicitly provided for in the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community.
These powers may be extended in new fields under the conditions-provided for in
the Treat~r.

2. General observations

The Community welcomes that the International Law Commission has adopted as
a basic principle to keep the draft. articles as close as possible· to the text of
the Vienna Convention of 1969 on the Law of Treaties. The deliberations that have
taken place in the Commission show that it is not possible in all instances to
transpose the provisions of the Vienna Convention. It is, however, important to
maintain this basic principle in order not to create a new l.egalinstrument which
could have the effect of undermining the principles codified in the Vienna
Convention.

The Community supports the· recommendation made by several representatives in
the Sixth Committee of the United Nations General Assembly that a simpler solution
should be found in various instances to the draftar~icles. ReferenOe is in
particular made to articles 20 m, -41, 54 and 51 as examples of unnecessarily
complicated drafting, and in which a rather simple principle is buried in the
obscurities of defining the cases to which it applies.

To avoid complicated and tedious drafting changes from the model of the
Vienna Convention is a correct principle. International organizatiQP~ vary to a
large extent in legal form, functions, powers and struoture and in their capacity
to conclude treaties. The International Law Commission was itself conscious of
this fact, as witness its adoption of abroad definition of international
organizations, a definition which would clearly cover the European Economic
Community; a similar recognition underlies the Commission' sdecision<to solve
various essential questions by reference to the constituent.instruments, relevant'
decisions and resolutions, and established practice of the organization. Too
zealous 'a pursuit of distinctions between States and international organizations
in each and every instance could all too easily lead to a situation in which the
draft articl.es would fail to correspond to establiQhedand de""~lopinginternational

practice.

3. Comments on' individualdra£t articles'

The Community prefers -to focus its comments on·a limited number- o~' the -draft
articles which it considers to be of particular ,concern toi~., These cODllllents
should be read in close connection with the outline made above in section 1 on the
international legal personality of the European Economic Community'and with the
general observations contained in section 2.
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Article 2. parasraph 1 (j). Use of tezms

The definition in this subparagraph of the term "rules of the organization" is

important. It is recalled that the International Law Commission inserted this

definition when elaborating draft article 21 which deals with the internal law of

a State, rules of an international organization and observance of treaties. The

definition repeats article 1, paragraph 1 (34), in the Conventior. of 14 March 1915

on the Representation of States in their Relations with International Or.ganizations

of a Universal Character. It is a helpful clarification and it should be retained

as a supplement to the preceding subparagraph of article 2 which contains the

definition of an "international organization".
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The definition given in article 2, paragraph 1 (j), seems also necessary in

order to ensure an adequate interpretation of other provisions of the draft articles;

in particular draft article 6 on the capacity of international organizations to

conclude treaties. The reference simply. to "relevant rules of"<~he organization"

would be acceptable to the Community if read in conjunction with', the clarification

given in draft article 2, paragraph 1 (j).

(a) The]
States intendil
respect of the

(b) The
vis-~-vis trea'

Article 9. Adoption of the text of a treaty

Paragraph 1 of this article states the general rule that treaties are concluded

by agreement between the contracting parties. This principle, which repeats the

provisions of the Vienna Convention, ~epresen~s no difficulties.

The present draft of paragraph 2 would not exclude international organizations

from participating fully in an international conference convened for the purpose of

adopting a treaty. It is, however, not adequate,as indicated in the commentary of

the International Law Commission, to leave it to States in each case to decide

whether such participation would be accepted.

Part II. Section 2. Reservations
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Most of the proVisions contained in the section on reservations to treaties

concluded between States and international organizations or between international

organizations transpose, the provisions on· that subject matter in the Vienna

Convention. The International Law Commission has, however, attempted to draw up

distinctions in respect of the right tor an international organization to formulate

reservations on its own behalf or-object to reservations mad~ by another contracting

party ,to a treaty concluded between one or more States and one or more international

organizations. The ability of an international organization in these instances is,

in draft article 19 bis. paragraph 2, and draft article 19 ter. paragraph 3, limited

on the one hand either to cases where "the reservation is !!xpressly authorized by

the treaty or if it is otherwise agreed that the reservation is authorized", or,

on the other, if "the possibility of objec~ing is expressly granted to.it by the

treaty or is a necessary consequence of the tasks assigned to the international

organization bi}Tthe treaty" or if the participation of such organization ''.In the,

treaty is not essential to the object and purpose of the treaty".

It is not clear why the International Law-Commission has adopted the position

that international organizations should not be able to avail themselves of

commonly agreed principles concerning the right to formulate reservations and

especially the right to object to t'eservations formulated by other contracting
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parties to a treaty. The Community therefore recommends that the Commission should
reconsider draft article 19 bis. paragraph 2 and draft article 19 ter. paragraph 3
with particular reference to the need not to introduce distinction between the.
parties to freely negotiated treaties, unless such distinction is essential.

Part Ill. Section 4. Treaties and third States or third international
ore;anizations

The provisions on this topic raise important issues relating to the status of
international organizations in respect of the general rules of international law.
Two points seem to be of particular interest:

(a) The position of an international organization vis-a-vis treaties~etween

States intending to give powers to such organization - or organ thereof - in
respect of the implementation of such treaties; and

(b) The legal position of member States of an international organi~ation
vis-~-vis treaties concluded by that organization.

The comments will be limited to the second point mentioned, namely, the 1!llga,1.
position of member States of an international organization as dealt with in
article 36.lli, a question which the International Law Commission has lef't opere
pending the comments of States and international organizations.

The need for dealing with this problem in the draft articles is inescapable.
The legal fiction, that an international organization is as such ·separate .and
distinct from its member States cannot be carried to the extreme by stating that
the member States as such have absolutely nothing to do with treaties, validly
concluded by the organization to which they belong. Such attitude could actually be
interpreted as a philosophical approach based upon the concept that an international
organization constitutes an independent sovereign entity, possessing original
powers just like the national States.

The actual situation for the Community is. that it possesses personality under
international law to conclude treaties which are binding on its institutions and
on the member States. Reference is hereby made to article 228 ·oitbe EEC. trea.ty.
The provisions of that article do not purport to lay down a general rule. They
do at least recognize, in so far as the States parties to that treaty are concerned,
the legal significance, for those States, of treaties concluded by the international
organization they have established. One might even argu.e that this provision of
the EEC treaty is a treaty provision which intends to give guarantees to
non-member States which those States assent to and accept by entering into a treaty
with the organization. However that may be, and quite apart from the specific
situation of the EEC, the problem is obviously a general one and arises in respect
of any international organization which enters into treaty relations with a third
State or with another international organization. It is rather the effects of that
treaty, validly entered into by an international organization, which require
attention. The primary effect of such a treaty is to create rights and obligations
as between the entities which are the formal parties to the treaty.

The rule formulated in article 36 .lli actually serves to protect the State or
other entity which enters into a treaty w;i.th an internatio~lor~zat.$()n, jus:t
like the exi.sti-ng and never cballengedruleof international law as contained in
article 27 of the Vienna Convention that,where there is a treaty between States.
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IIA party~ not invoke the provisions of' its internal law as justif'ication f'or its

f'ail'U1'e to perf'011l1 a treatyll. Dra.f't article 36 :ea is not addressed to the

question of' responsibility of an international orpnization f'or the conduct of' its

organs or of' its member States, but rather deals with the IIpri.ma.ry1l rules of' rights

and'obligations of' those member States. Nevertheless, the underlying £unction of'

protection of' the interests of' the State party to a treaty it concludes in this

case with an international organization, is the same. It is theref'ore surprising

to see that objections to this article were brought f'orward in the International

Law Commission on the basis that the article serves the purposes and interests of'

some particular existing international organizations and their member States.

The Comm'UIlity fully endorses the principles underlying draft article 36 lli.
The text as it stan~s does, however, have certain shortcomings. It should be noted

that dra.f't article 36l!!§. does not expressly envisage the situation where an

international organization, together with its member States, concludes a treaty

with a third State or organization. At least f'or the Community, it is common

practice that it becomes a· contracting party to a treaty together with its member

States if' that treaty covers areas within which the competences are mixed. This

situation of' "mixed agreements ll is, by way of' example, the situation in respect of'

a DUlDber of' international commodity agreements. y The Commt'dty considers that

i tshould be clear that article 36 lli also applies in the case of mixed agreements

to those rights and obligations proVided f'or in the agreement which f'ell within the

competence of' the international organization. As regards the rights and obligations

resulting specif'ically f'rom the treaty relations between member States of' the

orga.nization and non-member States, it should be no less clear that they are

governed by.the rule set out in article '3 (c) of' the Vienna Convention•
.

The ColllllrW1ity1s f'inal observation is that, in the case of' mixed agreements,

the member States of' the international organization would not necessarily be "third

States 11 , the Oommunity moreover draws attention to the awkwardness of describing

Member Sta-tes as "third States" in relation to an organization of' which they are

members.. . '

The CoJJlmunity isready'tocontinue its work in order to bring about the

clarifications or amendments, with regard to article 36~, which would enable

interpretation of'that article to be made clearer or better.account to be taken of'

the rulel1faccording towmch the Colll1ll1mi.ty and its Member States b~.come parties

to treaties. _

'El The International·Wheat Agreement 1971, the International Cocoa Agreement

1975,· the International Tin Agreement 1975, the International Cof'f'ee. Agreement 1976,

(a.ll with later amendments) and·the International Na.tural Rubber Agreement 1979.
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.ANNEX III

CORRESPONDENCE :BET\-m:EN TI:ml DllAFr ARTICmS ON SUCCESSION OF STATES IN
BESIECT OF STATE PRO:EERTY, ARCHIVES AND DEBTS AS FINALLY APPROVED BY TI:ml
mTERNATIONAL LAW CcmIISSION AT ITS THmTY-THmD SESSION AND THE DRAFT
ARTICIES ON SUCCESSION OF STATES IN RESPECT OF MATTERS OTHER THAN TREATIES

AS PROVISIONALLY ADOP.rED BY THE ca·MISSION AT PREVIOUS SESSIONS

Designation of the article Designation of the article
as finally ap;Jved at the as proVisionally adopted

in first reading at. the1981 session s
1979 or 1980 sessioni!

1 1 1

2 2 3
3 3 2

4

5

6

7 4 4
8 5 5
9 6 6

10 7 7
11 8 8

9
[11]

12 9 X

y See chap.' Il, sect. D above •.

YArtic1es 1-23, A and B were adopted by the Commission at its thirty-first
(1979T session (see Yearbook ... 1979, vol. 11 (Part T\"lO), chap. Il, sect. B)
while articles C-F were adopted at its thirty-second (1980) session (see
Official Records of the General Assemb1 Thirt -fifth Session Su: lement No. 10
A 35 10 , chap. II, sect. B.2 •

~ Articles 1, 2, 3(a)-(d) "and4-8 were adopted by the Commission at its
twenty-fifth (1973) session (see Yearbook ... 1973, vol. 11, document A/9010/Rev.1,
chap. Ill, sect. B). Articles 3(e), 9,[iI] and X were adopted at its
twenty-seventh (.1975) session (see Yearbook. eo 1 , vol. Il, dO.cu:men.t A/lOO10/Rev.l,
chap. IIl, sect. B. 2). Articles 3 f . and 12-16 t'1ere adopted at its
twenty-eighth (.1976) session (see Yearbook ••• 1 6, vol. II (Pai-t Tt'1o),
document A/31/10, chap. IV, sect. B.2. Articles 17-22 were adopted at its
twenty-ninth (1977) session (see Yearbook ••• 1 , vol •. II (Part Two),
document A/32/IO, chap. IIl, sect. B.2. Articles 23-25 were a.dopted at its
thirtieth (1978) session (see Yearbook ••• 1978, vol. 11 (Part Two), document
A/33/10, chap. IV, sect. B. 2).
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In the above. table, ~Jhere an article in one set has no corresponding article
in another set, the relevant column is marked. "..." •

DesiBnation of the article
as finally approved at the
1981 session

C

B

D

ID

F

15 17

16 18

17 19

10- 20

19 21

20 22

21 23

22 24

23 25

NOTE

12

13

14

15

16

Designation of the article
as provisionally adopted
at previous sessions
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10

11

-12

13

14

Designa:tion of the article
as provisionallY adopted
~i:'st readi.ne at the
~or 1980 session

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35
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37
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